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PREFACE

TO

A STATISTICAL ACCOUNT OF BENGAL,

VOLUME I.

'We are of opinion,' wrote the Court of Directors in 1807

to their servants in Bengal, ' that a Statistical Survey of the

country would be attended with much utility : we therefore

recommend proper steps to be taken for the execution of the

same.' The despatch from which these words are quoted

forms an example of a long series of instructions, in which

the East India Company urged the acquisition of accurate

and systematic knowledge concerning the territories which

it had won. The first formulated effort in Bengal dates

from 1769, four years after the civil administration of the

Province came into its hands ; the latest orders of the Court

of Directors on the subject were issued in 1855, three years

before the government of India passed from the Company

to the Crown. During the long interval, many able and

earnest men had laboured at the work, manuscript materials

of great value had been amassed, and several important

volumes had been published. But such efforts were isolated,

directed by no central organization, and unsustained by any

continuous plan of execution.

The ten years which followed the transfer of the govern

ment of India to the Crown produced a new set of efforts

towards the statistical elucidation of the country. Con
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spicuous among them was the work commenced under

the orders of Sir Richard Temple in 1866, when Chief

Commissioner of the Central Provinces; and in 1867, the

Governor-General in Council, in obedience to orders received

from Her Majesty's Secretary of State, directed a Statistical

Account to be prepared for each of the twelve great Provinces

of India.1

The Local Governments struck out widely different schemes

for conducting the work. It was as if an order had issued

from some central power for a Statistical Survey of all

Europe, and each nation had set about its execution on a

separate plan. It became apparent that large sums of

money were likely to be expended, while considerable un

certainty existed as to the results. Meanwhile several public

bodies pressed on the Government of India the necessity of a

systematic organization, with the view to ensuring uniformity

of plan in the execution of the work. Without such uni

formity, the Council of the Asiatic Society pointed out that

when the local compilations came to be finally digested into

the General Account of India, there would be no basis for

comparative statistics, and much ' of the original work would

have to be gone over again de novo'

The Governor- General in Council arrived at the same

conclusion; and in 1869 directed me to visit the various

Local Governments, to ascertain what each had done in

the matter, and to 'submit a comprehensive scheme for

utilizing the information already collected, for prescribing

the principles according to which all local Gazetteers are

in future to be prepared, and for the consolidation into one

work of the whole of the materials that may be available.'

In obedience to these orders, I submitted, in 1869, a Plan

for an Imperial Gazetteer of India. It was found necessary,

1 These Provinces, or rather political divisions under separate administrations,

are :—(1) Bengal ; (2) Bombay ; (3) Madras ; (4) North-Western Provinces ; (5)

Panjab ; (6) Assam, in 1867 included within Bengal ; (7) Central Provinces ; (8)

British Burmah ; (9) The Berars, under the Resident of Haidarabad ; (10) Mysore

andCoorg; (11) Rajputana ; (12) Central India.—Orders of the Government of

India, No. 1758, dated 1gth Oct. 1867.
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in the first place, to provide that the materials collected by

each of the Local Governments should afford a common

basis for the comparative statistics of the country, when

eventually consolidated into the one final work for all India.

In the second place, to devise measures for ensuring the

compilation of the materials thus obtained within a reason

able time, and on a uniform plan. The District forms the

administrative unit in India, and I took it as the unit of the

Statistical Survey in the work of collecting the materials ;

the Province forms a large administrative entity, and was

taken as the basis of the organization for compiling the

materials when obtained. With a view to securing uniformity

in the materials, I drew up, under the orders of Government,

six series of leading questions,1 illustrating the topographical,

ethnical, agricultural, industrial, administrative, medical, and

other aspects of an Indian District, which might serve as a

basis for the investigations throughout all India. With a view

to securing certainty of execution, provincial editors were ap

pointed, each ofwhom was made responsible for getting in the

returns from the District off1cers within the territory assigned

to him, supplementing them by information from the Heads

of Departments and local sources, and working them up into

the Statistical Account or Gazetteer of the Province. In this

way the unpaid co-operation of the whole body of officers

throughout the two hundred and twenty -five Districts of

India was enlisted, the best local knowledge was brought

to bear, and in each Province there was an editor directly

responsible for the completion of the Provincial Account

on a uniform plan and within a reasonable time. The

supervision of the whole rested with me, as Director-General

of Statistics to the Government of India.*

1 Subsequently circulated to the Local Governments under the title of ' Heads

of Information required for the Imperial Gazetteer of India.'

* The above narrative is as accurate as a comprehensive sketch can be made

without going into very minute details. Thus in one Presidency, Madras, a

more elaborate system of separate District Accounts has been adopted ; while

the Gazetteers of one of the minor administrations (the Central Provinces) and of

the Haidarabid Assigned Districts (the Berars) were commenced and practically

done before the introduction of the system above described. Again, with rega1d
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Under this system, the materials for the whole of British

India have now been collected, in several Provinces the

work of compilation has rapidly advanced, and everywhere

it is well in hand. During the same period the first

Census of India has been taken, and furnished a vast acces

sion to our knowledge of the people. The materials now

amassed form a Statistical Survey of a continent with a

population exceeding that of all Europe, Russia excepted.1

In addition to my duties as Director-General of the under

taking throughout India, the Provincial Accounts for Bengal

and Assam were placed in my own hands. These now sepa

rated administrations comprise one-third of the entire popula

tion of British India. The District Accounts which I have

myself prepared, as provincial editor for Bengal and Assam,

derive their materials from four distinct sources. My in

quiries, circulated to the District officers, form the basis of

the whole ; but they have been supplemented by special

reports from the provincial Heads of Departments; by papers

on individual subjects, obtained for me by the Government ;

and by my personal researches in the Bengal Districts,

and among the manuscript records of the Government at

Calcutta, and in the India Office, London.

No effort has been spared to ensure accuracy. But it

would be unwise for a central compiler, drawing his materials

from so distant and widely-separated sources, to hope that in

this respect he had obtained a complete success. It should

not be forgotten that until the Census of 1872 we were without

precise statistics of the population of any single District

in Bengal or Assam ; and that whereas the estimate had

stood at forty millions for the Province, the total by the

Census amounted to sixty-six and three-quarter millions.

But these corrections were only obtained by special Census

to Native States, considerations of public policy have rendered anything like

rigid uniformity in my demands for information impracticable.

1 Population of Europe in 1872, 301,600,00x5, according to the tables of E.

Behm and Dr. H. Wagner of Gotha. Population of Russia in Europe (including

Finland and former kingdom of Poland), 7Ii2°7,786. Europe in 1872, less

Russia, 230,392,214. British and Feudatory India in 1872, over 240 millions ;

now estimated at nearly 250 millions.
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machinery for arriving at the facts, District by District. No

such machinery has been available for the present work ;

and it only pretends to the degree of accuracy which intelli

gent officials on the spot can arrive at, without any statis

tical staff for sifting evidence or testing conclusions. My lists

of inquiries were issued by the Government of Bengal in

1869-70, and during the next three years the District officers

collected the information asked for. In some cases their

reports have amounted to several hundred pages for a single

District. As they came in, I tested them by the replies

obtained from adjoining localities, and by personal inquiries

in travelling through the Districts. Figures officially fur

nished to me by Heads of Departments or by Secretaries

to Government have as a rule been accepted without verifica

tion. The proof-sheets of each volume, after being read

by myself, have been revised by the Government before

according its sanction to publication ; and in some cases

have been sent by it to the District Officers, with a view to

obtaining their comments.

But notwithstanding these safeguards against error, the

reader will find that on several points I have to warn him

to accept my statistics as approximate estimates only ; in

other cases he will perhaps detect inaccuracies which have

escaped my notice. The failures throughout a century of

previous efforts (a single one of which had extended over

seven years, and cost the East India Company £30,000)

stand as warnings against excessive elaboration of any sort.

I was ordered to produce an Account of each District,

completed on a moderate scale, and within a very short

time. The Provinces of Bengal and Assam have a popula

tion more varied in character and more numerous than

that of England, Scotland, Ireland, Norway, Holland,

Switzerland, and Italy put together. In three years I had

to collect, without the help of a single paid local assistant,

the information for this vast tract; and in four more years

the compilation of the whole is to be finished, in addition

to my work as Director-General of the whole operations

throughout India. During the next fifteen months (1875-76),
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I shall have the help of five local assistants in Bengal ; and my

obligations to the two gentlemen in my personal office have

been very great. But I beg that those who come after me

may, in improving on my work, remember the conditions

under which it has been done. When it was commenced

six years ago, no one knew precisely the population of a

single District in Bengal ; and the Departments of Govern

ment were wont to base their estimates on separate and

often widely discrepant estimates, both as to the number

of the people and the area of its territory.

Each volume will deal with a group of Districts repre

senting on an average a population of about four million

souls, or nearly one million more than that of Scotland.

The present five volumes exhibit the statistics of a popula

tion more than six times the inhabitants of that country.

The complete work will contain the results of my Statistical

Survey of the whole fifty-nine Districts of Bengal and Assam.

Each volume proceeds on a uniform plan, dealing with

the same subjects in the same order of sequence, and, as far

as possible, in the same words. In adjoining Districts which

possess many features in common, this system involves

frequent repetitions. But such repetitions are unavoidable,

if a complete separate Account of each District is to be

given. In every District I start with a description of its

geography, general aspects, and physical features. I then

proceed to the people, their occupations, ethnical divisions

and creeds, with their material condition and distribution

into town and country. Agriculture follows, with special

details regarding rice cultivation and other crops, the con

dition of the husbandmen, the size of their farms, their imple

ments, land tenures, prices and wages, rates of rent, and the

natural calamities to which the District is subject. Its com

merce, means of communication, manufactures, capital and

interest, and other industrial aspects are then dealt with.

The working of the District Administration is next exhibited

in considerable detail,—its revenue and expenditure at pre

sent and at previous periods ; the statistics of protection to

person and property, the police, the jails, and the criminal
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classes ; the statistics of education and of the post office,

with notices of any local institutions, and the statistics of the

Administrative Subdivisions. Each Account concludes with

the sanitary aspects of the District, its medical topography,

endemic and epidemic diseases, indigenous drugs, medical

charities, and such meteorological data as can be procured.

The fifty-nine Districts of the Lieutenant-Governorship

of Bengal and the Chief-Commissionership of Assam com

prise an area of 248,231 square miles, and a population of

66,856,859 souls. I have now (1875) collected the materials

for the whole of this territory, and compiled the Accounts for

one-half of the Districts. The present five volumes deal

with 13 Districts—the 24 Parganas, Sundarbans, Nadiya,

Jessor, Midnapur, Hugh, Bardwan, Birbhum, Bankura, Dacca,

Bakarganj, Faridpur, Maimansinh — containing 21,425,353

souls.

My general plan of operations has been to begin with

the seaboard and to work inland. The first volume deals

with the great metropolitan District of the 24 Parganas,

and the wild seaboard jungles and solitary swamps of the

Sundarbans. Calcutta, the capital city of India, lies within

the 24 Parganas, but forms a separate jurisdiction, and will

receive separate treatment. My statistics of the 24 Parganas,

and all averages or comparisons based upon them, are ex

clusive of Calcutta ; but for the sake of convenience, I give

a bare outline of the metropolitan population among the

towns of the District. The tract dealt with in this volume

exhibits the typical features of a delta. In the more inland

parts, the land, although to the eye a dead level throughout,

is fairly well raised, and little subject to inundation either from

the rivers or tidal waves. But as one approaches the coast,

the level gradually declines to an elevation which throughout

many hundred square miles is scarcely raised above high

water-mark, and which at particular spots is below high water,

being protected from the inroads of the sea by sandhills blown

up by the south-west monsoon. This lower region of the

Sundarbans forms a sort of drowned land, covered with jungle,

smitten by malaria, and infested by wild beasts ; broken up
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by swamps, intersected by a thousand river channels and

maritime backwaters ; but gradually dotted, as the traveller

recedes from the seaboard, with clearings and patches of rice

land.

The statistics in the following pages were collected in the

years 1870-73. This first volume deals with an area of ten

thousand square miles, containing a population (inclusive

of Calcutta) of nearly three million souls.
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ERRATA.

Page 25, last line, for Jumund read Jamund.

Page 32, line 23, for Rdinpur Khdl read Rdmpur Khdl.

Page 59, line 24, for Brdhams read Brdhmans.

Page 77, lines 24-25, omit from ' Repeated ' to ' Bengal.'

Page 169-170, for Sdldah read Sidldah.

Page 237, line 33-35, Murdgdchhd has the nasal, and is

elsewhere spelt as Munrdgdchhd.

Page 304, lines 21-24 The propositions for establish

ing Toll Stations have been excised, as Govern

ment has not adopted the plan.

I shall be grateful for any suggestions or corrections which

occur to the reader. They may be addressed to me, care of

the Secretary to the Government of Bengal, Calcutta.





INTRODUCTORY NOTE.

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

The local weights and measures are given in detail at pp. 152 and

153. In some instances in the following volume, these weights

and measures have been converted into their English equivalents

and the native names have not been added. In such cases the

reconversion from the English equivalents may be effected with

sufficient accuracy in accordance with the following tables :—

MONEY.

1 pie (r\ of an anna) = } farthing.

1 pice (J of an anna) = i-J- farthings.

1 anna (Tiff of a rupee) = 1 V pence.

The rupee is worth, according to the rate of exchange, from is. 9d.

to 2s. ; but for ordinary purposes it is taken at 2s.

WEIGHTS.

The unit of weight is the ser (seer), which varies in different Dis

tricts from about 1^ lbs. to 2-205 lbs. This latter is the standard

ser as fixed by Government, and corresponds to the metrical

kilogramme. For local calculations in Lower Bengal, the recognised

ser may be taken at 2 lbs. The conversion of Indian into English

weights would then be as follows :—

1 chatdk (yS of a ser) = 2 oz.

1 ser of a maund) = 2 lbs.

1 man or maund (say) = 82 lbs.

LAND MEASURE.

The unit of land measure is the bighd, which varies from £ of

an acre to almost 1 acre. The Government standard bighd is

14,400 square feet, or say J of an acre; and this bighd has been

uniformly adopted throughout the following volume.





STATISTICAL ACCOUNT

OF THE

DISTRICT OF THE 24 PARGANAS.1

THE District of the 24 Parganas lies between 22° 57' 32"

and 210 55' 20" north latitude, and 88° 20' 51" and 88° 6' 45"

east longitude. It contains a total area, as returned by the Surveyor-

General in 187 1, of 2536 square miles, exclusive of the Sundarbans,

but inclusive of the area of Calcutta, which is 7-8o square miles, and

of its suburbs, which amount to 23-1 7 square miles. The population

of the District, according to the Census of 1872, which takes the area

at 2788 square miles, is 2,210,047 souls, exclusive of the town of

Calcutta, but inclusive of its suburbs. Calcutta contains an addi

tional population returned at 447,601 souls. The Census of 1872

cannot, however, be accepted as accurate for the city, and has

been condemned. It is the chief town; but the Administrative

1 My Account of the 24 Parganas is chiefly derived (1) from the answers to

my six series of questions furnished by successive district officers, and signed

respectively A. Smith, H. Cockerell (countersigning the answers drawn up by

Kali Charan Ghosh, Deputy-Collector), and H. T. Prinsep ; (2) the Report of

the Revenue Surveyor, Major Ralph Smyth, 1857 ; (3) Mr. J. Grant's Report on

the Zamindari of Calcutta, in the Fifth Report of the Select Committee of the

House of Commons, London 1812, Madras Reprint 1866 ; (4) Report on Bengal

Census, 1872, by Mr. H. Beverley, C.S., with subsequent district compilation by

Mr. C. F. Magrath, C.S. ; (5) A Paper on the Castes of the 24 Parganas, by Mr.

, W. H. Verner, C.S. ; (6) Papers on the Income Tax and Village Headmen, by

Mr. Verner ; (7) Papers furnished by the Bengal Government on Port Canning ;

(8) Ditto furnished by the Port Canning Company ; (9) Papers and Reports

furnished by the Board of Revenue ; (10) Area Report, etc., and Longitudes and

Latitudes furnished by the Surveyor-General ; (11) Mr. Aitchison's Treaties and

Engagements relating to India, Calcutta 1862 ; (12) My own Abstracts of the

MS. Records of the Board of Revenue, 1782-1812; and various original researches.

I have also to thank Mr. Blochmann, M.A., Mr. C. A. Dollman, and Babu

Trailokya Nath Mukharji for assistance in the work.

VOL. II. B*
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Headquarters of the District are at Alipur, a southern suburb of

Calcutta.

Boundaries.—The District as at present constituted is bounded

on the north by the Districts of Nadiyd and Jessor ; on the east by

Jessor, from which it is separated by the Kabadak River, which, after

receiving various streams and deltaic branches of the Ganges, takes

the following names in its lower course through the Sundarbans,

viz. the Arpangasi, Bara Pangd, Namgad Samudra, and finally,

near the sea, the Mdlanchd. On the south, the District is bounded

by the Bay of Bengal, and on the west by the Hugli River. With

the exception of the northern boundary, therefore, the District

limits follow the natural ones laid down by watercourses and the

sea. In the north-west, the boundary passes for a short distance

along the Bdgher Khdl, the mouth of which lies opposite to Bans-

barid, a place between the town of Hugli and Tribeni Ghdt, on the

west bank of the Hiigli River. After this, the northern boundary

passes eastward along old village boundaries, crosses the Jamuna

River at Baliani, and passes on to the bend of the Betna River,

whence the boundary extends along the south of Jessor District as

far as the Kabadak. Although the southern geographical boundary

of the District is the Bay of Bengal, the area in miles given above

does not include the Sundarbans, a great part of which is unsurveyed

waste land, covered with swamp and forest, and almost uninhabited.

I shall give an account of the Sundarbans at the end of this volume,

as they are under a special administration. They form the seaboard

of the three Districts of the 24 Parganas, Jessor, and Bdkarganj.

Acquisition of the District.—On the 20th December 1757 (cor

responding to Paush 1 164, Bengal era, or the 5th Rabi-us-San(, in

the fourth year of the reign of the Mughul Emperor, Alamgir II.),

a tract of country containing about 882 square miles, known as the

' Zaminddrt of Calcutta,' or the ' 24 Parganas Zamindri,' from the

number of Fiscal Divisions (Pargands) it comprised, was ceded by

the Nawdb Nazim of Bengal, Mir Jafar, to the East India Company.

The territory thus conferred lay chiefly to the south of Fort-William,

on the east bank of the Hiigli River, and was within the Administra

tive Circle (ChaklaK) of H1igli. Mir Jafar only intended to give to

the Company the jurisdiction of a landholder, and the grant was a

mere Parwdnd, of a somewhat informal character. In the following

year the Company, with a view to securing the full proprietary right,

obtained a Diwdni Sanad, under the seal and signature of the
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Emperor's Chief Revenue Officer (Diwdn), Mir Muhammad Sadik.

This document was perfectly regular: it particularized the lands

held under it, and fixed their assessment at Rs. 222,958, according

to the aslJamd Tumdri, or original crown rent, as fixed for the Go

vernorship of Bengal by Mir Jafar Murshid Kulf Khan in a.d. 1722.

In order, however, to give their tenure additional permanence, the

Company in 1765 obtained a Farmdn, or Letters Patent, direct from

the Emperor himself, confirming the grant of the 24 Parganas

Zaminddri made by the Nawab Mir Jafar and the Diwan Mir

Muhammad Sddik. The Emperor's deed, however, went further,

and converted the grant into an dltamghd, which gave a perpetual

heritable jurisdiction over the land. This vested in the Company the

same administrative rights in the 24 Pargands as over the territories

of Bardwdn and Chittagong, first ceded in 1760, and which, together

with the Revenue Administration (Dtwdnf) of all Lower Bengal, were

finally in that year, 1765, transferred for ever to the Company.

The essential legal object of these various charters was to confer

upon the Company the Khidmat, or official duties and powers of an

Indian Zaminddr, over the 24 Pargands. But it must be borne in

mind that the grants did not confer the full proprietary lordship in

the soil. This difficulty, however, had in one sense been obviated

on the 13th July 1759, by a jdgir sanad granted to Lord Clive for

services rendered to the Delhi Emperor, especially in aiding in the

suppression of a rebellion headed by the Emperor's eldest son, Shdh

Alam. By this deed, all the royalties, dues, and rents collected by

the Company as official landholder, and paid by it into the public

treasury of the Muhammadan Government, were made over to Lord

Clive ; thus placing the Company somewhat in a state of dependence

to their own servant. This Deed of Gift passed under the Seal

of the Emperor, and Lord Clive was enrolled among the nobility

(mansabddrs and umrds) of the Delhi Empire, with the title of

Shash-hazdri, panj hazdr Sawdr, or Commander of Six Thousand

(personal), and Five Thousand Horse. Lord Clive's claims to the

property as feudal suzerain were contested in England in 1764 ; and

on the 23d June 1765, when he returned to Bengal, a new Deed was

issued, confirming the unconditional jdgir to Lord Clive for ten

years, with reversion afterwards to the Company in perpetuity, under

similar powers. This Deed received the Emperor's sanction on the

1 2th August 1765, and thus gave absolute legal validity to the Act

of Assignment in favour of Lord Clive, and eventually transferred
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to the Company all the lands in the 24 Parganas as a perpetual

property, based upon a jdgir grant. The sum of Rs. 222,958, the

amount at which the land was assessed when first made over to the

Company in 1757, was paid to Lord Clive from 1765 until his death,

in 1774, when the whole proprietary right in the land and revenues

reverted to the Company.

The history of our acquisition of the port and city of Calcutta is

totally distinct from the foregoing. The Company obtained posses

sion of certain villages, corresponding to the existing site of Calcutta,

in return for a present to the son of Aurangzeb, in 1700. In 1717,

during the reign of Farrukh Siyar, it acquired a more formal

grant, but only in the nature of a tdlukddrt, or copyhold tenure,

and as such subject to a yearly rental. The fixed rental which the

Company paid to the Muhammadan officers for the township of

Calcutta (under the description of Calcutta, Siitanuti, and Govind-

pur) was Rs. 8836, whilst the Kifdyat, or surplus revenue over and

above the fixed rental which the Company realized as tdlukddrs,

amounted to Rs. 98,295. The gross revenue of the town of Cal

cutta, before 1757, amounted to Rs. 107,131. In December 1757

or 1758 (for Mr. J. Grant gives both years), the Company finally

obtained a Idkhirdj, or rent-free grant, under the Royal Authority

(Fifth Report, pp. 487-92, Madras Reprint).

These were the circumstances and conditions under which the

East India Company acquired the 24 Parganas, which thus rank

early among their landed possessions. The following are the names

of the twenty-four Fiscal Divisions or Parganas which the District

comprised :—(1) Calcutta, (2) Akbarpur, (3) Amirpur, (4) Azfmdbdd,

(5) Balid, (6) BaricMti, (7) Basanddri, (8) Dakhin Sdgar, (9) Garh,

(10) Hdthidgarh, (11) Ikhtidrpur, (12) Kharijuri, (13) Khdspur, (14)

Maidanmal, (15) Magurd, (16) Manpur, (17) Maydd\ (18) Munrd-

gachhd, (19) Pdikan, (20) Pechdkuli, (21) Satal, (22) Shdhnagar,

(23) Shdhpur, and (24) Uttar (northern) Pargana.

Mr. J. Grant, in his Report to Lord Cornwallis on the Revenues

of Bengal, published in the Fifth Report of the Select Committee

on the affairs of the East India Company, 181 2 (Madras Reprint,

1866, p. 491), gives the divisions of the District arranged in twenty-

seven mahals or estates, as follow :—(1) Calcutta, (2 and 3) Abwdb

Faujdan, (4) Akbarpur, (5) Amirabdd, (6) Azimdbdd, (7) Baridhdti,

(8) Dakhin Sdgar, (9) Garh, (10) Hdthidgarh, (11) Hdvili Shahr,

(12) Ikhtidrpur, (13) Kharijuri, (14) Khaspur, (15) Magura\ (16)
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Balid Basanddri, (17) Maiddnmal, (18) Manpur, (19) Maydd, (20)

Muhammad Ammpur, (21) Munragachhd, (22) Nimak-o-mom (i.e.

salt and wax farms), (23) Pdikdn, (24) Pechdkuli, (25) Sdyers of

Hdthidgarh, (26) Shdhnagar, and (27) Shdhpur.

The subsequent political history of the 24 Parganas will be found

further on, in the part of this account devoted to the Administrative

History of the District. The foregoing paragraphs suflice to show

how the District was formed, and the territory which it embraced.

Civil and Criminal Jurisdictions.—Regulations il, in.,

and ix. of 1793 denned the jurisdiction of the civil, criminal,

and revenue Courts established in the 24 Parganas, but it was ex

pressly ruled that the jurisdiction of these tribunals should not

extend to the town of Calcutta. The arrangements of 1 793 con

tinued in force till 1800, when the Civil Courts of the 24 Parganas

were abolished, and their jurisdiction was made over to the Judges

of Hiigli and Nadiyd. At the same time, the jurisdiction of the

Justices of the Peace for the town of Calcutta was extended to the

suburbs and places within a radius of twenty miles, so that they pos

sessed a jurisdiction nearly concurrent with that of the Magistrate

of the 24 Parganas. The D'rwdni or Civil Court was, however, re

established in 1806. Regulation x. of 1808 gave to the Magistrate

of the 24 Parganas the duties and powers of a Superintendent of

Police; and in 181 1 the offices of Judge and Magistrate were

united in the same person. Regulation xiv. of 18 14 divided the

24 Parganas into two distinct Districts (zilas) ; one of which con

sisted of the suburbs of Calcutta, and the other of the rest of the

District outside the suburban limits. This separation was made in

consequence of the increasing population of the suburbs. It placed

the Suburban Division, comprising the Police Circles (Thdnas) of

Chitpur, Maniktald, Tazerhdt, Nauhazari, and Sdlkhid in charge of a

separate Magistrate and Judge. In 1832, Regulation vni. abolished

the Suburban District, and reunited its Police Circles just men

tioned with the 24 Parganas.

The Revenue Jurisdiction of the District has also changed

irom time to time. Originally it contained only 444 estates. In

1 816 a few estates were transferred from Bardwan, and the total

had risen to 564 ; and in 1834, in consequence of splitting up of

estates and further accessions from Nadiya and Jessor, the number

further swelled to 1061. In 1862 the former Bardwan estates

were transferred to Hugli ; and, owing to redistributions since made
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between the neighbouring Districts, and to the splitting up of

individual estates, the number as returned by the Collector in

1870 was 1898.

The Fiscal Divisions which were transferred from Jessor and

Nadiya" in 1834 comprised the Joint Magistracy of Barasat ; and

these, together with the twenty-four Fiscal Divisions acquired from

the Nawab Mir Jafar in 1757, and recent transfers from Nadiya on

the northern boundary, constitute the present District of the 24

Pargands. For a considerable time the District was divided into

two great parts, the Alfpur and the Barasat Divisions. The former

comprised the territory originally ceded to the Company, and the

latter consisted of the Joint Magistracy of Barasat, which was

abolished under the orders of Government, dated 18th March 1861

(Calcutta Gazette of the 27th April 1861, page 1056). In that year

the District was distributed into the following eight Subdivisions,

and the arrangement continues to this day (1873) :—(1) Diamond

Harbour, (2) Baruipur, (3) Alfpur, (4) Dum-dum (Dam-dama), (5)

Barrackpur, (6) Bdrdsat, (7) Basurhdt, and (8) Sdtkhira. The

boundaries of the District and Subdivisions as then laid down were

modified in 1861 and 1863 ; all villages lying to the west of the

Htfgli were excluded, the northern limits of the District were ex

tended, and the Sundarbans, with the sea-coast, were included.

(Vide Calcutta Gazette of 1861, page 11 26; Gazette Extraordi

nary of the 4th May 1861 ; and Calcutta Gazette of 1863, page

2016.)

The differences in the limits of the revenue and civil jurisdictions

of the District arise from the fact that, at the time of the Decennial

Settlement of 1787, the landed property in this part of the country

was chiefly held by the Rajds of Bardwan, Nadiya, and Jessor.

For convenience of collection, the revenues of their whole estates

were made payable to the treasuries nearest to their principal

places of residence ; while for police and general administrative

purposes, it was deemed expedient to divide the territory without

reference to the boundaries of estates or the treasuries into which

their revenues were payable.

General Aspect of the D1str1ct.—The twenty-four Pargands

form the western part of the Gangetic Delta. They stretch out in

one vast alluvial plain, with rivers to the right and left of it, the sea

in front, and a hundred streams and channels intersecting it. The

levels slope very gently upwards from the coast. The District may
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be divided into the northern or inland part, which is dry and fairly

raised delta-land of old formation, and the seaboard Sundarbans

on the south,—a vast network of rivers and swamps, which creep

sluggishly through dense uninhabited jungle into the sea. This

seaboard Division exhibits a very typical specimen of new deltaic

formations. It discloses the process of land-making in an un

finished state, and presents the last stage in the life of a great

river,—the stage in which it merges, through a region of half land,

half water, almost imperceptibly into the sea. A description of the

Mahanadi Sundarbans will be found in the Statistical Accounts of

the Orissa Districts ; and the Gangetic Sundarbans of the 24 Par-

ganas exhibit similar phenomena on a larger scale. For certain

fiscal purposes they are under a special officer, termed the Commis

sioner of the Sundarbans, and a separate account of them will be

given at the end of this volume.

As in all deltaic districts, the river banks silt up till they become

the highest levels ; from which the ground gradually slopes down

ward, and forms a depressed tract midway between each set of

two rivers. I have fully explained this in another work.1 The

depressed portions form natural basins, destitute of an exit for the

water ; and hence the numerous marshes (bils) and swamps between

the larger rivers. I give a list of the chief of these marshes in a

subsequent page. They are chieffy situated in the eastern part of

the District. The portion of the District in the vicinity of the Salt-

Water Lake, near Calcutta, is intersected in every direction by

innumerable watercourses (khdls) and rivers, flooding the country

at spring tides. Embankments have been raised by the cultivators

to keep out the tidal waters when the crop is on the ground. In

the northern parts of the District the soil is very rich ; but in the

southern tracts, from a line drawn across the District about ten

miles south of Calcutta, the ground is impregnated with salt which,

however, seems to have little effect on the crops. A peculiarity of

the north-eastern part of the District, where the land is generally

high, is the number of date trees. This part of the country is

studded with palm groves ; and in several places there are extensive

plantations, especially on the outskirts of villages. The produce of

the trees is boiled down into gur, or molasses, by the cultivators,

and sold to the refiners for the purpose of being manufactured into

1 Orissa, vol. ii. 178-180; see also my Statistical Account of Cattack, being

Ap{,. IV. to that volume.
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sugar. This part of the country is of a similar character to the

' sugar tract ' in Jessor ; and a description of its physical features,

and of the whole process of sugar-refining, will be found in my

Statistical Account of that District. Excepting a tract of jungle on

the right bank of the Pidli River, south-east of Calcutta, another

tract near the Salt-Water Lake, and a third on the left bank of the

Kllindi River, called the Telekhdli Jungle, there is but little waste

land in the 24 Parganas north of the Sundarbans. Where such

land exists, it is utilized for thatching-grass. The general shape of

the District is an irregular parallelogram.

River System.—The whole water supply of the 24 Parganas is

derived from the Ganges and its deltaic distributaries. Any

attempt to give a list of the streams and channels must fail either

in completeness or intelligibility. They constantly change their

names at different parts of their course, re-enter their parent channels,

and then again break away from them, or temporarily combine to

form new ones. The following pages endeavour to give an adequate

account of them, without altogether sacrificing clearness of narration.

The principal rivers in the 24 Parganas to the north of the

Sundarbans are—(1) the Hugli, (2) the Bidyddhari (called also in

different parts of its course the Harud Gang and Nond KM1),

(3) the Pidli, (4) the Kdlindi, (5) the Jamuna or Ichhdmati, (6) the

Kholpetud, and (7) the Kabadak, all of which are navigable by

native trading boats of the largest size throughout the year. The

secondary rivers are—(8) Kalyan Khdl, (9) the Galghasid or Ban-

stdld, (10) the Guntid Khdli, (11) the Sobnali (called also Kundrid

or Bengdaha), (12) the Betna or Budhdtd, and (13) the Sonal The

following is a brief account of each of the above rivers, their

courses and most important tributaries north of the Sundarbans,

where they split up into a network of channels, and finally combine

into estuaries.

The Hugli enters the District from Nadiyd at Bagher-KMl, whence

it flows in a southerly direction to Calcutta, below which it turns

off first nearly due west, and then south-west as far as Achipur,

from which point its course runs generally southwards till it falls

into the Bay of Bengal. The towns situated on its east bank

within the District are—Barrackpur, a Military Station ; and about

sixteen miles lower down, Calcutta. On the opposite bank of the

river, but not within the limits of the 24 Parganas, the principal

places, travelling from north to south, are—Bandel, formerly a
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Portuguese settlement ; Hugli, town and Civil Station ; Chinsuraha,

formerly a Dutch settlement ; Chandarnagar, a French settlement ;

Serampur, formerly a Danish settlement; and Howrah, opposite

Calcutta. The Htfgli has no important tributaries on the 24 Par-

gands side, its only feeders being the Diamond Harbour and

Khold Khdli Creeks, and the Faltd, Nild, Harua, and Kdlpi Khdls,

all insignif1cant streams. The larger tributaries, such as the

Saraswati (formerly the main channel of the Htfgli, but now com

pletely silted up), Ddmodar, Rtfpnarayan, Haldi, and Ras1ilpur, are

all on the opposite bank of the river, and belong to the HUgli and

Midnapur Districts. A detailed account of this river and its

navigation will be found in my Statistical Account of Calcutta.

The B1dyadhar1 is a large river with a very circuitous course in

the District. It flows from the Sundarbans on the east, northwards

past Harud, where it takes the name of the Harud Gang, after which

it takes a bend to the west and is joined by the Nond Khdl ; it

then flows south-west to the junction of the Bdlidghdtd and Tolly's

Canals, and afterwards takes a south-easterly direction to the town

of Canning. Here it is joined by the Karatoyd and the Athara-

bdnkd, and the united streams flow southward through the

Sundarbans as the Matld River, debouching upon the Bay of

Bengal under that name. The Bidyddhari has an average breadth

of from two to three hundred yards, and, as the Matld, affords the

means of navigation for shipping to within twenty-eight miles by

railway from Calcutta. A description of the port and town of

Canning, or Matte, as it is sometimes called, will be found on a

subsequent page.

The P1al1 is a cross stream from the Bidyddhari to the Matte

It branches off from the former river near Bhagirathpur, and flows a

south and south-westerly course till it falls into the Matte about

fifteen miles below Canning. This river is bridged at the point

where the Calcutta 'and South-Eastern Railway (which runs to

Canning town) crosses it. It is a deep stream, about a hundred

yards in breadth where it leaves the Bidyddhari, but increases to

about two hundred and fifty yards on its way.

The Jamuna R1ver flows into the 24 Parganas from Nadiyd. It

enters the District at Baltenf, and follows a tortuous south-easterly

course for a short distance as far as Tibi, where it is joined by the

Ichhamatf, a considerable stream flowing from the north-east. At

this place also the Jumund throws out a small offshoot, the Padnte,
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which for a considerable distance forms the boundary line between

the Basurhat and Barasat Fiscal Divisions. From Tibi, where the

two branches of the Jamund meet, the united stream flows to the

south-east in a very irregular course past Basurhat, Tdki, Sripur,

Husaindbdd, Debhatd, and Basantpur, where it throws off the

Kdlindi ; and thence to Iswaripur, where it throws off a small stream,

the Ichhamati. The Jamund then continues its southward course,

winding through forest and the almost uninhabited Sundarbans

jungle, till it finally empties itself into the Raimangal, a short distance

from where that estuary merges into the sea. The Jamund is a deep

river, and navigable throughout the year by trading boats of the

largest size. At the point where it enters the District the stream is

about a hundred and fifty yards wide, but its breadth gradually in

creases in its progress southwards to from three to four hundred

yards. The canals which run from Calcutta eastward fall into this

river at Husaindbdd.

The Kal1nd1, as above stated, branches off from the Jamund at

Basantpur. It flows in a southerly direction through the Sundarbans,

and falls into the Rdimangal a considerable distance above the

point where the Jamund empties itself into the same river. About

seven miles below Basantpur the Kalindi throws off a small creek,

which, communicating with the Kah'gachhi and Atharabdnkd Rivers

in the Sundarbans, and joining with the Bidyddhari, forms the track

for the larger and heavily-laden boats from Calcutta to the eastward.

The Kdlindi is a fine deep river, and averages three hundred feet in

breadth throughout its course.

The branch which the Jamund throws off at Iswaripur is first

called the Ichhamati ; after a course of a few miles it takes the

name of the Kadamtali, and flows through the Sundarbans till it

empties itself into the Mdlancha River shortly before it falls into the

sea. At the point where it branches off from the Jamuna the

stream is about a hundred yards wide, but rapidly increases in size

as it flows towards the sea. The other tributaries of the Jamund

are the Kalydn, Khal, Kanksidli (Coxeali), and KumrdkhaU.

The Kholpetua is a river branching off from a multiplicity of

other streams, but receives its waters principally from the Kabadak,

near Asasunf, in the east of the District. It first keeps a westerly

course for a short distance, and, after receiving the waters of the

Budhatd Gdng, turns to the south till it is joined by the Galghasid,

whence the united river flows through the Sundarbans till it returns
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into the Kabadak, a few miles above the place where that river in

its turn empties itself into the Pangasf. The Kholpetud is a river

of very little note, except for the great breadth it assumes after it is

joined by the Galghasid, the width of the channel increasing from a

hundred and fifty to six hundred yards in a length of sixteen miles.

The Kabadak forms the eastern boundary of the 24 Parganas,

separating it from Jessor, and following a very tortuous course south

wards. Five miles east of Asasunf, it is joined by the Marichchap

Gang, which communicates with the series of passages and canals

from Calcutta, and two miles below this junction it sends off the

Chandkhali Khdl eastwards into Jessor District, continuing the boat

passage towards Khulnd, Dacca, etc. Farther to the south the

Kabadak unites with the Kholpetud, and the combined stream then

takes the name of the Pangasl, Bara Pangd, Namgad Samudra, and,

near the sea, Mdlancha, under which name it falls into the Bay of

Bengal.

The Galghas1a is formed by the junction of the Banstald Khd1

and Guntidkhal1, and flows in a south-easterly direction, till, as above

stated, it falls into the Kholpetud opposite the village of Kalydnpur.

The Bdnstald Khal forms part of the track for the heavily-laden

boats from Calcutta to the Eastern Districts, and the Galghasid forms

one of the passages for the large Sundarban wood-boats. Both are

deep rivers, and have an average breadth of about two hundred

yards. The Guntidkhdli is a continuation of the Sobndli or Kundrid

River at Asasunf, and runs a south-westerly course until it falls into

the Banstald Khal, and continues its course as the Galghasid.

The Sobnal1 River is so called from its passing under the large

village of that name. The stream is also called Kundrid or Beng-

daha. It takes its rise from a number of small watercourses in the

Bayrd Ml or marsh, near the village of Bdltid, and flows a south

easterly course till it turns abruptly off and is continued as the

Guntidkhdli

The Betna, called also the Budhatd Gdng, enters the 24 Par-

gands from Nadiyd near the village of Pdnkauri, and flows generally

in a southerly direction till it falls into the Kholpetud.

The Sona1 enters the 24 Parganas from the north, near the village

of Chandurid, and is an offshoot from the Ichhamati branch of the

Jamund. When it enters the District it follows a south-easterly,

and afterwards a south-westerly course, till it falls into the Balli bil.

The mouth of this river, at its point of exit from the Ichhamatf, has
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become silted up. There are numerous minor rivers or water

courses in the District, but they are chiefly cross passages between

the larger rivers already named.

The Principal Arms of the Sea, proceeding from the east, are

the Mdlanchd, Raimangal, Matte, Jdmird, and Hugli. The mouth

of this latter river is called by the people the Burd Mantreswar.

Horsburgh gives the soundings of the chief of these estuaries in

his 'Sailing Directions.' A full description of the Hugli will be

found in my Account of Calcutta.

Legend of the Origin of the Ganges and Hugli.—The

following is the Hindu traditional account of the origin of the holy

stream. Sagar, King of Oudh, was the thirteenth ancestor of Rama,

the seventh or warrior incarnation of Vishnu. He had ninety-nine

times performed the Aswamedha jajna, or Horse-Sacrifice. This

ceremony consisted in sending a horse round the Indian world, with

a defiance to all the earth to arrest its progress. If the horse re

turned unopposed, it was understood to be an acquiescence in the

supremacy of the challenger, and the animal was then solemnly

sacrificed to the gods. Now King Sdgar had performed this cere

mony ninety-nine times. He made preparations for the hundredth

sacrifice ; but Indra, King of Heaven, who had himself performed

the ceremony a hundred times, and had hence acquired the title

of Satamanna, jealous of being displaced by this new rival, stole

the horse, and concealed it in a subterraneous cell, where the sage

Kapilmuni was absorbed in heavenly meditation, dead to all occur

rences of the external world. The sixty thousand sons of Sdgar

traced the horse to his hiding-place, and, believing the Sage to be

the author of the theft, assaulted him. The holy man being thus

roused, opened his eyes and cursed his assailants, who were im

mediately burnt to ashes and sentenced to hell. A grandson of

Sagar, in search of his father and uncles, at last came to Kapilmuni,

and begged him to redeem the souls of the dead. The holy man

replied that this could only be effected if the waters of Gangd (the

aqueous form of Vishnu and Lakshmi) could be brought to the spot

to touch the ashes.

Now Gangd was residing in Heaven, in the custody of Brahmd

the Creator, and the grandson of Sagar prayed him to send the

goddess to the earth. He was unsuccessful, however, and died

without his supplication having been granted. He left no issue; but

a son, Bhagirath, was miraculously born of his widow, and through
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his prayers Brahmd allowed Gangd to visit the earth. Bhagirath

led the way as far as Hdthidgarh, in the 24 Parganas, near the sea,

and then declared that he could not show the rest of the way.

Whereupon Gangd, in order to make sure of reaching the spot,

divided herself into a hundred mouths, thus forming the Delta of

the Ganges. One of these mouths reached the cell, and, by wash

ing the ashes, completed the atonement for the offence of the sons

of King Sdgar, whose souls were thereupon admitted into heaven.

Gangd thus became the sacred stream of the hundred mouths.

The people say that the sea took its name of Sdgar from this legend ;

and the point of junction of the river and the sea at Sdgar Island

still continues a celebrated seat of Hindu pilgrimage. To this

place hundreds of thousands of devout pilgrims repair every year,

on the day of the Great Bathing Festival, to wash away their sins

in its holy waters.

Changes in the Courses of the Rivers.—No alterations have

taken place in the courses of the diiferent rivers of late years, but

the Hugli now follows a very diiferent channel to what it did in

olden times. The original course was identical with the present

Tolly's Canal as far as Garid, about eight miles south of Calcutta,

from which point it ran to the sea in a south-easterly direction.

The old channel is still traceable as far as Hdthidgarh Fiscal Divi

sion, where it loses itself. This channel long ago dried up, and the

bed now consists of a series of tanks. Many large Hindu villages are

situated on the banks of the old stream, which is called the Adi, or

original Gangd. The Hindus still consider the route of the channel

sacred, and burn their dead on the sides of the tanks dug in its bed.

A iurther description of changes in the course of the Hugli will be

found in my Statistical Accounts of Hugli and Midnapur Districts.

The existence of semicircular or serpentine lakes in the neighbour

hood of the rivers points to former changes in their courses. They

once formed part of tortuous streams; but the ends of the semi

circular arc having silted up, the rivers opened out a shorter passage

for themselves along the chord of the arc. These small narrow

lakes are particularly numerous on both sides of the Jamuna in

Basurhdt. That river also exhibits a peculiar feature of deltaic

streams, noticed in the Account of Jessor, viz. that oifshoots of the

main stream in course of time silt up at the head, and their beds

become channels for the surface drainage of the District.

The Banks of the rivers are generally abrupt on the side
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on which the current strikes, and sloping on the other. They

form a series of curves, whose length Mr. J. Fergusson has en

deavoured to reduce to laws in his essay on the Gangetic Delta.

Their beds in the Sundarbans consist of vegetable mould, and in the

northern part of the District of sand or clay. With the exception of

the Sundarbans, the land along the banks of the rivers is generally

cultivated. Some small islands have formed in the bed of the

Jamund in the Basurhdt and Sdtkhira Subdivisions, and several

larger ones in the different mouths of the Ganges along the sea face

of the Sundarbans. Of these, the most important is Sdgar Island,

already mentioned, situated at the point where the Hugli debouches

into the Bay of Bengal. With the exception of the Sondi, an off

shoot of the Ichhamati, in the north of the District, they are all

subject to tidal influences. The Hugli alone has a bore. None of

the streams anywhere enter the earth by a subterranean course, nor

do they expand into lakes.

Lakes, Marshes, etc.—The 24 Pargands, like other Delta

Districts, are studded with large marshes and swamps (bils), situated

between the elevated tracts which mark the course of the rivers.

The principal of these are the following:—(1) The Dhapd, or Salt-

Water Lake, which commences about five miles east from Calcutta,

between the Hugli and the Bidyidhari, and which contains an area

of about thirty square miles. (2) The Kulgdchhf, situated to the

west of Balindd, in the centre of the insular portion surrounded by

the Bidyadhari River and the KitdkhaL (3) The Bariti bil, half

way between the towns of Belindd and Basurhlt, between the

Bidyddhari and Jamund Rivers. (4) Bayra bil, the largest in the

District, comprising an area of forty square miles, the greater part of

which is covered with reed jungle, situated east of the Jamund.

(4 and 5) The Balli and Dantbhanga" bils, the former containing

ten and the latter twelve square miles, are also situated east of

the Jamund, to the north of Bayrd bil. (6) Bil Barttf, east of

Sdmnagar, a station on the Eastern Bengal Railway. (7) Dholkerd

bil, south-east of the town of Bardsat. (8) The Ghazalmari bil.

(9) The Nagarghdta and (10) KMliskhalf bils, east of the Bayrd.

Canals and Art1f1c1al Watercourses.—The following is a list

of the canals or artificial watercourses in the 24 Parganas, and the

length of each, as supplied to me by the Collector's Returns (1870),

or compiled from the Report of the Revenue Surveyor:—(1) The

Circular Road Canal, from Bagh-Bazar to the old tollhouse on the
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Salt-Water Lake; six miles in length. It was commenced in 1829,

and leads from the Hugli River by means of tidal gates, a little to

the north of the old Marhattd Ditch at Chitpur. (2) The New

Canal, from Ultdddnga to the old tollhouse on the Salt-Water Lake;

four miles in length. (3) Bdlidghatd Canal, from the old to the new

tollhouse ; five and a half miles. (4) The Kantdtald Katd Khal,

a continuation of the former canal ; five and a half miles. (5) The

Bhangar Katd Khal, a continuation of the foregoing ; seven and a

half miles. (6) The Ghipukur Katd Khal, joins the Sidldah Khal

with the Akhrdtald River; one mile. (7) The Bhawanipur Katd

Khdl, joins the Hinsf or Helancha with the Gobrd Gdng ; one mile.

(8) The Sulkunf Kdtd Khdl, from the Gobrd to the Hangard River ;

one and a half miles. (9) The Dhansard or Husaindbdd Kdtd

Khdl, from the Hdngard to the Jamund River ; one mile. (10) The

Gobind Katd Khal, or Wazirpur Kdtd Khal, joins the Kanksidli

with the Guntidkhali ; length not given. (11) The Sdhib Khalf,

joins the Barakulid with the Kdlindi River. (12) The Nayd Katd

Khdl, from the Ku1nrdkhali into the Bayrd Lake; two miles. (13)

Bayrd bil Katd Khal; two miles. (14) The Sdtkhird Katd Khal,

joins the Bayrd bil Khals with the Betnd River ; six miles. (15) The

Dandid Kdtd Khal, from the Kabadak to the Betnd River. It is

navigable throughout the year as far as Senergdnti, a distance of

three miles. It is only navigable throughout its entire course, six

miles, during the rains. (16) Tolly's Canal, which extends from Kid-

derpur, about a mile south of Calcutta, to Tdrdaha, is eighteen miles

in length, and connects the Hugli with the Bidyddhari. This was

originally a private venture, under a grant of land for a certain

period, which was made to Major Tolly in 1782 and subsequent

years. As originally excavated, it was of very insignificant dimen

sions, but with the increase of its importance the channel was

several times widened, until it has now become a much frequented

passage, and is a source of considerable revenue to Government.

(17) The Kaorapukur Khal, connects Tolly's Canal, below the village

of Tollyganj, with the Magrd Khal, and is twenty-three miles in

length. This canal is not navigable throughout its entire course

all the year round. (18) The Magrd or Ndrayantald Khal, passes

by Bankipur and Jainagar to the Digd Khal, which connects it with

the Pidli River. (19) The Chariel Khal, from Baj-baj (Budge

Budge) to Jokd ; nine miles. (20) The Diamond Harbour Canal,

extends from Thakurpukur to Kholdkhali, a length of twenty-three
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miles. (21) The Ichhapur Khal, runs from the Hugh' at Ichhapur

into Bartti bil ; five miles in length, and navigable throughout the

year.

Boat Routes.—It may be well briefly to describe the boat

routes by means of which the extensive traffic of Calcutta with

the Eastern Districts is carried on. The chief route enters the

24 Parganas from Jessor District on the east, at the junction

of the Kabadak with the Marichchap River, and proceeds by the

latter as far as its junction with the Betnd and Kholpetud, where

it divides itself into two tracts. The large boats pass along

the Kholpetud, Galghasid, Banstald, and Kanksidlf, to Kdlfganj ;

while the smaller boats enter the Sobndli at its junction with the

Kholpetud, and proceed by the Guntidkhalf, Habrd Gdng, Sital-

khalf, Jhapjhapid, and Kanksidli, to Kdliganj. The circuitous route

through the Sftalkhali will be avoided as soon as the new Gobind

Katd Khal is opened for traffic. After leaving Kdliganj, both large

and small boats proceed up the Jamuna to Basantpur, where the

route again divides itself, forming an Inner and an Outer Sundar-

bans Passage.

The Outer Sundarbans Passage passes down the Kalindi

River, the Sdhibkhali and Barakulid Khals, to the junction of the

Rdimangal River with the Bara Kalagdchhid, and thence along the

latter river, the Rdinpur Khal, and Atharabdnkd, to Port Canning,

whence it proceeds up the Bidyddhari to Sdmukpotd ; and thence,

either by Tolly's Canal to Kidderpur and the H1igli, or by the

Godlpotd, the Bdlidghdtd, and Circular Road Canals, to Calcutta at

Bagh-Bdzdr. All heavily-laden boats use the Outer Sundarbans

Passage. A sandbank has formed at the junction of the Rdmpur

Khdl with the Bara Kalagachhid River. This obstacle to navigation

is very dangerous to boats, and is known as the chord ddkdtid, or

Hidden Robber. In the S.W. Monsoon and rainy season, country-

boats do not venture to take the route by the Rdimangal and Matld

rivers. Hence a portion of the traffic by the larger boats ceases

altogether at this time of the year, and the remainder finds its way

by small boats through the Inner Passage.

The Inner Sundarbans Passage proceeds by the Jamund from

Basantpur to Husainabdd, where it enters a channel called the

Husaindbdd or Dhansard Khak It then passes along the Sulkunf,

the Gobrd Gdng, the Bhawdnipur Kdtd Khal, the Helancha Khal,

the Akhrdtald Khdl, the Ghipukur Canal, and the Sidldah Gdng, to
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Mddari Chaumukh(, below Chaital and Bdsra. Thence the route

proceeds by the Kulti Gang, the Bhdngar Canal, the Bidyddhari

River, and the Kdtd Khdl, to Kantatald Mohdna. Here the boats

bound for Kidderpur turn southward, and pass by the Tardaha

Gang to Sdmukpota, and then into Tolly's Canal. Those bound

for Bdliaghdta pass by the Kantdtala, the Salt-Water Lake, or

Bdlidghdtd Canal, and thence into the Circular Road Canal to Cal

cutta. The new Canal from Ultdddngd is only used for boats going

from Calcutta.

Description of Boats.—The following brief description of the

principal kinds of passenger and cargo boats met with on the rivers

of the 24 Parganas is extracted from Major Smyth's Geographical

and Statistical Report:—(1) 'The pinnace is chiefly used for the

accommodation of Europeans. It has usually two masts and two

cabins, and a crew of a serang and from twelve to sixteen men.

(2) The bajrd (budgerow) is used also for Europeans as well as for

rich natives. It has one mast and two cabins, is square-rigged,

with a crew of a captain and from eight to sixteen men, flat-

bottomed, and draws very little water. (3) The bhdulid (bhauleah)

is a rowing boat, generally of four or six oars, and with one small

cabin. (4) The mayurpankhi (peacock-feathered) is a native pleasure

boat. Its peculiarity consists in the canopy or state cabin being in

the front of the vessel : it is usually propelled by means of hand

paddles. (5) The patild or Mturd are boats from the westward.

Their great breadth gives them a very little draught of water : they

are used chiefly for cotton and light goods. (6) The ulakh has a

sharp bow and a smooth rounded side, and is generally used for

grain. Besides these, are to be found the Dacca palwdr; the

bhadrdkulid, or Sundarban wood-boat ; the Magh boat from Chitta-

gong ; the Tamluk salt-boat ; the Catwd pdnsi, the Calcutta pdnsi,

and the Hiigli pdnsi; the Calcutta bhar or cargo-boat ; the hold for

coals ; the dinghi or the ferry-boat; the fishing dinghi; the sdlti and

dongd—all varying in size, form, and construction, and applied to

all purposes.' The sdlti is a narrow boat or ' dug-out,' cut from the

trunk of the sdl tree, and drawing about eight or nine inches when

laden. It is from twenty to thirty feet long, one foot in breadth,

and about the same in depth. The natives generally use it in poling

from village to village.

The Collector reports that in the three years ending 1869-70, the

average annual loss of life from drowning was 180 persons. This,

vol. n. c
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however, is only the number reported to the police. The real loss

of life from this cause was probably much greater.

Communities living by River Traffic.—Strictly speaking, with

the exception of Calcutta, there are no large river-side cities, with

a community living by water traffic. But several of the towns and

villages on the banks of the rivers and canals contain large river-

marts, where miscellaneous goods are bought and sold. The fol

lowing is a list of the chief trading towns and villages, showing

the principal articles for which each is noted.

On the Hiigli.—Calcutta, the chief seat of commerce in India.

Kidderpur ; principal trade, rice. Budge Budge (properly Baj-baj,

a muddy pool) ; principal trade, unhusked rice (paddy). Baranagar,

Dakhineswar, Agarpara, Panihdti, Sukhchar, Khardah, Barrackpur,

Nawdbganj, Ichhdpur, Sdmnagar, Naihdti, and Hdlishahr contain

large bdzars for sale of miscellaneous goods.

On Tolly's Canal.—Bhawdnfpur ; principal trade, firewood. Tolly-

ganj and Garid ; principal trade, rice.

On the Circular Road Canal.—Bdlidghdtd ; principal trade, fine

rice, imported from Bdkarganj and the Eastern Districts, and fire

wood.

On the Magrd KM1.—Jainagar ; principal trade, table rice.

On the Gangd and Siirjyapur Khdl.—Siirjyapur ; principal trade,

unhusked rice (paddy).

On the Bidyadhari.—Mdlanchd and Bdsra ; principal trade, fire

wood. Pratdpnagar trades in firewood; boat-building is also

carried on.

On the Diamond Harbour Road Canal the only village is

RajaMt, which principally trades in table rice.

On the Bhdngar Canal the only village is Bhdngar, the trade

being principally in paddy and ironware.

On the Kulti Gang.—Mindkhdn ; principal trade, table rice.

On the Mddari.—Chaital and Bansra ; principal trade, paddy.

On the Jamund.—KaHganj, situated at the junction of the

Kanksidli and Jamuna, contains a large bdzar. Basantpur, at the

junction of the Kdlindi and Jamuna, trades principally in paddy.

Debhdta has a considerable trade in lime, produced from burnt

shells. Husainabad carries on a trade in paddy. Tdki and

Basurhat have both large bdzars, and are boat-halting stations.

Bddurid and Gobarddnga carry on a trade in jute, molasses, and

sugar.
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On the Ichhdmati.—Chdndurid, in the north of the District,

carries on a trade in molasses.

On the Betna.—Kaldrod and Jhdudangd ; principal articles of

trade, paddy and sugar.

On the Sdtkhird Khdl.—Sdtkhird contains a large bdzar, and

carries on a considerable trade in rice.

Irrigation.—Canal or river water is not generally used for pur

poses of irrigation ; but in seasons of drought it is sometimes taken

advantage of by the cultivators in the southern part of the District.

The contrivances used for raising the water to the field are very

simple. A hollow trunk of a tree is lowered into the river or

stream, and lifted by leverage. Another mode is by a contrivance

called the stunt. Two ropes are attached to the wedge-shaped end of

a triangular basket, and one to each of its other ends. It is worked

by two men, each holding two of the ropes, who plunge it into the

water, and then throw up its contents to a passage constructed to

carry the water to the field to be irrigated. Water is also introduced

into Sundarban clearings and elsewhere from fresh-water rivers, by

means of sluices constructed in the embankments along the side of

the streams, or, if necessary, by making a cut through them. River

water is nowhere utilized for the purpose of turning machinery.

Fisheries and Fishing Towns.—The District, intersected by

numerous streams and watercourses, contains several important

fisheries, but no data exist for calculating their extent or value. Fisher

men reside in considerable numbers in many villages along the sides

of the rivers and Khdls, and the following are almost wholly inhabited

by fishing castes :—Kulti Bihdri, on the Kulti Gang ; Tdrdaha, on the

Bidyddhari ; Tiorpdrd and Chingrihdtd, on the Bdliaghdtd Canal ;

and Budge Budge (Baj-baj), Manirdmpur, and Uriydpdrd Paltd, on

the Hugli. The Collector in 1870 estimated that the proportion of

the fishing and boating population of the 24 Parganas did not much

exceed three per cent. of the total population. This, however,

was too low an estimate, as the Census Report of 1872 showed

a total of 327,009 people in the District belonging to the fishing

and boating castes, or 14 per cent. of the total population. The

revenue derived by Government from the Fisheries of the Dis

trict amounts to about ^595 per annum. No revenue is obtained

from the fisheries in the large navigable rivers, which are freely open

to the people, nor from private fisheries ; consequently no data

can be collected for estimating the net value of the fisheries.
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Marsh Cultivation.—Large tracts of marsh land in the Sun-

darbans have been reclaimed and brought under cultivation by

means of embankments, raised to keep out the salt and brackish

water. The soil of the Sundarbans contains a large proportion of

decayed vegetable matter, and is very favourable to the growth of

rice. The river-banks are in some places clayey, and embank

ments of this soil last a long time, and do not easily admit salt

water by leakage. For details of the embankments, see Calcutta

Gazette, Part IV., June 18, 1873. Some of the large marshes in the

north-east of the District are capable of being drained, and thereby

rendered iit for cultivation. A portion of the Salt-Water Lake is

at present in course of reclamation, by the sewage of Calcutta

being deposited on it Two varieties of reeds, called pdti and

nal, grow indigenously in several of the swamps. The former are

used in making fine mats (chatdi), and the latter for coarse mats

(mddur). A superior kind of reed (kdti), extensively used in mat-

making, is grown in some parts of the Police Circle of DeWpur.

Long-stemmed rice is not extensively grown in the 24 Parganas,

but bdnkui and some other descriptions of coarse dman rice are

largely produced in the marshes, and grow in nine or ten feet of

water. If the rains are moderate, and the water rises gradually,

this description of rice thrives excellently, and a bumper crop is

obtained. A sudden and heavy rush of water overtops the plants,

and kills them.

Lines of Drainage.—Except in the low-lying bils, the surface

water of the District finds its way to the sea by the rivers and

watercourses which intersect it. The Balli, Dantbhdnga, and

Bayrd marshes, in the centre of the District, also form a line of

drainage from north to south, as also do the Nagarghdtd, Khdlis-

khdli, and other swamps along the eastern boundary.

Forests and Jungle Products.—The extensive unappropriated

forests traversing the Sundarban part of the District, along the sea

face of the Bay of Bengal, were in 1 866 leased by the Port Canning

Company, and yielded to Government an annual revenue of about

j£8oo. The lease was cancelled in February 1869, and the forests

are now open to the public. The Collector is of opinion that the

revenue derived from this source might be largely increased. The

Sundarban Forests will be treated of in the account of the Sundar

bans, at the end of this volume.

The chief jungle products are as follow :—(1) Diiferent kinds of
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wood, such as sundri and pasur, used for planks and house posts ;

kirpd, used as rafters for thatched roofs; bain, used for house

beams ; hentdl, used for the walls of houses and granaries, being

afterwards plastered over with mud ; gardn, used for fences, rafters,

etc., and the bark for tanning and dyeing ; keord, for planks, etc. ;

gango and khdlsi, for firewood ; and bdbld, for firewood, the bark

being also used in tanning and dyeing. (2) Different kinds of

shells. (3) Honey and bees-wax. (4) Golpdtd leaves, used for

thatching purposes. (5) Gib fruit, the extract of which forms a

thick glue, and is extensively used in coating native boats, to

preserve them from the action of the water. (6) Anantamiil,

golatuha, ndtd, and other vegetable drugs grow indigenously, and

are used for medicinal purposes. The people who principally trade

in jungle products are, the low-caste Maules, Bagdls, Kaibarttas,

Pods, Chanddls, Kaoras, Karangas, and the poorer class of

Musalmans.

Pasture-Grounds.—In the north-east corner of the District is

the large village of Dedrd, enclosed on three sides by the Kaba-

dak River, and inhabited by upwards of three hundred families of

milkmen and cowkeepers (godlds). No cultivation is carried on in

this village ; and the neighbouring fields, about two miles in extent,

are used solely for pasturing cattle. A similar tract of land, of

about the same area, lies a little to the east of the Police Station

of Kaldrod, in the Sdtkhird Subdivision, which is also used by

people of the Godld caste for grazing purposes. The annual value

of these pasturages may be estimated in round figures at ^400.

With the above two exceptions, there are no separate pasture-

grounds in the District, and the cattle graze in the rice fields

after the crop has been cut.

Fer* Nature.—The large sorts of game found in the District

are, the tiger, leopard, rhinoceros, buffalo, spotted deer, hog deer,

barking deer, bara singhi or large deer. Tigers, deer, and wild

buffaloes abound in the Sundarban jungles, whence they occa

sionally make incursions into the settled parts of the District. The

rhinoceros visits the swampy tracts and creeks in the vicinity of

Dhulidpur Fiscal Division. The small game comprise hares,

jungle fowl, wild geese, wild ducks, teal, pigeons, doves, snipe, and

quail. The superior sorts of fish are the bhetki, hilsd, tapsi or

mango fish, rut, kdtld, mirgal, chital, etc. Turtles, crabs, and

shrimps are common. Major Smyth, in his Report on the District

vol. 11. c
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in 1857, estimated that the value of the fish brought into Calcutta

amounted to about ^200 daily. Most of the rivers are infested by

alligators. Snakes of all kinds abound,—the boa constrictor, cobra,

kuridt, gosdp, and tree and water snakes.

No statistics exist of the yearly cost of keeping down wild beasts.

The proprietors of Sundarban lots regularly employ hunters (shikdris)

on their estates, but few applications are received for the payment

of Government rewards for their destruction. The Collector states

that the average Government expenditure for this purpose is about

^17 a year. No rewards have ever been given for snake-killing,

although the loss of life caused by them is considerably greater

than that by wild beasts. For the three years ending 1869-70,

40 persons a year were killed by wild beasts, and 252 by snake

bites. There is no regular trade in wild-beast skins, though

shikdris occasionally sell deer and tiger skins ; and, with the ex

ception of the fisheries, thefera natures are not made to contribute

in any way towards the wealth of the District.

Population.—Several attempts have been made to arrive at a

correct enumeration of the people. The first appears to have been

in 1822, when the population of the 24 Parganas, as then con

stituted, was estimated at 599,595 souls. In a memorandum

appended to the Police Report of Mr. Henry Shakespeare, Super

intendent of Police in the Lower Provinces, in 1822, the area of

the District is given as 3610 square miles, which doubtless included

a part of the Sundarbans.

Another attempt was made at the time of the Revenue Survey

in 1856. The area of the District was given at 2246-o79 square

miles, exclusive of the Sundarbans ; and the population was re

turned at 947,204, exclusive of Calcutta and its suburbs, which were

separately returned at 614,896. The number of male adults was

stated at 350,466 ; female adults, 312,578; male children, 161,026 ;

female children, 123,134: total, 947,204. The number of brick or

masonry houses was returned to be 5768, and the number of mud

or bamboo huts at 169,491. The general average gave 421

inhabitants per square mile, and 5-4 for each house, exclusive of

the city and its suburbs. Major Smyth's Report, from which these

figures are taken, does not state how the total number of inhabitants

was arrived at, nor what means, if any, were taken to check the

returns.

Since these calculations, the police limits of the District were
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extended to 2788 square miles, and, according to the Police Re

turns, the population prior to 1870—the population exclusive of

Calcutta—was stated to be 1,478,175 souls. These police esti

mates were based on information supplied by the village watchmen.

An experimental census was made in June 1869 of several of the

Municipalities, and will be referred to later, when I come to the

town population.

A careful census of the District was taken, by authority of

Government, in the early part of 1872. The Census of Calcutta

was taken by the Justices of the Peace for the town ; that of the

suburbs and municipal towns, by the local municipal authorities,

under the supervision of Subdivisional officers ; and the rest of the

District, by the Magistrate, with the assistance of the police and a

number of the most respectable natives of the villages as enumerators.

The Census was taken simultaneously throughout Calcutta and the

24 Pargands, on the night of the 25th January. The number of

enumerators employed, exclusive of those in the city and suburbs,

was 4732. Of these, 1173 were well-to-do agriculturists, residing

in the villages they enumerated, 587 were gdnthiddrs or small

landholders, 839 mandals or village heads, 317 large landholders

[zaminddrs), 49 ndibs, 196 mahdjans or village merchants, 94

teachers, 23 students, and 920 writers ; the remainder being priests,

pleaders, law agents (mukhtdrs), doctors, contractors, or other

respectable residents of the places which they were appointed

to enumerate. Prior to taking the Census, it was directed that

each enumerator's block should be made to correspond, if possible,

with the beat of a village watchman, and that on an average no

more than eighty houses should be allotted to each enumerator,

as this' was the maximum which one man could count accurately

in a single night. In jungly places invested by wild beasts,

permission was given for the enumeration being done during the

day of the 25th January. As to the accuracy of the results

obtained, Mr. Graham, the Magistrate of the District, states :—' I

think I may venture to say that a very nearly accurate Census has

been taken at a very small cost, and with no trouble to the

people."

The following sentences, illustrating the comparative density of the

population in various parts of the District, are extracted from page

97 of the Census Report :—' The population is naturally the densest

in and around Calcutta. The town and suburbs taken together
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have 706,511 inhabitants; and if the town of Howrah, on the

opposite side of the river, be included, the population of the metro

polis may be said to number eight hundred thousand souls. Out

side the suburbs, again, the North and South Suburban Towns

comprise a number of closely-studded villages, with a population of

probably not less than 4000 to the square mile. The population of

the Tollyganj, Sonapur, and Achipur Police Circles is nowhere less

than 1 1 00 to the square mile; Bishnupur, Debipur, Bdnkipur, and

Bdruipur, as we move south, have 850; Diamond Harbour, 700;

and Sultdnpur and Mathurapur, which border on the Sundarbans,

656. Thus, along the banks of the Hugli the country is densely

populated as far south as Sdgar Island ; but from this point the

margin of cultivation trends in a north-easterly direction to the

Matld, beyond which river it rarely, if ever, dips south of the latitude

of Calcutta. The thdnd (Police Circle) of Matld itself has no

more than 156 persons to the square mile, while a thin line of

sparsely populated country runs up to the Uriyapard Police Station,

within a few miles of Calcutta, on the east,—a phenomenon satis

factorily explained by the existence of the Salt Lakes and the

Tardaha Jungle. North of Calcutta, the Dum-Dum (Dam-Dama)

Police Circle has 1444 to the square mile ; Nawdbganj, 1626 ; and

Naihatf (still keeping along the bank of the Hugli), 853. Turning

inland, we have for the rest of the Barasat Subdivision an average

of over 650 to the square mile; in Basurhdt, 762 ; and in Sdtkhira,

nearly 600. Each of these last two Subdivisions occupies the whole

length of the District from north to south, Satkhird marching with

the Jessor boundary. In the Police Circles of Kalinga, Sdtkhird,

and especially in Kdlfganj, there are large marshes, which explain

the falling off in the density of the population. The most

populous Police Circles in this part of the country are Kaldrod,

with 893, and Husainabad, with 1414 to the square mile ; but

in the case of the last it is doubted if the area is correctly given.

According to the Survey Map, the margin of cultivation falls

back considerably in this Police Circle, and it is quite possible

that there may have been a considerable quantity of land reclaimed

and brought into cultivation since the date of the Survey, even

without going beyond the average line of the Sundarbans, in the

neighbouring Police Circles.'

The results of the Census disclosed a total population of 2,210,047

souls, inhabiting 393,737 houses, exclusive of the town of Calcutta.
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Including the city, there is a total population of 2,657,648 souls,

dwelling in 432,601 houses. The following table illustrates the

distribution of the population in each Police Circle and Subdivision,

with its pressure per square mile, etc. I have reproduced it ver

batim from the Census Report of 1872, except in one obvious error ;

and although several mistakes in details and averages seem to have

crept into it as printed in the Report, the general results may be

accepted as correct. I have thought it better to reprint the table

as it stands in the Official Report, without attempting to correct the

details. The subdivisional figures will be given again on a subse

quent page, when I come to treat of the Administrative Divisions

of the District, but they may here be exhibited as a whole. For

the District, the returns may be accepted as correct. The Census

of Calcutta city proved to be inaccurate, and has been condemned.

[Abstract.
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The area given here is said to be exclusive of 3471 square miles

of Sundarbans, but it apparently includes some portion of the 24

Parganas Sundarbans, as it is greater than the area as returned by

the Surveyor-General, which is altogether exclusive of the Sundar-

ban tracts.

Populat1on, class1f1ed accord1ng to Sex, Rel1g1on, and Age.

—The total population, exclusive of Calcutta town, but including

the suburbs, amounts to 1,155,759 males and 1,054,288 females—

total, 2,210,047 , proportion of males to total population being 52-3

per cent., and the average density of the population, with the excep

tion of the city of Calcutta, 793 to the square mile. Classified

according to age, the Census gives the following results :—Hindus—

under twelve years of age, males 215,753, females 174,412 ; above

twelve years of age, males 464,255, females 452,667. Muham-

madans—under twelve years of age, males 159,981, females 129,039;

above twelve years, males 307,136, females 291,697. Buddhists—

under twelve years, males 1t, females 10; above twelve years,

males 78, females 44. Christians—under twelve years of age, males

2167, females 2107 ; above twelve years, males 5679, females 3814.

Other denominations not classified separately—under twelve years

of age, males 168, females 141 ; above twelve years, males 531,

females 357. Total of all classes—under twelve years of age, males

378,080, females 305,706 ; above twelve years of age, males 777,679,

females 748,582 ; grand total of all ages, 2,210,047. The number

of insanes in the District, still excepting Calcutta, is returned at

848, or -0384 of the total population; idiots at 154, or -0070 per

cent. of the total population ; deaf and dumb, 898, or -0406 per cent.

of the total population ; blind, 1574, or '0712 per cent. of the total

population ; and lepers, 890, or -0403 per cent. of the total popula

tion. I take these averages without verification from the Census

Report of 1872.

The population of the town of Calcutta, included within the

limits of the Calcutta municipality, covering an area of eight square

miles, was returned in 1872 at 299,857 males, and 147,744 females;

total, 447,601. The proportion of males to the total population

would thus be 67 per cent., and the average density of the popula

tion 55,950 to the square mile. But, as already stated, the Census

of Calcutta has been condemned as inaccurate. Including, there

fore, the city of Calcutta, the District contains a total population of

2,657,648 souls—males 1,455,616, females 1,202,032 ; proportion of
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males to total population, 54-8 per cent. The Census Report

classifies the population according to age as follows :—Hindus—

under twelve years of age, males 238,865, females 193,561 ; above

twelve years of age, males 630,565, females 535,290. Muhamma-

dans—under twelve years, males 171,332, females 136,209; above

twelve years, males 392,045, females 321,398. Buddhists—under

twelve years, males 68, females 36 ; above twelve years, males 643,

females 265. Christians—under twelve years, males 5317, females

4429; above twelve years, males 15,446, females 9931. Other sects

not separately classified—under twelve years, males 278, females 244;

above twelve years, males 1057, females 669. Total of all denomi

nations—under twelve years of age, males 415,860, females 334,476 ;

above twelve years, males 1,039,756, females 867,556. Grand total

of both sexes of all ages, 2,657,648.

Population according to Occupation.—The following para

graphs, showing the occupations of the people, are condensed from

the tabular statements appended to the Census Report. They refer

to the town of Calcutta as well as to the District in general. The

figures, however, must be taken as a rough approximation only, and

as, perhaps unavoidably, imperfect. Thus in Class VI. glass-makers

are given twice, etc. I reproduce them, however, as the first organ

ized effort of the kind; and a discriminating eye, while rejecting some

of them, will find curious hints as to the occupations of the people.

Occupations of Males—Class I.—Persons employed under

Government, Municipal or other local authorities, including Cal

cutta :—Military officers, 4404; marine officers, 186; Government

police, 3214; municipal police, 963; rural police, 3583; cove

nanted English officers, 37 ; subordinate judicial officers, 12 ; sub

ordinate executive off1cers, 15; educational officers, 43; Public

Works officials, 235 ; Survey officers, 84 ; Post-Office officials, 252 ;

telegraph officers, 54; medical, 253; ecclesiastical, 58; excise, 56;

clerks, 1225 ; municipal officers, 453 ; piyddds (messengers), 1144 ;

others, 1802. Total of Class I., 18,073.

Class II.—Professional persons, including professors of religion,

education, literature, law, medicine, fine arts, surveying and engin

eering:—Ministers and missionaries, 37 ; Hindu priests (purohits),

8236; spiritual instructors (gurus), 457; astrologers (achdrjyas), 256;

Muhammadan priests (mullds), 762 ; Musalman priests in charge of

mosques (mutdwallts), 13 ; Hindu priests in charge of temples

(mahants), 201; pilgrim guides (pandds), 155; priests of family
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idols (pujhdris), 748 ; Muhammadan religious mendicants (fakirs),

15 ; temple attendants, 26 ; expounders of the purans (kathaks), 91 ;

professors of education, 34; schoolmasters, 1814; teachers of Sans

krit (pandits), 436 ; vernacular schoolmasters (guru mahdsays), 390;

Muhammadan clerks and interpreters (munshts), 254; Muhamma

dan law-doctors (maulvis), 31 ; students and scholars, 10,281 ;

authors, 1; newspaper editors, 22; barristers, 26; attorneys, 127;

pleaders, 531 ; law agents (mukhtdrs), 748; revenue agents, 14;

Muhammadan kdzis, 196; stamp vendors, 54; clerks, 398; phy

sicians, 7 1 ; surgeons, 30 ; doctors, 667 ; Muhammadan physicians

(hakims), 143 ; Hindu physicians (kabirdjs), 1261; vaccinators, 357;

apothecaries, 14; veterinary surgeons, 5; cow-doctors (gobaidyas),

76 ; hospital assistants, 54 ; men-midwives, 225 ; compounders, 250;

circumcisers, 41 ; photographers, 36 ; musicians,' 1958 ; singers, 899;

dancers, 35; jugglers, 191 ; painters, 1127; snake-charmers, 10;

land surveyors (amins), 92 ; overseers, 43 ; civil engineers, 17 ;

architects, 13 ; draughtsmen, 27. Total of Class II., 33,996.

Class III.—Persons in service, or performing personal offices :—

Personal servants, 20,786 ; cooks, 5152; assistant cooks (masdlchis),

14; barbers, 7986; washermen (dhobis), 7204; sweepers (mihtars),

3435 ; water-carriers, 2737 ; gardeners, 1982 ; genealogists (ghataks),

29 ; door-keepers (darwdns), 4998 ; corpse-bearers (murdd fardsh),

187; lodging-house keepers (bhathiydras), 63; inn-keepers, 122;

procurers, 159; brothel-keepers, 82 ; unspecified, 26,769. Total of

Class III., 81,705.

Class IV.—Persons engaged in agriculture, or with animals :—

Landlords (zaminddrs), 31 18 ; revenue contractors (thikdddrs), 117;

large leaseholders (ijdrdddrs), 57 ; holders of rent-free tenures, 1881 ;

holders of rent-free military service lands (jdgirddrs), 14 ; lease

holders at fixed rents (mukararriddrs), 7498 ; subordinate landlords

(tdlukddrs), 337 ; permanent leaseholders (patniddrs), 79 ; cultiva

tors with occupancy rights, 302 ; mahalddrs, 146 ; small landholders

(jotddrs), 4191 ; gdnthiddrs, 2804; ordinary cultivators, 288,977;

land stewards (gumdshtds), 1699; rent-collectors (tahsilddrs), 177;

holders of land on military service, or as servants of the zaminddrs

(pdiks), 923 ; finance officers (diwdns), 50 ; overseers (daffdddrs), 8 ;

village heads (mandals), 30 ; rent-collectors in charge of estates

(ndibs), 170; horse dealers, 22 ; cattle dealers, 795; sheep dealers,

22 ; goat dealers, 291 ; pig dealers, 517 ; poultry dealers, 56; shep

herds, 1369; cow-herds, 273 ; swine-herds, 14; horse breakers, 51 ;
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jockeys, 16; elephant drivers (mdhuts), 13; grooms, 5509; grass-

cutters, 2145; shoeing smiths (ndlbands), 257; hunters (shikdris),

116. Total of Class IV., 324,044.

Class V.—Persons engaged in commerce and in trade ; or in the

conveyance of money and goods, in keeping and lending money,

and in the sale of goods :—Railway engineers, 6 ; engine drivers, 58 ;

stokers, 118; railway guards, 48; signallers, 36; pointsmen, 10;

telegraph clerks, 13 ; stationmasters, 18 ; clerks, 145 ; khalds1s,

633; other railway servants, 547; cabmen, 5107; carters, 7922;

carriage owners, 776; bullock drivers, 597; stable keepers, 79;

palanquin bearers, 10,202; cart owners, 211; palanquin owners,

103; shipmasters, 114; Musalman shipmasters (nakodds), 11 ; sea

men, 2231; boatmen, 42,813 ; engineers, 200; farmers of ferries, 6 ;

divers, 6 ; boat owners, 961 ; lascars, 2797 ; warehousemen (drat-

ddrs), 311; keepers of screws, 78; markmen, 242; packers, 124;

weighmen, 1135; emigration agents, 8; bankers and mahdjans,

2921 ; podddrs, 86; money changers, 271; cashiers, 159; money

lenders, 160; book-keepers, 25 ; merchants, 3229; silk dealers, 21;

produce merchants (sauddgars), 38 ; merchants in special goods,

1607 ; commission agents (pdikdrs), 90 ; petty dealers (bepdris),

5058 ; cotton dealers, 122 ; jute dealers, 76 ; goldddrs, 104 ; shop

keepers, 30,418 ; petty shopkeepers (mudis), 5345 ; spice dealers

(banids), 57 ; pedlars, 35 ; hawkers, 2733 ; dealers in miscellaneous

goods, 977 ; brokers, 2 119; banians, 95; auctioneers, 9; shipping

agents, 7 ; clerks, 10,247 ; writers (kardnis), 1522 ; out-door clerks

(sarkdrs), 7026 ; shopmen, 435 ; messengers, 2244 ; vernacular

clerks and writers (muharrirs), 1388 ; commission agents, 1 ; gum-

dsktds, 1363. Total of Class V., 157,654.

Class VI.—Persons employed in mechanical arts, manufactures,

and engineering operations, and in the sale of goods manufactured

or prepared for consumption : — Indigo manufacturers, 7 ; tea

manufacturers, 12 ; sugar manufacturers, 1 ; oil manufacturers, 628 ;

coal workers, 2; salt workers, 4; glass makers, 25; leather

workers, 157; fat workers, 17; silk manufacturers, 88; jute

manufacturers, 19 ; founders, 1 ; gas workers, 13 ; saw-mill pro

prietors, 11 ; mechanical engineers, 77; contractors, 660; builders,

128 ; masons (rdj mistris), 2779 ; stone-masons, 165 ; bricklayers,

7922; brickmakers, 1860; lime-burners, 407 ;* sawyers, 1005;

carpenters, 9047; thatchers, 3571 ; painters, 497; brick dealers,

157; well diggers, 26; carriage builders, 325; cart builders, 172;
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palanquin builders, 52 ; boat builders, 180 ; sail makers, 129 ; ship

chandlers, 21 ; ship carpenters, 1323; caulkers, 52; blacksmiths,

5427; dealers in hardware, 1527; cutlers, 82; gun makers, 66;

coppersmiths, 575 ; braziers, 975 ; kdnsdris, 29 ; tinmen, 877 ; wire

drawers, 3; cage makers, 26; kaldigar, 127; goldsmiths, 5884;

gold washers, 51 ; jewellers, 136; watchmakers, 318; potters,

4578; glass makers, 69; type founders, 2; die sinkers, 14; glass

vendors, 254; crockery vendors, 133; lime vendors, 98; cabinet

makers, 984; makers of brushes, 29; makers of combs, 126 ; mat

makers, 1294 ; lantern makers, 66 ; fan makers, 33 ; basket makers,

1901 ; whip makers, 55; toy makers, 302; bead makers, 70;

hookah makers, 163 ; makers of grindstones, 96 ; makers of musical

instruments, 120; makers of lacquered ware, 274; makers of leaf

plates, 32; makers of garlands, 647; turners, 35; carvers, 14;

gilders, 125; coopers, 93; ivory carvers, 16; sandal-wood carvers,

11 ; shell carvers, 168 ; cane workers, 429 ; vendors of brooms, 25 ;

cotton carders, 114; cotton spinners, 612; silk weavers, 193;

cotton weavers, 6120; wool weavers, 80; jute weavers, 102; coir

weavers, 26; shawl menders, 58; carpet makers, 17; cotton

printers, 120; fullers, 151; dyers, 423; tailors, 11,688; cap

makers, 277 ; turban makers, 78 ; gold lace makers, 16 ; shoe

makers, 7294; saddlers, 72; cloth vendors, 11,234; ornament

makers, 367; umbrella makers, 119; tape makers, 24; waxcloth

dealers, 41; gunny -bag makers, 298; net makers, 16; thread

sellers, 472 ; embroiderers, 248 ; wool sellers, 66 ; jute spinners,

146; silk spinners, 19; cotton sellers, 325; blanket makers, 22;

silk dealers, 15; printers, 1905; stationers, 398 ; bookbinders, 614 ;

lithographers, 24; engravers, 44; picture sellers, 115; daftris,

713; booksellers, 273; compositors, 1933; oil sellers, 13,273;

grain sellers, 2744; flour sellers, 520; rice sellers, 2733; potato

sellers, 146; sugar-cane sellers, 12; spice sellers, 140 1 ; millers,

250; janldwdlds, 15; grain huskers, 921; bakers, 704; grain

parchers, 486 ; costermongers, 6018 ; confectioners, 2923 ; sellers

of molasses, 3449; sugar sellers, 134; butchers, 1531 ; fishermen,

25,338; fishmongers, 514; bird catchers, 196; milkmen, 7937;

poulterers, 232 ; butter sellers, 608 ; brewers and distillers, 238 ;

spirit sellers, 15 ; toddy sellers, 756 ; liquor shopkeepers, 588 ;

soda-water sellers, 166; tobacco sellers, 2182; opium sellers, 196 ;

ganjd sellers, 103; pan sellers, 497; betel sellers, 2896; madai (a

preparation of opium) sellers, 38 ; perfumers, 95 ; druggists, 1 23 ;
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salt sellers, 351 ; saltpetre sellers, 3 ; gunpowder sellers, 55 ; sellers

of soap, 133 ; sellers oitikd, 44; dealers in firewood, 2954 ; timber

merchants, 64; charcoal dealers, 184; sellers of cow dung, 12;

dealers in bamboo, 115 ; dealers in thatch, 875 ; dealer in hemp, 1 ;

dealers in rope, 421 ; wood cutters, 699; dealers in hides, 3272 ;

dealers in bones, 6 ; dealers in horns, 9 ; leather dealers and

skinners (chdmdrs), 1121. Total of Class VI., 1,097,069.

Class VII.—Miscellaneous persons, not classed otherwise:—

House owners, 868 ; pensioners, 781 ; beggars and paupers, 12,581 ;

professional thieves, 351; apprentices, 107; labourers, 161,803;

unemployed, 89,596 ; male children, 376,988. Total of Class VII.,

643,075. Grand total of males, 1,455,616.

Occupations of Females.—The general caution which I have

prefixed to the foregoing statistics of the employment of the

people applies with special force to this section. Class I., nil.

Class II., professional persons:— Nuns, 34; priestesses, 523;

female spiritual guides, 89 ; female astrologer, 1 ; female mis

sionaries, 11 ; schoolmistresses, 87; governesses, 12; female

teachers, 4 ; female students, 2864 ; nurses, 441 ; midwives, 9 ;

ddis, 417; female vaccinators, 49 ; female medical practitioners,

11 ; musicians, 2; singers, 54; jugglers, 14; dancers, 58; painters,

260. Total, 4940. Class III., females employed in service:—

Personal servants, 4119; ayahs, 8714; nurses, 171; cooks, 790;

zandnd attendants, 6168 ; female gardener, 1 ; female barbers, 793 ;

washerwomen, 2351; female sweepers (mihtrdms), 1321 ; female

water carriers, 86; brothel keepers, 80; prostitutes, 15,380;

unspecified, 39. Total, 40,013. Class IV., females employed in

agriculture and with animals:—Female landholders (zamlnddrs),

591; female leaseholders (patmddrs), 9; holders of rent-free

estates (Idkhirdddrs), 455; small landholders (jotddrs), 11 98;

subordinate landlords (tdlukddrs), 132 ; female cultivators with

occupancy rights, 18 ; ordinary female cultivators, 3899 ; dealers in

goats, 14; poultry dealers, 21 ; cowherds, 45; grass cutters, 649.

Total, 7031. Class V., females engaged in commerce and trade :—

Carriage owners, 11o; cart owners, 9; drat keeper, t; bullock

drivers, 3; boat owners, 2; money lenders, 301 ; retail dealers,

787; shopkeepers, 3103; bepdris, 13. Total, 4329. Class VI.,

females employed in manufactures, and in sale of goods prepared

for consumption :—Dealers in hardware, 3 ; dealers in pottery, 481 ;

dealers in lime, 58; cane workers, 103; basket makers, 629;

vol. it d
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broom sellers, 16 ; toy makers, 44 ; silk spinners, 6 ; cotton

spinners, 1186; weavers, 1184; female tailors, 90; milliners, 50;

ornament sellers, 74; shoemakers, 471; thread sellers, 92; cloth

vendors, 34; grain dealers, 251; rice dealers, 2246; potato

dealers, 75; costermongers, 1579; spice dealers, 151; dealers in

oil, 213 ; grocers, 33 ; confectioners, 410 ; flour sellers, 83 ; grain

parchers, 645; grain huskers, 14,294; vegetable sellers {pheriyas),

19; female butchers, 38; iishwomen, 4621; milk sellers, 2407;

butter sellers, 24; egg sellers, 105 ; toddy sellers, 61 ; spirit seller,

1 ; tobacconists, 201 ; pan sellers, 601 ; opium seller, 1 ; betel

sellers, 21 ; ganjd sellers, 6; tooth powder sellers, 52; salt sellers,

5 ; sellers of charcoal, 39; sellers of cow dung, 19; sellers of fire

wood, 222; female dealers in hides, 42; dealers in rope, 145;

dealers in bamboos, 8. Total, 33,139. Class VII., miscellaneous

females, not otherwise classed : — House owners, 295 ; female

pensioners, 125 ; female beggars and paupers, 8931 ; female

labourers, 15,191 ; unemployed, 781,556; female children, 306,482.

Total, 1,112,580. Grand total of females, 1,202,032.

Ethnical Division of the People.—The Hindus and Muham-

madans form the great mass of the population. The Census

Return classifies the people under eight principal heads, and gives

their respective numbers, as follow—the figures refer to the town

of Calcutta as well as to the District in general:— (1) Non-

Asiatics—(a) European : English, 6269; Irish, 1849; Scotch,

1405; Welsh, 80; Austrian, 36; Belgian, 8; Danes, 20; Dutch,

41; Finlanders, 4; French, 206; Germans, 171; Greeks, 77;

Italians, 130 ; Norwegians, 35 ; Poles, 18 ; Portuguese, 296 ;

Prussians, 43; Russians, 37; Spaniards, 17; Swedes, 60; Swiss,

11; Turks, 18; others, 276 — total, 11,107. (6) Americans:

Canadians, 30; Nova Scotian, 1; West Indians, 2251; others,

273—total, 2555. (c) Africans, 81. (d) Australians, 14. Total of

Non-Asiatics, 13,757.—(2) Mixed Races: Eurasians, 10,362.—(3)

Asiatics, other than natives of India and British Burmah : Afghdns,

5; Armenians, 710; Chinese, 562; Jews, 506; Malays, 19; Nepalese,

37; Parsis, 1219; Persians, 277 — total, 3335.—(4) Aboriginal

tribes, 5302.—(5) Semi-Hinduised aborigines, 310,880.—(6) Hindus,

including native Christians, Vaishnavs, and other people of Hindu

origin but who do not recognise caste, 1,293,078.—(7) Muhamma-

dans, 1,020,702.—(8) Maghs, 232. Grand total, 2,657,648.

Hill Tribes and Aboriginal People.—In the interior of the
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District, labouring communities belonging to the Hill Tribes of

the Hazarfbdgh District and Chhotl Nagpur are found in small

numbers. They are chiefiy employed as labourers in indigo manu

factories, to which they were attracted in more prosperous times.

Many of them are now found in the Sundarbans, where they have

lately settled and taken to agriculture. A number of these people

are also employed by the Calcutta Municipality as street scavengers,

and to keep the sewers in order. The Census Report classif1es the

aboriginal tribes in the 24 Parganas, and gives their respective

numbers, as under :—Bhumij, 660 ; Gdros, 2 ; Kharids, 7 ; Kols,

389; Nats, 21 ; Santdls, 814; Urdons and Dhdngars, 3362;

others, 47. Total, 5302.

Imm1grat1on.—Uriyas and up-country men are the principal

immigrants into the District, and are chiefly employed as palanquin-

bearers and domestic servants. The Uriyds also settle in the

Sundarbans, and many of them are elsewhere employed as

gardeners. Among the Muhammadans, the chief immigrants are

from Jessor and Faridpur, the majority being boatmen and day-

labourers. A number of people emigrated to the 24 Parganas,

from Hijili and other places in the Midnapur District, after the

cyclones of 1824 and 1834, and settled permanently in the Sundar

bans and adjoining places. They are hence called bhdsd, i.e.

' came floating.' These people still receive fresh accessions from

the same District, and the new-comers go by the same name.

They follow agriculture as a means of livelihood. People from all

parts of the country take up their residence in the town and

neighbourhood of Calcutta, chiefly for the purposes of trade ; and

Hindustani and Bengali inhabitants of other Districts carry on trade

in the village markets. A few Kanauj Brdhmans have permanently

settled in the District, and now hold lands or carry on business

as grain merchants (mahdjans). The incomers do not amalgamate,

as a rule, with the rest of the population, and although dwelling

together in the same villages, are looked upon as a distinct caste.

They generally return to their own District after they have made a

little money. No statistics exist showing the number of immigrants,

or the proportion of those who settle permanently in the District as

compared with those who ultimately return to their original homes.

Em1grat1on.—A very small number of the people also leave

the District in search of employment, and for purposes of trade.

They go to the North-Western Provinces and the Panjdb, or to

vol. 1l d
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other Districts in Bengal. These emigrants chiefly belong to

the higher and educated classes of Hindus, and return in course of

time to their native villages. A few elderly Hindus leave the Dis

trict to end their days at Benares or Brinddban, from religious

motives. They form a very small number, and no statistics are

available regarding them. A small emigration, however, goes

on under the provisions of the Labour Transport Act to the

Sugar Plantations in the West Indies and Mauritius, and to the

tea-growing Districts in North-Eastern Bengal. The emigrants

are seldom born natives of the 24 Parganas, being nearly all

recruited from among the immigrants from other parts of the

country. The following figures show the average annual emigra

tion, for the three years ending 1869, of people belonging to

other Districts but recruited in the 24 Pargands :—To Jamaica,

217 ; Mauritius, 876 ; St. Vincent, 233 ; Demerara, 755 ; Trinidad,

608; Silhet, Kachar, and Assam, 1962—total, 4651. These be

long entirely to the classes who are not born natives of the 24 Par

gands, but mere denizens originally belonging to other Districts.

The annual emigration of people of the District itself for the same

three years, is as follows :—To Jamaica, 3 ; Mauritius, 1 ; St. Vin

cent, 2 ; Demerara, 1 1 ; Trinidad, 1 1 ; Silhet, Kachar, and Assam,

61—total, 89.

Castes.—The existence of a large number of castes, into which

the population has now become divided, is thus accounted for by

the Purdnas or Sacred Writings. In the Golden Age reigned a

king named Bana, who taught his subjects that the precepts of the

Vedas were unfounded, and that the observances prescribed in

them were unmeaning ; that heavenly bliss consisted of earthly en

joyment, and that death was utter annihilation. Hitherto there

had only been four grand divisions among the people—the Brdh-

mans, or sacerdotal class ; the Kshattriyas, or warriors ; the Vaisyas,

or cultivators ; and the Stfdras, or servants. These castes could not

intermarry with each other. Bana, in order to increase the popula

tion, revoked this prohibition, and commanded the people, on pain

of death, to follow his new doctrine, which sanctioned promiscuous

cohabitation among all classes. After Bdna's death, the offspring of

these promiscuous marriages were arranged into classes or castes by

his successor, Prithu. He also assigned different occupations to

the various castes, and many of the castes, up to the present day,

have confined themselves to their hereditary employment.
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Elsewhere I have traced the spread of the Aryans through India,

and attempted to give a rational account of caste.1 According to

the Sdstras or Sacred Books, the Hindus first settled in the Panjdb

and North-Western Provinces, to the west of the river Saraswati

and northward of the Vindhya Mountains. It is impossible to

historically trace their diffusion into Bengal, then said to be in

habited by aborigines called Kirdts. According to the Purdnas

or mediaeval law, Banga, Sunma, and Pundra, remote descendants

of Jajdti, the celebrated King of the Lunar Race, were the first

immigrants into Eastern India, and the name Bengal is traditionally

derived from Banga. The tract of country described by these

three names does not extend further south than a portion of

Nadiyd. The 24 Pargands were therefore probably occupied by the

Hindus at a later date. It is impossible, however, to fix the period

when the Aryans arrived, although the Bengal immigration pro

bably took place prior to Alexander's invasion.

The Brahmans who first settled in Bengal are said to have

gradually given up the study of the Sacred Law, and to have be

come degraded. In consequence of this, tradition relates that

Adisur, king of Bengal, wishing to perform a great sacrifice, im

ported five Brdhmans from Oudh to conduct it. The Brdhmans of

the 24 Pargands are divided into the. following five sects or classes :

—Rdrhi, Barendra, Vaidik, Kanauj, and Uriya, each of which is

again subdivided into septs or gotras. The Rdrhis form almost the

entire Brdhman population of the District, which indeed is the

home of the sect, as it forms a portion of the division of Bengal

assigned to them by King Balldl Sen in the twelfth century. The

other Brdhmans are merely descendants of immigrants from different

parts of the country. Vide also the Statistical Accounts of the Orissa

Districts of Puri and Balasor.

The Rarh1 Brahmans are divided into Kulins, Bansaj, and

Srotriyas. Balldl Sen divided the Kulins into two classes—Mukhya,

or Kulins of the first class ; and Gauna, or Kulins of an inferior

rank. These were subsequently further subdivided into families or

ttu/s, of which the following are said to be the most important :—

Khardah, Phule, Ballabhi, Sarbdnandi, and Pandiratni. The rank

of Kulin is a hereditary one, but liable to be lost by intermarriage

with a Brahman of lower rank. In the case of his marriage with a

1 ' Annals of Rural Bengal,' 90-96 ; 1 Orissa,' i. 248 (242-265).
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Kulin of lower rank, he does not, however, utterly lose his Kulinism,

but becomes degraded in proportion to the lowness of the birth of

his bride. If he marries into a Bansaj or Kashta Srotriya family,

he loses his Kulinism, and becomes a bhanga, or ' broken ' Kulin.

His family, however, retains a certain degree of rank for three or

four generations, after which period his descendants lose all preten

sions to Kulinism. The marriage of a Kulin's daughter entails

ruinous expense, as the father has to give a heavy dower to the

bridegroom. On the other hand, a Kulin always receives a large

sum on his own marriage, from the parents of the girl he takes as

wife. The curse of Kulinism is polygamy. Such is the demand for

Kulin bridegrooms,, that a father, in order to secure one, does not

care whether his daughter is married to a child or an old man, or

whether the husband may have fifty or a hundred wives already.

The Bansaj and Kashta Srotriyas give large sums for the honour of

marrying their daughter to a pure Kulin ; and the latter, although

by doing so he becomes ' broken,' or loses his rank, is in many cases

unable to resist the temptation of a wealthy misalliance. A Kulin

seldom takes his wives to his own house, but leaves them at the

houses of their respective parents, who have to support them and

their children. The Kulins have made marriage a trade. Besides

the sums which they receive as dowry with their wives, they levy

money from their fathersrin-law by going on rounds of visits among

them, when the son-in-law is feasted and receives presents. The

number of marriages a Kulin makes is sometimes so large as to

compel him to keep a register of them to help him on his tour. It

is by no means uncommon for a wife thus wedded to a Kulin to

part from her husband immediately after her marriage, and never

see him again. With the progress of civilisation, however, this

practice of unlimited polygamy is disappearing from the 24 Parganas,

although it is still common in Jessor, Dacca, and the backward

Eastern Districts of Bengal. The enlightened natives have taken

an active part in putting it down ; their books and newspapers,

their theatres and lectures, all preach war against it. A Bansaj

Brdhman has to pay a large sum to obtain a wife ; but, on the other

hand, he receives a considerable sum on giving his daughter in

marriage, if he thinks proper to demand it. Many Bansaj Brdh-

mans pass a portion of their lives in hoarding money to procure a

wife ; and some are unable to marry at all, in consequence of not

being able to amass sufficient for the purpose. A Bansaj who gives
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his daughter in marriage for a price, or, as it called by the natives

themselves, sells his daughter, is despised by his fellow Brdhmans.

Thaks or Unions.—The difficulty of securing husbands for

their daughters has led many Kulin families to form themselves

into unions called thaks, and of these the one called Trikul Pari-

bartta deserves notice. About two hundred years ago, three Kulin

Brdhmans took an oath upon the sacred water of the Ganges only

to intermarry among each other after their descendants had suffi

ciently increased. They have now multiplied to hundreds of

families, and still keep the promise made by their ancestors. They

seldom form connections out of their own union or thdk, rarely

marry more than one wife, and never give or receive money as the

price of marriage.

Titles and Nomenclature of Rarhi Brahmans.—The Rarhi

Brdhmans are divided into five septs or gotras, each of which bears

the name of some pre-historic sage. These are—(1) the Bharadwaj,

(2) Kasyap, (3) Sandilya, (4) Bdtsya, and (5) Sdbarna. Balldl Sen

gave different titles (upddhis) to the various families of Brahmans he

classified. To one class he gave the title of Mukha, whose descend

ants are known as Mukhopddhyayas or Mukharjis. The other

great Brdhman families, the Bandopddhyayas or Banarjis, Chatto-

pddhydyas or Chdttarjis, and Gangopddhyayas or Gangulis, have a

similar origin. Other titles were subsequently given by Hindu

Rajas and Muhammadan Governors, such as Rai, Chaudhri, Ma-

jumddr, Hdlddr, etc., which have in many cases superseded the

original title or family name. Brdhmans of the same gotra cannot

intermarry. A Mukharji cannot marry with a Mukharji, for all

Mukharjis belong to same gotra or sept. The same applies to the

Chdttarjis. With regard to Gangulis, however, it is different, as

among them there are two gotras, the Beger Ganguli and Amdti

Gdnguli, and intermarriage between a Beger and an Amdti would

be lawful.

The Vaidik Brahmans emigrated, according to tradition, from

Orissa, before the arrival of the five Brdhmans from Oudh. They

formed, therefore, the original priestly class of this part of the country ;

and, according to one account, it was in consequence of their refusal

to act as sacrificial priests to King Adisur, on the ground of his not

being a Brdhman, that that monarch brought down the five Brdh

mans from Kanauj. The Vaidiks are divided into two classes, the

Ddkshindtyas, or first emigrants from Orissa, and the Paschdtyas,
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who came at a subsequent period. They are celebrated for their

profound learning, which has secured for many of them the office of

spiritual instructors to Rarhi Biihmans. They do not fall within

any of the classifications of Biihmans made by BaMl Sen, but long

contact with the Rarhis has given rise to similar grades among

themselves. Whether the Vaidik Brdhmans of the 24 Pargands

really came from Orissa, or were only a branch of the first Brdhman

stock which spread to Orissa, cannot now be ascertained.

Child Marriages.—The great social blot of the Vaidiks is the

practice of child-betrothals, just as polygamy is the reproach of

Rarhi Kulinism. Infants are formally betrothed when but two or

three months old, in the presence of respectable witnesses. As

soon as a daughter is born, the father immediately looks out for a

male child belonging to a family equal in rank with himself. When

he has succeeded in his search, and obtained the consent of its

parents, he returns to his house, summons his relatives and neigh

bours to a feast, and solemnly affirms before them that his daughter

is betrothed to such and such a man's babe. Nothing will induce

him to break the oath which he thus takes ; and when the children

arrive at the age of nine years, the marriage ceremony is performed

according to the Sdstras. In the case of the bridegroom dying

before the ceremony, the girl is married to a man of lower family,

but still a Vaidik Brdhman. This circumstance does not affect the

rank of the father, but he, as well as every pure Vaidik, looks upon

the unfortunate daughter as an outcast, and will not eat from her

hands. Such girls are called Anupiirbds. The death of the girl,

however, before the actual marriage, does not affect the position of

the intended bridegroom. The Vaidiks are divided into the follow

ing five septs (gotras) :—Kannayan, Bdtsya, Bharadwdj, Ghrita

Kaushik, and Kasyap. The principal villages of the Vaidiks in the

24 Parganas are Rajpur, Majilpur, Jainagar, and Murdgdchhd,

to the south of Calcutta, and Bhdtpdrd, opposite Chinsurah, on the

banks of the H1igli.

Other Brahmans.—I have reserved an account of the Bdrendra

Brdhmans for my Statistical Account of Rajshdhi, to which District

they properly belong, and from which and the neighbouring Districts

they have emigrated into the 24 Parganas. The Kanauj Biihmans

are recent immigrants from Northern India, and number very few

in the 24 Parganas. Particulars regarding them will be found in

my Statistical Account of Bardwdn, where they have settled in
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considerable groups. My Statistical Account of Balasor deals at

length with the Uriyd Brdhmans, a small number of whom are found

in the 24 Parganas.

Degraded Brahmans.—Many of the Brdhmans have lapsed from

their high rank, and lost the esteem which the name commands, by

indiscriminately accepting alms, or by ministering as priests to the

low castes. Brdhmans degraded for the latter cause are named

after the castes to which they officiate as priests, such as Kaibartta

Brdhmans, Godld Brdhmans, etc. There is, however, a separate

class of Kaibartta Brdhmans, who are said to have been manufac

tured or elevated into Brdhmanhood from the caste of that name

by the sage Vyas about the time of the Mahdbhdrata wars. Their

descendants deny this story, and call themselves fallen Brdhmans

belonging to the Drdvira sreni or class. Strange to say, even the

very low castes, such as the Muchis, Chanddls, etc., have their

Brahman priests ; but such degraded Brdhmans are held in abhor

rence by the good Bnihmans, who, although they might take water

from the hands of a Kaibartta or Godld, would not touch it from the

hands of a Kaibartta-Brdhman or GoaM-Brdhman. Among those

Brdhmans who have lapsed from caste on account of their indis

criminately accepting alms, are the Achdrjyas, Agradanis, and Bhdts.

The first are astrologers. They calculate children's horoscopes, find

out auspicious days for ceremonies, and foretell future events. They

accept alms from all classes of the people. There is a general pro

hibition for any Brdhman to accept alms ; and although this rule is

little observed, the recipient of a gift of gold or of a cow is looked

down upon, especially if the donor belongs to one of the low castes.

From time immemorial, however, the Brdhmans have formed a large

proportion of the mendicant community of India, but the number

of beggar Brdhmans has rapidly decreased in modern times. The

Agraddnis and Bhdts accept the first alms offered at srdddhas, or

funeral obsequies. The claims of these three last named classes

to be Brdhmans at all is disputed by some, but they all wear

the sacred thread (paitd), and are generally considered to be Brdh

mans, although of the lowest class. Another degraded section of

Brahmans is called the Pir Ali Brdhmans, who lost their caste in

a curious manner during the latter half of the last century. One

Pfr Ali Khan, an dmin, was sent to investigate a case in which the

family of Srfkant Rdi, a landholder of Jessor District, was con

cerned. It is said that for some reason he forcibly compelled one
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Punishottam Bidydbagis to smell his food ; and as this is considered

half equivalent to tasting it, the unfortunate Brdhman was at once

outcasted, and his descendants are known as Pir All Brdhmans. The

wealthiest and best-known Brdhman family in Calcutta belongs to this

class. There is yet another class of fallen Brdhmans, the Maruiporas,

who are the officiating priests at the funeral pyre of Sudras. All these

classes are now kept rigorously out of the pale of the undegraded

Brdhman caste, and each of them now forms a separate community.

The Census Report of 1872 returns the Brdhman population of

the 24 Parganas at 120,102.

The Kshattr1yas formed the second or warrior caste in the

ancient Sanscrit social fourfold classification, but it is believed that

no pure Kshattriyas exist in Bengal proper at the present day.

Several of the tribes of the North-Western Provinces, such as the

Rajputs, and many of the Mdrwdrf or up-country trading caste, lay

claim to the rank of Kshattriyas, and it is generally conceded to

them. The class is not sufficiently numerous in the 24 Parganas

to deserve particular notice here, but a further description of them

will be found in my Statistical Account of Bardwdn, the Raja of

which place and his numerous followers belong to it. The Census

Report returns the number of Kshattriyas and Rdjputs in the 24

Parganas at 9546.

The Ba1dyas, or physicians, come next, and rank almost equally

high with the Kshattriyas and Rajputs. They wear the sacred

thread, and hold an intermediate position between the Brdhmans

and the higher of the Sudra castes. At the present day, however,

most of the Baidyas have abandoned their occupation of hereditary

physicians, and have betaken themselves to various respectable occu

pations, principally as clerks and writers in Government employ.

A Hindu legend relates the origin of the caste as follows :—Gdrar

Muni, a sage of ancient times, was much surprised at finding his

cottage cleaned out every morning, without being able to discover

by whom. Accordingly, one day he hid himself, and saw a Vaisya

girl enter the cottage and set it in order. The sage then came

forward, blessed her, and wished she might have a son. The girl

was unmarried, but the words of the holy man once spoken could

not be recalled, and in due time she gave birth to a son, called

Amritdcharjya. Amritdcharjya married the daughter of Aswinf-

kumdr, the physician of the gods, and the modern Baidyas are said

to be his descendants. The popular belief, however, is that they
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were the illegitimate offspring of a Brdham father and a Vaisya

woman. Balldl Sen, king of Bengal, belonged to this caste, which

was divided into two sections during his reign. Balldl Sen had

formed an illegitimate connection with a low-caste woman, and many

Baidyas in disgust seceded from the original caste. The descend

ants of the seceders are called Rdrhi Baidyas, and are considered

inferior in rank to the descendants of the orthodox section. The

Baidyas are divided into the following six septs :—Mahdkul, Madhy-

amkul, Chhotkul, Maulik, San-Maulik, and Kashta Maulik. This

caste, according to the Census of 1872, numbers 4556 in the 24

Parganas.

Khandaits and Ghatwals rank next. The Khanddits are

Uriyas, the higher classes being employed as police constables,

doorkeepers, messengers, etc., and the lower as cultivators. They

claim to be considered Kshattriyas, and in the case of the pure

Khandaits, the demand is conceded by their fellow-countrymen, but

not by the Bengalis. The Ghdtwdls belong to the hilly tracts of

Western Bengal, and originally held small military fiefs. In olden

times it was their duty to keep the hill passes open and free from

robbers. The Census Report classifies these two castes together,

the number of them in the 24 Parganas being returned at 1340.

Bhat.—As already stated, this caste claims to be lapsed Brdh-

mans; but there is much doubt as to whether they ever were

Lrdhams, although they wear the sacred thread. They are given

as a separate caste in the Census Report, in which their number

in the District is returned at 176. They make their living as

bards, heralds, and genealogists.

Kayasths.—The ancestors of the modern Kayasth, or writer

caste, are said to have come as servants to the five Brrihmans

brought from Kanauj by King Adisur. They deny that they are

S1idras, and assert that they originated from the body or kdyd of

Brahmd, the Creator, from which they take their name. From

Brahmd came Pradip Muni, who had three sons, Chitragupta,

Chitrdngad, and Seni, the latter of whom is claimed to be the

original ancestor of the Kayasths on this earth. Many of the

Kayasths strongly insist on their title to the rank of Kshattriya ;

but it has always been the custom for the lower classes to lay claim

to a rank higher than that which properly belongs to them. Thus

the Dravidian Kochs, who have given their name to the state of

Kuch Behar, believe themselves to be the descendants of the
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remnants of the Kshattriyas after the extermination of the race by

Parasuram. The Mongolian Manipuris assert themselves to be

the descendants of Arjun, one of the five Pdndava brothers ; and

the aboriginal Kacharis, as soon as they were admitted, within

quite recent times, into the pale of Hinduism, got themselves pro

claimed to be the1descendants of Bhfma, another Pandava, but

who had fallen off from the true faith by contact with the heathen.

The Kayasth was not one of the castes established by Manu,

society not being sufficiently developed in his time to require a

separate writer class. The rational conjecture appears to be, that

when this necessity arose, the higher class of Sddras pushed them

selves upwards, and thus formed the Kayasth caste.

The seven virtues for which a Kayasth should be distinguished

are the following :—Learning (didyd), meekness (dhiratd), charity

(ddtabya), benevolence (paropakdritd), loyalty (rdj-sebd), forgiveness

(kshamd), and purity (suchi). This caste is classified into Kulins

and non-Kulins. The first, or Kulin class of Kayasths, consists of

the families of Ghosh, Basu, and Mitra. The chief non-Kulin or

Maulik families of Kayasths are De, Datta, Guha, Kar, PaUit, Sen,

Sinha, and Das. Other seventy-two families, including the Nag,

Pdl, Aditya, Ram, Sydm, Dini, Daitya, Bhut, Pret, Ket, Nandan,

etc., are known as the Bdhdttures. Their only restriction upon mar

riage is, that a Kayasth of the dakshin rdrhi, or south country, may

not marry into a Kayasth family of the uttar rdrhi, or north country.

A Kulin Kayasth, however, can marry a Maulik or non-Kulin

without losing rank in any way. The Kayasths are employed in

every variety of clerkly work, and, according to the Census Report

of 1872, number 82,803 in the 24 Pargands.

Sudra Castes.—Following the Kayasths come the undoubted

Sudras, who comprise the remainder of the Hindu population, and

who are divided into seventy-four classes. The most respectable

Sudras are the following nine castes, who are of equal rank, and

termed Nabasdks. I give a brief description of each, with their sup

posed origin, as furnished to me by the Collector. The figures are

taken from the Census Report of 1872.

(1) Napit, or barbers.—This caste is divided into four sections,

each of which takes its name from a division of the country—namely,

Uttar rarhi, or the northern country ; Dakshm rdrhi, or the southern

country; Mandalghat, a large Fiscal Division in Midnapur; and

Anarpur, a Fiscal Division in the 24 Pargands. They are also sub
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divided into various classes, called after the fiscal and political divi

sions of the country during the time of the Muhammadan Govern

ment, as Chaklds, Sarkdrs, and Pargands. There are six Chaklds

among the Ndpits—namely, Harveda, Angadveda, Gobardhanveda,

Mandal, Mardini, and Paird. The four Sarkdrs are—Salimdbdd,

Sharifdbdd, Amirdbdd, and Manddrdm. They are stated to have

been the illegitimate issue of a Kshattriya father and S1idra mother.

Number in the 24 Parganas in 1872, 36,660, most of whom are in

poor circumstances.

(2) Kamdr, blacksmiths ; divided into four classes—Basundari,

Rand, Gangdtiri, and Bahal or Khottd, neither of which intermarries

with the others : stated to have been the offspring of a Slidra man

by a Kshattriya woman. Number in the District in 1872, 21,439 ;

mostly poor.

(3) Kumar or Kumbhakdr, potters.—This caste is divided into

two classes, Kumar proper and Kochil Kumdr, the former of which

is considered to be the most respectable. The difference between

them is, that the former only manufacture pots, jugs, etc., for house

hold use, while the latter principally make earthen toys, cups, etc.

Their origin is stated to be the same as the foregoing. Number in

the 24 Parganas in 1872, 16,474; generally poor.

(4) Till or Teli, oil pressers and traders, are of five kinds—

namely, Ekddas, Dwddas, Subarnabishayf, Gangdbishayf, and Ghond,

of which the first four intermarry, while the latter forms a class by

itself. Many believe that the Tells are a branch of the Kalus,

another oil-pressing caste, but who hold a very low social position

in the Hindu community ; and some years ago the question arose as

to whether a Tell could legally perform all the religious ceremonies

which a Nabasdk, or one of the nine superior castes, can. The

question was referred to the pandits of Nadiyd, who decided that

the Telfs were Nabasdks; but it appears probable that this decision

was influenced by the wealth and general importance to which the

caste has attained. The Ghond Tells are the only class who now

strictly confine themselves to their hereditary occupation as oil-

pressers. The others have taken to various occupations, and number

some wealthy traders and merchants among them. They are said to

be the issue of a Vaisya father and a Slidra mother. Number in 24

Pargands in 1872, 19,170; generally in middling circumstances, but

some wealthy.

(5) Tdmlis or Tdmbulis, as their name implies, are betel-sellers
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by caste occupation, but they have now abandoned their hereditary

employment, and engage in trade and agriculture. Tamifs are

divided into four classes—namely, the Chaudda-gdin, or of the four

teen villages ; the Biydllis-gain, or of the forty-two villages ; Gaye-

pura, or Uriyd; and Kush Daye, or Eastern Bengal. The most

respected families among them are the Dan, Datta, Kar, De, Rakshit,

Sen, Sinhi, and Laha. They are said to be of the same origin as

the foregoing. Number in the 24 Parganas in 1872, 6043; gene

rally in middling circumstances.

(6) Sadgop, cultivators.—This class was originally included in

the great Gop, or pastoral and cultivating caste, which is said to

have been divided by Ballal Sen into the following four sections :—

Ahiri, up-country milkmen ; Gaur, or Orissa milkmen ; Pallab or

Godld, Bengal milkmen ; and Sadgop, or cultivators. At the time

of the division, the Sadgops alone received a good rank, the other

three being classed with classes who receive somewhat less social

esteem. The proper profession of the Sadgop is husbandry; but

many of them, having acquired wealth and influence, now consider

it degrading to touch a plough, and deny that they ever did so.

Kulinism is recognised among the Sadgops; but, as among the

Kayasths, the marriage of a Sadgop Kulin to a non-Kulin Sadgop

does not involve loss of rank. The first-born of every household is

invariably married to a member of a Sadgop Kulin family. The

Kulin Sadgop families are Sur, Neogf, and Biswas. Pdl, Hazrd,

Ghosh, Sarkar, etc., are non-Kulins. Said to be the offspring of a

Vaisya father and a Sddra mother. Number in the 24 Parganas in

1872, 38,058; generally rather poor, but, as above stated, many

individuals have become wealthy, and are men of influence.

(7) Barui or Gochhali, cultivators and growers of pdn leaves.—

They are said to be the offspring of a Brdhman man and a S1idra

woman. Number in the 24 Pargands in 1872, 6931 ; generally in

middling circumstances.

(8) Mdlf, gardeners and dealers in flower wreaths, makers of

garlands for decorating idols, etc.—They are said to be the issue of

a Kshattriya father and a Brdhman mother. Number in the 24

Pargands in 1872, 2586; generally poor.

(9) Gandhbanik, traders in spices and drugs. — The Gandh-

baniks belong to the great Banik or merchant caste. The legend

of their origin is, that they were born from the body of Siva at the

time of his marriage with Parbatf, the daughter of the Himdlayan
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Mountain. Another, and a more rational story, declares that they

are the illegimate offspring of a Brahman father and a Vaisya

mother. The Sankhdris or shell cutters, the Kansdris or braziers,

and the Sonarbanids or goldsmiths, are branches of this caste ; but

the last named have become degraded, and will be alluded to in their

proper place, further down in this list. The Gandhbaniks in the

24 Parganas numbered, in 1872, 5053; the Sankhdris, 1226; and the

Kansdris, 5346. They are all in middling circumstances.

The following eight castes (numbers 10 to 17) are held in equal

esteem with the above Siidra classes, and some of them were pro

bably branches of the Nabasdks. Brdhmans can drink water from

their hands, and one class of Brdhmans forms the priesthood for all

of them. Their Brdhmans are not so much despised as those who

act as priests to the very low castes. The higher class of Siidras

are divided into septs, or gotras, in the same manner as the Brdh-

mans, Baidyas, and Kayasths. They generally belong to the

Bharadwaj, Sdndilya, Kasyap, Madhukulya, and Almele septs ; the

last' mentioned of which is made up of those who have forgotten or

do not know their proper gotra.

(10) Mdrwdri and Agarwdlds are up-country traders, principally

from Rajputand. With the exception of a small number of families

in Calcutta, they do not settle in the District, but return to their

original homes when they have made money. Most members of

these castes are wealthy. Number in the 24 Parganas in 1872, 791.

(11) Godld, milkmen and cow-herds.—As before stated, these

formed one of the subdivisions of the great Gop caste. There is also

a distinct class of Godlas settled in and around Calcutta, who have

now separated from the general body. These sell cows to the

butchers, and are utterly despised in consequence. The Godlas are

said to be the offspring of a Vaisya father and a Siidra mother.

Number, 88,551.

(12) Gareri, probably an up-country pastoral caste. Number, 50.

(13) Gujjar and Jdt, also an up-country caste, principally employed

in agriculture. Number, 44.

(14) Kaibartta.—There is little doubt that the Kaibarttas were

one of the aboriginal tribes of the country. They are spoken

of in the Mahdbhdrata, and also in the ancient religious books

of the Hindus. The Kaibarttas have always claimed high social

rank, and Parasurdm manufactured a large body of this caste on

the Malabar coast into Brdhmans. The great sage Vyds was
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himself the son of a Kaibartta woman, and in order to favour a

Kaibartta Rajd, he made several individuals of that caste into Brdh-

mans, and appointed them as priests to the rest. These are still

known as the Kaibartta Brdhmans, and are numerous in the Hugli

District. It is conjectured that the aboriginal tribes of Western

Bengal, on settling in the plains, took upon themselves the name of

Kaibartta, and adopted the Hindu religion, manners, and customs.

Some of the Kaibarttas still bear the sept name of an aboriginal

tribe, the Bhuiyas. The Rajd of Tamluk, in the Midnapur District,

is a Kaibartta, and it is probable that all the members of the caste

in the 24 Parganas have migrated from Districts on the west of the

Hugli. The caste is divided into the five following classes :—Uttar-

rdrhi or Chdsd Kaibarttas, who are cultivators and occupy the first

rank ; Piirba-desi Kaibarttas, cultivators ; Tunte or Dakshm-rdrhi

Kaibarttas, rearers of silk-worms and cultivators ; Siuli, date-

tappers ; and Mdld or Jele, fishermen and boatmen. The two first

divisions rank among those castes from whose hands a BraTiman can

take water, and they are esteemed accordingly. The other three

hold a lower position, and the Mdlas, or fishermen, have now formed

themselves into a separate caste, and will be alluded to in their

proper place, further down in this list. Regarding the origin of the

Kaibarttas, it is said that they are the offspring of a Sudra father

and a Kshattriya mother, but, as already stated, there seems to be

greater reason to class them among the aboriginal population of

India. Their number in the 24 Parganas in 1872 is returned at

182,486, mostly in middling circumstances.

(14) Madak or Mayrd, confectioners.—These are said at one

time to have been a branch of the Kaibarttas, but at the present day

they have formed themselves into a separate and distinct class, and

deny any such connection. Number in the 24 Parganas in 1872,

6864 ; in middling circumstances.

(15) Ganrdr, parched rice sellers, said to be the offspring of a

Khandikar father and a Nat mother. Number in the 24 Parganas

in 1872, 1847 , aU poor.

(16) Aguri, a high class of cultivators, held in fair esteem, and

said to be the issue of a Kshattriya father and a Sudra mother.

Number in the 24 Parganas in 1872, 1848 ; generally poor.

(17) Kurmi, an up-country cultivating caste, also employed as

day labourers in Calcutta. Number in the 24 Parganas in 1872,

42752
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Intermediate Sudra Castes. — The following nine castes,

though lower in rank than the foregoing, are still within the pale of

respectability :—(1) Vaishnav, followers of the reformed Vishnuvite

religion introduced by Chaitanya. This is a religious sect rather than

a caste, although it has come .to be popularly regarded in the latter

light. It is now divided into the following six classes :—(1) Sanjogi,

(2) Bairagi, (3) &Oiibi, (4) Darvesh, (5) Sdin, and (6) Bdul. The

first of these are generally prosperous men engaged in trade, and

living with their wives and families. They are subdivided into four

sects, called Ramdt, Nimdt, Mddhavdchdrjya, and Sri Sampradaya.

The other classes of Vaishnavs are ascetics and religious mendicants.

The Rdmdts and Nimdts are Brahmans by birth ; and although the

basis of the faith taught by Chaitanya was the religious equality

of man, they have now gradually hardened themselves into a caste,

and will not intermarry or eat with the others, each forming a

separate community. I reproduce an interesting account of the

Vaishnavs from a report by Mr. W. H. Verner, Census Report of

1872, p. 189:1—'When used to designate a caste, the words Vaishnav

and Bairagi have come to have the same meaning. But the word

Bairagi literally means one free from the control of the passions, while

Vaishnav simply means a follower of Vishnu. In this sense Hindus

of all castes are found who call themselves Vaishnavs; and it is in this

sense of a disciple or worshipper of Vishnu that the word is used to

denote a great sect of Hindus as opposed to the Sdktas. But when

used to denote a caste, its meaning is much restricted, and it becomes

identical with Bairdgi. The caste claims Chaitanya, who lived at the

end of the fifteenth and beginning of the sixteenth century, as its

founder. He was assisted by Adwaitanand and Nityanand ; and these

three men are called theprabhus, or leaders of the caste. There were

six principal disciples (chhdtrd) of Chaitanya, eight bards (kabirdj),

and sixty-four principal mendicants (ddi-mahantd), and these are all

held in honour. The Gosdins of Sdhtipur, in the Nadiya District, are

the descendants of Adwaitdnand, and those of Khardah, near Bar-

rackpur, of Nityanand. Apparently the descendants of the leaders,

disciples, bards, and principal mendicants already referred to are

Gosdins ; and it is among these Gosdins that the spiritual teachers of

the Vaishnavs or Bairdgis are found. The special character of the

doctrine ofChaitanya is comprised in the one word bhakti,—devotion

vol. n.

1 See also my ' Orissa,' vol. f. 106-1 10.
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to God. He exhorted his followers to put aside ceremonies and

outward symbols, and to follow Vishnu in heart. A prominent

feature in his teaching was his denial of the efficacy of caste. He

taught that, as all men could worship God alike, they were all from

a religious point of view equal. Krishna, and, in a less degree,

Jaganndth and other incarnations of Vishnu, were chosen as the

objects of devotion, and with the multitude they soon supplanted

the more abstract conception of Vishnu. Celibacy was enjoined.

Apparently the religion of Chaitanya was entirely of a passive kind.

It may be fairly admitted that in its opposition to caste and formal

observances it was a movement in advance, but in its advocacy of

abstract meditation and asceticism it was reactionary.

' In the present day the Vaishnavs are different in many respects

from other Hindus. They are regarded, and have come to regard

themselves, as a caste ; but they have not the most notable mark of

caste, namely exdusiveness, and therefore it may still be said with

truth that they do not hold by caste. Any Hindu can join the

Vaishnavs,—from the lowest Chanddl to the highest Brdhman. In

many cases they would actually gain in caste position by doing so.

A Vaishnav is regarded as superior in caste to a Bagdf, a Chanddl,

a Harf, and others. Whatever may have been the case originally,

a Brdhman or Kayasth, or other person of the higher castes, seldom

if ever becomes a Vaishnav, unless when he has become an outcast

among those of his own caste for some action regarded by them as

dishonourable. A Brdhman enamoured of a Bagdinf, which would

be a good reason for his fellow-Brai1mans to make him an outcast,

would become a Vaishnav. A Vaishnav does not use animal food

or strong drinks, and, unlike other Hindus, he buries his dead. He

does not recognise any ceremonial or outward sign of mourning

for the loss of his friends. He allows the marriage of widows, inde

pendently of their age or worldly position. He does not affect to

respect Brdhmans more than other men, but it is to be observed

that his Gosdins or spiritual teachers are Brdhmans. He wears the

mark tilaka on his nose in white and not in red paint, and he daubs

his body with a description of white clay called gopi chandan. A

great proportion of the Vaishnavs are mendicants, and a consider

able number of them are strolling musicians. These musicians and

mendicants, both men and women, shave their heads, leaving only

a small lock of hair on the back of the skull. Admission to the

sect is easily managed. The person desiring to be admitted makes
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application to a Gosain, with a payment varying from 2s. 6d. to 14s.,

and with the help of the Gosam arranges to give the usual feast

(mahotsab) to other Vaishnavs, generally some of the flock of the

Gosdin. He eats with them, and is then a Vaishnav. A very

large number of prostitutes are Vaishnavs. It is irequently the

case, however, that a woman of this class does not become a Vaish

nav until the near approach of death, or at least until she finds

herself seriously ill. She sends for the Gosdin, pays her fee, and

arranges with him about the mahotsab. She is then easy in mind

as to her decent burial after death. The teachings of Chaitanya

enjoined celibacy; but very many Vaishnavs are married, while

those who are not married generally lead an immoral life as regards

the sexual relations.

'The position of the Gosdins is peculiar. They are Brdhmans,

and they do not eat food cooked by persons of the Vaishnav

sect. They are, however, regarded by the Vaishnavs as a part of

their sect. They are no doubt Vaishnavs according to the wider

meaning of the term, i.e. followers of Vishnu, and apparently they

owe the respect and honour shown to them by the Vaishnav caste

to the fact of their descent, and not to the accident of their being

Brdhmans. A Gosam often has a math or small temple, where the

worship of Krishna is carried on. In this case he is generally styled

mahant, and often has a considerable following of Vaishnavs. These

maths are often well endowed, so that he does not merely support

his own flock of Vaishnavs, but can also make it a resting-place for

wandering Bairagis. The word Bairdgi has come to mean peculiarly

beggars and wanderers, or vagabonds. As a caste, it denotes the

same thing as Vaishnav, and includes many persons who are not

beggars or vagabonds ; but to speak of a person as a Bairdg{, is to

imply that he is a beggar or a vagabond. They often hire them

selves out to sing kirttans, or religious songs, at the time of srdddhas,

pujds, and other festivals. They perform the part of undertakers

when there is no one willing to dispose of a dead body. It is but a

step from the plan by which, as above stated, professional harlots

ensure their own burial after death. There can be no doubt that

the Vaishnavs occupy a position very far below that contem

plated by Chaitanya, both socially, intellectually, and morally ; but

it is apparent that the sect has its uses. Its followers open

their arms to those who are rejected by all others,—the out

casts, the crippled, the diseased, and the unfortunate.' The census
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of 1872 returned the number of Vaishnavs in the 24 Parganas at

36,563. See post, p. 72.

(2) Chasa Dhoba, cultivators.—Number in the 24 Parganas in

1872, 17,766.

(3) Tanti, weavers.—One section of this caste, called the Aswin(

Tant(, is held much higher in rank than the others, and a Brabman

will take water from their hands. The ordinary Tantls are held in

low esteem. The origin of the caste is said to be from a Siidra

father and a Kshrattriya mother. Number in the 24 Parganas in

1872, 19,576; generally poor.

(4) Sekera or Swarnakar, goldsmiths and jewellers.—They were

orginally equal in rank with the other artisan castes, such as black

smiths, potters, etc., but are said to have become degraded on

account of their habit of lilching from the gold and jewels entrusted

to them to make up. They are supposed to have sprung from the

issue of a Baidya man and a Vaisya woman. Number in the 24

Parganas in 1872, 8195; mostly poor.

(5) Subarnabanik or Sonarbania.—As already stated, this caste

is merely a branch of the great Banik or trading caste. The story

of their degradation is that, owing to their overbearing conduct,

Balldl Sen, in order to overreach them, made the shell of a golden

calf, which he filled with red water, and ordered the Sondrbanids to

test the gold. In doing so the thin shell was cut through, and some

of the red water, resembling blood, trickled out. Upon this it was

declared that the Sonarbanids had killed the calf, and they were

degraded. The caste, however, claims to be Vaisya, and denies

any former connection with the Baniks. A movement was lately

set on foot in Calcutta for the purpose of getting the caste invested

with the sacred thread. They are said to be the issue of a Baidya

father and a Vaisya mother. They numbered 27,615 in the District

in 1872 ; generally wealthy, their employment being as bankers and

goldsmiths.

(6) Sutradhar or Chhutar, carpenters.—Said to betheoffspringof

a Karan (issue of a Vaisya man by a Siidra woman) father and a Vaisya

mother. Number in the 24 Parganas in 1872, 8274; mostly poor.

(7) Koeri, cultivators.—Although this is given as a separate caste

in the Census Report, which returns them at 1539 in 1872, they are

probably a mere branch of the Kaibarttas.

(8) Pura, vegetable-growers.—Number in the 24 Parganas in

1872, 325.
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(9) Sunri or Suri, spirit-sellers.—Said to be the issue of a Gop

father and a Siidra mother. Number in the 24 Parganas in 1872,

13,272 ; mostly well oif, and many of them rich men.

Low Castes.—The following forty-four are the very low castes

and utterly despised:—(1) Dhanuk, labourers; numbering 181 in

the 24 Parganas in 1872. (2) Dhobd, washermen ; said to be the

issue of a Karan father and a Vaisya mother ; number in the 24

Parganas in 1872, 39,591 ; mostly poor. (3) Kalu, oil-pressers ; said

to be the oifspring of a Sadgop father and a Vaisya mother; 13,732

in number in the 24 Parganas in 1872 ; mostly poor. (4) Jogi and

Patud, weavers ; said to be the offspring of a Nat father and a Brdh-

man mother; numbering 82,903 in the 24 Parganas in 1872, and

very poor. (5) Chanddl, cultivators and fishermen. This caste is

divided into four classes—Kotdl, who occupy the first rank, and who

are employed as cultivators ; Nune, cultivators and sawyers ; Soro,

date-tappers ; and Mech, fishermen. The Chanddls are said to be

the offspring of a Sudra father and a Brdhman mother; 46,056 in

number in the 24 Parganas in 1872, and poor. (6) Kapdli, culti

vators ; said to have been the offspring of a Tior father and a Bditi

mother; number in the 24 Parganas in 1872, 28,061; poor. (7)

Belddr, labourers and camp-followers ; 53 in number in the 24 Par

ganas in 1872. (8) Chunari, manufacturers of lime from shells;

said to be the offspring of a Nat (the issue of a Mdldkar man and

Sudra woman) father and a Bditi mother; number in the 24 Parganas

in 1872, 643 ; poor. (9) Kord, diggers and labourers; 11 in number.

(10) Ndik, military service, policemen, guards, etc. ; 2 in number.

(11) Pod. This caste is of two kinds—Chdsa Pod, who are cultiva

tors, and Mechi Pod, who are fishermen and boatmen. They are

said to be the offspring of a Sunri father and a Napit mother;

249,709 in number in 1872. (12) Tior, fishermen and boatmen;

said to be the offspring of a Pod father and Chunari mother ;

number in the 24 Parganas in 1872, 49,709 ; poor. (13) Jdlid,

fishermen and boatmen ; said to be the offspring of a Gop father

and Sudra mother. The principal distinction between this and the

foregoing caste is that the Jdlias as a rule fish in deep water, while

the Tiors generally fish in small watercourses, streams, and other

shallows; 23,679 in number in the 24 Parganas in 1872; poor.

(14) Mdld, fishermen and boatmen. This appears to have been

originally a mere title for a branch of the Kaibartta caste, which has

separated and formed into a separate caste. Their avocation is
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more that of boatmen than fishermen ; number in the 24 Parganas

in 1872, 2304. (15) Mdnjhf, boatmen. This is merely a title to

designate their occupation, and is not a caste, although shown as

such in the Census Return ; 29 in number. (16) Patnf, boatmen

and ferry-keepers. This is simply a branch of the Jdlids, and is

not a separate caste; number in the 24 Pargands in 1872, 1374-

(17) Baitf, matmakers and dancers; said to be the offspring of a

Sunri father and Ndpit mother; 900 in number in 1872. (18)

Bagdi. This caste is divided into four classes — Tentuliyl and

Kushmete, who are cultivators ; Duliyas, who are palanquin-bearers;

and Mechs, who are fishermen. They are said to be the offspring

of a Kalu father and a Vaisya mother; 99,826 in number in the 24

Parganas in 1872. (19) Rawani Kahars, palanquin-bearers; an up-

country caste; 10,491 in number in 1872. (20) Ldheri or Nuri,

makers of lac ornaments; 282 in number. (21) Bahelias, day-

labourers; 25 in number. (22) Bluri, an aboriginal tribe of day-

labourers ; 44 in number. (23) Bhuiyd, aboriginal people employed

in cultivation and as day-labourers ; 817 in number. (24) Bind, abo

riginal labourers; 44 in number. (25) Chain, aboriginal labourers;

8 in number. (26) Chamdr and Muchf, shoemakers and dealers

in leather ; said to be the offspring of a Chhutdr father and a Vaisya

mother; 70,403 in number. (27) Dom, basketmakers ; said to be

the offspring of a Tior father and a Bditf mother ; 6478 in number.

(28) Turi, musicians ; 92 in number. (29) Dosadh, labourers and

cultivators; 5461 in number. (30) Karangd, cultivators; 1284 in

number. (31) Rajbansis, fishermen and cultivators. It is said that

the Rajbansis of the 24 Parganas are a branch of Tiors, who are

divided into two classes—the Rajbansis Tiors, and the ordinary Tiors.

A legend relates that King Ballal Sen rewarded the fisherman who

brought back his son to him with the title of Rajbansf, literally 'of

the royal kindred.' Even to this day a higher caste Hindu will

take water from a Rajbansi, but not from an ordinary Tior. If this

story represents the fact, the Rajbansis must be very different from

the people of the same name in Eastern and North-Eastern Bengal.

See my Statistical Account of Kuch Behar, where the aboriginal

Kochs, or ancient ruling class of the country, as they embrace

Hinduism, are termed Rajbansis. (32) Mdl, snake-charmers ; 955

in number. (33) Mdlo, labourers ; 150 in number. (34) Khandi-

kar, horn-cutters ; said to be the offspring of a Nat father and a

Dhobd mother ; not given as a separate caste in the Census Return.
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(35) Pasi, toddy makers; 1286 in number. (36) Pan, labourers;

11 in number. (37) Bhuimali, gardeners, ditchers, and tank-diggers;

14 in number. (38) Kaora, swineherds; 55,704 in number. (39)

HaX, swineherds and sweepers ; 6402 in number. (40) Mihtar,

sweepers; 8471 in number. (41) Murddfarash, corpse - bearers ;

not given as a separate caste in the Census Return. (42) Buna,

labourers on indigo factories; 11,032 in number. (43) Bediyd, a

wandering, gipsy-like tribe, numbering 628, who live by thieving and

jugglery. For a further account of these people, see my Statistical

Account of Jessor and Nadiya. (44) Shikdr^ hunters ; 208 in

number.

In the absence of previous statistics, it is difficult to say whether

any of the above castes have declined of late years. The restric

tion as to intermarriage has this tendency in castes whose numbers

are few, and the great expense attending marriages in other castes

also tends to the same result. It is very noticeable that the

hereditary occupations of some castes, especially those of the car

penters and confectioners, are being now encroached on by men

belonging to lower castes.

Religious Division of the People.—The population consists

of Hindus, Muhammadans, Brdhma-Samaj followers, Christians, and

a small number of Buddhists in Calcutta. I take the numbers and

averages without verification from the official Census. The popula

tion, exclusive of Calcutta but including the suburbs, amounted in

1872 to 2,210,047—iii55,759 males and 1,054,288 females, the

proportion of males being 52-3 per cent. Of the total population,

680,008 males and 627,079 females—total 1,307,087—are Hindus,

who thus form 59-1 per cent. of the whole. The Muhammadan

population consists of 467,117 males and 420,736 females, making

a total of 887,853, or 40-2 per cent. of the whole inhabitants. The

Buddhists number 89 males and 54 females; total, 143. The

Christians, European and Native, consist of 7846 males and 5921

females ; total, 13,767, or -6 per cent. of the population. The re

mainder of the population is not separately classified, but lumped

together under the head of ' Others.' These consist of 699 males

and 498 females; total, 1197, or less than 'i per cent. of the popu

lation. Calcutta contains a population of 447,601 souls, viz.

299,857 males and 147,744 females. Of these, 189,422 males and

101,772 females, making a total of 291,194, are Hindus, who thus

form 65-1 per cent. of the total population. The Musalmans number
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96,260 males and 36,871 females; total, 133,131, or 297 percent. of

the population. The Buddhists number 622 males and 247 females ;

total, 869, or -2 per cent. of the population. The Christian com

munity (European and Native) consists of 12,917 males and 8439

females; total, 21,356, or 4-8 per cent. of the population. Other

denominations number 636 males and 415 females; total, 105 1, or

,3 per cent. of the population.

Including, therefore, the town of Calcutta and the general Dis

trict, the 24 Parganas contain a total population of 2,657,648 souls,

namely 1,455,616 males and 1,202,032 females, the proportion of

males throughout the entire District being 54-8 per cent. Of the

total population thus given, 869,430 males and 728,851 females are

Hindus, making a total of 1,598,281 ; the proportion of males being

54-4 per cent., and the proportion of Hindus to the total popula

tion 6o-2 per cent. The Muhammadans number 563,377 males

and 457,607 females ; total, 1,020,984 ; the proportion of Musalman

males being 55-2 per cent., and of Musalmans to the total popula

tion 38-4. The Buddhist inhabitants consist of 711 males and 301

females ; total, 1012. Proportion of Buddhist males, 70-3 per cent. ;

proportion of Buddhists to total population, -o4 per cent. The

Christians consist of 20,763 males and 14,360 females ; total, 35,123.

Proportion of males, 59-1 per cent. ; proportion of Christians to

total population, 1-3. 'Others,' 1335 males and 913 females; total,

2248. Proportion of males, 59-4 per cent. ; proportion to total

population, -o8 per cent.

The Hindus, as shown above, are the most numerous section of

the community. The Census Report returns their number, includ

ing those of the town of Calcutta, at 1,598,281, the proportion of

males being 54-4 per cent. A brief description of two prominent

sects of Hindus, who differ considerably from their fellow-Hindus,

inasmuch as they professedly abjure caste, may be convenient here.

The Chaitanva Sampradaya Vaishnavs.—I have already

treated of the Vaishnavs (or Baishnabs) from the social point of view

in my list of castes, pp. 66 and 67. The following is a brief

description of them from a religious point of view. The sect was

founded by Chaitanya, who was born in Nadiyd, in 1485 A.D., of

Brdhman parents. He lost his father as a child, and continued to

live at home till he attained the age of twenty-four, when he went

on a pilgrimage to Mathura and Jaganndth, and became a worshipper

of Krishna. He then promulgated his doctrines, denouncing the
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caste system, and asserting that religion consisted not in worshipping

the Deity according to any special ritual, but in loving God,—the

Deity to be meditated on by the inward soul. Chaitanya was be

lieved by his followers to be the incarnation of Krishna and Raclhd

united in one person. For simplicity and purity of character, he

was probably unrivalled among Hindu religious reformers, and his

faith made rapid progress. Chaitanya, after a life of forty-eight

years, disappeared from the world in 1527 or 1533 a.d.

His two principal disciples were Adwaitdnand Goswamf of

Santipur, and Nityanand of Nadiyd, who are also credited with super

human attributes, and receive the title of Prabhu, or Lord. Six

other disciples of Chaitanya, named Rup, Sandtan, Jfb, Raghundth

Bhatta, Raghundth Das, and Gopdl Bhatta, received the title of

Guru or Spiritual Teachers, which is still enjoyed by their descend

ants. These gurus have deputies under them in different parts of

the country, called faujddrs and chhariddrs, who collect the sums

due from their followers, and also help to propagate the faith. The

pure system of theology, however, as taught by Chaitanya, has now

ceased to be practised by his followers. Abuses gradually crept in,

and at the present day, few if any of the upper classes of Hindus

belong to the sect. It makes its converts almost entirely among

the lower orders. The sect has its own form of marriage, and other

social ceremonies. Its members may marry widows ; they profess

no distinction of caste, although caste differences are now gradually

creeping in ; and they bury their dead. The number of Vaishnavs

in the 24 Parganas who observe no distinction of caste is returned

by the Census Report of 1872 at 36,563. There are, however, a

very large number of other Hindus who are worshippers of Vishnu

and Chaitanya, but who do not belong to the sect known as Vaish

navs.

The Kartabhajas are another sect of Hindus, but the history

of their origin is obscure. I have given the local tradition of the

founding of the sect in my Statistical Account of Nadiyd. The

following account has been furnished to me by the Collector of the

24 Pargands, and differs somewhat from the other :—In the year

16 16 of the Saka era, or 1694 a.d., one Mahadeva Barni, of the

town of Uld, in Nadiyd, found a boy in his betel garden, of un

known parentage, and about eight years old. He took the lad to

his house and kept him there for twelve years. The young man

then went on a journey to the eastern part of the country, and at
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the age of twenty-seven he reappeared in the village of Bajrd, in

Hugli District, as an anchorite, and in a short time gathered together

a body of disciples. His clothing consisted of a waistband (kaupiri),

a quilt made of old rags stitched together (kdnthd), and a ragged

coat (khirkd). He observed no distinction of caste, and taught the

worship of one God. Among his followers he was known by the

name of Aul Chand, and was considered to be an incarnation of

Gauranga or Chaitanya, which had revisited the earth. He pos

sessed superhuman attributes, could cure the blind and lame, bring

the dead to life, and walk over the Ganges. The ten command

ments given by Aul Chand to his followers were— (1) Not to

commit adultery ; (2) not to steal ; (3) not to kill ; (4, 5, and 6)

not even to have an inward inclination for these three acts ; (7)

not to speak falsehood ; (8) not to utter bitter words against

another; (9) not to indulge in vain talk; and (10) not to talk

incoherently, or without an object.

Aul Chand is said to have died in 1769 a.d., at Bodliyd, where

Ram Smaran and other of his principal disciples buried his quilt,

and brought his body to a village called Parari, about six miles east

of Chagdah. The founder of the sect having been a mortal man,

the Kartdbhajas believe the Deity to assume a human form. After

Aul Chand's death, his spirit entered into the body of one of his

disciples, Rdm Smaran Pdl, who settled down at Ghoshpdrd, in

Nadiyd District, a few miles from the Kdnchrdpdrd railway station.

Aul Chand was designated the Kartd, or Spiritual Head, and was

considered to be the Deity in person. Upon his death, he was suc

ceeded by the above Ram Smaran Pal A masnad or gadi (state

cushion) has been erected at the house of the Pdls, the occupier of

which is called Thdkur, and is said to represent the Kartd. After

Ram Smaran, its first occupant, his widow succeeded. Upon her

death, Ram Smaran's son, Ram Duldl, succeeded; and after him

his widow. Rdm Duldl's son, Iswar Pdl, now occupies the state

cushion, and is reverenced as the head of the sect. I have more

fully referred to this person in my Account of Nadiyd District.

Next in rank to the Kartd or Spiritual Head, are the Mahdsays or

Deputies, of which one acts as leader to each village congregation,

his duty being to collect the dues for the support of the Kartd, and

to transmit or account for all amounts so received at stated dates.

The disciples are called Bardtis.

The religious ceremonies of the Kartdbhajds are kept a secret
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and performed in private. They have distinct and separate

orders among themselves ; and the mysteries divulged to the

higher orders are not known to the lower, who are gradually

initiated into the arcana of the higher circles as they advance in

faith. The religious formula (mantra) of the sect is as follows :—

' 0 Great Lord Karrd Aul ! In thy happiness I walk and talk. I

speak what thou dictatest ; I eat what thou givest. Not a moment

am I without thee. The Guide Guru is true; falsehood is

misery ! ' (The last sentence is repeated three times.)

The Kartdbhajas observe ordinary Hindu rites and ceremonies,

and perform the prescribed pujds or offerings. They accept as a

rule of life, 1 amidst men to follow the ways of men, but to know

that amongst the true gurus there is only one law.' They still

pretend to cure diseases ; and the water of a certain tank called the

Himsagar, or a handful of earth taken from below a pomegranate

tree in the garden of the Pdls, where Rdm Smaran's wife was buried,

are believed to be peculiarly efficacious. If these remedies fail to

procure relief, the result is attributed to the sufferer's want of faith

in the Kartd. The Kartd or Spiritual Head celebrates the Dol

Jdtrd, or swinging festival, every March, on which occasion thousands

of his followers proceed to Ghoshpdrd, in Nadiyd, the village where

the fair is held, and offer presents to their spiritual leader.

The Musalmans, according to the Census of 1872, number

1,020,984 souls, including Calcutta, or 38-4 per cent. of the total

population, the proportion of males to females being 55-2 per cent.

The Collector reports that the large Muhammadan population in the

24 Parganas is probably descended from the Hindu or aboriginal

inhabitants of the District, who were converted to Isldmism either

by force or persuasion during the time of Muhammadan rule. No

new sects of Musalmans seem to be springing up. A few Wahdbis

are found in the District, but they are not actively fanatical.

Chr1st1ans.—In 1870, the Collector reported that the number ot

Native Christians in the District, excluding those in the town and

suburbs of Calcutta, was about six thousand. They are for the most

part cultivators, and are generally as well off as the rest of the peasant

class. In 1872, the Census disclosed a Christian population ot

131767 in the general District, and 21,356 in Calcutta, making a

total Christian population of 35,123. It must be remembered

that this includes Europeans, Americans, Eurasians, etc. These

classes numbered 24,748 throughout the District, inclusive of
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Calcutta. They leave a balance of 10,375 Native Christians for the

entire District and Calcutta.

The Brahma Samaj is principally recruited from the town, and

I accordingly reserve my description of it for my Statistical Account

of Calcutta. The number of Brdhmas in the rural part of the

District is very small.

The Buddhist population consists of the Maghs and Chinese,

nearly all residing in the town. The Maghs number 232, the

Chinese 562, Nepalese 37; and the total of Buddhists for the

whole District and Calcutta is 1012. They are entirely confined

to Calcutta and the suburbs.

Division of the People into Town and Country.—With the

exception of Calcutta, the population of the 24 Parganas is almost

wholly rural, and the so-called towns are merely collections of

villages. The following paragraph is extracted from the Census

Report, page 99 :—'It may naturally be expected that the metro

politan division, if so it may be styled, should possess a large

number of important towns. Such, however, is not the case. Even

in the neighbourhood of Calcutta, the so-called townships are mere

collections of villages,—villages closely studded and densely popu

lated, it is true, but still with small pretensions to be designated

towns. The left bank of the Hugli, like the right, is most thickly

inhabited all the way up to Nadiyd. The villages are grouped

together for municipal purposes, and are thus shown in the Census

table as towns ; but cattle graze, and rice is sown and reaped, in

their very midst. Almost the whole length of the river bank north

of Calcutta in the 24 Parganas is taken up by the North Suburban

Town, Agarpdra^ Nawdbganj, Barrackpur, and Naihdti. The South

Suburban Town comprises fifty-one villages, with large tracts of

cultivation intervening between many of them. The other towns

are for the most part similar collections of agricultural villages.

Bdrasat, Bdruipur, Basurhdt, and Sdtkhird are important places, and

the headquarters of subdivisions; but even the Bdrasat town is

composed of forty-one villages,—villages, however, which run into

each other in such a manner that it is often diificult to distinguish

between them.'

The Census Report of 1872 thus classifies the villages and towns :

—There are 1968 villages containing less than two hundred inhabi

tants; 2085 with from two to five hundred inhabitants; 731 with

from five hundred to a thousand ; 159 small towns with from one to
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two thousand ; 12 towns with from two to three thousand ; 7 from

three to five thousand ; 9 from five to ten thousand ; 2 from ten to

fifteen thousand ; 2 from fifteen to twenty thousand ; 3 from twenty

to fifty thousand ; and three containing upwards of fifty thousand

inhabitants. The nineteen towns containing a population of

upwards of five thousand souls are—(1) Calcutta, (2) Suburbs of

Calcutta, (3) South Suburban Town, (4) North Suburban Town,

(5) Agarpdri, (6) Naihdti, (7) Nawdbganj, (8) Kalingd, (9)

Basurhdt, (10) Bdrasat, (11) Baghjdld, (12) Barrackpur Cantonment,

(13) Sdtkhird, (14) Jainagar, (15) Gobardangd, (16) Kald>oa\

(17) Kddihdti', (18) Tdki, (19) Dum Dum Cantonment. I arrange

them in the succeeding list according to their population as returned

in the Census Report of 1872. I shall then show the smaller

municipalities, as furnished to me by the Collector's returns ; and

finally, some details regarding the non-municipal villages and places

of interest, from various sources. I give the following particulars

regarding each of the nineteen municipalities with a population

exceeding 5000, viz. the population and municipal revenue and

expenditure for 1871, as shown in the Census Report. The other

figures, such as the population in 1869, and the municipal revenue

and expenditure for that year, have been taken from the Collec

tor's report to me. The number of houses given also refers to

1869.

(1) Calcutta (Lat. 220 33' 47"; long. 88° 23' 34").—Repeated

account will be found in vol. 1. of my Account of Bengal. The

capital of British India. In 1752, Mr. Holwell estimated the number

of houses within its bounds to be 51,132, and the inhabitants 409,056

souls; but this was probably much too high. In 1822, the number

of inhabitants of the town was returned at 179,917 ; in 1831,

187,081; in 1837, 229,714; in 1850,361,369; in 1866,377,924.

In 1872 a regular Census was taken, with the following results:—

Area, 8 square miles ; number of houses, 38,864. Population :

Hindus, males, 189,422 ; females, 101,772 — total, 291,194.

Muhammadans, males, 95,260; females, 36,871—total, 133,131.

Buddhists, males, 622 ; females, 247—total, 869. Christians,

males, 12,917 ; females, 8439—total, 21,356. Other denomi

nations not separately classified, males, 636; females, 415—total,

1051. Total of males of all denominations, 299,857; females,

147,744—grand total, 447,601. Average number of persons per

house, ii"o; number of persons per square mile, 55,950. Including
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its suburbs and Howrah, on the other side of the river, the popula

tion of the metropolitan circle of municipalities stands thus :—

As already stated, however, the Census Returns of the popula

tion of Calcutta town have been found inaccurate, and have been

condemned. The Census of the city and suburbs were done by

the Calcutta and suburban municipalities, while that of the rest

of the District was conducted under direct Government supervision.

The population of Howrah does not belong to the District of the

24 Parganas.

In an account of the District, which includes Calcutta, it may

seem that some description should be given of the city itself. But

anything like a detailed account of Calcutta would occupy as many

pages as the entire space which I have devoted to this volume. I

propose, therefore, to reserve my description ofthe Indian Metropolis

for a separate and subsequent book. It may here be briefly stated

that Calcutta forms the emporium and seaport for the productions

of the two great river systems of the Ganges and the Brahmaputra.

In 1871-72 the total maritime trade of Calcutta amounted to

^52,468,166, of which the exports were ^31,743,961, and the

imports ^20,724,154, leaving an excess of exports over imports of

^11,019,806.

(2) Suburbs of Calcutta.—Area, 23'i7 square miles; number

of houses, 43,061. Population: Hindus, males, 89,714; females,

63,037—total, 152,751. Muhammadans, males, 59,263; females,

41,347—total, 100,610. Buddhists, males, 86 ; females, 54—

total, 140. Christians, males, 1897 ; females, 1637—total, 3534.

Others, males, 51 ; females, 63—total, 114. Total of males of all

denominations, 151,011 ; females, 106,138—grand total, 257,149.

Average number of persons per house, 6-o ; number of persons

per square mile, 11,098. Gross municipal income in 1872,

^32,525, 8s. od. ; gross expenditure, ^33,228, 4s. od. Rate of

Calcutta Town,

Suburbs of Calcutta,

North Suburban Town, .

South Suburban Town, .

Howrah, on other side of river,

447,601

2S7,149

27,263

62,632

97.784

Total, 892,429
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municipal taxation, 2s. 6$d. per head of the population. For

further details, vide my Statistical Account of Calcutta.

(3) South Suburban Town.—Area, 12,302 acres, or 19-22

square miles ; 10,963 houses. Population in 1869, 46,494. Popu

lation in 1872 : Hindus, males, 19,836 ; females, 20,228—total,

40,064. Muhammadans, males, 11,191; females, 10,916—total,

22,107. Christians, males, 195 ; females, 212—total, 407. Others,

males, 41, females, 13—total, 54. Total of males of all denomi

nations, 31,263; females, 31,369—grand total, 62,632. Average

number of persons per house, 57 ; number of persons per square

mile, 3258. Municipal revenue in 1869, ^1419, 12s. 4d. ; ex

penditure, ^1368, 15s. od. Municipal income in 1872, ^2198,

18s. od. ; expenditure, ^'2572, 14s. od. Rate of municipal taxation

in 1872, 8fd. per head of the population. The great increase

of population between 1869 and 1872 is due to the fact that the

boundaries of the town have been considerably extended since the

former year. A Municipal Police, consisting of 1 o head constables

and 171 foot constables, is maintained for the protection of the town.

For further particulars, vide my Statistical Account of Calcutta.

(4) North Suburban Town.—Area, 4406 acres, or 6 88 square

miles; 3302 houses. Population in 1869 : males, 10,045; females,

10,104—total, 20,149. Population in 1872 : Hindus, males, 12,500 ;

females, 11,715—total, 24,215. Muhammadans, males, 1790;

females, 1186—total, 2976. Christians, males, 32 ; females, 14—

total, 46. Others, males, 26; females, nil. Total males of all

denominations, 14,348; females, 12,915 —grand total, 27,263.

Average number of persons per house, 8-2 ; number of persons per

square mile, 3962. Municipal revenue in 1869, ^107, 18s. 4d. ;

expenditure, ^875, 14s. 6d. Gross municipal income in 1872,

^1268, 14s. od. ; expenditure, ^1109, 8s. od. Rate of municipal

taxation in 1872, 11|d. per head of the population. For the

protection of" the town a Municipal Police force is maintained,

consisting of 5 head constables and 75 men. For further par

ticulars, vide my Statistical Account of Calcutta.

(5) Agarpara.—5500 houses. Estimated population in 1869,

33,000. Population as ascertained in 1872 : Hindus, males,

10,445; females, 10,910—total, 21,355. Muhammadans, males,

2676; females, 2574—total, 5250. Christians, males, 73 ; females,

119—total, 192. Others, males, 2; females, 2—total, 4. Total

males of all denominations, 13,196; females, 13,605—grand total,
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26,801. Average number of inmates per house, 4-8. Municipal

revenue in 1869, ^938, 1s. 4d. ; expenditure, ^661, 13s. od.

Revenue in 1872, ^1056, 11s. 4$d. ; expenditure, ^897, 16s. 3d.

Rate of municipal taxation, 9^d. per head of the population.

The Town Police consists. of 5 head constables and 75 men.

Lat. 220 41' o" N. ; long. 880 24' 57" E.

(6) Na1hat1.—3712 houses. Estimated population in 1869,

15,286. Population as ascertained in 1872 : Hindus, males, 9904;

females, 10,661—total, 20,565. Muhammadans, males, 1785 ;

females, 1369—total, 3154. Christians, males, 5 ; females, 6—

total, 11. Total of all denominations, males, 11,694; females,

12,036—grand total, 23,730. Average number of inmates per

house, 6-3. The municipal revenue in 1869 amounted to ^572,

8s. od, and the expenditure to ^491, 7s. od. In 1872, the

revenue was ^66o, 4s. od., and the expenditure ^544, 12s. od.

Rate of municipal taxation, 6fd. per head of the population. The

force for the protection of the town consists of 3 head constables

and 45 men. Lat. 220 53' 50" ; long. 880 27' 40".

(7) Nawabganj (Lat. 220 45' 40" N. ; long. 880 23' 52" E.).—

3535 houses. Estimated population in 1869, 21,210. Population

as ascertained in 1872: Hindus, males, 6631; females, 6757—

total, 13,388. Muhammadans, males, 1646 ; females, 1467—

total, 3113. Christians, males, 14; females, 5—total, 19. Others,

males, 5 ; females, nil—total, 5. Total of all denominations,

males, 8296 ; females, 8229—grand total, 16,525. Average number

of persons per house, 4-6. The municipal income amounted to

^509, 2s. 4d. in 1869, and the expenditure to ^498, 19s. 2d. In

1872 the income amounted to ^669, 13s. 5d., and the expenditure

to ,£664, 3s. 4d. Rate of municipal taxation, 9|d. per head per

annum. The Municipal Police consists of 4 head constables and

45 men. Adjacent to Nawdbganj is the small village of Paltd,

where the waterworks are situated which supply the town of

Calcutta with water, about fourteen miles distant.

(8) Kal1nga.—2203 houses. Estimated population in 1869,

8812. Population as ascertained in 1872 : Hindus, males, 4134 ;

females, 4603—total, 8737. Muhammadans, males, 3425 ; females,

3515—total, 6940. Christians, males, 4; females, 6—total, 10.

Total of all denominations, males, 7563; females, 8124—grand

total, 15,687. Average number of persons per house, 7-1. The

municipal income amounted to ^174, 9s. od. in 1869, and the
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expenditure to ^122, 9s. 9d. In 1872, the income was ^387,

12s. od., and the expenditure ^337, 2s. od. Rate of municipal

taxation, 5 Jd. per head of the population. The police force for

the protection of the town consists of 2 head constables and

30 men. Lat. 220 46' 56' N. ; long. 88° 50' 5' E.

(9) Basurhat.—The headquarters of the Subdivision of the

same name; 2100 houses. Estimated population in 1869, 8400.

Population as ascertained in 1872 : Hindus, males, 3364; females,

3481—total, 6845. Muhammadans, males, 2535; females, 2724—

total, 5259. Christians, males, 1 ; females, nil. Total of all

denominations, males, 59o0; females, 6205—grand total, 12,105.

Average number of persons per house, 57. In 1869, the municipal

income amounted to ^343, 5s. iofd., and the expenditure to

,£304, 9s. 5d. In 1872, the income was ^34o, 4s. od., and the

expenditure ^334, 18s. od. ,Rate of municipal taxation, 6|d.

per head of the population. The Municipal Police is a force

consisting of 1 head constable and 20 men. Lat. 220 40' o" N. ;

long. 88° 53' 35" E.

(10) Barasat. — The headquarters of a Subdivision. Area,

4417 acres, or 6-90 square miles; 2268 houses. Population

according to the experimental Census of 1869, males, 4734 ;

females, 4902—total, 9636. Population as ascertained by the

general Census of 1872: Hindus, males, 3358; females, 3291—

total, 6649. Muhammadans, males, 2675; females, 2458—total,

5133. Christians, males, 10; females, 20—total, 30. Others,

males, 1 ; females, 9—total, 10. Total of all denominations,

males, 6044; females, 5778 — grand total, 11,822. Average

number of persons per house, 5-2 ; number of persons per square

mile, 1 7 14. The increase in the population since 1869 is explained

by the fact that the boundaries of the township have been consider

ably extended since then. The area given above, however, is as it

existed at the time of the experimental Census. The municipal

income in 1869 amounted to ^272, 10s. od., and the expenditure

to ^267, 19s. 6d. Income in 1872, ^363, os. od. ; expenditure,

,£289, 4s. od. Rate of municipal taxation, 7^d. per head of the

population. The police force for the protection of the town

consists of 1 head constable and 23 men. For a considerable time

Bdrasat was the seat of a Joint Magistrate, several Fiscal Divisions

which were transferred from Nadiyd and Jessor in 1834 being

known as the ' Bdrasat District ' (see Introductory Account of the

VOl. II. F
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changes in the jurisdiction of the 24 Pargands, ante, p. 22). In

1 86 1, the Joint Magistracy was abolished, and Barasat became one

of the Subdivisions of the 24 Parganas. Lat. 220 43' 24" N. ;

long. 880 31' 45" E.

(11) Baghjala.—Number of houses, 1196. Estimated popula

tion in 1869, 2831. Population as ascertained in 1872: Hindus,

males, 2950; females, 2375—total, 5325. Muhammadans, males,

2261; females, 2097—total, 4358. Christians, males, 7; females,

12—total, 19. Others, males, 7 ; females, 9—total, 16. Total of

all denominations, males, 5225 ; females, 4493—grand total, 9718.

Average number of persons per house, 8-1. Amount of municipal

income in 1869, ^219, 2s. od. ; expenditure, ^127, 5s. 5d.

Income in 1872, ^307, 15s. 3d.; expenditure, ^172, 2s. 3d.

Rate of municipal taxation, 7^d. per head of the population. The

local police consists of 1 head constable and 18 men. Lat. 220 47'

38* N. ; long. 880 47' 16" E.

(12) Barrackpur Cantonment.—Situated on the H1igK, fifteen

miles above Calcutta; lat. 220 45' 40" N. ; long. 880 23' 52" E.

Area, 889 acres, or 1-39 square miles. Population according to the

experimental Census of 1869, males, 5730; females, 2914—total,

8644. Population as ascertained by the general Census of 1872 :

Hindus, males, 3207; females, 1745—total, 4952. Muhammadans,

males, 1987 ; females, 1561—total, 3548. Christians, males, 766 ;

females, 297—total, 1063. Others, males, 21 ; females, 7—total, 28.

Total of all denominations, males, 5981 ; females, 3610—total in

1872, 9591. Municipal income in 1872, ^235, 9s. 6d. ; expendi

ture the same. Average rate of taxation, 53d. per head of the

population. The following is taken from Major Smyth's Statistical

and Geographical Report of the 24 Parganas District (1857):—

'The natives call it "Chanak," from the circumstance of Job

Charnock, the founder of Calcutta, having erected a bungalow and

established a small bdzar there [in 1689]. Troops were first

stationed there in 1772, from which time it has acquired the name

of Barrackpur. The cantonment is situated on the left bank of the

Hugli ; it has also a large bazar and several large tanks, and also a

parade ground. There are usually four regiments of Native

Infantry cantoned in the lines. To the south of the cantonment is

situated the Park, created by the taste and public spirit of Lord

Wellesley. Within the Park is situated the Government House, a

noble-looking building, commenced by Lord Minto, and enlarged
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into its present state by the Marquis of Hastings. The Park is

beautifully laid out, and contains a small menagerie.' Its most

interesting feature is now Lady Canning's tomb. Within the last

few years commodious two-storied brick barracks have been con

structed for the British troops, and have materially added to the

health and comfort of the soldiers. The military bdzar is situated

a short distance from the Sepoy lines, and is carefully supervised by

the authorities. The military force stationed in the cantonment on

the 1 st March 1873 was as follows :—English : 2 batteries of Royal

Artillery, consisting of 15 officers and 253 non-commissioned

officers and men ; detachment of 62d Foot, consisting of 3 officers

and 142 non-commissioned officers and men. Total strength of

English troops, 18 officers and 395 non-commissioned officers and

rank and file. Native troops : detachment of Governor-General's

Bodyguard, 1 Native officer and 12 non-commissioned officers and

men; detachment of ist Bengal Cavalry, 1 European and 3 Native

officers, and 101 non-commissioned officers and rank and file ;

headquarters 10th Native Infantry, 4 English and 4 Native officers,

and 232 non-commissioned officers and men ; 27th Native Infantry,

7 English, 13 Native officers, 532 rank and file. Total Native

troops, 12 English, 21 Native officers, 877 non-commissioned officers

and men. Total of all ranks, European and Native, 1323.

Barrackpur has played an important part in two Sepoy mutinies,

of which I condense the following account from Sir J. W. Kaye's

admirable work on the Sepoy War, vol. 1., pp. 266-269, 495 et seq. :

—In 1824, during the Burmese War, Bengal troops were needed to

take part in the operations, but a difficulty arose as to transport.

The Sepoys had not enlisted to serve beyond the seas, but only in

countries to which they could march. The regiments were therefore

marched to the frontier station of Chittagong, and there assembled

for the landward invasion of Burmah. Several corps had already

marched, and the 47th Bengal Infantry had been warned for foreign

service, and was waiting at Barrackpur whilst preparations were

being made for its march. Meanwhile the British troops had

sustained a disaster at Ramu, a frontier station between Chittagong

and Ardkan, and the news, grossly exaggerated, reached Lower

Bengal. Strange stories found their way into circulation as to the

difficulties of the country to be traversed, and the prowess of the

enemy to be encountered. The willingness which the Sepoys had

shown to take part in the operations beyond the frontier began to
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subside, and they were eager to find a pretext for refusing to march

on such hazardous service. This excuse was soon found. There

was a scarcity of available carriage-cattle for the movement of the

troops. Neither bullocks nor drivers were to be hired, and extrava

gant prices were demanded for wretched cattle not equal to a day's

journey. The utmost efforts of the commissariat failed to obtain

the needful supply. In this conjuncture a lie was circulated through

the Sepoy lines at Barrackpur, that as the Bengal regiments could

not be marched to Chittagong for want of cattle, they would be

put on board ship and carried to Rangoon, across the Bay of

Bengal. Discontent developed into oaths of resistance, and the

regiments warned for service in Burmah vowed they would not cross

the sea.

The 47 th Regiment, commanded by Colonel Cartwright, was the

foremost in the movement. That officer endeavoured, by concili

atory measures, to remove the cause of complaint ; and Government

offered to advance money for the purchase of such cattle as could

be obtained. These measures were without avail, and the regiment

broke out into mutiny on parade on the 30th October. The Sepoys

declared that they would not proceed to Burmah by sea, and that

they would not march unless they were allowed 'double batta.'

Another parade was held on the 1st November, when the behaviour

of the Sepoys was still more violent. The Commander-in-Chief,

Sir Edward Paget, a stern disciplinarian, next appeared on the

scene. He proceeded to Barrackpur with two European regiments,

a battery of European artillery, and a troop of the Governor-General's

Bodyguard. Next morning the rebellious regiment was drawn up in

face of the European troops, but they still clung to their resolution.

After some ineffectual attempts at explanation and conciliation, the

men were told that they must consent to march or ground their

arms. Not seeing the danger,—for they were not told that the

artillery guns were loaded with grape, and the gunners ready to fire,

—they refused to obey the word, and the guns opened upon them.

The mutineers made no attempt at resistance, but broke at once,

and, throwing away their arms and accoutrements, made for the

river. Some were shot down ; some were drowned. Many of the

leading mutineers were hanged, and the regiment was struck out of

the Army List.

Barrackpur was one of the military stations in which the signs of

the great military rebellion of 1857 first became apparent. Early
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in that year the excitement about the alleged pollution of the new

cartridges had made itself felt in every cantonment, and on the

night of February 27th, the 19th Regiment, stationed at Barhampur,

being ordered for parade the following morning, and with a great

fear upon them that they would be forced to use the obnoxious

cartridges, seized upon the bells of arms and broke out in a tumult.

The men, however, appeared more panic-struck than mutinous, and

were induced to retire to their lines. On the following morning the

regiment fell in on parade as usual, contrite and humble. But

it was impossible to overlook the oifence, and the regiment was

accordingly ordered to Barrackpur to be disbanded.

Four Native Infantry regiments were at that time stationed at

Barrackpur,—the 2d Grenadiers, the 43d, the 34th, and the 70th.

The station was commanded by Brigadier Charles Grant, the

division being commanded by General John Hearsey. Many of

the Sepoys believed there was a deliberate plot on the part of the

English to destroy the caste of the native soldier. On the 28th

January General Hearsey reported that an ill feeling was said to

exist among the Sepoys at Barrackpur, in consequence of a report

having been spread that they were to be forced to embrace the

Christian faith. Incendiarism made its appearance in the station,

and was clearly traced to the soldiery. A few days after the story

of the greased cartridges first transpired, the telegraph station at

Barrackpur was burnt down ; and other fires, chiefly among the

oificers' bungalows, followed night after night. The suspicions and

fears of the Sepoys increased every day, and General Hearsey

endeavoured to restore confidence to their minds by a well-spoken

and careful address to the regiments of the brigade. His earnest

words had a good effect upon the men for a time, but it was only

transitory; and when they heard what had been done by the 19th at

Barhampur, the excitement increased, and an impression got abroad

that Government was gathering together a force of European

cavalry and artillery, which would suddenly come upon them and

destroy them. General Hearsey a second time addressed the

regiments on parade on the 17th March; but it was plain as the

month drew to a close that the hopes which he once entertained of

the speedy subsidence of the alarm would be disappointed. ' For

when the troops at Barrackpur knew that the 19th were to be dis

banded, and that an English regiment had been brought to execute

the punishment, they believed, more firmly than they had believed
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at the beginning of the month, that other white regiments were

coming, and that the Government would force them to use the

obnoxious cartridges, or treat them like their comrades that were

marching down from Barhampur to be disgraced. So the great

terror that was driving them into rebellion grew stronger and

stronger, and as from mouth to mouth passed the significant

words, " Gord-log dyd"—"the Europeans have come,"—their excited

imaginations beheld vessel after vessel pouring forth its legions of

English fighting men, under a foregone design to force them all to

apostatize at the point of the bayonet."

In the meantime the repentant 19th were marching down from

Barhampur to their punishment, and were expected to reach

Barrackpur at the end of March. Two days before their arrival,

an outbreak occurred at Barrackpur. On the 29th March, fresh

excitement was created by the arrival of a small detachment of the

53d Europeans, who had come by water from Calcutta. One

private of the 34th, named Mangal Pande, inflamed by bhdng,

seized his musket, left his hut, and calling upon his comrades to

follow him if they did not wish to become infidels, ordered the

bugler to sound the assembly, and fired his musket at a European

sergeant-major, who came up on hearing the disturbance. The

native officer and men on guard-duty of the 34th saw what was

going on, but made no attempt to arrest the fanatic. Lieutenant

Baugh, on hearing what had occurred, galloped to the spot, and

was fired at by Mangal Pande, the shot hitting his horse. A hand-

to-hand conflict took place, in which the lieutenant was wounded,

and would most probably have been killed, if a Muhammadan

Sepoy had not seized the mutineer and held him till the officer got

away. All this took place within a few yards of the quarter-guard,

where a Native non-commissioned officer and twenty men were on

guard. Numbers of excited Sepoys rushed up on hearing the firing,

but, with the exception of the Musalman, no man moved to assist his

officer or to arrest the criminal, and some even struck the lieutenant

when wounded on the ground. Meanwhile tidings of the tumult

reached General Hearsey, who with several officers proceeded to the

spot where the mutineer was pacing up and down with his musket

in hand. As the officers approached, Mangal Pande turned his

piece upon himself, and fell, wounded, when he was immediately

secured and taken to hospital. The man recovered, and both he

and the native oificer in charge of the guard were tried by court
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martial, condemned, and hanged before all the troops in garrison,

the former on the 8th and the latter on the 2 2d April.

The 19th Regiment, from Barhampur, marched into Barrackpur to

their disbandment on the 31st March, the sentence being carried

into execution in the presence of all the available troops, European

and Native. As a mark, however, of their penitence and good

conduct on the march from Barhampur, the sentence was not

accompanied with any marks of disgrace. They were not stripped

of their uniforms, and were provided at the public cost with carriage

to convey them to their homes. In the case of the 34th, however,

who had stood by while their officers were being shot at, clemency

was out of the question, and on the 6th of May the seven companies

of the regiment who had witnessed the outrage were drawn up to

receive their sentence of disbandment. There was no mitigation of

punishment as in the case of the 19th; so, when they had laid

down their arms, the uniforms which they had disgraced were

stripped from their backs, and they were marched out of canton

ments under an escort of Europeans, the number of the regiment

being erased from the Army List. The subsequent spread of the

mutiny belongs to the general history of British rule in India, and

has found an eloquent chronicler in Sir John William Kaye.

(13) Satkh1ra.—The headquarters of the Subdivision of the same

name, situated on the Betnd River ; area of town, 7808 acres, or 12-2o

square miles; 1942 houses. Population, according to the experi

mental Census of 1869, males, 4543; females, 4394—total, 8937.

Population as ascertained by the Census of 1872 : Hindus, males,

241 1 ; females, 2024—total, 4435. Muhammadans, males, 2327;

females, 2217—total, 4544. Total of all denominations, males,

4738 ; females, 4241—grand total, 8979. Average number ofpersons

per house, 4-6 ; number of persons per square mile, 736. Municipal

income in 1869, ^254, 12s. od. ; expenditure, £167, 4s. 9d. In

come in 1872, ^253, 4s. od. ; expenditure, ^297, 12s. od. Rate

of taxation, 6|d. per head of the population. The Municipal Police

force for the protection of the town consists of 1 head constable and

18 men. Major Smyth, in his report on the District, states that

Sltkhird 'contains many Hindu temples, a large native school or

Pdtsdld, and a dispensary in charge of a native sub-assistant surgeon

from the Calcutta Medical College. The school is entirely sup

ported by the zaminddr, who has established it for the education of

the better class of his tenants. The dispensary is a recognised

vol. 11. /
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Government establishment. This village has attained to the im

portance of a provincial town, by having a navigable canal cut to the

Ichhdmati River, as well as very fair roads leading from it to the

nearest marts of traffic, thus establishing it an emporium for the sale

and shipment of the produce of the surrounding country.' The

principal traffic of the town is in exports of sugar and rice. Lat.

220 42' 35* N. ; long. 890 7' 55* E.

(14) Jainagar.—A police station in the Bdruipur Subdivision

situated near the old bed of the Ganges ; area of town, 2086 acres,

or 3-26 square miles ; 1261 houses. Population according to the ex

perimental Census of 1869, males, 2624 ; females, 2748—total, 5372.

Population ascertained by the regular Census of 1872: Hindus,

males, 3709 ; females, 3499—total, 7208. Muhammadans, males,

336; females, 228—total, 564. Total of all denominations, males,

4045; females,3727—grand total, 7772. Average number ofinmates

per house, 61 ; average number of persons per square mile, 2384.

The increase in the population since 1869 is due to the town

boundaries having been considerably extended since that date.

The area given above, however, is as it existed at the time of the

experimental Census. The municipal income in 1869 amounted

to £206, 16s. od., and the expenditure to ^143, 4s. 9d. Income in

1872, ^230, 8s. od. ; expenditure, ^145, os. od. Rate of municipal

taxation, 7Jd. per head of the population. The Municipal Police con

sists of 1 head constable and 13 men. The old bed of the river has

been dammed across, and at Jainagar it forms a continuous line of

tanks, at one of which are some Hindu temples, decorated with in

decent sculptures. According to Major Smyth, in one of the temples

is an idol about the size of a boy eight years old, carved in stone,

connected with which the following tale is told :—' Some seventy-five

years ago, the idol was mistaken by a tiger for a living person, and

carried off into the jungle, where he left it. The idol was missed

after a time, and a great noise made. However, a person, who

doubtless knew all about it, became at once a prophet, and informed

the people that the idol had appeared to him in a dream, and told

him whereabouts in the jungle it was to be found. The Brdhmans

proceeded there in a body, and on finding the idol returned home

with triumph. The impostor became of course much respected, and

the idol much extolled, after his miraculous restoration. There is also

a miraculous tree, which buds and blossoms during the night of the

Piijd, and the flower of which is offered in the morning to the idol.'
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Jainagar contains a large bdzar. The Danganichd Khdl runs close

up to the roadside, and water communication between Jainagar and

Calcutta is kept up by several small watercourses, which ultimately

lead into Tolly's Canal. Lat. 220 10' 55" N. ; long. 880 27' 40" E.

(15) Gobardanga.—In the north of the District, on the bank of

the Jarauna. Population: Hindus, males, 2298; females, 2619—

total, 4917. Muhammadans, males, 1021; females, 1003—total,

2024. Others, males, nil; females, 1 1. Total of all denominations,

males, 3319 ; females, 3633—grand total, 6952. Municipal income

in 1872, ,£356, 12s. od. ; expenditure, ^307, 10s. od. Rate of

taxation, 1s. ojd. per head of the population. The town police con

sists of one head constable and 17 men. Lat. 220 52' 40" N. ; long.

880 47' 55" E.

(16) Kalaroa.—A police station in Satkhird Subdivision; 917

houses. Estimated population in 186.9, 45^5- Population, ascer

tained by the Census of 1872: Hindus, males, 1214; females,

1 121—total, 2335. Muhammadans, males, 1888; females, 17 14—

total, 3602. Total of all denominations, males, 3102 ; females, 2835

—grand total, 5937. Average number of persons per house, 6-4.

Municipal income in 1869, ^1 18, 14s. od. ; expenditure, ^73, 6s. od.

Income in 1872, £121, 4s. od. ; expenditure, ^152, 18s. od. Rate

of taxation, 4£d. per head of the population. The town police con

sists of 1 head constable and 10 men. Lat. 220 42' 35" N. ; long.

890 7' 55" E.

(17) Kad1hat1.—1109 houses. Estimated population in 1869,

3688. Ascertained population in 1872 : Hindus, males, 1887 ;

females, 1964—total, 3851. Muhammadans, males, 951 ; females,

878—total, 1829. Total of all denominations, males, 2838 ; females,

2842—grand total, 5680. Average number of persons per house,

51. Municipal income in 1869, ^154, 11s. od. ; expenditure,

^118, 11s. 6d. Income in 1872, ^117, 14s. 7d. ; expenditure,

j£112, 9s. 1d. Rate of municipal taxation, 4^d. per head of the

population. The machinery for the protection of person and pro

perty in the town consists of 1 head constable and 8 men. Lat.

220 39' 10" N. ; long. 880 29' 48" E.

(18) Tak1.—A considerable village in the east of the District, on

the Jamund River, in Sdtkhira Subdivision; 1135 houses in 1869.

Estimated population in 1869, 5675. Ascertained population in

1872 : Hindus, males, 21 11 ; females, 2332—total, 4443. Muham

madans, males, 442 ; females, 376—total, 818. Total of all denomi
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nations, males, 2553; females, 2708—grand total, 5261. Average

number of persons per house, 4-6. Municipal income in 1869,

^411, 2s. 3d.; expenditure, ^328, 12s. 3d. Income in 1872,

£192, 14s. od. ; expenditure, ^171, 10s. od. Rate of municipal

taxation in 1872, 8|d. per head of the population. The town police

consists of 1 head constable and 15 men. Lat. 220 35' 27" N. ;

long. 880 57' 50" E.

(19) Dum-dum (Dam-Damd) is a military station, about four and

a half miles north-east of Calcutta; lat. 220 37' 53" N. ; long. 880

28' 1" E. In 1869, it contained 936 houses, and a population con

sisting of 3224 males and 11 78 females—total, 4402. Population

according to the regular Census of 1872: Hindus, males, 1669;

females, 917—total, 2586. Muhammadans, males, 692; females,

509—total, 1201. Christians, males, 1053; females,339—total, 1392.

Total of all denominations, males, 3414 ; females, 1765—grand total,

5179. The municipal revenue and expenditure in 1872 amounted to

^97, 4s., or 4^d. per head, including the troops. The following infor

mation is extracted from Major Smyth's Report, and refers to a period

anterior to 1857 :—' Dum-dum was the headquarters of the artillery

from the year 1783. In 1853 they were removed to Mirat (Meerut),

as more central. The cantonment, however, still contains a pro

portion of artillery, together with a magazine and percussion-cap

manufactory. There are twenty-five good substantial houses, the re

sidences of the officers, and a noble mess-house ; a Protestant church

(St. Stephen's), capable of containing from seven to eight hundred

people ; a Roman Catholic chapel ; a large square surrounded on three

sides with two-storied barracks, and on the fourth side by barracks

of one floor ; a European and Native hospital ; a large bdzar ; and

several very large clear-water tanks. Within the balustrade which

surrounds the Protestant church is raised, by his brother officers, a

handsome pillar of the Corinthian order, to the memory of Colonel

Pearse, the first commandant of the Artillery Regiment, who died

in Calcutta 15th June 1790. On the small plain in front of the

regimental mess-house, another monumental column was raised

(since blown down in the severe gale of May 14, 1852) to the

memory of the officers and men who fell during the insurrection and

retreat from Cabul in 1841, but more especially to Captain Nicholl

and the officers and men of the 1st Troop, 1st Brigade, Horse

Artillery, who were cut down to the last man in defence of their

guns. The pediment of this monument, with the marble slab con
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taining the names of all the officers and men, is all that now remains.

Dum-dum appears first to have been used as a practice-ground for

artillery in 1775 : the Cantonment was marked out by Colonel Duff

in 1783. ... At Dum-dum, on the 6th February 1757, was con

cluded the treaty by which the Nawdb of Bengal ratified all privileges

previously enjoyed by the English, made restitution of Calcutta,

Kasimbdzar, and Dacca, permitted Calcutta to be fortified, and

granted freedom of trade and liberty to establish a mint.' The

barracks are brick -built and very commodious. The bazar is

situated some distance from the lines. The strength of the force

stationed there on the 31st March 1873 was as follows:—Head

quarters of 62d Foot, consisting of 12 oflicers and 626 non-com

missioned officers and rank and file ; and a detachment of the

27th Native Infantry, consisting of 2 native officers and ro8 non

commissioned officers and rank and file. Total strength of troops,

English and Native, 1 2 European and 2 Native officers, and 734 non

commissioned officers and men ; total of all ranks, 748.

The foregoing are the towns in the District containing a popula

tion of five thousand souls and upwards. There are, however,

several other towns and villages, which, although containing a

smaller population, and not shown in the Census Report, are de

serving of notice here.

Port Canning.—Of these, the most important is the Port and

Town of Canning, situated on the Matld River, in lat. 220 19' 15" N.,

long. 88° 43' 20" E. It occupies a tongue of land round which sweep

the collected waters of the Bidyddhari, Karatoyd, and Athdrabankd

Rivers, forming the Matld, which then takes a fairly straight course

southwards to the sea. The history of this hitherto unsuccessful

effort to create an auxiliary harbour to Calcutta dates from the year

1853. It is now (1873) practically abandoned as an attempted

seat of maritime trade ; but before entering into its history, I may

mention its capabilities when I visited it in 1869-7o, in case it

should ever be resuscitated. The junction of the rivers formed a

fine sheet of water, with twenty-one feet at dead low tide at the

jetties which the Port Canning Company had constructed. Ships

drawing twenty-three feet could discharge their cargo without

grounding, as they would lie six feet from the jetty side. Seven

moorings were laid down, one off each jetty, the maximum length

of the moorings being from 320 to 420 feet. Five jetties were

formed on the Matld River, opposite Canning Strand, and two
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on the Bidyadhari, off the rice-mills. These mills were and are

still the most conspicuous feature in the landscape. There was

also a desolate-looking hotel with a small railway station. This

was all the town, with the exception of a few native huts and

thatched bungalows. The rest was marsh land. The railway line

did not reach to any of the moorings, but goods had to be landed

at the ends of the jetties, then carried by coolies to railway waggons

at the shore end of the said jetties, then hand-shunted along a

tramway to the railway station, where an engine was finally attached

to them and took them off to Calcutta, twenty-eight miles oft I

understand that lately the India General Steam Navigation Com

pany resorted temporarily to Port Canning for discharging and

loading their eastern river ships. The pilotage and port-dues on

the MatM were reported to me as practically one-half of those on

the Hugli ; the hire of Government moorings and boats, and har

bour-master's charges, being about the same as on the Hugli.

I condense the following narrative of the attempt to form a seat

of maritime trade at Port Canning from papers furnished to me by

the Bengal Government.

The first step towards creating a town and municipality on the

Matla appears to have been made in 1853, when, in consequence

of the deterioration of the navigation of the Hugli, which it was

feared at that time was rapidly closing, the Chamber of Commerce

addressed Government on the necessity of providing an auxiliary

shipping port on the Matld, and opening communication with Cal

cutta by means of a railway or canal. Lord Dalhousie's Govern

ment, although not participating in these fears, took the precaution

of acquiring the land on the proposed site of the new port, after

wards named Port Canning, and in July 1853, lot No. 54 of the

Sundarban Grants was purchased for the sum of ^1100 from the

grantee ; the whole comprising upwards of eight thousand acres, or

twenty-five thousand bighds of land, of which about one-seventh

was cultivated, the remainder being jungle. About the same time,

the adjoining lot having lapsed to Government, a portion, consist

ing of 650 acres, was reserved for the town. A committee was

appointed to survey and report upon the site. Plans for laying out

a town were submitted, and a position was fixed upon for the

terminus of a railway to connect the new port with Calcutta. This

line received the sanction of the Secretary of State in 1858.

In June 1862, Act No. XXVI. of 1850 was extended to the town,
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'for the purpose of making better provision for constructing, re

pairing, cleaning, and lighting the public streets, roads, and drains,

for the prevention of nuisances, and for the improvement of the said

town and station generally.' The first Municipal Commissioners

were, the Magistrate of the 24 Parganas, Messrs. H. Leonard, C. P.

Caspersz, E. D. Kilburn, F. Schiller, and Bdbu Ramgopdl Ghosh ;

Mr. V. H. Schalch, the Commissioner of the Presidency Division,

was also afterwards appointed a Municipal Commissioner ; and in

1863, the whole of the Government proprietary right in the land was

made over to the Municipality, in trust for the town of Canning,—

' subject to the control of Government as to the manner in which

the lands shall be disposed of for the benefit of the said town and

port, and as to the manner in which the rents derived therefrom,

and the sale proceeds of leases, as well as the funds derived from

any other source of municipal revenues, shall be expended, dis

tinctly reserving to itself the right to take any of the land that may

now or hereafter be required for imperial or other public purposes,—

such, for instance, as the making of roads or tanks, the enlargement

of the railway premises, the construction of wharves, quays, or

jetties, and the building of public offices or works of defence, without

giving any compensation to the Commissioners, or having to pur

chase any rights but such as are held adversely to them.' This

trust was afterwards confirmed in June 1863, and a deed was drawn

up conveying the lands in perpetuity on a freehold tenure, subject

to the previous conditions.

Rules were also passed empowering the Commissioners to grant

leases and to borrow money on the security of the land, but the

Government itself declined to grant any loan. The balance of the

Matld funds on the ist January 1863 (composed of sale proceeds

of parcels oftown lands, and rents accruing thereon) was made over

to the Commissioners, and the works in progress under the Public

Works Department, in connection with the city, were also trans

ferred to them.

The expenditure necessary for the various works,—namely, raising

the ground, digging tanks, constructing roads, protecting the river

frontage, draining the town, and making landing arrangements,—was

estimated at upwards of ^200,000; and to raise funds for immediate

purposes, the Municipality, in November 1863, with the sanction of

Government, opened a loan of^100,000, upon debentures, at 5^ per

cent. interest, redeemable in five years. The privilege of commuting
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debentures for lands in freehold or leasehold at certain rates was also

allowed. Not more than ^26,500, however, was subscribed by the

public; and early in 1864 the Municipal Commissioners again applied

to Government for a loan of ^45,000, which was refused by the

Government of India, except on the impracticable condition that

the mercantile community should simultaneously contribute the

remainder of the ^200,000 required for the town.

The scheme of forming the Port Canning Company dates from

a proposal made in November and December 1864 by Mr.

Ferdinand Schiller, one of the Municipal Commissioners, to raise

the means of undertaking the works essential to the development of

the port, consequent on the refusal of Government to advance the

funds except on conditions which the Municipality found impossible

of fulfilment. Mr. Schiller's proposals were to advance the sum of

^25,000 to the Municipality, on condition of receiving from them

certain concessions,—namely, (1) the gift in freehold of a hundred

acres of land in the centre of the town ; and (2) the exclusive right

of constructing tramways, wharves, jetties, and landing accommoda

tion, and of levying rates upon the same for fifty years, subject to

the control and regulation of the Commissioners. Mr. Schiller also

undertook on the part of himself or his assignees—(1) to excavate

within two years a boat-dock, two thousand five hundred feet in

length by two hundred feet in width and ten feet in depth, on the

assigned land ; (2) to provide for the conservation and protection

of the. river bank along the entire length of the Commissioners'

property facing the Marld ; (3) to pay the Commissioners one-third

of all profits from these works exceeding ten per cent. The right

of purchasing the completed works at original cost at the expiration

of fifty years was reserved to the Municipality, and in the event of

non-purchase, an extension of the term for another twenty-five years

was stipulated. These terms were agreed to by Government, and

the payment of the loan of ^25,000 to the Municipality was made

in March 1865.

In March 1866, the Government of India consented to a loan of

^45,000 on security of the property of the Municipality, without

interest, repayable in five years, and for which debentures were

issued bearing dates from April 1866 to August 1868. .Under the

conditions of commutation mentioned above, debentures to the

extent of ^8760 were converted for lands.

In the meantime the prospectus of the Port Canning Company
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had been issued, in January 1865, accompanied by an announcement

that the share list was closed. The shares rose in value at an un

precedented rate, till they attained a premium of ^1200 a-piece

in Bombay and ^1000 in Calcutta. It was soon found, however,

that the sanguine expectations of projectors and speculators were

not likely to be realized, and the shares fell as rapidly as they had

risen. Subsequently, dissensions arose between the directors and

the shareholders, resulting in the management of the Company

being transferred to other hands.

A dispute also took place between the Company and the Muni

cipality. The former, through Mr. Schiller, made an application to

commute the ^25,000 of municipal debentures which it held, into

land. But the deeds were not executed, although the lots were

assigned ; and at Mr. Schiller's request, commutation was deferred

till maturity of the debentures, and payment of a quit-rent, equivalent

to the interest, was agreed on. In 1868, when affairs definitely

assumed an unprosperous aspect, the Company endeavoured to re

pudiate the transaction, and brought an action against the Munici

pality for payment of ^2700 interest on the debentures. The latter

resisted the claim, on the ground that the Company had agreed to

commute the debentures for certain lands in the town of Canning.

The Company gained the suit in the first instance, but on appeal the

order was reversed, and the commutation was declared to be valid.

The Company, however, have not entered into possession of their

lands, and an appeal is said to have been preferred to the Privy

Council in England. In 1870, the Secretary of the Company

addressed the Government, urging upon it the duty of redeeming

the debentures which the Municipality had failed to meet. The

Government of India, in reply, declined to admit any obligation,

and refused to provide the Municipal Commissioners with funds

to pay their debts. The first of the Government debenture bonds

for ^10,000 having arrived at maturity in April 187 1, steps were

taken to obtain a decree, and the whole of the municipal property,

moveable and immoveable, was placed under attachment. Govern

ment having thus obtained priority, notice was sent to the private

debenture-holders, inviting them to co-operate in obtaining a fair

division of the assets.

The following is a statement of the receipts and disbursements of

the Municipality from the beginning of 1864-65 to the 3ist March

187 1 :—
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Receipts. Expenditure.

Year.
Land

Revenue and
Miscellaneous

Loans. Total.

Establish
ment and
Works.

Interest and
Discount on

Loan.
Total.

£ s. d £ x. d

33,877 H 0
2,082 2 0

30,550 0 0
10,020 0 0
5,002 0 0
2,220 0 0

£ s. d
35.197 0 0
6,036 4 0

34.335 12 0
12,427 12 0
8,844 2 0
3,776 0 0
2,469 14 0

£ s. d
7,713 18 0
29,168 18 0
22,325 18 0
21,872 0 0
9,103 ia 0
3,022 6 0
743 4 0

£ s. d. £ s. d
8,028 18 0

30,948 18 0
24,632 8 0
22,893 6 0
10,068 0 0
3,451 16 0
2 082 8 0

1864-05 1319 6 0
3954 2 0

37*S " 0
2407 12 0
3842 2 0
1556 0 0
2469 14 0

315 0 0
1780 0 0
2306 10 0
1021 6 0

1865-66
i866-67
1867-68
1868-69
1860-70
1870-71

964 8 0
429 10 0

1339 4 0

Total 19,334 8 0 83,751 16 0 103,086 4 0 93.949 16 0 8155 18 0 1 102,105 14 0

The cash balance remaining in hand at the end of 1870-71 was

,£968, 10s. od. Immediately after the close of the year, the first

Government debentures fell due, and, as above stated, the whole

municipal property was attached. The vast outlay shown in the

foregoing table has been incurred without producing any result

capable of yielding a profit. Most of the money has been spent in

piers and protective works, or in constructing metalled roads which

have never been used, and which might have been deferred till

there were some signs of the sanguine expectations being realized.

In June 1871 the monthly municipal income derived from rents of

town lots and cultivated lands amounted to about £200. The

municipal liabilities are stated as follows :—Government debenture

loan of 1866, ^45,000; uncommuted balance of private debentures,

^16,o70; balance of Government loan of 1869, ^1110: total,

^62,180, besides interest that may be due on the debentures.

As regards the operations of the Company, it may be stated that,

according to the prospectus, they possessed 134,590 acres of land,

yielding an estimated annual rental of ^13,000. These lands con

sisted of the town belonging to the Municipality, and of Sundarban

lots leased from Government or purchased from individuals, the

greater portion being redeemable in freehold. In 1866 the Com

pany added to their business the lease of the forest rights in all the

unappropriated lands of the Sundarbans, as well as the rights of

fishery in all the rivers, which were put up to auction by Govern

ment for a term of five years, but liable at any time to resumption on

six months' notice. The fishing rights were withdrawn in October

1868, in consequence of the claims of the Company being contested

by fishermen and others holding prescriptive rights ; and the ques
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tion was finally decided, under legal advice, that the Government

had not the right to farm out the fisheries in tidal waters to private

persons. The lease of the forest rights was resumed after due

notice, on the grounds that the monopoly was contrary to the

interests of the general public, and that oppression was exercised

by the Company's agents in the collection of the fees. An appeal

was presented to the Government of India and the Secretary of State

against the withdrawal of these leases, but the action of the Bengal

Government was upheld.

The following are the principal works undertaken and executed,

either partially or completely, by the Company, namely :—(1) A wet

dock, three thousand five hundred by four hundred feet, for the

accommodation of country boats, in accordance with the conditions

in the deed of concession ; (2) the protection from erosion of the

Matla foreshore ; (3) seven landing wharves and iron jetties, each

capable of accommodating two ships at a time ; (4) goods sheds

and tramways in connection with the jetties; (5) a 'gridiron' and

graving dock for repairing vessels ; (6) lastly, the rice mills, con

structed on an extensive scale, capable of husking and turning out

about ninety thousand tons of rice a year, and from which very

profitable results were expected. Many of these works have fallen

into disrepair, and are to a large extent unserviceable. The number

of ships that visited the port since its opening in 1861-62 down to

the close of 1870-71, is as follows:—1861-62, nil; 1862-63, 1;

1863-64, 11; 1864-65, 14; 1865-66, 26; 1866-67, 20; 1867-68, 9;

1868-69, I, 1869-70,2; and 1870-71, nil. In March 1869, the

Company applied to the Government, urging for a time the suspen

sion of the port-dues and charges. The request was complied with,

and a Government notification was issued declaring Canning to be

a free port, and providing that six months' notice should be given

before the charges were reimposed. This notification, however,

had no effect. The two vessels which arrived in 1869-70 were

chartered by the Company for the purpose of bringing trade to

the rice mills, as well as to give effect to the notification. Since

February 1870 no ocean-going ships have arrived at the port; and

the arrivals of 1867-68 may be looked upon as the last response of

the mercantile community to the endeavours made by the Company,

and aided by the Government, to raise Canning to the position of a

port auxiliary to Calcutta.

The last effort of the Company to develope the rice mills having

vol. it G
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proved financially unsuccessful, and the only remaining source of

revenue being derivable from their landed estates, it was resolved, at

a meeting of shareholders in May 1870, to appoint a committee for

the purpose of preparing a scheme of voluntary liquidation and

reconstruction of the Company. The head office was removed to

Bombay, and the local expenditure was reduced to a limit of ^400

per month ; the working of the mills being stopped until such time

as they could be leased out or worked profitably, and the operations

of the Company confined to the improvement of their revenue from

their landed estate. At a subsequent meeting of shareholders, held

in August 1870, it was resolved to make further calls to pay off

existing debts, and to transfer and sell, under certain conditions,

the whole of the property and rights of the ' Port Canning Land

Investment, Reclamation, and Dock Company,' to the new ' Port

Canning Land Company, Limited.' These resolutions have since

been carried out, the interest in the new Company being princi

pally vested in the Bombay shareholders, who exercise the chief

direction of affairs.

The Port Establishment has been a heavy and an unprofitable

cost to Government. In 1869-70, the cost of the port amounted

to ,£15,709, while the receipts only amounted to ^1134, 14s. od.

This was exclusive of the charges for special survey and arsenal

stores. Considering the position and prospects of the Company,

and the hopelessness of the establishment of any trade which would

justify the retention of a port on the Matld, the Lieutenant-Governor

in June 1871 recommended that the earliest opportunity should be

taken of officially closing the port, and withdrawing the establish

ments, with the exception of the light vessel outside, which would be

of use to ships from the eastward, and might occasionally guide a

vessel to an anchorage in rough weather. These recommendations

were adopted, and shortly afterwards the Government moorings, etc.,

were taken up, and the port officially declared closed. In 1870, the

town contained 386 houses or huts, and a total population of 714

souls. At present, it is nearly deserted. The Commissioner of the

Sundarbans, in a report to me dated the 10th April 1873, states

that, ' with the exception of the Agent and others employed by the

new Port Canning Land Company, and a dak munshf or deputy-

Postmaster, no one lives at Canning.'

Baru1pur, the headquarters of the Subdivision of the same

name, situated about sixteen miles south of Calcutta, on the east
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bank of the Adi Gangd, the now almost dry bed of the ancient

channel of the Ganges, in lat. 220 30' 45" and long. 88° 25' 35". The

town, or rather collection of villages, comprises an area of 347 1 acres,

or 5-42 square miles, containing in 1869, 734 houses. Population,

according to the experimental Census of 1869, males 1665, females

1566—total 3231 ; average number of inhabitants per house, 4-40 ;

average number of people per square mile, 596. The village has

been constituted a Municipality, the income of which in 1869

amounted to ^184, 2s. 4d., and expenditure to ^169, is. od.

The town police force consists of 1 head constable and 10 men.

Pan or betel-leaf is extensively grown in the village, whence it derives

its name (Bdrui, literally pdn-grower). The Revenue Surveyor states

that the place was formerly the residence of a Magistrate, a Collector

in the Salt Department, and a Doctor. It is also a Mission Station

of the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel, and contains a

church capable of holding six or seven hundred people. In 1857

there were three or four substantial masonry houses in the village,

which in former times comprised the Civil Station.

Chanduria, a small trading village on the east bank of the

Ichhdmati, in the north of the District, contained in 1869, 551

houses, and a total population of 2755, or an average of 5 inmates

per house. Municipal income in 1869, ^73, 12s. 8d. ; expenditure,

.£71, 3s. 6d. Strength of town police, 1 head constable and 5 men.

Kaliganj, a municipal union of villages containing a large bdzar,

situated in Bdjitpur Fiscal Division at the junction of the Jamuna

and KanksidH rivers, on the boat route to the south or eastward.

The Collector returns the number of houses at 697, and the popu

lation at 3485. Municipal income, ^88, 14s. 8d. ; expenditure,

.£80, 7s. 4d. The village police consists of 1 head constable and

6 men.

Debhata, a municipality, and the principal village in Maihdti

Fiscal Division, situated on the bank of the Jamuna. The Collector

states that it contains 633 houses, and a total population of 1965.

The municipal income is returned at ^85, 3s. od., and the expendi

ture at ^64, 1 6s. od. The police force in 187 1 consisted of 1 head

constable and 6 men.

I have now enumerated the principal towns and hamlet-unions

which have been created municipalities ; but the following villages

are also of importance, as seats of trade, fairs, or shrines, or from

their historical interest. The list is principally condensed from the

VOL. II. P
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Revenue Surveyor's interesting Report on the District, printed in

1857-

Alipur, the civil headquarters of the District, within the limits

of the South Suburban Municipality, mentioned above; and the

residence of the Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal. An article in

the Calcutta Review, No. xxxvi., entitled 'Calcutta in the Olden

Time,' mentions that Belvedere House was a favourite residence of

Warren Hastings, but I have not been able to verify this state

ment. Nearly opposite Al1pur Bridge stood two trees, called ' the

trees of destruction,' notorious for the duels fought under their

shade. It was here where Hastings and Sir Philip Francis, when

member of his Council, fought a duel, in which the latter was

wounded. The Cantonments contain accommodation for one full

Native regiment, and at times the wing of a second Native regi

ment is also stationed here. The strength of the military force on

3ist March 1873 was as follows:—Detachment of ist Bengal

Cavalry, consisting of one Native oificer and 39 non-commissioned

officers and men ; 28th Regiment of Native Infantry, consisting of

6 English and 13 Native officers, with 601 non-commissioned

officers and men ; left wing, 10th Native Infantry, 2 English and 7

Native officers, 285 non-commissioned officers and men : total, 8

English and 21 native officers, and 925 non-commissioned officers

and rank and file. Substantial masonry lines have been recently

built for the Sepoys, but some of the men still reside in well-built

mat huts. There is no regimental bazar in the Cantonments, but

the Kidderpur market is situated at a convenient distance.

Garden Reach, a fashionable suburb of Calcutta, situated on the

river side a few miles south of the city. The Revenue Surveyor

states that most of the large mansions which now adorn the river

bank appear to have been built between 1768 and 1780. The

Peninsular and Oriental Navigation Company and the Messageries

Maritimes have large establishments here for embarkation on board

their mail steamers. Just above Garden Reach is the village

of Kidderpur, so called after Mr. Kyd, who constructed the

present Government dockyard. The India General Steam Naviga

tion Company have also a dockyard at Kidderpur. Between 1781

and 1821, according to the Calcutta Review, No. xxxvi., 237 ships

were built at the Kidderpur Docks, at a cost of more than two

millions sterling ; and in 1818, the Hastings, a seventy-four gun ship,

was launched here. At the western extremity of Garden Reach, or
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in its vicinity, was situated the small Fort of Aligarh, and opposite

to it, on the other bank of the river, was the Fort of Tanna, both

of which were taken by Lord Clive in the re-capture of Calcutta on

the 30th December 1756. Near the last house in Garden Reach,

about five miles from Calcutta, the Revenue Surveyor mentions, in

1857, a broad ditch about a hundred feet in breadth, forming three

sides of a square, which he thought had very much the appearance

of a moat, and may have been the site of the Aligarh Fort. A

short distance to the east of Alipur, and immediately south-east of

Calcutta, is the suburb of Bdliganj, within the limits of the South

Suburban Municipality, and the residence of many European

gentlemen. The lines of the Viceroy's Body-Guard are situated

here, and consist of brick-built ranges of barracks with stables.

Kalighat, celebrated as the site of a temple in honour of the

goddess Kdli, the wife of Siva, is situated on the bank of the old

bed of the Ganges, a few miles south of Calcutta. The place

derives sanctity from the legend that when the corpse of Siva's wife

was cut in pieces by order of the gods, and chopped up by the disc

(sudarsan chakra) of Vishnu, one of her fingers fell on this spot.

The temple is supposed to have been built about three centuries

ago. A member of the Sdbarna Chaudhri family, who at one time

owned considerable estates in this part of the country, cleared the

jungle, built the temple, and allotted 194 acres of land for its

maintenance. A man of the name of Chandibar was the first priest

appointed to manage the aifairs of the temple. His descendants

have now taken the title of Hdlddr, and are the present proprietors

of the building. They have amassed great wealth, not so much from

the proceeds of the temple lands as from the daily oiferings made by

pilgrims to the shrine. The principal religious festival of the year

is on the second day of the Durgd-pujd, when the temple is visited

by crowds of pilgrims, principally belonging to the District of the

24 Parganas and the surrounding villages.

Budge-Budge (Baj-baj), a small village on the bank of the

Hugli, in Alipur Subdivision, about twelve miles below Garden

Reach, noted as being the site of a fort captured from the forces

of Sardj-ud-dauld by Lord Clive in 1756.

Achipur, a village on the Hugli, a few miles below Baj-baj, and

a telegraph station.

Mayapur, a short distance below Achipur, in South Balid Fiscal

Division. There is a powder magazine here, where all ships

vol. 11. g
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passing up the river are compelled to land any powder they may

have on board.

Ra1pur, a short distance farther down the river, and the principal

village m Garh Fiscal Division, is said to have been many years

ago the field of one of the contests which took place between the

Dutch and the English.

Gar1a, a village on Tolly's Canal, about eight miles south of

Calcutta, in Khaspur Fiscal Division, containing a large market for

produce from the interior. An iron suspension bridge crosses the

canal at this village, on the road from Calcutta to Bdruipur and

Kalpi.

Masat, a small village in Khaspur Fiscal Division, between

Bdliganj and Garid. A fair is held every January, which lasts three

days, in honour of a Muhammadan saint named Manik Pir, but

swho is held in reverence by Hindus and Musalmans alike.

Falta, in Penchakuli Fiscal Division, on the bank of the Hugh',

nearly opposite the point where the Ddmodar flows into it, is the

site of an old Dutch factory, and is also noted as the place to

which the English fleet retreated on the capture of Calcutta by

Saraj-ud-dauld. Lat. 220 17' 35"; long. 880 9' 22".

D1amond Harbour, in Muragachhd Fiscal Division, well known

as the anchorage of the Company's ships in olden times. It is at

present the headquarters of the Subdivision of the same name, and

a telegraph station. A harbourmaster and Customs establishment

is maintained here to board ships proceeding up the river.

Sagar Island, at the mouth of the Hugli. I have already given

the legend of Bhagirath bringing the Ganges from heaven to search

out and wash the remains of his sixty thousand ancestors, who had

been cursed and consumed to ashes for having disturbed the

meditations of the holy sage Kapilmuni. This story is told to

account for the sanctity in which the locality is held. The real

explanation is, that Sdgar Island, formed from the silt of the beloved

and sacred Ganges, obtained a share of its veneration. It was

the last land at the mouth of the old bed of the river ; and this

legend has a historical interest, as it indicates the ancient course of

the Ganges to the sea. An immense gathering of pilgrims, from all

parts of India, but principally from the Bengal Districts, resort to

Sdgar Island on the day when the sun enters Capricorn in the early

part of January, the date of the Great Bathing Festival of Bengal,

and wash away their sins in the holy stream. A fair is held on the
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island at the same time, and lasts for three days, during which an

extensive trade is carried on in articles brought from Calcutta, mats

from Eastern Bengal, and stoneware platters and cups, principally

from Chhota Nagpur. I condense the following account of this

festival from H. H. Wilson's Essays on the Religion of the Hindus,

vol. ii. pp. 164 to 169, edition 1862:—'At the winter solstice,

bathing at the confluence of the Ganges with the ocean is par

ticularly meritorious ; and accordingly a vast concourse of people

is annually assembled at Ganga Sdgar, or the mouth of the Hugli

branch of the Ganges, at the period of the makara sankrdnti,

identified with the ist Magh or the 12th February. Wherever such

assemblages take place, objects of a secular nature are now, as they

have ever been, blended with those of devotion ; and the meld,

which originates in purposes of pilgrimage, becomes equally, or in

a still greater degree, a meeting of itinerant merchants, or a fair.

The number of persons that assemble at Gangd Sagar is variously

estimated. Some years ago they were considered to average about

one hundred thousand ; but I have been informed by high authority

that latterly the number has increased to double that amount.

They come from all parts of India,—the larger proportion, of course,

from the contiguous Provinces of Bengal and Orissa ; but there are

many from the Dekhan and from Hindustdn, and even from Nepdl

and the Panjdb. They are of both sexes and of all ages ; many

come with small peddlery for petty traffic, many from idleness or a

propensity to a vagrant life not uncommon in India, and there is a

very large proportion of religious mendicants of all sects.

' The place where the meld is held, is—or perhaps it were more

safe to say, was, some years ago—a sand-bank on the southern

shore of the island, immediately to the west of the inlet called

Pagoda Creek, from a small pagoda or temple also on the west of the

creek, but nearer to the sea than the bank of sand, and separated

from the latter by a smaller creek running inland. South from

this to the sea -shore extended a thick jungle, with a pathway

leading into the interior, where was a large tank for the supply of

the people with fresh water. Tigers lurked in the jungle, and not

unfrequently carried off the pilgrims. Along the sea-side, for more

than a mile, extended rows of booths, shops, and small temporary

temples, with the travelling gods of the religious mendicants who

received the adoration and contributions of the pious. Besides the

numerous shops for the supply of provisions and sweetmeats, a
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brisk traffic was carried on in small wares, especially in betel-nuts,

black pepper, and the red powder that is scattered about at the

vernal festival of the Huli. A pandit in my employ, who had

visited the meld, asserted that an impost was levied by the Custom

officers of Government, of sixpence per oar on each boat ; but no

such charge appears to have been authorized, except in the case of

the Sdgar Island Society, who were permitted to make some such

charge in consideration of the clearings and tanks made by them.

The mendicants, however, petitioned against this privilege, and it

was withdrawn from the Society. The petition was not disinterested,

as they claimed a right to levy the charge on their own account,—

a practice that seems to have grown up from long use, and to have

been silently acquiesced in by the pilgrims. The fair lasts several

days, but three days are the limit of the religious festival. The

first ceremony is the propitiation of the ocean, by casting into it

various offerings with short ejaculatory prayers ; the oblations are

commonly cocoa-nuts, fruits, or flowers. The most appropriate gift

is that of the five gems (panch ratna), consisting of a pearl or

diamond, an emerald, a topaz, and a piece of coral, along with a

cocoa-nut, an areca-nut, and the sacred thread worn by Brdhmans.

These are wrapped up in a cloth, and cast into the branch of the

river which communicates with the sea, and also at the confluence.

The jewels are in general not worth more than a rupee or two.

There was a time when the offerings were of a less innocent

description, and children were cast into the sea. This horrible and

unnatural practice was wholly unsanctioned by anything in the

Hindu ritual, and its suppression by the Government of Bengal had

the cordial concurrence of the Brdhmans. The act was not, like

the oblation of fruits or jewels, intended to obtain the favour of the

deified ocean, but in satisfaction of a vow : as where a woman had

been childless, she made a vow to offer her first-born at Gangd

Sdgar, or some other holy place, in the confidence that such an

offering would secure for her additional progeny. The belief is not

without a parallel in the history of antiquity, sacred or profane ; but

it was the spontaneous growth of ignorance and superstition, not

only unprompted but condemned by the Hindu religion. It will

easily be credited that the occurrence was rare, and that no attempt

has ever been made to infringe the prohibition.

' On the first day, bathing in the sea is to be performed ; it takes

place early in the morning, and is repeated by some at noon ; some
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also have their heads shaved after bathing, and many of those whose

parents are recently deceased celebrate the Srdddha, or obsequial

ceremonies, on the sea-shore. After ablutions, the pilgrims repair

to the temple dedicated to the divine sage Kapilmuni. This temple

is under the alternate charge of a Bairagi and Sanyasf, mendicants

of the Vishnuvite and Sivaite sects ; the latter presides at the meld

held at this place in the month of Kartik, the former at the meld

in Mdgh. They exact a fee of sixpence from each person who

comes to the temple. The aggregate collection at Magh was

divided among five different establishments of mendicants of the

Ramdnand order, in the vicinity of Calcutta. In front of the

temple was a banian (bar) tree, beneath which were images of

Rama and Hanuman ; and an image of Kapilmuni, nearly the size

of life, was within the temple. The pilgrims commonly write their

names on the walls of the temple, with a short prayer to Kapil ; or

suspend a piece of earth or brick to a bough of the tree, with some

solicitation, as for health, or affiuence, or offspring ; and promise, if

their prayers are granted, to make a gift to some divinity. Behind

the temple was a small excavation termed Sitdkund, filled with fresh

water, of which the pilgrim was allowed to sip a small quantity, on

paying a fee to the manager of the temple. This reservoir was

probably filled from the tank, and kept full by the contrivances of

the mendicants, who persuaded the people that it was a perpetual

miracle, being constantly full for the use of the temple. On the

second and third days of the assemblage, bathing in the sea, adora

tion of Gangd, and the worship of Kapilmuni, continue as on the

first ; after which the assemblage breaks up. During the whole

time the pilgrims, for the most part, sleep on the sand, for it is con

sidered unbecoming to sleep on board their boats.'

Many attempts have been made towards cultivating Sagar Island,

but with small success. I find from the MS. record in the Board

of Revenue, that as early as 181 1, a Mr. Beaumont applied for

permission to hold a hundred acres of land in the island for the

purpose of establishing a manufactory of buff leather, and asked

that all tiger-skins brought to the Collector's Office might be made

over to him for this purpose. His application to hold the land

was granted by the Board of Revenue in November 181 1 ; and in

the following year, in consequence of a Government resolution

offering favourable terms for the cultivation of Sagar Island, Mr.

Beaumont applied for a grant of land on a cultivating tenure. The
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island was surveyed in 1812, and found to contain 143,268 acres of

dry land. The Board of Revenue then advertised it for lease. Mr.

Beaumont's application was rejected, on the ground that Govern

ment had declined to accept tenders from Europeans for cultivating

lands, and the island was accordingly offered to natives only.

Many proposals were received from them ; but, according to

Hamilton, the scheme wholly failed, and the island was subsequently

leased to an association composed of Europeans and natives, rent-

free for thirty years, and at a quit-rent of 1s. 6d. per acre ever after.

The undertaking was commenced with vigour ; but so many unfore

seen difficulties occurred, that up to September 1820 not more than

four square miles had been effectually cleared. In this year, a

considerable portion of the island was under-let to a European

gentleman rent-free for twenty years, one-fourth of the area to be

cleared every five years. Similar leases were granted to other in

dividuals ; but the scheme failed, and the island is still covered with

dense jungle, and infested with tigers and wild beasts. Salt manu

facture was conducted on the island for some time, but has been

discontinued. The Sagar Island lighthouse was commenced in

1808. Although now almost uninhabited, Sdgar Island is said to

have been once well peopled. An article, entitled ' Calcutta in

the Olden Time,' Calcutta Review, No. xxxvi., states that, 'two

years before the foundation of Calcutta, it contained a population

of 200,000 souls, which in one night, in 1688, was swept away by

an inundation.' Such assertions must be received with caution.

Khar1.—The principal village of the small Fiscal Division of

the same name, within the Diamond Harbour Subdivision. The

Revenue Surveyor reported in 1857, that it contained a small

Christian Church, connected with the Society for the Propagation

of the Gospel, and an English school. Many of the villagers are

Christian converts. An extensive fair is held in the neighbouring

village of Prdnkrishnapur every March, and lasts for three days. A

small tank called Gangd Chakraghatd is held peculiarly sacred, and

multitudes annually resort to its waters. It is supposed to be in the

old bed of the Ganges, and it is said that many temples dedicated

to Mahddeva formerly existed in the village. In a mud house is a

life-sized figure on horseback, habited in the costume of a Muham-

madan, which goes by the name of Ghazf Phidur, and is accredited

with the power of curing all manner of diseases and sickness.

Baranagar.—I have now mentioned all noteworthy towns and
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localities along and near the river, south of Calcutta as far as the

sea. Just to the north of the town is the village of Baranagar, in

Calcutta Pargana. This place was formerly a Dutch factory ; and

during the greater part of the last century the Dutch vessels

anchored here on their way to Chinsura. It is said to have been

originally a Portuguese settlement, and to have been a seat of con

siderable trade when Calcutta was as yet the abode of the tiger.

Dakhineswar, the next village up the river, is also situated in

Pargand Calcutta. It contains a powder magazine and a few

country houses of European gentlemen. It is also noted for its

twelve beautiful temples in honour of Siva, on the river side, built

by a Hindu lady named Ras Mani Dasi, a wealthy landholder of

Jan Bazar, Calcutta.

Ariadaha, a thriving village in Pargana Calcutta, half-way between

Calcutta and Barrackpur.

Agarpara, a small village a mile or so farther north, is known for

its church and orphan refuge, raised through the instrumentality

of Mrs. Wilson, and affording accommodation for a hundred and

fifty orphan children. The church is 81 by 54 feet, and 31 feet in

height, with a tower of 74 feet, and is capable of holding five

hundred people. It was completed in 1840, at a cost of ^1500.

Khardah, a small station of the Eastern Bengal Railway, situated

on the Hiigli a little north of Agarpdrd, in Pargana Calcutta, but

within Bdrasat Subdivision. The following story is told by the

people regarding the foundation of the village :—Nityanand, one of

the disciples of Chaitanya, had located himself as an ascetic on the

banks of the Hugli. One day about dusk he heard the lamentations

of a woman, and went to her, when she told him that her only

daughter had just died. Upon looking at the body, Nityanand

said that the girl was only sleeping. The mother thereupon made

a vow that if he would restore her daughter, he should have her for

his wife. The saint immediately revived the girl, and wedded her.

Being now a married man, he required a house to live in, and asked

the landlord of the place for a plot of land for a site. The latter, to

mock him, took a piece of straw (khar) and threw it into an eddy

(daha) of the river, telling him to take up his residence there.

Nityanand's sanctity, however, was such that the eddy immediately

dried up, and left a convenient site for a dwelling. Hence the

village has taken the name of Khardah. Nityanand's son Bir-

bhadra was thus the progenitor of the Goswdmis or Gosdins of
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Khardah. The descendants of these Goswdmis are regarded as

gurus, or spiritual guides, by the Vaishnavs, and they exercise great

influence over their followers. Khardah has become a great place

of pilgrimage for the sect, and large numbers flock thither on the

occasion of the fairs held at the Dol and Ras Festivals.

The Ras temple at Khardah holds an image of Sydmsundar or

Krishna. The origin of this idol is as follows :—About three cen

turies ago, a Hindu devotee named Rudra proceeded to Gaur, and

informed the Hindu Prime Minister of the Muhammadan Governor

of the place, that God had ordered him to remove a particular

stone which was above the doorway of the palace. This stone had

the singular quality of sweating ; and the Hindu Minister having

pointed out to his master the tears which it shed, advised that so

inauspicious a block should be sent away with all speed. It was

ordered to be taken down ; but as Rudra was placing it in the boat

it fell into the water, and was miraculously carried to Ballabhpur,

near Serampur, where Rudra resided. Part of the stone was

fashioned into an image, and a splendid temple constructed over

it. The Khardah Goswdmis secured another piece of the sacred

stone, and made the image of Sydmsundar for their own temple,

which has now become a source of considerable wealth. A short

distance above the Khardah Vishnuvite temple is a cluster of 24

shrines dedicated to Siva.

T1tagarh, a village and station on the Eastern Bengal Railway,

between Khardah and Barrackpur, contains several country resi

dences of European gentlemen. Although now only a small and

an unimportant village, about seventy years ago the place was a

scene of life and activity. It contained a dockyard, and the largest

merchant vessel ever built on the Hugli was launched from it,—the

Countess of Sutherland, of 1445 tons. No vestige of the dockyard

remains at the present day.

Palta, a village on the Hugli, about two miles above Barrackpur,

in Pargand Calcutta. Lat. 2 20 47' 40"; long. 880 24' 10". It contains

a powder magazine, and is the place where the Grand Trunk Road

from Calcutta leaves the District and crosses the Hugli towards the

north-west. It is now better known as the place whence Calcutta

draws its water supply, the distance being about fourteen miles. Dr.

George Smith gives the following description of the waterworks :

' The works include a jetty for landing machinery, coals, and filtering

media, while it protects the two large suction pipes, thirty inches in
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diameter, which there dip into the river, and through which the water

is drawn by the pumps. The engines are three in number, each of

50 horse power nominal, with six boilers. They are contained in a

handsome brick building designed by Mr. Christopher Wray, of Can

non Street, London. All these buildings are of similar design. The

water is discharged into six settling tanks, each five hundred feet long

by two hundred and fifty feet wide ; they are walled and floored with

brick masonry. The floors are arranged with a slope and channels

to facilitate the cleansing. The water is allowed to stand quiescent

for thirty-six hours, when a large quantity, amounting to eight or

ten inches, of mud accumulates. This is flushed away through the

sludge culvert into the river. The water after settlement is drawn

off from the tanks. An arrangement is provided from which it is

taken from just beneath the surface, continuously, as the surface

sinks to within three feet of the bottom. This lower water is never

drawn off for consumption ; it is used for cleaning out the tanks.

The quantity of four feet in depth of two of these tanks is required

for one day's supply of six million gallons. The water then passes

through iron pipes, forty-two inches in diameter, to the filters.

These are eight in number, each two hundred feet by one hundred

feet in area ; they contain four feet in depth of filtering media when

fully charged, and two feet in depth of water. The water passes

downward through the filtering media, and through brick channels

beneath, into cast-iron pipes, by which it is conducted to the

covered well. This is a small building over a large octagonal tank,

where the water is collected from all the working filters previous to

starting on its journey to Calcutta. In the covered well it passes

over a marble platform, where its purity can be observed. The

water flows thence through the forty-two inch main, which is capable,

under the most favourable circumstances, of passing eight million of

gallons through it in twenty-four hours. The purity of the water is

daily tested in Calcutta by the Government analyst, Dr. Macnamara.

The result proves it to be generally even purer than the water of

Loch Katrine which supplies Glasgow, so effectually are the means oi

providing for its cleansing and filtering in the dry season. The real

difficulty is during the rains ; and to overcome this, the Engineer is

of opinion that some alteration is necessary. The present mode of

comparing purity is by the quantity of ammonia of organic matters.

This usually varies from -o4 to -o8 ofa millionth,—a quantity so small

that it may be said to be practically pure.' Having gone fully into
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the question of the water supply of the City in my Statistical Account

of Calcutta, I here confine myself to a description of the pumping

and filtering apparatus at Paltd.

Ichhapur, the principal village in Havilishahr Fiscal Division, in

Bdrdsat Subdivision, is situated on the river side a short distance

above Paltl, and is the site of a large Government powder manu

factory.

Samnagar, a river-side village, situated in Havilishahr Fiscal

Division, Barasat Subdivision, and is also a small station on the

Eastern Bengal Railway. A short distance east of the railway

station lie the remains of an old fort built by a Rajd of Bardwdn

in the last century as a refuge from the Marhattds, who were con

tinually making incursions on his Bardwdn estates. The fort,

however, was abandoned after a short time, in consequence of a

Brdhman having been accidentally killed in it. It was a mud erec

tion, surrounded by a deep moat about four miles in circumference.

It has now passed out of the hands of the Rajas of Bardwdn, and

belongs to the wealthy Tagore family of Calcutta, who have studded

its ramparts with thick date plantations.

Kaz1para, a village in Anarpur Fiscal Division, Bdrasat Sub

division. A large fair is held here annually in December or

January, in honour of a Musalmdn saint named Pir Ekdil Sdhib.

It is attended by Hindus as well as Muhammadans. The legend of

this holy man runs thus :—There lived a king named Shah Nfl, who

was married to Ashik Nriri, but had no children. One morning the

female sweeper absented herself; and on being sent for, she refused

to come before dinner, on the plea that by going early to Court she

invariably had to see the faces of childless persons the first thing in

the morning, which was an unlucky omen. The queen, struck by

this remark, set out on a pilgrimage, in the hope that thereby she

might beg a child of God. She visited Mecca and other holy places,

and after thirty-six years of prayer an angel appeared to her, and

after trying her faith in various ways, eventually promised her a child

for two and a half days. The empress returned home, and in due

time gave birth to a son, which after two and a half days was carried

away by the angel, who took the shape of a fox. The child was

brought up in the house of one Mulld Tar, and when he was about

eight years of age he came to Anarpur riding on a tiger, which he

could transform into a sheep at will. He crossed the Ganges on

his stick, and came first to the village of Berud, where he planted his
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stick as a sign that he had entered into possession of the country

assigned to him. The stick immediately grew into a thicket of

bamboos. The boy then assumed the form of a full-grown man,

and proceeded to the house of one Chand Khan, of Sri Krishnapur,

a landholder of Anarpur, and begged a meal. Nur Khan, Chand

Khan's brother, refused to feed an able-bodied man, and told him

to go and work at the mosque he was building. In proof of his

supernatural powers, he lifted a block of stone of fifteen hundred

weights up to the mosque, and miraculously caused that no bricks

could be laid on it. The mosque remained unfinished, and has

furnished a proverb to the people, who call every incomplete under

taking a ' Chand Khan's mosque.' The stranger in the meantime

vanished, and again assuming the form of a boy, he called himself

Dil Muhammad, and joined some cowherds. After working various

miracles, he went to live with one Chhuti Miyan of Kazipard, a very

hospitable and pious man, and tended his cattle. Sometimes he

would ill-treat the cattle, and when the owners came out to punish

him, he transformed them into tigers and bears. On one occasion

his cattle had eaten up a standing crop of paddy belonging to one

Kumar Shah, who complained to the head man of the village. An

officer was accordingly sent to inquire into the matter, but he found

the crops in this field to be in a better condition than any other in

the neighbourhood. Upon his death, a mosque was erected over

his remains, and the fair is held at his tomb every year. About

three hundred acres of rent-free land belong to the descendants of

Chhuti Miydn, for the service of the mosque.

Kanthalpara, a village in Baiasat Subdivision, noted as a place

of Sanskrit learning. A fair is held here during the Ras Jdtrd of

Madan Mohan, established about eighteen years ago by the late

Maharajd of Nadiyd, Sris Chandra Rai Bahadur.

Pr1th1ba, a small village in Chaurasi Fiscal Division, Barasat

Subdivision, but well known for an annual fair held in honour of

a Muhammadan saint named Badar-ud-dm.

Bhangarhat, a village in Paighati Fiscal Division, Alipur Sub

division. A fair is annually held here in honour of a noted

Musalmdn saint of the village. The village is situated on the canal

leading to the eastward, and contains a large bdzdr, where boatmen

recruit their stores of provisions and water.

Harua, a village in Bdlindd Fiscal Division, Basurhat Subdivision.

A fair is held here on the 13th Phalgun (February) of every year, in
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honour of Pir Gorachand, a Muhammadan missionary who lived

nearly six hundred years ago. Tradition states that this holy man

came to Babndd, accompanied by his servant, and settled on the

banks of the Padmd, close to the house of one Chandraketu, a rich

landholder and staunch Hindu. Gorachand at once set to work to

induce Chandraketu to embrace the faith of Islam. He performed

several miracles before him, such as changing a piece of iron into a

plantain, and causing a common fence to produce champd flowers.

He also restored to life a Brahman, who had been slain by the

female monster Birojd. These miracles, however, did not shake

Chandraketu's faith in the truths of Hinduism.

Unsuccessful in his attempt to convert Chandraketu, Gorachand

next proceeded to Hdthidgarh Fiscal Division, which was ruled over

by Akhianand and Bakdnand, the sons of Rajd Mohiddnand, who

practised human sacrifice, offering up one of his tenants every year.

On the occasion of Gorachand's visit, the lot for the next victim had

fallen upon one M1imin, the only Muhammadan tenant of the Rajd.

Gorachand offered to become the proxy of his co-religionist, but

when taken before Bakanand he refused to fulfil his promise. A

fight then ensued, in which Bakanand was slain. Akhidnand, on

hearing of his brother's death, invoked the aid of his guardian deity,

Siva, who supplied him with a weapon with which he took the field

against Gorachand, and severely wounded him. Gorachand asked

his servant to procure some betel-leaves to apply to the wound, but

he could not obtain any. Hence it is said that betel-leaf can never

grow in Hdthidgarh, and it is remarkable that none is cultivated

there. Gorachand returned wounded to Kulti Beharf, about four

miles from Harad, where he was abandoned by his servant, who gave

him up for dead. It is said that a cow belonging to two brothers,

named Kinu and Kdlu Ghosh, daily came to Gorachand and gave

him milk, and that his life would have been saved if he could have

sucked unobserved for six days successively. It happened, how

ever, that the milkmen, having failed to get any milk from the cow

for four days, watched her, and discovered her in the act of giving

suck to Gorachand. Thereupon the latter, feeling his end approach

ing, requested the milkmen to inter his body after his death,

according to the rites of the Sayyids. He soon afterwards expired,

and was buried at Harud on the 12th Phdlgun. It happened, how

ever, that the burial of Gorachand by the milkmen was observed

by another man, who repeatedly taunted them with the act, and
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threatened to expose them, so as to put them out of caste. One

day the brothers, being unable to bear these taunts any longer,

killed the man in a passion, and were taken for trial before AM-ud-

din, the Subahddr of Gaur. The wives of the milkmen went to

Gorachand's grave and related their misfortunes, when the holy man

suddenly rose from the tomb. He immediately repaired to Gaur,

arrived before the governor in time to have the brothers released,

and returned home with them. Gorachdnd had not forgotten

Chandraketu ; and in order to bring him into trouble, he proceeded

a second time to Gaur, and got one Pir Shdh appointed as Governor

ofBalindd. The new governor, soon after his arrival, sent for

Chandraketu. The latter obeyed the summons ; but having con

siderable misgivings as to the result, he took the precaution of

taking a pair of carrier-pigeons with him, and told his family that, in

the event of fortune turning against him, he would let the pigeons

fly, and their reappearance at home would be the signal for the

female members of his family to destroy themselves. Pir Shdh

harassed Chandraketu so much, that he lost heart and let loose the

birds. As soon as his family perceived the return of the pigeons,

they drowned themselves. Chandraketu was ultimately released,

but on his return he followed the example of his relatives and com

mitted suicide. The village of Harud probably owes its name to its

containing the hdr or bones of Gorachdnd, who was buried here.

A masonry tomb is erected over them, and the fair is usually held

at this spot for a week in February. For a long time the descend

ants of the brothers Kinu and Kdlu Ghosh enjoyed the proceeds

of the fair, but the family afterwards became extinct, and the tomb

is now in the charge of Muhammadans. The Governor AM-ud-din

allotted an estate of five hundred acres of land for the maintenance

of the tomb, and the lands are held nominally for this purpose to

the present day.

Narikelbaria, a small village in the north-east corner of North

Balid Fiscal Division, Basurhdt Subdivision. This village is noted

as the spot where the rebel fanatic Titu Miyan came into conflict

with the British troops in November 1831. This man had made a

pilgrimage to Mecca, where he met with Sayyid Ahmad, the founder

of the Indian Wahdbi sect, and on his return to Bengal became

an enthusiastic preacher of the reformed faith. The Revenue

Surveyor states that the rebellion took its immediate rise from the

landholders of the neighbourhood trying to impose a tax on Musal-

VOl. 11. h*
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man beards. It appears that Titu had ordered his followers to

wear beards of a certain length, upon which the Hindu landlords

imposed a tax of half a crown on each Muhammadan tenant who

wore a beard. This and other petty oppressions were resisted ; and

Titu Miyan, at the head of an infuriated peasant following, com

menced a pillaging tour on all the Hindu landlords in the neigh

bourhood. 1 ' A series of agrarian outrages followed, ending in the

insurgents entrenching themselves in a fortified camp, and defying

and beating back the English authorities with some slaughter. The

whole of the country north and east of Calcutta, including the

24 Parganas, Nadiyd and Faridpur, lay at the mercy of insurgent

bands between three and four thousand strong. The sectaries

began by sacking a village in Faridpur District, because one of

the inhabitants refused to accept their divine mission. In Nadiya

District, a second village was plundered, and a mosque burnt

down. Meanwhile contributions of money and rice were levied

from the Faithful ; and on the 23d October the insurgents selected

the village of Narikelbarid in the 24 Parganas for their head

quarters, and erected a strong bamboo stockade around it. On

the 6th November they marched out to the number of five hundred

f1ghting men, attacked a small town, and after murdering the priest,

slaughtered two cows, with whose blood they defiled a Hindu

temple, and whose carcases they scoffingly hung up before the idol.

They then proclaimed the extinction of the English rule, and the

re-establishment of the Muhammadan power. Incessant outrages

followed, the general proceeding being to kill a cow in a Hindu

village, and if the people resisted, to murder or expel the in

habitants, plunder their houses, and burn them down. They were

equally bitter, however, against any Muhammadan who would not

join their sect; and on one occasion, in sacking the house of a

wealthy and obdurate Musalmdn, varied the proceedings by forcibly

marrying his daughter to the head of their band.

'After some ineffectual efforts by the District Authorities, a

detachment of the Calcutta Militia was sent out on the 14th

November against the rebels. They, however, refused all parley ;

and the officer in command, being anxious to save bloodshed,

ordered the Sepoys to load with blank cartridge. The insurgents

poured out upon us, received a harmless volley, and instantly cut

1 Tlu Indian Mmalmim, by W. W. Hunter, pp. 45-47 ; 2d ed. 1871.
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our soldiers to pieces. All this took place within a few hours'

ride from Calcutta. On the 17 th, the Magistrate got together some

reinforcements, the Europeans being mounted on elephants. But

the insurgents met them, drawn up in battle array, a thousand

strong, and chased the party to their boats on the river, cutting

down those who were slowest in retreat. It now became necessary

to deal with the rebels by means of regular troops. A body of Native

Infantry, with some Horse Artillery and a detachment from the

Body-Guard, were hastened out from Calcutta. The insurgents,

disdaining the safety of their stockade, met the troops upon the

open plain, with the mangled remains of a European, who had been

killed the previous day, suspended in front of their line. A stub

born engagement decided their fate. They were driven back pell-

mell into their entrenchment, and the fortified camp was taken by

storm. Titu Miydn, the leader, fell in the action. Of the survivors,

three hundred and fifty in number, a hundred and forty were

sentenced by the Court to various terms of imprisonment; and

one of them, Titu's lieutenant, was condemned to death.'

Gobardanga, a large village on the eastern bank of the Jamund,

in the north of the District, in Basurhat Subdivision. I have

given the details of its population, etc., on pages 89 and 123. A

tradition has it that this village is the spot where Krishna tended

his flocks ; and on the opposite side of the river is an embankment

called Gopinipotd, where it is said that Krishna dwelt for some

time with the Gopinis, or shepherd maids of Brinddban. Kanhdi-

ndtsdl is a small village adjoining Gobarddngd, the name of which

signifies ' Krishna's pleasure-seat.' It is now known for its sugar

manufactory. Gobarddngd is now the family residence of one of

the wealthiest zaminddrs of the District, and contains a school, a

charitable dispensary, and a large bdzdr.

Jagatdal, a village in the north of the District, on the Hugli,

opposite the French Settlement of Chandarnagar. A line of double

ditches and two large tanks it contains, are said to be the remains

of a fort erected in the sixteenth century by Rajd Pratapdditya for

the residence of his family.

Basantpur, the principal village in Dhuliapur Fiscal Division,

Sdtkhird Subdivision, is situated at the confluence of the Kalindi

and Jamund rivers ; and its position gives it importance, owing to

the extensive traffic carried on with the Eastern Districts, as all

boats put in here for provisions and fresh water, and also for repairs.
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The river affords good anchorage for country boats of any burden.

The Revenue Surveyor in 1857 stated that it contained 109 houses,

and an adult population of 224 souls.

Iswar1pur, in Nakipur Fiscal Division, Sdtkhira Subdivision, is

situated on the Jamund river, at the point where the Kadamtalf

branches off from it. Its old name was Yasohara (Jessor) ; and

I have related, in my Statistical Account of Jessor District, how

this name got transferred to the present town of Jessor. Its name,

Iswaripur, is derived from a temple dedicated to Kdlf, ' the supreme

goddess.' The following legend regarding the place is quoted from

Major Smyth's Report, pp. 1 00-101 :—'It was the residence of a

very powerful Rajd named Pratdpdditya, who was looked upon as the

greatest sovereign who had ever reigned in Bengal. He adorned,

the seat of his Government with noble buildings, made roads, built

temples, dug tanks and wells, and, in fact, did everything that a

sovereign, desiring the well-being of his subjects, could do. At

Iswaripur he built a temple, dedicating it to the goddess Kalf, and

also a large fort, both of which are still in existence. The goddess,

pleased with the zealous devotions of the Rajd, and his charity to

all around, appeared to him, and, bestowing a blessing on him, said

that, in consequence of his exalted piety, she would always aid him

in every difficulty, and would never leave him till the Raja himself

drove her from his presence. On the strength of this, he made war

on all his neighbours, and, through the goddess' protection, came

off victorious in every battle, and all around acknowledged his

independence. After reigning many years in peace amongst his

subjects, he took it into his head that at his death the throne might

be usurped by his uncle and family, setting aside the rights of

his own sons. To prevent such an occurrence, he had them all

assassinated. The uncle's name was Basant Rdi. An infant, the

son of Basant Rai, was, however, saved from the general massacre

by his mother throwing him out of the window, when he was picked

up by the Ranf, who carried him to her own apartments, and there

brought him up unknown to the Rajd, naming him Kachu RdL

When this youth was grown up, some attendant in the palace

divulged to him the secret of the massacre that had taken place in

his infancy, on hearing of which he started off to Dehli to inform

the Emperor Jahangir of what had happened. The Emperor,

indignant on hearing of the actions of Pratdpdditya, ordered him

to be brought to Dehli, deputing his General Man Sinh with an
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army to lay siege to him in his palace, who, after many difficulties,

at length arrived in the vicinity of Iswaripur.

'Rajl Pratdpdditya, in the meanwhile, had become very tyran

nical towards his subjects, beheading them for the least offence.

The goddess Kdlf, seeing all this, was anxious to revoke her

blessing ; and to effect this, she one day assumed the disguise of

the Rajd's daughter, and appeared before him in Court, when he

was dispensing his so-called justice by ordering a sweeper woman's

head to be cut off for having presumed to sweep the Court of the

palace in his presence. The ministers and courtiers were amazed

at the impropriety of the Rajd's daughter in appearing before them.

The Rajd also seeing his daughter (not entertaining the idea that

it was the goddess in disguise), ordered her out of Court, and told

her to leave his palace for ever. The goddess then discovered

herself, and reminded him of her former blessing and promised aid,

until he drove her from -his presence. To prove to him that her

words were true, and that she would no longer assist such a

tyrannical monster, she caused the temple he had built to be

changed from its original position, and told him that he should

henceforth be left to himself. It was after this occurrence that

Man Sinh made his appearance at Iswaripur; and after a severe

battle, in which many thousands on both sides fell, Pratdpdditya

was taken prisoner, and carried in an iron cage to Dehli. He took

the precaution, when in the cage, to have a pair of very handsome

pigeons with him, to endeavour therewith to purchase his release

from the Emperor ; but told his servants before his departure, that,

in the event of his being condemned to death by the Emperor, he

would let fly the pigeons, and on their appearance at Iswaripur all

his family were to go out on the river in a boat, and there sink it

and drown themselves. When the Rajd was brought before the

Emperor at Dehli, he prostrated himself before him, and sought his

mercy, on account of his previous good reign, before he was tempted

by the goddess Kill. The Emperor overlooked the Rajd's offences,

set him at liberty, and restored him to the throne. Fortune, how

ever, had turned against him ; he had left his two pigeons in the

cage with the door open, and whilst before the Emperor the birds

escaped and flew back to Iswaripur, which his family no sooner

perceived, than they went and drowned themselves, according to his

directions before he left. The Rajd immediately returned to the

Emperor and told him of his misfortune, on which the Emperor
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gave him a swift horse that he might ride at once to Iswaripur, and

so prevent the total extermination of his family. He, however,

arrived too late, and found that his family were no more ; where

upon he shared their fate, and drowned himself also. A pestilence

shortly afterwards broke out, in which thousands perished ; the

place became depopulated, and is now the abode of tigers and

other wild animals.' The latter part of this legend will be at once

recognised as almost identical with that of Chandraketu mentioned

at page 113, and probably both of them refer to the same event.

A few of the old buildings of Iswaripur were in existence in

1857, especially the Tengah Masjid, a hundred and fifty feet long,

with five domes, the remains of the fort, and ruins of a portion

of the temple before its position is said to have been changed by

the goddess.

Pratapnagar, the principal village in Jamira Fiscal Division,

Satkhird Subdivision, situated on the bank of the Kholpetud river.

The village contains a large paddy mart ; and in 1857 was a noted

place, and contained the principal revenue court of the local land

holder.

Budhata, in Bhdlukd Fiscal Division, Sdtkhird Subdivision, was

once a very flourishing place ; and ruins of extensive masonry build

ings and landing-places are still visible. In 1857 it contained a

police station, bi-weekly markets, and bdzar, in which were situated

a salt warehouse (gold) and many rice granaries; also a set of

twelve temples dedicated to Siva, called Dwddas mandir, and

which are still extant ; some extensive mango groves, and a land

holder's revenue court. Annual fairs are held at Budhatd during

the Hindu festivals of the Ras-jdtrd, Durgd-pujd, and Kdli-pujd.

Asasun1, a village and police station in Bhalukd Fiscal Division,

Satkhird Subdivision, is situated at the junction of the Sobnali and

Asasunf rivers, and is an anchorage place for boats proceeding to

the eastward whilst waiting for the tide. The village contains a

large bdzar, and is the seat of considerable local trade. An annual

fair is held here during the Dol-jdtrd.

Chandpur, another village in Bhdlukd Fiscal Division, inhabited

principally by Musalmans. In 1857 it contained 'a bdzar, bi-weekly

market, native school, cloth manufactories, rice granaries, salt golas,

masjids, the shrine of a Muhammadan saint named Chandri Pfr,

and the seat of a landholder of very opulent and ancient family.'

Naopara and Sankarkat1.—Two small villages in Bhdlukd
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Fiscal Division, remarkable merely as being the seats of large fairs

held during the Durga-pujd, Dol and Rath jdtra, and which are

numerously attended.

Magrahat, a market village carrying on an important produce

trade, in Baridhari Fiscal Division, Bdruipur Subdivision. It also

contains a Christian Church for native converts, and in 1857 was

one of the stations of the Society for the Propagation of the

Gospel. The Church is capable of holding about a hundred and

fifty persons, and was erected at a cost of ;£666, 10s. od. The

Christian community in the village and vicinity numbered in 1857

about two thousand souls.

Basra, a village in Maiddnmal Fiscal Division, Baruipur Sub

division, situated on the Bidyddhari river, is an important depot

of the timber trade of the Sundarbans, and also a station on the

Calcutta and South-Eastern State Railway running to Port Canning.

The following local legend accounts for the rise of the present

wealthy family of landholders in the Subdivision, and is extracted

irom the Revenue Surveyor's Report, page 7 1 :—' It appears that a

great part of Maiddnmal Fiscal Division was formerly a dense

jungle, overrun with wild beasts, and that the ancestor of the

present zaminddr, Saddnand Chaudhri, obtained a grant of it from

the Emperor of Dehli. A fakir, by name Mobrah Ghdzi, took up

his residence in a part of this jungle called Bdsrd. This fakir

overawed the wild beasts to such an extent, that he always rode

about the jungle on a tiger. The zaminddr found himself unable

one year to pay his revenue, when the Emperor ordered him to be

arrested and brought to Dehli; on which his mother sought the

fakir's assistance in getting her son released, who promised to help

her. He thereon caused the Emperor to dream as follows:—

Mobrah Ghdzi, surrounded by wild beasts, appeared to him, saying

that he was the proprietor of the Maidanmal jungle, that the revenue

due by the zaminddr would be paid from his treasures buried in the

jungle, and desired the Emperor to release the zaminddr, threaten

ing him with every misfortune if he disobeyed. The Emperor

awoke and had the dream written down, but paid no attention to

it. The next morning he ascended his throne, but instead of his

usual attendants and courtiers, he found himself surrounded with

wild beasts. This brought the subject of the dream to his mind,

and in great fear he at once ordered the release of the landholder,

and sent him back to Maiddnmal with an escort, instructing him at
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the same time to ascertain the spot where Mobrah Ghazfs treasures

were hid, to dig them up, and to remit his revenue to the royal

treasury at DehlL On reaching home, the zamindar informed his

mother of all that had happened, and especially of the instruction

regarding the treasure. She went immediately to Mobrah Ghazf,

who at her request pointed out the place where the treasures were

buried, and ordered her to dig them up and take them away. He

then mysteriously vanished. The mother and son dug them up

next day, sent the Emperor his revenue, and transferred the re

mainder to the zaminddri coffers. In gratitude to Mobrah Ghazf,

he wished to erect a mosque in the jungle of Basra for his residence ;

but he was prevented in a dream, in which the fakir appeared to

him, saying that he preferred living in the jungles, receiving offer

ings from all who came to cut wood, and that he required neither

mosque nor house of any kind. The zaminddr then ordered that

every village should have an altar dedicated to Mobrah Ghazf, the

king of the forests and wild beasts ; and warned his tenants, that if

they neglected to make offerings before proceeding into the jungles,

they would certainly be devoured. These altars to Mobrah Ghazf

are common in every village in the vicinity of the jungles, not only

in Maidanmal, but in all the Fiscal Divisions adjoining the Sundar-

bans ; and woodcutters never go into the jungle without invoking

Mobrah Ghazfs protection. A number offakirs, who call them

selves descendants of Mobrah Ghazf, gain their livelihood by

the offerings made on these altars by woodcutters and boatmen.

The custom is for the fakir to go to the spot where the wood is to

be cut, and remain there three days without food, during which

time Mobrah Ghazf appears to him in a dream, marking out the

precincts within which wood can be cut by lopping branches from

the trees. Prayers and offerings are then made, and the wood

cutters warned not to go beyond the boundary marked out. When

the boat is filled, offerings are again made, and one or two rupees

are given to the fakir. It is strange enough that these wood

cutters are very seldom carried off by the tigers which everywhere

infest the jungles ; they go in without fear, the hatchet required to

hew the timber being their only weapon and means of defence.'

Dhamnagar, a village in Bdruipur Subdivision, which contains

the house of a Hindu Rdji named Dastiddr, who drowned himself

in order to escape being dishonoured by the Muhammadans. There

is a tank in the village, in the midst of which grows a pipal tree ;
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and the people have a tradition that it springs from the top of a

temple buried beneath the water.

Shahzadpur, called also Ghar Dewdli, a village in the south

of Maydd Fiscal Division, Baruipur Subdivision. The Revenue

Survey Report states that the village site was * dense jungle in

1822, when Captain Prinsep surveyed in the vicinity. It has since

been cleared, and the appearance of the country would lead one

to suppose that it must have been a place of some consequence

formerly. A tale is told of thefakir of Basrd, Mobrah Ghdzf, having

married a Raja's daughter whose Court was held in Shdhzddpur,

and having planted four trees to commemorate the occasion, of

which three are said still (1857) to remain.'

Comparative Importance of the Town and Rural Popula

tion.—It is difficult to give any estimate of the comparative import

ance of the town and rural population. The Collector reports that the

proportion of criminals is less in the interior than in the larger towns.

There is also a growing public opinion among the town population,

which is wanting among the rural inhabitants. But no marked in

clination is perceptible on the people to gather into towns and seats

of commerce, and, with the exception of places where any particular

industry is carried on, the people do not generally appear to be

tending towards city life. Although the Collector states, that with

the exception of Calcutta and its suburbs, purely non-agricultural

communities do not exist in the District, the Census returns disclose

the number of male adult non-agriculturists scattered throughout

the District, as considerably in excess of the male adult cultivators.

Thus, excluding the town of Calcutta, the number of male adult

agriculturists is returned at 356,693, and the male adult non-agri

culturists at 420,986. The explanation probably is, that a large

number of persons who combine other pursuits with that of agri

culture have been classed as non-agriculturists.

Before entering specially upon the agriculture and rural aspects of

the District, it may be well to exhibit at a glance the proportion of

the town population to the general inhabitants of the 24 Parganas.

Including Calcutta, there are only nineteen towns in the District

with a population exceeding 5000 souls. The total urban popula

tion thus disclosed amounts to 966,384. But from such calculations

the city of Calcutta must be excluded, as it owes its existence chiefly

to non-native influences and foreign trade. Deducting it, but in

cluding its suburbs, a town population of 518,783 remains; exclud
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ing the three suburban municipalities of Calcutta, only 171,739 re

main as the population in towns of over 5000 inhabitants. Making

the same deductions of Calcutta and its three sets of suburbs from

the general inhabitants of the District, I find that the rural population

amounts to 1,691,264 against the 171,739 shown in the Table as

living in towns. I have already mentioned that even these

' towns ' are often mere clusters of villages united for municipal

purposes. Thus the so-called town of Bdrasat is made up of forty-

one villages, a great majority of whose inhabitants live by agriculture.

The Muhammadans form a fair proportion of the town population.

They constitute 38-4 per cent. of the whole inhabitants of the 24

Parganas, and 32 per cent. of the town population, as shown in

this Table. The net results, therefore, are, that in the Metropolitan

District of the 24 Parganas, with an area of 2536 square miles and

a total population of 2,657,648 souls, the purely rural inhabitants

number 1,691,264; while, excluding Calcutta and its three sets of

suburbs (i.e. the first four entries in the following Table), the total

urban population in towns or village-unions of 5000 inhabitants

or upwards, only amounts to 171,739. The District, exclusive of

Calcutta and its three sets of suburbs, contains a total population of

1,863,003 souls.
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In the average municipal taxation I have excluded Calcutta and

its suburbs, as their circumstances are altogether different from the

municipal taxation of rural towns. The above Table shows that

the municipal taxation throughout the District, exclusive of Cal

cutta, but including the suburbs, in towns of over 5000 inhabitants,

is £o, 1s. 7d. per head. These are the towns in which the muni

cipal system is most fully developed ; and if the ' Suburbs of

Calcutta ' (No. 2 in the Table) are deducted, the average is 8£d.

The returns for Calcutta, after deducting transfer accounts and

balances, show a municipal income of ^283,576, 18s. od. ; ex

penditure, including 'extraordinary' from loans, ^322,283; rate

of municipal taxation, £0, 12s. 8d. per head.

V1llage Inst1tut1ons.—In the vicinity of the towns, the in

fluence of the English Courts has greatly affected the ancient

village corporations. In the more sequestered parts, the whole

internal organization of the village is in the hands of a few influential

men, who hold their offices either by hereditary right, or are selected

by the people themselves. These decide disputes on boundary

matters, caste questions, family dissensions, etc., and it is a very

rare occurrence for such matters to find their way into our Courts.

The principal of these rural officers is the mandal, or Village Head ;

and the following paragraphs regarding his status, occupat1on, etc.,

are condencd from a report on the indigenous agency employed in

,u 1 census, by Mr. Verner, C.S.

The title seems to have originated during the Muhammadan rule,

when the holders of the post had considerable influence in the

village (literally the head of a village circle, mandal). The present

decline in their position and power appears to be the result rather of

our system of administration than of the encroachments of the land

holders. The Deputy Magistrate of Baruipur states that at present,

as the villagers are not legally bound to obey the mandals, they only

meet with obedience so long as the people regard them as friends,

and have confidence in them. The office is hereditary, and

ordinarily there is no election by the people or appointment by the

local landholder. Out of a list of 985 village heads, Mr. Vemer

mentions that in 913 the father had held the post, and in 861 cases

both father and grandfather had been village mandals. As an

instance of the hereditary nature of the post, Mr. Verner cites one

village in which the mandal was only nine years old, but states that

there was no thought of appointing another person more fit for the
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post. Generally the succession goes by primogeniture, the eldest

son taking the father's place ; but this rule is far from absolute. If

a younger son shows higher qualifications than the eldest, the latter

is sometimes set aside. A younger son who could read and write

would be preferred to his elder brother who could not. It is in

the Police Circles of Husainabdd, Harud, Matte, Pratdpnagar, and

Mathurdpur, that village heads are principally found whose fathers

and grandfathers have not held the same post before them. This,

however, was to be expected, as several new villages have lately

sprung up in the Sundarban lots within these Police Circles. In the

case of a new village, or one in which the mandal dies without

leaving any near male relatives, it becomes necessary for the villagers

to choose a head man, and it does not seem that the landholder has

any voice in the matter. In new villages, the landholder's steward

has sometimes a powerful voice in the selection of a head man ; but

this is Ae to his legitimate infiuence as one of the leading persons

of the village, rather than to any fear of his invoking the interference

of the landholder. In villages where the post is hereditary, the

landholder never interferes. As a general rule, there is one mqndal

to each village ; but there are many exceptions to this, and in some

cases there are two or three, and in exceptional ones as many as

six. The plurality of mandals in one village is sometimes due to

the fact that there have been for generations two or more factions

in the village ; sometimes to there being one head for Hindus and

another for Muhammadans ; and sometimes to the village being

large or scattered, or divided into several separate quarters. On

the other hand, where a small village adjoins a large one, there is

often only one head man for the two, and where several small villages

lie together, only one for the whole.

It might be expected that these village head men would be

selected from the gentry and higher castes of the country. Mr.

Verner's inquiries in the 24 Parganas, however, show exactly the

contrary to be the case. He succeeded in obtaining a list giving

the caste of all the village heads in the District, with the exception

of the Police Circle of Bardsat. Out of a total of 5818 head men,

only 9 were Brabmans, 6 Rajputs, and 4 Kayasths. The Hindu

S1idra castes furnished no less than 3524 village heads, ranging from

the respectable blacksmith and barber castes, down to the detested

leather dealers and chanddls. About one half of the total number

of Hindu village heads belong to the fishing or boating castes. The
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Musalmdn community have 2262 village representatives, and the

Native Christians 13 ; making a total of 5818 mandals throughout

the whole District, with the exception of Barasat Police Circle.

The influence and functions of these head men is generally

in a direct ratio to the distance of the villages from towns, high

roads, and water ways. It is in the purely rural tracts that the

village mandal retains his power. He decides small boundary

disputes ; settles quarrels between village cliques ; and sometimes

acts as judge in domestic differences, such as those arising out of

counter claims to property held jointly by a family. He is also

called upon in several parts of the Sdtkhird, Baruipur, Barasat, and

Diamond Harbour Subdivisions to interfere in questions of caste, but

in other sections of the District he appears to have no special voice in

matters of this sort. He often seems to have but little independent

authority; but when any question arises such as those above referred

to, his function is to summon together several respectable persons to

consider it : of course, under these circumstances, his own influence

varies according to his personal qualities. There are village man

dals who in such cases virtually decide the matter at issue according

to their own way of thinking, their influence being great ; while

others have little more authority than one of the ordinary members

of the assembly. Beyond the public opinion of the village, they

have no way of enforcing their decisions. Mr. Verner states that

many cases came before him judicially, in which the decision of the

village mandal had been disregarded ; but that in a large number

of small cases it is accepted without the interposition of our civil or

criminal courts.

Speaking of the District as a whole, the village mandal may be

said to get no regular remuneration for his office, although, in

Naihati Police Circle, several of those who derive their descent

from the village heads appointed by Rajd Krishna Chandra Rdi,

zamtnddr of Nadiyd, hold rent-free lands, fisheries, etc., which they

say were allotted to their forefathers in consideration of their office.

In many parts of the District they are indirectly remunerated, by

being exempted from the payment of anything towards the support

of the village watchmen. They often get a few pice at marriages,

and sometimes also receive a present of sweetmeats at the worship

of the gods. The village mandal is often invited to feasts and

ceremonies, and meets with the consideration due to a man looked

up to and consulted by his fellow-villagers. Mr. Verner adds, that
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' it is evident that the institution of village heads is deeply rooted

among the people. Witness the fact that in every new village a

mandal soon appears, and that scarcely any village can be found

without a mandal. At the same time, it is obvious that his power

and position are weak and undefined. His authority is on the

wane, and this not by reason of the influence of the zaminddrs, but

owing to the form of executive administration that has grown up

under the British Government. It is probable that by degrees his

shadowy power, such as it is, will disappear, and then the name will

fade away likewise, and village mandate will be at last unknown.

Our police and judicial systems, as at present constituted, are hostile

to him and his influence.'

The other village officers still met with are the Brdhman priest,

barber, washerman, blacksmith, and watchman. The first receives

an allowance of grain and the offerings made by the villagers to the

gods. The offices of village barber and washerman are hereditary,

and the holders are paid in grain. The former, however, besides

his regular remuneration, receives presents at births and marriages,

generally a small sum of money or a present of clothes. There is

usually one blacksmith to every collection of two or three small

villages ; he receives no settled rate of remuneration from the

village as a whole, but is paid by the persons employing him,

according to the work done, either in rice or money. The village

watchman is allowed to hold a small plot of village land rent free.

This is very seldom sufficient for his maintenance, and is supple

mented by an allowance of grain or a small sum of money.

Material Condition of the People.—The rise in prices and

wages, the decrease in the number of money-lenders, the general use

of ornaments among females, and the increase in the number of huts

and masonry buildings, are all striking proofs of the improvement of

the condition of the people. The Collector states that in olden times

a large proportion of the rural population could only afford a single

meal of rice a day, but these cases are now very exceptional. The

report of the Orissa Famine Commissioners further indicates that the

purchasing power of the people was far greater in 1866 than in

1770, or at the time of any other of the earlier famines in Bengal.

With regard to the mode of life and daily avocations of the people,

I extract the two following paragraphs from the Revenue Surveyor's

Report, 1857:—'The Bengali rises with the early morn, invokes

his deity to preserve him from all perils and dangers, employs his
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thoughts on the duties he has to perform during the day. The

zamtnddr or farmer thinks over the collection and payment of his

revenue ; the merchant on the sale of his goods ; the cultivator on

his crop, or the tilling of his land ; the woman on her household

affairs ; and each prays not to be led into folly or extravagance.

Their meal-times are various. Those who have little or nothing to

do, usually take their first meal between ten and eleven o'clock ;

such as have public offices to attend, make their iirst meal about

nine o'clock ; the cultivator or labourer makes one meal before he

proceeds to his out-door work, a second on his return about noon ;

and all finish off with a meal about nine o'clock at night. Their

food consists of rice, fish or kid made into curry, and vegetables,

according to their means, water being the only beverage. They

employ their leisure hours in gambling, dice, card-playing, music,

singing, dancing, and the performance of plays, in all of which they

excel more or less according to their own ideas.

4 Their household affairs are looked to entirely by the females.

The wife's occupations during the day are as follow :—She rises

early, propitiates the deity that the day may prove auspicious to

her, sweeps and cleans the house ; washes the kitchen utensils, and

copper basins used in the worship of the domestic gods ; prepares

and cooks the meals ; distributes them to the members of the family,

and takes to herself what remains. The best portion of the food is

allotted to the males, the worst reserved for the females. After the

meal, she cleans all the dishes, brings water from the tank or river,

and before nightfall prepares the house lamps. During her hours

of relaxation she employs herself in spinning thread, cleaning cotton,

pounding and husking paddy, etc. ; while her husband, if an idler, is

engaged in gambling, or wasting his time in some other frivolous

way ; if industrious, in looking after his crop, etc. The boys are

usually engaged in assisting their parents in the field, or looking

after the cattle. Some attend the Bengali school or pdtsdld, when

there is one in the village, learning to read and write ; and others

idle all day. The girls assist chiefly in the household duties, and

look after the younger children.'

Dress.—The better classes of Hindus generally wear a cloth

fastened round the loins, and falling to the knee (dhuti) ; over this

a long cotton robe, fastened on the right shoulder (chapkdn), with

a white scarf (chddar) tied round the waist, one end being thrown

over the shoulder; as well as a pair of shoes or slippers. The
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wealthier among the Muhammadans wear a pair of white or

coloured cotton drawers (pdijdmd) reaching to the ankle ; a cotton

robe, which, to distinguish him from the Hindu, he buttons on the

left shoulder; a turban, and a pair of shoes or slippers. The

ordinary dress of a well-to-do shopkeeper consists of a waistcloth

(dhuti), a cotton sheet or shawl (chddar), and a pair of slippers ;

that of an ordinary cultivator or day-labourer is merely a waistcloth,

and a napkin or towel (gdmchd) thrown over the shoulders. The

Revenue Surveyor thus describes the women's apparel :—' The close

part of the Hindu female dress is a jacket with half-sleeves, which

iits tight to the shape, and covers, but does not conceal, the bust.

The remainder of the dress consists of a long piece of cotton or silk

(sari), which is wrapped round the middle, and contrived so as to fall

in graceful folds below the ankle on one leg, while it shows a part of

the other. The upper end crosses the breast, and is thrown forward

again over the shoulder, or over the head like a veil. The hands

and feet are usually adorned with ornaments, and sometimes a jewel

is worn suspended from the nose. Even the working class ofwomen

have their anklets and armlets of brass, and sometimes silver.' The

jacket is characteristic rather of the up-country women than of the

Bengalis.

Dwellings.—Only the wealthy classes live in brick houses ; the

shopkeepers and the husbandmen generally in mud huts. The

building materials of a shopkeeper's house consist of bamboo,

timber posts, and thatching grass or golpdtd leaves. The culti

vator's hut is even more primitive, and consists merely of bamboo,

and thatching grass or golpdtd leaves, with mud walls. The

Revenue Surveyor states :—' These huts have no windows or

apertures of any kind beyond the doorway, the only ventilation

being through the small space left between the thatch and the top

of the wall, which also serves the purpose of a chimney. No white

wash within ; on the contrary, the blacker they become with the

smoke, the more comfortable they are considered. The outsides

are washed by the females of the family with a mixture of cow-dung

and mud, which, when dry, gives them a somewhat cleanly appear

ance.' The number of rooms or huts to each household varies

according to the condition of the family. A shopkeeper with a

mother, wife, and three children, would have a hut with two or

three verandahs for the dwelling of himself, wife, and children ; and

another hut, to serve both as a cook-house and as the dwelling of

vol. 11. I
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his mother. A verandah is set aside, or sometimes a separate hut

is built, for the purpose of receiving visitors and friends. The

dwelling of an ordinary peasant, with the same sized household,

would consist of a hut to dwell in, another small one for cooking in,

and a cow-shed. A shopkeeper's household furniture comprises

a plank bedstead (takhtposh), one or two stools, a till or box

for money, a large chest for clothes and valuables, and the usual

complement of brass and bell metal plates, cups, etc., for cook

ing and eating. All except the head of the house sleep on the

floor. The furniture in the hut of an average peasant seldom

consists of more than a common wooden chest, and a few brass

plates, cups, etc. The whole family sleep on the earthen floor.

The small plot of garden or orchard land which surrounds every

rural dwelling is thus described in an article which appeared in the

Calcutta Review, reprinted in the Revenue Surveyor's Report:—

'The dense mass of vegetation in which all Bengalis delight to

shroud themselves, and which encircles the rich landholder's palace

as well as the peasant's hut, is everywhere more or less productive.

It is composed of the materials for food or for building—the cocoa-

nut, the bamboo, the jack tree, and the mango. There may be

seen the slender stalks of the betel tree, and the towering stems of

the cocoa-nut above them, their long arms waving in the breeze ;

on the other side, probably a thick garden of plantains, that curious

link between the vegetable and the timber ; in the background an

underwood of wild cane, twining itself round everything of firmer

bulk ; and a little farther on, an undistinguishable mass of thorn,

creepers, and underwood of every shade, length, and denomination.

The husbandman must have his fruit trees and his bamboos, which

yield him a return for no expenditure of labour but that required

for gathering or cutting—his protection for the womankind, and his

shade against the fierce sun of April and May. If he attains these

primary objects he is content, no matter how much miasma may

be exhaled from the decaying vegetation, how many diseases may

lurk in that fair but deceitful mass of green foliage, how many

reptiles and venomous snakes may be concealed in the unwhole

some shades which surround his paternal inheritance. The sun,

and the gaze of the passing neighbour, must ahke be excluded.

Grant him this, and he will endure with stoical fortitude the

periodical fever, the steamy heat of the rains, and the foetid water

which stagnates in the pools whence he has dug the materials for
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his homestead site (bhitd), and which never feels the influence of

the breeze and the light.'

Food.—The Collector in 1870 estimated the average monthly

living expenses for the family of a well-to-do shopkeeper, the

household consisting of six persons, as follows :—Rice, 14s. ;

salt, 1s. 3d.; oil, 2s. ; pulses, 2s.; fish, 1s.; spices, 2s. ; fuel, 2s. ;

clothes, 2s. ; barber, washerman, religious ceremonies, etc., 6d. ;

total, £1, 6s. gd. per month. For a peasant family of 6 persons :

rice, 12s. ; salt, 1s.; oil, 1s.; pulses, 2s.; spices, 1s. 3d.; clothes,

1s. 3d.; barber, washerman, priest, etc., 3d.; total, 18s. 9d. per

month. The husbandman pays nothing for his fish or fuel, the

former being caught by himself or his family from the nearest

stream, and the latter gathered from the jungle. This estimate

gives an average annual expenditure of £2, 13s. 6d. for each

member of a shopkeeper's family, and £1, 17s. 6d. for that of an

ordinary cultivator.

Games and Amusements.—The following account of the games

and amusements of the people is condensed from the Revenue

Survey Report. It will be seen that many of them are very

similar to our English games. Gulddrd differs from our trap-bat

and ball only in a small piece of curved wood being substituted

for our bat, and a stick for the ball, the game being played in

exactly the same manner. Hdiududu is a game similar to our

prisoner's base. Nun-kuti, or the salt-house, is thus played :—A

square is drawn on the ground, and subdivided into four smaller

squares, one being called the nun-kuti. Two boys place them

selves on the cross lines formed by the inner squares, to guard

them and prevent their being crossed. A boy enters the square

at the opposite corner to that called the nun-kuti, and the game

consists in his passing through the other squares to the nun-kuti

swithout being touched by the boys guarding it, and then returning

in the same manner to the place he started from.

Their games of chance are the following:—Pdsd, a kind of

draughts, played on a board shaped like a cross, the four arms

being of the same length, divided into twenty-four squares, eight

rows of three each, coloured alternately like a chess-board. It is

played by either two or four persons, the players at opposite arms

being partners. Each player has four men, and the game is played

with three dice. The dice are thrown, and the player commencing

with whichever of his four men he pleases, passes it on as many
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squares as he has thrown points, the track being round the outer

edges of the squares from arm to arm, until he arrives at the square

he started from, when he passes up the centre row to the winning

point. The game is won by the partners who get their eight men

through the squares first. When one party has got his four men

through, he still continues his turn with the dice for the advantage of

his partner, who reckons the points thus thrown. There are several

modifications of this game, but the foregoing is the most common

way of playing it. Pachisi, or das-pachisl, is played on the same

board as pdsd, by two, three, or four people, each playing for himself.

Six cowries are used instead of dice, and the points are numbered

according as the cowries fall with the flat side up or down. Each

player commences from the centre square of the inner row, the

track being down the centre row to the extremity of the arm, then

to the right and round the outer squares of each arm, and back

to the square he started from. A man falling on a square occupied

by another player has to begin the game again ; and it is won the

same way as in pdsd, by one player getting his four men through

the squares first. Kupan, a gambling game, played for stakes by

the lower classes. It consists of a board divided into six squares,

and numbered, with a six-sided teetotum numbered according to

the squares on the board. The owner of the board spins the

teetotum, and calls upon the players to stake their money on the

numbers on the board. He then uncovers the teetotum, and the

number on the board corresponding to the one indicated by the

teetotum wins four times the sum he staked, the remaining stakes

going to the spinner of the teetotum. Satranj or chess. This

game originally came from India, and is played the same way as

ours, with the exception that the king, when making his first move,

has the option of taking the knight's move, and the pawn's first

move is limited to a single square. The pieces are respectively

called as follows :—The king, rdjd; the queen, mantri or prime

minister ; castle, naukd or ship ; bishop, hdthi or elephant ; knight,

ghord or horse ; and pawn, piddd or foot-soldier. Bdgh-bakri, or

tigers and goats, a game similar to our fox and geese. It is played

on a board divided into sixteen small squares, with diagonal lines

drawn across it, and is won either by the tigers seizing all the goats,

or by the latter moving in such a way as to avoid being taken, and

blocking up the tigers so that they cannot move. There is also a

variety of other games of chance played with pice or cowries—
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Indian modifications of 'heads or tails' and 'odds or evens.'

Cards, similar to those used by Englishmen, form a favourite

mode of gambling among the people.

The1r Mus1cal Instruments are of three kinds, — drums,

stringed and wind instruments. The former consist of the

pakhwdz, tabid, bdyd, dhokak, khol, karotdl, dhdk, karadogri, tassd,

and dhol. These drums are of various shapes, some with but one

end, others with two ; some are played like kettledrums, some with

sticks, others with the hand. The stringed instruments consist of

the sitdr, a kind of guitar, the body of which is made of the dried

shell of a pumpkin, the four strings being of iron or brass ; the

tdmpurd, a kind of guitar, used as an accompaniment to the sitdr

when singing ; the bin, a double guitar with seven strings ; the

behdld, a description of violin ; and the sdrang, a sort of small

inverted violin generally used at performances by dancing-girls,

accompanied by a drum and kind of tambourine (mandird). The

wind instruments are the shdndi, which gives a sound something

like a clarionet, and a kind of horn called the bdnk.

Conveyances.—I have already enumerated, at page 33, the

different descriptions of boats and modes of water conveyance.

On land, the richer class of natives use European carriages. The

native conveyances used by the people are as follow :—The krdnchi,

a primitive description of carriage, consisting ofa double body on four

wheels, and drawn by ponies. Thepalanquin is an oblong box with

sliding doors on either side, and a pole at each end ; it is usually

from five to six feet long, and two and a half feet broad, with a

mattrass inside. It is carried by four bearers on their shoulders.

The hackery, or bullock cart, consists of a framework of bamboo,

supported on two wooden wheels and a wooden axle ; drawn by two

oxen. The duli is a slight bamboo framework covered with coarse

cloth, about two and a half feet square, with a bedding made of

string woven across ; it is slung on a stout bamboo pole, and carried

by two or four men. The chaupdld is a kind of duli measuring in

the framework about five feet by four. This conveyance is used in

marriage processions, and is gaudily decked out with tassels and

fringe ; carried by four men on their shoulders. The botuhd is a

conveyance used by the higher classes on occasions of marriage

ceremonies, and usually reserved for the bridegroom ; carried by

four men in the same manner as the foregoing. The mahapa is the

bride's conveyance at marriage processions, and is decked out with

vol. 11. i
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every possible finery ; it has a pole at each end, is open at the sides,

and covered by a canopy. The takhtarawdn is the royal convey

ance ; has no poles, but is carried on men's heads. It has a very

grand carved canopy, and is now only used occasionally at marriages.

Agriculture, Rice Cultivation.—As elsewhere throughout

Lower Bengal, rice forms the staple crop of the 24 Parganas. It

consists of two great kinds, the dus or spring and dman or winter

rice, each of which is again subdivided into numerous varieties.

Aus rice is generally sown on high ground. The field is ploughed

when the early rains set in, ten or twelve times over, till the soil is

reduced nearly to dust, the seed being sown broadcast in April or

May. As soon as the young plants reach six inches in height,

the land is harrowed for the purpose of thinning the crop

and to clear it of weeds. The crop is harvested in August or

September, as it ripens. The Collector gives me the thirty prin

cipal varieties of dus rice, as follow:—(1) kdlid jdmird, (2) surjya

mani, (3) tipud khdli, (4) kersai, (5) kdlid paydngi, (6) Hari-nebu, (7)

begun bichi, (8) sifdhdr, (9) khubni, (10) bdnsphul, (11) gangd jail,

(12) pardngi, (13) beni bdchdl, (14) phepdri, (15) here kdlid, (16)

sultdn jetd, (17) pdndjhure, (18) dis bere, (19) dis mani, (20) ghisdl,

(21) dulsdl, (22) piprd-sdl, (23) karim-sdl, (24) bend phuli, (25)

kdldndi, (26) mati-sdl, (27) lakshmipdrijdt, (28) bhdtnd, (29) malidgur,

and (30) maslot.

Aman, or winter rice, is cultivated on low land. In May, after the

first fall of rain, a nursery ground is ploughed three times, and the

seed scattered broadcast. When the seedlings make their appear

ance, another field is prepared for transplanting. By this time the

rainy season has thoroughly set in, and the field is dammed up so as

to retain the water. It is then repeatedly ploughed until the water

becomes worked into the soil, and the whole reduced to thick mud.

The young rice is then taken from the nursery, and transplanted in

rows about nine inches apart. If, by reason of the backwardness of

the season, the nursery ground cannot be prepared by the sowing time

in April or May, the dman rice is not transplanted at all. In such a

case the husbandmen, in July or August, soak the paddy in water for

one day to germinate, and plant the germinated seed, not in a nur

sery plot, but in the larger fields which they would otherwise have

used to transplant the sprouts into. It is very seldom, however,

that this procedure is found necessary. Aman rice is much more

extensively cultivated than dus, and in favourable years is the
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most valuable crop ; but being sown in low lands, is liable to be

destroyed by excessive rainfall. Harvest takes place in December

or January. The Collector reports the ninety-nine chief varieties of

dman rice as follow :—(1) goromani, (2) kdld dydm, (3) mdti chdul,

(4) kumrd jol, (5) baydr bdnt, (6) dudhi bontd, (7) hogld, (8) khajur

ehuri, (9) dhalsdr, (10) patndi, (11) darid khuchi, (12) baydr nejd,

(13) dkulyd, (14) karim-sdl, (15) chait mallik, (16) sundar-sdl, (17)

bdliddr, (18) kanakchor, (19) sarunati, (20) sUal-jird, (21) peshwdri,

(22) latdman, (23) khdni, (24) <r^z«^ khdni, (25) &f«/a rangi,

(26) bdnsmati, (27) rdndhani-pdgal, (28) (29) paramdnna

sdli, (30) r<J/ (31) sitdhdr, (32) chandra hdr, (33) &rf, (34)

kdldpdni, (35) kdldngi, (36) jurid, (37) banghotd, (38) £/<<£rtf

(39) bolddr, (40) jvf//(i bolddr, (41) pdntd-rdsi, (42) <f/««« /tf/tf, (43)

(44) /wr0, (45) ghikald, (46) &f/<f (47) rt'/W.rf, (48) /a/ &z/f/,

(49) muktdhdr, (50) birpdld, (51) </ar meghl, (52) w/ftzr meghi, (53)

lauri, (54) peneti, (55) lokmayd, (56) ^a/aY, (57) kdmini saru,

(58) r<f»z jvf/, (59) kdmini bdjdl, (60) gandha tulsi, (61) f///«<f kdndi,

(62) helenchd, (63) polddr, (64) ww^-, (65) rtforga M^, (66)

kshirkon, (67) Af/ mugur, (68) hdegarh, (69) menki, (70) chdmpd, (71)

garimari, (72) dhalsdr, (73) Afft' (74) hanumdn jatd, (75) &zta£

jtfra, (76) /<(/ar, (77) dudhe bontd, (78) &ww, (79) ?fcwf, (80)

pdnitards, (81) «<f/ kalmd, (82) ndgrd, (83) lakshmi-bilds, (84)

silhet, (85) xar» (86) kdmini, (87) marich sdl, (88) gandha

mdlati, (89) gandha bend, (90) rrfaf (91) /#« r<f/« jrf/, (92) meghi,

(93) naulatd, (94) talmaur, (95) (96) bansur, (97) maipdl,

(98) piprd sdl, (99) kdrtik rangi.

No improvement seems to have taken place of late years in the

quality of the rice grown in the 24 Parganas ; but the area of rice-

growing lands has somewhat increased, owing to clearances in the

Sundarban jungles. The following account of the reaping and

husking the paddy is condensed from Major Smyth's Survey Report :

—When the paddy is ready for cutting, it is usually laid llat on the

ground, which is done by two men pushing a bamboo over the

lield, one at each end ; it thus becomes easier to cut, the reaper

sitting instead of stooping to his work. The coarser kinds of rice

have only their ears cut, with perhaps a foot of the straw, the

remainder being left to rot for manure. When cut, the rice is

carried home and stacked, the grain being afterwards either trodden

out by cattle or beaten out on a board. The rice is generally kept in

the husk until it is required for use. The cleaning or husking of the
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rice is done by the following process :—As much as can be husked

in one day is soaked in water during the night ; the following

morning it is half boiled, and then spread out in the sun to dry.

The actual husking is effected by means of an instrument called a

dhenki—a wooden lever usually about six feet long and six inches

in diameter, its end attached at right angles to a cylindrical piece of

wood about eighteen inches long and four inches in diameter, bound

with iron, which serves as a pestle. Two women work this machine ;

one alternately presses down the end of the lever with her foot to

raise the pestle, and then, by removing her foot, allows the pestle to

fall into the mortar. The other woman removes the beaten grain and

puts fresh into the mortar, which consists merely of a circular hollow in

the ground, with a piece of wood in the bottom to receive the blow.

Husking is sometimes done by beating the rice in a wooden mortar

with a long upright wooden pestle ; sometimes also without boiling,

but merely by drying the rice in the sun. The chaff is removed by

placing the pounded rice and husks in a kind of flat basket, and

allowing it to pour slowly from a height ; the breeze being sufficient

to blow the husks away, so that they form a heap a short distance

from where the rice falls. From forty-eight pounds to half a

hundredweight of clean rice are usually obtained from a hundred

weight of paddy ; the labourer employed in husking it is sometimes

paid in money, but more generally in kind. The husk is used as

food for cows, goats, swine, and poultry. It is also mixed with mud

and cow-dung as a plastering for the outside of huts.

Besides the dus and dman crops, another description of rice known

as uri dhdn grows indigenously in the deep-water marshes of the 24

Parganas, and is occasionally used as food by the Pods, Tiers, and

other fishing and boating castes of the 24 Parganas, who live and

ply their avocation among the swamps. The plant looks like a

confused mass of creepers floating on the water, and shoots forth its

ears of grain in every direction. A peculiarity of this rice is, that the

grain drops from the ear into the water when it attains maturity ; to

prevent which, the fishing castes take a great deal of trouble in

binding the ears together before the paddy ripens. This rice grows

plentifully in the marshes, and is at the disposal of any one who is

disposed to gather it. Very little is collected, however, except by

fishermen or boatmen ; the swamps being deep ; and the result

hardly worth the labour of binding the ears and collecting the grain.

The rice is very small and thin, and the paddy has a long sharp
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extremity like a grain of barley. A legend states that Mahddeva,

when living among the Kochs, was compelled to work for them and

sow paddy, and that he created this species of rice in order to save

himself the trouble of ploughing, sowing, weeding, etc. From this

circumstance, this rice, although an inferior grain, is considered to

be pure like the dman.

The names by which rice is distinguished in the various stages of

its growth are as follow :—bij, the seed ; pdtd orjdold, the seedling ;

gdchh dhdn, the young plant ; thor, the plant just before flowering ;

phuld, flowering ; kshirgdchhd, the plant when in young ear ; pdkd

dhdn, ripe paddy ; siddha dhdn, paddy boiled for husking ; suska

dhdn, paddy dried in the sun for husking; chdul, husked rice ; bhdt

or anna, boiled rice. v

Preparat1ons made from R1ce, etc.—The following account

of the principal preparations made from rice is condensed from a

report on the food of the people, by Dr. B. N. Bose, Civil Surgeon

of Faridpur ; but as it applies equally to the 24 Pargands, I give it

here :—Khai is obtained from paddy by roasting it on heated sand.

The sudden exposure to heat distends the grain, and causes it to

burst the husk ; it is then rubbed on a sieve with the hand, to remove

the fragments of broken husk. This is a very light article of food, and

is accordingly prescribed by native physicians as a lowering diet, both

in its ordinary form and as manda, made by boiling it in water to the

consistence of pulp, to which a little sugar or milk is sometimes added.

The ordinary price of khai in the 24 Parganas is three-halfpence a

pound. Khai also enters into the composition of a great many native

sweetmeats, and is occasionally made from other grain besides rice,

such as Indian corn, etc. Khai mixed with molasses becomes

murki, and sells at a little over twopence a pound.

Another very light preparation of rice is muri, or parched paddy,

which tastes, when fresh and properly made, not unlike biscuit. It

differs from khai in the manner of its preparation, taste, and quality.

Particular care is necessary in boiling the paddy from which the rice

for this purpose is obtained. It has to be boiled twice, till the grain

partly protrudes through the husk ; it is then dried by exposure to

the sun before husking. It is next husked, and roasted on the fire

in an open earthen vessel, a little salt and water being added from

time to time. While this is going on, a quantity of sand is heated

in another and larger vessel. Into this, as soon as it is sufficiently

wanned, the rice is thrown by handfuls, and shaken up briskly for
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a minute or two with a bundle of thin sticks, when the heated grains

swell and burst. The sand is then passed through a sieve, leaving

the murt behind. Chird is made thus : The paddy is first steeped

in water for two or three days, and afterwards partially roasted ; it

is then beaten flat and husked in a dhenki, already described. The

substance thus obtained is tough and difficult to masticate ; but it

absorbs water readily, and when soaked somewhat resembles boiled

rice. It can be kept wholesome for any length of time with ordi

nary care, and requires no additional preparation, except soaking in

water, to render it at once fit for use. Native passengers, when

proceeding on journeys whether by land or water, and when unable

to obtain a meal of boiled rice, prefer chird to anything else. An

other preparation of chird is made by parching it after husking, and

is called chird bhdjd. Chdul bhdjd is simply parched rice, eaten ex

tensively as a cheap morning meal with a little mustard-oil and salt,

and sometimes with bits of raw chilies as an additional relish. Pithd

cakes are made from rice flour, mixed with sugar and other substances.

The liquid preparations made from rice are—Kdnji, boiled rice,

steeped in the water in which it is cooked until it becomes sour, and

then eaten. Pachwai, or rice beer, made by boiling rice, adding

drugs to it, such as dhuturd, kuchild, Mdng, nim, auld (the list

numbers 126 separate drugs), and then steeping it in water until

fermentation sets in. It is only used by the lowest classes, and

at about a penny a quart. Dai shardb, or distilled rice spirit, is

made as follows, the description being condensed from the Revenue

Survey Report :—Rice is boiled in a small quantity of water, and put

out in the open air for the water to evaporate. To this is added

some balls of a mixture called 'bdkar,' prepared from the bark,

roots, seeds, or fruits of a variety of trees found in the jungle. Two

days afterwards some water is thrown in, and again after two days

some more is added. Fermentation then takes place, and on the

sixth day a quantity of hot water is added, when it is ready for

distilling. The still consists of the jar in which the mixture is con

tained, with another small jar placed over its mouth, the junction

of the two being hermetically closed with mud and tow. In the

upper jar two holes are made, to admit the ends of two bamboo

pipes, the other ends of which communicate with two earthen pots

to receive the liquor as it runs down the pipes. These recep

tacles are placed in water to keep them cool, and the still itself

placed in an oven over a brisk fire.
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Other Cereals.—Barley (jab) is sown in the months of October

and November, and reaped in March. It is planted on high lands

as a second crop to the dus rice, and is sometimes grown in the

same field with mustard or peas, or along the margin of fields the

interior of which is under peas. The people of the 24 Parganas

consume it in the shape of sdlu or coarse flour, prepared by

parching, husking, and pounding the grain. It is generally eaten

with molasses, milk, or curds. Indian corn (bhuttd or jandr) is

grown throughout the District, but only to a very small extent.

Nearly every well-to-do peasant has a small patch of Indian corn in

his homestead garden, but it is only raised for his own consumption.

It is sown in May, and reaped in September.

Green Crops and Vegetables.—Matar, or peas (pisum sativum),

sown in October, and gathered in February. Musurl (ervum lens),

sown in October, and gathered in February. Arhar (cajanus

Indicus), sown in May, and cut the following March. Chhold or

gram (deer arietinum), sown in October, and reaped in February or

March. Teord or khesdri (lathyrus sativus), the seasons of sowing and

reaping are the same as the foregoing. Sond mug and Krishna

mug (phaseolus murigo), sown in September, and cut in February.

Sarishd, or mustard (sinapis dichotoma), sown in October, and cut in

January and February. Masind, or linseed (linum usitatissimum),

sown and cut at the same seasons as the above. Til seed (sesamum

Orientalc), sown in August, and cut in November. Kaldi, or kidney

bean (phascolus Roxburghii), sown in September, and cut in January

and February. Bdigun or brinjal (solanum melongena), sown in a

nursery in May, and transplanted in June ; the vegetable ripens in

September, and continues in season till the following February or

March. Alu, or potatoes. This vegetable was introduced into

Bengal at an early period of British rule. Cabbages were imported at

a more recent date. As neither of these vegetables is indigenous to

the District, many orthodox Hindus have a prejudice against eating

them. Potatoes are not extensively grown in the 24 Parganas ; the

principal seat of their cultivation being H1igli. Sakarkand dlu, chubrl

dlu, and mau dlu, varieties of sweet potatoes, sown in June, and

gathered in October. Kachu, mdnkachu, and ol, varieties of yam,

sown in June, and gathered in October. Ardu (lagenaria vulgaris)

and Kumrd, varieties of pumpkin ; grown throughout the year. Sasd,

or cucumbers, planted in June, and continue in season from July to

the end of September. Sim, or beans, sown in September, ripen a
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month later, and continue in season till the following March. Piydj,

or onion, and rasun, or garlic, are sown in October and cut in March.

Other vegetables are also grown, such as note sdk, pdlang sdk, dengo,

jhingd, and patal. I have taken the botanical names from Sir

Graves Haughton.

Fruit Trees.—The 24 Parganas produces a large variety of fruits,

of which the following are the most important :—Cocoa-nut trees

(ndrikcl) grow abundantly, especially in the south of the District.

The milk of the green cocoa-nut is much used as a cooling drink.

A fully ripe cocoa-nut is called a jhund, and from its kernel several

kinds of sweetmeats are made, such as ndrikel ndru, raskard, chan-

drapuli, etc. The nut is put to a variety of important uses : ropes

and mats are made from the husk ; oil is extracted from the kernel,

and forms an important article of trade ; the shell is made into the

bowls of tobacco-pipes, hukkds, cups, etc. ; and the tree itself, when

past bearing, is cut down, and the trunk hollowed out into a canoe.

A popular legend ascribes the origin of this tree to the sage Vis-

wdmitra, who resolved to outdo Brahmd, the creator of the universe,

by producing a tree that should bear human beings as its fruit.

When he had finished making the head, the gods forced him to

desist from his impious purpose ; and the head was left as a cocoa-

nut. It is perhaps owing to this belief that the custom has arisen,

that when a Hindu dies in a distant country, and his body is not

burnt, his relatives make an effigy of straw, on which a cocoa-nut is

substituted for a head, which is then formally burnt. Am or mango

trees are extensively grown in the District, the fruit being of an

excellent flavour, and some varieties scarcely inferior in taste to the

well-known Bombay mangoes. Kald, or plantains, are also largely

reared. There are four principal varieties of this tree, viz. marttmdn

(properly Martaban), ehampd, rdm, and kdnthdlt. The last-named

variety is considered to be the purest food, although inferior in

flavour to the others.

The khejnr, or date tree, according to the Revenue Surveyor, is

the most important product of the District next to rice. The juice

of the tree is extracted and converted into sugar. The following

account of the cultivation of the tree and the manufacture of its

produce is condensed from the Revenue Survey Report:—The

date tree (khejur) is reared from seed sown in June or July, which

makes its appearance in about five or six months. It comes to

perfection in from six to seven years, but much depends on the
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soil, saltish land being most favourable to its growth. The juice

is thus extracted :—Five or six of the lower branches on one side

of the tree are iirst cut down. To do this, a man climbs to the top

of the tree, supporting himself by a strong rope, which he passes

round the tree and his own loins. He slides the rope up and

down with his hands, planting his feet iirmly against the tree, and

throwing the weight of his body on the rope. In this manner his

hands are free ; and he cuts the tree with an instrument something

like a bill-hook, and very sharp. He then cuts a flat space on the

side of the tree about nine inches in breadth, the surface of the cut

space being scraped or renewed twice in the succeeding twenty

days. At the end of this time a longitudinal incision is made in the

centre of the cleared space, and a small piece of bamboo, about

nine inches long, with a furrow cut in it, is driven into the incision.

Below the end of the bamboo an earthenware pot is hung at

sunset, and the juice of the tree runs down into it. In the

morning, before sunrise, these pots are taken down, and are

generally full. The juice is extracted three days in succession,

and then the tree is allowed to rest six days, when the juice is

again extracted for three more days. The yield of a tree in full

vigour is about eight pounds per diem during say ten days a month,

or just under three-quarters of a hundredweight per mensem. The

season for collecting the juice lasts from September till April. The

gur, or molasses, is prepared by boiling the juice over a brisk fire

for three or four hours, the fuel used being the branches that are

cut from the tree. From twelve to sixteen large-mouthed earthen

pots, containing from thirty to forty pounds each, are placed in

three or four rows, nearly touching one another; they are then

cemented together, and supported over a hollow dug below them,

by mud. A fire is lit underneath, and fed from holes in either side

of the mud row. When the juice thickens, it is poured into small

pots containing from ten to twelve pounds, and exposed to the air

to harden. The price of such a pot of gur (molasses or crude

sugar) in 1857 was from sixpence to ninepence. A pot weighing

10 to 12 lbs. would now (1873) be worth from a shilling to a

shilling and threepence. Each year the tree is cut on opposite

sides, and its age may generally be told by the number of cuts or

steps it has on its trunk. The tree lasts from forty to fifty years,

or even sixty, but no juice can be extracted from it at that age.

The date fruit ripens in May and June, and is eaten. Seeds for
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planting are only collected from uncut trees ; the cut ones bear

indiiferent fruit, and some none at all. The rent of date trees in

1857 was generally about twelve shillings per hundred; it has now

increased to fifteen shillings. One man can look after and collect

the juice from three or four hundred during the season. The

leaves are in some places made into mats. The gur, boiled down

from the juice tapped in January and February, yields about fifty

per cent. of raw sugar ; that extracted in March and April is inferior,

and only suitable for gur, and is eaten as such by the natives.

Sugar made from the gur sold in 1857 from 18s. 6d. to £i, is. od.

per hundredweight. It now sells from £1 to £i, 4s. od. The gur

is sold to sugar factories in the neighbourhood, where the process of

extraction is conducted, or it is sent to Calcutta. An intoxicating

liquor called toddy (TdH) is made from the juice by fermentation.

Of the juice tapped in November and December, it takes from

eight to ten pounds to make one pound of gur; in January and

February, from six to eight pounds ; and in March and April, from

five to six pounds, but the gur obtained in these months is resinous

and gluey, and unfit for sugar-making. From fifty-six to seventy-

eight pounds of sugar are manufactured from a hundredweight of

gur of the ordinary kind.

The native method of making the sugar is as follows :—The gur,

or crude sugar, is put into bags closed at the mouths, and enclosed

between strong bamboos, which are kept constantly tightened at

the ends to press out the treacle. When this has all run oif, the

half-made sugar left in the bags is put into open-mouthed pots,

each having a small hole at the bottom. A quantity of weed called

pdtd sdold, found in the marshes, is then laid on the top of the pot,

and upon this a small quantity of milk and water is sprinkled every

three days, to clarify the sugar as the moisture from the aquatic plant

sinks into the contents of the pot. It takes from twenty to twenty-

five days for all the moisture thus supplied by the aquatic plant and

by the milk and water to drain through the half-made sugar, and

go out as treacle at the hole at the bottom of the pot. What after

wards remains in the pot is clarified sugar. The treacle is used

for mixing with tobacco, and is also eaten by the natives.

A coarser sugar, called dalud, is made in the following manner:—

The gur is put into baskets about three feet in circumference and

two feet high, at the top and bottom of which is placed a quantity

of the aquatic weed pdtd sdold, and below which an earthenware
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vessel is placed. to receive the treacle. Every four or five days the

weed on the surface is taken off, and the sugar on the top is

removed, and a fresh supply of weed put on. This is continued

till the whole of the gur in the basket is cleared off. A more

detailed account of date cultivation and the process of sugar

manufacture will be found in my Statistical Account of Jessor,

which, even more than the 24 Parganas, is the principal seat of

sugar manufacture in Lower Bengal. A large export trade is

carried on in the produce.

The other important fruit trees in the 24 Parganas are as

follow :—The litchi and peach, both lately introduced in the

District, but thriving well ; the jack (kdnthdt) ; bel; jdmrul; pine

apple ; pomegranate, but of an inferior quality ; papaya; jdm ; goIdp

jam ; guava ; did, or custard apple ; native plum ; and tamarind.

Fibres.—Jute (pdt) was formerly very little cultivated in the

District, and the small quantities that were produced only sufficed

for local requirements, such as ropemaking, etc. About fifteen

years ago a great demand arose for gunny cloth, and almost every

iamily that could get a little money to establish a jute loom

did so. Nearly all the day-labourers took to weaving, and the

women and children to spinning the thread, causing the rates of

labour to suddenly rise. Jute cultivation accordingly received an

impetus ; and although the gunny-weaving was carried to excess,

and ruined many families in the 24 Parganas, other outlets for the

jute fibre sprang up, and its production has steadily increased.

A large part of the high lands in the District, formerly devoted to

dus rice, is now entirely given up to jute cultivation. The jute

cultivated in the country south of the Padmd, or Ganges, is

known as desi jute, to distinguish it from the superior qualities

produced north and east of that river, where the principal jute-

growing Districts are situated. Of the desi jute, the Bdrasat and

nangi (as that grown in the Fiscal Division of Mandalghdt in Hugli

District is called) are the finest qualities. The Barasat Subdivision

is the principal seat of jute cultivation in the 24 Parganas. The

husbandman derives a much larger profit from jute than from

any other crop grown on the same description of land. The

value of the rice produced from an acre of dus land, including

the straw, is about £2, 5s. od. to ^3, the rent varying from 4s. 6d.

to 15s., leaving a profit of say from £i, 10s. od. to £2, 10s. od. to

the cultivator. Jute is grown on the same sort of land as dus rice,
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but pays a slightly higher rent, varying from 6s. to 19s. 6d. an acre

in different Subdivisions. Besides the rent, the husbandman has to

employ hired labour for cutting, washing, and preparing the fibre,

varying from 18s. to £i, 4s. od., according to the produce of the

land. The total cost to the cultivator for raising an acre of jute, there

fore, amounts to from £i, 4s. od. to £2, 3s. 6d., according to the

quality of land and the out-turn ; the average cost may be taken at

£1, 15s. od. an acre. The produce from an acre of jute land varies

from six and a half hundredweights or nine maunds from poor soil,

to upwards of fifteen hundredweights or twenty-one maunds for

unusually good land, the average for fairly good land being eleven

hundredweights an acre. In ordinary seasons, desi jute has of late

sold at 11s. a hundredweight, or Rs. 4 a maund. At this rate,

the value of the produce of an acre of jute land would be, say from

£3, 10s. od. to £&, 8s. od., the average from ordinary good land

being about £6, leaving a return to the grower of from £2, 6s. od. to

£6, 4s. 6d., or an average of about £4, 5 s. od. (after deducting outlay

for rent and hired labour) as net profit and payment for the plough

ing, weeding, etc., which are usually done by the cultivator himself.

Prices, however, have been unusually low for the present season's crop

(1872-73), and have averaged little over one-half the above rates.

The process of jute cultivation in the 24 Parganas is as follows :

—The field is well ploughed two or three times after the first fall

of rain in March or April, and allowed to remain for two months.

This interval the cultivator employs in manuring the land with

cow-dung, rich black soil collected from the bottom of tanks, ashes,

and all manner of vegetable refuse. The land is again ploughed

several times in May, the clods well broken, and the seed sown

broadcast. When the young plants are about six inches high, a

harrow is drawn over the field to thin the plants where they are too

thick, as well as to furrow the land in order to assist the absorption

of moisture. When the plant reaches a foot high, the field is care

fully weeded by hand, after which it receives no further attention

until the cutting season in August or September. When the crop

is cut, the leaves are stripped off and scattered over the ground to

rot in as manure. The jute stalks are then bound together, and

steeped in a pool or tank for ten to fourteen days, until decomposi

tion sets in, and the fibre becomes fit for separation from the stem.

This is generally done by hired labour. The jute-washer snaps

the stem about two feet from the root, and pulls out the inner
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woody part from the portion thus broken. He then lays hold of

the fibre, and by continued gentle pulling it gradually separates

itself from the wood which still remains in the upper part of the

stalk, and also from the outer bark. It is then thoroughly dried in

the sun, and bound up into bundles called gdnt, and in this state it is

sold to petty dealers who come round to the cultivators' houses and

collect it. These men take it to the large mart at Baidyabdti, near

Serampur, in Hugli District, where it is bought up by wholesale

dealers. The ordinary price paid by the petty dealers to the

villagers in the 24 Parganas who grow the jute, averages in good

years about Rs. 4 a maund, or say us. a hundredweight. Nearly

all the jute grown in the 24 Parganas is thus taken to the Baidya-

bdti market for sale.

Son, or Indian hemp (crotolaria juncea), is only grown to a very

small extent in this District ; it is sown in June, and cut in August.

Miscellaneous Crops.—Ikshu or Akh, sugar-cane. The following

account is quoted from Major Smyth's Revenue Survey Report :—' A

rich soil is selected, high enough to be above the usual water-mark

of the rainy season. The field is ploughed ten or twelve times, and

manured. Cuttings of the cane are planted horizontally in the

ground in March, about eighteen inches apart, which sprout up

in about a month. In July or August, when the plants are about

three feet high, they are tied up by three or four together with their

own leaves, to prevent their being blown over. If there is no rain

in September or October, it is necessary to water them. The canes

are cut in January and February, and the juice is extracted by a

mill, then boiled and made into gur or molasses. The mill acts on

the principle of a pestle and mortar, the pestle rubbing the canes

against the edge of the mortar. To the end of the pestle is attached

a beam from fifteen to eighteen feet long, which acts as a lever, and

to this is attached another horizontal beam to which the bullocks

are yoked. These walk round, and so crush the cane between the

pestle and the sides of the mortar. This last generally consists of the

trunk of a tamarind tree hollowed out, at the bottom of which is a

small hole, communicating with the outside, through which the juice

escapes, and is received into an earthenware pot. The boiling is

the next process ; and this is done in a very similar method to that

of the date juice before explained.' The Revenue Surveyor estimates

the yield of sugar-cane at £1 2 or upwards per acre ; and the cost

of cultivation, 8s. od. Mr. Westland calculates the yield in the

vol. n. K*
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adjoining District of Jessor at £7, 10s. od. an acre, which is stated to

me to be too low. Another and more primitive method is to crush

the canes between two revolving iron rollers, which are worked by

hand.

Pan.—The Revenue Surveyor gives the following particulars as to

the cultivation of this plant, which is carried on to a considerable

extent in the 24 Parganas :—' The land selected is generally high,

of a stiffish soil, and in the vicinity of a stream or tank. The size

of a pdn garden or baraj is usually from eight to twelve kdthds of

land. It is enclosed by a wall of bamboo and reed work, about

five or six feet in height, and covered over with the same material,

the roof being supported by uprights from within. This is done to

protect the creeper from the sun, and to prevent cows, goats, etc.,

from destroying it. The enclosure thus prepared is divided off

into parallel ridges about eighteen inches apart, in which are placed,

about a span apart, uprights of thin bamboo, and across this a

netting of other thin bamboos. The land requires to be well dug

up previous to planting, which is done from cuttings in February

and March ; and in four months, by June or July, they have grown

sufficiently for the leaves to be plucked. During the hot months of

April and May, the plants must be watered morning and evening,

and in June and July the land is well manured with oilcake.

Fresh earth also requires to be thrown about the roots at the same

time. There are three crops during the twelve months, and they

are called by the name of the respective months in which they are

plucked, viz. Karrik pdn, the best; Phdlgun pdn; and Ashar pdn,

—the last named being the heaviest crop, but inferior in quality.

The leaves are sold day by day in the green state ; and when

plucking, it is a rule always to leave sixteen leaves on the creeper.

It is largely used by the natives, eaten with betel-nut, lime, and

cardamoms.' The Revenue Surveyor furnishes a set of calcu

lations, which would show that an acre of pdn yields ^156 per

annum ; the cost of production being ^103, 10s., leaving a profit of

^52, 1 os. after allowing for rent, repairs, manure, and the culti

vator's labour. This estimate is, however, much higher than I have

received from other Districts. See Statistical Account of Cattack,

and other Districts.

Tobacco.—The Revenue Surveyor states that 'the tobacco

grown in the District is of two kinds, viz. hingli and mdndhdtd,

the former of which is the best. Light soil is usually selected.
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and is ploughed weekly for eight months, from February to

September. The seed is sown in a nursery, and transplanted about

the end of September, each plant being placed about eighteen

inches apart. The tops and suckers are broken off in November

and December, to prevent their running to seed, and the leaves are

collected in January. These are spread out for three or four days

on the ground, night and day ; they are then strung on a string, and

hung up within the house for a month, to get the benefit of the

smoke. In March they are made up into bundles and sold to the

mahajans or their agents, who have generally made advances to the

husbandmen for the cultivation, and come round in due season to

collect their produce. Tobacco is grown chiefly in the northern

and north-eastern parts of the District.' The figures furnished by

the Revenue Surveyor would show that an acre of tobacco yields

;£io, 1 os.; the cost of cultivation being estimated by him at J[fi, 18s.;

net profit, 12s. an acre. This calculation must be received

with caution.

Thatching Grasses, called ulu and kus, are very paying crops to

the cultivator, as they require no labour or trouble, except in the

cutting. They grow spontaneously, on high and dry lands too poor

to be profitably cultivated with other crops. When once these

grasses have taken possession of a spot of land, it is very diificult to

eradicate them. Ulu grass grows very abundantly on both sides of

the Eastern Bengal Railway embankment, and is every year sold by

auction by the Company. An acre of this land produces about six

kdhans or 7680 bundles of straw, each eighteen inches in circumfer

ence ; the whole selling for about The grass grows from three

to six feet in height. Kus grass is not so much valued as ulu for

thatching purposes ; but it is the grass sacred to the gods, and is

much used at funeral obsequies and other religious ceremonies of

the Hindus. Small mats are made of this description of grass

called kusdsan, and used as seats for persons performing pi'tja

(worship). This grass also grows spontaneously on barren ground,

and is not cultivated.

Indigo Cultivation has greatly decreased of late years, and is

now on a much smaller scale than in the neighbouring Districts of

Nadiyd and Jessor. I do not therefore treat of the subject here,

but a full account of indigo will be found in the Statistical Accounts

of those Districts. A few Simul or cotton trees are found in the 24

Parganas, where they grow indigenously. Major Smyth's Revenue
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Survey Report states that 'the cotton is contained within a pod,

which bursts when ripe, and strews the ground with its contents.

The natives who collect the cotton usually knock the pods off the

tree when ready for bursting, as when they are allowed to burst on

the tree, one half or more of the produce is blown away. The

cotton is used for stuffing pillows, mattrasses, etc. The tree has a

beautiful deep crimson flower, and when in full blossom it is so

extensively covered with it, that it can be distinguished for miles

from any adjoining trees.' Haridrd, or turmeric, sown in June and

reaped in January ; and lankd, or chilies, sown in July or August

and gathered in January or February, complete the list of crops.

Area : Out-turn of Crops, etc.—The District was surveyed

between December 1846 and September 1851. Its area as then

ascertained, exclusive of Calcutta and the Suburbs and the Sundar-

bans, amounted to 1,437,440 acres, or 2246 square miles (as against

its present area of 2536 square miles). Of the area in 1851, 878,528

acres, or 137270 square miles, were returned as under cultivation;

200,512 acres, or 313-30 square miles, as fallow and cultivable ; and

358,400 acres, or 560 square miles, as village sites, roads, rivers,

jungle, etc. Since the date of the survey, however, the area of the

District has been considerably extended, by the transfer of several

Fiscal Divisions from Nadiyd to the 24 Parganas in 1863. In

October 187 1, the Surveyor-General reported the revised area of the

District, exclusive of the Sundarbans, to be 2536 square miles. The

Collector reports to me, that no means exist of forming even an

estimate of the comparative acreage under the different crops.

Statistics collected by the Board of Revenue for 1868-69 return the

area under rice cultivation alone at 884,1 18 acres, or 1381*43 square

miles. Such statistics proceed on a loose basis ; but so far as they

go, they show, when taken along with the return of 1851, that more

than half the area of the District is under actual crops. The

Collector states that a fair out-turn of paddy from lands paying a

rental of 9s. and 18s. an acre respectively, would be twenty-two and

thirty-three hundredweights, value £2, 2s. od. and ^3, 12s. od.

respectively. Very little rice land in the 24 Parganas pays so high

a rent as 18s. an acre. A second crop of oil-seeds or pulses is

generally taken from dus lands ; average produce, five and a half

hundredweights; value, 10s. od. A second crop of the same

kind, and of about the same value, is also obtained from jute land.

Cond1t1on of the Cult1vators.—A holding above thirty-three
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acres, or a hundred bighds in extent, would be considered a very

large farm; and anything below three and a third acres, or ten

bighds, a very small one. A fair-sized, comfortable holding for a

husbandman cultivating his own lands, would be a farm of about

seventeen or eighteen acres, or fifty bighds ; the majority of the

holdings are of much smaller extent. A single pair of oxen cannot

plough more than five acres, or fifteen bighds. A small holding of

this size would not make a peasant so well off as a respectable

retail shopkeeper in a village, nor would it enable him to live as

well as a man earning 1 6s. a month in wages. The condition of

the cultivating classes has much improved of late years, owing to

the general rise in prices which has taken place in all kinds of agri

cultural produce ; partly to the demand which has arisen for jute,

and also to their proximity to Calcutta, which incites them to

resist oppressions on the part of the landholders. The number

of money-lenders in the District is said to have decreased, and

the peasantry are not now generally in debt. Most of the land in

the 24 Parganas is held by husbandmen with occupancy rights,

but the Collector reports that no statistics exist to enable him to

state the proportion they bear to the tenants at will. No class of

small proprietors is found in the District, who own, occupy, and

cultivate with their own hands, hereditary estates. A well-to-do

husbandman can comfortably support a middling-sized household

consisting of five members, including children, on £2 a month,

made up of the following items:—rice, 10s.; pulses, 4s.; vegetables,

4s.; salt, 2s.; oil, 3s.; spices, 1s. 6d.; clothing, 3s. 6d.; fuel, 4s.;

washerman and barber, 6d.; tobacco, 1s.; religious ceremonies, 1s.;

renewal of plates, etc., or household furniture, 1s.; house repairs, 2s.;

medicines, 6d.; contingencies, 2s.; total, £2. It should be remem

bered, however, that this is the scale of living of a prosperous man

with a fairly large holding. The expenses of an ordinary peasant

seldom exceed 18s. or £1 a month. Besides, most of the articles

of food, such as rice, pulses, vegetables, etc., are grown by the

cultivator himself, and not purchased ; the prices given above are

those at which he would have to buy in the market, if he had no

stocks of his own.

The Domest1c An1mals of the 24 Parganas consist of buffaloes,

oxen, cows, sheep, goats, pigs, fowls, ducks, pigeons, dogs, and cats.

Those used in agriculture are oxen and buffaloes, and sometimes

cows by the Musalmans. The animals reared for food or as articles
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of trade are, oxen, cows, goats, sheep, pigs, fowls and ducks. Beef

is only eaten by a small number of Musalmans who can afford it ;

goats by both Muhammadans and Hindus ; fowls by Muhammadans

only; and pigs by hdris, doms, and other very low castes. The

value of a fairly good cow is about £i, 10s. od.; of a pair of oxen,

^3 ; a pair of buifaloes, £6 ; a score of sheep, ; a score of kids

six months old, ; and a score of pigs, £10.

The Agricultural Implements in use in the 24 Parganas are

as follow, the description being condensed from the Revenue Sur

veyor's Report :—(1) Ndngal, or plough—a wretched implement,

scratching rather than ploughing up the soil, but suited to the poor

condition of the cattle that draw it. It is so light that the peasant

carries it on his shoulder to the field, driving the bullocks before

him. The ploughman guides the plough with one hand, and the

tails of his bullocks with the other. The value of one of these

implements is about 2s. The yoke of the plough rests on the

animals' neck, in front of the hump ; no harness is required. (2)

Mai, or clod-crusher, consists of a bamboo split in two, and joined

across by smaller pieces of from eighteen inches to two feet long, in

the form of a ladder. It is yoked to a pair of bullocks by means of

a long rope, and is used to break the clods as well as to smooth

the surface of the soil after the seed has been scattered. The driver

stands upon it to give it weight. (3) The bidd is a large rake similar

to the English harrow. It is made of bamboo, with teeth of the

same ; it is yoked to a pair of bullocks, and is used chiefly for tearing

up the weeds and thinning the crop, when the plant is from six to

nine inches high. (4) The kdste, or reaping-hook, is much the same as

the English one, except that it is more clumsily made, and is not so

circular. (5) The koddli is a kind of large hoe, the blade being from

twelve to fourteen inches long, by from eight to ten inches in breadth,

and about as thick as an English spade. It has a short handle

from twelve to fifteen inches long, and the natives are very expert

with it. It is chiefly used in digging up garden lands, excavating

ditches, and especially wells, where it is necessary to work in a very

confined space. (6) The phdord is also a kind of hoe, but narrower

and made of much thicker iron than the koddli, and has a handle

three or four feet long. The man stands while using it, but with the

koddli he has either to sit or stoop. The phdord is used for digging

up stiff clay soils. (7) The khurpd is a small instrument used for

weeding, and for rooting up grass as fodder for cattle ; it has a blade
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from three to four inches square, and a handle about six inches long,

turned over at one end. In using it, the force is applied with the

palm of the hand against the turned end, the blade being thus forced

horizontally along the roots of the grass. (8) The phor is another

weeding iron ; it has a short handle, in which is fixed a piece of

iron about ten inches long, at the other end of which is a small

piece about two inches in length, fixed at an angle of about forty-

five degrees. The outer edge of this is sufficiently sharp to cut

through the roots of weeds, etc., but not so as to injure the roots of

plants or trees. In weeding roads and gardens it is very eifective.

(9) The kdtdri or ddo is a kind of bill-hook used for splitting and

cutting bamboos, and also for clearing brushwood, jungle, etc. (10)

The kurdlt is used for felling timber, etc.; it has a blade five or six

inches long, and from two to three in breadth, shaped like a wedge.

(11) The khantd consists of a piece of flat iron fixed at one end of a

bamboo or stake, and is used for digging small holes for trans

planting, etc. It is sometimes made entirely of iron, when it is

used as a crow-bar. (12) The dnkrd is a broom used to collect

paddy thrown out of the threshing-ground during threshing, etc.

(13) Kuld, a flat open basket used for winnowing grain.

For the cultivation of what is technically known as ' a plough ' of

land, equal to about five English acres, the following cattle and

implements are necessary :—A pair of oxen ; a plough, yoke, etc.; a

bamboo ladder or clod-crusher ; a large rake or harrow ; three reap

ing sickles ; three weeders ; two hoes or spades ; and seven other

minor implements. The cost of these would represent a capital of

£4, of which about ^3 would be spent on the oxen.

Wages and Prices are reported to have nearly doubled since the

Mutiny in 1857, and have nearly trebled since 1830. In 1830

the wages of a cooly or an agricultural day-labourer was three-

halfpence per diem ; previous to the Mutiny they were about three

pence per day, and in 1870 they had risen to fourpence half

penny. Smiths twenty years ago (1850) were paid sixpence a day ;

in 1870 their wages had increased to is., or exactly double what

they were in 1850. Bricklayers, who in 1850 received fourpence

halfpenny, are now paid sevenpence halfpenny a day; and car

penters' wages, which in 1850 were sixpence, had increased in 1870

to tenpence halfpenny a day. Prices of food, grains, and all kinds of

agricultural produce, have risen proportionately. The reports from

the Bdrasat Subdivision, which may be taken to fairly represent
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the rates for the whole District, show that in 1853 the best

cleaned rice was selling at 5s. 1d. a hundredweight, or Rs. 1/14 a

maund ; common rice at 3s. oxl. a hundredweight, or Rs. 1/6 a

maund. In 1856 the prices were, for best rice, 5s. 7d. a hun

dredweight, or Rs. 2/1 a maund ; common rice, 4s. 5d. a hundred

weight, or Rs. 1/10 a maund. In 1860 prices were low: best

rice sold at 4s. qd. a hundredweight, or Rs. 1/12 a maund; common

rice, 4s. 1d. a hundredweight, or Rs. 1/8 a maund. In 1868, after

the great famine of 1866, best rice sold at 9s. 6d. a hundredweight,

or Rs. 3/8 a maund ; common rice, 7 s. 6d. a hundredweight, or Rs.

2/12 a maund. In 1870 the rates were : for best rice, 6s. 10d. a

hundredweight, or Rs. 2/8 a maund; common rice, 6s. a hundred

weight, or Rs. 2/3 a maund; fine paddy, 3s. 4^d. a hundredweight,

or Rs. 1/4 a maund ; common paddy, 2s. 4^d. a hundredweight, or

14 anas a maund. During the height of the famine of 1866, best

rice sold for 19s. a hundredweight, or Rs. 7 a maund; common rice,

15s. 4^d. a hundredweight, or Rs. 5/10 a maund; best paddy,

8s. 10^d. a hundredweight, or Rs. 3/4 a maund ; and common

paddy, 7s. 10d. a hundredweight, or Rs. 2/14 a maund. The price

of sugar-cane remained stationary from 1853 to 1860; the quantity

which sold at an average for 1s. during those years, in 1870 sold for

1s. 6d. The price of common country wine (doasld) has remained

stationary throughout the whole period, and is worth about 1s. 9d.

or 1s. 10d. a quart bottle; toddy (tdrt) or fermented date juice has

sold without variation at a little less than a penny a quart.

The Local We1ghts and Measures are as follow :—-The

standard man or maund, of 82 lbs. avoirdupois, is in universal use

throughout the District in buying and selling by weight. Gold,

silver, and precious stones are weighed thus : 4 dhdn = 1 rati, or

1-875 grains Troy; 8 rati= 1 mdsd, or 15 grains Troy; 12 mdsd= 1

told, or 180 grains Troy. For large articles the following weights

are used :—5 told= 1 chhatdk, or 2 ozs.; 4 chhatdk = 1 pod; 4 pod

= 1 ser, or 2 lbs. o ozs. 14 drs. ; 5 ser = 1 pasuri; 8 pasuri or 40

ser = 1 maund of 82 lbs. avoirdupois. The local measures vary in

different parts of the District. In Barasat Subdivision it is as

follows :—2\ scr = 1 pdli; 2 pdlt = 1 don; 2 don= 1 kdti ; 8 kdti= 1

drhi; 20 drhi=1 bis; 16 bis =1 kdhan. In Sdtkhird :—5 «r=1

pdlt; 8 pdli = 1 drhi; 20 drhi — 1 bis. Diamond Harbour:—2^ ser

= 1 pdlt; 4 pdlt= 1 kdlhd ; 5 kdthd= 1 pan or kuni ; 4 pan= 1 sali;

4 salt = 1 kdhan. In other parts the following measure is the
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standard :—5 chhatdk = 1 kanikd; 4 kanikd = 1 rek; 4 rek = 1

20 pdli = 1 16 xa//= 1 kdhan. The following measure of

numbers used for cowries, bundles of straw, grass, etc. :—4 units = 1

gandd; 20 gandd =1 pan; 16 pan or 1280 units =1 kahan. The

unit of lineal and square land measure is the hdth, which varies from

eighteen to twenty-nine inches. The Revenue Survey states that

' the hdth is based on the following system :—5 fingers' breadth

( = angult)=1 palm (mushti) ; 6 mushti = 1 hdth. The hdth, in

consequence, depended upon the physical structure of the individual

who measured it for each Fiscal Division, Village, or Estate. Square

measure is also reckoned in bighds, kdthds, etc., the size of the bighd

depending on the length of its side, or of the original hdth from

which it was constructed, and is comprised in the following table :

—4 kdg—1 kard; 4 kard=1 gandd; 5 gandd =1 kdchchhd; 4

kdchchhd=1 chhatdk ; 16 chhatdk=1 kdthd; 20 kdthd=1 bighd.

There are in the District bighds varying from eighty to a hundred

hdths square of 18 inches each; and one of fifty-five hdths, of 29 inches

each. The value of each in English measurement is as follows :—

1 bighd of 80 hdths of 18 inches = 0-330578 acre ; a bighd of 85 hdths

of 18 inches = o-373192 acre; a bighd of 90 hdths of 18 inches =

o-418388 acre ; a bighd of 93 hdths of 18 inches = 0-446746 acre ; a

bighd of 95 hdths of 18 inches = 0-466167 acre ; a bighd of 100 hdths

of 18 inches = 0-5 16529 acre; a bighd of 55 hdths of 29 inches =

0-405575 acre. The corresponding value of an acre in bighds is as

follows:—1 acre = 3-025 bighds of 80 hdths of 18 inches; 1 acre =

2-67958 bighds of 85 hdths of 18 inches ; 1 acre = 2-39012 bighds of 90

hdths of 18 inches ; 1 acre= 2-23841 bighds of 93 hdths of 18 inches;

1 acre= 2-14515 bighds of 95 hdths of 18 inches; 1 acre= 1*93600

bighds of 100 hdths of 18 inches; 1 acre = 2-46563 bighds oi 55

hdths of 29 inches. The standard bighd is the one of 80 hdths of

18 inches square, equal to 14,400 square feet, or within a fraction of

a third of an English acre, and is the one now more generally used.

Time is generally measured by the sun. Major Smyth states

that 'some people have a water-dial, consisting of a small brass

pot with a small hole at the bottom of it, which is set afloat in an

earthenware bowl of water ; the water filtering through the brass

pot and sinking it, the time reckoning one hour. The method

requires constant attention, and is only used by those who can afford

to pay a man to look hourly after it.' This primitive mode of reckon

ing time is still occasionally used in the more backward parts of the
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District. The common people calculate the hour by the length of

their shadow, and with very general correctness. Time is subdivided

as follows :—60 amtpal = 1 bipal ; 60 bipal = 1 pal; 60 pal = 1

danda, equal to 24 minutes ; 7^ danda = 1 prahar, or three hours ;

8 prahar = 1 dibas, or day and night of 24 hours ; 15 dibas or

days = 1 paksha; 2 paksha = 1 mds or month ; 2 mds = 1 ritu ;

3 ritu = 1 ayan, or half-year ; 2 ayan = 1 batsar, or year.

Landless Day-Labourers.—The increased rate of wages has

developed a tendency towards the growth of a community of day-

labourers neither possessing nor renting land. In every village

exists a class of persons called majurs, or day-labourers, who culti

vate the lands of others, and receive daily wages in money.

Another class of labourers, called daulids, annually migrate into the

Sundarbans during the paddy-reaping season, and return to their

homes after the harvest is over. They are paid in kind, at the rate

of one bundle of paddy for every twenty bundles cut by them.

Each bundle contains a little over three pounds of paddy. People

who cultivate the lands of others are sometimes paid by a one-half

share of the crop, but they generally also hold some lands of their

own in the village. In such cases, the seed and cattle are found by

the person cultivating the field, the landlord merely giving the land.

Women are never employed in the fields, and children rarely.

Spare Land.—With the exception of jungles and large marshes,

there is but little spare land in the 24 Parganas, and hence tenures

are not generally favourable to the cultivators. There is very little

utbandi land in the District ; that is to say, land on which the hus

bandman enters at pleasure, cultivating as much or as little of it as he

pleases, and paying rent only for the area of the crop actually raised.

Intermediate Land Tenures.—A separate investigation is

being made into the Tenures of the Division, and will be embodied

in a section by itself. Everywhere throughout Bengal a longer

or shorter chain of intermediate holders is to be found. At one

end of this chain stands the zaminddr, who holds the estate from the

Government under the Permanent Settlement, and pays his land

tax direct to the Government Treasury. At the other end of it is

the actual cultivator. The following are the different tenures which

exist between the zaminddr, or superior landlord, and the actual

cultivator in the 24 Parganas :—(1) Dependent tdluk; originally

formed a portion of an estate or zaminddri, but subsequently trans

ferred to a second party upon the condition of the proportionate
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share of the Government revenue being paid through the zaminddr

or holder of the parent estate. (2) Tatni tdluk is a permanent

tenure granted by the zaminddr at a fixed rent in consideration of

a bonus, the holder being entitled to exercise all the powers of the

grantor, but paying his land tax through the zaminddr. (3) Dar-

patni tdluk is a similar tenure granted by a patniddr. (4) Se-patnt,

a similar sub-tenure granted by a dar-patniddr. (5) Maurasi and

Mukarrari, hereditary tenures granted to the holder by the pro

prietor of an estate or a patniddr, and held by the grantee at a fixed

rent. (6) Dar Maurasi, an hereditary tenure at a fixed rent,

similar to the above, and created by a maurasiddr. (7) Gdnthi,

an hereditary tenure at a fixed rate of rent held under the zaminddr.

(8) Dar-Gdnthi, a holding created by sub-letting a gdnthi. (9)

Thikd, an hereditary tenure held under the zaminddr. It is also

a tenure terminable at will by either the occupant or the land

holder ; that is to say, the landholder can dispossess the tenant if

he chooses, and the latter, on his side, can throw up the land if he does

not wish to retain it. (10) Jamd, a general term for tenures, par

ticularly leaseholds. (11) Karfa tenures are sub-leases created

by gdnthiddrs or jamdddrs. (12) Jjdrd, a lease of a village or an

estate for a term of years. (13) Dar-ijdrd, the sub-letting of the

above. (14) Katkind, a lease of a small estate for a term of years.

(15) Guldjamd, a tenure in which the rent of the land is agreed to

be paid in kind. (16) Bhdgrd, a tenure in which the holder pays

a half-share of the produce as rent. This tenure is chiefly granted

by Branmans, Kayasths, and others of the upper castes who, in the

24 Parganas, do not generally cultivate their lands by means of

hired labour (as they do in Bardwan, Birbh1im, and other Districts),

but either rent it out or make it over to some one in bhdg, a tenure

under which the cultivator finds all expenses of tillage, etc., and

gives the owner of the land one-half of the crop, retaining the other

moiety as a return for his labour and outlay. The Collector states

that a considerable portion of the land has passed from the hands

of the superior landlords into those of intermediate holders.

Rates of Rent.—The Collector returns the rates of rent of the

different qualities of land in the 24 Pargands in 187 1 as follow:—

Bdstu, or homestead lands, from 12s. to £1, 4s. od. an acre, or Rs. 2

to Rs. 4 a bighd; udbdstu, lands adjoining the homestead, same rates

as the above ; bdgdt, or garden land, same rates as the above ; Mar,

or thatching grass lands, from 12 s. to 15 s. an acre, or Rs. 2 to Rs.
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2/8 a bighd; baraj, or pan gardens, £i, is. od. an acre, or Rs.

3/8 a bigM; tobacco lands, from 15 s. to 18s. an acre, or from

Rs. 2/8 to Rs. 3 a bighd; ikshu, or sugar-cane lands, same

rates as the above ; dus land, producing a second or winter crop of

mustard-seed or oil-seeds, from 6s. to 18s. an acre, or from Rs. 1

to Rs. 3 a bighd; dman, or winter rice land, from 6s. to £1, 4s. od.

an acre, or Rs. 1 to Rs. 4 per bighd. The following is an

abstract of a statement of the average rates of rent for the com

mon crops in the 24 Parganas, arranged Subdivision by Subdivision,

and submitted by the Collector to the Government of Bengal on

the 15th August 1872.

1. Alipur; or Headquarters Subdivision.—Aus (early rice)

land, producing a second or winter crop of pulses or oil-seeds, 6s.

to 12s. an acre, or Rs. 1 to Rs. 2 a bighd; late or winter rice land

(dman), producing one crop only, from 4s. 6d. to 15s. an acre, or

from 12 anas to Rs. 2 a bighd; jute land, from 6s. to 15s. an acre,

or Rs. 1 to Rs. 2/8 a bighd; sugar-cane land, from 6s. to 15s. an

acre, or Rs. 1 to Rs. 2/8 a bighd; pan, or betel-leaf gardens,

no cultivation except in the vicinity of Calcutta; vegetable land,

from 6s. to 18s. an acre, or from Rs. 1 to Rs. 3 a bighd; tobacco,

very little or none cultivated in the Subdivision ; date trees, very

little grown in the Subdivision.

Satkhira Subdivision.—Early rice (dus) lands, from 6s. to

7s. 6d. an acre, or Rs. 1 to Rs. 1/4 per bighd; jute and sugar

cane, mustard and linseed, kaldi and vegetables, are grown as a

second crop on dus lands. Late rice (dman) land, 9s. an acre, or

Rs. 1/8 a bighd; jute is cultivated on dus lands, and pays the

same rate of rent ; sugar-cane, cultivated on the same land, pays

the same rent as dus or jute land ; pan gardens, from £i, 4s. od.

to £1, 10s. od. an acre, or Rs. 4 to Rs. 5 a bighd; vegetables,

grown on dus land, pay rent at the same rate; tobacco, from 12s.

to 13s. 6d. an acre, or Rs. 2 to Rs. 2/4 a bighd; date trees, 7s. 6d.

an acre, or Rs. 1/4 a bighd,

Basurhat Subdivision.—Early rice (dus) land, from 4s. 6d. to

6s. an acre, or 1 2 anas to Rs. 1 a bighd ; late rice (dman), from 6s.

to 9s. an acre, or Rs. 1 to Rs. 1/8 a bighd; jute land, from 6s. to

7s. 6d. an acre, or Rs. 1 to Rs. 1/4 a bighd; sugar-cane land, from

12s. to 15s. an acre, or Rs. 2 to Rs. 2/8 a bighd ; pan, very little

or none grown in the Subdivision ; tobacco land, from 1 2s. to

15s. an acre, or Rs. 2 to Rs. 2/8 a bighd; vegetable land, from
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7s. 6d. to 9s. an acre, or Rs. 1 /4 to Rs. 1/8 a bighd ; date land,

irom 4s. 6d. to 6s. an acre, or 12 anas to Rs. 1 a bighd.

Barasat Subdivision.—Early rice (dus) land, from 6s. to 15s.

an acre, or Rs. 1 to Rs. 2/8 a bighd; late rice (dman) land, from 6s.

to £i, 4s. od. an acre, or Rs. 1 to 4 a bighd; jute, grown on dus

lands, pays at the same rate; sugar-cane land, from 12s. to 18s.

an acre, or Rs. 2 to Rs. 3 a bighd ; pdn, or betel-leaf gardens, from

£2, 8s. od. to £3, 12s. od. an acre, or Rs. 8 to Rs. 12 a bighd;

vegetable land, from 12s. to 15s. an acre, or Rs. 2 to Rs. 2/8 a bighd;

tobacco land, from 9s. to £i, 4s. od. an acre, or Rs. 1/8 to Rs. 4 a

bighd ; date land is rented according to the number of trees grown

on it, and not by the measure of land.

Baruipur Subdivision :—Early rice (dus) land, from 7s. 6d. to

1 5s. an acre, or Rs. 1/4 to Rs. 2/8 a bighd ; late rice (dman) land, from

9s. to 15s. an acre, or from Rs. 1/8 to Rs. 2/8 a bighd ; jute land,

from 1 8s. to 19s. 6d. an acre, or from Rs. 3 to Rs. 3/4 a bighd;

sugar-cane land, pdn gardens, vegetable land, and tobacco land, all

pay from 18s. to 19s. 6d. an acre, or from Rs. 3 to Rs. 3/4 a bighd

date trees are very little grown in the Subdivision.

Diamond Harbour Subdivision :—Early rice (dus), very little

grown in this Subdivision; late rice (dman) land, 12s. an acre, or

Rs. 2 a bighd ; jute, sugar-cane, pdn, tobacco and date trees, are

very little cultivated in the Subdivision ; vegetable land, from 1 2s.

to £1, 4s. od. an acre, or Rs. 2 to Rs. 4 a bighd.

No records exist showing the different rates of rent for the various

descriptions of land in olden times ; but the Collector reports to me

that the rates seem to have varied in the different Fiscal Divisions,

at the time of the Permanent Settlement in 1793, from 3s. to 12s.

an acre, or 8 anas to Rs. 2 a bighd for rice lands ; and from 4s. io-Jd.

to 15 s. an acre, or from 13 ands to Rs. 2/8 a bighd, for homestead

and garden lands. The general rates of rent have been increasing

in the 24 Parganas for some time back, in consequence of the rise

in prices and increase of population. The Collector states that the

operation of the Land Law (Act X. of 1859) has not resulted in any

general enhancement of rents in the District.

Manure is not much used for the rice crop. When employed

at all, it is confined to cow-dung and sweepings ; of which twelve

cart-loads, worth about 6s., are sufficient for an acre of paddy land.

For an acre of sugar-cane land, the same quantity of cow-dung and

refuse, together with two hundredweights of oilcake, worth about
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nine shillings, which, with an allowance of 6s. for the cow-dung, makes

a total of 15s., is required. This is a lower estimate than that

given me by the Collector of the adjoining District of Nadiyd, where

the total manure for sugar-cane is calculated at £1, 10s. an acre.

Manure is also plentifully used for the expensivepdn crop, and to a less

extent for tobacco and jute lands. Irrigation is not commonly prac

tised in the 24 Parganas, nor is it customary to allow land to remain

fallow. When the soil has become exhausted, the people generally

plant bdbld trees on the land, which require no attention, and in a few

years grow into large trees, when the timber is sold at a good profit.

The wood of this tree makes excellent fuel, and the sap extracted

from the bark is used to tan leather. Regular rotation of crops is

not practised ; but when lands become exhausted by rice, a crop of

pulse and peas, such as arhar, is grown on them instead. It is a

substitution rather than a rotation of crops.

Natural Calam1t1es.—The District is subject to blights, floods,

and droughts. Blights by insects are rare, and do not occur on

such a scale as to affect the general harvest. Floods result from

the rising of the rivers, from tidal waves, and from excessive rainfall

in the low-lying tracts. Floods occurred in 1823, 1838, 1856, 1864,

1868, and 187 1, on such a scale as to seriously affect the crops of

the District, but not such as to cause a general destruction of them.

The Collector, writing of the flood of 187 1, states that the result of

the excessive rainfall ' was a serious inundation in the eastern and

north-eastern portions of the District. In the inundated tracts, a

large portion of the dman rice crop was destroyed ; and when the

waters subsided, a large number of cattle died, partly from want of

food, and partly from eating the grass rendered rotten from long

immersion in water. It speaks well for the resources of the District

that the price of rice was scarcely affected by this calamity; for

a few days there was a sort of panic and a sudden rise in certain

markets, but this speedily subsided. The southern portions of the

District benefited by the large amount of fresh water brought down,

and produced a bumper crop. So far from the price of rice

being enhanced by the calamity, it appears that, on the contrary,

paddy which was selling in 1870-71 at 2s. a hundredweight, was

obtainable in 1871-72 at from 1s. 7d. to 1s. od. a hundredweight

near the Sdtkhird headquarters ; and in parts of Kalfganj and Asasuni

bordering on the Sundarbans, there were sellers at 1s. 3d. to 1s. 5d.

per hundredweight, who complained that they could not find pur
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chasers. Throughout the District food has been cheap during the

year.' For the protection of the 24 Parganas from inundation, a

line of embankments is maintained along the H1igli, and some of

the Sundarban rivers and water-courses.

Drought has only occurred once within the memory of the

present generation, to such an extent as to cause a general destruc

tion of the crops. This occurred in 1865, and was caused more by

the absence of local rainfall than the failure of the rivers to bring

down their usual supply of water. No means are adopted as a safe

guard against drought ; and as this calamity is of very rare occurrence,

the Collector reports that no necessity exists for irrigation or canal

works. In partial floods or droughts, a compensating influence

operates to a certain extent. Thus, in years of flood, the higher

levels are more than ordinarily fertile, and tend to make up for the

loss of crop in the lowlands ; and vice versd, in years of drought, low

marshy lands not ordinarily cultivable are brought under tillage, and

partially make up for the sterility of the higher lands. The losses

occasioned by very serious calamities, whether from flood or drought,

are not remedied, however, by these compensating influences.

Famines.—The great famine of 1866 did not very seriously aifect

the 24 Parganas. The Collector, in his Report to me, states that

the maximum price of the rice in ordinary use among the people

amounted to 16s. 4d. a hundredweight, or Rs. 6 a maund; and of

paddy, 6s. od. a hundredweight, or Rs. 2/8 a maund. The Report

of the Famine Commissioners shows that at Mitraganj, where the

distress was sharpest, the maximum price of rice was 16s. a hundred

weight, or seven sers for the rupee. The following account of the

famine of 1866 in the 24 Parganas is condensed from the Report

of the Famine Commissioners, vol. I. pp. 350 to 361 :—The first

symptoms of distress were noticed in October 1865, and on the 31st

of that month the District Superintendent of Police reported to the

Magistrate and Collector that he had ' observed very palpable signs

of great distress amongst the people, in consequence of the failure of

the rice crop owing to want of rain ; ' adding, ' it is impossible to dis

guise the fact that the distress which now prevails is only the com

mencement of what promises to be a famine.' The north-east of

the District was in a worse state, and places were named in which

the rice crop had entirely failed. Rice was reported all over the

District to be selling at double the rates which prevailed at the same

time in the preceding year, and the price was rising rapidly. Thefts
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kept increasing; in many of the cases food alone being taken. It was

estimated that, if rain were to fall, the out-turn of the crop would

not be above half that of an ordinary year ; if no rain should fall, the

out-turn would not be above one-eighth. The result of the inquiries

made by the Magistrate was that a failure of half the crop was ex

pected ; that in some places the people were selling their ornaments

and brass vessels. With regard to one Subdivision, it was anticipated

that, ' while actual distress will not be general, individual cases of ex

treme distress will be numerous;' and as to another, that 'distress will

be generally felt, but not acute distress, except in individual cases.'

In May 1866 the Collector was authorized to begin relief works

at once on certain roads in the southern part of the District, if any

need for employment should arise. Acute and general distress first

made itself apparent in that month ; a great increase in crime in the

south of the District rendered additional police necessary. An

inquiry into the state of the Diamond Harbour Subdivision showed

great suifering : many people were living on leaves and roots of the

plantain tree, and the grain which had been reserved for sowing was

being consumed. In the Satkhird Subdivision prices rose from 9s.

a hundredweight on the 1 6th May, till the middle of June, when the

price suddenly rose to 14s. a hundredweight, or eight sers for the

rupee. Money and rice were freely distributed to the famishing,—

an average of 233 people being relieved daily during August at the

Kalarod relief depots.

At a meeting held at Alipur on the 26th July, a mixed committee

of ofiicial and non-official gentlemen was appointed, who at once

raised subscriptions, and applied to the Board of Revenue for a

grant of ^1000. They resolved to adopt a system of out-door

relief; the relieving officer was to ascertain the requirements of

different families, and then to give tickets entitling the holders to

receive a sum of money calculated to support them for a month.

Relief Committees were also organized by private native gentlemen,

with great success. In August it became necessary to import rice

into the District, and six hundred maunds of rice were bought at

Kushtid for the Relief Committee, and sent to Kdlpi, south of

Diamond Harbour, through the Sundarbans. At the end of August,

the daily number of paupers relieved in the south of the District

was about 220 at Kdlpi and Sagar Island, 70 at Diamond Har

bour, and 113 in the Centres under the control of the Native

Committee. The Commissioner of the Division proceeded on a tour
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of inspection through the afflicted tracts in October, and reported

as follows :—' From what we heard and saw, it might be generally

stated that, throughout this tract, the classes who ordinarily live by

daily labour and wages, as well as those who live on alms, are now

subsisting not on rice, but on the roots of the bankachu (a kind of

wild yam), and the leaves of the sajind, tamarind, and other trees,

boiled down. Nevertheless there was not that universal appearance

of attenuation among the people which might have been expected.

Almost every labouring man whom we met complained that no work

was to be got ; the prospect of work was universally received with

delight, and with an urgent request that it might be immediate.'

The Commissioner directed the immediate commencement of

works at as many places as possible, on three or four lines of road

running through the distressed tract, and authorized the Magistrate

to undertake any other work which he could devise. A sum of

^1000, which remained unused from the grant to the Nadiya' Dis

trict for works, was placed at the disposal of the Magistrate. In the

meantime, the Public Works Department had supplied employment

for all who wanted it, on the embankments and roads of the Dia

mond Harbour Subdivision. In the week ending the 14th July,

2360 were at work daily. The fall of the rains, however, brought

the embankment repairs to a close, and the number of labourers

employed by the Public Works Department fell gradually to about

three hundred daily, at which number it remained throughout the

rainy season. The discontinuance of the works enhanced the dis

tress at first ; but the reaping of the early crop gave employment for

some weeks ; and such work as the Relief Committee could provide

was going on. The cessation of agricultural operations in September,

however, threw the people out of employment again, and an increase

in the number of applicants for gratuitous relief immediately took

place. But a general fall in the price of grain occurred in November,

the cheapest rice selling at 8s. 2d. a hundredweight at the end of

that month, in consequence of importations from the Eastern Dis

tricts, and of some of the local cold weather crop being already in

the market. During the month, operations were contracted at the

relief centres, and on the 24th November six centres in the tract

immediately south of Calcutta were closed altogether.

The number of relief centres throughout the District was nine

teen, and the numbers relieved on the first day of each month

were as follows :— 1st July, 264 ; 1st August, 1162 ; ist September,

VOL. II. L*
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3156; 1st October, 8862; and 1st November, 9490; after which

the number fell with extraordinary rapidity, till all relief was dis

continued on the 1st December. The total disbursements are thus

reported by the Collector : — Money relief, ^4204, 7s. 3d. ;

purchase of food, ^1400, 8s. 3d.; clothing and miscellaneous,

^199, 5s. 7^d. : total, ^5804, 1s. 1|d. Out of the special grant of

^10oo assigned to the Magistrate for the relief works, about ^700

were expended ; employment was given on nine roads over an

aggregate length of thirty-four miles ; and the aggregate daily total

of those thus employed was 31,876.

The mortality in the 24 Parganas from direct starvation was very

small. The Famine Committee's Report states that only in two locali

ties (Sdtkhird and Harinabhi) were deaths of residents of the District

reported to have been directly attributable to starvation. In this, as in

other Districts, the high price of food reduced people to a condition

in which they readily succumbed to attacks of diarrhoea and dysentery,

which thus took the place of actual starvation. The instances in

which death directly proceeded from emaciation and want of food

were mostly among people from Orissa and Midnapur, who came

across the river on their way to Calcutta, or who wandered about the

District in search of employment. Many of these were in such a state

of emaciation when they arrived, as to be beyond the hope ofrecovery.

Fam1ne Warn1ngs.—The Collector is of opinion that prices

reach famine rates when ordinary coarse rice is selling at 10s. 3d.

a hundredweight, or 7s. 6d. a maund. The average earnings of a

day-labourer may be estimated at 3|d. a day; but to maintain

himself, wife, and child, he would require at least four pounds of

rice daily, which, at the rate mentioned above, would cost him 4^d.,

or three farthings a day more than his average daily earnings. He

could, however, manage to reduce the quantity of rice somewhat,

without suffering actual hunger. In ordinary seasons the average

price of such rice is about 5s. 3d. a hundredweight, and the

labourer is able to buy his daily four pounds of rice for about 2^cL

If the price of coarse rice were to rise as high as 6s. 9& a hundred

weight, or Rs. 2/8 a maund, in January, just after the reaping of the

winter rice crop, it would indicate the approach of a very severe

scarcity, if not of actual famine, later in the year. The principal

crop of the District is the dman, or winter rice ; and although dus,

or autumn rice, is largely cultivated in the northern part of the

District, it would not make up for an almost total loss of the former.
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The means of communication in the 24 Parganas are sufficient

to avert the extremity of famine, by means of importation from other

parts of the country. No part of the District is in any danger of

absolute isolation in time of scarcity, although there is much room

for improvement in the means of internal communication. The

Deputy Collector suggests the following as remedial measures

against the occurrence of future famines, or to mitigate their

severity :—(1) The collection of District agricultural statistics, etc. ;

(2) returns of rainfall, and of exportation and importation of food

grains ; (3) improvement of land tenures, and the opening of model

farms illustrating the benefits to be derived from manuring, irrigation,

etc. ; (4) the complete drainage of the District, and improvement

in the means of internal communication ; (5) the establishment of

institutions for the support of persons physically incapable ; (6)

enactment of laws for the more equitable distribution of the profits

of land between tenants and landlords, and of the profits of

business between capitalists and labourers ; (7) reinstitution of the

panchdyat system, which might act as relief committees in times

of distress. Several of these proposed remedies have already been

carried out. Others are of a visionary character. But they show

how the question strikes the educated native mind.

Fore1gn and Absentee Landholders.—The total number of

proprietors or registered coparceners was returned in 187 1 at 4170,

of whom 63 were Europeans, paying ^1542 of land revenue. The

Musalmdn proprietors in 1 87 1 numbered 132, who paid a land revenue

to Government of ^7524, 8s. od. out of the total land tax of ,£167,551

of the District. Many of the large landed proprietors are absentees ;

and the Deputy Collector reports that about one-fifth of the total

land revenue is paid by proprietors residing out of the District. It

would seem, however, that this estimate is too low ; as Mr. Verner,

C.S., the officer deputed to inquire into the working of the Income

Tax Act in the 24 Parganas, in his Report, dated 12th August

1872, found that upwards of one-half of the whole land revenue of

estates paying upwards of ^50 per annum was paid by persons

non-resident in the 24 Pargands. The following extract from his

Report illustrates the number of absentee landlords, and the

amount of land revenue which they represent :—' The fact is, that

the 24 Pargands stand in an exceptional position. There are

comparatively few resident landholders. The owners of Government

estates may be taken as an instance. I have endeavoured to trace
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out the owners of Government estates, and have succeeded to some

extent in doing so. 1 have taken 365 estates, paying a revenue of

^50 and upwards. Of these, 133 are held by persons who could not

be assessed in the 24 Pargands, and the Government revenue on

these is ^73,096, 12s. od. The remaining 232 are held by persons

residing in the 24 Pargands, and the Government revenue on these

is ^69,786, 2s. od.'

Roads and Means of Commun1cat1on.—The following is a

list of the roads in the 24 Pargands under the management of the

Public Works Department :—(1) Diamond Harbour road, 33 miles

in length ; (2) Kholdkhali road, 4 miles ; (3) Dhakurid and Matid

road, 32 miles; (4) road from Dhdkurid to Jddabpur, 2 miles;

(5) road from Rajpur to Sonapur, a station on the Calcutta and

South-Eastern Railway, 2 miles ; (6) road from Kamalgachhf to

Sondpur Station, 2^ miles ; (7) road from Bdruipur Subdivisional

Station to Champdhdtf, a station on the Calcutta and South-Eastern

Railway, 3^ miles ; (8) road from Kdlkdpur to ChampaMti Station,

\ mile ; (9) road from the Bidydhari river to Chdmpdhdti Station,

\ mile; (10) Budge-budge (Baj-baj) road, 15 miles; (11) road

from Kasipur (Cossipore) to Dum-dum, 3 miles; (12) road from

Sayyidpur (Sodepore), a station on the Eastern Bengal Railway, to

Chdndnagar, 6 miles; (13) Belgharid railway feeder, 1 mile; (14)

the Grand Trunk Road, from Calcutta to Barrackpur and Palta ghat,

where it crosses the river into Hugli District, 14 miles ; (15) Calcutta

and Jessor road, 45 miles; (16) road from Barasat to Bdruipur

Subdivision, 8 miles; (17) road on both sides of the Circular Canal

from Chitpur to Dapha, in the Salt Water Lake, 11\ miles; (18)

Dum-dum Cantonment roads, 9^ miles; (19) Barrackpur Canton

ment road, 7^ miles; (20) Kdnchrdpdrd road from Barrackpur to

Naihati Railway Station on the Eastern Bengal Railway, 10 miles ;

(21) railway approach roads to the Barrackpur and Ichhapur Stations

on the Eastern Bengal Railway, 3^ miles; (22) railway approach

roads to Naihat1 and Kdnchrdpdrd Railway Stations, 2\ miles.

The Secondary Roads, maintained from local funds, are 61 in

number. I am unable to give the annual cost of maintenance,

repairs, etc., for each, as the amount is not fixed, and varies

according to the amount of the allotment received each year.

Every road does not receive annual repairs, for want of funds.

The total expenditure on account of local roads amounted to

^£10,715, 16s. od. in 1868-69, and ^5685, 6s. od. in 1869-70.
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(1) Anantpur road, 5^ miles in length ; (2) Ariddaha road, 1 mile ;

(3) Ban Hugli road, 1 mile three furlongs ; (4) Alam Bazar, 1 mile

3 furlongs; (5) Hdltu road, 1f miles; (6) 'Haltu lane, 1 mile

3 furlongs ; (7) Garipha road, 2 miles ; (8) Mulldhdt road, 1\ miles ;

(9) Blns Dhamin road, 2^ miles ; (10) Old Tollyganj road,

1 J miles ; (11) Old Kdordpukur road, 1 mile 3 furlongs; (12) New

Kdordpukur road, 2 miles 1 furlong; (13) Chardil bdndh (embank

ment-road), 6 miles; (14) Bdkrd hat road, 8 miles; (15) Barsid

road, 2 miles; (16) Chirdli road, 1\ miles; (17) Behdla road,

1 mile 3 furlongs; (18) Lashkarpur road, 1\ miles; (19) Gan-

garampur road, 5 miles; (20) Baral road, 1 mile 3 furlongs; (21)

Ndrdyanpur road, 1\ miles; (22) Bdlukhdli road, 10 miles; (23)

Bibfr hdt road, 3 miles 5 furlongs ; (24) Chardil khdl road, 8 miles

3 furlongs; (25) Rdipur road, 4 miles 3 furlongs; (26) Nimtd,

4^ miles; (27) Bishnupur road, 5 miles 1 furlong; (28) Naopdrd,

2 miles 7 furlongs; (29) Dum-dum Cantonment road, 2 miles; (30)

Ndrayanpur road, 6J miles; (31) Dhosd road, 7 miles; (32) Kalpf

road, 27^ miles; (33) Bdnkipur and Usti road, 13 miles; (34)

Debipur thand road, 1 J miles ; (35) Nalud road, 4 miles 1 furlong ;

(36) Dakhln Bdrasat road, 3J miles; (37) Usti branch road,

4J miles ; (38) Faltd and Bfrdsf road, 6^ miles ; (39) Hard road,

13 miles; (40) Tdki road, 33 miles; (41) Thakurpukur road,

5 miles 1 furlong; (42) Sukhchar road, 2 J miles; (43) Titdgarh

road, 4 miles ; (44) Nflganj road, 8 miles 3 furlongs ; (45) Nawdb-

ganj road, 4 miles; (46) Manirdmpur road, 1\ miles; (47) Kdnch-

rdpdrd Station road, 2\ miles ; (48) Majipdrd road, 8 miles 5

furlongs; (49) Krishnagar road, 16 miles; (50) Tdbdbdrid road,

7 miles; (51) Gobarddngd road, 5 miles; (52) Prithibd road No. 1,

1o\ miles; (53) Prithibd road No. 2, 4 miles ; (54) Harud road,

6^ miles; (55) Bddurid road, 7 miles; (56) Tdrdgonid road,

3 miles 4 furlongs; (57) Sdtkhird new road, 15 miles ; (58) Kaldrod

road, 10^ miles; (59) Chdndurid road, 11 miles ; (60) Dostpur and

Bdrdsat road, 16 miles; (61) Dostpur and Faltd road, 8 miles.

Roads less than a mile in length have not been included in this list.

Total length of Imperial roads, 216^ miles, which, with 367I miles of

road maintained from local funds, make a total of 584^ miles of roads

regularly kept up, besides short roads of less than a mile in length,

and a number or minor tracks between villages. No large markets

are known to have lately sprung up on any of the routes of traffic.

Ra1lways.—The other means of communication, besides the
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rivers and canals which have already been described, are railways,

of which there are two lines in the District.

The Eastern Bengal Ra1lway has its principal terminus at

Sidldah, just outside the town limits of Calcutta. It runs from

Calcutta to Godlanda in Faridpur District ; total length, 151 miles, of

which 28 miles pass through the 24 Pargands. The stations situated

within the District, proceeding from Calcutta, are, (1) Dum-dum,

(2) Belgharid, (3) Sayyidpur or Sodepur, (4) Khardah, (5) Titdgarh,

(6) Barrackpur, (7) Ichhapur, (8) Sdmnagar, (9) Naihdtf, and (10)

Klnchrapard. At Kanchrapard the line leaves the 24 Parganas,

and runs through Nadiya in a north-easterly direction as far as

Kushtid, where it turns eastward to Godlanda, its terminus, at

the junction of the Padmd or Ganges with the Jamuna, the main

channel of the Brahmaputra1 As the whole of the traffic, with very

little exception, is despatched from or received at the Sidldah

terminus, it may be well to exhibit here the general results of the

earnings from 1865 to 1872. In the former year, the total traffic

receipts amounted to ^123,505, over a mean mileage of 11o miles,

the average receipts per mile open being ^21, 11s. per week ; in

1866, the gross earnings amounted to ^12 9,7 92 over the same mile

age, the average receipts per mile being £2 2, 12s. per week ; in 1 86 7

the total earnings reached ^147,134 over 113 miles of rail, or an

average of ^25 per mile per week; in 1868, the total earnings

were ,£162,273 over tne same mileage, the average receipts per

mile increasing to ^27, 12s. per week ; in 1869, the total receipts

were ^164,845, or an average of,£28 per mile per week ; in 1870,

the total receipts amounted to ^178, 133, the average earnings per

mile amounting to ^30, 6s. per week. In 187 1, the Godlanda

extension was opened, increasing the direct length of the line to

151 miles, or the mean length, including side lines, to 156. In that

year the total receipts rose to ^201,101, but the average earnings

per mile decreased to ^24, 16s. per week; in 1872, the total

earnings increased to ^255,413, and the average receipts per mile

to ^31, 6s. per week. From the above it will be seen that the

average earnings of the line have, with the one exception of the

year when the extension was opened, steadily increased year by year,

from ,£21, 10s. per mile per week in 1865, to ^31, 6s. in 1872.

The paid-up capital of the Company amounted to ^1,400,000 in

1862,^1,733,050m 1865,^2,501,211 in 1867,^2,757,585 in 1869,

and ^2,770,776 in 1871. [Parl. Return and Gazette of India.]
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It has been thought desirable to append to this general descrip

tion of the Eastern Bengal Railway an account, taken from the

Report on the Administration of Bengal, 1873-74, which displays in

a typical form the engineering labours, the financial results, and the

public utility of a small but important Indian line during the period

of a single year :—' As regards works of construction, the past year

was an exceedingly busy one for the engineers of this railway. The

Chitpur branch, a work of considerable magnitude, the construction

of which was sanctioned in April, was opened for traffic on August

25, 1873 ; and the rapidity of its execution reflects great credit on the

staff. Its length is nearly two miles, one half being on a heavy em

bankment ; it is carried over the Dum-Dum road on a girder bridge,

and crosses the Barrackpur and Chitpur roads on the level. The

expenditure up to the end of the year had amounted to ^23,034.

It has been carried out on a more complete and permanent scale

than was first contemplated, and has proved of great service during

the current year, as all the Government rice sent up by this line for

the famine districts has been received and forwarded from Chitpur.

Some further additional outlay is proposed.

' The protective works at Godlanda have taxed the resources of

the engineers to the utmost, and have proved a far more formidable

task than was anticipated. The works consist of a single spur

formed of rubble stone and large concrete blocks, protected by a

massive apron of stone laid in 60 feet of water. This spur has been

projected 500 feet into the stream, and its connection with the shore

has been made by an embankment of brick ballast with a clay

hearting. These works, as designed and sanctioned, were completed

by July 31, at a cost of ^39,692 ; but the effects of the floods in

August and September 1873 were so disastrous as to call for a large

expenditure in upholding them. Up to the end of the year, a total

outlay of ^50,537 had been incurred, including a sum of ^3470

spent on the spur, which failed the year before. An additional

outlay this season of ^35,000 has also been sanctioned for the

strengthening and completing of the works. In addition to the

important works undertaken for checking the encroachment of the

Ganges at Godlanda, the river bank below the works was protected

for about 1\ miles with fascines of brushwood ; and at the points

where the traffic sidings were threatened, small spurs of ballast were

thrown out into the river with success. Though the river cut seri

ously into the bank, both on the up-stream and down-stream sides of
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the spur, the structure itself stood very well during the first three

months of the rainy season ; but early in October the outer end

suddenly disappeared, and there was a decided subsidence of about

one-fourth of the whole. It was then feared that the encroachment

of the river would proceed more rapidly, but this did not prove to

be the case to any remarkable extent. Next in importance may

be mentioned the Gardi bridge protective works. These works, so

far as sanctioned, were completed before the flood season, at a cost

of £5224, and have stood remarkably well. The season of 1873

was, however, an unusually mild one, and some additions will be

required before the works can be considered complete. The whole

of the new viaducts on the original line, and the additions and

repairs to bridges on the extension line, sanctioned as a charge to

capital on account of the floods of- 1871, have been completed at a

cost of ^60,686, and have stood the second season's floods satis

factorily. The whole of the other flood damages on the original

line have been made good at the expense of revenue. The ex

penditure amounted to ^28,791, and has exceeded the original

estimates by ^12,440, which sufficiently proves how serious the

damage was. The works, especially the filling in of the gaps scoured

out after the destruction of the bridges, proved a most difficult and

costly undertaking, and there is a liability still outstanding on ac

count of the gap at the 61st mile, owing to an action against the

Company by one of their contractors. The amount of the decree,

about ,£5700, will have to be paid during the current year.

' At the end of the year the construction expenses on the books

of the Company stood at ^3,132,470. The following figures

show the financial result of the working of the Eastern Bengal Rail

way during 1873 :—Proportion of working expenses to gross earn

ings, 5 1 '1 ; percentage of net earnings on guaranteed capital, 5-4;

gross earnings, ^314,867. The proportion of working expenses in

the years 187 1 and 1872 stood at 6o-6 and 69-1 respectively; and

the present decrease is the most satisfactory feature of this state

ment, though the proportion still amounts to 51-1 per cent., as

against 3 7 '6 per cent. on the East Indian Railway. There is, in

consequence, a small surplus, and it is the first time there has been

a surplus after discharging the Government guaranteed interest of

5 per cent. As to maintenance, no comparison with the previous

year is possible, for not only has the cost of the major works of

restoration been divided arbitrarily between revenue and capital,
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but the minor flood repair? have been classed with ordinary main

tenance (under the orders of the Government of India), and the

figures in the account under notice are consequently not referable

to any standard. Sufficient grounds have, however, been shown

for the conclusion that the engineering department must study the

most rigid economy if the financial prospects of the line are to con

tinue to advance unchecked.

'The native passenger traffic has developed in a satisfactory

manner. The total number of passengers on the line was 1,633,560,

of whom 94 per cent. were third and fourth class passengers. The

passenger receipts were ,£11,894, 18s. more than they had been in

1872. The total merchandise traffic amounted in 1873 to 291,379

tons, or 24,246 tons more than in the previous year. The bulk of this

increase was in Calcutta receipts, which amounted to 183,140 tons,

as against 169,995 tons m 1872. The increase was almost entirely in

jute, of which 124,000 tons were carried, against 103,000 tons in

the previous year. In other respects the goods traffic on the Eastern

Bengal Railway is insignificant. The rice imports to Calcutta

showed a decrease of 7100 tons, as against 10,957 ; and the amount

of salt that left Calcutta by the railway, although it slightly exceeded

the exports of the previous year, amounted to only 131 2 tons. As

was anticipated, the whole of the salt for despatch by the Eastern

Bengal Railway is now, except in rare cases, taken to the new ter

minus at Chitpur instead of the terminus at Sdldah, and the salt

pass station has very recently been removed to Chitpur. It will

probably be found that the facilities thus awarded will increase the

salt traffic by the railway, which is a result much to be desired, as

there is at present an enormous river traffic of salt into Eastern

Bengal that entirely escapes the railway. There is, as is well

known, a large supply of fish imported into the Presidency along

the Eastern Bengal line; and it is said that suggestions for the

better preservation of fish, and of various methods of manufacturing

artificial ice for this purpose, are under the consideration of the

Directors of this Company. Numerous complaints having been

made in the vernacular newspapers of the inconveniences to which

native passengers were subjected when travelling by rail, among

other remedial measures, steps are being taken on the Eastern

Bengal Railway to improve the third and fourth class carriages.

The total of the staff employed on the railway numbered 225 Euro

peans, and 4987 natives. The number of persons killed on this
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line during the year 1872-73 was 7, and 9 persons were injured.

The number of accidents to trains was 8, thus classified according

to their causes : by collision, 3 ; by leaving the line, o ; by running

over cattle, 1 ; from other causes, 4. In connection with the Eastern

Bengal Railway, there run steamers to Dacca, to Cachar, and to the

jute mart of Sirajganj on the Brahmaputra. These steamer ser

vices are worked under special arrangements, but their profit or loss

falls more or less directly on the Eastern Bengal Railway. During

the past year they did good service, and afforded a very considerable

net profit. The gross earnings of the year were ^35,040, and the

expenditure ^24,211.'

The Calcutta and South-Eastern Ra1lway, which connects

the city with the now deserted Port Canning, a distance of 28

miles, has also its main terminus at Sdldah. It was originally con

structed by a private Company, under a Government guarantee,

for the purpose of receiving the traffic expected to accrue from

the opening of Port Canning as an auxiliary harbour to Calcutta.

The line was completed and opened throughout in 1863 ; but

the failure of Port Canning involved the railway in its ruin, and

in 1868 the line was taken over by Government. The only traffic

now conveyed by it consists of rice from the Sundarbans, with

vegetables and fish for the Calcutta market ; also passengers. The

total earnings of the line amounted to ^10,372 in 1866, ^7017 in

1868, .£7213 in 1870, and ^8386 in 1872 ; the average earnings

per mile being ^7, 2s. per week in 1866, ^5, 8s. in 1868, ^5 in

1870, and ^5, 14s. in 1872. The paid-up capital amounted to

;£399,778 in 1862, ,£400,000 in 1864, ^475,127 in 1866, and

^441,350, according to the Parliamentary Return, when Govern

ment took it over. As already stated, the railway was taken over

from the Company by Government in 1868, and it is now worked as

a State line. The stations on the line are, (1) Bdliganj, (2) Garid, (3)

Sonapur, (4) Champdhati, (5) Basrd, and (6) Matld or Port Canning.

Manufactures.—The Deputy Collector states that the principal

manufactures of the 24 Parganas are door curtains of cotton ; mats

of different varieties ; earthen cooking vessels of all sorts ; baskets

of various kinds ; ordinary brass and iron work, especially padlocks

and keys from Ndtagrah and Ardabak ; iron bars, beams, scales, etc. ;

horn haircombs, etc., from Panihdti ; horn sticks from Kaliganj ;

boats, principally from the Sundarbans ; hair and shoe brushes from

Khardah ; different sorts of cloth, and lasar from Sdtgachhid in the
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north-east of the District. I have already described the process of

sugar manuiacture from the cane as well as from date juice in

the Agricultural Section of this Statistical Account. The other

manufactures mentioned above are of the ordinary kind, with no

speciality either in quality or mode of manufacture, to merit a

separate account. The wages of the manufacturers vary from

sixpence to a shilling and threepence a day, according to the class

of work on which they are employed. Generally speaking, the

people manufacture on their own account, and in their own houses,

although they sometimes employ hired labourers to work for them.

Commerce.—The trade of the District is chiefly carried on by

means of permanent markets in the towns, and at fairs. The

principal articles of export are paddy and rice, sugar, pdn leaf,

tobacco, vegetables, fish, pottery, bamboo, mats, etc. The imports

consist of pulses of all sorts, oil-seeds, spices, turmeric, chilies, ghi

(clarified butter), cloth, cotton, refined sugar, iron, sdl timber, brass

utensils, lime, etc. No information exists as to the value of the

exports and imports ; but the Deputy Collector is of opinion that

the exports are considerably greater than the imports, the balance

of trade being thus in favour of the District. This vague account

of the general trade of the District may be supplemented by a few

definite figures illustrating the passage of merchandise along the

Calcutta canals. The traffic returns of these canals are to be found

in the Bengal Administration Report for the years 1872-73 and

I873"74. These returnswere not throughout supplied in the required

state, and to a certain extent they have been aggregated with the

traific returns of the Nadiyd rivers. Inasmuch, however, as all the

goods enumerated must for some considerable portion of their course

pass along the waterways of the 24 Parganas, it has been thought

not inappropriate to record in this place the general traific of the

Calcutta canals, though it is not possible to distinguish in each case

between the through and the local traific. 'The most important

traific of Bengal is that which is registered on the Calcutta canals.

The returns are taken at toll stations a little outside Calcutta, on

the canals which connect the Sundarbans, Bdkarganj, parts of

Behar, and the country about the Meghna river, with Calcutta.

They show all the trade which passes by canal from the Sundarbans

or Jessor towards Western Bengal or Behar. The returns do not

show the place of shipment or destination of the traific, but only its

general direction. For the year 1872, the figures are only available
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for the second half of the year. During that time the trade

from Calcutta to the Eastern Districts via the canals amounted to

1,179,725 maunds, or 43,256 tons ; of which total 924,669 maunds,

or 33,849 tons, were salt. The trade from the Eastern Districts to

Calcutta and its environs amounted to8,517,635 maunds, or 312,323

tons ; and of this total more than half, viz. 4,494,585 maunds, or

164,533 tons, was firewood from the Sundarbans. Of the rest

the chief items were—

' In the absence of information as to the places whence these

Calcutta imports come, the figures are less instructive than they

might otherwise be. In 1873-74, tr1e total quantity of traffic dis

charged up the canals from Calcutta amounted to 3,966,348 maunds,

or 146,982 tons; the total quantity of down traffic amounted to

22,307,180 maunds, or 816,602 tons. The principal article of up

traffic is salt, which amounted during the year to 2,487,138 maunds,

or 91,046 tons. The down traffic consists mostly of rice, 8,214,123

maunds, or 309,628 tons ; firewood, 5,384,313 maunds, or 197,059

tons; and jute, 2,352,261 maunds, or 77,627 tons. By way of

comparison with these figures, it may be here stated that the returns

of the Eastern Bengal Railway during the year 1873-74 show a

traffic of 440,611, maunds, or 17,025 tons of rice; 3,661,690 maunds,

or 134,061 tons of jute; and 37,803 maunds, or 1,383 tons of salt.

It will be seen, therefore, that the great bulk of traffic does not take

at all to the railway, which, however, conveys the greater portion of

the jute of Eastern Bengal. The Calcutta and South-Eastern State

Railway still carries too small a traffic to be taken into considera

tion, and carried into Calcutta last year less than a ldkh of maunds

of rice, about 3,455 tons. That amount, however, was nearly double

that carried in the previous year.'

The following table indicates in a concise form, so far as statistics

are at present available, the comparative amount of the goods traffic

under the heads specified, during the years 1872-73 and 1873-74,

Rice, .

Other cereals,

Pulses, etc., .

Oil-seeds,

Jute, .

Cotton,

Sugar,

Hides,

Miscellaneous,

Maunds.

1,191,620

260,225

141,400

107,700

778,300

9O.770

40,600

2,547,000

994,250
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upon the various canals and railways which make Calcutta their

common centre, and permeate the entire inland territory of the 24

Parganas. Unfortunately the traific on the Nadiyd rivers has not

been distinguished from that on the Calcutta canals, and conse

quently the two columns headed 2 and 8 aiford only confused informa

tion ; but it is hoped that the detailed figures given above will serve

to some extent to rectify this confusion.—For table see nextpage.

Capital is usually employed either in trade or in loans, and is

not generally hoarded. The rate of interest in small loans, where

the borrower pawns some article, such as ornaments or household

vessels, varies from threepence three-farthings to sevenpence half

penny in the pound per month, or from nineteen to thirty-seven and

a half per cent. per annum. In large transactions, the rate varies

from twelve to twenty-four per cent. per annum, according to the

necessities of the borrower. When a mortgage is given upon houses

or lands, the rate varies from twelve to eighteen per cent. For

petty advances to the cultivators, the money-lender exacts from

thirty-seven and a half to seventy-iive per cent. A landed estate

sells for twenty to twenty-five years' purchase, and seldom yields

over five per cent. per annum. There are no large native banking

establishments in the 24 Parganas, excepting at Calcutta. Loans are

chiefly conducted by the village mahdjans or rice merchants, and

not by the small shopkeepers.

Newspapers.—Three vernacular periodicals are published in the

District, exclusive of Calcutta. The Som Prakds, a weekly news

paper representing moderate political views, is printed in the Bengali

character, and is said to have a circulation of about 550 copies. The

Pakshik Sambdd, or fortnightly news, in the Bengali character, has

a circulation of about 180 copies. The Jyotiringan, a religious

periodical, also in Bengali, is published at Bhawanipur once a

month by the Calcutta Christian Tract and Book Society ; its circula

tion is stated to be about 3000 copies, partly or chiefly gratuitous.

From one point of view, newspapers may be regarded as an

engine of education rather than as an industrial enterprise. I have

here given the leading features of the District press from the latter

point of view, but their educational influence is greater than the

bare figures would imply.

Income of the Inhabitants.—The Deputy Collector, in 1871,

estimated the total incomes of the District over ^50 per annum at

For continuation ofparagraph, seep. 175.
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Paragraph continuedfrom p. 1 73.

^855,000, exclusive of Calcutta. This appears to be excessive, as

the amount of income tax of 1870, which was levied at the rate of

3$ per cent., would thus have produced a return of ^26,718, 14s. ;

whereas the total net produce of the tax in 1870 only amounted to

^10,408, 12s. The explanation may probably be, that, in conse

quence of the strong resistance to the tax at its enhanced rate, and

the numerous complaints of oppression which were brought against

the subordinate native officials charged with its collection, the Act

was not rigidly enforced, and many persons whose incomes were

above ^50 per annum escaped assessment. This appears the

more probable, when it is considered that the 24 Parganas was

one of the only two Districts in Bengal in which the 3^ tax of 1870

realized a less amount than the lighter rate at which the assessments

of 1869 were made. In 1869-70, with an income tax of 1 per cent.

at the commencement of the year, subsequently increased to 2\ per

cent., the net receipts in the 24 Parganas amounted to ^12,890;

while in 1870, a tax at 3^ per cent. only realized ^10,408.

As the working of the Income Tax throws valuable light on

the earnings of different classes in the District, I shall treat of it

here, instead of further on, under the head of Administration. In

consequence of the numerous complaints regarding the income tax

in 1870-71, Mr. W. H. Verner, C.S., was specially appointed to

inquire into its operation. The following paragraphs are condensed

from his report on the subject ; and although in some instances they

do not agree with the figures shown in the Income Tax Administra

tion Report, they may be taken on the whole as approximately

correct. A comparison between the tax of 1869-70 and that of

1870-71 shows that, in the former year, 8878 persons were finally

decided to be in possession of incomes of upwards of ^50 per

annum, and were adjudged to pay income tax accordingly,—the

amount finally realized from these 8878 persons being, according to

the Income Tax Administration Report, ^12,890. In 1870-71, at

the enhanced rate of 3^ per cent., only 3237 persons were held

liable to pay on incomes of upwards of ^50 per annum,—2697

others, who were at first assessed, being afterwards exempted. The

aggregate of the original demand was ^17,015; the net amount

realized was ^10,408.

Only fifteen persons residing in the District are returned as pos

sessing an income of upwards of ^1000 per annum, and the follow
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ing list of them exhibits a comparison of the proceeds of the tax

in 1869-70 and 1870-71 :—(1) Prince Ghuldm Muhammad, 1869,

assessed income from £1 1,000 to ^12,000; amount of tax im

posed, ^114: 1870, assessed income, ^11,832; amount of tax,

^369, 14s. od. (2) Golak Chandra Mukharji, 1869, assessed in

come from ^1750 to ^2000; amount of tax, ^18, 10s. od. : 1870,

assessed income, ^1433, 8s. ; amount of tax, ^44, 14s. od. (3)

Biswanath Chandra, 1869, assessed income from ^2750 to £3000 ;

amount of tax, ^28, 10s. od. : 1870, assessed income, ^354, 6s. od. ;

amount of tax, £11. The cause of the great decrease in the

assessed income of 1870, compared with that of the previous year,

lies in the fact that, after the first assessment, the bulk of his pro

perty came into the hands of the Receiver of the High Court, and

paid the tax in Calcutta. (4) The proprietor of Mazflpur (a minor),

1869, assessed income from ^1250 to ^1500; tax, ^20, 4s. od. :

1870, assessed income, ^1336; tax, ^41, 14s. od. (5) Anna

Ptfrna Dasf, and others, 1869, assessed income, ^1250 to ^1500 :

tax, ^20, 4s. od. : 1870, assessed income, ^1028, 18s. od. ; tax,

^32, 2s. od. (6) The proprietor of Gobarddnga (a minor), 1869,

assessed income from ^7000 to ^7250; tax, £106, 10s. od. ;

1870, assessed income, ^616r, 8s. od. ; tax, £192, 10s. od. (7)

Rddha Mohan Mandal, 1869, assessed income from ^3000 to

^3250; tax, ^46, 10s. od. : 1870, assessed income, ^2963,

6s. od. ; tax, £92, 12s. od. (8) Nil Mddhab Mandal, 1869, as

sessed income from ^1000 to ^1250; tax, ^16, 10s. od. : 1870,

assessed income, £1000, 6s. od. ; tax, ^31, 4s. od. (9) Gangd

Gobind Mandal, 1869, assessed income from ^2000 to £2250 ; tax,

£$1, 10s. od. : 1870, assessed income, ^2121 ; tax, ^66, 4s. od.

(10) Chandra Kumar Mandal, 1869, assessed income from ,£1000

to ^1250; tax, £ 1 6, 10s. od. : 1870, assessed income, £^000,

6s. od. ; tax, ^31, 4s. od. (11) Haji Muhammad Ramzdn Nukas,

1869, assessed income from ^1250 to ^1500; tax, ^20, 4s. od. :

1870, assessed income, ^1375; tax, ^42, 18s. od. (12) Tej

Chandra Rdi Chaudhri, 1869, assessed income from ^3750 to

^4000; tax, ^57, 14s. od. : 1870, assessed income, ^1860; tax,

^58, 2s. od. (13) Sharmodd Nath Rdi Chaudhari, 1869, assessed

income, ^1798, 6s. od. ; tax, £27, 14s. od. : 1870, assessed in

come, ^1532, 10s. od. ; tax, ^47, 16s. od. (14) Banamdli Lashkar,

1869, assessed income, ^1000 to ^1250 ; tax, £'16, 10s. od. This

person was, on petitioning, altogether exempted from assessment in
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1870, but for what reason is not apparent. (15) Debmdth Rai

Chaudhdri, 1869, assessed income, ^2500 to ^2750 ; tax, ^39 :

1870, assessed income, ^1558, 8s. od. ; tax, ^42, 10s. od. Total

of the tax realized on fifteen largest incomes in 1869, ^580, os. od.;

ditto in 1870, ^1104, 4s. od. It will be observed that the incomes

of Nos. 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 12, 13, and 15 were found to be less in 1870-71

than in 1869-70.

I have already remarked that more than half the landed estates

paying over ^50 per annum are in the hands of absentee landlords

assessed in other Districts, besides others who are resident in the 24

Parganas, but whose property is in the hands of the Receiver of the

High Court, and who accordingly pay income tax to the Collector

of Calcutta. Mr. Verner states as follows :—' The result is, that out

of the large zamifiddrs of the 24 Parganas, the majority, paying a

Government revenue of ^83,674, are assessed elsewhere, if assessed

at all, while the Collector of the 24 Parganas has left for his assess

ment the owners of estates only paying ^59,208; and it is to be

remembered that my figures may fall under the mark in the matter

of absentees. There may be many other estates in the hands of the

Receiver of the High Court besides those I have found out ; and it

is possible also that there may be estates, besides those I have dis

covered, held in the 24 Parganas by alien landlords. To these we

have to add large firms like the Borneo Company, and wealthy busi

ness men, who, having also places of business in Calcutta, have got

their assessment transferred there. It is popularly believed that the

24 Parganas, being so close to Calcutta, ought to show large returns

under the income tax ; but the truth is that, when it loses the income

drawn by the greater portion of its wealthy zamtnddrs and by two

or three rich firms and men of business beyond the suburbs, it

becomes, for the purposes of the income tax, a poor District.'

It may be interesting to show the incidence of the tax in a purely

agricultural, as compared with a purely commercial, part of the

country, and the following paragraphs from Mr. Verner's Report

exhibit this in a striking manner. Achipur is a purely agricultural

circle, south of Calcutta, within the Headquarters Subdivision

(AKpur). According to the Census of 1872, it contained an area of

53 square miles, 154 villages, 10,136 houses, and a total population

of 59,132. The following table indicates the number of incomes

above ^50 per annum assessed under the income tax of 1869-70

and 1870-71 respectively, divided according to occupation :—

VOl. II. M*
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Statement showing Incidence of Income tax in Achipur

(a Rural Police Circle) in 1869-70 and 1870-71.

Results of Income Tax, 1869-70,
at 1 and ai per cent, on Incomes

over ^50.

Results of Income Tax, 1870-71,
at 3I per cent-, on Incomes over

Occupations.

Numberof
Personsfinally

assessed.
Amount of

Income finally
assessed.

Amount of
Tax finally
imposed.

Numberof
Personsfinally

assessed.
Amount of

Income finally

assessed.

Amount of
Tax finally
imposed.

Cultivators, .

Thikdddrs, .

Zaminddrs, .

Servants, . .

Grocers, . .

Confectioners,

Rice Sellers, .

Butter Sellers,

Cloth Sellers,

Money-lenders,

Brickmakers, .

Oil Sellers, .

Spice Sellers, .

Ferry Farmers,

81

46

15

7

7

7
11

£ >*d*

4.375 0 0

4,100 0 0

2,225 ° 0

425 0 0

375 ° °
475 0 0

825 0 0

150 0 0

400 0 0

150 0 0

125 0 0

50 0 0

75 0 0

50 0 0

£ s. d.

52 2 0

48 0 0

10

20

11

nil.

1

3

7

£ d*

457 10 0

1,456 10 0

£ s. d.

20 4 0

53 10 0

25 8 0

500

480

5 10 0

9 14 0

1 16 0

5 10 0

1 16 0

180

0 12 0

0 16 0

0 12 0

1,569 a 0

nil.

50 0 0

175 0 0

400 0 0

46 8 0

nil.

3
6

2

2

I

1

1

nil.

2

nil.

100 0 0

1 18 0

6 12 0

16 6 0

nil.

nil. nil.

50 0 0

nil.

nil.

. nil.

1 18 0

nil.

nil.

nil.

nil.

1 18 0

nil.

nil.

nil.

Total, 190 13,800 0 0 162 12 0 55 4,258 2 0 148 14 0

The foregoing table only shows the assessments finally made, and

not those at first imposed. In 1869-70, 247 persons were origin

ally assessed, their assessable income being set down at ^24,150.

On revision, the number of persons liable to the tax was reduced to

190, and the assessed income to ^13,800. In 1870-71, 82 per

sons were first assessed on a total income of ^6246, 10s. od. ; the

number of persons finally held liable was 55, who were assessed on

^4258, 2s. od. It is curious to notice that, although the rate of the tax

was higher, yet that the amount realized from it in 1870 was smaller

than that in 1869, when the tax was lower. The total results show

that in 1869-70 one person in every 3ri paid income tax, the

average assessment on each of the 190 assessed being 17s. id. per

head; in 1870-71, only one person in every 1075 paid the tax, the

average assessment being £2, 14s. 3d. per head.

Having thus exhibited the incidence of the tax in a rural tract,

I now proceed to describe its operation in a purely commercial

one,—the Police Circle (thdnd) of Ariddaha. This small Division,

situated just north of Calcutta, contained in 1872 an area of 7
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square miles, with 6987 houses, and a total population of 27,609.

The following table indicates the number of incomes over £50 per

annum assessed under the income tax in 1869-70 and 1870-71

respectively, arranged according to occupation :—

Statement showing the Incidence of the Income Tax in Ariadaha

(a Trading Police Circle) in 1869 70 and 1870-71.

Reit
at i a

Its of Income
jid >i per ce

over£

Ta,
It,

c, 186v

on It
j-70 Results of Income Tax, 1870-71,

at 3) per cent., on Incomes over

X)5°-

Occupations. Numberof
Personsfinally

assessed.
Amount of

Income iinally
assessed.

Amount of
Tax finally

imposed.

Numberof
Personsfinally

assessed.
Amount of

Income finally
assessed.

Amount of
Tax finally
imposed.

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ d.

Druggists, . . . S 400 0 0 4 16 0 3 0 0 12 3 0

Pleaders, . . . 2 100 0 0 1 4 0 nil. nil. nil.

6 300 0 0 3 12 0 2 ISO 0 0 5 8 0

6 35° 0 0 4 4 0 1 So 0 0 1 19 0

Blacksmiths, . . 2 100 0 0 i 4 0 1 50 0 0 1 19 0

Clerks and Writers, 85 5. "5 0 0 60 IS 0 24 1.787 ia 0 63 IS ii

Clerks and Money- 1

lenders, . . .J 4 47S 0 0 5 9 0 1 So 0 0 1 19 0

Washermen, . . 1 5° 0 0 0 12 0 nil. nt /. nil.

Castor Oil Makers, 3° 3.500 0 0 40 6 0 23 1.999 8 0 72 12 0

Piece Goods Dealers, 12 15° 0 0 8 18 0 2 100 0 0 3 18 0

Coniectioners, . . 7 350 0 0 4 4 0 1 SP 0 0 1 19 0

S3 3,200 0 0 37 0 14 150 0 0 28 16 0

Miscellaneous, . . 89 7,300 0 0 85 2 0 39 3.214 4 0 119 8 0

Oilmen, .... 4 225 0 0 2 13 0 1 So 0 0 1 19 0

Thread Sellers, . 2 100 0 0 I 4 0 nil. nil.

Flour Sellers, . . 2 100 0 0 I 4 0 nil. nil. nil.

Goldsmiths, . . 5 250 0 0 3 0 0 nil. n /. nil.

Stable Keepers, . 3 325 0 0 3 17 0 1 100 0 0 3 18 0

Milkmen, . . . 2 100 0 0 1 4 0 nil. n a. nil.

Zaminddrs, . . . 11 2,025 0 0 22 9 0 8 1.538 4 0 Si 9 1 OS

Other Landholders, 26 1.52S 0 0 18 1 0 9 57S 0 0 22 0 0

Cultivators, . S 250 0 0 3 0 0 2 100 0 0 3 18 0

Innkeepers, . 5 42S 0 0 5 1 0 3 iS° 0 0 5 16 0

House Proprietors, 9 1,400 0 0 IS 12 0 3 523 16 0 17 0 0

Holders of Govt.\

Paper, . . J
15 1,200 0 0 14 2 ov 7 455 0 0 17 2 0

Total, 39i 29.325 0 0 349 7 0 145 11,458 4 0 436 19 0

As in the case of the agricultural thdnd of Achipur, this table

shows only the number of persons finally assessed, and the amount

of tax actually levied. In 1869-70, 581 persons were originally

assessed on an income of ^51,940. Upon revision, the number

of persons liable to the tax was reduced to 391, and the income

assessed to ^29,325. In 1870-71, in spite of the increased rate of
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incidence, the tax was levied in a much more lenient manner ; only

174 persons were originally assessed as liable to the tax on a total

income of ^14,007 ; and this was reduced on appeal to 145 persons,

the assessed income being reduced to ^11,458, 4s. od. Taking

the population at 27,609 souls, as returned by the Census in

1872, the result shows that in 1869-70 one person in every 70

paid income tax, the average assessment being 17s. 9d. per head ;

in 1870-71, only one person in every 190 was assessed, the

average payment of each person assessed being ^3, os. 3d. per

head.

The income tax was abolished throughout India on the 31st

March 1873 ; but before leaving this subject, it may be well to

exhibit in a tabular form the number of assessments in each grade,

arranged according to the different trades and professions.
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Administrative History.—A narrative of the mode in which

the East India Company became possessed of the 24 Parganas,

one of their earliest landed possessions in Bengal, will be found at

the commencement of this Statistical Account, under the head

of Jurisdiction. When the Company obtained the zamtnddri or

landholders' rights in the 24 Parganas, in 1757, under a Deed of

Grant, subsequently confirmed by a Farman direct from the

Emperor himself, the Crown rent was fixed at Rs. 222,958. The

gross revenue derived by the Company from their new estate

amounted to Rs. 535,105 in the same year; and when the territory

was put up in lifteen lots, and farmed out for three years, with the

view of ascertaining the real value of the land, the leases produced

the sum of Rs. 765,700, together with certain royalties reserved by

the Company to itself, and estimated to amount to about a ldkh and a

half of rupees, making a gross total revenue of Rs. 915,700 from the

24 Parganas. But even this sum was far below the real income

derived from the land. Several fraudulent alienations of land were

discovered ; and Mr. Verelst's Report of 1767 returned a total of Rs.

1,465,000 as the correct land revenue (mdlguzdri), exclusive of the

income derived from salt farms, miscellaneous (sdyer) duties, and the

whole of the town of Calcutta. The imperial rental fixed by the

Mughul Government for the town, under the official description of

Calcutta, Sutanuti, and Govindpur, was Rs. 8836, while the yearly

town revenue realised by the Company as tdlukddrs amounted,

prior to 1757, to Rs. 107,131. These figures are taken from Mr. J.

Grant's Report on the Revenues of Bengal, quoted in the Fifth

Report of the Select Committee on the Affairs of the East India

Company, London 1812. Madras Reprint, vol. i. pp. 491-494.

Gross Revenue and Expenditure, 1790, 1850, and 187o.—

The following statements, taken from the balance-sheet of the Dis

trict, exclusive of Calcutta, will illustrate the growth of the revenue

and expenditure since the formation of the existing system of

Government under Lord Cornwallis' plan :—The gross revenue rose

from ^92,746 in 1790, to ^250,333 in 1850, and subsequently

increased to ^321,483 in 1870. For the latter year I have given

the Budget Estimate, as this estimate shows the demand without

being affected by the accidental fluctuations of the year. The

civil expenditure, on the other hand, has risen, according to the

District mode of bookkeeping, from ^18,275 in 1790, to ^56,1 14

in 1850, and thence to £'83,573 in 1870.
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Net Revenue and Expenditure, 1790, 1850, and 1870.—The

figures in the last paragraph, however, by no means represent the

actual facts. The District balance-sheets contain many items of

accounts and transfer, such as deposits and remittances, which con

ceal the real income and expenditure. I have therefore deducted

such items from each of the balance-sheets now given, and the

result is as follows :—The net revenue of 1790 was £9i>123- In

1850 it had more than doubled, to ^205,894. In 1870 it had

increased by nearly four times its original amount, to ^321,483, or

more than half as much again as it was in 1850. The increase of

the expenditure on the Government of the District has more than

kept proportionate pace. In 1790, only ^6991 appear from the

recorded accounts to have been expended on the Administration.

It must be remembered, however, that at that period the landholders

were nominally responsible for such miserably inefficient police as

then existed. By 1850 this expenditure had nearly quadrupled,

to £25,524. In 1870 it had multiplied to nearly twelve times

what it was in 1790, and amounted to ^79,958. More money is

indeed collected from the people, but a great deal more is expended

upon the District Administration. In 1790, the sum thus returned

in local Government was one-thirteenth of the District revenue.

In 1870, notwithstanding that the net revenue had increased by

more than three times, yet the net expenditure had increased by

twelve times, so that the outlay on Civil Government amounted to

just one-fourth of the total revenue. This, however, is independent

of the municipal taxation, the whole of which was returned in Civil

Government, and of the cost of the rural police, of which the whole

was also expended within the District. The statements for 1790

and 185o disclose several important omissions on both sides of the

account ; but I can only give the figures for those years as furnished

by the District authorities. In the paragraph under each of the

balance-sheets, however, I endeavour, so far as my materials permit,

to elicit the net revenue and expenditure at each period.



Balance-SheetoftheD3str3ctof ParganasfortheYear)9)9)

{ExclusiveofCalcutta.')

8 6 8 8
3
6 0

9
8

4 15 17 9 18
3

18 3S
3

,£9.797

J.334

ISI .3,755 570 37 159 ,2,187 ,£18,275

Expenditure. (3)Depositsoftherevenuedepartment, (4)Chargesoftherevenuedepartment,. (7)Pensionsandcharitableallowances,.
Total,.

(1)ComptrollerofSaltManufacture,

(2)BoardofTrade,

(5)ChargesofCivilCourt,

3)ChargesofCriminalCourt,.

(8)Extraordinary,

4 4 6 6 8
3
8 0

3

£87.8563 ),1,9022 393«3 1658 48413 32112 3575 1,26511 /92,7468

Revenue.

(2)Landrevenueofeducationalestate(AfadrasA

(3)Excise,....

(4)RevenueCourtfees(Amalndmd),.

(7)Revenuedeposits,.
(8)Civilpaymaster,....

Total,.

(1)Landrevenue, (5)Profitandloss"
3)CivilCourtfees,

NetResults,1790-9.

Toobtainthenetrevenue,itemsNos.7and8ontherevenuesidemustbededucted,asdepositsandmeremattersofaccount.In thesameway,toarriveatthenetoutlay,itemsNos.I,2,and3mustbedeductedfromtheexpenditureside.ItemsNos.Iand2were tradeadvancesorchargesformanagingtheAnnualInvestmentandSaltMonopoly,andnotfortheCivilGovernmentoftheDistrict. Thenetrevenueof1790-91,therefore,was£91,123,12s.2d.Thenetexpenditurewasonly£6991,12s.3od.For1790291,Ihave calculatedtherupeeat2s.2d.,thevalueofsikkirupees;fortheotheryearsIhavecalculatedaccordingtotheordinaryrupeeoftwo

shillings.Policealmostentirelymaintainedbythelandholdersorvillagers;butinrealitynoeffectivepoliceexisted.
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Balance-SheetoftheDistrictof ParganasfortheYear13)3)

{ExclusiveofCalcutta.)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9
4 (i

3
6 18 0 0 32 18 2 12

■6
2 8 18 38 14 10 12 4 '3 IS 9

,£7,92S .1,506 .1.785 1,0218 ,28,795 11 3,66i 4186 436 4 41581 (16)Advanceonaccountofdietofrevenuedefaulters,o 528 43 *7.214 .4,360 ,-£'56,114

Expend3ture.

(2)Generaldepartment,

(3)Billspayablebytherevenuedepartment,

(5)Exciseremittances,.
3)Revenuedeposits,.

(7)SuperintendentofCalcuttaCanal,.

(8)Revenuechargegeneral,

(3)Advanceonaccountofcivilsuit,

(11)Militarydepartment,
(12)Marinedepartment,

(13)Landspurchased,.

(14)SuperintendentofStamps,..

(15)SectionoftheCouncilofEducation,

(17)Collectioncharges,...

(18)Processfees(Tal1bdna,.*

(19)Jails,....
(20)Police,....

Total,

(1)Judicialcharges,
(4)Profitandloss,

(9)Lawcharges,

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

16 38 2 12 16 3S 6 18 0 38 438 12 '4 46 '4 4S 8

;£162,066 25.239
2,3 

3.72S
25.45°

8,579361
18

294 2,440 31 45161 2,630 16,1646 0
55'

'3 £250,333

Revenue.

(2)Excise,....

(4)SuperintendentofCalcuttaCanals,
(8)Advancesonaccountofcivilsuit,.

(14)Billpayableintherevenuedepartment,

(17)SectionoftheCouncilofEducation,

Total,

(3vLandrevenue(realized),.

(3)Profitandloss,

(5)Revenuedeposits,.

3)SuperintendentofStamps,

(7)Revenuecharge,.

(9)Lawcharges,

(3)Landspurchased,.

(11)Ruralpolice,

(12)CourtofWards,.

(13)Revenueremittance,
(15)Judicialremittance,

(16)Judicialcharge,

(18)Collectioncharges,

(19)Processfees(Talabdnd),.

NetResults,1850-5.

Toobtainthenetrevenue,itemsNos.5,8,13,14,and15mustbedeductedfromtherevenueside,asmattersofdepositoraccount. Toobtainthenetoutlay,itemsNos.3,5,and6mustbedeductedfromtheexpenditureside.Thenetrevenuefor1850-51,therefore,

was,£205,894,4s.od.;thenet.penditure,£25,53,19s.2d.
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BudgetEstimateoftheD3str3ctof ParganasfortheYear13)7)

(ExclusiveofCalcutta.)

(1)CollectorandDeputyCollector'sestablishment,£3,1300

(2)Contingentexpenses,...2,083'80

(3)EstablishmentformanagingGovt,estates,.2,99740

(4)Exciseestablishment,...734120

(5)Assessedtaxestablishment,..1,43340

3)Stampestablishment,...1,5300

(7)Miscellaneous,....1,19520

(8)CivilandSessionsCourtestablishment,.3,78600

(9)Commissioner'sestablishment,..5,42230

(3)TollCollectors'establishment,etc.,.5,30000

(11)ExpenditureofJailandLock-ups,.13,1329II

othereducationalexpenses,..18,34390

(13)RegularPolice,....17,479120

Total*..£83,573211

Expenditure.

(12)InspectorofSchools'establishment,and

(1)Landrevenue,....£163,74680 (2)Miscellaneous,....3,60200

(3)Excise,.....15,44000

(4)Assessedtaxes,....3,40800

(5)Stamps,.....57,14100

3)Interestonlawcharges,...3,44800

(7)Toll,ferrycollections,fisheryrent,etc.,.3,89000

(8)Proceedsfromjailmanufacture,..14,09800

(9)Schoolingfeesandprivatecontributions,.11,73811

/

Total,..£321,48316II

Revenue.

NetResults,1870-7)

TheCollectorwasinstructedtodeductdepositsandmattersofaccount,infurnishingmewiththebalance2sheetforthisyear;but
IhavefounditnecessarytocorrectseveralitemsintheBudgetEstimatefromtheactualresultsoftheyearassubsequentlyascertained.

Thus,ontherevenueside,IhavegiventheamountactuallyrealizedunderitemsNos.4,8,and9.Ontheexpenditureside,IhavegiventheactualoutlayasreportedbytheInspector-GeneralsofJailsandofPoliceunderNos.IIand13.AsitemNo.9appliestothethree DistrictsofthePresidencyDivision,two-thirdsmustbedeductedfromit,asregardstheexpenditureinthe3Parganas.Averysmall deductionmightbemadeforsimilarreasonsunderitem12,butitwouldnotpreceptiblyaffectthegeneralresult,norhaveIthedata requisiteformakingit.Subject,therefore,totheaboveremarks,thenetrevenueof1870271wouldbe£321,483,16s.Iid.;thenet

expenditure,£79*958,2s.nd.
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The revenue and expenditure of 1870 does not include the munici

pal taxation or the municipal expenditure, with the allotment of lands

for the rural police. The balance-sheet onlyshows what maybe termed

the regular District Accounts, as supplied to me by the Magistrate and

Collector, who is responsible for their accuracy. The postal revenue

and expenditure are held to be matters of imperial account, and will

be exhibited at a subsequent page. The total receipts under this

head in 1870-71 were^1927, 8s. od.; the charges, ^1914, 4s. od.

Land Revenue.—As elsewhere throughout Bengal, the land tax

is by far the most important item of revenue in the 24 Parganas, and

in 1870-71 formed fifty-two per cent. of the total revenue of the

District. Subdivision of property has gone on rapidly under British

rule. In 1790, there were 444 separate estates on the rent-roll of

the District, held by 502 registered proprietors or coparceners paying

revenue direct to Government. The total land revenue in that year

nominally amounted to sikkd rupees 908,481, or ^98,418, 14s. od.

This appears to have been the theoretical demand ; for in the de

tailed statement of revenue and expenditure given above, the sum of

sikkd rupees is 810,980, or ^87,856. The latter sum would show

an average land revenue paid by each estate of^197, 17s. 8d., and

of^175, os. 2d. from each individual proprietor or coparcener. In

1800, the number of estates and proprietors, and the land revenue

demand, were the same as in 1790; but as the accounts for that

year are not available, I am unable to give the actual amount

paid, or the average payments from each estate, or from each pro

prietor or coparcener. In 1850, the number of estates had increased

to 1518, and the registered proprietors to 3156. The land revenue

demand amounted to ^167,906, 10s., or an average payment of

^110, 13s. 4d. from each estate, and of ^53, 4s. od. from each

individual proprietor or coparcener. In this year the District was

of larger extent than at present, and included estates subsequently

attached to the Bardwdn and Hugli Districts. Yet in 1871-72,

with a smaller area, the number of estates had increased to 2064,

the registered number of proprietors or coparceners being 4170.

The total land revenue amounted to ^167,551, equal to a payment

of ^81, 3s. 6d. from each estate, or ^40, 3s. 7d. by each individual

proprietor. The figures for this last year are taken from the Report

on the Land Revenue Administration of the Lower Provinces for

1871-72, with the exception of the number of proprietors, which is

taken from the Collector's returns, and refers to 1870-71.
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Protection to Person and Property has been steadily

rendered more complete. In 1850, there were five Magisterial

and thirteen Civil and Revenue Courts in the 24 Parganas ; in 1862,

there were thirteen Magisterial and twenty-one Civil and Revenue

Courts ; and in 1870, the number was nineteen Magisterial and

thirty-three Civil and Revenue Courts. The number of Covenanted

Oificers at work in the District throughout the year, was two in

1850, six in 1860, and five in 1870. The number of rent cases

instituted under the provisions of Act X. of 1859—the Land Law

of Bengal—are returned by the Collector as follow:—In 1861-62,

6590 original suits, with 969 miscellaneous applications ; in 1862-63,

6310 original suits, and 2235 miscellaneous applications ; in 1866-67,

6521 original suits, and 3423 miscellaneous applications; and in

1868-69, 6358 original suits, and 3938 miscellaneous applications.

It will thus be seen that these land suits, the most important of which

are for enhancement of rent, have remained almost stationary since

the introduction of the law.

Police.—For police purposes, exclusive of Calcutta and the

Suburbs, which are under a separate administration, the District is

divided into thirty Police Circles (thdnds). The machinery for

protecting person and property in the 24 Parganas consists of the

Regular or District Police, the Village Watch or rural force, and a

Municipal Police for municipalities. In 1871 the strength of the

Regular Police was as follows. The figures are taken from the

Bengal Police Report for 187 1 :—Three superior European officers,

including a District Superintendent of Police and two Assistant

Superintendents, on a total salary of ^1680 a year; 11 subordinate

officers on a salary of upwards of ^120 per annum, and 142 officers

on less than ^120,—maintained at a total cost of ^6630, showing

an average pay for each subordinate officer of ^43, 6s. 8d. a year ;

696 foot constables maintained at a total cost of ^5983, 4s. od.,

or an average annual pay of 12s. od. for each man. The other

expenses connected with the District Police are,—a sum of ^270

per annum allowed for travelling charges of the superior officers ;

^243, 6s. od. for pay and travelling allowances of their establish

ments; ^70, horse allowance; and ^2603, 2s. od. for contin

gencies,—bringing up the total cost of the Regular Police of the

24 Parganas to ^17,479, 12s. od. The Census of 1872 returns the

area of the District, exclusive of Calcutta and the Suburbs, at 2765

square miles ; and the population, exclusive of the same items, at
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1,951,137. According to these figures, the total strength of the

Regular Police;Force is one man to every 3-24 square miles of area,

or one man to every 2290 of the population. The cost of main

tenance is equal to £6, 6s. 5d. per square mile, or a fraction over

2^d. per head of the population.

The Village Watch is a rural force consisting of 3712 men,

maintained by the villagers at a cost of ^19,817, 12s. od., the

average pay of each rural watchman being £5, 6s. 9d. per annum.

According to the area and population just given above, there is one

village constable to every 74 square mile, or one to every 525 of the

population, maintained at a cost of£7, 3s. 6d. per square mile, or a

little over 2^d. per head of the population. The Municipal Police

in 1 87 1 consisted of 42 oificers and 610 men, maintained at a total

cost of ^5385, defrayed by means of rates levied upon the house

holders. The distribution of this town force is as follows, exclusive

of Calcutta and the Suburbs, but inclusive of the North and South

Suburban Towns :—(1) South Suburban Town, 10 head constables

and 171 men ; (2) North Suburban Town, 5 head constables and

75 men; (3) Baghjdld, 1 head constable and 18 men ; (4) Kddihdti,

1 head constable and 8 men ; (5) Nawdbganj, 4 head constables

and 45 men; (6) Agarpdrd, 5 head constables and 75 men; (7)

Barasat, 1 head constable and 23 men ; (8) Naihdti, 3 head con-

tables and 45 men ; (9) Basurhdt, 1 head constable and 20 men ;

(10) Tiki, 1 head constable and 15 men; (11) Kalingd, 2 head

constables and 30 men; (12) Gobardangd, 1 head constable and

17 men; (13) Bdruipur, 1 head constable and 10 men; (14)

Jainagar, 1 head constable and 13 men; (15) Sdtkhird, 1 head

constable and 18 men; (16) Kalarod, 1 head constable and 10

men ; (17) Chandurid, 1 head constable and 5 men; (18) Kdliganj,

1 head constable and 6 men ; (19) Debhdtd, 1 head constable and

6 men : total, 42 head constables and 610 men.

There is also a river patrol maintained in the 24 Parganas, con

sisting of 13 boats, manned by a crew of 105 men, and with a

head constable in each boat. This service is maintained at a cost

of ^885, 12s. od., which is included in that of the Regular Police.

Including, therefore, the Regular Police, the Village Watch, and

the Municipal Police, the machinery for protecting person and pro

perty in the 24 Parganas consisted in 1871 of a force of 5216

oificers and men, equal to an average of one man to every -53

square mile as compared with the area, or one man to every 374
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souls as compared with the population, exclusive of Calcutta and

the Suburbs. The aggregate cost of this force in 187 1 was

,£42,682, 4s. od., equal to a charge of ^15, 8s. 8d. per square

mile, or just fivepence farthing per head of the population. The

figures contained in the following paragraphs are taken from the

Annual Reports of the Inspector-General of Police for 1870 and

1871.

During the year 187 1, the police conducted 3583 cognisable

cases, the proportion of final convictions to men brought to trial

being 67 per cent. ; and 2660 non-cognisable cases, in which the

percentage of final convictions was 5 8 'g. The total number of

cases, both cognisable by the police and non-cognisable, was 6243,

the proportion of final convictions being 63 per cent. As regards

convictions, the 24 Parganas stand above the neighbouring Districts

of Nadiyd and Jessor. In Nadiyd the proportion of final con

victions to the total number of men brought to trial was only 41-3

per cent. in 187 1, and in Jessor District only 42-9 per cent. in

the same year. Serious crime is not very prevalent in the 24

Parganas: 16 cases of murder occurred in 1870, of which con

victions were obtained only in 3 ; in 1871, out of 11 cases,

conviction only followed in 2. The offence of gang robbery

showed an increase from 12 cases in 1870 to 16 cases in 1871 ;

8 cases of rape were reported in 1870, against 11 in 1871.

The Annual Report of the Inspector-General of Police for 187 1

states that all the cases of gang robbery were committed with a

view to plunder, and in no case was any violence inflicted. Con

victions of gang robbery were only obtained in three out of the

sixteen cases reported. Three cases of river dacoities occurred

during k187 1, for the suppression of which a river patrol is main

tained, as stated on a previous page. The police were unsuccessful

in tracing the thieves ; but it was ascertained that they were

committed by a gang of professional robbers living in Calcutta

and the Suburbs. These men watch boats loading in the Calcutta

canals, follow those which promise the best booty, and plunder

them in solitary parts of the Sundarbans. The difficulty of de

tecting these river crimes is great ; but several men were arrested

in connection with the three cases stated above, and were awaiting

their trial at the end of 187 1.

The following are the particulars with regard to other crimes :—

The offence of 'grievous hurt' is stated to have increased in the 24
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Parganas during 187 1 ; but the Inspector-General's Report for that

year does not give the number of cases, nor the proportion of

District convictions to committals. The Report for 1870 is equally

silent upon this point. Fifty-one cases of hurt by dangerous weapons

are reported in 1871, but I have no information as to the number of

convictions, or the proportion of convictions to committals either

for 1871 or 1870. Cases of kidnapping or abduction are said to

have shown a slight falling off in 187 1 as compared with 1870, but

the Police Reports do not give particulars of the number of cases.

Six cases of robbery were reported during 187 1, in which, how

ever, no convictions were obtained. The charge ofwrongful restraint

and confinement furnished 101 cases in 1871, in which convictions

were obtained in 85 cases, or 84 per cent. Cattle theft exhibited a

great decrease in 1871 as compared with 1870, the number of cases

being 37 and 141 respectively. The Inspector-General states that

this decrease is in consequence of the large increase in the number

of police stations ; the men who formerly engaged in such raids are

now obliged to confine themselves to a theft of one or two cows.

' False cases ' are numerous in the 24 Parganas, as in the other

Districts of the Presidency Division, the number in 1871 being

returned at 621. The number of salt-smuggling cases shows a

considerable increase in 187 1 over the previous year. In 1870,

114 cases were reported, in which 217 persons were arrested, and

203 were finally convicted; the quantity of salt confiscated was

about fifteen hundredweights, the amount of fines realized being

^183, 2s. od. In 1871, 331 cases were reported, in which 339

persons were arrested, of whom 335 were finally convicted ; the

quantity of salt confiscated was about twenty hundredweights, the

amount of the fines realized being ^391, 1s. od.

Taken as a whole, the Inspector-General remarks that the Dis

tricts of the Presidency Division exhibit very satisfactory results in

police administration. A few years ago, Nadiyd, Jessor, and the

24 Pargands were overrun with dacoits, and affrays of the most

serious kind were common. During the whole of 1871 there was

but one case of gang robbery in Nadiyd, four in Jessor, and sixteen

in the 24 Parganas.

The only really professional thieves in the Lower Provinces are

the Bediyas. Their origin is obscure ; in some Districts they inhabit

certain villages, in others they live entirely in boats. Their osten

sible means of livelihood consists in selling mats, fishing, and rearing
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ducks, etc. Many of them are accomplished jugglers and daring

acrobats. They send forth at all seasons predatory bands, who

assume various disguises, scatter in diiferent directions, and return,

after months of pilfering, laden with spoil, which becomes the com

mon property of the community. A strict watch is kept upon their

villages ; but, in spite of every precaution, these skilful pilferers fre

quently manage to elude the vigilance of the police, and before

their absence is discovered, a succession of burglaries announces

their presence in a distant part of their own or in some neighbour

ing District. In former years, the police were in the habit of making

periodical raids on these Bediyd villages, and searching every house

indiscriminately ; large quantities of stolen property were not unfre-

quently found. The modern Bediyd, however, is too sharp to keep

stolen property in his house ; he generally iinds his way down to

Calcutta, where he converts his stolen ornaments into cash. This

he buries in some out-of-the-way place not far from his village ; he

there settles quietly down until necessity calls him forth again. In

the more eastern Districts these people live in boats, but in the 24

Parganas they mostly reside on land.

Jail Statistics.—There are altogether nine jails in the 24

Parganas, viz. :—(1) The great Jail at Alipur, mainly filled with

long-term convicts from other Districts of Bengal ; (2) the Rassa

Jail, recently established for long-term female prisoners ; (3) the

Barasat Jail; and small Subdivisional Lock-ups,—(4) at Diamond

Harbour, (5) Bdruipur, (6) Sdtkhira, (7) Basurhdt, (8) Barrackpur,

and (9) Dum-dum. The following figures are compiled from

the Administration Report of the Inspector-General of Jails for

1870, and from a return specially prepared for me in the Inspector-

General's office, showing the jail population of the District, cost of

maintenance, value of jail labour, etc., for the years 1857-58, 1860-61,

and 1870-71. In making comparisons, it must be borne in mind

that the Alipur and Rassa Jails contain a large proportion of prisoners

who do not belong to the 24 Parganas at all, but have been trans

ferred from other Districts to work out long-term sentences. The

totals therefore do not accurately represent the state of crime in the

24 Parganas, and I have no means of distinguishing the prisoners

belonging to the District from those who have been transferred to

the Central Jail at Alfpur from other parts of the country. Another

fact which should always be taken into consideration, is an element

of error in the figures for the earlier years. Such returns must be

vol. n. n*
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taken as the nearest approximation to accuracy that can be attained,

in the absence of absolutely correct materials. It has been found

that in many cases prisoners have been counted twice and three

times over ; those transferred to the Central Jail from the lock-ups

being returned in both statements, without any allowance made for

the transfers. Under-trial prisoners subsequently convicted also

appear twice, viz. both as under-trial prisoners, and as convicted

prisoners. Since 1870 an improved mode of preparing the returns

has been adopted, and the figures returned for that year may be

looked upon as absolutely correct.

In 1857-58, the daily average number of criminal, under-trial,

and civil prisoners in the Alipur Jail amounted to 1836, the total

number discharged from all causes being as follows :—transferred,

141 1 ; released, 2869; escaped, 4; died, 300; executed, 3: total

discharged, 4587. In 1860-61, the jail returns show a daily average

of 1908 prisoners in AKpur, the total discharges being as follows :—

transferred, 703 ; released, 2442 ; escaped, 2 ; died, 392 ; executed,

1 : total discharged, 3540. In these two years, the returns for the

female prisoners was included in those for the Alipur Jail. Subse

quently a separate female prison was established at Rassd, between

Alipur and Bhawanipur. In 1870, the daily average number of

prisoners at Alipur (males only) was 2271, the total number dis

charged from all causes being,—transferred, 339; released, 2619;

escaped, 7 ; died, 1 16 ; executed, 2 : total discharged, 3083. The

female prison at Rassd in 1870 contained a daily average of 279

prisoners; the total number discharged during the year was as

follows :—transferred, 36 ; released, 237 ; died, 10 : total discharged,

283. The following was the population of the Barasat Jail and Sub-

divisional Lock-ups at the periods above referred to. In 1857-58,

they contained a daily average of 182 prisoners, the total number

discharged being as under: — transferred, 223; released, 684;

escaped, 7; died, 9; executed, 3 : total, 926. In 1860-61, the

daily average number of prisoners was 264 ; the total discharges

were :—transferred, 207 ; released, 660 ; escaped, 1 ; died, 26 ;

executed, 1: total, 895. In 1870, the figures were as follow:—

average daily number of prisoners, 305 ; total discharged,—

transferred, 127; released, 419; escaped, 3; died, 19: total, 568.

For all the jails, the daily average number of prisoners in 1857-58

was 2018; total discharged,—transferred, 1634; released, 3553;

escaped, 11 ; died, 309 ; executed, 6 : total, 5513. In 1860-61, the
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daily average number of prisoners was 2172, the total discharges

being, — transferred, 910; released, 3102; escaped, 3; died,

418; executed, 2 : total, 4435. In 1870, the daily average number

of prisoners was 2855, the total number discharged being,—

transferred, 502 ; released, 3275 ; escaped, 10 ; died, 145; executed,

2 : total, 3934. The total number of prisoners remaining in the

Alipur Jail on the 31st December 1870 was 2161, of whom 12 were

Europeans ; the Rassd female prison had a population of 269 at the

end of 1870, and the Barasat Jail and Subdivisional Lock-ups, 309,

of whom only one was a female.

From the foregoing figures, it is impossible to calculate the

proportion of District criminals to the District population, for the

reason already stated, that Alipur and Rassd are central jails, and

contain, besides prisoners of the 24 Pargands, a large proportion of

criminals from other parts of the country. If, however, we take the

3583 cognisable cases which are returned in the Police Administra

tion Report as having actually occurred during 1871, it would show

that one such case was reported for every 544 of the population,

excluding Calcutta and the Suburbs, where the police of the 24

Pargands have no jurisdiction. Adding to this the number of

offences not cognisable by the police, the total alleged cases of

serious and petty crime amounted in that year to 6243, or one case

reported for every 31 2 of the population. As, on investigation before

the Magistrate and Superior Courts, thirty-seven per cent. of these

alleged cases resulted in acquittals, the proportion becomes reduced

to one to every 495 of the population. This, however, cannot be

taken as indicating the proportion of the criminal population. The

non-cognisable cases include very many of the pettiest offences,

which are punished by small fines. The proportion of cognisable

cases which fmally resulted in conviction was sixty-seven per cent.,

showing a result of one such case to every 813 of the population.

A large proportion of these cognisable cases, too, are very minor

offences, for which small fines only are infiicted.

The sanitary condition of the Alipur Jail has improved in a

marked manner since 1857-58. In that year 300 deaths occurred,

or 16-34 per cent. of the mean jail population ; in 1860-61 the

number of deaths increased to 392, or no less than 2C54 per cent.

of the average number of prisoners ; but in 1870 the mortality had

fallen to 116, or only 5-10 per cent. of the average jail population.

The constant sickness rate in 1870 was 5-6 per cent. of the average
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jail population, the proportion of deaths being 3 '5 2 per cent. of the

total sickness. The Inspector-General of Jails, in his Administration

Report for 1870, remarks as follows with regard to the health of the

Alipur Jail :—' The diseases which most prevailed were ague, dysen

tery, diarrhoea, cholera in an endemic form, anaemia, and scrofula.

The reduction in mortality from dysentery which was noticeable in

1869, continued in 1870, there having been twenty-nine deaths in the

latter as against forty-nine in the former year. The number of

admissions from cholera fell to nearly half that of the previous year,

and the proportion of deaths to cases from thirty-two per cent. in

1869, to twenty-four and a half per cent. in 1870. The fatal

results occurred during the months of March, April, and May,

when the largest number of cases occurred. Dr. Lynch considers

that part of the improved healthiness of this usually unhealthy jail

was doubtless due to the generally prevailing conditions which led

to the same favourable result among the outside population. Some

portion, however, such as the reduction of mortality from dysentery

and the disappearance of scurvy, may be assigned to the improved

sanitary state of the jail, the better proportioning of food to labour,

and a purer water supply.'

The death-rate at Bardsat Jail has always been high. In 1857-58,

the deaths were 9 in number, or 4-94 per cent. of the average jail

population; in 1860-61, 26 deaths occurred, or 9-85 per cent. of the

mean population ; in 1870, the mortality was 19, or 6-23 per cent. of

the mean jail population, showing a considerable decrease as com

pared with the previous year. The constant sickness rate in the

Bdrasat Jail in 1870 was 3-8 per cent. of the average number of

prisoners, the proportion of deaths to total sickness being 5-99 per

cent. The Inspector-General, in his Administration Report for 1870,

states that the mortality at this jail is necessarily high, as it is made

an asylum for the aged and debilitated prisoners of the Alipur Jail.

'Out of the 19 deaths which occurred, 16 took place among such

prisoners, and 12 of these 16 were above fifty years of age. Of the

three prisoners belonging to the district who died, two had immense

enlargement of the spleen on admission, and one was a confirmed

smoker of ganjd. The prevailing diseases were fever, bronchitis,

diarrhoea, and dysentery.' In the Rassd Female Jail, 10 deaths

occurred in 1870, or 3-58 per cent. of the average prison population.

The constant sickness rate was 4-5 per cent., the proportion of

mortality to the total sickness being 2-12 per cent. The average
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term of residence of each prisoner in Alipur Jail in 1870 was 456

days for natives, and 248 days for Europeans ; in the Rassa Jail, 365

days ; and in the Barasat Jail, 299 days.

Cost of Ja1l Ma1ntenance.—The average cost of maintaining

each prisoner in Alipur Native Jail, including rations, establishment,

hospital charges, clothing, contingencies, and all other charges ex

cept the police or military guard, is returned as follows :— 1854-55,

£3, 6s. 5$d. ; 1857-58,^3, 11s. 6d. ; 1860-61,^3, 6s. 5^d. ; and

1870,^4, 13s. 9^d. For European prisoners the gross charge of

maintenance in 1870 amounted to ^16, 7s. 7^d. per head. A mili

tary guard is maintained at Alipur. At the Rassd Female Prison, the

cost of maintenance in 1870 amounted to £4, 6s. per prisoner. At

the Barasat Jail, the gross charge in 1854-55 amounted to ^3, 11s.

2d. per head; in 1857-58, to ^3, 18s. 10d. ; in 1860-61, to ^3, 17s.

8d. ; and in 1870, to 16s. 6d. per head. The cost of police

guard at this jail amounted to 10s. 7^d. per prisoner in 1870,—

making a total cost returned at £4, 7 s. 1^d. per head. The

Annual Jail Report for 1870 returns the total expenditure incurred

in the maintenance of convicted prisoners in the jails and lock-ups

of the 24 Parganas, including the cost of the police guard, which is

paid out of the general police grant, but exclusive of the cost of

additions, alterations, and repairs, to be as follows in 1870 :—Alipur

European Jail, total cost, ^174, 16s. 2d. ; Alfpur Native Jail,

^10,239, os- : grand total of Alipur Jail, both European and

Native, ^10,413, 16s. 2d. Rassd Female Prison, £1 187, 15s. 6d. ;

Bardsat Jail, ^1291, 18s. 10d. ; Diamond Harbour Lock-up, ^77,

10s. o^d. ; Baruipur Lock-up, ^25, 9s. 3jd. ; Sdtkhird,^55, 9s. 7d. ;

Basurhdt Lock-up, ^31, 6s. 7d. ; Dum-dum Lock-up, ^31, os. 10|d. ;

Barrackpur Lock-up, £18, 5s. od. Grand total jail expenditure for

maintaining and guarding convicted prisoners in the 24 Parganas,

^13,132, 10s. 11d.

Ja1l Manufactures.—A large proportion of the expense of

maintaining the criminal population is returned to the Government,

in the shape of profits from prison manufactures. One of the jails

above mentioned, the Alipur Native Prison, has carried on the

system of jail manufactures for the past fifty-five years, and is now

self-supporting. In 1854-55, the financial results of the prison

manufactures in the Alipur Jail were as follow :—Value of articles

sold, ^5676, 18s. 5d. ; value of articles remaining in store at the

end of the year, ^649, 14s. 2d.: total credits, ^6326, 12s. 7d.
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Deducting from this the sum of ^875, 17s. 4& as representing the

value of articles in store at the end of the previous year, and^3409,

14s. 3d. as charges incurred during the year, the result showed an

excess of receipts over expenditure of^2041, 1s. od. The average

earning of each prisoner engaged in manufacture in 1854-55 was

1s. 10jd. In 1857-58, the value of articles of prison manu

facture sold amounted to ^7075, 1s. 10d., which, together with

^409, 5s. 4d. as the value of articles remaining in store at the end

of the year, gave a total of ^7484, 7s. 2d. as the value of prison

labour for the year. Deducting ^541, 1 1s. as the value of articles in

store at the end of the preceding year, and^4232, 4s. 2d. for charges,

the results showed a net profit of ^2710, 12s. od. ; the average

earnings of each prisoner engaged in manufacture being ^2, 15 s.

11^d. In 1860-61, the profits nearly doubled what they amounted

to three years previously. The gross credits amounted to ^10,120,

8s. 10d., and the debits to^4910, 12s. 3d. ; the net profits amounted

t0 ^5209, 1 6s. 7d. The average earnings per prisoner amounted

to ^5, 7s. 10|d. During the next ten years the jail manufactures

kept on increasing, till in 1870 the net profits from this source were

one hundred and fifty per cent. more than they were in 1860-61.

The figures for 1870 are as follows :—Credits : value of articles sold

during the year, ^38,833, 3s. 2d. ; value of manufactured articles

remaining in store at the close of 1870, ^6252, 16s. 2d.; value of

raw material in store at the close of 1870, ^1855, 9s. 4d. ; value of

plant and machinery in store at the end of 1870, ^5051, 10s. 10d.—

total credits, ^51,992, 19s. 6d. Debits: value of manufactured

goods and raw material in store at the close of 1869,^9358, 6s. 6d. ;

value of plant and machinery in stock at the close of 1869, ^3872,

13s. 7d. ; raw material, plant, and machinery purchased, and all

other charges incurred during 1870, ^25,315, os. od.—total debits,

^38,546, os. 1d. Excess of credits over debits, or net profit^

^13,446, 19s. 5d. ; average earning of each prisoner engaged in

manufactures, ^14, 6s. $d. The total cost of the Alipur Jail

amounted to ^10,413, 16s. 2d. in 1870, the profits derived from

the prison labour thus exceeding the cost of maintenance by^3033,

3s. 3d. By far the greater portion of the profits thus made accrue

from a large Government printing department worked by convict

labour, and jute mills for gunny manufacture. Alipur was the onlj?

self-supporting jail in Bengal in 1870.

The other jails also contribute a considerable proportion towards
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their own maintenance. The Rassa Female Prison in 1870 showed

the following results:—Credits, ^993, 13s. od. ; debits, ^485,

16s. 2d. : net profits, ^507, 16s. iod. Average earning per

prisoner employed on manufactures in 1870, ^3, is. 6^d. The

Rassa Female Jail was only established in 1868 ; previous to that

year, the female prisoners were included in the Alipur Jail. In the

Barasat Jail, in 1854-55, the total credits for prison labour amounted

to .£244, 2s. od., and the. debits to ^183, 11s. 3d., leaving a

profit of ^60, 10s. 9d. ; the average earnings of each prisoner

employed on manufactures in that year amounted to £i, 2s. od.

In 1857-58, the credits were ^417, 19s. iod0 and the debits

£301, os. 9d., leaving a profit of ^116, 19s. id.; the average

earning of each prisoner employed in manufactures amounted to

jQi, 9s. 2^d. In 1860-61, the credits amounted to ^628, 16s. 6d.r

and the debits to ^334, 6s. 6d, leaving a profit of ^294, 10s. od,;

the average earnings of the prisoners employed in manufactures

amounted to £i, 18s. 3d. per head. In 1870, the credits

amounted to ^237, 16s. 8d., and the debits to ^93, 13s. 7d.,.

leaving a profit of ^144, 3s. id.; the average earnings of the

prisoners employed on jail manufactures amounted lo £i, is. 6d.

per head. The cause of the decrease in 1870 is explained by the

transfer of all healthy men of long sentence to Alipur, and the

receipt from that jail of all unhealthy men, which has naturally

tended to reduce the earnings of each prisoner.

The Inspector-General's Report for 1870 returns the total cost

of maintenance and guard of the convicted prisoners in all the jails

of the District at ^13,132, 10s. 11d. in 1870. The profits obtained

from the printing department, jute mills, and other manufactures

carried on at the Alipur Jail alone cover the entire expense of

maintenance of all the jails in the District. Including Alipur and

the other jails, the gross profits derived from jail manufactures

amount to ^14,098, 19s. 4d., or ^966, 8s. 5d. above the gross

cost of maintenance.

Education.—The following pages on the Educational Statistics

of the 24 Parganas were written in 1870-71, and printed oif before

the reforms effected by the educational resolutions of Sir G. Campbell

in 1872. These reforms amounted to a complete reorganization

of Primary Instruction in Bengal, having increased the number of

schools and scholars under Government supervision nearly sixfold

and fivefold respectively, and I regret that the following sheets of
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figures do not represent the improved state of things which is now

being brought about. Since, however, the other Administrative

Statistics throughout this and my other volumes of Statistical Ac

counts deal with a period anterior to those reforms, it has been

deemed advisable to preserve these pages as they stand, and to

prefix to them a brief summary of the results which have been

achieved by the measures which came into operation in the latter

months of 1872.

According to the returns given in the General Report of Public

Instruction for 1872-73, during which year the new measures com

menced to take effect, the total number of Government Aided schools

of all classes in the 24 Parganas has increased from 344 to 743, and

the number of pupils from 17,374 to 29,787. According to the

Report for 1873-74, which gives the figures after these measures

had been at work for a full year, the number of pupils had grown

to 49,861. This increase is of course almost entirely due to the

addition of the new pdthsdlds, which were either established or aided

under the orders of the 30th September 1872 ; but there is evidence

to show that it indicates not only an improved classification and

superior efficiency, but also a substantial augmentation both in the

schools that exist and the pupils that are taught. In the year 1871-72,

the total of unaided schools is returned at 448, with 1 7,433 pupils ;

and in the year 1872-73, this total has only diminished to 369, with

10,443 pupils, whilst 399 new pdthsdlds, with 12,413 pupils, have in

the same time passed under Government supervision. It would

seem, therefore, that the first operation of Sir G. Campbell's reforms

was so to stimulate Primary Instruction as to call into being in the

space of a few months 320 schools and 5423 pupils, as well as to

transform 79 old pdthsdlds into greater activity under the influence

of Government aid and Government superintendence. The returns

also show ' that the new pdthsdlds reach a lower stratum of society

than any previously established schools.' Out of the 12,413 pupils

who attend them, no less than 10,868 are described as belonging to

the lower class ; whilst in the previously existing Aided schools these

numbers are 11,028 and 5279 respectively. The same information

is indirectly given by the figures which represent the different reli

gions of the pupils at all the Government and Aided schools. The

strength of the Muhammadans throughout the 24 Parganas, as in

other Districts of Lower Bengal, lies chiefly among the lower classes ;

and consequently an increase in the number of Musalmdn pupils
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forms a most trustworthy indication that education is spreading

downwards. In 1870-71, the number of pupils of this religion in

Government and Aided schools was 1900, but in 1871-72 the number

had risen to 6205 ; whereas the number of Hindus had changed in

the same time from 15,275 to 22,913. As might be expected from

what has been said above, the proportion of Musalmans in the new

pdthsdlds is much larger than in the lower Aided schools, being as 34

to 19. It is further stated that the grant of Government money to the

existing class of old gurus acts as a general encouragement, and

that more men will in consequence enter the trade. In the 24

Parganas, the Magistrate has assigned a certain sum among the

several Subdivisions for experimentally introducing a system of

payment by results. These rewards were limited to from Rs. 6 to

Rs. 1 2 to each school, and were directed to be given in accordance

with conditions which were calculated to extend the power of Go

vernment supervision, and to enforce the adoption of the authorized

pdihsdld course for Primary Instruction. It is of course premature

to offer any opinion upon the success of this experiment. But the

Report adds that ' there can be no doubt that a reward from Govern

ment acts as an incentive to open new pdthsdlds; and the subordinate

inspectional agency have reported that a considerable number of

primary schools were started by persons of the schoolmaster class

during the year when inquiries began to be made into the condition

of Primary Education in the District, no doubt in the hope of ob

taining some grant in aid from Government. There seems, there

fore, to be good grounds for the belief that a competitive system of

payment by results will, if systematically carried out, do much for

the cause of Primary Education.'

But even before Sir G. Campbell's reforms in 1872, education had

rapidly diffused itself of late years in the 24 Pargands. The follow

ing comparative table, compiled from the Reports of the Director of

Public Instruction for 1856-57, 1860-61, and 1870-71, indicates the

progress of education by means of Government and aided schools:—
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The figures for the earlier years must be received with caution,

and as only approximately correct. I have taken every care in

preparing the table; but in the earlier appendices to the Annual

Reports of the Department of Public Instruction, from which it has

been compiled, the names of many schools have been given without

any details of expenditure or receipts, and some without even the

number of pupils. The total number of schools is correct; but

the columns showing the number of pupils, cost, etc., contain this

element of error. They show that the number of Government

and Aided schools in the 24 Parganas, exclusive of Calcutta, but

including the Suburbs, increased from 38 in 1856-57 to 346 in

1870-71 ; and the number of pupils from 4041 in 1856-57, to 17,558

in 1870-71. The greatest increase is in the number of Aided Ver

nacular schools, which increased from 16 to 249 in the fourteen years

from 1856 to 1870, and the number of pupils from 1148 to 11,414 in

the same period. The amount expended by Government rose from

^2430, 15s. 6d. in 1856-57, to ^6337 in 1870-71 ; while that

derived from private contributions and schooling fees increased from

^1845 m 1856-57, to £1 1,710 in 1870-71. The foregoing table

is altogether exclusive of private schools, which in 1872 were esti

mated to number 448, attended by 13,183 pupils.

The following paragraphs are extracted from the Report of Mr.

Woodrow, Inspector of Schools, printed in the Annual Report on

Public Instruction for 1871-72, and well illustrate the distribution

of education throughout the 24 Parganas :—

' Nine-tenths of the education given in this District are found on

the banks of the old Ganges. The country thus favoured with

schools extends from Hdlishahr, about four miles north of Hugli, but

on the opposite side of the Ganges, down to Jainagar, thirty miles

south of Calcutta. The old bed of the Ganges at Calcutta turns

eastwards under Hastings' Bridge, and passes by the Alipur Jail on

its right and Kalighat on its left bank. Shortly before reaching

Garid Bridge, about seven miles from Hastings' Bridge, the Ganges

dwindles almost to a ditch, turns southward, and passes by numerous

populous villages, among which may be mentioned Rajpur and

Bdruipur on the eastern bank, and Bordl, Govindpur, Baru, and

Jainagar on the western bank. All these six places have flourishing

English schools under Hindu management. At Bdruipur is an ex

cellent female orphanage, under the care of Mrs. Drew, wife of the

Rev. W. Drew, of the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel.
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Six miles south of Jainagar the Ganges enters the Sundarbans, and

flows into Channel Creek, on the east of Sdgar Island.

' In the Suburbs of Calcutta, between the Salt Water Lake and the

River Hugli, are numerous schools. Among these may be mentioned

the English schools at Cossipur and Baranagar (Vardhanagar).

These schools derive a great part of their support from fees, but

are assisted by Bdbu Dwdrkandth Rai Chaudhri and Pandit Sib

Chandra Basu. The Pdikpdrd school was closed during the year ;

it had for many years been supported chiefly by Bdbu Kisori Ldl Rai.

To the south of Calcutta are the English schools at Garden Reach,

under the Church Missionary Society ; at Behdld, under the London

Missionary Society ; at Tollyganj, lately under the Society for the

Propagation of the Gospel, but now managed and partly supported

by a Muhammadan gentleman. At Chetld is an aided English

school; and at Bhawanfpur are a congeries of boys' and girls' schools,

among which the college and collegiate school of the London

Missionary Society, and the Bishop of Calcutta's Female School and

Zanand Agency, deserve especial mention. The London Society's

missionaries have several vernacular schools, which receive valuable

instruction and unostentatious aid from ladies who object to their

good works being publicly recorded. On the east of Calcutta,

between the Marhattd Ditch and the Salt Water Lake, are aided

English schools at Entalli and Ndrikeldangd. The Calcutta Boys'

School, near St. James' Church, and the Entalli Loretto Orphanage, do

a great work among the poorer European and East Indian community.

At Entalli the Baptists have a large native school. Besides these

English schools, there are numerous vernacular schools within a ring

of four miles round the Marhattd Ditch, of which about twenty are

aided by Government. Much of the instruction in the Suburbs of

Calcutta is given in small unaided schools of less than twenty boys,

not reported on by the Inspector. To the southward of Calcutta,

beyond Tolly's Canal, the bed of the old Ganges is bounded on the

east by the salty tract bordering on the Sundarbans, which here runs

for twenty miles nearly north and south, and on the west by a

trough of low-lying land, in which, during every rainy season, the

villages seem to be built on islands separated by long stretches of

inundation. Along this trough of land, the Society for the Propaga

tion of the Gospel and the London Missionary Society have several

schools, which are almost all in an unsatisfactory state both as to

numbers and progress. These schools are attended by fishermen
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and cultivators. Westward of this trough ofland, and partly crossing

it, is the road leading to Diamond Harbour, and between the road

and the Hugli river is a tract sparsely marked with schools, though

the Rev. J. Long has persistently laboured to establish them. The

vernacular schools under this gentleman, and in the neighbour

hood of Thdkurpukur, are some of the best village schools in the

24 Parganas. Along the eastern bank of the Hugli river, from a

little distance below Achipur down to the Sundarbans, is the Sub

division of Diamond Harbour. It has few schools, and those few-

are in anything but a flourishing state.

' The Barrackpur Subdivision is well supplied with schools. In

the Governor-General's Park is the Government School, which

receives an assignment of only a month, but yet produces satis

factory results. Within a radius of six miles of Barrackpur, on the

east of the river, are the large aided English schools of Agarpdrd,

Sodepur (Sayyidpur), and Ichhdpur. The Agarpdrd school has 251

boys, and receives a grant of^12 a month. It is under the Church

Missionary Society, which has also a female orphanage at Agarpdrd.

Several girls' schools have been established near Barrackpur, which

are superintended by ladies connected with the Indian Instruction

Society. The aided vernacular schools near Barrackpur are at

Manirdmpur, Paltd, Khardah, Ndtagarh, Sodepur (Sayyidpur),

Dakhineswar, Panihdti, Barrackpur, Rard, Belgharid, Ichhdpur, and

Ariddaha; besides which, there are several small unaided village

schools. North of Barrackpur are the flourishing English schools

at Sdmnagar, Naihdti, and Hdlishahr, the last of which is the best.

In the Barrackpur Subdivision there are fourteen aided vernacular

schools. The Dum-dum Subdivision is not well supplied with

schools. English schools exist at Dum-dum, Kddihdti, and Bishnu-

pur ; there are seven aided vernacular schools in this Subdivision.

' The old Bdrasat District now contains the three Subdivisions of

Bdrdsat, Basurhdt, and Sdtkhird. The chief Subdivision enjoys the

advantage of a good Government school, a legacy of the time when

Bdrasat was under a Magistrate and Collector. Within seven miles

of Bdrdsat are the flourishing English schools of Nibodhay, Chhota

Jagulia, Nalkurd, and the good vernacular schools of Bdrasat, Bddu,

and Chhota Jagulid, besides several others of second and third rate

merit. About ten miles east of Bdrasat the salt streams of the

Sundarbans flow up quite into Nadiyd. This part of the District

is poor in schools. East of this salt region is the Subdivision
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of Basurhat. Through this Subdivision flows the Ichhamati or

Jamuna, near whose banks are several schools, among which may be

mentioned with commendation the aided English school at Tdkf,

and the Government vernacular schools at Purd. The Deputy

Magistrate long complained that the people of the village of

Basurhdt, though they sent their sons to the aided schools, bore no

adequate share of the burden, but left the Deputy Magistrate and

his dmld (clerks) to meet the expense. This feeling of dissatisfac

tion became so strong last year, that the Deputy Magistrate gave up

the English school. More than twenty miles to the east of Barasat

is the excellent English school at Gobarddngd ; and at Sdtkhird,

thirty miles from Barasat, is another English school, liberally supported

by Babu Pranndth Rdi Chaudhri, the aged zaminddr of Kasipur.

The Sdtkhird Subdivision is on the east of Barasat. It is about

twenty-five miles broad and thirty long, and contains only three

English and eight vernacular schools. It is the Bceotia of Baiasat.'

I reproduce the following table of schools in 1871-72 from the

Annual Report on Public Instruction, as including the educational

work. carried on by the missionaries ; and also because it shows the

cost to Government, and total cost of each pupil in the different

classes of schools. The unaided schools are also shown. Several

of the figures have been corrected from subsequent calculations.

[Return
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I have taken the materials for the following paragraphs from the

Inspector's Report, correcting them by the Census Report, and

later materials and calculations. The Educational Department has

been able to tabulate 792 schools—Government, aided, and private—

containing 30,616 pupils. According to the Census returns of the

population, excluding the town of Calcutta, but including the Suburbs,

there is one school to every 2790, and one pupil to every 72-18 in

habitants, each school containing on the average 39 pupils. Taking

the male population at 1,155,759, exclusive of Calcutta, as ascer

tained by the Census, and deducting the 34 girls' schools attended

by 1058 pupils, the result shows 758 schools for the male population,

attended by 29,558 boys. This gives one school for every 1524

males, and one pupil to every 39 males, the girls being too few to

inlluence the number except by a fraction. To this must be added

the number who pick up instruction at home or in the village shop,

—a number by no means inconsiderable, and more than enough

to counterbalance the large number of boys who stay but a short

time at school, and who learn slowly and forget quickly. In the

cold season of 187 1 an Educational Census was taken of 17 villages

in the Diamond Harbour, and of 103 villages near Basurhdt, under

the direction of Mr. Woodrow,—the result showing that though

schools were few, 11 -9 and 7-6 per cent. respectively of the popula

tion could sign their names or count.

But the General Census of 1872 returned a total of 1274 (Govern

ment and private) schools in the 34 Parganas, attended by 26,811

males and 824 females ; total number of pupils, 27,635. This is ex

clusive of the town and Suburbs of Calcutta ; and making the neces

sary deductions of population on this account, the result shows one

school to every 1531, and one pupil to every 70 of the total popula

tion, or one male pupil to every 37-4i of the male population. The

Educational Statistics of the towns as indicated by the Census

Report will be given subsequently, and meanwhile I' resume the

account of the District schools as shown in Mr. Woodrow's Report.

The Unaided schools (independent of Government) in the 24

Parganas, as far as ascertained by the Educational Department,

number 448, with 13,183 pupils, and instructed by 532 teachers.

From several schools of this sort, receiving no assistance from the

State, statistics could not be obtained, so that the real number of

schools and pupils exceeds the totals here given. This is sufficiently

indicated by the results of the Census given in the previous paragraph.
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Unfortunately, unaided schools will not give statistics about money

matters, and hence all evidence as to the cost of education must be

obtained from the returns of the Government and Aided schools.

These latter schools in 1872 numbered 344, containing 17,433

pupils and 775 teachers. Comparing the statistics of aided and

unaided schools, it is found that the former (or State Institutions)

contain on the average 50 pupils, each school having on an average

2 '2 2 teachers ; while for each of the latter (or private schools),

the average attendance of pupils is only 29, and of teachers only

I'20.

The education of the 2,210,047 inhabitants of the 24 Parganas,

exclusive of Calcutta, in 1871-72, cost Government ^5698, 2s. id.,

or a fraction under five-eighths of a penny per head per annum. The

total expenditure on the 344 Government and Aided schools amounted

to ^15,882, 18s. od., so that the Government contribution was a

little over one-third of the whole cost, or about one half the con

tributions furnished by the people. Only 17,433 out of the

2,210,047 inhabitants of the District sought education in Aided or

Government schools. For them the Government paid a trifle under

seven shillings a head, while the total cost of education was about

twenty shillings a head. The 2 151 higher class school pupils in the

24 Parganas received from Government only 12s. 3^d. per head per

year, and this grant is supplemented by £i, 11s. 11^d. per head

contributed by the people themselves. The total average cost of

each pupil's instruction in the 24 Parganas, including all charges, is

1 8s. 2^d., the cost to Government being 6s. 6^d. per head. The

Inspector reports that if the Government grant could be gradually

reduced to 6s. 8d. per pound, the proportion prescribed by the

Government of India between the local contributions and the Im.

perial Grant would be arrived at. This satisfactory result, however,

is already obtained from the contributions of higher class schools.

Thirteen aided higher class schools, containing 1830 pupils in 1872,

cost ^3949, 4s. od., and received from Government ^1015, 14s.,

the total expenditure being thus nearly four times as much as the

grant. The fees raised in the 15 highest class schools amounted to

^2516, 16s. od., the subscriptions being ^921, 9s. od., and the

Government grant ^1323, 7s. 9d. Fees are by far the most

trustworthy resource of a school, and the Inspector remarks that it

is a subject of great satisfaction to see fees defray more than half the

cost of education in the higher schools.
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In 37 middle class English aided schools nearly the same result is

seen. In an expenditure of ^3623, 18s. od., the Government grant

was ^1238, 10s. od., or about a third. With 99 vernacular middle

aided schools the result is not so satisfactory, a Government grant of

^1475, 18s. od. being supplemented by only ^3247, 9s. 7d. from

fees and subscriptions. Pupils in the middle class of English and

vernacular schools cost £i, 14s. 4|d. and 13s. o^d., towards which

Government contributed, in 1871-72, 11s. iod. and 5s. 5d. respec

tively. For primary education the Government grant in 1871-72

was ^1009, 18s. iod., which was supplemented by ^1259, 13s. 4d.

from the people. In the 8 Government pdthsdlds, or indigenous

village schools, the cost to the State was £4$, 8s. 9d., the subscrip

tion and fees only amounting to ^38, is. 7d. Government pdthsdlds

do not attract from the people so much support as the lower class

aided schools. The 29 aided girls' schools were attended by 887

pupils, with 51 teachers. The progress of the children is stated to

be slow, and the proficiency attained to be unsatisfactory, with few

exceptions. The total cost of the education of each girl amounted

to 6s. o£d. in 1871-72, of which Government paid 10s. 4d.

The total number of pupils on the roll of all the inspected schools

in the 24 Parganas was, on the 3ist March 1872, 17,433, the daily-

attendance being 13,065, or an average of 75 per cent.

The following table and subsequent paragraph, regarding the social

position of the pupils, indicate the rapid development of education

among the lower classes :—

Table showing Social Position of Pupils in the Government

and Aided Schools of the 24 Parganas, exclusive of

Calcutta, in 1871-72.

Number Number
Upper
Class.

Middle
Class.

Lower
Claw.

Class of Schools. of
Schools.

of
Pupils.

Unknown.

Higher Class Schools,

Middle English Schools, .

Middle Vernacular Schools,

Primary Schools,

Girls' Schools,

«s 2151

2106

6212

21 1766

'474

3149

980

481

351

614
"3
1137

106
7
IO 3047

5o63

3"

6

157

29

6077

887 5 g

Total, 344 « 7,433 43 78SO 9387 153

' This table shows an unexpected development of pupils from the
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working classes. No less than 539 out of every 1000 come from

these classes, while only 2 in 1000 come from the upper ranks of

society. The 106 middle vernacular schools are attended in almost

equal proportions by the middle and lower classes, there being 3149

of the former to 3047 of the latter. In the more primary schools the

lower classes outnumber the middle classes more than five-fold. This

is satisfactory, but it is due in a great measure to the Circle and

Missionary Schools. More than sixty per cent. of the attendance at

the primary schools is furnished by cultivators and petty shop

keepers, while only nine per cent. is furnished by artisans and

skilled labourers. Among the artisans, the potters and workers in

clay are the most numerous in scholars, and after them come in close

succession the carpenters, the goldsmiths, the blacksmiths, and the

weavers. In higher English schools, the lower group of professional

men, such as clerks, etc., have a vast preponderance over all other

classes of society. They furnish more than a quarter of the students

of such schools, while as regards all schools generally they form only

thirteen per cent. of the total. Next to the lower division of pro

fessional men comes the higher division, and then the small land

holders, and the holders of religious endowments. Professional men

and small landholders form half the supporters of higher English

schools.'

Educational Results.—54 students, out of 14 higher class

schools, passed the Entrance Examination of the Calcutta Univer

sity, in 1871-72, from the following seminaries (Government and

private) in the 24 Parganas :—(1) From Barrackpur Government

School, 3 ; (2) Agarpard Aided School, belonging to the Church

Mission Society, 3 ; (3) Garden Reach Aided School of the Church

Mission Society, 2 ; (4) Bdruipur Aided School, 1 ; (5) Barsid

Aided School, 3 ; (6) Kasipur Aided School, 2 ; (7) Harinabhi

Aided School, 4 ; (8) Sodepur, or Sayyidpur, 1 ; (9) Jainagar Aided

School, 5; (10) London Missionary Institution, Bhawdnipur, 18;

(11) Entalli Baptist Institution, 2; (12) Bhawdnfpur Institution

(unaided), 2; (13) Bhawdnfpur Union Academy, 3; (14) Bdrasat

Government School, 5 : total, 54. Nine students from these higher

class schools obtained scholarships. For the minor scholarship

examination 23 middle class English schools sent up 72 candidates,

of whom 18 failed, 54 passed, and 7 received scholarships of 10s.

a month, tenable for two years at a higher school, or at the Calcutta

Medical College. For the Vernacular Scholarship examination, 58

[Sentence continued at page 216.
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schools sent up 189 candidates, of whom 37 failed, 152 passed,

and 27 received scholarships, of which 20 were tenable for four

years, and 7 for one year. All the scholars were Hindus, with the

exception of a single Muhammadan from Panihdti. About one-

half of the whole were Brdlimans.

Education in Towns.—The preceding and following Statements,

compiled from the Census Report of 1872, illustrate the educa

tional features of five towns, according to religion, age, and sex.

These towns are : (1) the Suburbs of Calcutta ; (2) the North Subur

ban Town ; (3) the South Suburban Town ; (4) Barrackpur Canton

ment; and (5) Dum-dum Cantonment. Calcutta is not shown, but

will be given separately in my Statistical Account of the City. The

town forms an educational circle of its own, and has nothing to do

with the District in general in this respect.

Synopsis of the foregoing Table.—Total male Hindus of all

ages in the five towns named, 123,026; able to read and write, or

under instruction, 31,732; percentage of those able to read and

write, 25-7 per cent. Muhammadans, males of all ages, 73,835

able to read and write, 8583, or 11 -6 per cent. Christians, males

of all ages, 4278; able to read and write, 3162, or 73-9 per cent.

Buddhists and others, males of all ages, 252; able to read and

write, 100, or 397 per cent.

The totals of males of all religions for each of the five towns are

as follow :—

(1) Suburbs of Calcutta.—Males not exceeding 12 years of age,

28,323; able to read and write, 3272, or 11-6 per cent. : between

12 and 20 years of age, 24,590; able to read and write, 5558, or

22-6 per cent. : exceeding 20 years of age, 99,696 ; able to read and

write, 21,735, or 21-8 per cent. Total of males of all ages, 152,609 ;

able to read and write, 30,565, or 2o-o per cent.

(2) North Suburban Town.—Males not exceeding 12 years of

age, 3282 ; able to read and write, 57a, or 17-4 per cent. : between

12 and 20 years of age, 2564; able to read and write, 899, or 35 'i

per cent. : above 20 years of age, 8502 ; able to read and write, 3336,

or 39-2 per cent. Total of males of all ages, 14,348 ; able to read

and write, 4805, or 33-5 per cent.

(3) South Suburban Town.—Males not exceeding twelve years of

age, 10,030 ; able to read and write, 966, or 9-6 per cent. : between

12 and 20 years of age, 4734; able to read and write, 1370, or 28-9

per cent. : above 20 years of age, 16,499; able to read and write,
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4176, or 25-3 percent. Total of males of all ages, 31,263; able

to read and write, 6512, or 20-8 per cent.

(4) Barrackpur Cantonment.—Males not exceeding 12 years of

age, 178; able to read and write, 15, or 8-4 per cent. : between 12

and 20 years of age, 189 ; able to read and write, 46, or 24-3 per

cent. : above 20 years of age, 1401 ; able to read and write, 735, or

52-4 per cent. Total of males of all ages, 1768 ; able to read and

write, 796, or 45 per cent.

(5) Dum-dum Cantonment.—Males not exceeding 12 years of

age, 115 ; able to read and write, 22, or 19-1 per cent. : between 12

and 20 years of age, 103 ; able to read and write, 42, or 407 per

cent. : above 20 years of age, 1185 ; able to read and write, 835, or

70-5 per cent. Total of males of all ages, 1403 ; able to read and

write, 899, or 64 per cent.

Total Educational Statistics of the Males of the foregoing five

towns of all religions :—Males not exceeding 12 years of age, 41,928 ;

able to read and write, 4845, or 11-5 per cent. : between 12 and 20

years of age, 32,180 ; able to read and write, 7915, or 24-6 per cent. :

above 20 years of age, 127,283 ; able to read and write, 30,817, or

24-2 per cent. Grand total of males of all ages, 201,391 ; able to

read and write, 43,577, or 21 6 per cent.
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Synopsis of the foregoing Table.—Total female Hindus of all

ages in the five towns named, 95,208 ; able to read and write or

under instruction, 1474 ; percentage of those able to read and write,

1 -5 per cent. Muhammadan females of all ages, 53,502; able to

read and write, 752, or 1*4 per cent. Christians, females of all ages,

2398; able to read and write, 1381, or 57-6 per cent. Buddhists

and others, females of all ages, 132 ; able to read and write, 7, or

5 -3 per cent.

The educational totals for females of all religions for each of the

five towns are as follow :—

(1) Suburbs of Calcutta.—Females not exceeding 12 years of

age, 24,377 ; able to read and write or under instruction, 643, or

2'6 per cent.: between 12 and 20 years of age, 19,039 ; able to read

and write, 779, or 4-1 per cent. : above 20 years of age, 62,765 ; able

to read and write, 14 19, or 2-3 per cent. Total of females of all

ages, 106,181 ; able to read and write, 2841, or 27 per cent.

(2) North Suburban Town.—Females not exceeding 12 years of

age, 2795 ') a^e to read and write 62, or 2-2 per cent.: between 12

and 20 years of age, 2558; able to read and write, 60, or 2-3 per

cent.: above 20 years of age 7562 ; able to read and write, 69, or -9

per cent. Total of females of all ages, 12,915 ; able to read and

write, 191, or 1-5 per cent.

(3) South Suburban Town.—Females not exceeding 12 years of

age, 9172 ; able to read and write, 38, or -4 per cent.: between 12

and 20 years of age, 5972 ; able to read and write, 90, or 1-5 per

cent.: above 20 years of age, 16,225 ; able to read and write, 143,

or -9 per cent. Total of females of all ages, 31,369; able to read

and write, 271, or -8 per cent.

(4) Barrackpur Cantonment.—Females not exceeding 12 years of

age, 146; able to read and write, 20, or 137 per cent.: between

12 and 20 years of age, 64; able to read and write, 23, or 35-9 per

cent.: above 20 years of age, 256; able to read and write, 141, or

55 i per cent. Total of females of all ages, 466 ; able to read and

write, 184, or 39-4 per cent.

(5) Dum-dum Cantonment.—Females not exceeding 12 years of

age, 112; able to read and write, 16, or 14-3 per cent. : between 1 2

and 20 years of age, 37 ; able to read and write, 21, or 56 8 per

cent.: above 20 years of age, 160; able to read and write, 90, or

56 2 per cent. Total females of all ages, 309 ; able to read and

write, 127, or 41 , 1 per cent.
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Total Educational Statistics of the Female population of all re

ligions of the above-named five towns.—Not exceeding 1 2 years of

age, 36,602 ; able to read and write, 779, or 2-1 per cent.: between

12 and 20 years of age, 27,670 ; able to read and write, 973, or 3'4

per cent. : above 20 years, 86,968 ; able to read and write, 1862, or

2-1 per cent. Grand total of females of all ages, 151,240; able to

read and write, 3614, or 2-3 per cent.

Postal Statistics.—The Post Office has made rapid strides

since 1861-62. In the ten years between 1861-62 and 1870-71, the

number of letters received at the District Post Office has nearly

doubled ; the number of newspapers has increased by about thirty

per cent. ; and the number of books has more than trebled within

the same period. The postal receipts have more than doubled

since 186o-61, while on the other hand the charges have consider

ably diminished; in 1870 the District Post Office was self-sup

porting, by private letters and parcels, etc., and exclusive of official

correspondence. The latter, under the new rules now in force, is

paid for by service stamps, and its cost is not included in the

postal receipts.

The following table illustrates the working of the Post Office

of the 24 Parganas, exclusive of Calcutta, for the years 1861-62,

1865-66, and 1870-71 :

Postal Statistics of the 24 Parganas, exclusive of

Calcutta, for 1861-62, 1865-66, and 1870-71.

1861-62. 1865-66. 1870-71.

Total Letters Received, 249, 166 269.354 437,51s
Total Newspapers Received, 24,265 25.639 32,881

Total Parcels Received, 3.707 '.933 2,273

Total Books Received, 1,419 2,164 5,201

Total Letters Despatched, . 24<>,537 264,312 *

Total Newspapers Despatched, 6,113 11,776

Total Parcels Despatched, .

Total Books Despatched, .

l% 1,141 ...

1,140

£ d. £ s. d. £ s* d.

Total Postal Receipts, . 973 » 3 1 108 0 9 1927 8 10

Total Postal Expenditure, . 2491 7 5 3099 10 10 1914 3 11

Service postage stamps for official correspondence were first in-

* The figures respecting the letters, newspapers, etc., despatched during

1870-71, have not yet been received, and this part of the table is accordingly

left blank.
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troduced in 1866, but the Post Office keeps only a paper account

of these stamps, which are sold at the District Treasury, and are not

included in the foregoing account. The sale of this class of stamps

during the year 1870-71 is returned at ^1580, 17s. od., which

added to the receipts shown in the above table, make a total Postal

Revenue for the 24 Parganas of ^3508, 5s. iod. sterling.

Political Divisions.—The 24 Parganas is divided into eight

Administrative tracts or Subdivisions, as follow. The population—

statistics are compiled from Statements 1 A and 1 B, Appendix to

the Census Report of 1872 ; the Administrative figures are derived

from the special report furnished by the Collector, and refer to the

year 1870-71. Some of the totals differ from those obtained from

the Inspector-General of Police. I have followed the latest returns.

(1) The Alipur or principal Subdivision, with the headquarters

of the District at Alipur, a short distance south of Calcutta, contains

an area of 402 square miles, with 793 villages or townships, 112,144

houses, and a total population of 630,736 souls, of whom 408,008,

or 647 per cent., are Hindus ; 213,904, or 33-9 per cent., are Muham-

madans; 143 Buddhists; 7957, or 1-3 per cent., are Christians; and

724, or 'i per cent., are of other religions not separately classified.

The proportion of males to the total population is 54-3 per cent.;

average number of persons per square mile, 1569; average number

of villages or townships per square mile, i'97 ; average number of

persons per village or township, including the Suburbs of Calcutta,

795; average number of houses per square mile, 278; average

number of persons per house, 56. The Subdivision, which in

cludes the Suburbs of Calcutta, consists of the Police Circles of (1)

the Suburbs of Calcutta, (2) Tollyganj, (3) Sonapur, (4) Ariadaha,

(5) Uriyapara, (6) Bishnupur, and (7) Achipur. In 1870-71, it con

tained twelve Magisterial Courts, a General Police force of 380

men, and a Village Watch or rural police of 747 men. The total

separate cost of administration amounted to ^18,248, 16s. od.

Alfpur has been the headquarters Subdivision since 1759; the

Suburb of Sidldah was added to the Subdivision in June 1862.

(2) Barasat Subdivision was formed in March 1861, the old

Bdrasat District having been included in the 24 Parganas. It con

tains an area of 389 square miles, with 697 villages or townships,

52,802 houses, and a total population of 279,303 souls, of whom

138,129, or 49-5 per cent., are Hindus; 141,073, or 50-5 per cent.,

are Muhammadans ; 41 are Christians ; and 60 of other religions.
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The proportion of males to the total population is 50-2 per cent. ;

average number of persons per square mile, 718; average number

of villages per square mile, 179; average number of persons per

village, 401 ; average number of houses per square mile, 136 ; ave

rage number of persons per house, 5 -3. The Subdivision consists

of the Police Circles of (1) Barasat, (2) Deganga, (3) Tdbirid, and

(4) Naihdtl In 1870-71 it contained one Magisterial Court, a

General Police force of 174 men, and a Village Watch of 717

men. The total separate cost of administration amounted to^7697,

1 6s. od.

(3) Basurhat Subdivision was formed in January 1861. It

contains an area of 352 square miles, with 473 villages, 51,603

houses, and a total population of 268,146 souls, of whom 136,993, or

5n per cent., are Hindus; 130,982, or 48-8 per cent., are Muhamma-

dans ; 158, or -1 per cent., are Christians; and 13 of other religions.

The proportion of males to the total population is 50-4 per cent. ;

average number of persons per square mile, 762 ; average number

of villages per square mile, 1 -34 ; average number of persons per

village, 567 ; average number of houses per square mile, 147 ; ave

rage number of inmates per house, 5'2. The Subdivision consists of

the Police Circles of (1) Kalinga, (2) Basurhdt, (3) Harud, and (4)

Husaindbdd. In 1870-71 it contained one Magisterial Court, a

General Police force of 201, and a Village Watch of 547 men.

The total separate cost of administration amounted to ^6292,

6s. od.

(4) Satkhira Subdivision was formed in April 1861. It con

tains an area of 713 square miles, with io11 villages, 62,737 houses,

and a total population of 423,364 souls, of whom 197,536, or 467

per cent., are Hindus; 225,788, or 53-3 per cent., are Muhammadans ;

16 are Christians; and 24 belong to other religions not classified.

The proportion of males to the total population is 53-3 per cent. ;

average number of persons per square mile, 594 ; average number

of villages per square mile, 1 -42 ; average number of persons per

village, 419; average number of houses per square mile, 88 ; average

number of persons per house, 68. The Subdivision consists of the

Police Circles of (1) Kaldroa, (2) Sdtkhird, (3) Magurd, (4) Kaliganj,

and (5) Asasuni. In 1870-71 it contained one Magisterial Court,

a General Police of 170 men, and a Rural Force of 707 men. The

total separate cost of administration amounted to ^6845, 16s. od.

(5) Diamond Harbour Subdivision was formed in May 1857.
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It contains an area of 417 square miles, with 1282 villages, 57,688

houses, and a total population of 309,168 souls, of whom 227,483,

©r 73-6 per cent., are Hindus; 79,404, or 257 per cent., are

Muhammadans ; 2267, or 7 per cent., are Christians; and 14 of

other religious denominations. The proportion of males to the total

population is 50'0 per cent.; average number of persons per square

mile, 741 ; average number of villages per square mile, 3-07 ; average

number of persons per village, 241 ; average number of houses per

square mile, 138 ; average number of inmates per house, 5 -4. The

Subdivision consists of the Police Circles of (1) Diamond

Harbour, (2) DeMpur, (3) Bankipur, (4) Sultdnpur, and (5)

Mathurdpur. In 1870-71 it contained one Magisterial Court, a

General Police force of 112 men, and a Village Police of 897

men. The total Subdivisional cost of administration amounted

to ^7422-

(6) Baruipur Subdivision was formed on the 29th October 1858.

It contains an area of 449 square miles, with 632 villages, 33,851

houses, and a total population of 196,410 souls, of whom 132,102,

or 67-3 per cent., are Hindus; 63,376, or 32-3 per cent., are Muham

madans; 626, or -3 per cent., are Christians; and 306, or 'i per cent.,

belong to other religious denominations. The proportion of males

to the total population is 527 per cent.; average number of per

sons per square mile, 437; average number of villages per square

mile, i-4i; average number of persons per village, 311 ; average

number of houses per square mile, 75 ; average number of inmates

per house, 5-8. The Subdivision consists of the Police Circles of (1)

Bdruipur, (2) Pratdpnagar, (3) Jainagar, and (4) Matld. In 1870-71

it contained one Magisterial Court, a General Police of 119 men,

and a Village Watch of 389 men. The separate cost of Sub-

divisional administration amounted to ^5006.

(7) Barrackpur Subdivision was formed in 1858. It consists

of the single Police Circle of Nawdbganj, and contains an area of 42

square miles, with 51 villages, 16,057 houses, and a total population

of 68,629, of whom 47,709, or 69'5 per cent., are Hindus ; 19,600, or

28-6 per cent., are Muhammadans ; 1281, or 1*9 per cent., are Chris

tians ; and 39 are of other religions. Proportion of males to total

population, 52-2 per cent.; average number of persons per square

mile, 1626 ; average number of villages per square mile, vai ;

average number of persons per village, 1346 ; average number of

houses per square mile, 380 ; average number of persons per house.
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4'3. In 1870-71, the Subdivision contained one Magisterial Court,

with a Regular Police of 195, and a Village Watch of 38 men. The

separate cost of administration amounted to ^2101, 18s. od.

(8) Dum-dum (Dam-dama) Subdivision was formed in No

vember 1859. It consists of the single Police Circle of Dum-dum,

and contains an area of 24 square miles, with 41 villages, 6855

houses, and a total population of 34,291 souls, of whom 19,127, or

55 -8 per cent., are Hindus ; 13,726, or 40-o per cent., are Muham-

madans; 142 1, or 4-1 per cent., are Christians; and 17 of other

religions. The proportion of males to the total population is 53-8

per cent. ; average number of persons per square mile, 1 444 ;

average number of villages per square mile, 172 ; average number

of persons per village, 836 ; average number of houses per square

mile, 289 ; average number of inmates per house, 5 -6. In 1870-71,

the Subdivision contained 1 Magisterial Court, a general Police force

of 104 men, and a Village Police of 47 men. The separate cost

of administration amounted to .^1577, 12s. od.

Fiscal Divisions.—The following list of the Fiscal Divisions

comprised in the 24 Parganas is compiled partly from Major

Smyth's Revenue Survey Report, and partly from the Board of

Revenue's Pargana Statistics, corrected from the special report fur

nished to me by the Collector. The two lists differ as to the

number of Fiscal Divisions ; but they are the only materials

available, and must be received with caution. The area, amount

of land revenue, number of estates, and the Subordinate Judge's

Court which has jurisdiction in each Fiscal Division, are taken

from the Board of Revenue's Return (not always trustworthy) ;

the other particulars are condensed from Major Smyth's Report

(1857)2

(1) Agarpara contains an area of 11,135 acres, or 17-40 square

miles. It comprises 18 estates; pays a Government land revenue

of^1307, 14s.; and is situated within the jurisdiction of the Sub

ordinate Judge's Court at Basurhdt. The principal village of the

Pargand is Tdki, which carries on a large trade in paddy, and

contains a Government English school. .This Fiscal Division

is bounded on the east by the Jamund, and on the west by the

Bidyddhari river ; it is situated just north of the Sundarbans.

(2) Amirabad: area, 2366 acres, or 3-69 square miles; 3 estates;

Government land revenue, ^100, 2s. od.

(3) Amirpur: area, 950 acres, or 1-48 square miles; 1 estate;

vol. 11. p*
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Government land revenue, ^53, 16s. od. ; subject to the jurisdiction

of the Subordinate Judge's Court at Harud.

(4) Anwarpur (written Amfrpur in the Board of Revenue's

Return): area, 90,430 acres, or 141*29 square miles; 39 estates;

land revenue, ^5832, 8s. od.; Subordinate Judge's Court at Bdrasat.

This Fiscal Division is situated in the north of the District, the

chief place in it being the town of Barasat ; the principal market

villages are Kadamgachhf, Dattapukur, Jaipul, Kdmdebpur, and

Thakurpukur or Bddu Bazdr, for the sale of local produce, consist

ing of paddy, sugar-cane, tobacco, mustard, linseed, hemp, grain,

peas, etc. An annual fair is held at the village of Kdzfpdrd, at the

tomb of a Muhammadan saint. The principal means of communi

cation by land are the high road to Krishnagar and Jessor, and a

road towards Basurhat. The Sondi, Nond, and Padmd rivers afford

the chief means of water communication, and are all navigable by

small boats.

(5) Az1mabad : area, 35,060 acres, or 5478 square miles; 15

estates; land revenue, ^9213, 6s.; Subordinate Judge's Court at

Diamond Harbour. This Fiscal Division consists of two detached

portions. In the former, or northern portion, is a large market

village at Rajdhat ; other market villages are Chard Sultdnganj,

Shahpur, Idrpur, Rajapur, Maukhali, Balrdmpur. In the southern

division the principal places are Daydrdmpur and Kalpf, the latter

containing a large bdzdr and market-place for the sale of rice grown

in the interior. The principal roads in the Fiscal Division are the

Diamond Harbour road in the northern, and the road from Calcutta

to Kalpf in the southern portion.

(6) Baghmara, a Fiscal Division in the north-east corner of the

District,^ recently transferred from Nadiyd : area, 75 acres, or -12

square mile; 7 estates; land revenue, ^11, 4s. od. ; Subordinate

Judge's Court at Naihatf. This is the area as given in the Board of

Revenue's Return, but the map shows that the Pargand is of con

siderable extent. It is probable, however, that nearly the whole of

it was till recently within the fiscal jurisdiction of the neighbouring

District of Nadiyd. More exact information is not available.

(7) Baj1tpur : area, 47,536 acres, or 74-27 square miles ; 13

estates ; land revenue, ^2399, 8s. od. ; Subordinate Judge's Court

at Sdtkhird. This Fiscal Division is situated in the east of the Dis

trict, and is bounded on the south by the Sundarbans, and on the

west by the Jamund river. The land lies low throughout, being
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intersected by tidal creeks, and much subject to inundations from

the Jamund and Kholpetud rivers at spring tides. The principal

village is Naltd ; next in importance being those of Naopdrd, Raghu-

ndthpur, Barasimld, and Nangld. The other market villages are

Nitkhali, Khansf, Tarali, Tetulid, Kdliganj, Johilpur, Damdamd,

Kusdl, Fathipur, Bazur, Fakir, Ramnagar, Sankarkdtf, and Kasimdri,

at all of which bi-weekly markets are held. Water communication

forms the sole means of transit, there not being a single road in the

Fiscal Division (1857). The cultivation is entirely composed of rice.

(8) Balanda : area, 65,576 acres, or 102-46 square miles; 25

estates; land revenue, ^2197, 2s. od.; Subordinate Judge's Court

at Bdrasat. It is situated east of Calcutta, bordering on the Sundar-

bans to the south, some Sundarbans reclamation grants being in

cluded in the Fiscal Division. The principal village is Harud ; the

next in importance being Gosdinpur, Hddipur, Mazirdntf, Naydbdd,

Behari, Khatrd, Chaital and Jandrddanpur, Chandpur, Khurd,

Haripur, and Gopdlpur, at most of which bi-weekly markets are

held, principally for the sale of rice, which forms the chief produc

tion. The roads in the Pargand in 1857 were stated to consist of

one from Harud to Chaurasf, and crossed by the road from Barasat

to Tdkf ; one leading from Harud, and joining the Barasat and Tdkf

road; and an indifferent track which crossed the Pargand into

Pdighati Fiscal Division. The Bhangar canal passes along the

southern extremity of BdJandd, under the name of the Kulti Gdng.

The Bidyddharf, called the Harud Gdng in this portion of its course,

runs through the Fiscal Division into the Sundarbans. An exten

sive marsh called the Kulgdchhf bil still exists to the south of

Harud, although in 1857 efforts were being made to drain and

reclaim it.

(9) Bal1a North : area, 80,989 acres, or 126-54 square miles;

161 estates; amount of land revenue, ^4847, 6s. od.; Subordinate

Judge's Court at Basurhat. This Fiscal Division is situated in the

north-east of the District, and is generally well cultivated. The

most important place is the Subdivisional station of Basurhat, but

several large villages and markets exist, as Badurid, Simulid, Dal-

thitha, Jafarpur, Tetrd, Soldddnd, Rajendrapur, Pipd, and Nalkurd.

Water communication is carried on by means of the Jamund river,

which runs along the eastern boundary of the Fiscal Division. The

roads in 1857 comprised one leading from Nadiyd District, and

passing through the villages of Bddurid and Basurhat on to Soldddnd,
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and thence on to Tdkf in Agarpdrd Fiscal Division. This road was

joined by two others coming from Barasat and Harud,—all in bad

repair.

(10) Bal1a South: area, 29,697 acres, or 46-40 square miles; 30

estates; land revenue, ^7246, 18s. od.; Subordinate Judge's Courts

at Diamond Harbour and Alipur. This Fiscal Division is situated

south of Calcutta, on the banks of the Hugh". The principal village

is Santospur; the other villages and market-places of importance

being Alampur, Hausndcha, Baitd, Raipur, Santosbdti, Pujdl1,

Bojanhari, Nijgarh, Bangld, Srirdmpur, Raspunjf, and Nau-hazdri.

The fort of Budge-budge, Telegraph station of Achipur, and powder

magazine of Mayapur, are situated in South Balid. The principal

road in the Pargand is the high road from Calcutta to Midnapur,

which passes through the Fiscal Division, and crosses the HugH a

little above Achipur opposite Ulubdrid. The only river, besides the

Hugli, which affords the means of water carriage is a small stream

called the Chariel KhaL

(11) Bar1dhat1 : area, 41,970 acres, or 65-57 square miles; 27

estates ; land revenue, ^10,235, 4s- Subordinate Judge's Court

at Diamond Harbour. This is a well-cultivated and thickly popu

lated Fiscal Division, situated south of Calcutta, in the Bdruipur

Subdivision. The principal village is Bishnupur ; the other impor

tant places being Banmdlipur, Jainagar, Nij Mathurapur, Malkid,

and Magrdhat, the latter of which is an important produce mart, as

well as one of the principal stations in the District of the Society for

the Propagation of the Gospel. Jainagar has also a large market for

the sale of produce, and numerous small water-courses and canals

furnish direct water communication with Calcutta by means of

Tolly's Canal. All the streams and water-courses are influenced by

the tide. The principal facility for land transport of produce is the

Kdlpf road, which runs north and south through the Fiscal Division.

(12) Bhaluka : area, 93,983 acres, or 146-84 square miles; 12

estates ; land revenue, ^1797, 4s. od.; Subordinate Judge's Court at

Sdtkhird. This Fiscal Division is bounded on the north by Khalis-

khali, Ddntid, and Buran Fiscal Divisions; on the east by Jessor

District, the Kabadak river forming a natural boundary; on the

south by Bajitpur and Jdmird Fiscal Divisions ; and on the west by

Buran and Bajitpur. The principal villages are Asasunf, Budhatd,

Chandpur, Kayraghatf, Kalmikhali, Balldli, Parulid, Phingri, Barnid,

and Kdddkdtf. This Pargand may be termed a country of rivers
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and marshes. Wheeled vehicles are nearly unknown, and all com

munication and transport are effected by means of boats. The rivers

are the Kholpetua, Kabadak, Bdnstala, GuntidkhaU, Galghasia,

Marichchdp, Hamkuria, Gurdli, Budhdtd, Sobnali, Tikter, Hdbra,

and Betna, all of which are tidal streams and navigable by large

boats. The Revenue Surveyor adds that the water is brackish, and

that during the spring tides many of these rivers overflow their

banks, and inundate a large extent of country. The soil is in

consequence much impregnated with salt, and the want of good

drinkable water is severely felt. In 1857, the only road in the

Pargand was one from Chdndpur towards Sdtkhira, constructed by

the zamtnddr. The produce of the Fiscal Division is rice, kaldi,

mustard seed, and vegetables.

(13) Buran : area, 93,096 acres, or i45-46 square miles; 120

estates; land revenue, ^5277, os. od.; Subordinate Judge's Court

at Sdtkhird. The principal town or village is the Subdivisional

station of Sdtkhird. In 1857, the Revenue Surveyor reported that

it contained twenty substantial masonry buildings, many Hindu

temples, with a population of 1300, mostly Hindus. It contained

a large native school entirely maintained by the zamtnddr for the

education of the better class of his tenants ; and a Government

Charitable Dispensary. A canal to the Jumuna river, and fair roads

to the neighbouring markets, have rendered this village an emporium

for the sale and shipment of the produce of the surrounding country.

A large fair is annually held at the town in the month of February,

on the occasion of the Doljdtrd, and which lasts for eight days.

The other large villages, and which are also all market-places, are

Bithdri, Aturid, Baikdri, Jhdudangd, Mddhabkdti, Bhdtpdrd, Agar-

dari, Sripur, Ustir Pranshahr, Bdkld, Alipur, Pushpakdt1', Mahddeb-

nagar, Bayrd, and Lakshmiddri. The principal traffic of the Fiscal

Division consists in the export of date-sugar and rice to Calcutta,

and the neighbouring parts of the District. Tobacco, gram, oats,

and wheat are grown in small quantities, sufficient only for home

consumption. Mats, baskets, and other wicker-work are manu

factured from the reeds obtainable in the marshes, and which

extend over an area of about thirty square miles. The whole of

the Fiscal Division, with the exception of the marshes, is in an

advanced state of cultivation, and plantain, mango, and date gardens

are everywhere found around the village sites. In 1857 the Revenue

Surveyor reported that two high roads in the Fiscal Division led
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from Sdtkhird, one to Kaldrod-hat, and another to Bayrd, both large

grain depots and rice marts. These roads, especially the former,

were well raised, from ten to twenty feet wide, and kept in good

order by the landholder, who constructed them at his own expense.

The only large river is the Jamund, which bounds the Fiscal

Division for about six miles on the south-west. The other streams

affording means of water traffic are the canal from the Jamund to

Magurd via Sdtkhird, and the Betnd river, which latter is navigable for

boats of three tons burden as far as Kaldrod-hat, about twelve miles

above Sdtkhird. The climate of the Fiscal Division is unhealthy,

attributable to the Bayrd and other marshes, which generate malaria.

(14) Calcutta Pargana (exclusive of the City and Suburbs).

This Fiscal Division is not mentioned separately in the Board of

Revenue's Return ; but the Revenue Surveyor's Report of 1857, from

which the following particulars are taken, returns the area at 105,103

acres, or 164-22 square miles. It is bounded on the north and east

by the Nond nadi and Bidyddhari river ; on the south by Tolly's

Canal and the Fiscal Divisions of Khaspur and Maiddnmal. The

principal towns and villages are the military cantonments of Barrack-

pur and Dum-dum, Nimtd, Bardnagar, Dakhfneswar, Ariddaha.

Agarpdrd, Khardah, Ndtagarh, Belgharid, Tdrdah, Telinfpdrd, Raik-

judnf, Gopdlpur, Bishnupur, Pdtarghatd, Beutd, Ghdzipur, Uriyapdrd,

Karambd, and Kasbd. The Salt Water Lake, covering an area of

thirty square miles, is situated in this Pargana, through which the

main canal from Calcutta to the Eastern Districts passes. The

principal roads are the Grand Tmnk Road, which runs northward

from Calcutta to Paltd Ghat, where it crosses the Hugli, and the high

road to Krishnagar and Jessor, both of which are metalled through

out. There are also several other unmetalled roads leading from

these two into the interior of the Fiscal Division.

(15) Chauras1, a Fiscal Division in the north of the District,

recently transferred from Nadiyd : area, 9060 acres, or 14' 16 square

miles; 2 estates; land revenue, ^1490, 8s. od.; Subordinate Judge's

Court at Barasat.

(16) Dakh1nsagar : area, 2025 acres, or 3-16 square miles ; 1

estate; land revenue, ^144, 6s. od. ; Subordinate Judge's Court at

Diamond Harbour. A small Fiscal Division, situated in the heart

of the detached portion of Azfmdbdd Fiscal Division. In 1857 it

contained 15 villages, the principal of which was Madhusudanpur.

(17) Damra1 : area, 525 acres, or -82 square mile; 1 estate;
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land revenue, ^30, os. od.; Subordinate Judge's Court at Basurhdt ;

not mentioned in the Revenue Survey Report.

(18) Dantia : area, 28,777 acres, or 44-96 square miles; 1

estate; land revenue, ^34; Subordinate Judge's Court at Sdtkhird.

This Fiscal Division is situated in the north-east of the District ;

bounded on the north by Bdghmdrd and Kaldrod Husainpur ; on

the east by Jessor District, the Kabadak river forming a natural

boundary ; on the south by Bhdlukd Fiscal Division ; and on the

west by Buran Fiscal Division. The principal village is Dhulihdr ;

the next in importance being, Brahmarajpur, Taptapdr, Sdkdah,

Patkulghdtd, Saruler Bdzar, Nagarghdtd, Nimtald, Hariddli, Purd,

Bhos, and Raipur. The northern part of the Fiscal Division is high

and well cultivated ; the southern portion is low, overrun with long

grass, and intersected by small tidal creeks. The principal means of

water communication are the Kabadak and Betna rivers. The roads

in 1857 consisted of one from Dhulihdr to Sdtkhird, another one

towards Sarishd from Sdtkhird, and a short road from Pdtkulghdtd

market to Saruler Bdzar.

(19) Dharsha : area, 1888 acres, or 2-95 square miles; 1 estate;

land revenue, ^26, 16s. od.; Subordinate Judge's Court at Sdtkhird

no particulars given in the Revenue Survey Report.

(20) Dhuliapur : area, 43,462 acres, or 67-91 square miles; 11

estates; land revenue, ^2019, 6s.; Subordinate Judge's Court at

Sdtkhird. The Fiscal Division is situated in the east of the District ;

bounded on the north by Maihdti and Bajitpur; on the east by

Husainpur ; on the south by Niirnagar and the Sundarbans ; and on

the west by the Sundarbans, from which it is separated by the

Kdlindi river. The principal village is Basantpur, situated at the

confluence of the Kdlindi and Jamuna rivers, which carries on an

extensive traffic with the Eastern Districts, and aifords good anchor

age for country boats of any burden. The other villages and

market-places are Kasiswarpur, Hasimkdti, Mukundpur, and Bangdl-

kdti. Water communication forms almost the sole means of

transport. Besides the Jamuna and Kdlindi rivers, this and the

neighbouring Fiscal Divisions are intersected in all directions by

numerous tidal creeks and water-courses running up from the Sun

darbans, varying from five to fifty yards in breadth, and empty at

low tide, but impassable on account of the mud in their beds. The

larger ones are all dammed up during the summer months, and all

communication with the main streams cut off, to prevent the salt
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water getting to the fields. These dams are opened in the cold

weather, when the crops are gathered in, and the rise of the water is

less. The only road in 1857 was one from Basantpur to Ramnagar,

said to have been constructed by Rajd Pratdpdditya, but in many

places it was hardly distinguishable from the surrounding lields, for

want of repairs. The other tracks were mere temporary footpaths

from one village to another, and of which no vestige remained after

the rains. The principal produce of the Fiscal Division is rice ;

tobacco and vegetables are grown in small quantities. The low

and marshy state of the country, and the adjacent jungles of the

Sundarbans, render the climate very unhealthy.

(21) Garh : area, 8278 acres, or 12-93 square miles; 5 estates;

land revenue, ^2657, 14s. od. ; Subordinate Judge's Court at

Diamond Harbour. This Fiscal Division is situated south of

Calcutta; bounded on the west by the Hiigli, on the south by

Penchdkuli, and on the remaining sides by Magurd, It contained,

in 1857, 58 villages, the principal of which was Raipur.

(22) Hathiagarh North. The two portions of this Fiscal

Division comprise an area of 74,854 acres, or 116-95 square miles;

87 estates; land revenue, ^18,007 , Subordinate Judge's Court at

Diamond Harbour. North Hdthiagarh is situated south of Barid-

hdti, and is bounded on the west by Muragdchha, on the south by

Shdhpur, and on the east by KMri, Maydd, and the Sundarbans.

The principal village is Mathurdpur, which contains a large market

called Diwdn's Hdt. The other market villages are Chandpur,

Jagdispur, Gunjarpur, Ramnagar, Kasinagar, Barasi, Nalud, Hari-

charanpur, and Maydd. This Fiscal Division contains many native

Christian converts, and a small masonry Church existed in 1857 in

the village of Lakshmfkantpur, together with a few Christian schools

in the vicinity. With the exception of patches of jungle here and

there, the whole -of the Fiscal Division is under tillage. Several

streams aiford water communication : the Bduli Dungd Khdl opens

up communication between the villages of Bduli and Bishnupur, and

other streams intersect the Pargand, which connect themselves

with the larger rivers. The Calcutta and Kdlpi road passes through

North Hdthiagarh; in 1857 the only other road was a track con

necting the Bduli and Bishnupur markets.

(23) Hathiagarh South : area, estates, and land revenue in

cluded in the foregoing. This Fiscal Division is detached from

North Hdthidgarh, and is the most southern Pargand of the District.
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It is bounded on the west by the Hugli river ; on the south and

east by the Sundarbans ; and on the north by Shdhpur, Shdhnagar,

and Azimdbdd Fiscal Divisions. The chief villages are Belpukharid

and Lakshmlpur, with markets at Banstald, Gangddharpur, and

Kdlicharanpur. The Banstald river runs through the centre of the

Fiscal Division for about six miles, and loses itself in the interior.

The Revenue Surveyor states that the Pargand is dotted over with

small village sites, and numerous small tanks dug in a vain endea

vour to obtain fresh water, or to collect that of the rains during the

season, but which soon gets brackish from contact with the soil.

One tank, however, in Belpukharid, on the boundary of the Sundar

bans, is said to contain sweet water. Tigers and wild beasts are

numerous in the jungle along the banks of the Hugli and Banstald

rivers.

(24) Havilishahr : area, 36,350 acres, or 56-80 square miles;

174 estates; land revenue, .£2033, 8s. od. ; Subordinate Judge's

Court at Barasat. This Fiscal Division is situated north of Calcutta,

and is bounded on the north by Nadiyd District, on the east by

Ukhrd Fiscal Division, on the south by Anwarpur and Calcutta Fiscal

Divisions. A thickly populated Pargand; rice, jute, sugar-cane, and

cold weather crops of pulses and oil-seeds, being the chief produce.

The principal villages are Naihdti, Hdvilishahr, Ichhdpur, Sdmnagar,

Bhdtpdra, and Kanthdlpdrd. A portion of this Fiscal Division is

situated in Nadiyd District.

(25) Hilki : area, 13,733 acres, or 21*46 square miles; 23

estates; land revenue, ^613, 18s. od. ; Subordinate Judge's Court

at Sdtkhird. This Fiscal Division is bounded on the north by

Nadiyd District, and surrounded on the other three sides by Buran

Fiscal Division. In 1857 it contained only twenty-five villages,

the principal ones being Bakshd, Baliddangd, Mukdmtald, and

Bdnsdaha.

(26) Husainabad : area, estates, and land revenue included with

that of Maihdti and Agarpdrd ; Subordinate Judge's Court at Bdrasat.

It is a very small Fiscal Division, with an area of only three-quarters

of a square mile, but well known to all boatmen coming from the

Sundarbans and the Eastern Districts, as a place of anchorage while

waiting for the tide, before entering the Dhansard Canal on their way

to Calcutta.

(27) Husaindanga : a very small Pargand, with an area of 55

acres, or -08 square mile; 1 estate; land revenue, ^8, 16s. od. ;
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Subordinate Judge's Court at Ranaghdt in Nadiyd District; not

mentioned in the Revenue Survey Report.

(28) Jamira : area, according to the Board of Revenue's Return,

2335 acres, or 3 '65 square miles; 3 estates; land revenue, ^53,

2s. od. It is shown, however, on the map as of considerable

extent, and at the time of the Revenue Survey in 1857 it was

returned as having an area of 36-48 square miles. It is situated in

the south-east of the District ; bounded on the north by Bhalukd

Fiscal Division ; on the east by the Kabadak river, dividing it from

Jessor ; on the south by the Sundarbans ; and on the west by the

Kholpetud river, dividing it from Bajitpur Fiscal Division. The

principal village is Pratdpnagar on the Kholpetud river, containing

a large market. The other places of importance as villages or

markets are Ekshord and Khazrd. Traffic is carried on almost

entirely by water. The Kholpetud has a breadth of from two to

four hundred yards, the Kabadak being somewhat narrower. Besides

these large rivers, there are numerous other smaller streams and

water-courses. Good water is difficult to procure.

(29) Kalaroa Husainpur : area, 9000 acres, or 14-o6 square

miles ; 3 estates ; land revenue, ^1595, 14s. od. ; Subordinate

Judge's Court at Sdtkhird ; recently transferred from Nadiyd, and

not mentioned in the Revenue Survey Report.

(30) Katsali : area, number of estates, and amount of land

revenue are not given separately in the Board of Revenue's Return,

but included in those of Maihdti and Agarpdrd Fiscal Divisions. At

the time of the Revenue Survey the area was returned at 2-42

square miles. It is an unimportant Fiscal Division bordering on

the Sundarbans, and in 1857 contained but one market village,

Patnikhanpur.

(31) Katulia : area, 6904 acres, or 1079 square miles ; 3 estates ;

land revenue, ^92, 12s. od. ; Subordinate Judge's Court at Sdtkhird.

This Fiscal Division is composed of 23 scattered villages within the

boundary of North Balid Fiscal Division.

(32) Khajura : area, 2349 acres, or 3 67 square miles; 1 estate ;

land revenue, £2, 18s. od. ; Subordinate Judge's Court at Bangdon

in Nadiyd ; not mentioned in the Revenue Survey Report.

(33) Khaliskhali : area, according to the Revenue Survey

Report, 3 1 '89 square miles. This Fiscal Division is bounded on the

north and east by the Kabadak river, separating it from Jessor ; on

the south by Bhdlukd ; and on the west by Bhdlukd and Dantid Fiscal
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Divisions. The principal villages and market-places are Rambha-

drapur, Kasiddangd, Dhulua, Jithud, Srimantkdti, Maniktald, and

Balid. Paddy forms the principal crop, but date and cocoa-nut trees

thrive well, and are extensively cultivated in the northern part of the

Fiscal Division, where the land is higher. The principal routes of

land traffic in 1857 were indifferent tracks from Dhulud Ghdt to

Isldmpur, through Rambhadrapur ; and another from Magurd to

Tdla ferry on the Kabadak. The Fiscal Division, especially the

southern part, is intersected by numerous water-courses, of which the

most important are the Tetultald, Chopddrmdrd, Pdkurid, Kalikdtald,

Mukdmkhdh', and Koddleswar Khdls, all having innumerable branches

in the interior of the Fiscal Division, and forming a network of

water carriage throughout.

(34) Khalor : area, 700 acres, or 1*oo square miles ; 9 estates ;

land revenue, ^912, 8s. od. ; Subordinate Judge's Court at Alipur ;

not mentioned in the Revenue Survey Report.

(35) Khari : area, 7015 acres, or 1C96 square miles; 1 estate ;

land revenue, ^390, 4s. od.; Subordinate Judge's Court at Sdtkhird.

A small Fiscal Division, situated in the south-east corner of North

Hdthiagarh, and bordering on the Sundarbans. The principal village

is Khdri, which contained a Church and an English School in 1857,

and a large portion of the population of which were Christian

converts. The only other village in the Fiscal Division in 1857 was

Prankrishnapur, where an extensive annual fair is held near a small

tank sacred to Mahddeva, in the bed of the Adi Gangd. In the

Sundarban jungles just south of this Fiscal Division are the remains

of several temples; and the Revenue Surveyor in 1857 found the

sites of two very large tanks, dry and overgrown with jungle, and

surrounded by mounds or embankments from thirty to forty feet in

height. No clue could be obtained from the surrounding villagers as

to their history.

(36) Khaspur : area, 13,345 acres, or 20-85 square miles ; 24

estates; land revenue, ^947, 10s. od. ; Subordinate Judge's Court

at Diamond Harbour. This Fiscal Division is situated south of

Calcutta ; bounded on the north by Panchannagdon, on the east by

Maidanmal Fiscal Division, on the south by Magurd Fiscal Division,

and on the west by South Balid Fiscal Division. The largest village

is Barsid, but the one of most note is Rassd, where the descendants

of the Mysor princes live. The other villages of importance are

Garhphd, Arakpur, and Garid, the latter of which contains a large
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market for produce from the interior. Tolly's Canal, which passes

through the Pargana, affords the means of water communication.

Land traffic is carried on by the Calcutta and South-Eastern State

Railway, the Diamond Harbour metalled road, which passes through

Barsid, and two other local roads. Just 6outh of the village of

Barsid, at Thakurpukur, is a Missionary Chapel and School belonging

to the Church Missionary Society. The north-eastern portion of this

Fiscal Division, bordering on the Salt Water Lake, is low and marshy.

(37) Kusdaha : area, 28 acres, or -04 square mile ; 2 estates ;

land revenue, ^4 ; Subordinate Judge's Court at Sdtkhird. This is

a fragment of a Fiscal Division of the same name in the adjoin

ing District of Nadiyd, and was recently transferred to the 24

Parganas.

(38) Magura : area, 98,468 acres, or 153-86 square miles ; 223

estates ; land revenue, ^22,740, 6s. od. ; Subordinate Judge's Court

at Alipur. This Fiscal Division is a straggling and irregular-shaped

tract ; bounded on the north by the Hugli river ; on the east by

Panchannagdon, Khaspur, and Maiddnmal Fiscal Divisions ; on the

south by Azfmdbdd, Baridhatf, and Penchakuli Fiscal Divisions ; and

on the west by Garh and Balid Fiscal Divisions. Within this Pargana

are situated the Calcutta suburb of Alipur, the administrative head

quarters of the District ; Garden Reach, and Kidderpur, which latter

is the principal market in the Fiscal Division. Next come the large

market villages of Chetld, Bakrd, Amtald, Ban-huglf, Debipur,

Kagrdmuri, Raipur, Chatd Banghi, Gandhabhadoli, Amgdchhid,

Andharmdnik, Sikarbdli, Chaludri, and Kismat Sarsand. This Fiscal

Division is well supplied with roads : the Diamond Harbour road,

metalled throughout, passes through it ; and another road branches

off from the latter at Thakurpukur, and leads to the market village of

Bakrd. Numerous other good metalled roads intersect each other

in the vicinity of Alipur and Kidderpur. A great deal of traffic in

produce is also carried on by means of water communication along

the Kaorapukur Khal and Tolly's Canal, up to Calcutta.

(39) Ma1danmal: area, 77,312 acres, or 12o-8o square miles; 88

estates; land revenue, ^12,188, 14s. od. ; Subordinate Judge's

Court at Baruipur. This Fiscal Division is bounded on the north

by Khaspur and Calcutta Fiscal Divisions, from which it is sepa

rated by Tolly's Canal, with the exception of a few villages situ

ated to the north of it ; on the east by Paighati Fiscal Division

and the Sundarbans, the Bidyddhari forming a natural boundary
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line ; on the south by Baridhati Fiscal Division ; and on the west by

Magurd, from which it is separated by the old bed of the Ganges.

The principal place in the Fiscal Division is the Subdivisional

station of Baruipur, situated sixteen miles from Calcutta, on the road

to Kdlpf. It is also one of the stations of the Society for the Propa

gation of the Gospel. The villages next in importance are Basra,

Malang, Uttarbagh, Ramnagar, Baikunthpur, and Karimdbdd.

(40) Ma1ha1t1 : area, 23,423 acres, or 36-60 square miles ; 14

estates ; land revenue, ^1324, 10s. od. ; Subordinate Judge's Court

at Basurhat. It is situated in the east of the District ; and is bounded

on the north by Buran and Bhalukd Fiscal Divisions ; on the east

also by Bhalukd ; on the south by Bajitpur and the Sundarbans

and on the west by the Fiscal Divisions of Kdtsdlf, Husaindbad, and

Agarpdrd. The principal place is the large market village 01

Debhatd ; the villages next in importance being Sripur, Barunhat,

Rahimpur, Battald, and Raghundthpur. The Jamund runs through

the Pargand, and forms the principal means of water communication.

(41) Mayda : area, 26,791 acres, or 41*86 square miles; 3 estates ;

land revenue, ^1664, 4s. od. ; Subordinate Judge's Court at

Bdruipur. It is bounded on the north and west by Hdthiagarh and

Baridhati Fiscal Divisions, and on the remaining sides by the Sun

darbans. In 1857 it contained only thirteen villages, the principal

being Bdntrd, Tilpf, Gaubdrid, and Shahzddpur. The Fiscal Division

is watered by the Pidli river.

(42) Muhabbatpur : area, -84 square mile, or 537 acres ; estates

and land revenue included with those of Bajitpur Fiscal Division ;

Subordinate Judge's Court at Sdlkhid ; no particulars given in the

Revenue Survey Report.

(43) Mulghar : area, -39 square mile, or 250 acres ; 14 estates ;

land revenue, £20, 14s. od. ; Subordinate Judge's Court at Alipur ;

not mentioned in the Revenue Survey Report, having been only

recently transferred from Nadiyd.

(44) Muragachha : area, 87,573 acres, or 136-83 square miles ;

23 estates; land revenue, ^13,286, 8s. od. ; Subordinate Judge's

Court at Diamond Harbour. Muragdchha is bounded on the north

by Azfmdbdd, Magurd, and Penchakuli Fiscal Divisions ; on the east

by Hdthiagarh, Shahnagar, and a detached portion of Maiddnmal

Fiscal Divisions ; on the south by a detached portion of Azfmdbdd,

the Kdlpi Creek forming the boundary ; and on the west by the

Hugli river. The Diamond Harbour anchorage, with a Harbour
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master's and Customs Establishment, is situated within this Fiscal

Division. The principal village is Kaldgachhil ; the other places of

importance are Khamarpol, Patrd, Kdleswar, Tulan, Dewla, Brisha-

gdchhf, Durgapur, Khurd, Durgdnagar, Dhanbdrid, Hdrd, Musamlri,

Ranzindbdd, Darid, Iswaripur, Rajdrdmpur, Karimnagar, Hdthuganj.

Garermdt, Govindpur, Murdripur, Malikpratdp, Ektard, Mallikpur,

Manoharpur, Siddheswar, Sarisha, and Chandpur. The metalled

road from Calcutta to Diamond Harbour is the principal means

of land communication. In 1857 there were only two other roads

in the Fiscal Division : namely, the mail road to the lighthouse

station of Kedgiri (Khejiri) on the Hugli River, which branches

off from the Diamond Harbour road at Kaldgachhid, and leads

to Ramchandranagar, where it crosses the Hugli ; and another but

indifferent track from the Diamond Harbour road to Hdthuganj.

The Diamond Harbour Creek is the only tidal stream which intersects

the Pargand. It runs for about ten miles into the interior, and is

embanked on both sides. The Fiscal Division is closely cultivated,

rice being almost the sole product.

(45) Nak1pur : area, 3965 acres, or 6'1q square miles ; 10 estates ;

land revenue, ^156, 16s. od.; Subordinate Judge's Court at Satkhirl

This small Fiscal Division is bounded on the north by Dhulidpur

Fiscal Division, on the east and south by the Sundarbans, and on

the west by the Jamund river. The principal village is Iswaripur or

Jessor, the legend with regard to which I have given on a previous

page. The only other village of note is Sydmnagar. The Fiscal

Division is intersected with water-courses, the most important being

the Ichhamatf, which is thrown off from the Jamund, about half a

mile above the village of Iswaripur. There is also a passage for

small boats from the Kadamtalf, about a mile and a half east of

Iswaripur, through the Atid and Naydbhukf Khals, communicating

with the Kholpetud river to the eastward. The produce of the

Pargand is nearly all rice.

(46) Nurnagar : area, according to the Board of Revenue's

Return, 7144 acres, or 1n 6 square miles ; 10 estates ; land revenue,

^781, 2s. od. ; Subordinate Judge's Court at Sdtkhird. In 1857

this Fiscal Division had a much larger area, and was returned by the

Revenue Surveyor as comprising 2678 square miles. It is situated

within the tract of land formed by the Kalindi and Jamund rivers,

which separate at Basantpur in the south-east of the District, and

again approach each other, and nearly meet, in the Sundarbans. The
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principal villages are Rdmnagar and Mdhnuidpur. The remarks

made with regard to produce, modes of land and water conveyance,

climate, etc., in Dhuliapur Fiscal Division, are equally applicable to

Niirnagar, which adjoins it.

(47) Paighati: area, 41,289 acres, or 64'5i square miles; 86

estates ; land revenue, ^1697, 6s. ; Subordinate Judge's Court at

Basurhdt. This Fiscal Division is bounded on the north by Bdlandd

Fiscal Division, on the east by the Sundarbans, on the south and

south-west by Maidanmal Fiscal Division, and on the north-west

by Calcutta Fiscal Division. In 1857 it did not contain a single

road ; the principal village was Bhdngar-hdt, on the canal leading to

the eastward, where boatmen were in the habit of replenishing their

provisions and water.

(48) Panchannagaon (The Fifty-five Villages) is composed of

the Suburbs of Calcutta, and contains an area, according to the

Revenue Survey Report, of 14,829 acres, or 23'i7 square miles.

No further particulars are given in the Report, and it is not men

tioned at all in the Board of Revenue's Statistics.

(49) Panchnaur, the smallest Fiscal Division in the District :

area, 30 acres, or -o5 square mile ; 1 estate ; land revenue, £4,

10s. od. ; Subordinate Judge's Court at Kaghazpukurid ; not men

tioned either in the Revenue Survey Report or in the return

furnished to me by the Collector.

(50) Penchakuli: area, 14,636 acres, or 22-87 square miles; 5

estates; land revenue, ^648, 16s. od. ; Subordinate Judge's Court

at Diamond Harbour. This is a straggling Fiscal Division, sub

divided into three parts by Pargand Muragdchhd. To the north it is

bounded by Azlmdbdd, Magurd, and Garh ; to the east by a detached

portion of Pargand Magurd ; to the south by Muragachhd Fiscal

Division ; and to the west by the river Hugli. The principal places

are Chandpdld, Rajardmpur, Asurdll, and Faltd. In 1857, the only

road was that to Diamond Harbour, which passes through the

eastern part of the Pargand. The chief stream is the Faltd N41d.

(51) Phalaya : area, 384 acres, or -6o square mile; 2 estates;

land revenue, ^17, 18s. od.; Subordinate Judge's Court at Basurhdt;

no particulars in the Revenue Survey Report.

(52) Phingri : area, 4013 acres, or 6'27 square miles ; 2 estates;

land revenue, ^192 ; Subordinate Judge's Court at Basurhdt; no

particulars in the Revenue Survey Report.

(53) Raipur : area, 373 acres, or '58 square mile ; 1 estate ; land
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revenue, £2, 6s. od. ; Subordinate Judge's Court at Diamond Har

bour ; no details in the Revenue Survey Report.

(54) Sarfrazpur: area, 27,043 acres, or 42-25 square miles; 36

estates; land revenue, ^4104, 6s. od. ; Subordinate Judge's Court

at Satkhird. This Fiscal Division is situated on the left bank of the

Jamund river, which forms its boundary to the west and south,

dividing it from Balid Fiscal Division ; on the north it is bounded

by Fiscal Divisions recently transferred from Nadiya District ; and

on the east by Buran Fiscal Division. The principal villages and

market-places are Pura, Senganj, Sharifnagar, Gokulpur, Kurgachhf,

and Sibhati. In 1857, the only road or track in the Fiscal Division

was one leading from Bddurid in Balid, towards Satkhird in Buran.

Two lakes, the Palta and Bakrachandra Baors, which are portions

of the old bed of the Jamund which the channel has deserted,

are situated within this Fiscal Division. The produce consists

of paddy, indigo, and the usual cold weather crops.

(55) Shahnagar: area, 4989 acres, or 779 square miles; 9 estates;

land revenue, ^2069, 1 2s. od. ; Subordinate Judge's Court at Alipur.

This Fiscal Division is divided into two portions ; the northern

part being situated between Muragachhd and Baridhdti Fiscal

Divisions, and the southern portion between South Hdthiagarh and

Shahpur. In 1857, the former contained 19 and the latter 9 villages,

but none of any note or importance.

(56) Shahpur No. 1 : area, 16,080 acres, or 25-12 square miles;

5 estates; land revenue, ^1875; Subordinate Judge's Court at

Al1pur. This Fiscal Division is situated between North and South

Hdthidgarh, the Banstald and Sdtpukurid KMls respectively being

the boundary. The principal villages are Krishnardmpur, Lakshmf-

kdntpur, and Lakshmi Nardyanpur. The Calcutta and Kdlpi road

passes through the north of the Pargand.

(57) Shahpur No. 2 : area, 2931 acres, or 4-58 square miles, ac

cording to the Revenue Survey Report ; not mentioned in the Board

of Revenue's Statistics. This Fiscal Division is situated in the south

east of the District, bordering on the Sundarbans, within the belt of

land formed by the Jamund and Kdlindi rivers. It contains no

village of note ; and the remarks as to rivers, roads, produce, etc,

made with regard to the adjacent Fiscal Divisions of Dhulidpur and

N1irnagar apply equally to Shahpur.

(58) Sobkal1: area, according to the Revenue Survey Report, 4320

acres, or 675 square miles. The Board of Revenue's Statistics state
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that no account of the estates and land revenue of this Pargand exists

in the records of that office.

(59) Syampur, not mentioned in the Revenue Survey Report.

The Board of Revenue state that the area, estates, and land

revenue of this Fiscal Division are included with those given for

Sarfrazpur and Brijitpur.

(6s) Tala : area, 12,236 acres, or I9'12 square miles; 1 estate;

land revenue, ^899, 6s. od. ; Subordinate Judge's Court at Sdtkhird;

no details mentioned in the Revenue Survey Report.

(61) Ukhra : area, 34,000 acres, or 53-12 square miles; 129

estates : land revenue,^4893 ; Subordinate Judge's Court at Barasat,

situated in the north of the District, and recently transferred from

Nadiyd.

Besides the foregoing, there are 4 other Fiscal Divisions returned

to me by the Collector,—namely, Guntalkdti, Rdmchandrapur,

Salimdbdd, and Sayyidpur, making in all 65 Pargands,—which are

not mentioned either in the Board of Revenue's Statistics or the

Revenue Survey Report. On the other hand, the Board of Revenue

give a list of 6 Fiscal Divisions, which are separately mentioned

in the foregoing pages, but are not included in the Collector's list.

These are Dharsha, Garh, Khalor, Muhabbatpur, Panchnaur, and

Sydmpur. The old Pargand entities are breaking up.

Med1cal Aspects. — The Cl1mate of the 24 Parganas is,

like that of Lower Bengal, healthy or unhealthy in its effect on the

European constitution, according to the season. The following

remarks are condensed from Major Smyth's Revenue Survey Re

port :—The year is divided into three seasons,—hot, rainy, and

cold. The hot weather commences about the middle of March,

and ends about the middle of June, when the rainy season sets in,

and continues till September or the beginning of October ; the cold

weather commences about the end of October, and lasts till March.

The hot season is usually ushered in with the change of the mon

soon, when the wind veers from south-east to south-west, and blows

very strongly. In the latter part of March, during April, and some

times in May, the heat is relieved by north-westers, which usually

set in between three and four o'clock in the afternoon, accompanied

with thunder and lightning and heavy rain. But for the refreshing

showers attending these storms, the heat would be unbearable.

Though the heat is excessive during the day, the nights are com

paratively cool. About sunset the sea-breeze sets in, and is

vol. 11. Q*
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pleasant and invigorating in its effects. During the two months of

April and May, cholera and small-pox are very prevalent. Clouds

begin to collect about the middle of June. The country, parched

to excess by the previous heat, is refreshed by light showers, and

vegetation begins to show life. In July and August heavy rains fall,

and the damp atmosphere, assisted by the complete saturation of

the ground, makes the season unhealthy. The southerly breeze blows

with less vigour, and, passing over the wet jungles of the Sundarbans,

becomes tainted with malaria, causing a great deal of fever. In

other respects the weather is pleasanter, and the temperature much

lower, than in the previous months. Variable winds from south to

north-west, and north to north-east, occur about the end of October,

announcing the conclusion of the monsoon, and are the forerunners

of the cold weather. The rain gradually ceases, and the mornings

and evenings become cool and agreeable, with a light cold northerly

wind. In December and January the days and nights are cold, and

the mornings and evenings foggy. Nothing can be more favourable

than this season for the renovation of health, after the debilitating

effects of the hot and rainy seasons.

The Meteorological Department has an observatory at the tele

graph station on the south-western extremity of Sdgar Island. The

telegraph station lies below high-water mark, and is protected by a

strong dyke from inundation. In 187 1, the following were the

day maximum, lowest minimum, and mean monthly temperatures

at this station:—January, highest maximum, 82-20; lowest mini

mum, 51*90; monthly mean, 68-40. February, max., 87-60; min.,

6o-50 ; mean, 75-30. March, max., 96-50; min., 63-20; mean, 8o'o3.

April, max., 8q'80; min., 7o-20; mean, 82-80. May, max., 91 90 ;

min., 7 1 -90; mean, 84-10. June, max., 9o"70; min., 73-00; mean,

84-00. July, max., 90-00 ; min., 75 -30 ; mean, 82 -80. August, max.,

88-80; min., 75'50; mean, 8330. September, max., 8900; min.,

75'50; mean, 82-80. October, max., 91'10; min., 67-60; mean,

8n0. November, max., 86-30; min., 6r50; mean, 7570. December,

max., 82-80; min., 51 -50; mean, 69-40. The following were the

maximum, minimum, and mean readings of the nocturnal grass

radiation thermometer at Sdgar Island in the same year :—January,

maximum, 6$'20 ; minimum, 35-80; mean, 5o-60. February, max.,

72-40; min., 53'80; mean, 63 -90. March, max., 78-00; min., 57'60;

mean, 71 -30. April, max., 88-80; min., 68-00; mean, 80-50. May,

max., 81 '80; min., 68-50; mean, 74P80. June, max., 83-o0; min.,
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71-80; mean, 77-60. July, max., 8070; min., 73-80; mean, 77-0.0

August, max., 8070; min., 73-40; mean, 77-30. September, max.,

79"90; min., 74-00 ; mean, 76-30. October, max., 79-50; min.,

62-00; mean, 71*40. November, max., 74-00; min., 53-60; mean,

62-50. December, max., 69-40; min., 47-00; mean, 55-30. The

following exhibits the monthly mean temperature at the Sagar Island

observatory for the four years 1868-71 :—January, 69-00 ; February,

74-0O; March, 79-90; April, 83-90; May, 85-60; June, 85-10; July,

84-10 ; August, 83-50 ; September, 83-10 ; October, 81*20 ; November,

75-o0; December, 68 -20. The foregoing all refer to Sagar Island,

but the Civil Surgeon has furnished me with the maximum, mini

mum, and mean noon readings of the temperature at the Civil

Station of Alipur for each month of 1872 :—January, maximum,

740; minimum, 580; mean noon, 700. February, max., 820; min.,

620; mean, 740. March, max., 900; min., 720; mean, 840. April,

max., 910; min., 760; mean, 880. May, max., 940 ; min., 780;

mean, 880. June, max., 920; min., 8o0; mean, 870. July, max.,

870 ; min., 8o0; mean, 840. August, max., 850; min., 800; mean,

840. September, max., 870 ; min., 780 ; mean, 840 October, max.,

850; min., 710; mean, 820. November, max., 8a0; min., 620 ;

mean, 780 December, max., 780; min., 560 ; mean, 720.

The monthly rainfall at Sdgar Island in 1871 was returned by the

Meteorological Department as follows :—January, nil; February,

0-25 inch; March, 2-89 inches; April, 6"09 inches; May, 10-12

inches; June, 15-54 inches; July, 12-55 inches; August, 16-28

inches ; September, 16 -02 inches ; October, 21 "31 inches; November

and December, nil: total rainfall during the year, 101*05 inches.

At stations in the interior of the District, the rainfall reported to me

is less, but the readings were possibly not so accurate, as they were

not kept by a regular meteorological staff. The measurements at

the Civil Station of Alipur disclosed a total rainfall of 97-47 inches ;

at Barraclcpur of 84-50 inches; at Dum-dum of 70-50 inches; at

Barasat of 69-26 inches ; at Satkhiraof 7578 inches ; at Basurhat of

75-23 inches; at Diamond Harbour of 90-09 inches; at BdruipUrof

93-80 inches. The year 187 1 was an exceptionally wet one, the

rainfall being very considerably above the average. At Sagar Island

the average rainfall for the four years preceding 187 1 was 87-61

inches; the excess above the average in 187 1 thus amounting to

13-44 inches. In the following year, 1872, however, the rainfall

was below the average, and at Alipur amounted to only one half of
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that of 187 1. The Civil Surgeon has favoured me with the following

rainfall return at Alipur for each month of 1872 :—January, nil;

February, 2-49 inches; March, '21 inch; April, 1*48 inches;

May, 2-39 inches; June, 8 -45 inches; July, 6-49 inches; August,

10-92 inches ; September, 7-38 inches ; October, 8-62 inches ;

November, nil; December, '22 inch; total rainfall during the

year, 48-65 inches. I have no rainfall returns for Sagar Island, or

other stations in the 24 Parganas, for 1872. An account of the

cyclone of 1864 will be given further on.

Endemics and Epidemics.—The prevailing endemic diseases

of the 24 Parganas are cholera, intermittent and remittent fevers,

diarrhoea, and dysentery. Cholera has a tendency to become

epidemic twice a year, namely, at the beginning of the hot weather

and at the end of the rains. This scourge, however, never assumes

the proportions or virulent intensity here which it does in some

Districts. Epidemic small-pox made its appearance in some parts

of the 24 Parganas in 1866, the only occasion on which this disease

has appeared in a seriously epidemic form within recent times. It

occurs on a small scale every succeeding spring. Epidemic fever,

similar to that raging in Bardwan and Hugli, broke out in the

Bdrasat Subdivision in 1862, and for some years it continued com

mitting great havoc, but has now subsided. No statistics are

available showing the proportion of the population affected by these

epidemics, or the rate of mortality.

Cattle Disease.—In 1864 an epidemic broke out among the

cattle of the 24 Parganas. Again, in January 1868, a very serious

outbreak of rinderpest broke out in the Diamond Harbour Sub

division. The disease first appeared in the village of Bansbdrid,

into which it was supposed to have been imported by bullocks

bought at the Ulubdrid fair, on the opposite side of the Hugli. From

this place it spread in a south and south-westerly direction all over

the Subdivision, attained its maximum in July and August, and

abated in October and November. The Deputy Magistrate made a

special inquiry into the outbreak, and estimated the mortality at

26,151 head of cattle. The losses entailed on the agricultural

classes were most severely felt, and the Deputy Magistrate reported

that ' a good one-fourth portion of the paddy lands remained untilled

for want of cattle.'

The following paragraphs of the symptoms, treatment, etc., of the

disease, are condensed from the Report of Veterinary Surgeon H.
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Tarrell, who was deputed to investigate the disease. The disease

is known in the District by the name of gtiti and basanta, or

cattle small-pox, and in Mr. Farrell's opinion is identical with the

rinderpest or murrain of the Russian steppes, a low malignant fever

of typhoid type, capable of being propagated by inoculation, and

similar to the variola of human beings. It is highly infectious and

contagious, and the virus can be transmitted in several ways : the

excrement of a diseased animal is highly charged with the poison ;

food taken in the mouth, or even breathed upon, if eaten by a sound

animal, will produce the disease ; discharges from the nose, eyes,

and mouth on pasture will give it ; fiies and dogs, by feasting on

diseased carcases, will disseminate it ; in fact, the very air in the

neighbourhood of cattle-sheds with infected animals is poisoned.

The disease may be divided into four stages—incubative, pre

monitory, febrile, and dysenteric. The first stage lasts from four to

ten days, and is marked by a high temperature of body and a rapid

pulse. The second, or premonitory stage, is noticed by great

dulness. Cows lose their milk gradually, the urine becomes

scanty, bowels costive ; the pulse increases, the mucous membranes

become affected, rumination is suspended, but the animal is still

able to eat food when offered to it. This lasts from two to four

days, and is succeeded by the febrile stage, in which the body is

warm, the pulse weak, and the animal refuses all food, but has

great thirst. Diarrhcea then sets in, the breath and exhalations

from the skin are foetid, and rumination is completely suspended.

During the latter part of this stage, which lasts from two to five days,

the body undergoes alternate changes of cold and heat, the pulse is

thin, and the breathing heavy and laboured. There is difficulty of

deglutition, and vesicles appear in the mouth ; the body is also

covered with small vesicles resembling pimples, the roots of the

hair being evidently their seat ; and the animal is often affected by

tympanitis and slight colicky pains. In the dysenteric stage the

evacuations become less, but marked with streaks of blood and

slime, and very foetid ; urine high-coloured, scanty, and offensive ;

pulse hardly perceptible ; body and extremities cold. The fever

disappears, leaving great prostration ; the discharges from the nose

and eyes are very purulent ; the vesicles in the mouth are filled

with pus, and most of them burst ; those on the body become

ulcerated, dry, and covered with scales ; the glands and throat swell,

and there is a difficulty of breathing ; the muscles have slight spasms,
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and the animal from the beginning of the stage falls down, and lies

with head and neck stretched out. The crisis takes place about the

eighth or ninth day ; as death approaches, the mucous membranes

become of a livid hue, the evacuations come away involuntarily, the

muscular twitchings cease, and the animal dies without a move

When the case takes a favourable turn, the pulse is lower, the

temperature of the body and extremities is equable, the appetite

returns, and in fifteen or twenty days the animal recovers its health.

Mr. Farrell invariably observed that the greater the amount of

eruption, the more favourable was the case.

Mr. Farrell altogether attended 6735 cases ; and of this, 18o8, or

26-9 per cent., were cured, while the remaining 4927, or 73T percent.,

died. With regard to the treatment of diseased animals, he states

that there is no drug which is really a specific, nor can the disease

be counteracted by any known antidote. It is essentially one in

which careful attention to sanitary arrangements, to the comfort and

care of the animals, and to hygienic management, will be found of

much more value than medicinal agents. The mode of treatment

adopted by Mr. Farrell was as follows :—In the earlier stages, when

constipation was present, 1 lb. of common salt, 4 drachms of ginger,

and 4 lbs. of rice water, repeated every twelve hours until scouring

is produced, after which rum or native spirit should be given as a

stimulant. To control excessive diarrhoea, 2 drachms of antimony,

2 ozs. of nitre, and 4 drachms of black salt ; or 4 drachms of

camphor, 2 ozs. of bluing, and 1 oz. chiretd, should be given two or

three times a day. When tympanitis was present, blisters were

applied to the sides of the abdomen, and two drachms of assafoetida,

and 4 drachms each of bhdng and ginger, were given internally. In

the convalescent stage, 2 o2s. of bhdng or chiretd, with 2 drachms

of sulphate of iron, given for three or four days, were found of great

benefit. Animals, when taken ill, were separated from the healthy

cattle, and if possible removed to another shed. In most cases this

was impossible, when it became necessary to place the animal in one

side of the shed, with a fire kept constantly burning in the centre,

on which sulphur was sprinkled three times a day to promote

fumigation. The animals were also made to inhale the sulphur

fumes twice a day, which was found to be of great benefit. The

occasional use of fires and fumigations in cattle-sheds, with doses of

medicine now and then to the animals, consisting of 2 drachms of

black salt or four drachms of common soda, known by the natives
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as khdri nimak, is recommended by Mr. Farrell as a prophylactic

measure.

With regard to the food given to the infected animals, Mr. Farrell

states that, the disease being of a very weakening character, the sick

cattle were drenched several times a day with rice or sdtu water ; or

in default of that, with water acidulated with vinegar, or gruel made of

bran or linseed. When convalescent, nourishing and easily digested

food was given, such as green grass, or mashes made of rice siftings.

In addition to the food, attention was paid to the cleanliness of

animals and sheds. The woodwork of the latter was washed with

warm water, the old earth of floors removed, and new earth sprinkled

with lime put down to replace the old ; while in several cases the

sheds were entirely destroyed by fire, with the permission of the

owners. Some villages were placed in quarantine, and all con

nection prohibited between them and healthy localities,—a measure

of the greatest benefit at the outbreak of cattle plague.

Fairs as Causes of Disease.—I have already given a list of the

principal fairs and religious gatherings held in the 24 Parganas ; and

the Civil Surgeon states that it does not appear that any outbreaks

of epidemics can be traced to these gatherings, or be in any way

attributed to them. This result is probably owing to the following

causes :—First, that most of the fairs in the District are only

attended by people of the neighbourhood, who do not have to travel

any great distance. Second, they are of short duration, generally

only for a few days,—the longest period of any of these gatherings

being fifteen days. Third, they are not usually attended by large

numbers of people. The only fair of any importance as regards

numbers is that held at Sdgar Island, where upwards of a hundred

thousand people annually gather together from all parts of India, on

the occasion of the Great Bathing Festival in January. The journey

is necessarily made in boats, and the pilgrims are thus spared the

exhaustion and privations of land-travel.

Indigenous Drugs.—The following are the seventy principal

vegetable drugs in use in the 24 Parganas. I give the scientific

names as reported to me by the Civil Surgeon :—Chiretd (agathotes

(ophelia) chireta), a tonic and febrifuge. (2) Masind (linum usitatis-

simum), a demulcent. (3) Nim (azadirachta Indica), a tonic and

febrifuge. (4) Bel (aegle marmelos), a laxative and febrifuge. (5)

Guggul (balsamodendron mukul), a pectoral. (6) Jaipdl (croton

tiglium), a cathartic. (7) Khetpaprd (oldenlandia biflora), a tonic

vol. II. q
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and febrifuge. (8) Amrul (oxalis corniculata), a cooling medicine.

(9) Jainti (sesbania ^gyptiaca), the leaves used as a poultice to

promote suppuration. (10) BAbld (acacia Arabica), an astringent.

(11) Ganjd (cannabis sativa). The resinous juice which exudes

from the leaves and stem produces charas ; the dried plant, which

has flowered, and from which resin is not extracted, produces

ganjd; and the large leaves and capsules make bhang or siddhi;

nervine stimulant, anti-spasmodic, and anodyne. (12) Gol marich

(piper nigrum), a stimulant and febrifuge. (13) Pan (piper

betel), an anti-scorbutic, and stimulant to the salivary glands.

(14) Pipul (piper longum), a stimulant. (15) Kdbdb-chini (piper

cubeba), stimulant to the urinary organs. (16) Khayer (acacia

catechu), an astringent. (17) Ghrita-kumdri (aloe perfoliata), a

purgative. (18) Eldchi (elettaria cardamomum), a carminative

and stimulant. (19) Supdri (areca catechu), used as a masticatory

with betel. (20) Kdt-karanjd (cassalpinia bonducella), a tonic and

febrifuge. (21) Golandia (tinospora cordifolia), a tonic and febri

fuge. (22) Sidl-kdntd (argemone Mexicana), a laxative. (23)

Gandha-birasd (Boswellia thurifera), a diaphoretic. (24) Ishdnmul

(aristolochia Indica), an antidote for snake-bite. (25) Palds or

Kinsuk (butea frondosa), externally as an astringent, and internally

as an anthelmintic. (26) Lankd (capsicum annuum), a stimulant.

(27) Jird (carum carui), a carminative. (28) Akanda (calotropis

gigantea), a purgative, emetic, and diaphoretic. (29) Labanga

(caryophyllus aromaticus), a carminative and stimulant. (30) Dal

chini (cinnamonum Zeylanicum), a carminative and stimulant.

(31) Pdti Nebu (citrus limonum), an anti-scorbutic. (32) Somraj

(vernonia anthelmintica), an anthelmintic. (33) Dhaniyd (corian-

drum sativum), an aromatic stimulant. (34) Bichiddnd (cydonia

vulgaris), a demulcent. (35) Nagarmutid (cyperus pertenius), a

diaphoretic and tonic. (36) Dhuturd sddd (datura alba) ; and

(37) Dhuturd kdld (datura fastuosa), an anti-spasmodic, narcotic,

and anodyne. (38) Gar/an tel (dipterocarpus laevis), a diuretic.

(39) Bdbui tulsl (ocimum basilicum), an emollient and demulcent.

(40) Amlaki (emblica officinalis), an astringent. (41) Birangd

(embelia ribes), an astringent and anthelmintic. (42) Jaistha

madu (glycyrrhiza glabra), a pectoral. (43) Chdlmugrd (gyno-

cardia odorata), an emollient, used chiefly in cutaneous diseases,

and supposed to be a cure for leprosy ; it is given internally as

well as applied externally. (44) Anantamul (hemidismus Indicus),
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an alterative, diaphoretic, and diuretic, used as a substitute for

sarsaparilla. (45) Jodn (ptychotis ajowan), a carminative. (46)

Tobacco (nicotiana tabacam), used as an emetic as well as a

sedative narcotic. (47) Aphin,. or opium (papaver somniferum),

a narcotic and anodyne. (48) Kdldddnd (pharbitis nil), a pur

gative. (49) Debddru (pinus deodara), a diuretic. (50) Isabgul

(plantago ispaghula), a demulcent and emollient. (51) Ddlim

(punica granatum), a root anthelmintic. (52) Ldl-chitd (plumbago

rosea), a rubefacient. (53) Kuchild (strychnos nux vomica), an

anti-periodic, tonic, and laxative. (54) Tetul (tamarindus Indica),

a laxative. (55) Teori (ipomoea turpethum), a purgative. (56)

Piulind (mentha sativa), used in dyspepsia. (57) Ndgkisor 01

Ndgeswar (mesua ferrea), used in fever, and as an astringent in'

hemorrhoidal discharges. (58) Sajind (moringa perygosperma), a

rubefacient. (59) Alkusi (raucuna pruriens) ; the hairs covering the

pods of the plant are mixed, with sugar and honey, and used as an

anthelmintic. (60) Jatdmdnsi (nardostachys jatamansi), a nervous

stimulant and anti-spasmodic, used as a substitute for valerian.

(61) Swet karabi (nerium odorum), a root antidote for snake-bite,

and used for procuring abortion. (62) Til (sesamum orientale), a

demulcent and emollient. (63) Ritd (sapindus emorginatus), an

expectorant. (64) Sarishd sddd (sinapis alba) ; and (65) Sarishd

kdld (sinapis nigra) ; the seed, ground into powder, is used exter

nally as a rubefacient, and internally as an emetic. (66) Chdgaldndi

(sphasranthus hirtus), an anthelmintic,, diuretic, and stomachic, used

in the form of liniment in cutaneous diseases. (67) Babrd (termin-

alia bellerica), a tonic and astringent. (68) Haritaki (terminalia

chebula), a purgative. (69) Pdniphal (trapa bispinosa), chiefly

used as a light diet by sick natives. (70) Patal (trichosanthes

dioica), a cathartic.

Charitable Dispensaries.—Excluding the Presidency General

Hospital, which, although situated just outside the boundary, pro

perly belongs to the city, there are eleven hospitals and charitable

dispensaries in the 24 Parganas ; and the following brief account of

each is condensed from the ' Report on the Charitable Dispensaries

under the Government of Bengal for 1871.' I shall compile a table

showing the total statistics of the relief given, at the end of the list.

The General Hospital will be treated of in my separate Statistical

Account of Calcutta.

(1) North Suburban Hospital.—This institution was estab
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lished in 1866, and is placed in charge of a Native Sub-Assistant

Surgeon. The total number of in-door patients treated in 1871

was 749 : relieved or recovered, 482 ; ceased to attend, 57 ; died,

180, or 24-03 per cent. of the total number treated ; daily average

number of sick during the year, 36 -39. Out-door patients, nil. The

total expenditure during 187 1 amounted to ^960, is. od. ; the

Government contribution being ^193, 4s. 6d., for salaries, special

allowances, and European medicines supplied free of charge. The

total income, including Government grant, donations and subscrip

tions, interest of invested funds, etc., was £ 1 233, 6s. od. The cash

balance remaining in hand on ist January 1872 was ^317, 5s. od.

The financial state of this hospital is flourishing ; for, in addition, it

has the sum of ^1324, 15s. od. invested in Municipal Debentures

bearing interest at six per cent., which yield an annual return of

^79, 9s. 8d. A new hospital building, however, is much needed,

and steps are being taken to procure or build a proper edifice on a

suitable piece of ground. An out-door dispensary in connection

with the hospital is also advocated.

(2) Bhawanipur Dispensary, established in June 1840, in

charge of a Sub-Assistant Surgeon. The total number of in-door

patients treated in 187 1 was 76: relieved or recovered, 61 ; died,

6, or 7-89 per cent. of the total number treated; remaining at end

of year, 9 ; daily average number of sick during the year, 3"50.

Out-door patients : total number treated, 5827 ; average daily attend

ance, 39. The total income during the year from Government and

private sources amounted to ^508, 8s. io^d., and the expenditure,

excluding European medicines, which are supplied by Government

free of cost, to ^488, 2s. 9|d., leaving a cash balance in hand at

the end of the year of^20, 6s. ofd. This institution has the sum

of£ 1 100 invested in Government four per cent. securities. The

dispensary was removed in 187 1 to more commodious premises. The

patients largely increased in consequence, and an increased establish

ment was entertained. The Civil Surgeon states that the institu

tion, in its present improved and extended organization, is now of

much greater utility to those for whose benefit it is intended than it

was formerly. The skill, attention, and kindness of the Sub-Assistant

Surgeon in charge of the dispensary are well spoken of.

(3) Alipur Dispensary, established in 1852, is under the

charge of a first-grade Sub-Assistant Surgeon. In-door patients,

187 1 : total number treated, 162 ; recovered or relieved, 139; died,
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1 g, or 1 1 72 per cent. of the number treated ; remaining at end of

year, 4 ; daily average number of sick during the year, 4'91. Out

door patients, 1871: total number treated, 5032; average daily

attendance, 40-3. The total income during the year, including

balance from former years, allowances from Government, and dona

tions and subscriptions, amounted to ^453, 14s. 2d., and the total

expenditure to ^311, 12s. iod., leaving a cash balance in hand at

the end of the year of £142, is. 4d.

(4) Garden Reach Branch Dispensary.—This institution was

established by Mr. Thomas Apcar, a wealthy merchant of Calcutta,

who constructed a building within the enclosure of his own house,

and made it over for the purpose of the dispensary, which was

opened in January 187 1. He also contributes a sum of ^5 a

month towards the maintenance of the institution, which, with the

aid of further subscriptions supplemented by some of the residents

of Garden Reach, covers all expenditure, including that of the native

doctor, Government merely furnishing European medicines and

surgical instruments. The usefulness of this institution is attested

by the fact that during the year no less than 8305 out-door patients

received treatment, the average daily attendance being 107 -1 2. The

income of the dispensary amounted in 187 1 to ^92, 5s., and the

expenditure to the same sum.

(5) Barasat Dispensary, opened in 1854, is under the charge of

a native Sub-Assistant Surgeon, well spoken of for his skill and kind

ness to his patients. Owing to want of repairs, the hospital branch

of the dispensary was obliged to be closed for some time, but was

reopened in August 187 1. The financial condition of the institution

is good. During 1871, the sum of £7z, 19s. ad. was collected as

subscriptions and donations from private sources, and the local Muni

cipality have contributed a sum of £2 a month since the date on

which the dispensary was re-opened for in-door patients. These con

tributions more than covered the current expenditure of the institution

in 187 1, as the Committee were able to replace the portion of the

invested fund which had been withdrawn the previous year for the

purpose of repairing and improving the building now occupied by

the hospital. The institution is very conveniently situated in the

midst of the Subdivision, and is of great service to the people.

In-door patients, 1871 (since August only) : total cases treated, 52 ;

recovered or relieved, 38 ; died, 5, or 9-61 per cent. of the total

cases ; average daily number of sick, 4-97. Out-door patients, 187 1 :
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total number treated, 5365 ; the average daily attendance at the

dispensary being 49-6(}. The total income of the institution in 1871

amounted to £122, 17s. 3d., and the expenditure to ^115, 8s. 1od.,

leaving a cash balance in hand of £7, 8s. $d. A sum of ^100 is

invested in Government 4 per cent. securities for the benefit of the

dispensary. During a portion of the year, the attendance showed a

considerable falling off. A Muhammadan ascetic had taken up his

abode on the banks of a tank close to the village of Kotrd, near

Barasat, and gave out that he could cure every malady by rubbing

some of the mud from the tank on the forehead, and by giving his

patients a brass jug full of water from it in which they were to wash.

The superstitious people flocked in hundreds to the place, and

for a time this miracle-monger considerably affected the attendance

at the dispensary. Fever has been very prevalent in Barasat of late

years, and was particularly severe in 1871 in consequence of the

unusual inundation. The Sub-Assistant Surgeon attributes the pre

valence of the fever to (1) obstructed water-courses ; (2) foul, ill-

cleaned tanks ; and (3) the practice of steeping jute, which has

become very general, and which soon renders water putrid.

Regarding the prevalence of cholera in 1871, the Sub-Assistant

Surgeon stated that the only case which occurred in the town of

Barasat, was that of a schoolboy in the beginning of December,

and who recovered. During the latter part of December, cholera

broke out in several small villages within a short distance of

Barasat. The outbreak was traceable to importation, and was not

due to local causes.

(6) B1shnupur Branch D1spensary, established in 1869, is

under the charge of a native doctor. It is freely resorted to by

the people for such a small place, the inhabitants guaranteeing a

monthly subscription of £4 towards the support of the institution.

There is no accommodation for in-door patients, but 2442 persons

received out-door treatment in 187 1, the daily average attendance

being 35'o5. The total income of the dispensary in 187 1 was

^94, 2s. 6d., the Government donation being ^48 ; the expendi

ture amounted to £80, 19s. 10d., leaving a balance in hand at the

end of the year of ^13, 2s. 8d.

(7) Satkh1ra D1spensary, established in August 1865, is under

the charge of a Sub-Assistant Surgeon. The amount of local sub

scriptions originally guaranteed towards the support of this institution

was £1$ a month, but it was allowed gradually to decline, till in
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187 1 it came down to £7, 10s. a month. This great reduction was

noticed by the Magistrate of the District in November, and who

warned the subscribers that, unless the amount of subscription was

at once increased to £1o, he would recommend the dispensary to

be closed. The result of the warning was, that before the end of

the year the monthly subscriptions were raised to £io. The Civil

Surgeon stated in 187 1 that steps had been taken to construct a

new building, which was urgently required. In 187 1, a sum of

^160 had been subscribed towards the object, the estimated cost

being ^200. Meanwhile the construction of the house had been

commenced, and it was hoped that the small balance required for its

completion would soon be raised. The Civil Surgeon added that

the institution was very useful to the poor of the place, and might be

made much more so if the wealthy landholders took a little more

interest in its welfare, and accorded it better support. In-door

patients, 1871 : total number treated, 73 ; relieved or recovered, 60 ;

died, 7, or 9'59 of the total number treated; average daily number

of sick, 5-o. Out-door patients, 1871 : total number treated, 1640 ;

average daily attendance, 1 2. The total income of the dispensary in

187 1 amounted to ^347, 15s. 9d., and the expenditure to ^274,

1 8s. 3d., leaving a balance in hand of ^72, 17s. 6d.

(8) Sripur Branch Dispensary.—Out-door patients treated in

187 1 (up to September only), 459; average daily attendance, 11*64.

This dispensary had to be closed during the year. The Civil

Surgeon stated that ' the subscribers to the institution, though they

had no fault whatever to find with the native doctor who had been

in charge of it from the time it was first established, suddenly took

into their heads that they would prefer another, who was a native of

the place, and had established himself in the village as a private

practitioner, and who had some years before been obliged to resign

the service of Government in consequence of ill-health. They

addressed several letters to this effect to the Magistrate of the

District, and finding their application not supported by that officer,

discontinued paying their subscriptions. They were repeatedly

warned that, unless all arrears were paid up, and regular payment

for the future guaranteed, the dispensary would be closed. Not

the least attention, however, was paid to these warnings, and the

institution was closed under orders of Government on the ist

September.'

(9) Taki Branch Dispensary, opened October 1865, and in
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charge of a native doctor, whose management and attention to his

duties are highly spoken of by the Civil Surgeon. The financial

condition of the dispensary is satisfactory ; and although there are

not many subscribers, the amount subscribed is sufficient for the

support of the institution. Considering the large number of well-

to-do landholders who reside at Tdkl, the Civil Surgeon reports that

the better class, with few exceptions, take no interest in the welfare

of the institution. The number of out-door patients treated in 1871

was 1220, the average daily attendance being 18-57. The total

income of the dispensary in 187 1 amounted to ^133, 4s. od., and

the expenditure to ^90, 9s. od., leaving a balance in hand at the

end of the year of ^42, 15s. od.

(10) Basurhat Branch Dispensary, established in 1867, in

charge of a native doctor. A separate building is much wanted for

the dispensary, which is located in a room of the Subdivisional Court

house ; but although a new building has been in contemplation for

some years, nothing was done towards its construction up to the end

of 187 1. The local subscriptions amount to £1, 10s. od. per month.

The Civil Surgeon states that the institution is very useful to the

poor inhabitants of the place, by whom it is much appreciated. In

187 1, 1202 out-door patients were treated, the prevailing diseases

being fever, spleen, and rheumatism. The average daily attendance

was 18. The total income of the dispensary in 187 1 was £94,

13s. 9d., and the expenditure ^59, 12s. od., leaving a balance in

hand of ^35, is. 9d.

(11) Gobardanga Branch Dispensary, founded in 1860 by the

late landholder, and under the charge of an able and attentive native

doctor. The number of out-door patients in 187 1 was 1732, the

average daily attendance being 21 '17. Income, including a large

balance from the previous year, ^408, 2s. 3d.; expenditure, £1 16.

9s. 9d. ; balance in hand at the end of 1871, ^291, 12s. 6d.
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Lunatic Asylums.—There are two Central Lunatic Asylums in

the 24 Parganas,—one at Bhawanipur, for Europeans and Anglo-

Indians ; and the other at Dhalandd, exclusively for natives. Both

institutions are at present under the medical superintendence of

Surgeon-Major A. J. Payne. The following are the statistics of the

Bhawanipur European Asylum for 1870 :—Remaining in the Asylum

on 1st January 1870, 45 males, 9 females—total, 54; admitted

during the year, 40 males, 10 females—total, 50; readmitted, 2

males, 1 female—total, 3 : total treated, 87 males, 20 females—total,

107. Discharged cured, 12 males, 4 females—total, 16; improved and

sent to friends, 3 males, 1 female—total, 4 ; despatched to Europe as

ordinary invalids, 35 males; despatched to Europe as insanes, 11

males, 2 females—total, 13 ; died, 2 females ; remaining under treat

ment, 26 males, 11 females—total, 37. Ratio of cures and transfers

to total number treated, 18-69 per cent. ; ratio of mortality to total

number treated, 1*87 per cent. ; daily average number of inmates, 16

males, 9 females—total, 25. The admissions in 1870 were fewer than

in the two previous years, owing to the smaller number of military

insanes admitted. The recovery and death rates also compare

favourably with former years; but on this point the following

sentences occur in the General Report for 1870, from which the

foregoing figures are extracted:—'The statistics of this Asylum,

which is a mere resting-house for insanes, few of whom live out

their insanity in it, are not of much value as compared with other

institutions, in which lunatics remain until they either recover or die.

The deaths which occurred—two in number—were of persons ad

mitted in the extremity of illness, whom it was found impossible to

restore.' As regards causation and type of mental disease, 9 cases

were ascribed to intemperance, but in many cases this imputation

is open to doubt. Dr. Payne, in his report, remarks that ' it is easy

to mistake for a cause of insanity that which is in truth only an

occasion of the first outbreak of inherent disease.' Inherited insanity

was traced in eight instances, and suspected in many others. In two,

epilepsy was a precursor of the malady ; fever in three ; and cranial

injury in two. Domestic trouble was asserted to be the cause in one

case. In twenty-five cases the cause was not traced. Among the

admissions were nine cases of acute mania ; thirty of chronic mania ;

three of melancholia ; one of acute, and nine of chronic dementia.

The expenses of the Asylum were less in 1870 than in the two pre

vious years, the cost of maintenance of each man being £2, 2s. od.
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per month in 1870, against £2, 6s. 8d. in 1869, and £2, 18s. od.

in 1868.

The figures for the Native Asylum at Dhalandd are as follow :—

For the five years ending 1869, the average daily number of insanes

confined in the Asylum was 237 ; the average number discharged as

cured was 38-8 per cent., and discharged as improved 9-2 per cent.,

of the mean daily population. The average number of deaths for

the five years was 23-5 per cent. of the mean population. In 1870,

the daily average number of insanes was 309 ; 28 -8 per cent. of the

average daily population were discharged as cured, and 97 per

cent. as improved. The deaths amounted to 12-6 per cent, of the

mean daily population. The death-rate has steadily decreased ;

but, on the other hand, so has the proportion of those discharged

as cured. On this subject, Dr. Payne, the Superintendent of the

Institution, reports as follows :—

' The death-rate of the year, reckoned on the mean daily popula

tion, is 12-6 per cent. against 16-4 per cent. in 1869. In the latter

year, however, there were nine cases of cholera, and none in 1870.

The past year, moreover, has been particularly healthy in Calcutta,

and lunatics share with their neighbours the physical influences of

season. Duly criticised, the mortality of 1870 takes, in a gradually

declining scale, a place less well marked, I fear, than that of 1869.

A higher mean daily number of inmates of the classes least prone

to die, is one cause of the ratio declining year by year, and is in

peculiar force this year. Excluding cholera from the history of

1869, its death-rate becomes 13-3, which shows a greater improve

ment on the rate of 1868 than can be claimed for 1870 over its

predecessor. Thus the reduction of mortality given is more

apparent than real. The detailed account of fatal cases exhibits

as large a number of deaths among the dying class as the last three

years have presented ; and, as is seen year after year, this class is

divided by so sharp a line from the rest of the Institution, that its

separate consideration is essential to a right understanding of the

mortality. No less than 22 deaths are cases which, out of the

larger number of persons brought in dangerously ill, it was found

impossible to restore. There are five cases of acute inflammatory

affections, three of phthisis, two from accidental causes, eight from

exhaustion of mania. There are nine cases of the old anaemic

cachectic state, without organic disease to account for it. Four

of them were admitted in this state ; and of the five in which it

VOl. II. R
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appeared during their residence, one had been 1 7 years in the place,

one 15 years, one 11\ years, one over 7, and one over 5 years ; in

the last, there was increasing maniacal excitement as a cause. In

neither of these can it be reasonably said that diet or any other

element of Asylum life contributed to the result.

' These figures tell a very plain tale. It is the same that has been

told year after year for a long time past in the Asylum records, viz.

that the number of cases admitted fatally ill is large, and apparently

must be always large, in a town where the habits of the poorer

classes are as they are in Calcutta. Notwithstanding that the

Asylum itself has undergone perpetual change in the hope of

improvement from the year 1860 till now, and has for years defied

the eiforts of the most fastidious sanitarian to discover a defect

(except in space), it was not until the Government, on my earnest

representation, forbade the despatch from a distance of lunatics

physically unfit to travel, that there was any appreciable decrease of

mortality. From that time a lower figure has been shown—not

very much lower, because the principal source of fatal cases (Cal

cutta) remains ; and for such cases the Asylum becomes a place

of first reception. But a figure has been reached, below which I

have no expectation of seeing mortality fall, unless it be by those

accessory events which cause apparent diminution. If only the

mortality for which the Asylum may be considered responsible

be laid to its charge, there will be little ground for concern in the

death-list.'

The number of criminal lunatics is increasing. They are confined

in the same Asylum with non-criminal lunatics ; but their numbers

have given rise to a difficulty, and led to the consideration of

measures to meet the evil of mixing up criminal and non-criminal

lunatics. The Superintendent thus remarks on the influence oI

work on the health of the patients :—' The industrial system of the

Asylum has a relation to its sanitary state scarcely less close than

that of diet ; and as it has now attained its full development, after a

gradual growth of ten years, it will be useful and interesting to

summarize the facts which those years have brought forth, to

indicate the bearing of labour on mortality. The eifect of work on

health has been most sedulously watched throughout. No con

sideration of profit has been allowed to prevail over the great

objects of its introduction—discipline and cure. In forming an

opinion on the burthen and suitability of the forms of industry in
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use, it must be observed that the task imposed on labourers else

where by jz/r&'-making, oil-mills, etc., is here indelinitely reduced

by dividing the labour of one between several, by limiting the hours

of work, and imposing no fixed daily out-turn.'

Conservancy Arrangements can scarcely be said to exist in

the interior of the District, and the arrangements for the supply of

drinking-water are very unsatisfactory. Villages or towns on the

banks of flowing streams derive their water supply from the river.

But as a rule, throughout the District, there is no attempt to pre

serve tanks exclusively for drinking purposes. In most villages,

not only are people allowed to bathe, but clothes are washed, in

the same tank or tanks from which the villagers obtain their

drinking-water.

Meteorological Aspects; The Cyclone of 1864. — I have

given the statistics of the rainfall and temperature, as the introduc

tion to the Medical Aspects of the District. The most important

feature in its recent meteorological history was the cyclone of 1864.

I purpose in my General Account of Bengal to give a description of

this great atmospheric disturbance, as it aifected the whole Delta.

The following paragraphs exhibit its effects in the 24 Parganas. I

condense them, as specially affecting this District, from the oificial

documents published on the Cyclone in 1866, and from the Bengal

Administration Report for 1864-65.

The destruction caused by the hurricane was twofold. First, the

violence of the wind produced widespread destruction of houses

and trees. Secondly, the storm-wave which the gale brought up

from the Bay of Bengal, and drove before it up the Hugli, inundated

the country for many square miles, sweeping over the strongest

embankments, flooding the crops with salt water, and carrying away

entire villages. The storm, which had been slowly travelling up the

Bay of Bengal, first made itself felt at the Sandheads on the after

noon of the 4th October 1864, and attained its full fury in the night.

At Calcutta it raged with extreme violence from 10 a.m. till 4 p.m.

of the 5th October, after which it gradually subsided. The lowest

reading of the barometer in Calcutta was at 2.45 p.m. on the 5th,

when it stood at 28-571. As might be expected, by far the greatest

loss of life occurred on Sdgar Island, in the Diamond Harbour

Subdivision, and in the Sundarbans. The storm-wave entered the

District at Sdgar Island, where it was eleven feet above the level

of the land. It rushed over the embankments, and rushed up
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the river, sweeping away huts and villages to a distance of eight

miles from either bank, until it reached Achipur. At Sagar Island

the wave destroyed nearly every building, and left scarcely any

living creature on the island. The few people that did escape

saved themselves either by climbing trees, or by floating on the

roofs of their houses, which the wave carried inland. At first it

was reported that ninety per cent. of the population had perished,

but it was afterwards ascertained that 1488 persons survived on

Sagar Island, out of a population before the cyclone of 5625

souls.

In the Diamond Harbour Subdivision, Mr. Payne, a missionary,

who was engaged in distributing relief after the cyclone, estimated

that, in all the villages within one mile of the river, the loss of life

was eighty per cent. ; and in the other more inland villages over

which the storm-wave swept, the loss was from thirty to forty per

cent. At Diamond Harbour the wave was eleven feet high. It

was stated at the time, that, within six miles of Diamond Harbour,

it was impossible to go fifty yards on the road without seeing a

human body. In some villages every house was swept away, with

almost all the inhabitants. The loss in cattle in this Subdivision

was estimated at eighty per cent., and the sufferings of the survivors

were very great. The local stores of food had all been swept away,

and for three or four days there were no means of sending relief

from Calcutta. In some places the people were ascertained to be

eating grass ; at others, they broke open and plundered the stores of

the rice merchants who refused to distribute, or, as was alleged, even

to sell their grain. In the remaining parts of the' District the loss of

life and destruction of property were much less. The police estimate

of the loss of life, exclusive of Calcutta and the Suburbs, stands as

follows: — Sdgar Island and Diamond Harbour, 12,272; Alipur

Subdivision, 49 ; Baruipur Subdivision, 19 ; Barasat Subdivision, 16 ;

Barrackpur, 6 ; Dum-dum, 7 ; Basurhat Subdivision, 8 ; Sdtkhiri

Subdivision, nil: total, 12,377.

Immediate measures were taken to alleviate the distress caused by

the gale. As soon as trustworthy information could be obtained re

garding the state of the southern portion of the District, the magistrate

hurried out food to the starving population, and provided for the

burial of the dead and the removal of the carcases of animals. An

advance of ^500 was immediately obtained from Government, and

supplies of rice were despatched to Diamond Harbour, Fathipur,
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Achipur, and Debipur. Irrespective of the action of the Cyclone

Relief Committee, 1 1,864 persons are reported to have been relieved

by this means in the 24 Parganas. Steps were at the same time

taken for the baling out of tanks filled with salt water, and the

Lieutenant-Governor directed that these measures should be per

severed in, throughout the entire tract visited by the hurricane,

until the people became able to provide means of subsistence

for themselves. Orders were also given for the arrangement of a

systematic plan for the regular supply of food and water to the

distressed villages.

Nor was private benevolence behind-hand to supplement Govern

ment relief by prompt and spontaneous charity. A public meeting,

held in Calcutta a few days after the disaster, set afoot a subscrip

tion which in a very short time exceeded ^30,000. The Committee

of the Relief Fund at once despatched steamers with supplies of

rice and fresh water to the desolated tracts on both sides of the

river, and continued these eiforts till the country on the mainland

of the 24 Parganas showed signs of reviving, and the people resumed

their ordinary occupations. The distribution of gratuitous food to

able-bodied men then ceased ; but the quantity served out to

women and children was doubled, so that they might take away

enough for two meals at once. To this rule, however, Sdgar Island

was made an exception, and the people there were fed by charity for

some time longer. The want of fresh water throughout the District,

which was supposed likely to continue for some time, and to cause

much distress, soon ceased to be seriously felt. Even the tanks which

had been flooded with salt water recovered their freshness by natural

processes ; and the decaying vegetation and other impurities, which

at first made the water almost poisonous, were vigorously removed.

Nevertheless the generally impure state of the water had an injurious

eifect for some time on the health of the people.

Another cyclone took place on the night of the ist November

1867 ; but although the gale proved quite as violent as the preceding

one, it was unaccompanied by a storm-wave. A great deal of de

struction was done to the crops, as well as to houses and property ;

and considerable loss of life took place, but on an insignificant

scale when compared with the calamities caused by the cyclone and

storm-wave of October 1864.

Land Tenures in the 24 Parganas.—I have condensed the

following paragraphs from a special report on the land tenures of
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the 24 Parganas by the Collector, and dated 6th June 1873. The

report was received too late for insertion in its proper place in

the body of the foregoing Statistical Account. The tenures are

divided into four classes, namely : (1) those held directly under

Government; (2) subordinate tenures held by middlemen; (3)

smaller sub-tenures created by middlemen ; (4) rent-free tenures.

The F1rst Class of Tenures, or those held direct from Govern

ment, are seven in number, and are reported on by the Collector

as follows :—

Zam1ndar1.—In ancient times, India was divided into a large

number of petty principalities, each ruled over by its own prince.

After the Muhammadan conquest, these princes were either left in

possession of their estates on condition of paying a certain revenue

to the paramount power, or were dispossessed. In the latter case,

the Government appointed its own officers for the collection of

revenue, and paid the former proprietors either by an assignment

of land, or a percentage on the collections. The officers charged

with the fiscal administration of large tracts of the country by

the Muhammadan rulers were called zaminddrs, and the tract of

country assigned to each formed his zaminddri. The revenue

divisions of the country were known by the name of pargands,

tappds, tarafs, etc. ; with zaminddrs placed over one or more of

them. Up to the time that the East India Company obtained

the diwdni or financial administration of the country, the status of

the zaminddrs was not well defined. With a view to put an end to

this uncertainty, the British Government resolved on recognising

the proprietary right of the zaminddrs to the lands comprising their

zaminddris, and made a Decennial Settlement with them in 1790,

subsequently made permanent in 1793. The records of the

Decennial Settlement in the Collectorate Office of the 24 Parganas.

do not describe the nature and incidents of the zamindari tenure.

The engagements taken from the parties with whom the settlements

were made, simply bound them to pay to Government the entire

collections from their mahals, less collection charges (saranjamf)

and allowances for support (mushdhard). The percentage of these

charges and allowances was not generally stated. The papers show,

however, that in some cases they amounted in the aggregate to as

much as 1 5 per cent.

Regulations I. and VIII. of 1793 describe the zamindari tenure

created by the Government of Lord Cornwallis in Bengal, Behar,
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and Orissa. This was not simply an arrangement for facilitating

the collection of the Government share of the produce of the land

within those territories. Subject to certain limitations, these regula

tions conferred the proprietary right in the soil upon the zaminddrs,

and their tenure was denned to be a permanent transferable interest

in the land, to be held at a fixed revenue under Government for

ever. During the Muhammadan administration, the zaminddrs

exercised certain police powers, levied tolls, duties, and cesses, etc.

When the country passed under our rule, most of these powers

which the zaminddrs had assumed or were invested with, were either

modified or taken away entirely, and their duties were eventually

laid down by enactment as follow :—

(1) That zaminddrs should not in future exercise any judicial or

police powers, but should merely assist the constituted police in the

prevention and discovery of oifences.

(2) That they should convey intelligence of the occurrence of

heinous offences to the police, and of designs to commit the same,

as well as prevent the construction of boats of certain descriptions

used for purposes of robbery.

(3) That they should bear the expense of providing ddk establish

ments for the conveyance of letters from police station to police

station, and from police oificers to Magistrates.

(4) That they should contribute towards the expenses of the con

struction and repairs of roads in their estates, and maintain embank

ments for the protection of their lands.

(5) That they should not collect any tax or internal duties.

(6) That they should neither do, nor allow to be done, acts pre

judicial to the public revenue.

(7) That they should provide supplies at current bdzdr prices to

troops on march, and afford facilities for crossing rivers, etc.

The incidents, therefore, appertaining to the zamtnddri tenure may

be divided into four classes : the first relating to the preservation

of peace in their estates ; the second, to the improvement of their

estates ; the third, to the abstinence from certain acts injuriously

affecting the public revenue ; and lastly, the performance of certain

duties for facilitating the movements of the troops.

The great peculiarity of the zaminddri tenure, and indeed of ail

saleable tenures in this country, is the liability to sale for the re

covery of arrears of revenue, and the effect which such a sale has on

the under-tenures and incumbrances created by the defaulting pro
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prietor. The auction-purchaser of a zaminddri acquires it free from

all incumbrances imposed upon it after its settlement, and the Col

lector points out that the sale renders void all such under-tenures,

with the exception of those specially exempted by Sec. 37, Act XI.

of 1859. With these exceptions, the purchaser is at liberty to annul

under-tenures. This peculiarity in the zamtnddri tenure serves as

security for the public revenue. The theory is, that under the com

mon law of the country all land is hypothecated for the payment of

the Government revenue assessed upon it ; and the creation of mort

gages or of under-tenures by the proprietor, as against the State or its

grantee, is void. This theory applies also to the relationship existing

between the zaminddr and his tenants ; and under its operation,

persons under whom a cultivator holds his lands can of their own

authority distrain crops for the realization of current arrears of rent.

It is scarcely necessary to add, that while the sale law thus provides

against the collusive creation of sub-tenures to the detriment of the

revenue, the rent law of Bengal (Act X. of 1859) carefully secures

all bonafide rights of the cultivators.

Taluk.—The difference between a zaminddri and a tdluk, con

sists in the manner in which each is created. It has already been

observed, that during the Muhammadan rule a district was divided

into a number of revenue divisions, and the superintendent over one

or more of such divisions was called a zaminddr. The unit in the

revenue division was a mauzd or village, and such divisions comprised

a larger or smaller number of villages, as the case might be. These

divisions were known by various names, such as pargand, dihi, taraf,

tappd, etc. The first was applied to estates containing a large num

ber of villages ; dihi, taraf, and tappd, to those containing a smaller

number, though the latter is in this District sometimes applied to

estates as large as apargand. Even under the Muhammadan govern

ment, the zaminddrs appear to have been in the habit of sometimes

disposing of portions of their zaminddris by sale, gift, or otherwise,

though this right could strictly be exercised only with the express

sanction of the Government. Occasionally portions of zaminddris

were seized and sold for the recovery of arrears of revenue, or

of debts incurred by the zaminddrs. The persons who obtained

possession of these separated portions of zaminddris either paid

their quota of revenue through the zaminddrs, or direct to the khdlsA

or public treasury. The exactions, however, of the zaminddrs soon

obliged them to seek a separation from the parent estate, and to
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obtain recognition as owners of distinct estates by the ruling power.

The village or villages thus separated, and in respect of which an

annual sum was payable directly to Government, were called a

taluk. The rights, privileges, and responsibilities of such ' inde

pendent ' tdlukddrs, are exactly similar to those of zaminddrs; the

difference between the estates being, as before stated, in their

origin. There is no hard-and-fast rule prescribing the size of either

a zaminddrl or a tdluk. In the 24 Parganas, persons holding

estates assessed at a revenue of ^£500 and upwards, are reported

by the Collector to be usually called zamtnddrs, and those assessed

at a smaller sum tdlukddrs. The number of the former in the

District is returned at 79, and of the latter at 995.

Resumed Lakhiraj Tenures. — Ldlchiraj lands are holdings

granted rent-free by the State or the zamtnddrs as a reward for

public services, to encourage learning or works of public utility,

and to promote the establishment of religious and charitable institu

tions. These rent-free grants by the zamtnddrs increased so rapidly,

that the British Government, foreseeing the risk to the revenue

which they involved, took an early opportunity of laying down

certain conditions, under which alone the validity of such grants

would be recognised, and of declaring its intention to resume all

such as did not fulfil those conditions. With a view to mitigate

the hardship which resumption proceedings would cause to the

holders of these rent-free lands, the laws provided for their assess

ment on moderate terms. The Government takes as its share only

fifty per cent. of the assets, and leaves the other fifty per cent. to

the old proprietors. The laws also declare that the proprietors

of these lands will enjoy the same rights and privileges in respect

to the resumed lands, as tdlukddrs do with regard to the lands

within their tdluks ; the resumed Idkhirdj tenure may therefore

be considered as a species of tdluk. As regards rent-free hold

ings under thirty-three acres or a hundred bighds in extent, Govern

ment has abandoned its right to the revenue from them in favour

of the proprietors of the estates in which they are situated. The

number of resumed Idkhirdj tenures in the 24 Parganas is returned

at 563. Particulars of the resumption proceedings will be de

tailed in a subsequent paragraph, when dealing with the fourth class

of tenures.

Taufir Estates.—Under the terms of the Decennial Settlement,

the zaminddrs were entitled to the rents and profits of all the waste
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and uncultivable lands lying within the limits of their estates. At

the time of the Settlement of 1790 and the following years, large un

claimed tracts of such lands were not brought under settlement, nor

were they included within the limits of any estate. In course of time,

these lands were reclaimed by the proprietors of the neighbouring

estates, or by their tenants, and were parcelled out among them.

When this became known, Government intervened, and asserted its

right to a fair assessment on these lands, which, after formal re

sumption and settlement, generally with the neighbouring proprietors,

were called taufir, or incremental estates. Under this name are

also included islands or chars thrown up in large navigable rivers,

the beds of which are not the property of individuals. These,

according to established usage, are at the disposal of Government,

and are separately assessed and settled as taufir estates. The

incidents and peculiarities of this tenure are the same as those of

the tdluk, and the status of the parties with whom the settlement was

made is similar to that of a tdlukddr. Besides the taufir estates

which are the property of Government, ninety-two are returned as

held by private parties as tdiuks.

Khas Mahal.—Estates under the direct management of Govern

ment, held by it either as proprietor, or on behalf of a proprietor

owing to his refusal to accept the terms of settlement offered, are

called khds mahals. The twenty-four Pargands contains eighty-four

such estates, which have come into Government possession in the

following manner :—Thirty-three have been purchased by Govern

ment at sales for arrears of revenue, the old proprietors having

given them up in consequence of the estates having for some reason

or other become unprofitable. Sixteen have been formed out of

such portions of lands acquired by Government for public purposes

as were found to be no longer needed. Seven consist of lands ac

quired by Government by allowing remission of revenue to the pro

prietors, either owing to their inability to collect revenue from the

parties in possession of them, or from the lands having been required

for public purposes. Three are tauf1r estates, and eleven are resumed

lakhirdj holdings, the parties entitled to take a settlement of them

having declined to accept them on the terms offered. Five are

khdldrt mahals, consisting of lands used for the manufacture of salt,

and since brought under settlement in consequence of Government

having abandoned the monopoly of the manufacture. One is a

char resumed by Government. Two are patttdbdd mahals, Lt1 re
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claimed jungle lands, which are the property of the State. Three

have been formed by the receding of the river. One is an escheat.

One has been obtained under a treaty from the Dutch. One has

been obtained under a treaty with the Muhammadan Government

of Bengal.

The Government enjoys the same rights and privileges in the

khds mahals as any private zaminddr enjoys in respect to his

estate. The khds mahals, formed out of surplus funds acquired for

public purposes under the Land Acquisition Acts, require separate

mention. The Government holds these lands free from all incum

brances, including tenant rights created before the acquisition, and

all easements previously enjoyed with respect to them. In these

estates Government has obtained a complete right to the land

itself, and can deal with it in any manner it chooses. Of the eighty-

four khds mahals in the twenty-four Parganas, sixty-seven have been

farmed out, while the remaining seventeen are held under direct

Government management.

Ijara or Farm.—A Farm is a contract entered into with Govern

ment for a term of years for the collection of the revenue assessed

on an estate. The Farmer or contractor agrees to pay to the State,

as revenue, a somewhat smaller sum than the Government would

receive if it managed the estate itself, and had to bear the cost of

collection. The Farmer takes upon himself all the risks of collec

tion, and agrees to pay to the Government a fixed sum, calculated

according to the ascertained assets of the mahal. He has to give

security for the due fulfilment of his contract, and binds himself to

collect the revenue according to thejamdbandi or settlement papers.

He cannot transfer his Farm, or sublet it, without the consent of

Government. He has at his disposal all the waste and untenanted

lands in his mahal, and can grant temporary leases of them for

terms not exceeding the term of his own contract with Government.

He binds himself also to perform the ordinary duties of a landlord ;

as for instance reporting the occurrence of crimes to the police, and

the supplying of whatever information is required by Government.

Jangalburi Taluks are described in Section 8 of Regulation

VIII. of 1793. These tenures are given in consideration of the

grantee clearing away the jungle, and bringing the land into a pro

ductive state. The leases give to the grantees, and their heirs in

perpetuity, the right of disposing of their tenures by sale or gift, and

exempt the holders thereof from the payment of revenue for a cer
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tain period, at the expiration of which they are subjected to a pro

gressive rent. Such tdluks are also known as patitdbddi mahals,

and are common in the 24 Pargands. Clearing tdluks of this nature

are now created in the Sundarbans for a period of 99 years, under

the following conditions :—

1st. That one-fourth of the entire area covered by the grant shall

be exempted from assessment for ever, as an allowance for

uncultivable waste, collection charges, etc.

2/1. That one-fourth of the area shall be brought under cultiva

tion in 10 years, half in 20 years, and three-fourths in 30

years, from the date of the grant.

2,d. That the entire area shall be enjoyed rent-free for 20 years.

4th. That, on the expiration of the rent-free period, the revenue

shall be paid at progressive rates : i.e., for the first 10 years

at ^ anna a bighd; for the next, at 1 anna ; for the next,

1\ anna; and for the remainder of the 99 years, at 2

annas a bighd. (A bighd is one-third of an acre.)

5M. That, on the expiration of the term of 99 years, the lands

shall be subjected to a moderate assessment in perpetuity.

The Second Class of Tenures are those held by middlemen

under superior landlords. They are twelve in number, and are

described by the Collector as follows :—

(1) Sham1lat Taluks.—For the convenience of collection, the

Muhammadan Government occasionally entered into engagements

with certain small proprietors to pay the revenue assessed on

lands through the zaminddrs within the limits of whose estates

their lands lie. The creation of these tenures was sometimes

the work of the Government, and sometimes that of the zamin

ddrs, who under the Muhammadan Government were, at first at

all events, little more than collectors of the revenue. With a

view to prevent the dismemberment of the territorial limits of

the revenue divisions of the country, and perhaps to conceal from

the Government unauthorized transfers of land, the zaminddrs

frequently stipulated with the parties to whom they transferred

portions of their estates, that they (the transferees) should pay the

quota of revenue assessed by Government on the alienated lands

through the zaminddrs. These transferees were called shdmildt

tdlukddrs, and their lands the shdmildt, or conjoint, tdluks. The

tdlukddrs enjoy the same rights and privileges, and are bound to

perform the same duties with respect to their property, as the zamin
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ddrs are with respect to their zaminddris ; the chief difference being,

that the names of the former are not recorded in the revenue roll of

Government, and they therefore cannot pay their revenue direct to

the public treasury. The rules of the Decennial Settlement did not

allow these subordinate tdlukddrs to obtain independent recognition

by Government, and they have continued nominally subordinate to

the zaminddrs. Unlike other subordinate tenures created by zamin-

ddrs, they are, however, not liable to be cancelled when the principal

estate is sold for the discharge of arrears of revenue. The shdmildt

taluks have been in existence since before the Decennial Settlement,

and there are none of a later date ; as, whenever transfers of portions

of estates have since taken place, the transferees have taken advan

tage of the Regulations for the apportionment of the revenue, and

thus secured an independent recognition.

Although the zaminddr cannot in any way interfere with the

shdmildt tdluks, yet if such tdlukddrs make default in the payment of

their share of the revenue, the zaminddr can always compel them to

pay by an action in court ; and if he succeeds in it, the tdluk can then,

if necessary, be sold in execution of decree. The shdmildt tdlukddr

is considered to be the proprietor of the land within his tdluk;

but as regards payment of rent, he is bound by the same rules which

apply to dependent tdluks created by the zaminddr.

(2) Patni Taluk.—Punctuality in the payment of revenue was

unknown during the Muhammadan rule. The great zaminddrs

were often imprisoned for the realization of the arrears due by

them ; but there was no regular law under which their estates could

be sold by the State in default of the revenue at the stipulated

times. At the time of the Settlement of 179o, the British Govern

ment found it necessary to make certain regulations for the punctual

payment of the revenue, in default of which the estates were liable

to be sold. The landholders being unaccustomed to such strict

ness either in the payment of revenue or the collection of rents,

many of them lost their property through the operation of these

laws. At that time most zaminddris contained large tracts of

waste lands, which the landlords, for want of capital, were unable

to reclaim. It soon became apparent to them, however, that unless

they found means to improve their estates, they were in danger of

losing them. Accordingly, they began to create permanent subor

dinate tenures, to avoid the risks of cultivation and collection, as well

as for the improvement of their estates. In this way, one or more
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villages were conveyed in perpetuity by the zamtnddrs, in considera

tion of a bonus paid down, and of an annual fixed rent. The

zaminddrs made over to the tenant their entire rights to all the

lands, forests, wastes, and waters in these villages, together with

all the easements which they themselves possessed. The rent

reserved was always so fixed as to leave a margin of profit over and

above the revenue payable to Government. The lease empowers

the tenant to exercise all the powers, and obliges him to perform

all the duties, of zamituidrs. It also precludes him from seeking

independent recognition, and stipulates for payment of revenue

through the zaminddr. These tenures are of the nature of de

pendent tdluks, and are known by the name of patni tdluks. They

were first created in the estates of the Rajd of Bardwan, but they

gradually extended over all the permanently settled Districts of

Bengal.

Patnf tenures could only be created by a proprietor who paid

revenue immediately to Government. Regulation VIII. of 1819

was passed for defining the relative rights of the zamtnddrs and

patniddrs. Under it the tenure can be summarily brought to sale

twice a year for the recovery of the half-yearly instalments of rent,

without a previous civil suit. The sale of a patni tdluk for arrears

of rent annuls all incumbrances that may have accrued upon it

by the act of the defaulting patniddr, unless the right of making

such incumbrances shall have been expressly vested in him by a

stipulation to that effect in the written engagement under which

the said tdluk may have been held. A patni tdluk is liable to

be cancelled on the occurrence of a sale for arrears of revenue

of the parent estate, unless it has been registered under the pro

visions of Section 38, Act II. of 1859. If under the rules con

tained in this Act it is specially registered, the tdluk is secured

against all auction-purchasers, including Government ; but if only

common registry is made, it is safe only against a private auction-

purchaser. The registers in the Collectorate show that 18 patnii

have been specially, and 68 commonly, registered under the pro

visions aforesaid.

(3) Ist1mrar1, Mukarrar1, and Maurus1.—These three names

are now applied to the same description of tenure. They are all

held at a fixed rent, and are hereditary and transferable. They

are created both by the zaminddrs and the tdlukddrs under them.

Permanent tenures existing from before the Decennial Settlement
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are known by the name of istimrdri. They are protected from

cancelment on the occurrence of a sale for arrears of revenue.

Mukarrari tenures are those held at a fixed rent, but which are not

necessarily hereditary; maurusi are those which are hereditary,

but which are not necessarily held at a fixed rent. These distinc

tions in nomenclature are not, however, now observed, and the

three terms are applied to tenures held at a fixed rent, and from

generation to generation. In the construction of leases, the High

Court looks not only to the literal meaning of the words actually

used in drawing them, but also to the intention of parties. For

example, the absence of any words in the lease showing that the

tenure will descend from father to son, has been held not to pre

vent its being declared hereditary, if it be found to have actually

been held by a successor to the original lessee on payment of the

same rent to the superior proprietor. Similarly, if the rent payable

by a hereditary tenant has not been modified at successive zamtn-

ttdri settlements for revising the rents of the mauzd (or village),

it has been held that his tenure is not only maurusi, but also

mukarrari.

These tenures are protected from cancelment on the occurrence

of a sale for arrears of revenue of the parent estate, if they existed

at the time of the Permanent Settlement, or have been duly regis

tered under the provisions of the sale laws. Unlike patni tenures,

istimrdri, mukarrari, and maurusi tenures can only be sold for

the recovery of arrears of rent in execution of a decree. The

purchaser at a sale for arrears of their rent acquires the under-

tenure ' free of all incumbrances which may have accrued thereon

by any act of any holder of the said under-tenure,' unless the right

of making such incumbrances was expressly vested in the holder.

The books in the Collector's oifice show that 80 of these tenures

have been entered in the register for common registration of

tenures under the sale laws, but none in the register for special

registration.

(4) Ijara is an arrangement for the collection of rent from an

estate or a number of estates, either for a term of years or in per

petuity. A permanent or maurusi ijdrd resembles in its charac

teristics the istimrdri or maurusi tenure described above. An ijdrd,

for a term of years, is of almost exactly the same nature as the

tenure described under the head of " Ijdrd or Farm " at p. 267.

When an ijdrd is registered under the sale laws, it is not liable to
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cancelment on the occurrence of a sale of the parent estate for

arrears of revenue. There is one ijdrd only of this description, and

a very small number of maurusi ijdrds, in this District. Of these,

three or four are in the Satkhird estate, now under the Court of

Wards. Ijdrds are ordinarily given for a term of years, and of this

class there is a considerable number in the 24 Parganas.

(5) A Ganth1 is an under-tenure held immediately under a

proprietor or dependent tdlukddr. It is used in contradist1nction

to korfd or shikmi lands held under tenants. The word is very

commonly used in the eastern part of this District. Although a

cultivator holding land directly under the proprietor frequendy

calls it his gdnthi, yet the word is chieffy used to denote large

under-tenures held by persons who sublet to cultivators the whole

or the greater portion of their lands.

It is difficult to trace the origin of this tenure. The word per

haps means ' assigned over,' or ' allotted,' and originally these large

under-tenures appear to have been created by the zaminddrs for

the reclamation of waste lands ; and hence in process of time every

under-tenure held immediately under a proprietor of land or tdluk

ddr came to be denominated a gdnthi. This loose application of the

word renders impracticable any description of its incidents and

peculiarities. Some of them are maurusi and mukarrari tenures,

while others are in no better position than that of mere occupancy

holdings. All gd1Uhis, on investigation, will be found, however,

to fall under one of the three following descriptions of tenures:

(a) Permanent under-tenures held at a fixed rent ; (F) Occupancy

holdings at fair and equitable rates ; (c) The holding of a middleman

entitled under a special agreement, or by recognised custom, to

hold his lands at the cultivators' rates, minus an allowance for risks

and charges of collection and reasonable profits. According to

the custom prevailing in this District, gdnthis are transferable and

heritable, and are held either at fixed or variable rates, according to

the circumstances of each case. Their incidents and peculiarities

depend on their individual legal status, and no separate description

of them is necessary.

(6) Th1ka.—The word thikd is very commonly used to denote all

intermediate tenures in the southern part of the District. It is em

ployed in the same sense as the word gdnthi is used in the eastern

parts of the District ; no general description of its character is there

fore possible, its legal incidents depending on the deed creating it,
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or on the particular terms and conditions on which it is proved to

have been held. Thikds are heritable, and the custom in the

District permits thikdddrs to sell not only their entire thikds, but

even detached plots of land included in them. It often happens

that the thikdddrs not only sell specific portions of their thikds, such

as one-fourth or a half share, but one or more plots of land com

prised in them. The zaminddrs, as a rule, recognise these transfers

on payment by the purchaser of a bonus, but no legal process exists

for compelling them to give recognition if they insist on refusing

to do so.

(7) J0T OR Jama.—All simple cultivating tenures in the 24

Parganas are known by these names. They include the holdings

of the actual husbandmen, and in most cases are not in the hands

of middlemen. The Collector has, however, deemed it convenient

to describe them here. Some of these tenures are called maurUsi

or kadim, and are held at a fixed rate of rent from before the time

of the Permanent Settlement. These are transferable and heritable,

and resemble in all respects the superior tenures known as patni

taluks. Some of the jotddrs are cultivators with rights of occupancy,

and who, having held their lands for more than twelve years, are

only liable to pay rent at fair and equitable rates, and can only be

ejected from their lands in execution of a decree for non-payment

of rent at the end of the year. The Collector reports that, according

to the custom of the District, a right of occupancy is both trans

ferable and heritable ; and that husbandmen with occupancy rights

can create sub-leases. Ordinary cultivating leases granted by

zaminddrs stipulate for the payment of a stated rent from year to

year, without fixing any period for the termination of the lease.

They contain covenants not to cut down trees, not to make excava

tions, or to grow crops which exhaust the soil.

Non-occupancy husbandmen are those who have not held the

same lands at the same rent for twelve years. They are only entitled

to leases at such rents as may be agreed on between them and their

landlords. They are liable to ejectment without a suit in court, and

cannot transfer their holdings without the permission of the zamin

ddrs. The Collector states, however, that the custom of the District

does not recognise the authority of the zaminddr to eject a cultivator

who has obtained a lease of the kind mentioned above, or whose

name has been registered in the zaminddr's office as a jamd-holder.

The use of this word is understood to confer a right to hold the

vol. 11. s
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land as long as the stipulated rent is paid. The majority of the

non-occupancyjotddrs are called utbandi cultivators. They cultivate

the khdmdr land of a village under a custom which does not even

make it necessary for them to obtain the landlord's permission to

enter on the land. According to this custom, the rates are fixed for

the various kinds of crops grown, and the lands are held from

season to season. In due time the zaminddr measures the land, and

ascertains the quantity held by each squatter, and the particular

purpose for which it is used. From these measurement papers the

year's rent-roll is prepared, and rent is taken from the cultivators in

accordance with this roll. As soon as the crop is gathered, the hus

bandman's connection with the land ceases, and he is not called

upon to pay any rent for the time the lands lie fallow.

When a cultivator, instead of a money rate of rent, agrees to give

a definite quantity of paddy per bighd for the land taken by him, it is

called a guldjamd. The guld/awrf-holders have the same rights and

privileges as the other cultivators of their class who pay rent in money.

The bhdgrd husbandmen, or ddhi bhdg jotddrs, are usually non-

occupancy cultivators, who cultivate the lands for a term on condition

of giving half the produce of their lands to the landlord as rent.

The two above-mentioned classes of cultivators are liable to pay

their landlord damages at the market rate of the crops, if they

neglect to give the stipulated quantity of produce to them at the

time fixed for its delivery.

I may here notice one great peculiarity in the nature of these

cultivating tenures. The zamtnddrs and dependent tdlukddrs are

not bound to recognise the transfers of intermediate tenures so long

as the transferees do not register their names in their offices. They

look to the registered owners of the sub-tenures for payment of the

rents due to them, and all suits for the recovery of arrears of rent are,

as a rule, brought against them. In the case of cultivating tenures

the rule is different; the landlords are bound to recognise the

transfers, and they look for payment of rent to the party in actual

possession of the lands, notwithstanding the failure of the transferee

to register his name.

Another characteristic in which cultivating tenures differ from

intermediate or non-occupancy tenures, is in their not being liable to

cancelment on the occurrence of a sale for arrears of revenue of the

estate in which they are situated ; while the intermediate tenures are,

with few exceptions, cancelled in the event of such a sale.
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A third peculiarity of certain classes of cultivating tenures is, that

there is observable in them a growth of rights by effluxion of time,

such as can never happen in the case of intermediate tenures, which

all originate in express or implied grants. Thus twelve years'

possession of land by a cultivator confers on him a right of occu

pancy, in the absence of any express stipulation to the contrary.

But an intermediate tenure-holder cannot acquire such a right

simply on the strength of long uninterrupted possession.

(8) Zar-I-Peshgi or Lahona Tenures are leases of lands, some

times granted in consideration of an advance made by the lessee; and

the lessor's right of re-entry is contingent on the repayment of such

advance, either in money or by the usufruct of the land. When any

rent is payable for the lands to a superior holder, the lessor either

undertakes to pay it himself, in which case the entire produce of the

leasehold goes towards the liquidation of the debt, or assigns over

this liability to the lessee, when the net receipts only are appropriated

by him in repayment of the loan. An arrangement of this sort is also

sometimes made for the payment of interest accruing on a loan,

without actually pledging any land as a security for the repayment

of the principal sum advanced. This description of lease is fre

quently given in Subdivision Diamond Harbour, and within the last

three years 209 of them were registered. These leases are some

times created for a term of years estimated to be sufficient for the

repayment of the loan ; but if any portion of it remains due on the

expiration of the term, the lessor cannot re-enter on the land without

paying off the balance of his account.

(9) Khanabari Tenures are leases of land granted for building

purposes. Traders, artisans, and other non-agricultural classes of

the community, generally hold these tenures, and they are very

numerous in the 24 Parganas.

(10) Chakdari Pattas.—A chak is a plot of land situated

between well-defined boundaries. It may be of any size, and some

times in the Sundarbans consists of thousands of bighds of land.

In the Sundarbans, and estates bordering on them, these chaks are

often leased out on a jangalburl, or reclamation tenure. The con

ditions are similar to those imposed by Government. The lease

granted is of a permanent character, with a rent-free period, and then

a rent fixed at progressive rates. The maximum rate is stated in the

lease, and not left open, as in the cases of grants made by Govern

ment. The tenure is liable to forfeiture for breach of the clearance
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conditions, and is held immediately under the zaminddr or a grantee

of Government. It is a saleable and a transferable tenure, and the

chakddr undertakes to construct the necessary embankments for the

protection of his chak, and to keep them in repair at his own expense

when constructed.

(11) Jalkar Jama.—In many estates, the right to the fisheries in

the rivers passing through them has been settled in perpetuity with

the proprietors ; and besides these, there are frequently a large

number of small lakes and canals in an estate, the fishery of which

represents a considerable income. The practice usually is for the

zaminddrs to lease out the right to fish in them, in consideration of

a rent either for a term or in perpetuity. These tenures are called

jalkars. The holders are considered to have a right to enjoy the

produce of the water, but to have no right to the bed of the rivers

or channels in which they fish.

In the southern part of the District, where aman paddy is alone

grown, and where consequently the lands are low and generally

covered with water for at least four months during each year, the

zaminddr retains the right of leasing out to third parties the right to

fish when the lands are submerged (although such lands are included

in the tenures of husbandmen). These leases are called bhdmjalkar.

Another class of jalkar is called kunt jalkars. A kunt is a pond

or excavation in the fields. In the rainy season these become filled

with the water drained from the rest of the field, and the right to

catch fish in them is leased out and called a kunijalkar.

(12) Pecul1ar Tenures, of a permanent character, exist in

Panchannagdon and Baranagar, in the vicinity of Calcutta. They are

of very old standing, and it is not known how they originated. The

holders pay rent to Government at fixed rates. The tenures are

saleable and heritable. They are now liable to be sold for arrears

of revenue under Act VII. (B.C.) of 1868, as amended by Act II.

(B.C.) of 1871. No laws define the incidents and characteristics of

these tenures, which appear to me to have grown up through the

sufferance of Government. They may therefore be called perma

nent customary tenures. Of these, there are 15,062 in Panchan-

nagaon, and 106 1 in Baranagar.

The Th1rd Class of Tenures consist of sub-tenures created by

the middlemen holding the tenures enumerated above. They are

six in number, as under : Darpatni, Sepatni, Darmaurusi, Dargdnthi,

Darijdrd, and Shikmi or Korfd.
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The Collector thus describes these sub-tenures in the order in

which they are given above :—It not unfrequently happens that

patmddrs underlet their tdluks in such manner as to convey an

interest similar to that enjoyed by themselves in them. These

taluks of the second degree are called darpatnis. They are tenures

in perpetuity, and are heritable and transferable. The darpatni

tdlukddrs can in their turn create similar interests in their mahals,

and the tdluks of the third degree thus created are called sepatnis.

Their holders enjoy the same immunities and privileges as dar-

patniddrs. These tenures are not voided on the occurrence of an

arrear, but they can be brought to sale for the recovery of any arrears

that may be due on them, in execution of a decree.

The darpatniddr has the right of staying the sale of a patni, under

Regulation VIII. of 1819, by paying in the rent due to the zaminddr

by the patniddr. The amount so paid goes to the reduction of any

sum that may be due to the patniddr by the darpatniddr ; and if no

rent is due by him, the advance becomes by operation of law a loan

made to the patniddr from the tdlukddr of the second degree, who

is entitled to be put in possession of the patni so long as the amount

advanced is not repaid with interest. This is a peculiarity

exclusively belonging to the darpatni tenures, and the holder of

no other subordinate tenure can make such a deposit with similar

incidents attaching to it.

Darpatnis and sepatnis are created in consideration of premiums

paid to the superior tenants, who entirely divest themselves of all

connection with the mahal, and reserve to themselves only the pay

ment of an annual sum, which is fixed with reference to existing

assets so as to leave the lessor a margin of profit. Darmaurusi is a

tenure created by the maurusiddr, with rights and immunities exactly

similar to those enjoyed by himself. Dargdnthis are created by the

holders ofgdnthis, and the title-deeds contain stipulations similar to

those under which the gdnthiddrs hold the lands under the zaminddrs.

Darijdrd is a temporary lease granted by the ijdrdddr, under terms

and conditions similar to those of his own. All these subordinate

tenures fall in on the sale or cancelment, as the case may be, of the

tenures of their granters.

The incidents of these tenures are similar to those of the

tenures of the lessors as between them and their superior landlords ;

no separate description of these tenures is therefore necessary.

Tenancies of small parcels of land held under gdnthiddrs, th1kdddrs,
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and cultivating tenants, who derive their tenures immediately from

the proprietors of lands or mufassal tdlukddrs, are called shikmt or

korfd jots. They are sometimes given for a term of years, and

sometimes without any term being specified. They are usually taken

for purposes of cultivation, but sometimes also as building sites.

These tenures originate from the inability of the cultivators of the

first degree to cultivate the whole of the lands engaged for by them,

or, when they take leases of large tracts, to bring them under

cultivation. The poorer and more ignorant classes often prefer to

hold small tenures from other cultivators than to hold direct, as they

are thus more likely to escape the extortion of the zamtnddr's officers.

The korfd tenures are not ordinarily transferable, but they are

frequently sold, and sometimes sublet, in this District ; and although

the leases are silent on the subject of inheritance, the tenures

frequently descend from father to son without objection. On the

occurrence of an arrear of rent, the superior holders sometimes sue

for payment, and on obtaining a decree, apply for the sale of the

tenure, though they are not strictly of a saleable nature. As regards

the private transfers by sale above alluded to, whenever any such

takes place, the superior tenant is by custom entitled to receive one-

fourth of the purchase money ; and if this be not paid, the transfer

will not be recognised.

The Fourth Class of Tenures consists of rent-free grants of

land granted for religious or charitable purposes, or as a reward for

meritorious service rendered to the State ; and also of lands held by

the proprietors in fee-simple.

The Lakhiraj Rent-free Tenures are of very ancient origin in

India. In former times it was the prerogative of the sovereign alone

to create grants of rent-free lands. The Hindu law of the country

gave the sovereign a share of the produce from every bighd of land ;

and under the native government grants were occasionally made of

this share for the support of the families of persons who had performed

public services', for religious or charitable purposes, for maintaining

troops, etc. Such grants were called bddshdhi, or royal. In the

course of time the great officers of the State and zaminddrs imitated

the example of their sovereign, and made numerous grants of this

description, under the pretext that the produce of the lands was to be

applied to religious or charitable uses, but in reality in many cases

for the personal advantage of the grantee, or with a view to its

clandestine appropriation by the grantee in some way or other.
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These were called hukumt. The grants were made either for life

or in perpetuity. When the British Government obtained the

Diwanl of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa from the Mughul Emperor on

the 1 2th August 1765, it acknowledged the validity of rent-free

grants, whether regularly or irregularly made, provided the grantee

had obtained possession prior to that date.

Bddshdhl or royal grants were called by various names, such as

altamghd, dimd, and madadmdsh. These were all grants in per

petuity. Jdgir was also a bddshdhi grant, but was given only for a

life. Hukumt grants are distinguished by the name of brahmottar,

dcbottar, mahattrdn, eta The perpetual and hereditary grants con

ferred on the holders the right to enjoy the lands for ever without

payment of any revenue, or on payment of a quit-rent. They were

alienable by sale, gift, or otherwise, and the grantees were looked

upon in all respects as their proprietors. The word Idkhirdj signifies

not assessed to the public revenue. The owners of such tenures

have, however, been held liable to pay local cesses of general appli

cation. The proprietors of Idkhirdj lands are bound, in common

with the zaminddrs, to give information of the occurrence of all

heinous oifences and unnatural deaths on their lands, as well as the

resort to them of certain classes of offenders. They are also bound

to assist the police in the prevention of certain offences against the

peace. The duties of zam'mddrs have been already described, and

these apply generally to the Idkhirdjddrs. It is unnecessary, there

fore, to recapitulate them here.

The following is the result of an examination of the registers of

rent-free tenures in this District :—

Total number of tenures registered, .... 15,532

Deduct number of tenures of which no information is

available in consequence of the destruction of registers

by insects, 3.381

Balance, 12,151

Of these 12,151 tenures, suits for resumption were instituted in

respect to only 961. Of these 961 cases, 215 were decided in favour

of the Idkhirdjddrs, 350 were struck off for non-prosecution of its

claims by Government, the rest were decreed in favour of Govern

ment. The following is an analysis of the 215 cases decided in

favour of the Idkhirdjddrs. I have converted the local land

measures into acres, at the rate of one acre to three bighds, which is

sufficiently exact for practical purposes.
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Names of the Tenures. Number released. Quantity of lands.

Acres.

I. 117 6,966

2. 66 4,7«3

32 4*

4- 15 933

5- Malik, S 47

6. 4 114

Total, . 215 12,804

The 350 suits struck oif were with regard to the following descrip

tions of tenures :—

Names oi the Tenures. Number released Quantity of Lands.

Acres.

1. Debottar, . ... . 90 8,221

2. Brahmottar, .... 207 14,389

3. Mahattran 32 1,635

4. Pirottar, 9 467

5. Aima and Malik 12 532

Total, . . 350 25,244

Deducting the 961 tenures from the total number, 12,151, there

remain 11,190, in respect of which no steps were taken by Govern

ment for resumption, and the following is an analysis of them. I

again convert the bighds into acres :—

Number. Ml
Acres.

Debottar—or lands given for the worship of idols, 2,097 17.235

Brahmottar—or lands given for the support of Brali-

6,546 73.407

Pirottar—or lands given for the worship of Muhamma-

dan saints, etc., ....... 717 1.763

Mahattran—or lands granted for the settlement of great

465 1.354

men other than Brahmans, or to enable private per

sons to excavate works of public utility, etc., e.g.

the excavation of tanks, etc., .... 1.236 6,129

48 *7

Britti—or maintenance allowances, .... 24 .67

Malik—or grants to Muhammadans for support, . 9 88

Bhatottar—or grants for the support of Bhats, who

6 «S

Vaishnavottar—or grants for the support of the wor-

36 »7

Aima—or grants to Muhammadan charities, etc., 6 33

Total, . 11,190 100,235

The above is a brief description of the eleven kinds of Idkhirdj
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lands registered in this Collectorate. Besides the 3381 holdings

of which no records exist, there are 11,755 registered grants, con

taining an area of 138,396 acres of land, or 216 square miles, that

is, about one-thirteenth of the whole District including the Sundar-

bans. Of the 11,190 holdings with regard to the resumption of

which no steps have been taken by Government, there is little doubt

that some, at all events, have from time to time fallen into the hands

of the zaminddrs of the villages in which they are situated, and now

form portions of their estates. It is impossible to say without care

ful local inquiries to what extent this has been done. The com

pletion of the road cess operations will, by showing the quantity of

land in the possession of Idkhirdjddrs, throw some light upon this

subject, but time must elapse before any information so acquired

can be accepted as trustworthy.

Estates held in Fee-simple.—Under the rules for the redemp

tion of petty estates, the revenue paid by 13 estates has been

redeemed. These estates comprised an area of 300 acres, and paid

a total revenue of ^25, 5s. 3d. So far as the records in the Collec

torate show, 27 estates, comprising an area of 54,936 acres, have

been sold in fee-simple under the waste land rules. Under the

rules for the redemption of petty holdings in Panchdnnagdon, 243

tenures, paying an annual revenue of ^126, 2s. 9d., have been

redeemed by payment of ^2149, 9s. od. These holdings contain

an area of 2148 acres. These rules have now been in force for

many years; and it may seem strange, that out of 15,062 mdl

holdings in Panchdnnagdon, advantage should have been taken of

them only to such a limited extent. But in many cases these hold

ings are in the possession of persons too poor to pay down a lump

sum equal to their rent for 20 years ; in others they are held jointly

by several persons, all of whom are not willing to redeem ; but

making full allowance for both these causes, the number of redemp

tions remains remarkably small.
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STATISTICAL ACCOUNT

OF THE SUNDARBANS.1

THE Sundarbans form the southernmost portion of the Gan-

getic Delta, and extend along the sea face of the Bay of

Bengal, from the estuary of the Hugli on the west of the 24 Parganas,

to the great river Meghnd on the east of Bdkarganj District, under

which name the united waters of the Ganges and the Brahmaputra

find their way to the sea. They comprise a vast tract of forest and

swamp, returned at 5570 square miles by the Surveyor-General in

187 1, and at 7532-5 square miles by the Commissioner of the Sun

darbans in 1873. This discrepancy arises from the circumstance

that, in the Surveyor-General's estimate, a part of the cleared and

more or less cultivated land was included in the 24 Parganas,

Jessor, and Bdkarganj, to which Districts the Sundarbans belong

fiscally. No information exists showing the separate population of

the Sundarbans, these tracts being included in the Census Report

of the adjoining Districts of the 24 Parganas, Jessor, and Bdkarganj.

Boundar1es.—The Sundarbans have an extreme length along

the sea face of the Bay of Bengal, from the Hugli to the Meghnd,

of about 165 miles; the greatest breadth from north to south being

about 81 miles. They are bounded on the north by the perma

nently settled lands of the Districts of the 24 Pargands, Jessor, and

Bdkarganj ; on the east and west respectively by the estuaries of the

Meghnd and the Hugli ; and on the south by the Bay of Bengal.

1 The following Statistical Account is chiefly compiled from the following

sources :—( 1 ) Four series of returns specially prepared for me by the Commis

sioner of the Sundarbans, dated 10th April 1873. (2) Mr. J. Westland's Report

on the District of Jessor. (3) Colonel Gastrell's Revenue Survey Report on the

Districts of Jessor, Faridpur, and Bakarganj. (4) Horsburgh's Sailing Direc

tions, edition 1852 (reproduced verbatim where practicable). (5) Official Papers

supplied by the Bengal Government.
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Jurisdiction.—The Sundarbans do not form a separate District,

with a Revenue, Magisterial and Civil Jurisdiction of their own.

The Collectors of the 24 Parganas, Jessor, and Bikarganj exercise

concurrent jurisdiction with the local Commissioner in revenue

matters in the Sundarbans. Practically, however, the revenue work,

with one exception, is performed by the Sundarbans Commissioner.

The exception is, that the revenue of all Sundarban estates is paid

into the several Collectorates named above, according as the lands

are situated in the 24 Parganas, Jessor, or Bdkarganj portions of

the Sundarbans. The Magisterial and Civil Jurisdictions of these

Districts extend into and include the Sundarbans. The office of

Commissioner of the Sundarbans was first created by Regulation

IX. of 18 16, the primary object of the appointment being to ascer

tain how far the neighbouring landholders had encroached beyond

their permanently settled lands and reclaimed the Sundarban forests,

in order that such lands might be resumed and settled as revenue-

paying estates. In 18 19 the jurisdiction of the Commissioner was

extended ; and he was authorized, with the sanction of Government,

to grant leases of forest lands within the tract belonging to Govern

ment. Since then, the principal duties of the Commissioner have

been connected with the settlement and re-settlement of estates,

granting leases of available forest lands, surveys, inspections, etc. ;

the land revenue, as before stated, being paid into the treasuries of

the respective Districts on the north.

General Aspect of the Country.—The Sundarbans stretch out

as one vast alluvial plain, abounding in morasses and swamps now

gradually filling up, and intersected by large rivers and estuaries

running from north and south. These rivers are connected with

each other by a network of branches ; and the latter, in their turn,

with each other by innumerable smaller channels which interlace in

every direction. The Sundarbans may therefore be described as a

tangled region of estuaries, rivers, and watercourses, enclosing a

vast number of islands of various shapes and sizes. The cultivated

tracts are situated along the northern boundary, except in Bdkar

ganj, where some of the clearings extend almost down to the sea.

Mr. Westland, in his valuable report on Jessor, thus describes the

reclaimed Sundarban tracts in that District :—' There are few or no

villages, properly speaking, here ; that which is marked in the map

as a village is perhaps only an expanse of rich rice land, with a few

houses, those of the cultivators, scattered here and there. Every
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thing is here subordinated to rice and to rice cultivation; in the forest

clearings hardly a tree is left, and people live, not in villages, but

far apart, among their rice fields. The khdls and rivers of the Sun-

darbans wind about among the rice clearings, and their course can

be traced by the fringes of brushwood that line their banks. Farther

south, nearer the sea, we find the primeval forest, impenetrable

jungle, trees and brushwood intertwined, and dangerous-looking

creeks running into the darkness in all directions.'

The general aspect of the Sundarbans gradually changes as one

travels from west to east, from the Huglf towards the Meghna\ The

Kabadak river marks the official boundary between the 24 Pargands

and Jessor Sundarbans ; and the Baleswar or Haringhatd between

the Jessor and Bdkarganj Sundarbans. But the variations in the

physical aspect, and in the value of lands, point to other natural

divisions. About three-fourths of the distance from the Hugli to

the Kabadak, the Jamund river enters the Sundarbans. This river

is connected with the HugK at Kdnchrapard, a station on the

Eastern Bengal Railway within the 24 Parganas ; and is also united

with the Ganges by means of the Ichhamati and Bhairab rivers. At

Basantpur, near the police station of KaHganj, the river bifurcates :

the western branch, known as the Kalindf, joins the Raimangal after

a course of about twenty-five miles ; the Jamund proper also falling

into the Raimangal a few miles from the point where that river

empties itself into the Bay of Bengal. Between the H1igli and the

Jamund or Kdlindi, the streams which flow through the Sundar

bans are for the most part salt-water rivers. Eastward of the

Kdlindi and Jamund, as far as the Baleswar or Haringhatd, the

water in the principal rivers is generally sweet during the rains, and

continues so up to the end of March ; while it is never so saline as

in the rivers west of the Jamund, which having no head streams,

nor any connection with the Ganges, are salt throughout the year.

The Baleswar or Haringhatd, and the rivers of the Bakarganj Sun

darbans eastward of it, all flow from the Ganges, and contain sweet

water during most seasons, down to within a short distance of the

Bay of Bengal.

These physical features may be said to divide the Sundarbans

into three distinct portions, viz. : (1) The land from the H1igli

to the Jamund and Kalindi rivers. (2) The tract between the

Jamund and the Baleswar. (3) From the Baleswar river to the

Meghnd. The land near the banks of the two great rivers, the
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Hugli and Meghnd, that is to say, in the 24 Parganas and in the

Bakarganj Districts, lies comparatively high, with the ground sloping

downwards towards the middle portion, comprising the whole of

the Jessor and the eastern part of the 24 Parganas portion of the

Sundarbans. This middle tract is low and swampy, and at no very

distant period was doubtless one great marsh. Indeed, the maps

of the old surveys conducted by Major Rennell and others, between

1764 and 1772, show a large tract of country between the Jamund

and the lower part of the Ganges as a morass intersected by deep

creeks and watercourses.

The superficial aspect of the three divisions is what might be

expected from their physical character. The belt of cultivated land

from the Hugli to the Jamund (i.e. the western division of the Sun

darbans) is surrounded by large embankments to keep out the salt

water ; and as the land is comparatively high, and dry enough for

habitation, it is dotted with small hamlets, or single huts surrounded

by little gardens. In the marshy tract of the middle Sundarbans,

between the Jamund and Baleswar, miles of low-lying half-cleared

land extend without a vestige of habitation ; the cultivators who till

this section never living on or near their fields. Throughout it, the

water is tolerably sweet, and the fields are surrounded with lower

embankments. Several estates situated in this part have consider

ably improved during the last 25 years, within the knowledge

of the present Commissioner. They are situated on the highest

lands of this tract, and are now dotted with peasants' huts. The

Ganges appears to have almost completed its work of land-making

in the third or Bakarganj Division of the Sundarbans, and now

sends down a larger volume of sweet water into the Jessor rivers

of the middle Sundarbans. These waters inundate the land from

April to October, and gradually raise the level of the land by their

deposits of silt. If no untoward event happens, the Commissioner

reports he has little doubt that another quarter of a century will

show a very marked improvement in the middle section of the

Sundarbans. The third division, or the Bdkarganj Sundarbans,

between the Baleswar or Haringhatd and the Meghnd rivers, affords

a pleasant change from the hot and dry lands of the 24 Parganas,

and the depressing and swampy atmosphere of the Jessor Sundar

bans. The land being high, and the river water comparatively

sweet, no embankments are here necessary to protect the crops.

The soil, too, is richer than in the first two sections ; and every well
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to-do peasant has his thatched hut and granaries, surrounded with a

garden of cocoa-nut and betel- nut palms and other trees.

The forest tracts south of the limit of cultivation are dense, and

almost impenetrable. In several allotments between the Hugli and

the Matld rivers, the jungle forms a low, thick brushwood. But iso

lated forest trees still tower here and there above the stunted timber,

and indicate that the original forest was not different in this tract

from the other portions of the Sundarbans. This tract was cleared

by bands of salt manufacturers or malang1s, who formerly plied their

trade here. In all the other parts of the Sundarbans along the sea

face the timber is large, but generally with an undergrowth of low

brushwood. This belt of forest serves as an admirable breakwater

against the ocean ; and in the recent cyclones of 1869, which were

accompanied by storm-waves, it broke the force of the tidal wave

before the inundation reached the cultivated tracts, and thus pre

vented a great destruction of life and property. On the outer islands,

and on parts of Rabndbdd island, where the forest once ran down

without a single clearing to the water's edge, a belt of trees has been

carefully preserved by the cultivators as a breakwater, varying in

depth according to the exposure of the situation.

A further protection to the people and cultivation in the cleared

tracts, consists in the fact that the coast itself is higher than the

level of ordinary high tide, and that in the Eastern Sundarbans

a line of sand-hills has been formed along the sea face. Colonel

Gastrell, the Revenue Surveyor, makes the following remarks on

this subject :—'Approaching the sea, the general level of the surface

of the soil rises very gradually, until, reaching the outer islands, it

is above ordinary high-tide level. This is caused by the silt, which

during the south-west monsoon, and especially during the months

of May and October, is deposited over these islands by the heavy

swell, which at that season, coming in from the Bay charged with

earthy matter stirred up from the flats outside, flows for several miles

inland, and floods the most exposed islands. To the extreme east,

beyond the Haringhatd river on the open coast of Chopli in the

Bdkarganj Sundarbans, and beyond it again, on the still more

exposed coasts of the Rabndbdd islands, this elevation is, fortu

nately for the inhabitants, much more marked and determined.

Here nature has raised a line of sand-hills, varying from twenty to

sixty feet in height, which present an impassable breakwater to the

waves. During the great cyclone of 1864, a similar line of sand-

VOL. II. T
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hills on the Midnapur and Hijili coast protected that portion of

the country from the effect of the storm-wave, the effects of which

were so disastrously felt, and caused such frightful and widespread

destruction over the country as far as Kaild ghdt on the Riipnardyan,

and Achipur on the Hugli, and between it and the Matla. On the

sea-coast of Bengal, the rapid vegetation soon tops the sand-hills

with grass, and stops the rapid progress that they would otherwise

make towards the interior of the cultivated country. Those on the

south of Rabnabdd island are covered with a thick growth of trees ;

but whether these grow spontaneously, or were planted by the

inhabitants, I was unable to learn. On the mainland at Chopli, on

the other side of the Rabnabdd channel, however, the dunes are

topped with small bushes and grass, and have no trees growing on

them ; whilst beyond them, inland, and on the other side of a grass

sward, varying in breadth from a quarter to half a mile, rises a

forest of gigantic trees. These sand formations only exist on such

parts of the coast as have been cleared of forest, or where none

has yet made its appearance.'

Subsidence of the Country.—Before I pass from the physical

aspects of the Sundarbans, it may be well to reproduce the following

paragraphs from the Revenue Survey Report of Colonel J. E.

Gastrell, showing that a remarkable depression has at some time

taken place in the general levels :—' What maximum height the

Sundarbans may have ever formerly attained above the mean tide

level is utterly unknown ; that they ever were much higher than at

present is, I think, more than doubtful. But that a general subsid

ence has operated over the whole extent of the Sundarbans, if not

of the entire delta, is, I think, quite clear from the result of exami

nation of cuttings or sections made in various parts where tanks

were being excavated. At the village of Khulna, in the Jessor

District, about twelve miles north of the nearest Sundarban lot, at a

depth of eighteen feet below the present surface of the ground, and

parallel to it, the remains of an old forest were found, consisting

entirely of sundri trees of various sizes, with their roots, and lower

portion of the trunks, exactly as they must have existed in former

days, when all was fresh and green above them ; whilst alongside

them lay the upper portions of the trunks, broken off and embedded

in a thick stratum of old half-decomposed vegetable mould nineteen

inches in depth, from which, when first exposed, leaves, grasses, and

ferns could readily be separated and detached. Below this were
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other thinner strata of clays and vegetable mould corresponding to

the Calcutta peat, whilst above was a stratum of argillaceous sand

passing into stiff blue clay containing numerous shells. One of the

trees was found projecting far into the upper stratum of blue clay.

Many of the trees were quite decomposed, whilst in others the

woody fibre was nearly perfect.'

That this subsidence of the surface of the ground is not confined

to the Sundarbans, seems to be confirmed by the fact that stumps of

sundri trees were found at Sidldah, Calcutta, at various levels down

to a depth of thirty feet, or ten feet below the peat. The Meteoro

logical Reporter to the Government of Bengal comments as follows

upon these submerged strata :—' The point of interest in the Sidldah

section is the occurrence of tree stumps in situ at the depth of thirty

feet, and the evidence afforded thereby of a general depression of

the delta. The trees in question, specimens of which I submitted

to the Superintendent of the Botanical Gardens, were pronounced

by him to be sundri, a species the range of which, as regards level,

is restricted to from two to about ten feet below high-water mark.

It grows only on mud, or where the surface is not too frequently

flooded to allow of the growth of grass ; but, at the same time, it

requires that its roots be exposed to the air for at least several

hours of each tide. It is evident, therefore, that the trees at Sidldah

could not have grown at the level at which they are now found, but

that, unless low-water level in the Hugll be eighteen or twenty feet

above that of the outer Sundarbans (where the sundri now grows),

there must have been a depression of the land surface to a depth of

several feet since they grew. ... I think, therefore, we may safely

infer, remembering the range of the sundri, and that it never grows

to within six or eight feet of the lowest tide levels, that there must

have been depression of land to not less than eighteen or twenty

feet since the trees grew, the stumps of which are now found at the

bottom of Sidldah tank. Hence the tree stems at the bottom of the

Sidldah tank are 30 — 1 6-49 = 13-5 1 feet below the mean level of

neap low tides.

1 If at Fort William, Calcutta, the wood found above and below

the peat bed be in situ, as I think most probable, there must have

been a depression at this spot of not less than forty-six to forty-eight

feet; but whether the two land surfaces thus indicated were contem

poraneous, and the relative depression consequently unequal to the

extent indicated by these figures, the evidence before us is, I think,
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insufficient to establish. From these facts I infer an average depres

sion of the Gangetic delta of eighteen or twenty feet since the land

surface existed, which is marked by the sundri trees in situ. It is

noteworthy that the trees, in all the sections I am acquainted with,

are restricted to a vertical thickness of from eight to ten feet, and

that the strata above, though frequently full of fragmentary plant

remains, and sometimes fresh-water shells, show no indications of

former land surfaces. This indicates not only the uniformity of the

depression, but also that it was everywhere more rapid than would

be compensated for by deposition of sediment.'

' Again,' says Colonel Gastrell, ' in the Calcutta Review, a writer

on the same subject thus expresses himself: "If we consider the

unsubstantial nature of the foundation of the Sundarbans, which, at

a distance of only 120 feet from the surface, consists of a bed of

semi-fluid mud 40 feet in thickness, and then remember the terrific

convulsions that have at different periods shaken the delta to its

deepest foundations, we must not be surprised to find that the liquid

mass, unable to support the superincumbent weight, has repeatedly

bulged out seaward, reducing the level of the delta, submerging

whole forests, together with their fauna and flora. That forests now

lie under the Sundarbans, we have seen with our own eyes. In

excavating a tank at the new town of Canning, at the head of the

Matld, large sundri trees were found standing as they grew, no por

tion of their stems appearing above ground : their numbers may be

imagined when we state, that in a small tank only thirty yards across,

about forty trees were exhumed ten feet below the surface of the

country, their timber undecayed, showing that no very g-reat period

of time has passed over their submergence. If the present level

of their roots could suddenly become the level of the country, the

whole Sundarbans would be under water. At a lower level than

these trees, beds of a peaty mass composed of decayed and charred

wood are pierced in Calcutta, Hugli, Dum-Dum, and elsewhere, at a

depth varying from eight to eighty feet.'"

With regard to the cause of the subsidence, Colonel Gastrell

reported as follows: — 'The general depression may have been

caused partially by the continually increasing weight of the super

incumbent earth and forest ; but the argument in favour of its not

being wholly so, put forth by the Meteorological Reporter, appears

to me incontrovertible. It is the more probable that it was caused

suddenly, during some great earthquakes ; and the fact of all the
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trees being, as a rule, broken off short, and none being found stand

ing at Khulna or Sidldah, might in that case be accounted for by

the enormous wave that such a subsidence would have rolled in from

the Bay over the Sundarbans, destroying all in its path. Or, suppos

ing the subsidence not to have been general over the whole tract at

first, and only sufficient to have submerged the roots below low-tide

level, and so killed them, all would have dried up as they stood, and

succumbed to some one of the cyclones that must have subsequently

swept over the tract. The latter assumption seems likely, because,

whilst at Khulnd and Steldah the trees were all broken short off

close to the ground, at Matte, which is situated between these

places, they are said to have been found intact and unbroken, which

could not have been the case had a great wave, caused by the

sudden subsidence of the country, swept in from the Bay over the

sinking forests ; in that case, Khulnd, Matld, and Steldah, supposing

the submergence general, would have been exposed and suffered

alike, and the trees would have been equally decomposed in all

places. The fact of their not being so, seems to clearly show that

the subsidence at Khulna was prior to that at Matld, as in the lirst

place the trees were mostly decomposed, while in the second they

were not so. All is pure conjecture, however, amd the causes may

have been very different.' An account of the Sundarban clearings,

with mention of ancient ruins and sites, indicating the existence

of a population in parts of the Sundarbans which are now utterly

uninhabited, will be found in subsequent sections of this Statistical

Account.

River System of the Sundarbans.—It is impossible to give a

detailed, and at the same time an intelligent, account of the river

system of the Sundarbans. The whole country is one network of

rivers and watercourses. The great trunk channels enter the Sun

darbans from the north, and are connected by innumerable dis

tributaries, which, after endless bifurcations and interlacings, unite

into large estuaries falling into the Bay of Bengal. The principal of

these arms of the sea, proceeding from west to east, are: (1) the

Hugli, (2) Sattarmukhi, (3) Jdmira\ (4) Matld, (5) Bdngdduni, (6)

Guasubd, (7) Raimangal, (8) Mdlanclte, (9) Bara Pdngd, (10)

Marjdtd or Kdgd, (11) Bdngard, (12) Haringltetd or Baleswar, (13)

Rabnabdd channel, and (14) the Meghna river. A full description

of the HiigM, its approaches, navigation, etc., will be found in my

Statistical Account of Calcutta. I condense the following account
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of the Sundarbans estuaries chiefly from Captain Horsburgh's ' Sail

ing Directions' (London, 1852), reproducing his own words wher

ever possible.

The Matla or Ra1matla R1ver, situated about thirty miles east

ward of Sdgar island, separated from the Jdmird river by Balchari

island and flats, is above a league wide at the entrance, the channel

leading in a northerly direction. The depths at the entrance are

nine or ten fathoms. The southern extremity of the land, on the

eastern side of the entrance, is situated in 210 32' north latitude,

having a very shoal bank extending from it a great way to seaward.

The river splits out into several distinct sets of branches at different

distances from the sea ; the westernmost of which extends to the

salt-water lake near Calcutta, and contains never less than three

fathoms of water. Captain Horsburgh states that a vessel of con

siderable size might, with the assistance of a boat ahead to sound,

proceed as far as Tardaha, a village near the salt-water lake. The

main stream of the river is easily navigable as far as the town of

Matld or Port Canning, situated about fifty or sixty miles from its

mouth, and which is connected with Calcutta by a line of railway.

The town and port of Canning was originally established with the

intention of creating an auxiliary port to Calcutta by a mercantile

company, with the assistance of Government. The effort, however,

was unsuccessful, although numerous vessels of large tonnage visited

the port, and satisfactorily proved the navigable capabilities of the

river, and it is now (1873) practically abandoned as a seat of mari

time trade. The Government moorings have been taken up, and

the port officially declared closed. An account of the history of the

Port Canning Company, and the attempt to establish a subsidiary

harbour to Calcutta, on the banks of the Matld river, will be found

in my Statistical Account of the 24 Pargands (pp. 91-98 of this

volume). On the western side of the entrance to the Matld river

is Balchari island, separated from the mainland by a narrow creek

Bangadun1 R1ver, the next to the eastward of the Matld, and

about two leagues from it, is a small river, but with comparatively

deep water at its mouth, the course of the channel to the sea being

about south-south-east. It takes its name from an island which

separates its entrance from the Guasubd river, the next in succession

to the eastward. A vessel of considerable burden might pass to

the northward of Bdngdduni island, and moor between it and a

small island in the passage, sheltered from all winds.
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Guasuba River is of considerable size, but the most difficult to

enter of any on the coast, on account of the bending channel at its

mouth. A vessel, to enter it, must bring the middle of the land on

the east side of the river to bear north, and steer directly in for

it till near the shore ; she ought then to steer to the westward

until close to Bangdduni island, from whence the channel takes a

fairly straight direction to the north.

The Raimangal Entrance, which is situated about twelve

miles to the eastward of the Guasubd river, receives, about six miles

from the sea, the united streams of three rivers, the Hdndbhdngd

being the westernmost, the Raimangal river next, and the Jamuna

the easternmost. The point of land on the west side of the

entrance is situated in 210 37' north latitude, with a depth of five

or six fathoms in the channel close to it, and with from ten to

twelve fathoms inside towards the Hdridbhdngd river. From the

point to seaward the depths decrease gradually to four fathoms in

the western channel, the outer part of which is separated from the

Guasubd channel by a sand which stretches out from the land

between them. The eastern channel leads directly to the entrance

of the Raimangal and Jamund rivers, having a sand between it and

the western channel, with deep water inside. Captain Horsburgh

recorded that this was one of the most considerable openings on

the coast, and formed a good harbour ; but the edition of his book

published after his death, states that two considerable reefs of

breakers have formed on the western side of the channel leading to

these rivers, situated respectively at five and ten miles from the land.

The Malancha River, situated from four to six miles eastward

of the Rdimangal estuary, has a channel running to seaward in a

south-south-westerly direction, with a depth of six or seven fathoms

near the land, decreasing to three and a half or four fathoms. A

few miles farther to the eastward is the Bara Pangd. river, having its

channel separated from the former by Pdtni island. An extensive

reef or flat stretches out three and a half or four leagues from this

island, on which the ship Falmouth was lost in 1766.

Due south from the Raimangal and Mdlanchd rivers is the

' Swatch of No-ground.' This consists of a great natural depression

or hole in the Bay of Bengal ; and I take the following descrip

tion of it, and the account of its probable formation, from Mr.

J. Fergusson's paper on ' Recent Changes in the Delta of the

Ganges,' published in the Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society
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for August 1863:—'The sides of this remarkable depression or

hole are so steep and well-defined, that it aifords mariners the best

possible sea-mark ; the lead suddenly dropping, especially on its

western face, from five and ten, to two and even three hundred

fathoms, with no ground. It seems impossible to ascribe this

sinking to volcanic action, inasmuch as we know that no violent

convulsion has taken place in Lower Bengal during the last two

hundred years, such as could have caused the chasm ; and it is

not conceivable that so large and so sharply defined a depression

could have existed in so muddy a sea for even a fraction of that

time, without being obliterated or smoothed over, unless there was

some tidal or fluviatile action always at work tending to keep

it open. Nor does it appear diificult to explain where this

action is. If we turn to the authorized chart of the mouths

of the Hugli, we find the following description of the action of

the tides on that side of the delta : " The tides in the channels

have a rotary movement with the sun ; first quarter flood W.N.W.,

round by N. to the last quarter E.N.E., to first quarter ebb E.S.E.,

round by S. to the last quarter W.S.W." The same description

applies to those on the other side, with the diiference that the larger

portion of the tidal wave comes from the eastward, following the

course of the sun. This circle is considerably larger than the other

one. The action is, in fact, strictly analogous to that of the pheno

menon known as the bore, which exists, to a greater or less extent,

in all funnel-shaped tidal estuaries. The flood tide, coming up the

contracting Bay from the southward, is accelerated on the shelving

shore on either hand ; and reaching the face of the delta at its

eastern and western extremities before it touches the centre, this

rotary motion ensues. The consequence seems to be, that the two

circular tides, meeting somewhere in the centre of the Bay, must do

one of two things—either they must throw up a bar or spit between

them, or they must scoop out a depression. The first would be the

action of two rivers, the velocity of whose currents was diminished

or stopped by contact with the ocean. The latter seems the pro

bable action of two tides, whose motion is continuous and uniform.

It is quite reasonable to assume that the action of these tides might

not have sufficient force to scoop out such a canal as this, if they

found the delta perfectly formed and uniform across the whole head

of the Bay ; but as the tides certainly existed before the delta had

been formed by the deposit of the silt of the rivers, there is no
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reason for doubting that their daily action is quite sufficient to sweep

out and keep clear any channel which may be necessary for the

efflux of these waters ; and such, I feel convinced, is the true ex

planation of the phenomenon.' In dimensions, the ' Swatch of No-

ground' extends nearly north by east from 210 to 210 22' north

latitude ; five leagues in breadth, with its northern extremity about

five leagues from the land, and its western edge about eleven or

twelve miles eastward of Sdgar Sand. The interior of this basin has

not yet been sounded, but on its northern edge the depth of water

is about thirteen fathoms, decreasing to three fathoms towards the

land ; the other parts of its circumference show a general depth of

twenty to forty fathoms.

Marjata River, situated two and a half or three leagues to the

eastward of Pdtni island. It has a wide entrance, with the channel

stretching from the land on the east side nearly south by west,

and shoaling gradually from the land to three or three and a half

fathoms outside. About four or five miles inside the entrance of

the river, two islands, called the Parbhdngd islands, are situated, on

the southernmost of which there is said to be a tank of fresh water.

On the reefs bounding the channel leading to this river, in about

21° 30' north latitude, the ship Berkshire was lost in 177 1.

The Bangara River, situated about ten miles east-north-east

from the Marjdta mouth, is a much smaller stream. The channel

stretches south-easterly from the point of land on the west side, with

a depth of from three to four fathoms, decreasing outside to two

and a half or three fathoms.

The Haringhata, the next large river to the eastward, is

situated about fifteen miles north-east of the Bdngard, and about

a hundred miles eastward of Sdgar island. The river has a very

spacious entrance about nine miles wide, between the two great

banks or shoals which form it, and which project from the land on

each side of the entrance for several leagues to seaward, having

about three or three and a quarter fathoms of hard ground on their

extremities, which gradually shoals to two and one and a half

fathoms farther in towards the land. These flats protect the en

trance, and act as breakwaters to the swell. On the bar at the

mouth there is seventeen feet of water at low tide. The port of

Morrellganj is situated on a branch of this river, the Pangasi, about

fifty or sixty miles from the Bay of Bengal. Large ships navigate

the river as far as Morrellganj ; and further details as to its channels
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and their depth, with the land-falls for ships making for the river,

will be found in my description of Morrellganj, contained in my

Statistical Account of Jessor District.

The Rabnabad Channel is the next river to the eastward, with

a large island of the same name at its mouth. The southern ex

tremity of Rabndbdd island is situated in about 210 50' north lati

tude, about eighteen or twenty miles to the eastward of the Harin-

ghatd entrance. There is a channel on each side of the island. The

westernmost channel is narrow, but is thought to contain three or

three and a half fathoms of water ; the eastern channel is supposed

to contain nearly the same depth, but shoal water extends for a

long way to seaward. To the east and north-east of Rabndbad is a

group of islands known as the Domanick (Dhanmdnik 1) islands.

The Meghna Estuary.—The next and last great channel on the

sea face of the Sundarbans is the Meghnd estuary, formed by the

united waters of the Ganges and the Brahmaputra, and running

along the eastern Sundarban boundary. Several islands and sand

banks split the mouth into numerous channels of approach. A

further description of this river, with the tremendous ' bore ' which

rolls up it from the sea, will be found in my Statistical Account of

Bdkarganj.

I have now enumerated all the principal rivers and estuaries

falling into the Bay of Bengal from the Sundarbans ; and the follow

ing remarks by Captain Ritchie on the general character of the sea-

coast of the Sundarbans between Sdgar and Chittagong, are quoted

from Captain Horsburgh's ' Sailing Directions ' :—' Every navigator

proceeding to this coast, or being driven towards it by accident,

ought to remember that the whole of it, when first seen from a ship at

sea, has the appearance of a range of low islands covered with trees,

and that the ground between the ship and them is a sloping bank,

with very little water on it near the land. Also that the bank is cut

through by a channel between each island ; that these channels are

variously situated, having each a different course, but that all have

a soft bottom, with an increasing depth of water towards the land.

When the coast can be seen from the deck, the depth of water is in

general about three fathoms at low water, and very few places have

much more or less ; the bottom at this distance is mostly stiff

ground. If a ship be in a channel, as she draws nearer the land

the ground will become very soft, with an increase of depth. If

not in one, the ground will suddenly become very hard, and the
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depth decrease. Should this be the case, she ought immediately to

haul to the eastward or westward, as the wind may permit, until the

ground becomes soft, and there is no doubt that the depth will

increase at the same time. Whenever the ground is found to be

quite soft, a ship may steer for the opening without fear ; as she

enters it, what appeared to be an opening between islands, will be

found in reality to be the entrance of a river.'

The othkr Large R1vers of the Sundarbans, and which are all

connected with some of those above mentioned, are as follow :—

(1) The Passar, (2) Bishkhali, (3) Thdkurdn, (4) Kabadak, (5) Harid-

bhanga, (6) Kholpetua, (7) Ichhamati, (8) Sibsd, (9) Bhadra, (10)

Bhold, (11) Buriswar, (12) Andharmdnik, and (13) Bahadur. These

rivers are all navigable throughout the year, by native boats of four

tons burden or upwards ; and most of them have been already

described more or less fully in my Statistical Accounts of the 24

Parganas, Jessor, and Bakarganj, according to the respective Dis

tricts to which they geographically belong. The minor rivers and

streams are innumerable. Scarcely any changes are perceptible

in the courses of the Sundarban rivers as they near the sea ; but

the work of alluvion and diluvion goes on rap1dly among the

islands and sand-banks at their mouths, especially upon the

Meghnd, where tracts of land or chars are cut away from one spot

and added to another almost every year. The banks of the rivers

are alternately abrupt or sloping, according as the current strikes :

i.e. the bank at which the force of the tide is greatest, is abrupt ;

while the other, where the current is weakest, is sloping. Except

in the cleared tracts, the banks are covered with jungle down to the

water's edge. All rivers of the Sundarbans have a clayey bed, and

all are affected by the tide. The only Sundarban estuaries known

to have a ' bore,' are the Hugh on the eastern, and the Meghnd on

the western boundary. None of the rivers are fordable, nor are any

of them utilized for turning machinery. No lakes or canals exist

within the Sundarbans. The Commissioner reports to me that he

has no means of ascertaining the annual loss of life in the Sundar

bans from drowning. He thinks that, notwithstanding the innumer

able large and dangerous rivers, few such cases occur, as every one

knows how to swim, and the people seldom venture out when the

weather threatens a storm.

R1ver Traff1c.—Nearly all the traffic from the eastern Districts

to Calcutta is carried on by boat routes through the Sundarbans,
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the lines of route being nearly the same now as they were a hundred

years ago. Two routes are commonly followed, one known as the

inner passage, and the other as the outer passage. [See my Account

of the 24 Pargands, pp. 32, 33.] The outer passage is principally

adopted in the cold season, when the rivers in some places do not

afford sufficient water for large native cargo boats of fifty or seventy

tons burden ; but as it passes through a tract uninhabited in many

parts, it is avoided by boats which can take the northern route.

Part of every journey has to be made up certain streams with the

flood, and part down other rivers with the ebb ; the speed of the

voyage depending upon how far the boatman succeeds in catching

the ebb and the flood. There is also a steamer route through the

Sundarban rivers, which is followed by the river steamers to and

from Calcutta and Dacca and the Assam Tea Districts. This line

passes farther to the south than either of the boat routes. Steamers

from Calcutta proceed down the Huglf, entering the Sundarbans

at Channel Creek, and passing along the southern rivers as far as

Morrellganj, where they leave the Sundarbans, and proceed up the

Madhumati and Garai rivers to Godlanda in Faridpur District.

Markets.—There are no river-side towns in the Sundarbans, but

several river-side trading villages are situated on the border between

the settled Districts to the north and the Sundarbans on the south.

Periodical markets are regularly held at these villages, to which the

cultivators bring their rice for sale, and where they purchase in

return their little home stores and necessaries. The principal of

these are Basrd and Basantpur on the northern boundary of the 24

Pargand Sundarbans, and Chandkhllf, Morrellganj, and Khulnd,

near the Jessor Sundarbans. A description of one of these market

villages will apply to all, and the following account of the princi

pal one, Chandkhali on the Kabadak river, is extracted from Mr.

Westland's District Report on Jessor :—' Of these villages the chief

is Chdndkhdlf, and Monday is the market (hit) day; convenience of

trade causing that only one day in the week, instead of two, should

be set aside as market-day. If one were to see Chandkhdlf on an

ordinary day, one would see a few sleepy huts on the river-bank,

and pass it by as some insignificant village. The huts are many of

them shops, and they are situated round a square ; but there are no

purchasers to be seen, and the square is deserted. On Sunday,

however, large native crafts come up from all directions, but chiefly

from Calcutta, and anchor along the banks of the river and of the
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khdl, waiting for the market. On Monday, boats pour in from all

directions laden with grain, and others come with purchasers.

People who trade in eatables bring their tobacco and turmeric, to

meet the demand of the thousand cultivators who have brought

their rice to market, and who will take away with them a week's

stores. The river, a large enough one, and the khdl or creek,

become alive with native crafts and boats, pushing in among each

other, and literally covering the face of the water. Sales are going

on rapidly amid all the hubbub, and the traders and merchants are

iilling their ships with the grain which the husbandmen have brought

alongside and sold to them. The greater part of the traffic takes

place on the water; but on land too it is a busy sight. On water or

on land, there is probably a representative from nearly every house

for miles round. They have come to sell their grain and to buy

their stores ; numberless hawkers have come to oifer these stores

for sale,—oil, turmeric, tobacco, vegetables, and all the other

luxuries of a peasant's life. By the evening the business is done ;

the husbandmen turn their boats homewards ; the hawkers go oif to

the next market-village, or procure fresh supplies ; and with the first

favourable tide the ships weigh anchor, and take their cargoes away

to Calcutta, and to a smaller extent up the river. By Tuesday

morning the place is deserted for another week. At Chdndkhdli

village alone, ^300 or ^400 worth of rice change hands every

market-day on an average ; and during the busiest season the

amount probably reaches twice that quantity. And rice alone does

not measure the amount of trade carried on at this market, for the

traffic in firewood equals the rice trade in value.'

Irrigation.—In the Sundarban tract between the Jamuna and

Baleswar rivers, on the majority of estates, small dams or embank

ments surrounding the fields are cut in April, and closed up again

at the end of October. This is done in order to allow the flood

water of the rivers to flow over the land, as well as to let the rain

water escape, which would otherwise be locked in. The deposit

from the overflow of the rivers fertilizes the land, although their

water is not absolutely needed for irrigation, as the rainfall is gene

rally sufficient for this purpose.

Fisheries.—The right to fish in the navigable channels of the

Sundarbans is public, and no revenue for it is now collected on

behalf of Government. In 1866, Government put up to auction

the rights of the fisheries in all the Sundarban rivers for a term of
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five years, but liable at any time to resumption after six months'

previous notice. The Port Canning Company purchased the fishing

rights, but they were withdrawn in October 1868 in consequence of

the claims of the Company being disputed by fishermen and others

who had prescriptive rights ; and it was then finally decided that

the Government had not the right to farm out the fisheries in tidal

waters to private persons. Sundarban grantees, however, farm out

the fisheries within their estates. The Commissioner of the Sundar-

bans instances the case of one grant of about 2335 acres, of which

770 acres were leased out as fisheries ; and mentions another case

in which a grantee realized ^90 a year from the fisheries on his

estate. I condense the following account of the mode of fishing in

the Sundarbans from Mr. Westland's District Account of Jessor :—

The trade is plied in all the northern rivers of the Sundarbans,

and also in some of the more remote ones within the forest tract.

The favourite engine consists of a large bag-net suspended on two

long bamboos stuck out at one side of the boat. Sometimes the

boat, with the net thus expanded under water, is driven slowly

against the current. Sometimes otters are tied by a rope to the

boat, and trained to plunge about on the sides of the net, so as to

frighten fish into it. The fisherman then raises the net quickly by

standing on the inside ends of the bamboos, and thus gets all the

fish that may be in it. Another common method (rather applicable

to marshes than to rivers) is as follows : On the surface of the

swamps, large patches of weed called dhdp are formed, which, on

the subsidence of the waters, sometimes float out of the marshes,

and so down stream. These patches the fishermen fix by placing

stakes round their circumferences, and then leave them for a day or

two. The fish congregate beneath them, and the fishermen, by

drawing a net round the place and removing the weeds, catch them

in large quantities. On the borders of shallow rivers, branches of

trees are also placed in the water for the same purpose, namely, the

attraction of fish to one place. On the muddy banks of tidal rivers,

little branching twigs are placed to attract prawns, which cluster

about the twigs in great numbers, and are easily caught. The

fishermen in the marshes often carry in their boats an instrument

like a long broom, with spear-heads in place of bristles. When they

pass a big fish, they dart this collection of prongs at it, and usually

succeed in bringing it up impaled on one of its points. This, how

ever, is not a regular, but only a supplemental, mode of fishing;
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that is to say, men do not go out to fish armed solely with this

weapon. On narrow shelving banks a round net is sometimes

used. The fisherman goes along the bank, watching till he sees a

place where some fish are lying. He then throws his net in such a

manner, that before touching the water it has spread out into a

large circle. The edges of the net are heavily weighted with lead,

and falling on all sides of the fish, imprison them. Cage-fishing, by

means of fixed engines of wicker-work, is also common. Every

little streamlet, and even the surface drainage of the fields and

ditches, show arrays of these traps placed so as to capture fish.

The same method is used, but on a larger scale, in shallow and

sluggish rivers, where, in many cases, lines of wicker-traps may be

seen stretched across the river from bank to bank. Cage-fishing is,

of course, inapplicable to deep and rapid rivers. Another plan for

capturing fish is by attracting them at night by a bright light, and

trapping them. The methods above described are used by single

fishermen, or by a few men together. The fish, however, have some

times to stand more formidable battues, when a party goes out with

nets or cages, and laying a large trap, drives into it many hundred

fishes at a haul.

The varieties of fish most commonly found in the Sundarbans

are as follow : Bhetki, bdin, kai, bhold, saul, bdnspdtd, mdgur, kdin

mdgur, pdrisd, tengrd, pdngds, selandd, bhdngan, chingri or prawns,

mochd chingri or cray-fish, chund, ilsd or hilsd, chitrd, gdngtord,

pdird chdndd, med, gagrd, patkd, pod, singt, and puti. The fish less

frequently met with are : Khorsold, rui or rohi, kdtld, chela, gutid,

sankach, kdud-thufi, mirgal, kdkild, bdmli, ldtd, tapsi or mango-fish,

kdllbaus, dir, and bodl. Turtles, tortoises, crabs, and oysters are

also found in the rivers. The Commissioner states to me that he

has no means of ascertaining what proportion of the Sundarban

population live by fishing, boating, or other industries. All the

poorer classes, however, employ themselves in fishing and as boat

men or woodcutters, as a subsidiary means of livelihood in addition

to cultivation. The well-to-do husbandmen confine themselves to the

tilling of the fields, and have no other occupation than agriculture.

Marsh Cultivation.—No rivers or marshes in the Sundarbans

have been embanked for the purposes of reclamation or the exten

sion of cultivation. Very long-stemmed rice, such as that raised in

the deep swamps of Faridpur and Bdkarganj, is not grown in the

Sundarbans. Neither are the rivers or marshes utilized as cane or
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reed producing grounds. Cane grows indigenously in the virgin

forest, and reeds in forest land which has been once cleared, but

allowed to relapse into jungle. In the Jessor Sundarbans, tree-

jungle, once cleared, but afterwards neglected, first reverts to reed-

jungle, then the trees spring up again. The natural drainage of the

Sundarbans is by means of the little creeks which intersect the land,

and by which the water finds its way into the surrounding rivers

during ebb tide.

Jungle Products : Forests.—The dense Sundarban jungle

forms a very important article of export. Firewood is the principal

article of trade. The woodcutters of the Sundarbans appear to have

had all along a prescriptive right to fell the forest timber, and no

Government revenue is realized from the forests. In 1866, the

Government leased the forest rights in the unappropriated lands

of the Sundarbans to the Port Canning Company. The lease,

however, was resumed after due notice, on the ground that the

monopoly was contrary to the general interests of the public, and

that oppression was exercised by the Company's agents in the

collection of the fees. The question of realizing a revenue from the

Sundarban forests by the issue of leases direct to the cultivators, is

now under the consideration of Government. A deputy-conservator

of forests was specially sent to the Sundarbans early in 1873,

that officer's propositions for establishing toll stations and issuing

licences are given further on. The classes who principally employ

themselves in woodcutting are the lower orders of Muhammadans,

and the following castes among the Hindus : Pods, Bdgdi's, Kabras,

Tiors, Chanddls, Kaibarttas, and Kapdlis. These castes are also

cultivators and fishermen, and merely employ their spare time in

felling timber. If, in any year, they employ themselves exclusively

in woodcutting, they engage others to cultivate their lands, and pay

them by a share of the produce.

The following is a list of the thirty principal kinds of timber

found in the Sundarbans, with their average size, and the uses to

which each is put, etc., compiled from information supplied to me

by the Commissioner of the Sundarbans, and from the special

report of Mr. A. L. Home, Deputy-Conservator of Forests, Bengal.

For the botanical names, I trust entirely to the scientific accuracy

of Mr. Home, except when the Commissioner's Report is specially

cited.

(1) Amur (amoora cucullata): average diameter of a full-grown
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tree, 9 inches; average length of the timber, 15 feet. It is a hard

wood, and chiefly used for posts of native huts, and for firewood.

The tree is rather rare, and chiefly met with in the Jessor Sundar-

bans. The wood is only brought to market in small quantities,

and the supply is said to be falling off.

(2) Bain (avicennia tomentosa) : average diameter, 3 feet; average

length, 15 feet. The timber is partly used for sluice-boxes, etc. ;

but it is a hard, brittle wood, which splinters off in chips in the

cutting, and therefore not fit for planks ; chiefly used as firewood.

The tree is a common one, chiefly found in Bdkarganj, although

frequently met with in the 24 Parganas and Jessor Sundarbans.

The wood is brought to market in large quantities, cut up into

blocks about five feet in length.

(3) Balai (hibiscus tiliaceus) : average diameter of tree, 6 inches ;

average length of timber, 6 feet. The wood is rather soft, and

principally used as fuel The inner bark has a strong fibre, which

the woodcutters twist into ropes for dragging timber from the

jungle and fixing it on the boats, but which is not known to be

applied to any other use. The tree is a common one, and found

in all parts of the Sundarbans. The timber is brought to market

in large quantities.

(4) Bhaila (as reported by the Commissioner) : average, diameter

of tree, 12 inches; average length of timber, 15 feet. It is a hard

wood, and chiefly used for posts of native huts, and for the stems

and long mouthpieces of hookahs. The tree is rare, and chiefly

met with in the Jessor Sundarbans; the wood is said to be be

coming scarcer, and is now brought to market in smaller quantities

than formerly.

(5) Bhara (rhizophora mucronata— not mentioned in the

Commissioner's list) : length of timber, from 6 to 8 feet. The

wood is chiefly used as fuel, but occasionally in building native

huts.

(6) Bonjam (clerodendron inerme—not mentioned in the Com

missioner's list) : the timber, which is only used as firewood, is

generally cut into lengths of from two to four feet ; the leaves of the

tree are used medicinally by the natives.

(7) Chhaila (as reported by the Commissioner) : average dia

meter of tree, 2^ feet; average length of timber, 12 feet. The

wood is rather soft, and only used as fuel ; it is brought to market

in large quantities, in blocks of about four feet in length. The tree

vol. 11. u*
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grows extensively throughout the Sundarbans, but is most common

in the 24 Parganas portion.

(8) Dabur (cerbera odallam) : the timber, which is only used as

firewood, is brought to market in lengths of from two to four feet.

(9) Dal Karamcha (pongamia glabra) : average breadth of tree,

2 feet; average length of timber, 12 feet. The wood is used as

fuel and in making charcoal. A sort of oil which is extracted from

the fruit of the tree is used by the villagers for medicinal purposes.

The tree is rarely met with, but is equally distributed all over the

Sundarbans. The timber is brought to market in small quantities,

cut into blocks about four feet in length.

(10) D1mal (salacia prinoides) : average length of timber, from 4

to 6 feet. A small straggling wood, used as fuel, the inner wood

being also occasionally used for making beads for charms.

(11) Garan {ceriops Roxburghianus) : average diameter of tree,

9 inches; average length of timber, 12 feet. A hard wood, used as

posts for native huts, and also largely exported to Calcutta for fire

wood. The tree grows extensively throughout the Sundarbans, but

principally in the 24 Parganas portion. The wood is not cut into

blocks, but extensively exported in the shape of entire logs.

(12) Geoa (exaecaria agallocha) : average diameter of tree, 2 feet;

average length of timber, 30 feet. A soft light wood, employed in

making native drums, picture frames, toys, etc., and also occa

sionally as posts for native huts. The Maghs use blocks of this

wood as a substitute for pillows. The tree grows extensively

throughout the Sundarbans, but principally in the 24 Parganas

portion. The wood is largely exported, in blocks about four feet

in length.

(13) Hental (phcenix paludosa): average diameter, 4 inches;

average length, 12 feet. This is the wild date tree, but very small,

and yields but little wood. The trunk of the young trees is made

into walking-sticks ; larger trees are used for rafters and beams ; and

the leaves (called golpdtd) are employed in thatching native huts.

Large quantities of these golpdtd leaves are exported to Calcutta for

this purpose. The timber of the trunk is not very durable, and there

fore not in general use, although the tree is frequently met with in

the 24 Parganas and Jessor Sundarbans.

(14) Jhau (tamarix gallica-var-Indica—not mentioned in the

Commissioner's list) : the timber, which is only used as firewood,

is brought to market in blocks of from two to four feet in length.
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(15) J1n (as reported by the Commissioner) : average diameter of

tree, 4 feet ; average length of timber, 20 feet. This tree is some

what like the banian tree, and, the Commissioner states, is probably

a species of it. The wood, which is rather soft, is principally used

as fuel, and large quantities of it are exported in blocks of about

five feet in length. The tree is common all over the Sundarbans,

but is chiefly met with in the Bdkarganj portion.

(16) Kankra (bruguicra gymnorhiza) : average diameter of tree,

2 feet ; average length of timber, 1 2 feet. A hard and durable

wood ; used as posts for native huts, for planks, and articles of

native furniture. The tree is frequently met with throughout the

Sundarbans, and is largely exported, in logs about four feet in

length.

(17) Karai (as reported by the Commissioner) : average diameter

of tree, 2 feet ; average length of timber, 24 feet. A strong wood,

used for posts ; also cut up into planks, and made into articles of

native furniture. The tree, although'rarely met with, is found in

each division of the Sundarbans. It is exported in small quantities,

cut into logs of six or eight feet in length.

(18) Kenkti (acanthus ilicifoliui) : the timber, which is only used

as firewood, is exported in logs of from two to four feet.

(19) Keora (sonncratia apetald) : average diameter of tree, 3 feet ;

average length of timber, 24 feet. The wood is rather soft, and

liable to early decay if exposed to wet and damp; chiefly used

for planks, trunks, packing-cases, plank bedsteads (takhtposh), etc.

The tree is common throughout the Sundarbans, but is most plentiful

in the 24 Parganas portion. The timber is largely exported, in

blocks of from six to eight feet in length.

(20) Khalsi (sEgiceras corniculata) : average diameter of tree, 1

foot; average length of timber, 15 feet. A soft wood, used prin

cipally as fuel. The tree grows extensively throughout the Sundar

bans, but is most plentiful in the 24 Parganas section. The timber

is exported in large quantities, in blocks of from four to five feet

long.

(21) Kirpa (lumnitzera racemosa): average diameter of tree, 9

inches; average length of timber, 15 feet. A hard wood, used for

posts of native huts, and also as firewood. The tree is most

plentiful in the 24 Parganas and Jessor Sundarbans, and is largely

exported in entire logs.

(22) Loha Kaera (as reported by the Commissioner) : average
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diameter, 2 feet; average length of timber, 15 feet. As its name

implies, it is a very hard wood. It is used for firewood and house

posts and beams, and also cut up into planks. The Commissioner

states that this wood, if well seasoned, might be worked up into

good articles of English furniture. The tree is not common, but is

principally met with in the Bakarganj Sundarbans. The timber is

exported in small quantities, in blocks from five to seven feet long.

(23) Pancheol1 (dalbergia monosperma—not mentioned in the

Commissioner's list) ; the timber, which is only used as firewood, is

exported in lengths of from four to six feet.

(24) Paras (thespesia populnea—not mentioned in the Com

missioner's list) : the timber, which is cut into lengths of from 8 to 1 6

feet, is principally used in building native huts, and also for planks.

(25) Pasur (farapa obovata) : average diameter of tree, 1 foot ;

average length of timber, 24 feet. A hard wood, chiefly used for

posts. The thick end of the trunk is sometimes cut up into planks,

and used for making native furniture. The tree is extensively found

in the 24 Parganas and Jessor Sundarbans, but is not so common

in the Bdkarganj portion. The timber is exported in large quanti

ties, generally in entire logs.

(26) S1ngra (as reported by the Commissioner) : average diameter

of tree, 1 foot ; average length of timber, 1 2 feet. A hard wood,

chiefly used as fuel. The tree is very common throughout the

Jessor and Bakarganj Sundarbans, but is not so common in the 24

Pargands portion.

(27) S1nj (cynometra bijuga—not mentioned in the Commissioner's

list) : a hard, crooked-growing timber, used as firewood, and ex

ported in logs of from three to five feet in length.

(28) Sondal (afzelia bijuga) : average diameter of tree, 9 inches ;

average length of timber, 15 feet. A hard wood, used for posts of

native huts, and also as firewood. The bark is used for tanning,

and the fruit for medicinal purposes as a purgative. The tree is a

comparatively rare one, and chiefly met with in the Balcarganj Sun

darbans. The timber is brought to market in small quantities,

generally in entire logs.

(29) Sundr1 (heritiera littoralis) : average diameter of tree, 2\

feet ; average height of tree, from 36 to 40 feet. This is the most

common tree in the Sundarbans, which derive their name from the

extensive sundri forests. The tree yields a good hard wood, and

is used for beams, posts, buggy shafts, paddles, flooring planks, and
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native furniture, but chiefly for boat-building. By far the greater

number of boats used in the Sundarbans, and in the northern

Districts of the 24 Parganas, Jessor, and Bdkarganj, are made either

entirely or partly of sundrl wood. Sometimes, for the sake of

lightness, the upper portions of the boats are made of other timber ;

but the bottoms and sides are always of sundri, as being the most

durable wood in salt water. Enormous quantities of this timber

are brought to market, generally cut into blocks of from ten to

twelve feet in length.

(30) Uriya-Am (as reported on by the Commissioner) : average

diameter of tree, 2 feet; average length of timber, 15 feet. A hard

wood, generally cut up into planks, and used in the construction of

native boats and platforms. The tree is not commonly found, but

is most frequently met with in the Bdkarganj Sundarbans. It is

exported in small quantities, in logs of from five to seven feet in

length.

The Wood Trade.—The following paragraphs regarding the

mode in which the Sundarbans wood trade is conducted, are slightly

condensed from Mr. Westland's District Report on Jessor :—

The regular woodcutters live for the most part just north of the

Sundarbans ; and when the rains have ceased, their season begins.

A body of them start in a native ship for the Sundarbans—far south

and near the sea. Their craft is provisioned for four months or so,

and during that time it remains anchored at the place which they

choose as their headquarters. They themselves leave the ship every

morning to go to their work, and return to it at night in the same

manner as they would come back to their homes. A party usually

consists of ten or fifteen men, some of whom are always of the

Bhdwdli, or regular woodcutting caste. They are generally engaged

by a wholesale wood merchant, who enters into a contract with them,

by which they receive advances from him, and agree to sell him

their wood. During the four months they are absent, they cut the

wood, rough-hew it, and bind it into rafts. Although generally

four or five days' voyage from their villages, some of them from

time to time go home to bring news of how the party are pro

gressing, or to report that one of them has been caught by a

tiger or an alligator. When the rafts are ready, some of the party

float them up with the flood-tide to the place of delivery, while

the rest go on with the woodcutting.

These regular expeditions are undertaken chiefly for the purpose
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of procuring the larger kinds of wood, suitable for posts, boat

building, etc. ; but they, as well as the occasional woodcutters, also

float up large quantities of smaller timber to be used as firewood.

The occasional woodcutters include a very large number of the

cultivators living within the Sundarban limits, or just beyond them.

If they have any spare time, as often happens,—for their fields do

not employ them all the year round,—they take a boat, go down to

the Sundarban forest, cut a cargo of wood, and bring it up for sale.

Many of the cultivators, when they want even a post for their house,

or some wood for cooking, make a trip to the Sundarbans for it,

preferring a few days' absence from home to purchasing the little

they require. The demand for wood, and especially for firewood,

is so great, that it offers ample inducement to cultivators, even when

comparatively well off, to engage in the trade. A great part of the

wood thus brought up from the Sundarbans is sundri, which will

not float in its green state. It comes up either as beams, or in

short pieces of four or five feet long, intended for firewood. The

former are transported by being tied outside the boats, or are

made up into rafts and floated up along with a mass of lighter

wood. The smaller pieces are laden in boats.

The principal seat of the wood trade is ChandkhalL The wood

cutters there meet the traders, who buy it and carry it to Calcutta,

or up the Kabadak to the villages and sugar factories on its banks.

The boats used by those who only occasionally enter into the trade

carry from three to five tons of wood ; but the craft employed in

the regular trade are from thirty-five to fifty tons burden. These

last, however, do not come to Chandkhali : they are either employed

direct by Calcutta merchants, or are managed by the captains

and crews on their own behalf, who take the wood straight to

Calcutta, and sell it there. As already mentioned, I have con

densed the foregoing paragraphs on the timber trade from Mr.

Westland's Report on Jessor.

Exports of T1mber from the Sundarbans.—It is impos

sible to give even a rough estimate of the quantity of timber

annually exported from the Sundarban forests. But the immense

traffic thus carried on may be imagined, from the following estimate

of the quantity of timber, chiefly firewood, imported into Cal

cutta and the 24 Parganas alone, in the year 1872-73, by means

of the canals and rivers and the Calcutta and South-Eastern

State Railway. I quote from Mr. Home's Report, converting
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the Indian maunds into tons and hundredweights :—' The only

sources from which I have been able to obtain any information as

to the quantity of timber removed from these forests, are the

Railway and Canal Offices. The figures relate only to the year

1872-73, no separate record concerning the amount of produce

transported having been kept for former years :

' By Calcutta and South-Eastern State Railway : to Calcutta—

firewood, 14,682 tons 10 cwts. ; to Jadupur—firewood, 54 tons

18 cwts.; to Sonapur—firewood, 87 tons 17 cwts. By canals:

wood of sorts, 288,225 tons 13 cwts. Total timber imported into

Calcutta and the 24 Parganas in 1872, 303,050 tons 18 cwts. I

am unable to make any estimate as to the amount of timber

imported from the Sundarbans into the various Subdivisions of

Jessor and Bdkarganj. From the replies received to the Govern

ment of Bengal Circular No. 3478, dated 19th October 1864, it

appears that all the firewood used in the 24 Parganas, with most

of that consumed in Jessor and Bdkarganj, is supplied from the

Sundarban forests.'

With regard to the probable exhaustion of the Sundarban forest

timber, Mr. Home reports as follows :—' From various conversa

tions I have had with woodcutters and fakirs as to the supply of

timber and firewood becoming exhausted, and from personal inspec

tion of the forests, I am under the impression that, up to the present

at least, no material difficulty in obtaining firewood, posts, etc., has

been caused by the indiscriminate felling now allowed ; but some

of the fakirs stated that sundri timber of good girth is not as easily

procurable in the northern allotments of the Jessor Sundarbans

now as formerly, though still plentiful in the lower lots to the east.

The general appearance of the forests themselves shows that there

can be no present difficulty in obtaining posts and firewood to an

almost unlimited amount ; and, taking into consideration the con

sumption of this material that has continued for numbers of years

past, unless the demand should increase very largely (and I am not

aware that there is any reason to suppose that it will so increase),

I do not believe that any special measures are necessary to ensure

a full and regular supply for the future.

' I am unable to give an opinion concerning the future supply of

sundri timber ; but should it be found necessary to close certain

allotments, in order to allow the timber to come to maturity and

to regulate a future supply, I do not apprehend that any great
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difficulty will arise from opposition on the part of the woodcutters,

when they become aware that the forests are being worked by

Government. It would be impracticable to entertain a sufficiently

large establishment to guard the numerous creeks round any given

block, and hope in this manner to keep the woodcutters out alto

gether ; but if a few men were caught felling against orders, and

punished, it would have the effect of stopping others.

'All woodcutters are very superstitious, and believe in the ex

istence of numbers of forest spirits. None of them will go into

the forest to cut wood unless accompanied by a fakir, who is

supposed to receive power from the presiding deity—whom he

propitiates with offerings—over the tigers and other wild animals.

Occasionally a large number of boats proceed together in a party,

taking a fakir with them, and sometimes the fakirs take up their

posts on certain lots, and the woodcutters go out to them. Before

commencing work in any allotment, the fakir assembles all the

woodcutters of his party, clears a space at the edge of the forest,

and erects a number of small tent-like huts, in which he places

images of various forest deities, to which offerings and sacrifices are

made. When this has been done, the allotment is considered free of

tigers ; and each woodcutter, before commencing work, makes an offer

ing to the jungle deities, by which act he is supposed to have gained

a right to their protection. In the event of any of the party being

carried off by a tiger, thefakir decamps, and the woodcutters place

flags at the most prominent corners of the allotment to warn off all

others. Each fakir receives a share of all produce removed from

the lot he patronizes, which is generally commuted for cash. In

block No. 208, I was informed that the fakir received a fixed rate

of 1s. 3d. per hundred logs removed, and from 3d. to 2s. per boat

load of poles or firewood, according to the size of the boat. It is

a fact that, without receiving the protection of one or other of these

fakirs, no man will enter any of the allotments, so great is their

belief in the efficacy of the protection afforded ; and I consider the

only difficulty likely to arise in realizing a revenue from the forests,

will be opposition on the part of these men, who are very sharp and

intelligent, and have great influence over all the woodcutters, of

whatever caste, engaged in collecting forest produce.'

Pr1ces of Forest Produce.—The following table exhibits the

price in Calcutta of timber, firewood, and other Sundarban forest

produce for the four years from 1870 to 1873 inclusive :—
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The other Jungle Products of the Sundarbans consist of

canes, reeds, thatching leaf, honey, and shell-lime. I condense the

following paragraphs regarding their collection and utilization from

Mr. Westland's Report before alluded to :—Reeds are extensively

used both for mat and basket weaving. The mat-makers, Naluas

by caste, do not usually dwell within the Sundarbans, but make

several trips southwards in the cold weather, returning with a large

quantity of reeds, which they work up into mats at their own homes.

These mats are sometimes woven of a very large size, and are

frequently used by European gentlemen in place of carpets for

their rooms, as they are much better woven than the ordinary

native-made article. During the absence of the men, the women

work at home, but at other times the men work with them.

Baskets are also largely manufactured of reeds ; and little colonies

of basket-weavers, as well as of mat-weavers, dwell just beyond the

Sundarbans. During the cold weather they migrate to some town

in the Sundarbans, and remain there weaving baskets, which meet

with a ready sale, as they are required for the rice harvest. When

the cold weather is over, they return to their villages with a large

stock of reeds, and go on with the manufacture in their own houses.

The remaining products of the Sundarbans may be briefly

enumerated. A peculiar long leaf is found in large quantities, and

is used for thatching native huts, almost every one of which is

roofed with this leaf. Honey and beeswax are collected in the

forest, and form a remunerative trade. Shells are gathered both on

the banks of rivers and marshes, and on the sea-shore, and are

burnt down into lime. Khulnd is the principal place where the

lime-burning goes on ; and the trade seems to have been a very

ancient one. Many very old buildings were built with this lime ;

and at the end of the last century large quantities of it were sent

to Calcutta, for building or repairing Government House. The

lime is chiefly useful for plaster. The shells from which it is made

are of two kinds—a long sort called jomra, and a round sort called

jhinuk. The ashes of the shell-lime, mixed with water, form the

lime ash, or chun, which natives chew along with pan leaf.

Mr. Westland mentions another trade of the Sundarbans—the

collection of timber, etc. from wrecks. He states that the boats

which make expeditions to the sea-shore of the Sundarbans are

pretty sure to come across teak beams, the spoil of some WTecked

vessel. Other articles are also occasionally found, and sometimes
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chains and other parts of ship-furniture. Such flotsam and jetsam

were collected in secret until some few years ago, when a case

occurred in which the authorities refused to interfere. Since then,

the trade is openly carried on ; and large teak beams may be seen

at Khulna and other places, the product of such expeditions. Most

of the spoil which the sea throws up is, however, taken straight to

Calcutta, where it finds ready sale.

Ferje Naturve. — Tigers, leopards, rhinoceros, wild buffaloes,

wild hogs, wild cats, bara singd or large deer, spotted deer, hog

deer, barking deer, porcupines, otters, and monkeys, are the prin

cipal varieties of wild animals found in the Sundarbans. Tigers

are very numerous, and their ravages form one of the obstacles

to the extension of cultivation. They often commit terrible havoc

among the cattle, sometimes on the husbandman or his family.

The depredations of a single fierce tiger have frequently forced

an advanced colony of clearers to abandon their land, and allow

it to relapse into jungle. Mr. Westland relates that there was

one great man-eater, whom the whole District was perpetually

hearing about, in 1868. Hardly a week passed without one or

two people being carried off by him, and his face and appear

ance were perfectly well known. He had apparently a charmed

life. One day he came on board an Englishman's boat, and coolly

walked off with one or two of his oarsmen. The Englishman

fired a blunderbuss at him, but it burst, and injured the shooter,

while the tiger got off unscathed. On another occasion the tiger

passed within a few yards of a gentleman, who fired at him, but

again the beast escaped. This pest was finally killed by Mr.

Morrell of Morrellganj. Either this or another tiger contracted a

habit of attacking boats passing through a certain khdl near Morrell

ganj, and made the passage so dangerous, that the route was for a

time given up.

The Serpents found in the Sundarbans are the boa con

strictor, cobra-di-capello or gokhurd, kuriat, sankhachur or salt

water snake, gosdp, and green viper. Rewards for the destruction

of wild animals in the Sundarbans are paid from the treasury of

the District to which the particular tract belong ; but no informa

tion exists showing the separate rewards paid for the destruction

of wild animals in the Sundarbans or of the annual loss of life

caused by them.

The Birds of the Sundarbans comprise the following: — Ad
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jutants of two kinds,—viz. Ardea gigantia, and the Marabout ad

jutant,—vultures, kites, hawks, owls, mainds, doves, green pigeons,

parrots, parroquets, jungle-fowl, woodpeckers, sandpipers, egrets,

waders, large and small spoonbills, pelicans, storks, paddy birds of

several kinds, herons, snipe, crows, several varieties of kingfishers,

divers, hornbills, jays, orioles, teal, seagulls, curlew, Indian phea

sants, waterfowl, reed-birds, plovers, partridges, and a great variety

of wild geese and ducks.

F1sh abound in nearly all the rivers. A list of the different

varieties of edible fish will be found on a former page. Porpoises

and crocodiles (commonly called alligators) abound, but the latter are

less numerous than they were twenty years ago. They are still, how

ever, very destructive in the more populous parts of the Sundarbans,

at the setting in of the hot weather. Colonel Gastrell states that,

after the beginning of March, it is not safe to bathe in or take water

from the streams, except at places specially protected by palisades

of bamboos or wooden stakes. Even this precaution sometimes

fails. Instances have been frequently known of crocodiles entering

within the palisades from the land side during the night. In the

morning, the first notice of the hidden danger is the struggles and

shrieks of some unfortunate woman, seized and dragged under

water by the reptile. Sharks, also, are by no means uncommon in

the larger streams and estuaries. No trade is carried on in wild-

beast skins, with the exception of the skins and horns of the

spotted deer, which are sold for a trifle, and to a very small extent.

Deer-flesh is sold at only one place in the Sundarbans, the village

of Nalud, within Khari Fiscal Division, about thirty miles south

of Calcutta. A good-sized deer will fetch as much as £1, the

average price being 12s. The flesh is eaten by the Hindus in

Calcutta, but the trade is very inconsiderable ; and it may be said

that, with the exception of the fisheries, the fer<z naturce do not

contribute in any way towards the wealth of the Sundarbans.

The Populat1on.—No separate census has been taken of the

population of the Sundarbans. In the Bengal Census of 1872, the

population of the Sundarbans was included in the returns for the

24 Parganas, Jessor, and Bdkarganj,—the fiscal jurisdiction of the

Sundarbans being divided among these Districts. It is impossible

to make an estimate from the District Census Returns, as many

populous police circles are situated partly within the settled

Districts and partly within the Sundarbans, and there are no means
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of ascertaining the proportion of the population which should

be taken as belonging to the Sundarbans. The southern portion

of the Sundarbans, which comprises the jungle tract along the sea

shore, is entirely uninhabited, with the exception of a few wander

ing gangs of woodcutters and fishermen. The whole population

is insignificant.

Religious Division of the People.—Nearly all the inhabit

ants are either Hindus or Muhammadans. There is, however, a

sprinkling of Magh Buddhists, from Ardkdn, chiefly found in the

Bdkarganj Sundarbans, and a few families of Native Christians.

The Hindu resident population consists of low Siidra castes,

who live by cultivation, woodcutting, and fishing. Hardly a single

man belonging to the higher castes is to be met with. The Com

missioner thus returns the Hindu castes of the Sundarbans, with

their occupation, etc. :—(1) Napit, barbers and cultivators; few in

number, and in middling circumstances. (2) Kaibartta, cultivators

and fishermen ; few in number, and in middling circumstances. (3)

KapaU, cultivators and petty shopkeepers; neither numerous nor

few, and generally in middling circumstances. (4) Pod, cultivators,

fishermen, and occasional woodcutters; numerous; in middling

circumstances. (5) Chanddl, cultivators and occasional wood

cutters ; numerous ; generally in middling circumstances, but some

poor. (6) Jdlid, cultivators and fishermen ; few, and generally in

middling circumstances. (7) Bdgdi, cultivators and fishermen, and

occasional woodcutters ; rather numerous ; some in middling cir

cumstances, but most of them are poor. (8) Tior, cultivators,

labourers, and fishermen ; few in number, and generally poor. (9)

Dhobd, washermen and cultivators; very few in number, but in

middling circumstances. (10) Jogi, weavers by caste, but employed

in the Sundarbans as cultivators, money-lenders, and petty general

dealers ; very few in number, and mostly rich. (1 1) Suri, originally

wine distillers and sellers, but now cultivators ; very few in number,

and mostly rich. (12) Kaord, cultivators and labourers, also rear

and sell pigs ; few in number, and poor.

The Muhammadans of the Sundarbans belong to the Sunni sect.

They are reported to be tractable and quiet cultivators in the 24

Parganas and Jessor Sundarbans ; but in the Bdkarganj section,

and a part of Eastern Jessor, the Musalman population mostly

belong to the reformed Faraizf sect, and are turbulent and litigious,

although reported to be not actively fanatical. The Muhammadan
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Sundarban population is divided into the three following classes :—

(1) Shaikh, cultivators and woodcutters ; numerous, a few of them

being rich, the majority in middling circumstances, while others are

poor. (2) Sayyid, cultivators ; very few in number ; both rich and

poor. (3) Pathan, cultivators ; very few in number, and in middling

circumstances. Besides the foregoing, the following outcaste or

gipsy tribes profess Muhammadanism, but are not very scrupulous

in following the tenets of the prophet :—(1) Mirshikdri, hunters and

fishers. They sell fish, thread, needles, fish-hooks, and other little

odds and ends. They also hold lands which they cultivate, and

are generally well-to-do people. (2) Sapurid, snake catchers and

charmers ; generally poor. (3) Bediyd, quack doctors, who profess

to cure toothache, rheumatism, and all sorts of aches and pains ;

generally poor. The Commissioner reports that the Musalmdn

religion does not seem to be making any further progress among the

Hindus, and that no new sects of Muhammadans are springing up.

The Nat1ve Chr1st1an population are all cultivators, and their

general condition is the same as that of the other peasantry. Gene

rally speaking, they are in middling circumstances. I have been

unable to obtain any information as to their total numbers ; but the

Agent to the Port Canning Company returns the Native Christian

population on the estates belonging to the Company at 102 souls,

including men, women, and children.

Imm1grant Populat1on.—The bulk of the population 'oi the

Sundarbans is derived from the Districts immediately on the north.

The population is increasing gradually, the increment being almost

entirely confined to the western parts of the 24 Pargand Sundarbans

and the eastern part of the Bakarganj Sundarbans. Little or no

increase of the population is perceptible in the low-lying marshy

tract of the Jessor Sundarbans. The principal immigrants to the

24 Pargand Sundarbans are Uriyas from Cattack and other parts of

Orissa, and Bunas from Chotd Nagpur or Western Bengal. They

originally came as malangis, or salt manufacturers, and as wood

cutters. Since the abolition of the Government Salt Monopoly,

many of these men have settled down as cultivators in various parts

of the 24 Pargand Sundarbans. A colony of them was located on

Sagar Island, and many are still there, although a great number

were drowned in the cyclone of 1864. They brought their wives

and families with them ; and the Commissioner of the Sundarbans

is of opinion that they may be looked upon as permanent resi
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dents. They make good husbandmen, are generally thrifty, and

some of them are rich men. Each cultivator's hut stands by itself,

or in a little cluster of dwellings belonging to relatives and connec

tions. The Uriyd immigrants intermarry only among themselves,

and do not amalgamate with the native population. The other

immigrants to the 24 Pargana Sundarbans are the Bunas, from

Chotd Nagpur and the hill Districts of Western Bengal. They are

generally brought into the Sundarbans for the purpose of clearing

jungle. Their wives and children accompany them, and many of

them have now settled down permanently as cultivators on their

own account. Some of them speak Bengali very well, and dress in

the same manner as the ordinary local population.

The only immigrants in the Sundarbans of Eastern Bdkarganj are

Maghs from the Ardkan coast. Many of them have now settled

down as cultivators in the Sundarbans, under Bengali grantees.

Others hold land on their own account direct from Government,

having chiefly cultivators of their own race under them. The newly

imported Maghs are a strong, hardy, and manly race, generally

honest and truth-speaking. The Magh immigrants live together

in little villages, or clusters of wooden houses raised on posts, eight

or nine feet above the ground. Both men and women are very

industrious ; neat and clean in their clothing, but dirty in their

domestic habits. The women weave the cloth which they and their

husbands wear, and the men are excellent woodsmen and tillers of

the soil. The Commissioner of the Sundarbans states that many

years ago, in the early days of Magh immigration, it was the custom

of the immigrants to seek out some little secret creek leading into

the heart of the forest, where they would form a location, clear the

jungle, and cultivate the lands. The reason of their thus secluding

themselves is said to have been in order to secure immunity from

the payment of revenue. This practice is now abandoned, only,

however, because very little jungle land now remains in the Bdkar-

ganj Sundarbans for them to hide in. The Maghs do not amalga

mate with the Bengalis, and the Commissioner does not think they

are likely to do so. They keep themselves entirely apart from the

rest of the population, although many of them have passed all their

lives in the Sundarbans. They retain a great fondness for their

own country. There are many Maghs in the Bdkarganj Sundarbans

who have lived there for a quarter of a century or upwards, but

who continue to occasionally visit their ancestral homes, and when
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they have made sufficient money, return thither for good. The

Maghs, therefore, although many of them pass the whole or the

greater part of their lives in the Sundarbans, can hardly be looked

upon, individually, as permanent settlers.

The main population of the Sundarbans was derived from the

adjoining Districts on the north, and is gradually increasing. No

emigration takes place from the Sundarbans, with the exception of

the few Maghs who have acquired a competency, and who return to

their own homes. At present, while the population in the neighbour

ing Districts on the north is increasing and gradually being pushed

south, no emigration from the Sundarbans can be expected.

Urban and Rural Populat1on.—There are no towns in the

Sundarbans. Port Canning, on the Matld river, is the only place

which possesses a municipality. It was started under the auspices

of the Port Canning Company, with the object of supplying an

auxiliary harbour to Calcutta, with which city it is connected by

a line of railway. After a few years, the attempt to form a port

and town failed ; the Government moorings, etc., were taken up, and

the port officially declared closed. In 1870, the town contained

386 houses or huts, and a total population of 714 souls. At present

it is nearly deserted ; and the Sundarbans Commissioner, in a report

to me, dated the 10th April 1873, states that, ' with the exception of

the Agent and others employed by the Port Canning Company, and

a dak munshi, or Deputy Postmaster, no one lives at Canning.' An

account of the history of the town and port of Canning, and of the

attempt to make it a seat of maritime trade, will be found in my Statis

tical Account of the 24 Parganas (at a former page of this volume).

The chief trading villages are Chandkhali, Morrellganj, Bishkhall,

and Kachud ; but these can hardly be said to belong to the Sun

darbans, as they are situated on the north, within the regularly

settled parts of Jessor, and have been described in my Statistical

Account of that District. The villages in the Sundarbans proper

are very small, as well as few in number, and consist merely of a

cluster of cultivators' huts.

It has long been a disputed point whether the Sundarbans were

anciently populated. According to tradition, cultivation once ex

tended down the eastern bank of the Kabadak river far below the

now solitary village of Gobrd, in Sundarban lot No. 212. Colonel

Gastrell, in his Revenue Survey Report, states as follows :—' Some

ruins of masonry buildings, the traces of old courtyards, and here
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and there some garden plants and shrubs, remain to the present day

in lot 211, close to the khdl which separates it from lot 212, and

attest in some measure the truth of the legend. But by whom the

buildings were erected, or when inhabited, no one seems to know.

In those days, probably, the Kabadak communicated at all seasons

of the year directly with the Ganges ; its water would then have

been fresh instead of brackish, as it is at present ; and there would

have been every prospect, also, of its banks being still further raised

and consolidated. The temptations, therefore, held out to men to

extend cultivation in that direction must have been as great as they

are at present on the banks of the other fresh-water rivers of the

delta. But long before Rennell's day other streams had interfered

with and cut oif the Kabadak from the Ganges, and left it what it

now is, a mere tidal creek, with no headway of fresh water. Fresh

deposit on its banks must then have ceased to a great extent ; the

rains would gradually have washed away the upper stratum of soil,

and lowered the general level ; the place would soon have become

sickly, and finally forsaken by all but those whom dire necessity

kept chained to the spot. Of all the villages that may once have

existed over this portion of Jessor, the miserable village of Gobrd

alone remains. The area of this village has also decreased, and the

cultivation of rice does not extend to within two miles of where it

once did. The soil is gradually becoming more and more impreg

nated with salt and unfit for crops ; and were it not for embankments,

and the fresh water that drains into and passes down the Kabadak

in the rains helping to wash out the salt of the soil near the banks,

Gobrd would soon be deserted also.'

Remains of brick ghdts and traces of tanks have also been found

in isolated parts of the forest, and in one or two localities brick

kilns too were discovered. There can be no doubt that settlers did

occasionally appear in the Sundarbans in olden times, but there is

nothing to show that there was ever a general population in the

Sundarbans lower than the present limits of cultivation. Colonel

Gastrell also states :—' Excepting the country bordering on the

Passar river, if ever the Jessor portion of the Sundarbans were

populated lower than the present line of forest boundary, which I

much doubt, it must have been when some large branch of the

Ganges conveyed fresh water much farther to the south than the

present streams do.'

Material Condition of the People.—The condition of the

vol. 11. x*
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people is, on the whole, prosperous, and the Commissioner states

that it continues to improve. The abundance of spare land and the

scarcity of labour are suflicient protection to the cultivator against

oppression on the part of the grantee. It would not be very easy

for the latter to replace a tenant who left him ; and, owing to the

rapidity with which jungle springs up in the Sundarbans, a grantee

cannot afford to allow his lands to lie fallow. No doubt there are

poor as well as comparatively rich peasants in the Sundarbans ;

but where there is plenty of land to spare, the few cases of poverty

among the cultivating class result from folly and idleness, not from

misfortune or oppression.

Clothing.—The ordinary dress of a well-to-do shopkeeper con

sists of a waistcloth (dhuti), a cotton sheet or shawl (chddar), and

sometimes a sort of coat (pirdn). A husbandman in average

circumstances clothes himself in a waistcloth, and a scarf (gdmchS),

which he wears over his shoulder. The material is of stouter

and coarser cloth than that of a shopkeeper's dress. In the cold

season, the shopkeeper wears a chddar or shawl of broadcloth,

about yards in length, not made up in any way, but simply cut

from the piece. The cultivator wears a chddar of stout cotton cloth

in the cold weather ; with a kdthd, or large cotton quilt, made up

and stuffed with old rags, as a covering at night.

Dwellings.—A respectable shopkeeper's house is built of sundri

posts, bamboo, and reed mats. The floor, which is of mud, is raised

two or three feet above the surface of the ground. The sides of

the house are made of reed mats, with split bamboos laid across,

which are sometimes painted black. The roof is thatched with

straw, son grass (a slender long grass which does not easily rot

in the rains), and golpdtd, or the leaves of the hentdl or wild date

tree. The hut consists of one room about thirty feet long by fifteen

feet broad, with a narrow verandah in front and at the back, with

mud steps leading to them. It has usually two doors placed oppo

site to each other, the panels being set in wooden frames. On each

side of the door are windows to admit air and light. In addition to

this building, a shopkeeper has also a cooking-house where he and

his family take their meals, a cow-shed, and two or three granaries

(golds) for storing rice. These are situated at a short distance from

the shop, but the whole of the buildings forming the homestead

are surrounded by a fence composed of reeds plaited together. The

furniture consists of a takhtposh, or small wooden platform used as
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a bedstead ; a low wooden stool, about two feet square ; a strong

large wooden chest, made of tolerably stout planks, and further pro

tected by a fretwork of wood securely nailed on the planks, for

keeping money and articles of value in ; and the usual brass pots

and cooking utensils for domestic use. If the owner deals in cloth,

he has also an extra trunk or two, or a clothes-press, in which he

keeps his piece goods.

The houses of the cultivators are generally built of mud walls with

thatched roofs in the 24 Parganas portion of the Sundarbans ; but in

the Jessor and Bdkarganj sections the walls consist of reed mats,

with bamboo or gardn posts, the roof being thatched. The house

of a husbandman in middling circumstances has usually about five

rooms ; the dimensions of the largest room being about eighteen by

twelve feet in the 24 Parganas Sundarbans ; and in the Jessor and

Bdkarganj Sundarbans, about twenty-two by ten feet. On one side

of the main apartment is a small room used as a kitchen (sometimes,

however, the cook-room is a separate hut) ; on the other side is

another small room where the women of the family husk the rice ;

also a granary and a cow-shed, but detached from the house. The

principal room has a narrow verandah in front, with mud steps lead

ing up to it. The floor of the house is made of mud, raised to

about three feet above the level of the outside ground. In the better

class of husbandmen's houses, floors raised to the height of six or

eight feet are not uncommon. Of furniture a peasant has almost

nothing. A few planks to sit upon, some earthen pots and pans,

and two or three brass utensils, complete the list.

Cost of Living.—The respectable shopkeepers and retail vendors

of petty stores never bring their families with them into the Sundar

bans, and consequently there is no household, properly so called,

among the trading classes. The shopkeeper and his servants all

eat together ; their food consisting of boiled rice, a fish curry, some

vegetables, a little pulse, and milk. The Commissioner of the

Sundarbans estimates the food expenses of the shopkeeper and his

usual three assistants or servants at about £i, 4s. od. a month.

The food of an average husbandman is the same as that of a shop

keeper, but somewhat coarser in quality. If he cannot afford fish

curry to eat with his rice, he makes the food palatable with a little

tamarind pickle. Milk is not a regular article of diet in a peasant's

family, although occasionally used. An average peasant household

consists of a man, wife, and two children. The cultivators estimate
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the monthly cost of living at 3s. a head all round ; and on giving the

information to the Commissioner, said that the children cost as much

as the adults, 'because they eat all day.' Total for the family, 12s.

per mensem.

Agr1cultural.—The Sundarbans are strictly a rice -growing

country, and paddy forms their great staple. The paddy grown in

the 24 Pargands and Bdkarganj Sundarbans is said to be of a finer

quality than that grown in the Jessor tract. Two crops of rice

are raised in the year,—namely, the autumn (dus) and the winter

(dman) rice ; but the early rice is only cultivated to a very limited

extent, and the cultivators depend almost entirely on the cold-

weather paddy.

The Aus, or Autumn R1ce, is the produce of the higher lands.

It is sown broadcast, and no transplanting is necessary. To pre

pare the land for tillage, the soil is first ploughed several times in

April or May after a heavy shower of rain, and this process is re

peated a few days afterwards. In May or June, the seed is scattered

over the field, and the ground harrowed once or twice. The plant

is cut from the middle of September to the middle of October. The

ten principal varieties of dus rice grown in the Sundarbans are as

follow:—(1) Kdlid boro, (2) Ldotdni boro, (3) Piprd sdl, (4) Kelt

dus, (5) Gold dus, (6) Surjyamani, (7) Arjun sdl, (8) Tulsijhuri (9)

Pdirdmani, and (10) Durgd bhog.

The Aman, or W1nter R1ce, is grown on ordinary lands, neither

very high nor low. It is either sown broadcast, or first sown and then

transplanted, the latter being the mode generally followed. The

plot of land to be converted into a seedbed is enclosed by a low

ridge of earth, in order to keep the water within the field. It is

then well ploughed, and the seed scattered over the ground in July

or August. As soon as the sprouts are about a foot high, they are

transplanted into specially prepared fields. The paddy is reaped

during December, January, and part of February. It comprises the

following twenty-seven varieties :—viz. (1) Hdthipdnjar, (2) Garud-

mani, (3) Jamdl-ndru, (4) Jaild, (5) Harkoch, (6) Ddrid kachi,

(7) Mair chdul, (8) Dhal-sdr, (9) Gunchi, (10) Chhilti, (11) Ddr-

kachud, (12) Gandh kasturi, (13) Kdlindt, (14) Sundar sdl,

(15) Rdm-sdl, (16) Marich-sdl (17) Kanak chur, (18) Gopdl bhog,

(19) Patndi hur, (20) Khejur-chhari, (21) Rup-sdl, (22) Bdnk tulsi,

(23) Bendphul, (24) Paramdnna sdl, (25) Maultd, (26) Gudthubi,

and (27) Patndi lurid. The first twelve named varieties are chiefly
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confined to the Jessor Sundarbans. The method of reaping the

rice is diiferent from that followed in the Districts to the north, and

consists of simply cutting oif the ears from the stalk. The straw,

being of no value, is burned on the fields. Mr. Westland thus

describes the system of cultivation, and the manner in which the

grain finds its way to the market :—' The peasants cultivate their

fields in two ways—either under advances from the merchants, or

without such advances. Many husbandmen in the Sundarbans are

well enough oif to cultivate with their own capital ; but several also

receive advances from merchants, who for this purpose send their

men all over the country in August or September to make such

advances. They again send their people after harvest to collect

the grain which has been thus pledged to them. In some cases

the zaminddrs also make advances ; but the large zaminddrs are

mostly absentees, and receive back their advances in money, so

that the matter does not influence the distribution of trade. The

small tdlukddrs are different, and usually take a close interest in

their cultivators. A great quantity of rice, however, is cultivated

without any sort of advances, and the husbandmen dispose of it

themselves, either taking it to the market villages for sale, or de

livering it on the spot to a trader, or bepdri, who comes to purchase

it. The latter method is the one most frequently adopted in the

case of very remote clearings ; but in those which are situated within

a moderate distance of a market village, the husbandman takes his

grain there for sale. There is a line of these market villages, situated

in the north of the Sundarbans, to which grain is brought in this

way,—viz. Chdndkhdli, Pdikgdchhd, Surkhdli, Gaurambd, Rdmpai,

and Morrellganj.' A description of the principal of these market

villages, Chdndkhdli, will be found on a previous page.

Other Crops.—Besides rice, the cultivators also grow the fol

lowing crops, chiefly for home consumption :—Peas, mustard,

til-seed, tobacco, chilies, onions, garlic, brinjal, pumpkins, cucum

bers, melons, kachu or yams, and plantains. The plantains from

the Bdkarganj Sundarbans are brought for sale to the Calcutta

market. Sugar-cane is only grown in the Bdkarganj Sundarbans,

and not to any great extent. The Commissioner estimates the area

under its cultivation at about a thousand acres. Pdn or betel-leaf

is only grown in the Bdkarganj Sundarbans, and to a very trifling

extent. Jute.—A small quantity of this fibre was cultivated as an

experiment by the Messrs. Morrell on their estate at Morrellganj.
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The crop proved a success ; and the Commissioner reports that the

trial is still being continued, with a view of testing the capabilities of

the land for growing this fibre on a large scale. Mr. Morrell told

me that it makes an excellent crop for cleaning newly-reclaimed

lands. Jute has also been grown successfully on Sundarbans lot

No. 21i, on the west bank of the Kabadak river, in the 24 Parganas.

The Commissioner states, however, that this is comparatively a new

lot; and the jungle not being entirely cleared, the husbandmen

complained that tigers would find shelter among the high jute,

and prove dangerous. The cultivation was therefore abandoned.

Carolina Paddy.—Frequent attempts have been made to introduce

this crop into the Sundarbans. The accounts of the experiments

have hitherto not been favourable, but the Commissioner states that

he does not think they are conclusive against the profitable cultivation

of Carolina paddy. A more extended and careful experiment will

probably be made during the present season (1873). Potatoes have

been successfully introduced into Sdgar Island and the Bdkarganj

Sundarbans. The cultivation of Virginia tobacco was also tried as

an experiment, but it did not succeed. No information is obtainable

as to the actual area of the foregoing crops, but the Sundarbans is

strictly a rice country. Other crops are mainly intended for home

consumption, and represent but a small fraction of the total area

under cultivation.

No general improvement appears to have taken place in the

quality of the rice raised in the Sundarbans ; but there are isolated

cases of grants situated close to each other, and consisting of the

same quality of land, in which superior paddy is grown on the one

and an inferior variety on the other. The Commissioner states

that the reason of this appears to be, that a European gentleman,

who was the grantee of several Sundarban lots, introduced the finer

qualities of seed when first clearing his grant, and that the culti

vators have continued to use it on the same lots. The Port Canning

Company's Agent is keenly alive to any improvement that can

benefit the Company's estates, and has endeavoured to introduce the

finer qualities of paddy in the many allotments held by the Company.

Cultivated Area.—A very considerable increase has taken

place in the area under tillage of late years, by clearing the jungle.

Nearly the whole of the newly-cleared land is under rice. The

following shows the area of Sundarban lands cleared from jungle

and rendered fit for cultivation, between the years 1830 and 1872 :
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—In the 24 Parganas Sundarbans, the Commissioner states that

212,659 acres, or 332-28 square miles, have been thus cleared of

jungle and rendered fit for cultivation within this period; in the

Jessor Sundarbans, 104,096 acres, or 162-65 square miles, have

been cleared; and in the Bdlcarganj Sundarbans, 177,152 acres,

or 276-8o square miles,—making a total of 493,907 acres, or 771

square miles of jungle land cleared and brought under cultivation

in the period between 1830 and 1872. The Commissioner returns

the total approximate area at present (1873) under cultivation at

^95,733 acres, or 1087 -08 square miles.

Early Attempts to recla1m the Sundarbans.—I condense the

following brief history of the Sundarban reclamation, which is being

pushed on so vigorously under British rule, from Mr. J. Westland's

report. In my Account of Jessor, I have referred to previous efforts

under Muhammadan chiefs, such as Khan Jahdn. The present

attempts date from an early period of the history of British Admini

stration of Jessor, and are due to Mr. Henckell, the first English

Judge and Magistrate of Jessor, appointed in 1781, who was the

founder of the system of reclamation which is now converting

these great forests into immense rice tracts. ' At that time the route

from the eastern Districts to Calcutta passed by nearly the same

river-courses which it follows now, vict Kachud, Khulna, Chand-

khdlf, and by the river leading past Kdllganj. But this route was

then to the south of the cultivated tracts, and for the most part lay

through forest, no habitations being on either side. Apparently

about 1782 or 1783, Mr. Henckell established three market-places

in this inhospitable tract,—that is to say, depots where the producers

might meet with the traders, and provisions might be obtained.

One of these was at Kachua, one at Chandkhali, and the third at

Henckellganj. This latter place is close to Bangdlpard, a little

west of Kdlfganj in the 24 Pargands, and named after its founder,

Mr. Henckell. When that place was being cleared, that gentleman's

native agent was much troubled by the depredations of tigers ; so he

called the place after Mr. Henckell, expecting that the tigers, out of

respect and dread of the Judge's name, would no more molest him.

The name adhered to the place ever after, until at last the Survey

authorities, picking up the local pronunciation, wrote it down

" Hingulgunge " on their maps, and blotted out the history it con

tained. In all three places, clearances of jungle had to be made

before the ganj or market could be established, for they were all in
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the Sundarban forest. By degrees the lands immediately around

them were brought under cultivation.

'On the 4th April 1784, Mr. Henckell submitted to the Board

his scheme for the reclamation of the Sundarbans. He proposed

granting allotments of land, on favourable terms, to people under

taking to reclaim them. The terms were as follow :—The grantee

or tdlukddr was to retain 66 acres, or 200 bighds of land, for himself;

upon the rest he would be chargeable with Government revenue,

according to the amount he brought under cultivation. The

revenue for the first three years, nothing ; for the fourth year, 9d.

an acre ; for the fifth year, is. 6d. ; for the sixth year, 2s. 3d. ; for

the seventh and succeeding years, 3s. an acre. It does not appear

that the grantee was bound to bring under cultivation any specified

amount within a fixed time. Mr. Henckell urged the scheme, both

because it would yield a revenue from lands which were then totally

unproductive, and because the cultivation would, by its peculiar

nature, form a reservoir for rice against seasons of drought or

famine, as the crops grown in the Sundarbans were little dependent

upon rainfall. Another part of the scheme was the establishment of

a sort of convict colony in some part of the Sundarbans, but that

part of it was never carried out.

' The Sundarban plan, as it was then called, was approved of by

the Board of Revenue, and speedily brought into operation,—Mr.

Henckell being made "Superintendent for cultivating the Sundar

bans." In 1 737, Mr. Henckell already looked on the scheme as a

" great success," and reported that many zaminddrs had come for

ward and taken grants, and that 7000 acres, or 21,000 bighds, were

already under cultivation. He had largely interested himself in the

plan, and had even personally advanced money to tdlukddrs to

carry it out.

' Mr. Henckell had foreseen the probability of disputes arising

with the zaminddrs who possessed lands adjoining the Sundarban

grants ; and accordingly, in August 1 786, he caused the whole of the

boundary between the zaminddrs' lands and the Sundarbans to be

marked oif with bamboo stakes. This boundary was, of course, not

easy to determine. The zaminddrs held their lands not by specific

boundaries, but by pargands ; and as they extended their cultivation

southward, they attached the newly-cultivated land to the adjacent

pargand, or Fiscal Division. But as the pargands were divisions

which bore reference to the land revenue system, they did not extend
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southward of the limits of cultivation ; and land which was yet un

reclaimed belonged to no pargand at all, and therefore was within

no zaminddri settlements.

' Mr. Henckell proved correct in his anticipations regarding dis

putes, and in 1788 he writes almost despairingly to the Board. The

zaminddrs of the bordering Districts were making claims to the

lands which had been granted to the tdlukddrs or grantees in the

Sundarbans. The zaminddrs would not furnish any specific boun

daries to their estates ; but whenever any land was brought under

cultivation, they claimed it as lying within their limits. They were

themselves bringing into cultivation small patches of land here and

there in the Sundarbans, in order to prove, by bringing it upon their

rent-roll, that it was theirs. And not only were they making these

claims, but they were enforcing them ; the Salimabad zaminddrs

especially interfering with the cultivation, and opposing the grantees

(tdlukddrs) by force. Mr. Henckell for two years repeatedly urged

the Board to interfere to protect the grantees, and wished an order

to be issued to the zaminddrs compelling them to declare their

boundaries within three months, so that he might definitely know

where their estates ended, and where the unowned Sundarbans

began. The present unsettled state of affairs was ruining the whole

scheme. The tdlukddrs, or Sundarban grantees, had for some time

continued to pay their revenue, in the hope of having matters

settled, but were latterly falling into arrears ; and although Mr.

Henckell held applications for upwards of 66,000 acres, or 200,000

bighds of land, from new tdlukddrs, he delayed making the grants

until he could be quite certain whether the Government had really

the power to allot them.

'In a letter, dated the 26th March 1790, a statement is made of

the progress of the scheme. The grants which had been made

were as follow:—In 1785, 7000 acres; in 1787, 4364 acres; in

1788, 2704 acres; and in 1789, 534 acres. The grants had fallen

off for the reasons stated above ; but Mr. Henckell said that, if

matters were only settled, he would very likely make grants of

33,300 acres in 1790. Revenue from the newly-cleared grants first

became payable in 1788, the demand for that year being ^262,

10s. od. ; by 1793 there would be a demand of ^2054 on grants

already made, besides the revenue of the 33,300 acres he hoped to

give in 1790, and which would amount to ^1250 in 1793, and to

^5000 in 1796.
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'The Board, however, were not convinced by these facts and

figures, and were somewhat lukewarm as to the whole of the scheme

of Mr. Henckell. They had already withdrawn, on the score of ex

pense, the establishments which had been placed at the three markets

of Kachud, Chandkhali, and Henckellganj to promote and manage

the system of grants, and to supervise the small Government estates

formed by the clearings at these places. The present expenditure

and the certainty of litigation weighed more with them than the

chances of future revenue, and in 1790 they practically abandoned

the scheme to take its fate.

'Next year (1791) the Collector stated that the enterprise had

begun to fail from the above causes, and that some zaminddrs had

succeeded in showing that the lands of the Government grantees

(tdlukddrs) weretwithin their settlements, and in having them dis

possessed. A new settlement was accordingly made of all such

grants, the old terms being applied only to that part of them which

remained after the exclusion of what belonged to the zaminddrs, and

a reduced amount of revenue still continued to be realized from

them. But no more grants were made; and" in 1796 the Board

refused to entertain an application for a grant, on the ground that

the zaminddrs1 rights were not yet decided. The question, in fact,

was whether the Permament Settlement proclamation had not vested

in the zaminddrs the proprietary right over the whole Sundarbans.

The old grants, too, began to decline. Kalidaspur and Muham-

maddbdd, once the most prosperous, fell back into jungle, and were

unable to bear the assessment imposed upon them. They were

relinquished by the grantees in 1798, and became Government

estates. When Kalldaspur was thus bought in by Government,

there was hardly an inhabitant on it. Chandkhalf, too, which was

a Government clearing, began to relapse about 1796, but seems to

have afterwards been redeemed, as in 1 808 it appears in the hands

of a farmer.

' However, after a season of adversity, prospects began to mend,

and in 1802 the improvement was so great, that the Collector pro

posed to send surveyors to measure how much land had been

brought under cultivation, in order that the assessment might be

increased. Nothing was then done, however; and in 1808 the

Collector again urged upon the Board an inquiry of this nature.

He estimated the amount of land cultivated by people who held no

grants, or cultivated by grantees in excess of that covered by their
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grants, to be about 13,000 acres. About 1814, a measurement was

made by native surveyors, but proved to be untrustworthy, the

grantees having bribed the surveyors to understate the cultivation.

Finally, in 181 6, a measurement was carried out by Mr. Smith, an

assistant Collector. As early as 1807, applications for grants, which

had ceased for a long time previously, began to come in.' The

subsequent history of Sundarban reclamation is one of steady pro

gress, particularly of late years. The tract has been placed for fiscal

purposes under a Special Commissioner, with a separate establish

ment ; and its area has been surveyed and demarcated oif into lots,

each bearing its own number on the maps. The Commissioner

estimates the Sundarban land at present under cultivation at 695,733

acres, or io87-o8 square miles, of which 493,907 acres, or 7 71 '73

square miles (being two-thirds of the whole), were reclaimed between

1830 and 1872. As will be mentioned in the concluding paragraph

of this Account, the estates in the Sundarbans numbered 431 in

1871-72, and paid a land revenue of ^41,757.

Difficulties of Sundarban Reclamation.—Mr. Westland thus

describes the method followed in reclaiming these tracts of jungle

land, and the difficulties attending it :—' The clearing of Sundarban

forest is a most arduous undertaking. The trees intertwine with

each other to such an extent, that each supports and upholds the

others. Some ofthe trees, too, are ofimmense size,—one sort, thejin

tree, spreading and sending down new stems, till it covers perhaps

an acre of ground. Trees like these cannot be cut down and

removed in bulk ; they must be taken piecemeal, and the tree must

be cut up into little pieces. But the trees are not the only

difficulty, for there is a low and almost impenetrable brushwood,

which covers the whole surface. This has simply to be hacked

away bit by bit by any one who attempts to penetrate into the

forest.

' And there is no small danger from wild beasts while all this is

going on. Crocodiles are seldom met with, except on the immediate

banks of rivers ; but tigers are not unfrequent, and occasionally

break out upon the defenceless forest-clearers, if the latter approach

their lair too closely. Sometimes a tiger takes possession of a tract

of land, and commits such fearful havoc, that he is left at peace in

his domain. The depredations of some unusually fierce tiger, or of

more than one such tiger, have often caused the retirement of some

advanced colony of clearers, who have, through their fear, been
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compelled to abandon land which only the labour of years has

reclaimed from jungle.

' Supposing, however, that the Sundarban cultivator has got over

these obstacles, and the equally formidable although less pro

minent diificulties entailed by a residence far from the haunts of

men, his dangers are not yet past. Unless the greatest care is

taken of the land so cleared, it will spring back into jungle, and

become as bad as ever. So great is the evil fertility of the soil, that

reclaimed land neglected for a single year will present to the next

year's cultivator a forest of reeds (nal). He may cut it and burn it

down, but it will spring up again almost as thick as ever ; and it

takes about three eradications to expel this reed when once it has

grown. The soil, too, must be cultivated for ten or twelve years

before it loses this tendency to at once cover itself with reed-jungle.

' The first and heaviest part of the clearing of any plot of land is

usually done at the expense of the proprietor, the person who has

settled with Government for the land. When the clearing has pro

ceeded to a certain point, he settles tenants upon the lands thus

partially cleared, and they bring it into cultivation. These husband

men call themselves " dbddkdri" or reclaiming rayats, and esteem

themselves to have a sort of right of occupancy in their lands.

When these cultivators thus begin, they occasionally themselves

extend their land by additional clearings ; but, as a general rule, it

is found that the greater part of the actual clearing work is done at

the expense of the capitalist, and not of the cultivators. When a

sufficient number of people are gathered together on a new clearing,

they tend, of course, to form a settlement, and to remain per

manently where they are. But the furthest advanced parts of the

cultivation, and some also of those which are not new or remote

from old lands, are carried on upon a different principle. A large

number of husbandmen, who live and cultivate lands in the regu

larly settled districts to the north, have also lands in the Sundarbans,

which they hold under different landlords. The cultivating seasons

in the Sundarbans are later than those farther north, and the plan

which is followed by these double cultivators is as follows :—The

months of Chaitra, Baisdkh, and Jaishtha, corresponding roughly to

the English months of April, May, and June, are spent in cultivation

at home. The husbandman then, having prepared his home cultiva

tion, embarks with his ploughs, oxen, and food, and proceeds to his

dbdd, or Sundarban clearing. July, August, and September are
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spent in ploughing and sowing and preparing the crops there, the

peasant building a little shed as a dwelling for himself. The water

gets high in August and September, but this is little impediment to

cultivation. A considerable portion of the land under rice is

situated below high-water mark ; but the planting is easy, for rice

sown on higher lands is transplanted into these low lands when it

is strong enough to bear the water. After having sown and trans

planted his Sundarban crop, the husbandman returns home, and

these outposts of civilisation are absolutely abandoned,—large

extents of cultivated rice-fields, without a trace of human habitation.

By the middle of December, the home-cultivated rice has been cut

and stored, and the peasant then returns to the Sundarbans, and

reaps the crop on his clearing there. At this time of the year

(January and February), reapers or ddiudls crowd to the Sundarbans,

and are extensively employed for the harvesting. When the rice is

cut and prepared for sale, the bepdris or dealers come round and

buy it up, and the zaminddr also sends his agents round to collect

the rents from the cultivators. The peasant having sold his grain,

pays his rent, and brings the balance of his money back with him

to his home.

' While a great deal of cultivation in the more remote parts of the

Sundarbans follows this method, in the nearer tracts there are large

settlements of husbandmen who dwell permanently near the land

they have under cultivation. But it must be remembered that these

tracts are after all sparsely inhabited, and that many of the culti

vators who dwell in them, besides having a holding near their own

houses, have also another, eight or ten miles away, which they visit

only occasionally when they have work to do. The great fertility of

the land renders it easy for a husbandman to keep large areas under

cultivation ; and thus, what with resident large-cultivating husband

men and non-resident husbandmen, the population in the Sundarban

tracts is not at all equal to what the amount of land under cultiva

tion would lead one to expect.

'There is another thing to be noticed with reference to the

dwellers in these regions, namely, that they do not tend, as in other

places, to group themselves into villages. Probably this is one

result of their having holdings so large, that it is most convenient to

live near them. But whatever the cause, many of the village names

on the map represent no sites of villages as we usually understand

a village, but represent merely great seas of waving paddy, with
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homesteads dotted over them, where families live apparently in

perfect seclusion. This description, however, does not apply to the

older settled tracts.

' Another feature in the reclamation and cultivation of these Sun-

darban lands is the embankment of water inlets. It is a character

istic of deltaic formations, that the banks of the rivers are higher

than the lands farther removed from them ; and the whole of the

Sundarbans may be looked on as an aggregation of basins, where

the higher level of the sides prevents the water coming in to over

flow the interior. Many of these basins are so formed, that, left to

themselves, they would remain under flood, as they communicate

with the surrounding channels by means of khdls, or small water

courses, which penetrate the bank ; and a great part of reclamation

work consists in keeping out the water, and thus bringing under

cultivation the marsh land inside. This method of reclamation of

low lands applies both to the Sundarbans proper and also to a

remarkable line of depression which runs across Jessor District,

immediately north of Khulna. Part of these low lands has been,

and part remains to be, drained and reclaimed by the method

referred to. In employing this method, all the inlets from the

channels surrounding are embanked, and smaller channels called

poydns are opened round their ends. The inlets themselves are too

big to be kept under control, but these poydns can easily be so kept.

This embanking is usually done in November, after the rivers have

gone down. When the tide is low, the channels are opened, and

the water from the inside drains off; when it is high, the channels

are closed. Much land can be rendered culturable by this means,

which would otherwise be marsh. But here also a single year's

neglect may take away at one stroke all that has been gained by

many years' labour. The effect of the rains and the freshes of each

year is to partially destroy all the embankments that were used

the previous year, and to flood the lands. The rice that has been

sown has, however, attained sufficient hardihood to remain un

injured; and when the waters again go down, the harvest may

be reaped. But unless the embankments are again renewed in

November, the floods will not have ceased to cover the low lands

by sowing time, the land will remain unsown, and jungle and

marshy reed will take the place of the paddy.

' One curious testimony to the extent of these embanking opera

tions is shown in their effect on the tide. They will plainly have
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the effect of confining the rising tide within the river channels, and

preventing it expending itself in lateral overflow. Twenty years

ago, the tide was never observed at Nardl, in Jessor District, or

even for some distance farther down stream. At the present day,

when the rivers are low, the tide turns the current not only at

Nardl but for a few miles above it. The change is plainly the

result of the extension of cultivation in the Sundarbans.

'It is difficult to give an idea of the wealth of rice-fields that

one sees during harvest time, in passing along the rivers which

intersect the Sundarban reclamations. In other parts of the

country the view is always restricted by trees or by villages, but

in the Sundarbans it is different. In the tract which has been

cleared, you look over one vast plain, stretching for miles on either

side, laden with grain. A homestead is dotted about here and

there, and the course of the rivers is traced by the fringes of low

brushwood that grow upon their banks ; but with these exceptions,

one sees in many places one unbroken sea of waving rice up to

the point where the distant forest bounds the horizon. In places

where reclamation has only recently begun, a fringe of half a mile

broad on either side of the river comprises all that has yet been

done by the extending colony.

'These colonies sometimes suffer most severely from cyclones.

Their houses and their fields are only a foot or two above high-

water mark in the low-lying Jessor Sundarbans; and when the

cyclone wave pours up the great streams of the Pasar and the

Haringhdta, and from them spreads all over the country, the inun

dation works cruel havoc among these low-lying isolated villages.

The grain in their fields is spoiled ; their houses are torn away,

and all their stores are lost; their cattle are carried away and

drowned ; and they themselves reduced to the extremest shifts to

save their own lives. The cyclone of the 16th May 1869 destroyed

two hundred and fifty lives in Morrellganj alone, and caused an

immense loss to property. Liability to cyclones must put a

practical limit to the extension of cultivation : for the nearer one

gets to the sea, the greater the danger ; and the more the forest is

cleared away, the smaller the barrier placed between the cultivator

and the devouring wave.'

Area; Outturn of Crops, etc.—The Commissioner of the

Sundarbans thus returns the area under his supervision, classified

into three great divisions :—(u/) The area at present set apart
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for reclamation purposes, and leased out, amounts to 1,076,030

acres, or 1 681 '29 square miles, of which the approximate area

under cultivation is 689,983 acres, or io78-o9 square miles ; the

remaining 386,046 acres, or 603-19 square miles, being uncultivated

and under jungle. (2d) The forest land not leased out comprises

an area of 2,538,871 acres, or 3966-98 square miles. ($d) The

navigable rivers and creeks, 1,205,942 acres, or 1884-28 square

miles. The total area of the Sundarbans, therefore, is 4,820,843

acres, or 7532-55 square miles. The clearings are leased to the

grantees for a term of 99 years. Sundarban lands are very

unevenly assessed ; and the Commissioner states that variation

in rent does not furnish an index to the quality of the land.

Husbandmen who have held their lands for a long time, and who

have leases (pattds), pay much less rent than the new-comers who

now apply for lands even of somewhat inferior quality. The

following table of the rates of rent, outturn and value of crop, in

the different divisions of the Sundarbans, has been furnished to

me by the Commissioner :—

locality.
Rate of Rent
per acre.

Outturn
per acre.

Average
value of
ouiturn
per cwt.

24 Pareana Sundarbans between the

HuglT and Jamnni rivers, ... «

4s. 6d.

to 6s.
8} cwts. IS. 6|d.

24 Pargana Sundarbans between the

Hugli and Haringhata rivers, . .
3s. od. S cwts. is. 4i<L

3s. 9d-

3s. to 6s.

S cwts.

8 cwts.

is. 4jd.

is. o.jd.

Condition of the Cultivators.—In the part of the 24

Pargana Sundarbans lying between the Hugli and Jamund rivers,

a holding exceeding fifty acres would be considered a very large

farm, and anything below five acres a very small one. In the

eastern part of the 24 Pargana Sundarbans, and in the Jessor

Sundarbans, the average size of the holdings is rather greater,—a

farm of sixty-five acres or upwards being looked upon as a large

one, and one of seven acres or under a very small one. A iair-

sized, comfortable holding for a husbandman cultivating his own

land is about seven acres in the western part of the 24 Pargana

Sundarbans, and also in the Bdkarganj Sundarbans. But in the
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low-lying Sundarbans in the east of the 24 Parganas, and in Jessor,

ten acres are required to comfortably support a cultivator and his

family. A single pair of oxen can cultivate five acres of land, but

not more. The Commissioner states that a small holding of five

acres would not make a peasant as well oft' as a respectable retail

shopkeeper, nor would it enable him to live as well as a man

earning 16s. a month in wages. In the more fertile and elevated

Sundarban lands in the west of the 24 Parganas, and in Bdkarganj,

the peasantry, as a rule, are prosperous and free from debt. In the

intermediate tracts,—namely, the eastern part of the 24 Pargana

Sundarbans, and the Jessor Sundarbans,—the smaller cultivators

are generally more or less in debt. Most of the cultivators in the

Sundarbans hold their land with occupancy rights ; and the Commis

sioner estimates that only about one-fifth of the entire number are

tenants-at-will. Very few of the husbandmen hold their lands on

a permanent tenure, or without being liable to enhancement of

rent. No class of small proprietors is found in the Sundarbans,

who own, occupy, and cultivate hereditary lands, without either a

zamtnddr or superior holder above them, or a sub -holder, or

krishdn, or day-labourer under them.

The Domestic Animals of the Sundarbans are cows, oxen,

ponies, goats, and pigeons, which are kept by Hindus and Muham-

madans alike ; fowls, kept by Musalmdns only ; and ducks, by

Muhammadans and low-caste Hindus. Ponies are worth from

to ^15 each, but are few in number, and not used as beasts

of burden or for agricultural purposes. They are kept by the

richer husbandmen and landlords, both Hindus and Muhamma

dans, but principally by the latter, almost entirely for the purpose

of running races at village fairs during the cold season, and to

proclaim the dignity of their owners. A pair of average oxen or

bullocks costs about ^3 ; an ordinary cow, about £1 ; a pair of

buffaloes, £6; and a score of kids six months old, from £i,

1 os. od. to £2. The agricultural implements generally in use are

the following :—ndngal or plough, value is. 6d. ; kaddli or spade,

value is. 6d. ; kdste or reaping-hook, value 3d. ; dds or bill-hook,

for clearing jungle, value 6d. ; mat, a bamboo ladder used as a

harrow, the driver standing upon it to give it weight as it is dragged

over the field, value 3d. ; khantd, a sort of light crowbar, with a

wooden handle and an iron head, principally used for digging holes,

in fencing, value ad. For the cultivation of what is technically

VOl. II. Y*
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known as 'a plough' of land, equal to about five English acres, a

pair of oxen and the implements above mentioned are needed, the

whole representing a capital of about ^3, 4s. od., of which £3

would be the cost of the oxen alone.

Wages and Pr1ces.—The wages of a labourer not employed in

field work vary from 6d. to 8d. a day, according to the season.

The wages of an agricultural day-labourer are the same, but are

frequently paid either in whole or in part in grain. Reapers are

always paid in kind, by a share of the crop. A husbandman en

gaging a labourer for the harvest season pays him an eighth share

of the crop cut by him. Smiths and carpenters in the Sundarbans

are not paid by the day, but by the piece. The market price for

the ordinary variety of coarse rice cultivated in the Sundarbans is

reported by the Commissioner to vary from 3s. od. to 5s. 6d. a

hundredweight. No barley, Indian corn, wheat, or indigo is grown

in the Sundarbans. Sugar-cane is sold at the rate of one to two pice

(1\ to 3 farthings) a stick. The produce of the cane, when converted

into raw sugar, sells at about three-halfpence per pound.

Landless Day-labourers.—There is no tendency towards the

growth of a distinct class of day-labourers in the Sundarbans, not

possessing or renting lands. A husbandman who has more land

than he can manage himself, either sub-lets a portion, or imports

labour for its cultivation. In sub-letting the land, the proprietor either

regularly leases it, or lets it out on what is termed bhdg, or a division

tenure, receiving a share of the produce in lieu of rent. As regards

the payment of rent by sub-tenants, much depends upon the rates

which the holder of the lands has himself to pay. The Commis

sioner states that he knows of instances where a cultivator paying a

rent of 9s. an acre to the grantee from whom he held, sub-let a

portion of the land for 18s. an acre ; and, as a rule, a cultivator does

not sub-let his lands for less than twenty-five per cent. above the

rates which he pays himself. When the land is sub-let in bhdg or

shares, the holder of the land receives one-half of the produce from

his sub-tenant in lieu of rent. The oxen for the plough are supplied

by the sub-lessor ; but seed grain, plough, and all other necessary

agricultural implements are furnished by the sub-lessee.

Spare Land.—In the older Sundarban grants there is no spare

land, except of very inferior quality, and even such is rarely met

with. In estates recently cleared, however, there is more land avail

able than there are husbandmen to till it ; and not only are settlers
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able to obtain very favourable terms as to rent, but they are often

assisted by the superior grantees by money advances, or by cattle

purchased for them. A grantee naturally does all he can to lease

out the whole of his clearing, as, if allowed to remain fallow, it

quickly reverts to jungle. In the northern parts of the Jessor Sun-

darbans, especially in the resumed estates which had been cleared

forty to fifty years ago, there is much spare land, but on a very low

level, and not easily let. The Commissioner reports that it is here

impossible to get a sufficient number of cultivators, as almost the

entire area lies under water during the rains, and there is no place

to live in.

Land Tenures.—There are several grades of under-tenants be

tween the grantee, who holds his lands direct from Government, and

the actual cultivator of the soil. These classes of under-holders

bear different names in the 24 Parganas, the Jessor, and the Bdkar-

ganj Sundarbans. In the 24 Pargands Sundarbans there are two

grades superior to that of a common cultivator, viz. the gdttihiddr

and ddr-gdnthlddr. In some places the gdnthiddr is also styled a

chakddr, and in others a thikaddr. They hold under the grantee,

who is directly responsible for the Government revenue demand, or

under his nominee. In the Jessor and Bakarganj Sundarbans, how

ever, the under-tenures are more numerous, and of a somewhat

different character. They are thus described in Mr. Westland's

report on Jessor :—' Almost all the lands that lie south of Bagherhat

are Sundarban tdluks ; some of these have, however, been sufficiently

long under cultivation to have put off the appearance of recently

reclaimed lands, but they have mostly been acquired subsequently

to the Permanent Settlement. In the Jessor Sundarbans, among

the cultivators of those lands where reclamation is comparatively

recent, the same tenures do not prevail which are found in the

regularly settled Districts to the north. There are not here the

gdnthi and jot tenures which are found in the west and north, but

an entirely new series of tenures, going by different names. Patni

tenures and farms are almost unknown, as the zaminddr does not

ordinarily transfer all his rights to others, constituting himself a mere

rentcharge, but manages his lands himself. In fact, it is the sub

ordinate holders, and not the zaminddrs, who take to creating

tenures. The highest tenure is called a tdluk, the tdlukddr holding

and paying rent for a village, or half a village, sometimes cultivating

the lands himself, and sometimes not. The tdlukddr corresponds
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with the gdnthiddr of the older tracts, where the word tdlukddr has

a totally different application, and refers not to the cultivating series,

but to the landholding series of tenures. The tdlukddr's rent is

looked upon as a fixed rent. Under him comes the hdwaldddr,

who corresponds with the jamd holder farther north, and whose

rent is also regarded as fixed. The hdwald tenure may be created

by the zaminddr, if he has not already created a tdlukddr; and in

this case a tdlukddr subsequently created will take position between

the hdwaldddr and the zaminddr. The right of a tdlukddr, however,

includes that of creating hdwalds within his own tenure ; and the

hdwaldddr again may create a subordinate tenure, called mm hdwald,

and may subsequently an ausat hdwald, intermediate between him

self and the mm hdwaldddr. In these subordinate tenures, the

tenants are almost always of the pure peasant class, and engage

personally in agriculture. They are always regarded as having

rights of occupancy; but if they again let their' lands, those who

cultivate under them, called charchd rayats, have no such rights,

and regard themselves as only holding the land for the time.

' No doubt these tenures have their origin in rights founded

upon original reclamation. A cultivator who gets a small piece of

land to clear always regards himself as having a sort of property

in it,—an dbddkdrd swalta, or reclamation right. As reclamations

extend, he begins to sub-let to other cultivators, and we have a

hdwaldddr with his subordinate mm hdwaldddrs in a few years.

' The tdlukddrs above described are those who, in the pargand

lands, come between the zaminddr and the cultivator proper or

hdwaldddr. In Sundarban grants the word has another meaning,

for these grants are themselves called tdluks, and their possessors

are tdlukddrs. Among these tdlukddrs are several persons holding

considerable zaminddris in Jessor, BdUcarganj, and the 24 Parganas ;

but a great number of them appear to belong to the comfortably

circumstanced class of people residing immediately north of the

Sundarbans. Many people there, who derive a competence either

from a tenure in land or from commerce, have also some tdluk in

the Sundarbans, and they form, for the most part, successful re

claimers. They have just enough money to carry on Sundarban

reclamation with success ; and they are not rich enough to leave

everything in the hands of agents, and, by forgetting their direct

interest, relax their enterprise. Many of them have also cultivators

of their own in their older settled lands, and can use them for their
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newer lands. It is to the class to which these men belong that the

greater part of the agricultural improvement and extension since the

Permanent Settlement is owing ; and the advantage of having men

of this class as Sundarban tdlukddrs was strikingly shown in 1869.

The cultivators suffered great losses by the cyclones of that year, and

the loss would have been sufficient to paralyze the whole reclama

tion scheme, but that these tdlukddrs, immediately connected as

they are with the grants, at once came forward to give their husband

men the necessary assistance, drawing only upon the little surplus

of money they had at their homes. Larger zaminddrs require to

have these matters brought home to them, and even then expect

their cultivators to settle matters themselves ; these smaller men at

once appreciate the whole case, and step into the gap.'

The Commissioner states that, with the exception of the Jessor

Sundarbans, and the eastern portion of the 24 Parganas Sundarbans,

where the land is low and liable to long-protracted inundations,

there is no tendency to increase the number of sub-tenures. In the

western part of the 24 Parganas, and in the Bdkarganj Sundarbans,

the grantees and other superior landholders are most anxious to pur

chase the rights of sub-tenants whenever they get the chance, as there

is little or no difficulty in collecting rents or in obtaining cultivators

on good lands. But in the low-lying lands in the eastern parts of

the 24 Parganas and in Jessor the case is different, and a marked

tendency exists to increase such sub-tenures. The Commissioner

reports that attempts are being made to introduce new tenants in

these tracts, and that settlements are being made, either by allowing

the class of middlemen to engage direct with the Government, or by

settling small estates with substantial resident husbandmen.

Rates of Rent.—The Sundarbans have been settled so as not to

discourage the growth of the more valuable crops. Generally speak

ing, no higher rates are taken for lands bearing costly products than

for the same quality of soil if it were under rice. Thus homestead

sites and superior lands on which sugar-cane and other rich crops

are cultivated, are assessed at the same rates as good rice lands.

The Commissioner returns the prevailing rates of rent for rice land

in the different tracts of the Sundarbans as follow :—In the 24

Parganas Sundarbans, between the Hugli and the Jamuna rivers,

from 4s. 6d. to 6s. an acre ; in the eastern part of the 24 Parganas

Sundarbans and in the Jessor Sundarbans, 3s. od. an acre ; and in

the Bdkarganj Sundarbans, from 3s. to 6s. an acre. No statement
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exists showing the actual rates for Sundarban lands in olden times ;

but the Commissioner is of opinion that the present rates are about

fifty per cent. in excess of those current fifty years ago. Under Mr.

HenckelPs scheme of 1784, the maximum rate which lands, after

being brought into cultivation, were to yield, was 3s. per acre.

Natural Calam1t1es, such as blights, floods, and droughts, occa

sionally occur in the Sundarbans, but not often ; nor have they, within

the experience of the present generation, happened on a scale to

seriously affect the harvest of the entire Sundarbans.

Floods.—The cyclones of 1864, 1867, and 1869, although they

inflicted great damage in certain particular localities, were only

partial in their effects, and did not extend over the whole Sundar

bans. What was felt severely in one tract hardly affected another ;

and even in the parts most severely visited, the destruction was

confined to a more or less limited area. Excepting such partial

inundations caused by cyclones and storm waves, floods are un

known. Excessive rainfall does not cause inundation. The water

escapes through sluices into the surrounding creeks and rivers at

ebb tide. The rivers and watercourses never rise high enough

to overflow the ordinary embankments, except when there is a

storm wave. As storm waves and cyclones, however, are not of

frequent occurrence, and do not affect the entire Sundarbans, the

Commissioner thinks there is no necessity for larger protective

embankments than those which already exist. The embankments

constructed by the grantees and landed proprietors are generally

four feet high.

Droughts seldom occur in the Sundarbans, although in 1872 the

rainfall was deficient, and in several lots the crops suffered to a

greater or less extent. Drought, when it does happen in the Sun

darbans, is occasioned by a deficiency in the local rainfall. Irriga

tion canals are not needed ; and indeed it would not be possible to

construct them, as the country is intersected by innumerable salt

water creeks and rivers. Where there is sweet water, the tides rise

sufficiently high to admit of the river water flooding the land, and

naturally irrigating the fields.

The Bl1ghts which occasionally attack the rice crops are caused

by worms attacking the young plant before the grain has properly

ripened. These worms are about half an inch long, and are called

majra in Jessor, and pamri in the Bakarganj Sundarbans.

Compensat1ng Influences 1n the caseof Floodsand Drought
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do not exist to any appreciable extent in the Sundarbans, the land

being nearly a dead level. In seasons of scanty rainfall, as in 1872,

there is, however, a slightly better yield of paddy in the lower lands

than on some of the rather higher levels. But these higher lands

do not suffer seriously, although the crops are not so abundant as

in other years. The Commissioner states that, even in years when

the rainfall is unusually heavy, the lands produce an abundant har

vest, as the slightly higher lands yield better crops than usual ;

while, owing to the natural drainage by the numerous creeks and

rivers, the lower lands do not suffer much.

Famine Warnings.—The Commissioner states that the shop

keepers of the Sundarbans have kept no record of the price of rice

during the famine of 1866. The rates current in the Districts to

the north, however, would substantially apply to the Sundarbans ;

and the subject has been fully dealt with in my Statistical Accounts

of the 24 Parganas, Jessor, and Bdkarganj Districts. The Commis

sioner reports that the average price of rice in the Sundarbans, after

the gathering in of the winter harvest, or in January, is Rs. 1. 8. o a

maund, or 4s. id. a hundredweight. If the price of rice in January

or February were to rise as high as Rs. 2. 4. o a maund, or 6s. 2d. a

hundredweight, and the rise were owing not merely to unusual

exportations, but to a serious failure of the local crop, the Commis

sioner would consider these rates a warning of approaching famine.

High rates, however, do not always indicate scarcity. The Sun-

darban rice, particularly the crop from the 24 Parganas and the

Bdkarganj Sundarbans, goes to the Calcutta market; and whenever

there is any unusual exportation from Calcutta, market prices in the

Sundarbans would rise. This increase, however, seldom amounts

to more than from eightpence to a shilling in excess of the ordinary

rates. Nearly the entire population of the Sundarbans is composed

of the agricultural classes ; and the Commissioner does not consider

a rise in the price of grain, however high, if produced by any other

cause than the destruction of the local crops, to be a source of

apprehension. On the contrary, high prices would add to the

prosperity of the general population. The cultivators in the Sun

darbans mainly depend upon the dman or winter rice harvest ; and

the dus or autumn rice crop, however good, could not compensate

for its loss. The natural means of communication, in the shape of

rivers and navigable creeks, are ample to avert famine, if prepara

tions were made in time, and the warnings of the approaching
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scarcity had been attended to sufficiently early. By December the

outturn of the winter rice harvest can be ascertained ; and the

Commissioner states that if this only amounted to one-half of an

ordinary season's crop, he would, after consulting with the local

landholders, think it right to arrange for importing a sufficient

quantity of rice.

Fore1gn and Absentee Propr1etors. — The Commissioner

reports the number of separate estates in the Sundarbans at 431 in

1871-72. Reckoning the Port Canning Company as one, there are

19 European and 20 Musalmdn proprietors registered as landholders

in the Sundarbans. The area held by Muhammadan landholders

is returned at about 122,000 acres. These lands are settled at

progressive rates. The Commissioner returns the revenue from

these lands for the current year (1873-74) at ^1580, which will be

eventually increased to^388o. The majority of grantees and other

settlement holders in the Sundarbans are absentees ; very few of

them reside on their estates.

Means of Commun1cat1on.—The navigable rivers and creeks

form the principal means of communication in the Sundarbans.

Roads hardly exist The only metalled road is one at Canning,

besides which there are about fourteen miles of rough unmetalled

roads in a few lots in the 24 Parganis Sundarbans. The other

tracks are mere footpaths. About six miles of the Calcutta and

South-Eastern Railway, which runs to Canning, pass through Sun-

darban lots Nos. 53 and 54.

Commerce.—Apart from the important export from the Sundar

bans of timber and firewood, which has been fully described in

previous pages, and a considerable trade in other jungle products,

such as canes, reeds, thatching-leaf, honey, and shell-lime, the agri

cultural exports from this District consist almost entirely of rice and

paddy, with a little gur, or raw sugar, grown by a few of the cultiva

tors. The chief market villages are Chandkhali and Morrellganj ;

but trade is also carried on at fairs and religious gatherings, which

are held periodically at stated places. The only new market which

has lately sprung up is the village of Morrellganj on the Pangasi

river, established by the Messrs. Morrell about twenty years ago,

and now one of the principal seats of Sundarban trade. This rising

village and port is fully described in my Statistical Account of

Jessor. The rice crop of the Sundarbans is more than sufficient for

the local consumption, the surplus being exported to Calcutta and
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the surrounding Districts. A rural population has few wants ; and

the chief imports into the Sundarbans consist of oil, salt, tobacco,

pottery, hookah pipes, ddl, or pulse, clothes, and a few iron agri

cultural implements. The Commissioner thinks that the exports

are greater than the imports, and states that ample evidence exists

to show that an accumulation of coin is going on in the Sundarbans.

Many cultivators have been able to amass considerable wealth, and

almost every able-bodied and industrious husbandman has bettered

his condition since he first settled on a Sundarban estate. As a

rule, it is the very poor who come to the Sundarbans. An industrious

man, even without a penny of his own at first starting, soon reaches

easy circumstances. The Commissioner states that among the old

.settled husbandmen there are several who have amassed ^300 or

^400, and a few who are worth from ;£iooo to ,£1500.

Capital.—Such accumulations of capital are partly hoarded,

partly laid out in improving the owner's house and lands, or in

additions to his real property, and partly employed in usury. The

usual rate of interest upon a small loan, where the borrower pawns

some article as security, is one pice for each rupee per month, or

18J per cent. per annum. In large transactions, with a mortgage

upon moveable property, the usual rate is twelve per cent. per

annum ; in similar transactions, but secured by a mortgage upon

houses or lands, it varies from eight to twelve per cent. per annum.

In petty agricultural advances to the cultivators upon the personal

security of the borrower, interest is charged at the following rates :—

If the loan is for six or seven months, twenty-five per cent. interest is

charged; if for nine months, thirty-one per cent.; and if for a whole

year, thirty-seven and a half per cent. As a rule, crops are never

mortgaged in the Sundarbans. A person buying an estate would

consider a net income of nine or ten per cent. a fair return for his

investment, but a great deal depends upon the size and situation of

the estate. A well-cleared estate in the north of the Sundarbans

fetches more than an estate in the same condition in the south,

where there is a greater risk of damage from cyclones and storm

waves. No banking establishments exist in the Sundarbans, loans

being generally conducted by under-tenants and the substantial

class of husbandmen. Few shopkeepers are money-lenders, as they

are generally strangers, and do not know the people well enough to

find out their ways and means.

The Administrative History of the Sundarbans belongs to
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the Districts on the north, to which each tract respectively belongs,

and is included in the figures given in this section of my Statistical

Account of the Districts of the 24 Parganas, Jessor, and Bakarganj.

The land revenue is the only subject with regard to which I have

been able to obtain separate figures for the Sundarbans. In

1871-72 it amounted to ^41,757, 16s. od., derived from 431

estates, or an average payment of £96, 17s. od. from each estate.

All Sundarban lands are settled at a progressive rate of rent ; and

the Commissioner states that the eventual revenue to be obtained

from these 431 estates will amount to ^61,988, 6s. od., or an

average payment of ^143, 16s. 3d. by each estate. The land

revenue of the Sundarbans is paid into the treasury of the District

on the north, to which each tract respectively belongs, and is in

cluded in the Account of that District. The separate cost of

administration of the Sundarbans, i.e. the salary of the Commis

sioner and that of his office establishment, amounted in 1871-72

to ^1830.
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REMARKS BY LOCAL OFFICERS.

NOTE BY THE EDITOR.

I have had the advantage of sending the following pages, after they

were struck off, to the District Officers, and receiving their remarks

upon them. With reference to Mr. Blochmann's observations on

p. 383, the Commissioner in the Sundarbans writes :

'For the last half century at least, there have not been any

important changes in the course of the Sundarban rivers. Some

changes, indeed, are to be observed from a comparison of the recent

maps with Rennel's surveys, made between the years 1764 and 1772.

But, on the other hand, it should be remembered that, so far as the

Sundarbans are concerned, Rennel's surveys were confessedly no

better than approximate. Consequently a difference must neces

sarily be found when such surveys are compared with the results of

the more accurate observations of the present day. Besides, what

ever changes may have taken place in the course of the Sundarban

rivers, it is certain that such changes have been gradual, and not of

a nature to prohibit permanent settlement. With regard to cyclones,

also, I do not think that their action constitutes an important pre

ventive of Sundarban colonization ; for the effects of any cyclone,

however disastrous at the time, are recovered from in the space of

a very few years. I would draw attention to the statement that

" settlements in the Sundarbans are of a temporary nature, and

consist almost exclusively in the laying out of rice fields, which are

only visited by men at the periods of sowing and reaping." This

description is perfectly accurate as regards a portion of the Jessor

Sundarbans, namely the swampy lands between the Kabadak and
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Baleswar rivers. In almost all the rest of the cultivated tracts in

the Sundarbans, rayats permanently dwell all the year through.'

The Collector of the 24 Pargands, with reference to Mr. Bloch-

mann's valuable identification of the sarkdrs and mahals on Todar

Mall's rent-roll with modern localities, adds the following remarks :—

' Khalifatdbdd Sarkdr.—The name Khalifatdbdd implies that it

was " reclaimed on the part of the Emperor." It was probably

applied to this region from the time of Khan Jahan All', the great

Muhammadan reclaimer of the Sundarbans according to the local

legends, who died in 1458 a.d. (See Westland's Report on Jessor,

p. 20, 2d ed.).

' Sargdon Sarkdr.—The entrance of the Jamund is now (1874)

entirely filled up.

' Pachnor.—Rennel's spelling, Pajenore, is perhaps nearer the local

pronunciation, as I learn that this pargand is commonly known as

Pajnaur.

' Bdgutid, locally known as Debriu Baghatea.

' Sherpur TahsUi, locally known as Sherpur Tosoali.—The four

foWovrmgpargands—(4) Belwan, (9) Bagutid, (19) Sherpur Berid, (20)

Sherpur Tahsilt—are now all included in pargand Mahmudshahf,

which comprises within itself 3 1 minor Fiscal Divisions.'

The Collector of Jessor remarks :—' All the pargands and mahals

which Mr. Blochmann connects with Jessor can at the present

time be easily identified in the District, with the following excep

tions :—

' Anuttampur.—I know of no such pargand in Jessor, but there is

one named Anupampur.

' Ujidlpur.—Not known in Jessor, but the name bears some re

semblance to Tara-ujial and Shah-ujial pargands, which are both in

this District.

' Borddah.—Not known in Jessor, but there is one named Baradi.

' Belwdri.-—This pargand is now known as Belwdri Bamanpur.

' BelgdchL—This pargand was in Jessor, but was transferred in

1868 to the District of Faridpur.

' Sherpur Berid.—The name of this pargand is generally pro

nounced Sherpur Bariah.

' Sherpur TahstlL—The name of this pargand is generally pro

nounced Sherpur Tashevali, a manifest corruption.

' Kutabpur.—Not known in Jessor, nor can I identify it with any

name of similar sound in the District.
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' Bhdl and Kasbd.—Not known by this name in Jessor District,

but the town of Jessor itself is locally known as Kasbd.

' Bdghmdrd.—The more smooth pronunciation Bdgmard is usually

adopted.

' Tdluk Kdsindth.—Not known in Jessor, nor can I identify it with

any name of similar sound in the District.

'Jesor, generally called Rasulpur.—Rasulpur is now the name of a

tarafsituated on the Bhairab, exactly opposite the town of Jessor.

' Sulaimdndbdd.—This pargand is usually called Solimdbdd or

Salimdbdd, which would mean the clearing of Solim or Salim.

' Sdhaspur.—Not known in Jessor, nor can I identify it with any

name of similar sound in the District.

' Tappd Sobnd.—There is a taraf oi this name in Jessor.

' Munrdgdchhd.—There is no such pargand in Jessor, but there is

a well-known pargand of this name in the 24 Parganas.'

[Geographical
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GEOGRAPHICAL AND HISTORICAL NOTES

ON THE

BARDWAN AND PRESIDENCY DIVISIONS

OF LOWER BENGAL.

WE have no information regarding the division of Bengal into

Districts during the reigns of the Muhammadan kings of

Bengal. No written history of Bengal has come down to us ; and

numerous as the inscriptions are that have hitherto been found,

they do not throw much light on Bengal geography. In fact, with

the exception of the division of the country into mahals, no other

division is incidentally mentioned. Sarkdrs existed, otherwise we

could not explain the names of several sarkdrs in Todar Mall's

rent-roll, as, for example, Barbakdbad and Sulaimanabdd, which

clearly refer to independent kings of Bengal. In the Provinces

of the Dehli empire, also, the division into sarkdrs and mahals

had early been introduced. The word 'pargand,' which is now so

common, and which, like mahal, means a revenue division, was

only lately introduced. The derivation of the word is not quite

clear, though it is almost certain that the word is a Marhatta one,

and belongs to Western India. The words subah and chaklah

belong entirely to the Mughul period.

The fact that the old revenue divisions of Bengal were styled

mahals, explains the occurrence of this word in Bengal geographical

names, as Rajmahal (or Agmahal, as it was called before Akbar's

time), and our Tributary mahals, Jungle mahals, etc. Parts of the

country are occasionally mentioned under other titles. Thus in

Eastern Bengal we hear of a District called ' /Mm Muazzamdbdd,'

i.e. the clime or realm of Muazzamdbdd (Sondrgdon) ; or we find

' Arsd Sdtgdon,' the ' District ' of Sdtgdon,—a name which still
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exists in 'pargand ' Arsd, to which Hugli and Sdtgdon belong ;

but these terms occur so rarely that they seem to be accidental.

The term ' thdnd,' again, refers to a division of the country for

military purposes, and was chielly used for Districts lying along

the frontiers, where settlements of Paiks, or Bengal militia, existed.

The financial history of Bengal commences with Todar Mall's

rent-roll, a copy of which is preserved in the Atn i Akbari. Grant

says that this rent-roll was completed about 1582 a.d., the year in

which Todar Mall, as we know from the Akbamdmah, was made

Finance Minister. He had been in Bengal and Orissa in 1575,

bravely fighting for Akbar against the Afghdns. The first victory

of the Imperialists, near Takaroi or Mughulmdri, north of Jaleswar,

was, in fact, due to his bravery. In his rent-roll, which is called

Asi iJamd Tumdr, Bengal proper is divided into 19 sarkdrs, con

taining 689 mahals. The revenue from land, salt, fisheries, and

port-dues amounted to 10,693,067 Akbarshdhi rupees, exclusive of

the family subsistence or ndnkdr of the Collectors of the revenue,

which amounted to Rs. 326,250. The list of the mahals and the

revenue at which each was assessed are given in the Atn. The

people of Bengal are described by Abulfazl as ' obedient and ready

to pay taxes. They pay the taxes in eight instalments annually,

in rupees and gold mohars, which they bring personally to the

treasury.'

Todar Mall's rent-roll remained in force till the end of the

regency of Sultan Shujd, brother of Aurangzeb, who a short time

before 1658 fixed the revenue at Rs. 13,115,907, being an increase

of 24 Idkhs on the AslJamd of Todar Mall. Shujd's rent-roll gave

Bengal wider limits. Hijili, Midnapur, Jaleswar, portions of Kuch

Behar, Western Assam, and Tipperah had been added to Bengal,

partly as newly conquered territory. Several chiefs, also, of Chutid

Nagpur paid tribute, and portions of the Sundarbans, if not actually

reclaimed, were for the first time assessed. Altogether, his roll

showed 34 sarkdrs, consisting of 1350 mahals or pargands.

Shujd's assessment was followed during the long reign of

Aurangzeb ; at least we have no information of any improvement

in the revenues of Bengal, with the exception, of course, of several

additions arising from the conquest of Kuch Behar, the annexation

of Chittagong and Western Assam (the latter temporarily), and the

occupation of portions of the Morang. Aurangzeb was too much

occupied with the affairs of the Dakhin, and was glad to leave the
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administration of Bengal in the hands of his grandson Azfmushan,

never demanding, as it appears, more than the established rental.

But as the growing poverty of the imperial exchequer demanded

strict regularity in the payment of this sum, Aurangzeb bestowed

the diwdni of Bengal on the well-known Jafar Khdn, to whom he

gave the title of Murshid Kuli Khdn. This man, who has correctly

been styled the Todar Mall of Bengal, was the son of a Brdhman.

Brought up while an infant by Haji Shafid of Isfahdn, he was

carried to Persia, and there brought up in the Muhammadan faith

under the name of Muhammad Heidi. When death deprived him

of his patron, he returned to the Dakhin, and was soon received

into the service of Aurangzeb, who honoured him first with the

title of Kdrtalab Khdn, with the diwdni of Haidardbdd, and then

removed him to the same post in the Subah of Bengal, under the

title of Murshid Kuli Khdn. Notwithstanding complaints of his

administration, preferred at the instigation of Prince Azfmushan,

Jafar Khan was confirmed in his post just before the emperor's

decease in 1707; and he had the address to maintain himself in

his office throughout the whole reign of Bahadur Shah. On the

accession of Farrukh Siyar in 17 13, and the consequent vacancy in

the nizdmat of Bengal, Jafar Khan was enabled, with the assistance

of Jagat Seth the banker, to purchase it on easy terms for himself,

with the higher title of Mutamin-ul-Mulk Alduddaulah Asad-Jang.

From this period is to be dated the entire uncontrollable adminis

tration of finances, when united virtually in the same person with

that of the superior office of Ndzim. The first effect of the change

was the removal of the seat of government, in 1717, from Dacca to

Murshiddbdd, Jafar Khan's former residence 1 when acting solely

in the capacity of diwdn. He next commenced his financial

reforms, which consisted chiefly in the abolishing of the Bengal

contingent of household troops (3000 horse), and in a hastobud

investigation, set on foot throughout the interior Districts, and

chiefly in that of Sdtgaon, for the purpose of ascertaining or equa

lizing the established proportional assessment, which caused a

perpetual increase to the old rent-roll. These various reforms

were embodied in the Jamd i Kdmil Tt'tmdr, or perfect rent-roll.

According to it, Bengal was, from 1722, or 35 years prior to the

British conquest, newly arranged in 13 chaklahs, or large divisions

1 Murshidabdd is called after him (Jafar Khan Murshid Kuli Khdn). Its old

name was Makhsudabad, spelt on old maps Moxudabath.
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of territory, comprising, by minuter subdivisions of old mahals,

the number of 1660 pargands, the revenue of which was now fixed

at Rs. 14,288,186. Two of the 13 chaklahs were annexations from

Orissa, viz. Bandar Balasor, and Hijili ; 5 lay west of the Ganges,

viz. Sdtgdon, Bardwdn, Murshiddbdd, Jessor, and Bhtfshnd ; and 6

lay north and east of the Ganges, viz. Akbarnagar, Ghoraghat,

Karaibdri, Jahangirnagar, Silhet, and IsldmdbM. The faujddris,

or magisterial jurisdictions, coincided with the revenue chaklahs.

To the above new rental further sums were added, arising from

taxes levied over and above the Asl i Jamd, and called abwdb.

Under Jafar Khan, the abwdb carried to the account only amounted

to little more than 2^ ldkhs, though he collected much more,

which did not appear in the imperial accounts. But under his suc

cessor, Shujd-ud-daulah, the abwdb collections were either increased,

or appeared for the first time more fully in the accounts, and

Rs. 2,172,952 were credited. Under Ali Vardi KMn, till 1755,

the abwdb rose to Rs. 2,225,554, inclusive of Rs. 302,480 levied

as chauth Marhattd ; and under Kasim Ali Khan, to 1763, to

Rs. 7,481,340.

In 1765, when Kasim Khan was expelled, and the Company

acquired the diwdni, the net amount of all the revenue collected by

authority throughout the stibah of Bengal amounted to Rs. 25,624,223.

Adding to this 65 ldkhs proceeding from the stibah Behar, and 1 1

lakhs more as the annual mdlguzdri of Midnapur (being the only

portion of Orissa annexed to the great viceroyalty of Bengal), we

have as total effective income, in 1765, of all the dependencies,

33^ millions of rupees. Subsequently, the resumption on a large

scale of lands misappropriated under the name of bdzi zamin

commenced, which led to an almost annual increase in the land

revenue till the time of the Permanent Settlement.

We have, therefore, between 1582 and 1792, or a period of 200

years, two principal Settlements, viz. the Asl iJamd of Todar Mall,

which was modified by Prince Shujd before 1658 so as to take in

newly-acquired territory ; and, secondly, the Kdmil Jamd of Jafar

Khan, which with several modifications continued till after the

acquisition of the diwdni by the East India Company.

The second Settlement is minutely detailed in Grant's Analysis

of the Bengal Finances. Todar Mall's rent-roll, though it is one ot

the most interesting contributions to Bengal geography of the 16th

century, has hitherto received little attention. The rent-roll divided
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Bengal, in its then circumscribed limits, into 19 sarkdrs, of which

1 1 lay altogether north and east of the Ganges, viz. Jannatdtad,

Purniah, Tajpur, Panjrd, Ghoraghat, Barbakdbdd, Bazuha, Silhet,

Sondrgdon, Fathidbdd, and Chittagong ; 4 lay chiefly west of the

Hugli or Bhagirathf, viz. Audumbar, Sharifdbdd, Salimdbdd, and

Maddran ; and, lastly, 4 lay almost entirely within the Delta east

of the Hugli and west of the Ganges, viz. Sdtgaon (a few pargands

of which lay west of the H1igli), Mahmuddbdd, Khalifatdbdd, and

Bakll Sarkdr Jaleswar, with Midnapur, belonged to Orissa. On

the whole, then, the geographical division was based upon the

courses of the rivers.'

I shall now take those sarkdrs of Todar Mall's rent-roll which

correspond to the Presidency and Bardwan Divisions of the present

day. I have not succeeded in identifying every place. Many of

the mahals were small, and assessed as low as 25 rupees. Hence

a good number of them was swept away by Jafar's rent-roll, and no

trace is now-a-days to be found of them. In fact, Sarishtahddr

Grant even did not attempt the restoration and identification of the

Bengal mahals of the 16th century.

The following table will show the relative position of Todar

Mall's western sarkdrs and the modern Bardwan and Presidency

Divisions :—

Bardwin Division.

1. Midnapur . . corresponds to

2. Howrah | . . ,,

3. HtigH \ .

4. Bardwan . . ,,

5. Bfrbhum . ,,

6. Bankura ...

Presidency Division.

1. 24 Parganas and Calcutta ,,

2. Nadiyi . . ,,

3. Jessor ... ,,

4. Sundarbans ...

Sarkdrs in Todar Malts Rent-roll.

Jaleswar and Madaran.

Satgaon, Madaran, Salimabad, and

Sharifabad.

Saltmabad, Sharifabad, Satgaon.

Madaran, Sharifabad, Audumbar.

excluded as not belonging to Bengal.

Satgaon.

(Salimabad, Satgaon, Khalifatabad,

\ and Mahmudabad.

Khalifatabad and Mahmudabad.

excluded as not being assessed.

' This had also been the case with the division of Bengal into five Provinces

during the time of the Hindu kings. The divisions were—(1) Rdrha, west of

the Htigli and south of the Ganges ; (2) Bagrl, the Delta of the Ganges ; (3)

Virendra, the country north of the Padma, and between the Karatoya and the

Mahinanda ; (4) Banga, the country to the east of the Delta ; and (5) Mithili,

the country west of the Mahinanda. ,
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Thus the two Divisions correspond nearly to eight of Todar

Mall's sarkdrs. It is noteworthy that four out of the eight have

Muhammadan names, viz. Salimabdd, Sharifabdd, Khalifatdbdd,

and Mahrhtfddbdd. Three of the sarkdrs with non-Muhammadan

names—Sdtgaon, Midnapur, and Maddran—are called after their

principal towns, of which two, viz. Madaran and Sdtgaon, are now

insignificant hamlets. The name of Audumbar we also find in

other parts of India ; thus General Cunningham gives the name of

Audumbara to Kachh.' Of the four sarkdrs with Muhammadan

names, two remind us of Muhammadan kings of Bengal, viz.

Salimabdd and Mahmuddbdd. The latter is called after one of

the three Mahmud Shdhs of Bengal, probably after the third, who

reigned from 1533 to 1537. The name of the former should be

Sulaimandbdd ; and the Ain still gives the old form, which is trace

able to Sulaiman, whose son Datfd Shdh was defeated by Akbar's

forces. But the name was early corrupted to Saldmabdd, or Salima

bdd, either in remembrance of Prince Salim (Jahdngir), or because

the form is shorter. The personages or historical events that gave

rise to the names of Sharifabad and Khal1fatabad are not exactly

known.

I shall now take the sarkdrs singly.

SARKAR SATGAON.

This sarkdr derives its name from the town of Sdtgaon or

Saptagrdm, ' The Seven Villages,' which was a place of importance

till the 16th century. It owed its prosperity to its situation on the

Saraswati, which was formerly the main stream of the Bhagirathi.

At Tribenf, north of Hugli, the river sends forth two branches,

one to the west, under the name of Saraswatf, and one to the

east, which is called Jamund or Jabund. The entrances of both

branches are now nearly silted up, and the Jamuna only becomes

important again in the southern portions of the 24 Parganas.

The Saraswati is now an insignificant khdl, which joins the parent

stream a little below the Botanical Gardens, south of Howrah.

Abulfazl looks upon the Saraswatf, the Jamund, and the Padmd

as the chief branches which take the waters of the Ganges to the

sea. He says in the Ain : s—' Near the place Kazihdta, in sarkdr

1 Ancient Geography ofIndia, p. 302, and map be

8 Mr. Blochmann's edition of the Aln i Akbarl, p. 388.
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Bdrbakdbdd, the Ganges divides into two parts,—one goes east

ward, and flows into the ocean near Chdtgdon, and in this separa

tion the stream is called Padmdvati; the other goes southwards,

and divides again into three parts, one being called the Saraswati,

the other the Jon (or Jamuna), the third Gang! The three

are called in Hindi, Tribeni,1 and are held in veneration. The

third (i.e. the Gangd, the modern Hugli) becomes, near Sdtgdon,

a thousand channels, and then joins the sea. The Saraswati and

the Jamuna also flow into the ocean.' On De Barros' map oi

Bengal 2 (a.d. 1540), the Saraswati and Jamuna are still marked

as large branches; on Van den Broucke's map (1660), the Jamuna

is marked as a small khdl, but the Saraswati is still prominently

drawn as a large offshoot. It is also noticeable that the large

island in the Hugli opposite to Tribeni was in existence in 1540,

for it has a prominent position on De Barros' map. At the present

day the Saraswati is a narrow rivulet ; the old banks, however,

are in many places distinctly visible, and show how large the

river once was. In the early period of the Muhammadan rule,

Sdtgdon was the seat* of the Governors of Lower Bengal, and a

mint town. Its first Governor was Izzuddin, in 1325 a.d. These

oificers seem often to have rebelled ; for even in Akbar's time

Sdtgdon had the nickname of * Bulghdk-Khdnah,' or 'house of

revolt.' Its importance as a place of trade and shipping is well

attested, and even a modern Bengali proverb uses the term 'a

Sdtgdon man' in the sense of 'an astute fellow.' The decay of

the town is no doubt due to the silting up of the river; in the

memoir to Van den Broucke's4 map it is called ' a village.' In the

Atn (1596 a.d.) it is already mentioned as decayed; for Abulfazl

says:—'In sarkdr Sdtgdon there are two " bandars" (or trading-

places on a river or sea) about half a kos distant from each other ;

1 i.e. The three streams.

1 Da Asia, by Joao de Barros, vol. iv. pt. 2.

* Other residences of Governors were Deokot in Dinajpur, Lakhnauti, and

Sonargaon. These towns lay all near the frontiers of Bengal,— Deokot in the

north, to keep the rebellious Rajas and aborigines in check ; Sonargaon pro

tected the eastern frontier ; Lakhnauti faced the Dehli empire ; and Satgaon

was near the frontier of Orissa.

4 In Francois Valentyn's Beschryving van Charomandcl, pt. v., Amsterdam,

1726. The map was drawn up by Mattheus van den Broucke, who was 'Land-

Voogd van Choromandel ' from 1658 to 1664 (loc. cit. p. 174). The Dutch

settlements in Bengal belonged to the Coromandel Agency.
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the one Sdtgdon, the other Hiigli. The latter alone pays revenue.

Both are in the hands of the Firinghis. Here grow excellent

pomegranates.' The latest inscription, also, found at the place

dates from 1530 a.d. A ruined mosque and several old tombs

in a small quadrangle are the only remains now left; and when

I visited the place in 1870,1 the name of Sdtgdon was applied to

a collection of eleven huts. The place 2 lies about half an hour's

walk from Magrah station on the East India Railway.

Sarkdr Sdtgdon, in 1582, was divided into 53 mahals, paying

a revenue of 16,724,724 ddms (40 ddms = 1 Akbarshdhi rupee),

or Rs. 418,118. The Bandar tolls and Hat taxes alone were

Rs. 30,000. In 1728 they amounted to Rs. 297,941 (Grant).

The sarkdr was a large one. It extended from Hdthidgarh in

the south, near Sagar Island, to a little above Plassey (Paldsl) on

the Bhagirathi in the north, and from the Kabadak in the east

to beyond the Hugli ; but the greater portion lay east of the Hiigli,

within the modern Districts of the 24 Parganas and Nadiyd. It

was swept away by Jafar Khdn's new division of Bengal into

chaklahs, some portions being transferred to chaklah Bardwdn,

others to chaklah Hiigli.

The names of the mahals are :—

(1) Amboa; (2) Kotwali ; (3) Farasatghar. Ambod is still

marked as a prominent place by Rennel, south of Kalna, and on

Van den Broucke's map it is spelt ' Ambowa.' Kotwdli belongs to

pargand Rdipur, to which Kalna belongs ; hence Grant speaks

of ' Raipur Kootwally Satgam.' It is therefore clear that lands

of the pargand were used to defray the magisterial charges (kotwdli)

of Sdtgdon. The last name is doubtful.

(4) Ukhra or Okra. Rennel spells ' Aukerah.' This is a large

pargand, now partly in the 24 Parganas and in Nadiyd. The Nadiyd

portion contains Nagar Ukhrd, and west of it, near the Jamund,

the old Ldopald, mentioned on inscriptions (Journal of the Asiatic

Society of Bengal, pt. i., 1870, p. 294). In Jafar Khan's rent-roll,

the name of Ukhrd or Okrd is also used for the large zaminddri

of Nadiyd, conferred in the beginning of the 18th century on

Raghu Rdm, a Brdhman descended from Bhabanand, the first

conspicuous member of the family, who, as recorder of the jamd

of sarkdr Sdtgdon, held the title of Majmudddr,—a title so

1 Vide Journal ofthe Asiatic Society of Bengal, pt. L 1870, p. 280.

• It is not marked on the Indian Atlas Sheet No. 121.
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common among Bengal families, and generally corrupted to

Majumddr.

(5) Anwarpur, now a large pargand in the Bdrasat Division of

the 24 Parganas.

(6, 7) Arsa, and Dependencies of Satgaon. The name

' Arsd' has been explained above.1

(8) Akbarpur. Not identified.

(9) Buran. A large pargand in North-western Sdtkhird, 24

Parganas.

(10, 11) Panwan and Salimpur. Spelt on our maps ' Pownan '

and 'Salampur.' The former lies west of Arsd, the latter north

of it.

(12) Purah. No longer a pargand. There is a place 'Poorah'

in Northern Basurhdt, near the Jamuna.

(13, 14) Bramahottar and Manikhati. Not identified.

Brahmottar is a term applied to grants of lands to Brdhmans.

(15) Belgaon. Still a small pargand, south of Plassey.

(16) Balinda, in the 24 Parganas, with the towns of Harud

and Bdlindd. Harud is the burial-place of Gord Chand, the

legendary saint of the 24 Parganas.

(17, 18) Bagwan and Patkabari, the former in Nadiyd, the

latter in Murshiddbdd. They are the most northerly mahals of

the sarkdr.

(19) Balia, in the 24 Parganas, west of the Jamuna, with the

town of Basurhdt.

(20) Bhaluka, in South Sdtkhird, between the Bayrd Ml and the

Kabadak. A portion of the mahal belongs to sarkdr Khalifatdbdd.

(21) Baridhati, in the 24 Parganas, south of Calcutta, and

west of Diamond Harbour.

(22) Turtaria. Not identified.

(23) Havelishahr, opposite Hiigli and Chandarnagar. The

pargand lies now partly in Nadiyd, partly in the 24 Parganas.

The name is often contracted to Hdlishahr. This is the Haveli

or home pargand of the Shahr or town, i.e. Sdtgdon.

1 This mahal included, of course, Hiigli and Chinsurah. Plans and rough

sketches of the old Portuguese and Dutch settlements will be found in Valentyn's

Beschryving, vol. v., and in Bernoulli, vol. f. p. 455. The conquest of Hiigli

by Shah Jahan is given in Stewart's History (p. 152). In Jafar Khan's rent-

roll, the greater part of Arsa is given as belonging to the zamlndarl of Raghu

Deb.
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(24) Husainpur, in the 24 Parganas, generally joined with

Kalarod (No. 40). A portion of it belongs to sarkdr Sulaimanabdd.

(25, 26) Hajipur and Barbakpur. Not identified.

(27) Dhuliapur, in the 24 Pargands, south-east, between the

Jamuna and the Kalindi. Near it lies Iswaripur, the seat of Rajd

Pratdpdditya, the hero of the Sundarbans.

(28) Ranihat, a large pargand west of the Hugli, opposite

Santipur.

(29) Sadghati. This seems to be Sddkhdli, north of Plassey.

(30 to 34) Sakota, Srirajpur, Saghat, Katsal, and Fathipur.

Not identified. Srirajpur seems to be the same as Sarfrdzpur, still a

pargand in the 24 Parganas, north of the town of Basurhdt.

(35, 36> 37) Kalikata (Calcutta), Bakuya, and Barbakpur.

This is Calcutta ; and the Ain i Akbari is therefore the first book

that mentions the present capital of India. The situation of the

other two mahals is still a matter of doubt; even the name 'Bakuyd'

is not certain. Gladwin has ' Makuma.' The revenue paid by

these three mahals in 1582 amounted to Rs. 23,405!.

(38, 39) Kharar and Kandalia. Not identified.

(40) Kalaroa, joined with Husainpur (No. 24), partly in Nadiyd

and in 24 Parganas.

(41) Magura, in the 24 Parganas, south of the town of Calcutta.

(42) Matiari, in Nadiya District.

(43) Mednimall, south-east of Calcutta, along the South-Eastern

Railway, towards Port Canning (present name, Maiddnmal).

(44) Muzaffarpur, in Howrah District, on the Hugli, below the

Botanical Garden.

(45) Munragachha, in the 24 Parganas, with Diamond Harbour

and Hugli Point.

(46) Maihati, in the 24 Parganas, generally spelt Myehatti, south

of Buran and east of Bayra' bil. J afar Khdn's rent-roll confers this

mahal on a zaminddr of the name of Satiram.

(47, 48) Nadiya and Santipur.

(49) Hilki, in the 24 Parganas, in the north-west of Sdtkhird

Subdivision.

(50) Hathikanda, still a pargand. Hathikanda lies opposite to

Sukhsagar on the Hugli, in Hugli District.

(51) Hathiagarh, the most southerly mahal of the sarkdr; a

large pargand extending from Diamond Harbour towards Sagar

Island.
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The harbour tolls and hdt taxes mentioned above formed mahals

52 and 53.

SARKAR SULAIMANABAD.

This sarkdr lay to both sides of the Hiigli, and surrounded sarkdr

Sdtgaon in the north and west. The name, as was mentioned above,

was early corrupted to Salimdbdd and Salamdbdd. This explains

the origin of the name of the town of Salimdbdd (or Saldmdbdd) on

the left bank of the Damodar, south-east of Bardwan. It was the

chief town of the sarkdr.

The sarkdr, as constituted in 1582, was more productive than that

of Sdtgdon, its revenue being Rs. 440,709^. Jafar KhdVs re-dis

tribution of the mahals into chaklah also swept away sarkdr

Sulaimanabdd ; the eastern half was attached to Hugli, and the

western half to Bardwan.

Its 31 pargands were :—

(1) Indrani, in Bardwan, north-east between the Brdhmam river

and the Bhdgirathi. Katwd town belongs to it.

(2) Ismailpur. Not identilied.

(3) Anulia. This mahal no longer exists. The town of Anulid

lies south-east of Santipur, near the Churn (.

(4) Ula. This is the old name of Birnagar in Nadiyd, east of

Sdntipur, about the Churni.

(5) Basundhara, or Balid Basundhard, in Howrah District ; the

marshy country between the Damodar and Hugli, with the Rajdpur

jhil. Van den Broucke's map places the village of ' Basanderi ' near

the point where the Saraswati again reunites with the Hugli, and

where the Rajapur jhil is. A remark in Dutch says : ' The bush

Sanderie,1 where Alexander the Great was pushed back (gestuyt) !'

(6) Bhursut, north-west of the preceding, to both banks of the

Damodar.

(7) Panduah, north-west of Hugh', with the chief town of the

same name. This Panduah is not to be confounded with the

Panduah or Purroa near Mdldah. The latter was for some time

the capital of the Muhammadan kings of Bengal. Panduah was

one of the earliest Settlements of the Muhammadans in Bengal.

The town itself has now been reduced to a village by fever and

1 This looks as if the first syllable in Basundhari had been looked upon as

meaning ' bush 1 '
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epidemics. Traces of its old wall and ditch may still be seen at a

good distance from the present village. The ruins of its old mosques,

and the great size of its tanks and their massive ghdts, confirm the

tradition of its former greatness.1 Its paper manufactories existed

till the beginning of the present century. The term Pandut kdghiz is

even now well known among Muhammadans. The Panduah paper

was prized for its thinness and durability ; whilst the Arwalt kdghiz,

or paper of Arwal, a town in Behar on the Son, is still valued for its

thickness.

On Van den Broucke's map, 'Pondua' is wrongly placed in the

same latitude as ' Oegli ' (Hugli).

(8) Pachnor, or Panchnor, spelt by Rennel ' Pajenore,' east of

the Hugli, in Nadiyd, with Chagdah and Sukhsdgar.

(9) Bal1danga. The name is doubtful.

(10) Chhut1pur, in South Bardwan, east of Salimdbdd.

(11) Chaumaha, in Northern Hugli District, south-west of Pan

duah. It is curious that De Barros' map should mention this mahal;

but he gives 'Chouma,' placed correctly north-west of Sdtgdon,

beyond the Saraswati.

(12) Ja1pur, in Nadiyd, south-east.

(13) Husa1npur. This a portion of the Husainpur Kaldrod

mentioned under sarkdr Sdtgdon. It lies at the point where Nadiyd,

Jessor, and the 24 Parganas meet.

(14) Dharsha, on the right bank of the Hugli, between Howrah

and Serampur.

(15) Ra1sah. Not identified. Grant (p. 372) gives ' Raisha.'

(16) Havel1 Sula1manabad, in South Bardwan, to both banks of

the Ddmodar. A portion belongs to Hugli District. Van den

Broucke marks it under the spelling of ' Silimath.'

(17) Satsa1kka (Sats1kka), west of the town of Nadiyd, in Bard-

wdn District. In Jafar Khan's rent-roll, Sdtsikkd is mentioned as

belonging to Muhammad Akram Chaudhri.

(18) Sahaspur. Not identified. The Sahaspur in Jessor lies

rather too far to the east.

(19) S1nghol1. This seems to be the small pargand of Singur in

Hugli District, south of Chaumdha (No. 1 1).

(20) Sultanpur, east of Krishnagar, between the Ichhamatf and

the Kabadak.

1 Vide a description of Panduah and its ruins in Proceedings of the Asiatic

Society ofBengal for April 1870, and Journal, do., part i. for 1870.
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(21) Umarpur, in Nadiya, on the Ichhdmati, consisting of two

now detached portions.

(22) Alampur, in Nadiyd, south-east, on the Jessor frontier.

(23) Kubazpur. Rennel gives this name to the triangular piece

of land opposite the town of Nadiyd, formed by the Jalangi and the

Hiigli. He spells it ' Cowazpoor.'

(24) Kusdaha, spelt by Rennel ' Choazda,' in Nadiyd, south-east,

adjacent to the 24 Parganas.

(25) Mazkurin. This Arabic term, which signifies 'those who

are mentioned,' is applied in works on revenue to petty zaminddrs

who paid the revenue direct to the State. They lay scattered over

the whole sarkdr.

(26) Muhammadpur. Not identified. Also mentioned by Grant.

(27) Mulghar, now partly in Nadiyd, partly in the 24 Parganas,

and in Jessor, west of the Kabadak.

(28 to 31) Nagin, Naira, Nasang, and Nabya(?). Not identified.

Ndird seems to be a mistake for Baird, a large pargand in Hiigli

District, adjacent to Bhursut (No. 6). To Baird belongs the little

town of Maydpur (near the Bardwan boundary), where I am told

the tomb exists of one Mauland Sirajuddi'n, who is said to have

been the teacher of Husain Shdll, king of Bengal (1494 to 1522).

Grant seems to have had difficulties with Nasang, for he gives

' Lessunkeh ' and ' Nessang,' though they are the same mahal. The

last name is quite doubtful.

SARKAR MADARAN.

This sarkdr derives its name from the old town of Madaran, or

Manddran, which I have identified with Bhitargarh. Bhitargarh is

marked on our Survey maps due west of Chinsurah, beyond the

Dhalkisor, in pargand Jahandbdd. The legendary history of the

town will be found in the April Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal for 1870, p. 116.

The town, if ever of great importance, must have sunk into

oblivion in the 1 7th century. It is no longer marked on Van den

Broucke's map nor on those of Rennel ; but it is still given on De

Barros' map as ' Mandaram,'—a name which, like the one near it

(Cospetir), had not hitherto been identified. The fact that

Maddran is only given on De Barros' map (1540 a.d.) coincides

exactly with the period of the prosperity of the town. Bearing at
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the same time in mind, that in 1540 Orissa was still under Hindu

rulers, and that the frontier of the kingdom came close up to

Madaran, we are enabled to identify De Barros' ' Reino Cospetir'

with ' the kingdom of the Gajpati,' the fmal r being simply the sign

of the genitive in Bengali.

Sarkdr Madaran extended in a large semicircle from Nagar in

Birbhum, over Rdniganj, Jahdndbid, Western H1igli, and Howrah,

to Chitwd in Midnapur, and Mandalghat in Howrah, and Mahi-

shddal in Hijili, thus forming the south-west frontier of Bengal in

1582. Its sixteen mahals paid a revenue of Rs. 235,085.

This sarkdr also was entirely broken up by Jafar Khan.

The mahals are as follow :—

(1) Anhat1, or Alhatf, south of Jahdndbdd, in Hugli District.

(2) Balghar1, on both sides of the Damodar, north of Bhursut.

(3) B1rbhum, the western and jungly portions of Birbhum and

SantdM. The name is no doubt connected with the Mundd word

Mr, a forest, so that Birbhdm means ' forest-land.' The extension

of this name to eastern portions towards the BhagiratW is quite

modern.1 The etymology of the word is similar to that of Dongar-

pur, Dongargaon, etc., which is traceable to the Goad! word • dongar,'

a forest.

(4) Bhowalbhum. Not identified.

(5) Ch1twa. Now in Midnapur. Abulfazl, in the Akbarndmah,

says that the mahal lies intermediate between Bengal and Orissa.

This was the home of the troublesome zaminddr Sobha Sinh, whose

rebellion in the end of the 17th century caused the building of the

old Fort William at Calcutta (Stewart, p. 206). Stewart spells the

name wrong, • Jetwa.' Bardd, which also belonged to Sobhd Sinh,

lies close to it.

(6) Champanagar1, on the left bank of the Damodar, north-west

of the town of Bardwan.

(7) Havel1 Madaran, now called Jahandbdd. As the name

Jahandbdd occurs in the Akbarndmah, it is not traceable to Shah

Jahan. It may refer to one of the numerous Khan Jahans under

the Pathans of Bengal. Jahanabdd up to 1872 included Chandra-

kond. If Madaran included it, as is most probable, the zaminddrs

must have been almost independent. In the Tuzuk i Jahdngirt

(p. 194), Hari Bhan, zaminddr of Chandrakond, is mentioned as a

1 The name as applied to a whole District is first found in Jafar's rent-

roll.
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rebel (1617 a.d.) ; and in the Pddishdhndmah (1. b. 332), Bir Bhdn,

zaminddr of Chandrakona, appears among the imperial Mansabddrs

of five hundred, which shows that Chandrakona must have sub

mitted.

According to a legend mentioned by Mr. Beames (Elliot's Races,

i. p. 67, note), Chandrakona was founded by up-country Rajpiits of

the Chauhdn clan.

(8) Senbhum, in South-western Birbhiim, along the left bank of the

Ajai, with Ildmbdzdr. The portion on the right bank, which is

jungly and hilly, is now called Senpahdri.

(9) Samarsanhas, now called Samarshdhi, in South-western

Bardwan, north of Jahdnabdd.

(10) Shergarh, also called Sikharbhum. The name is still

used for the country between the Ajai and the Ddmodar, to which

Raniganj belongs.

(11) Shahpur, in Midnapur.

(12) Kit. Not identified.

(13) Mandalghat, in Southern Howrah, between the Riipnard-

yan and the Damodar. In Jafar Khdn's rent-roll, the mahal is

mentioned as belonging to zaminddr Padmanath.

(14) Nagar, in Birbhiim.

(15) Minabag. Not identified, unless it refer to Mainachaur in

Midnapur.

(16) Mahishadal, south of Mandalghdt, between the Riipnard-

yan and Haldi.

SARKAR SHARIFABAD.

This sarkdr lay north of SulaimanaMd, and comprises portions of

Bardwan, Birbhiim, and Murshiddbdd. Leaving out the mahals

which now belong to Murshiddbdd, we have the following pargands

belonging to the present Bardwan Division :—

(1) Bardwan, with the town of Bardwan, the chief town of the

sarkdr}

(2) Barbak Sinh, in Birbhiim. It borders on Fathisinh in

Murshiddbdd. As Barbak Shdh and Fathi Shah, sons of Mahmiid

Shdh, were both kings of Bengal, the two pargands are evidently

called after them. The numerous Bdrbakpurs, Barbakdbdds, Barbak

1 For the Muhammadan Antiquities of Bardwan, vide Journal ofthe Asiatic

Society ofBengal for 1871, pt. f. pp. 251 to 256.

VOl. II. 2 A
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Sinhs, etc., in Bengal point all to this king. From Tribeni inscrip

tions, we also know that Bdrbak, when prince, was governor of the

country west of the Hugli.

(3) Bhurkunda and Akbarshahi, alias Sanrul or Surul, in

Birbhiim. Sdnrul is the ' Soorool' of our maps. Bhurkiindd, as we

shall see below, was also often applied to Santdlid.

(4) Bagha, now in Bardwan District, north-west of the town of

Bardwan.

(5) Bazar Ibrahimpur, in Birbh1im.

(6) Dhaniyan, spelt on the maps ' Dheyia,' correctly Dheyd, in

Bardwan, south of the Ajai.

(7) Salaimanshahi. This seems to be the same as Saldmpur on

the left bank of the Ddmodar, between Bardwan and Raniganj.

(8) Azmatpur, on the maps ' Azmat Shahi,' north of Bardwan.

The chief town of this mahal is Mangalkot, an old town with

several ruined mosques deserving of investigation. Mangalkot is

mentioned several times in the Akbarndmah as the scene of

engagements between Avar's troops and the Pathdn rebels (vide

Stewart, p. 112).

(9) Husain Ujial, now Zain Ujidl, in Birbhiim, west of

Bhurkiindd.

(10) Kargaon, a small pargand in Birbhiim.

(11) Khand, in Bardwan, on the right bank of the Ddmodar,

south-west of the town of Bardwan. It is generally called ' Khand

Ghosh.'

(12) Khatanga, in Birbh1im, south of the Mor river, with the

town of Suit

(13) Manoharshahi, in Bardwan, on the northern bank of the

Ajai.

(14) Muzaffarshahi. Not identified.

The other mahals belong to Murshiddbdd.

SARKAR JALESWAR.

This sarkdr almost coincides with the modern District of Midna-

pur (including Western and Southern Hijili). It contained 28

mahals, and paid a revenue of 50,052,738 ddms, or Rs. 1,251,318^.

The large amount of the revenue is remarkable, especially when we

consider that the District was newly conquered.
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The chief town of the sarkdr was Jaleswar, which now belongs

to Orissa.

The mahals are :—

(1) Bansdiha, or Haft Chaur, i.e. the seven Chaurs. They

surround Jaleswar.

(2) Pippli, or Pipli Shdhbandar, on the Subanrekhd.

. (3) Balisahi, or Bdlishdhi, also called Kalindi Bdlishdhi, in South

Hijili.

(4) Baltkothi, in pargand Sdtmalang.

(5) Biripada, on the edge of the jungle, in Morbhanj. It paid

a round sum of Rs. 1 6,ooo.

(6) Bhograi, a large pargand at the mouth of the Subanrekhd,

partly in Balasor, partly in Hijili.

(7) Bagri, in North Midnapur, bordering on Bdnkura and

Huglf.

(8) Bazar. The same as Dhenkidbdzar, on the Kasdi, south-east

of the town of Midnapur.

(9) Bahmanbhum, in Northern Midnapur.

(10) Jaleswar, in Midnapur and Balasor.

(11) Tamluk.

(12) Tarkud, in Midnapur.

(13) Dawarpara, or Shorbhiiro.

(14) Remna, now a town west of Balasor.

(15) Rain, 'on the frontier of Orissa.' This pargand is several

times mentioned in Muhammadan histories and in Stewart, and

must lie north of Midnapur.

(16) Raipur, 'a large town.' This mahal lies west of Bagri

(No. 7), on the upper Kasdi, and belongs now to Chutid Nagpur.

(17) Sabang, now in Midnapur.

(18 to 21) Chiara, Kasijora, Kharagpur, Kedarkhand, all in

Midnapur.

(22) Karai, spelt by Rennel 'Currai,' in Midnapur.

(23) Gagnapur, or Gagneswar, in Midnapur.

(24) Karohi. Not identified.

(25) Maljhata. Portions of Hijili.

(26) Midnapur. ' A large town with two forts, one old and one

new.'

(27) Mahakanghat, or Kutabpur; and

(28) Narayanpur, or Khdndar, both in Midnapur.
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SARKAR MAHMUDABAD.

This sarkdr, which, like the following, contained a large number

of small pargands, extended over Northern Jessor, Nadiya, Eastern

Murshiddbdd, Southern Rajshdhf, and Pabnd. Abulfazl says

that most inhabitants were Kayasths. The whole sarkdr paid a

revenue of Rs. 290,056!. Jafar Khan broke up the sarkdr, a part

of it being annexed to Rajshdhf, and another to the new chaklah of

Bhushna. The zaminddrs of Bhushna seem, however, to have been

powerful long before Jafar Khan's time. During the reigns of

Jahangir and Shah Jahdn, ' Satrujit, son of Mukindrd, zamtnddr of

Bhtfshnd,' is mentioned (vide Journal ofthe Asiatic Society ofBengal,

pt. i. 1872, p. 59). His rebellion ended as fatally for himself as

the rebellion of Sitdrdm, one of his successors in the zaminddrt

(vide Westland's Report). Bh1ishnd lies near Mahmddpur, men

tioned below ; and it is curious that west of it, on the Nabagangd,

we find a Satrujitpur.

The following are the principal pargands, chiefly belonging to the

Presidency Division :—(1) Anuttampur; (2) Ujidlpur ; (3) Borddah;

(4) Belwari, in Jessor; (5) Patkdbdrid, in Nadiya; (6) Baman Kild,

in Nadiyd ; (7) Pardnpur, in Nadiyd ; (8) Pipalbarid, in Nadiyd ; (9)

Bagutid, in Jessor; (10) Belgdchhf, in Jessor; (11) Jhaudid, in

Nadiyd; (12) Jidrdkh, in Nadiyd; (13) Jaidid, in Jessor; (14)

Husain Ujidl, in Nadiyd; (15) Khalispur, in Jessor; (16) Dahlat

Jaldipur, on the Chitrd, north-west of Jessor, marked only ' Jaldlpur'

on our maps, but 'Dehulat Jaldipur' by Rennel; (17) Salimpur, in

Nadiyd ; (18) Shah Ujidl, in Jessor; (19) Sherpur Berid, in Jessor;

(20) Sherpur Tahsili, in Jessor ; (21) Ghaznipur, in Eastern

Nadiya and Jessor, marked on our maps with the Bengalized form

• Gajndbhipur ;' (22) Kutabpur, in Jessor; (23) Nagarbdnkd, in

Nadiya; (24) Hdldaha, in Nadiya; and (25) Mahmtfdshdhf, in

Jessor. The last is often corrupted to Muhammad Shdhf, on

account of the Bengali pronunciation ' Mahamudshahf.' 1 In Jafar

Khan's rent-roll we find that the zaminddrt of Mahmudshahf was

soon after 1722 conferred on Ram Deb, a Brahman.

1 Thus also the town of Mahmtldpur in North-eastern Jessor, which is mentioned

in Westland"s Report and on the Survey maps under the name of Muhammadpur.

Rennel still gives the correct form.
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SARKAR KHALIFATABAD.

This sarkdr comprised Southern Jessor and Western Bdkarganj.

The sarkdr received its name from Haveli Khalifatdbdd, which lay

near Khdn Jahdn's clearings at Bagherhdt (vide below). The whole

paid a revenue of Rs. 135,053^. The principal mahals were the

following :—(1) Bhdl and Kasbd. (2) Bhdlukd, a portion of which

belonged to sarkdr Sdtgdon and the 24 Parganas. (3) Baghmdrd, in

Western Jessor. (4) Tdluk Kasinath, in Jessor. (5) Tdld, on the

Kabadak, with Kapilmuni and its famous fair. (6) Jesor, generally

called Rasulpur. This mahal alone paid one-third of the revenue of

the whole sarkdr. (7) Chirulid, in South-eastern Jessor. (8) Haveli

Khalifatdbdd, which was very likely a Sundarban clearing. (9)

Khdlispur, in Southern Jessor. (10) Dantid, near the Kabadak.

(11) Rangdid, (12) Sdhas, (13) Sulaimandbdd, (14) Sdhaspur, all in

Southern and South-eastern Jessor. (15) Tappd Sobna, on the

Bhadrd river. (16) Imddpur. (17) Munragdchhd. (18) Malikpur,

an old pargand, said to have been given to Bhabeswar Rai (vide

Westland's Jessor Report).

SARKAR AUDUMBAR.

This sarkdr was also called sarkdr Tandd. Only a few of its

pargands belong now to the Presidency Division, as Dhdwd, Swanip

Sinh, portions of Kumdr Partdp, and Sherpur.

Having thus finished Todar Mall's rent-roll as far as the Bardwan

and Presidency Divisions are concerned, I shall make a few remarks

on De Barros' and Van den Broucke's maps. Purchas' map, lately

reproduced by Fergusson," is utterly worthless and misleading ; and

the Ain i Akbari, instead of ' confirming it to the fullest extent,' says

the very opposite of what Fergusson infers from Purchas.

De Barros' map of Bengal has, in latitude 270, the name Gorij,

which stands for Gory, the same as Garhi or Teliagarhi, the well-

known fort near Sdhibganj. West and east of it lie ranges of moun

tains, and the country is called ' Reino de Barcunda.' The name

has been extended too much to the east ; for Barcunda is the same

as Bhurkundd in Birbhiim, mentioned above under sarkdr Sharif-

1 On Hiouen-Thsang's Journey from Patua to Ballabln'.
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dbdd ; and from the Tdrikh i ShersMM,1 it is clear that the hills of

Bhurkundd are identical with the Rajmahal hills and Santdlid.

South of Gorij, we have Rara, on the Ganges, opposite to Govro

(Gaur). This name either stands for the old Hindu Division Rarha,

the country west of the Bhagirathf, or it stands for Tdrd,s the old-

fashioned spelling of Tdndah. I have not identified Ferrandus,

Moulavadangur, and Fatiabas [Fathidbdd]. The river below

Fatiabas is the Ajai. Going along the Bhagirathf, we come to a

large island, the island opposite to Tribenf, where two offshoots are

marked. One, the Sarsuti, goes westward to Satigam (Sdtgdon) and

Chouma (ChaumaM), and the other, the Jabund, goes to the east

towards Buram, which may be identified with Buran or Buran-

hati,3 on the right bank of the Jamund in the 24 Parganas. The

' island ' between the Htfgli and the Jamund contains Agarpdrd,

north of Calcutta, and Xore, which appears to stand for Dakhinshor

(Dakshfaeswar). We observe that for Sdtgdon the map gives two

towns, one of which lies a little south-east of the other. This refers

either to Hugli or to Bandel. Bernager, though marked on the

right bank of the Htfgli river, cannot refer to any other place but

Bardnagar, north of Calcutta, on the left bank, unless the small

Bardnagar is meant, which belongs to the French territory of

Chandarnagar. Belor has not yet been identified, unless it is in

tended for the insignificant village of Belur opposite to Chitpur

(Northern Calcutta), with which it agrees in position. The word

• Abegaca ' sounds like Amgdchha. In position it agrees with the

village of Ahdangdchha, on the Kand Damodar, west of Chandar

nagar. The three river branches to the south stand for the Saras-

watf, the Damodar, and the Rupndrayan.

West of the Rupndrayan we find Mandaram and Reino Cospetir,

which I have above identified with Maddran and the kingdom of

the Gajapati (Orissa).

The last two names are Pisacoly and Pisolta, which I have not

identified. They seem to belong to Hijili, at the time of Barros'

map a part of Orissa.

Van den Broucke's map (1660) gives a few interesting particulars.

First, it shows the direction of the old Pddishdhi road, from Cattack,

over Bhadrak, Midnapur, Bardwdn, Ghazipur, Moxudabath (Mur-

shiddbdd), Rajmahal, etc., to Patnd, and also the road from Raj-

1 Dowson, iv. p. 363. * Which also Rennel gives.

* Still prominently marked by Rennel.
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mahal to Dacca. It further shows several smaller roads, as the road

from Bardwan over Silimath (Sallmabdd) and Deniachali (Dhanid-

khdli) to Oegli (Hugli), and from Hugli to Jessor, Bhdshnd, and

Fathipur, near which it joined the Pddishdhi road. Secondly, Van

den Broucke gives many more names, and is on the whole more

exact than De Barros. There are, however, several impossibilities :

thus, he places Bhiishna west of Jessor, Bhadrak west of the

Baitarani, Chandrakona east of the Rupnarayan, etc. He does

not give the names of the rivers west of the Bhagirathi, and in

Orissa, but merely counts them. The Ajai, Damodar, Riipnarayan,

Subanrekhd, Burdbalang, Baitarani, Brdhmanl, and Mahdnadi - are

his first, second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth rivers

respectively. To the left bank of the Ajai he places ' the land of

Oedapoer ; ' and the town of Oedapoer, which refers to the small

place ' Oodhanpur,' marked on our maps opposite to Katwd, though

the * land of Oedapoer ' is perhaps a corruption of the name of sarkdr

Audumbar mentioned above. ' Bickihaat ' is still prominently

marked by Rennel, but is no longer given on the atlas sheets. It

lies a little north-west of the modern Diwanganj.1 'Gasiapoer' is

Ghdzipur, which has lost its former importance. The Bhdgirathi has

here considerably shifted its bed; for ' Hagdia,' the same as Rennel's

Ahgahdeep, is marked on the left bank of the Bhdgirathi, while

Agradwip lies now on the right bank. The isolated watercurve

marked on modern maps south and west of Agradwip still indicates

the former course. * Nimda' is Nanddi, between Nadiyd and Kalna.

Broucke's Nadiyd also is marked on the left bank, whilst the present

main branch lies to the east of the town. The place * Baccaresoor,'

near the upper course of the Ajai, is Bakeswar in Birbhiim, famous

for its hot springs. The course of the ' second river,' the Damodar,

is remarkable. From a place between Bardwan and Salimdbdd, a

large branch joins the Damodar with the Hugli a little below Kdlnd

or Ambowd (vide above). At present, the land between Salimdbdd

and Kalna contains a large number of khdls, conveying the District

drainage to the Hugli; but though most of them commence from

places near the Damodar, not one flows now-a days from it to the

Hugli. Again, Van den Broucke makes the Damodar flow into the

Rupnarayan above Tamluk, near the present Bakhshi khdl, and the

united stream passes Tamluk (Tamboli) under the name of Pathar-

ghdtd river. Rennel (1762) gives the mouth of the Damodar as it

1 The very name of which proclaims its modern origin.
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is at present ; and we must conclude that the greatest changes in

the course of the Damodar took place in the beginning of the 18th

century, which, indeed, agrees with Colonel Gastrell's remarks on

the course of this river 1 and its different names. Van den Broucke

gives the Saraswati a prominent position, but Sdtgdon is marked and

described in the text as a small village. The places between the

Damodar and the H1igli and Saraswati are Silimath (Salimdbdd

or Saldmabdd), Miersapoer (Mirzapur?), Amboc (Ambikd-Kdlna ?),

Tripeni (with the Muhammadan spelling Tripanf for Tribenf),

Caatgam (Sdtgaon), Deniachali (Dhanidkhdlf, in Chaumahd), Pon-

dua (Panduah), Baelgerri (Balgarhf; vide above sarkdr Maddran),

Sjannegger (Jahannagar), Basanderi (Basundhari ; vide above sarkdr

Sulaimandbdd), Tomorsegat (?),'and Mondelgat(Mandalghat). Below

Mondelgat we have ' Oedagius Spruyt,' or ' Oedagius river,' at the

place where the Damodar now flows into the Hugli. West of the

Damodar we have Sjanabath (Jahandbdd), Cannacoel (Khdndkul, on

the Kand Nadi or Dhalkisor, marked by Van den Broucke as lying

on the Damodar); south of it, Oedagyns (Udaiganj?, below Khandkul

modern maps give an Udaipur), Barda (Bardd), and Sjandercona

(Chandrakond). West of Bardd a ' gedenktecken ' or monument is

drawn, to mark the frontier between Bengal and Orissa. Between

the Saraswati and the Hugli we have Sdtgdon, H1igli, Bandel,

Dorba (?), Tweede Fort of groote wacht (Second Fort), Eerste Fort

(First Fort), Thanna(?), Kl. Thanna (Small Thand?).

The names on the left bank of the Hugli from opposite Tribenf

to Diamond Harbour (which is clearly given in position) are not

very clear, and appear to have been put down from memory. They

are :—Nata and Alipoer, opposite to Tripeni ; Cangnerre (Kanchrd

or Kanchrapdrd), opposite Oegli, with a road leading from it to

Sherpoer (Sherpur) Tongi (?), to Boesna and Jessour ; Tsjannok (?),

away from the river, opposite Bandel ; Hanenhoek or Hanen Bay,

a Dutch name for a curvature of the river; Sandvoors dorp

(Sandvoors village ?) ; Barrenger (Bardnagar) ; Soelanotti ( I sup

pose Sutdnuti is meant) , where Charnock subsequently settled ;

Varkens Spruyt, or Varkens river (?) ; Chandarnagar 3 (?) ; Tan-

1 Vide Hugh' Report, and below, p. 378.

! Not marked as a town, hence aghit is meant.

s The memoir to the map correctly describes it as the ' Fransche Logie,' or

French Settlement, and places it one (Dutch) mile south of Chinsurah, i.e. on the

right bank of the river.
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nengad (?) ; Collecatte (Calcutta) ; Deense Logie (Danish Lodge,

or Budge-Budge) ; and lastly, Calcula, opposite Mondelgat (Kho-

ldkhali Ghdt, near Hugli Point).

In Midnapur District, also, Van den Broucke is not very correct.

The Pddishdh1 road correctly passes from Dantun, north of Jales-

war, over Narenger (Ndrayangarh) to Midnapur, but both Midnapur

and Narenger lie too near to the R1ipndrayan ; Tamboli is Tamluk;

Bansja (vide below, under Hijili) may refer to Basutd or Basutd

chauki, marked by Rennel a little away from the mouth of the

Haldi river, or to Basdalpur, south of Tamluk. ' Kindua,' if

Contai, should lie south-east of Ingeli or Hijili, near which Van

den Broucke marks a 'Moorse F.' or Moorish fort. The Dutch

names for places and khdls along the coast between Hijili and

the mouth of the Subanrekha, which was more carefully surveyed,

have all disappeared. 'Caffeiri,' north-west of Ddntun, is a mis

print for Casseiri, i.e. Kasidri. Near Sagar, which looks more

broken up than it now is, a small island is marked, called I. de

Gala.

Of Hijili I shall speak more below in connection with the

Sundarbans.

I translate the following passages referring to the Bardwdn and

Presidency Divisions from the Dutch memoir accompanying Van

den Broucke's map :—

' About 1 7 or 8 Dutch miles south-west of Miersapoer is the

town of Sillimath ; and 2 miles east of the former, the village of

Amboc. South of Amboc, we come to the small town of Tripeni ;

and proceeding miles to the west, we arrive at the village of

Caatgam. South of it about 2 miles, the town of Deniachali lies,

3 or 4 miles west of Oegli ; and 2 miles more southwards, we

come to the village of Panduah. Five miles west of it lies the

town of Baalgerri ; and fully 5 miles south of Panduah, the small

town of Sjanneger. Going 4 miles more to the south, we arrive

at the village of Mondelgat, the distance of which from the Patra-

gatta river is about 4 miles.

' Going from Tripeni a little to the south, we come to the point

where the westerly branch separates itself from the Ganges, thus

forming the island upon which Oegli is situated. The branch

joins again the Ganga near Basanderi. Six miles farther down,

1 Valentyn, vol. v. p. 1 52 ff.
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the Ganga receives the Patragatta, and flowing 4 miles east-south

east, it flows near Moordenaars Hoek 1 into the sea.

' Two miles south of Tripeni is the famous Oegli, which is also

called Hoegli, where our " chief Comptoir " is. Six miles south

of it is the town of Thamma,* and a little more to the south the

village of Small Thamma. . . .

'Two miles east of Oegli, and so much to the north, lies the

small town of Aliapoer, between which and the village of Cangnerre

(2 miles more to the south) there is a highway which leads from

Oegli to the villages of Boesna and Ceerpoertongi, which lie 2

miles east and west of each other, the former being 10 miles from

Cangnerre, and the latter 5 miles. This road then leads to the

small town of Jessoor, and from there to the town of Fattapoer.

' Two miles south of Cangnerre is the small town of Tsjannock,

and 2 miles farther south the small town of Barrenger. Again

2 miles south of it lies the small town of Soelanotti. Eight miles

south of the last, we come to the village of Calcula, due south of

which there are three uninhabited islands. The first of them is

five miles from east to west, and 3 miles from north to south. The

second island stretches from north-east to south-west, and is about

5 or 6 miles long ; its breadth is 3 big miles in the north, 3 small

miles in the middle, and in the south, 2, 1, and ^ miles. The

third island is also 5 miles long; but its breadth in the north

east is 2 miles, and in the south-west 4. West of these islands

are two other small ones, viz. Ilha de Gala, which is one mile in

circumference, and lies west of the second island ; and Sagor, which

lies south-west of the third island, and is about 5 miles in circum

ference. Hereabout we see on the chart the letters A and B

marked, and the word Tyger between them, to show that a vessel

of that name (' Tiger '), and two or three others, stuck fast in this

basin for two or three years, without being able to get off'. . . .

' Oedagyns 8 was one of our Branch Comptoirs, and was aban-

1 Or ' Murderer Point,' the prominent point of Hijili District, opposite to

Kalpf.

* The map has Tannah.

1 Loc. at. p. 158. This remark enables me to identify Van den Broucke's

'Oedagius Spruyt,' mentioned above, p. 376, with the present mouth of the

Damodar ; for there can be no doubt that ' Oedagius ' is the same as Oedagyns,

near Khanakul. It is thus clear that in 1660 the Damodar ran into Rupnarayan

somewhere near or by the present Bakhshf khal, while a branch passed from

Khanakul to the present mouth of the Damodar.
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doned in 1663. It is under the Governor of Bardwan, under

whom also Cannacoel is, where our chief emporium is for the silk

trade.

' Baalgerri is one of our places, where many stuifs of that name

are made.

* Barrenegger 1 is also one of our places. Here the pigs of the

Company are slaughtered.

' Soetanotti 8 is a place were rice and other grain is shipped.

' Bierboen, Sjandercona, and Sjanegger are places for sugar,

which is also here stored.

'Calcula, Mondelgaat, and several other places south of them

furnish all the wax and honey we require.'

I now proceed to a consideration of those Districts belonging

to the Bardwan and Presidency Divisions which were either not

assessed, or only partially assessed, in Todar Mall's rent-roll, viz.

the Sundarbans and Hijili.

The name 'Sundarban' has been variously explained. The

word has been derived from sundar and ban, meaning a beautiful

forest; or it has been looked upon as a corruption of 'Sundrfban,'

or Sundri forest, from sundri, a well-known timber-tree (Heretiera

litoralis) which grows in vast quantities in the jungle. The

reddish colour of its wood explains the name, which, although

simply meaning beautiful, is perhaps connected with sindur, ver

milion ; and the common belief is that the wood becomes redder

the more its roots are reached by the salt water. Others, again,

have derived the word from ' Chandradwip-ban,' or Chandradwlp

forest—Chandradwip being the name of an old zaminddrl pargand.

Lastly, the name has been connected with the Chandabhandas,

an old tribe who, like the Malangis of modern times, were engaged

in the making of salt. Their name first occurs in a copperplate

inscription written in Sanskrit and in Ganda characters, dated

1 136 Samvat, or a.d. 1079. The plate was found in Idalpur (or

Adilpur, as it should be spelt) in Northern Bdkarganj. It records

the grant of three villages by Mddhava Sena, king of Bengal, to

1 Tiefentaller says that Baranagar was famous for its baflah cloths ; and Price,

in his Observations, says that the cloth manufactories there determined Charnock

to choose Calcutta as the site for his new Settlement.

s Here the text has the correct spelling—Soe/anotti ; the map has wrong—

Soe/anottf.
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a Brdhman, who, with landlord rights, receives the power of

punishing the Chandabhandas, or Shandabhandas, a race that

lived in the forest. The etymology which Grant appears to have

heard from the learned of his time was ' Chandraband,' signifying

mounds or embankments of the moon ; and though this derivation

is mythological enough to please Asiatic philologists, it was early

adopted by Europeans, who called the jungle the ' Soonderbund,'

or ' Soonderbunds.'

The extension of the name of Sundarbans to the whole coast

is evidently modern. The Muhammadan historians do not use

the term, but give 1 the coast-strip from Hijili to the Meghnd the

name of Bhdti, which signifies ' lowlands overflowed by the tides.'

Even now-a-days the term is used in Jessor and Bakarganj as the

name of the Sundarban District ; and not only are the inhabitants

called Bhdti-lok, but their Malay-like character also, which fre

quently tempts them to have recourse to the knife, and their

litigatiousness, are known in Bengal under the term of Bhdti-mizdj.

In the improved rent-roll of Shah Shujd, as Grant informs us,

a portion of the Sundarbans is called ' Murdd Khanah,' or ' Jerdd-

Khanah.' Though it is not stated to which portion these names

apply, there is little doubt but that they refer to the Sundarban

in Bakarganj. Grant translates the former name by 'mansion of

desire,' and adds that the latter implies that the District is visited

by locusts (Jarrdd, in Arabic, means a locust) ; but these etymologies

are doubtful. I am convinced that Murdd-Khanah means 'land

(clearings ?) belonging to Murdd Khan ; ' and it is quite possible

that the Murdd Khan is meant who held sarkdr Bakld (Bdkarganj)

under Akbar.2 Further, as a matter of fact, locusts do not visit

the Sundarbans, and ' Jerdd-Khanah ' must be a corruption of the

name of some Muhammadan. In Shujd's rent-roll, the revenue

of Murdd-Khdnah is fixed at only Rs. 8454 ; and two pargands are

given, ' Akla for pasturage, and Banjar yielding the useful sundery.'

Writers have frequently advanced the opinion that the Sundar

bans were in former times covered with thriving villages and towns,

and that its desolate state in modern times is due to a combination

of causes, to which, in the absence of historical information, some

uncertainty attaches. In support of this opinion, people point to

1 As Abulfazl in the Akbarnimih.

1 Mr. Blochmann's translation of the Aln i Akbarl, p. 374, where a biography

of Murad Khin is given.
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ruins of houses and temples, which are known to exist in various

places. Ruins of buildings have, for example, been found in lots

116, 146, 165, and 211. In lot 116, the ruins are said to be

Buddhistic; and in lot 104 there is a high embankment, which

also serves as a highway.1 In the Bengali romance entitled

Bangddhipa-pardjaya, mention is also made of a widow Dwari, who

deposited money with the Nawdb of Rajmahal for the making of

highroads. He constructed one called Dwdrijdngdl, a part of

which forms the present Budge- Budge road, a branch of the

Diamond Harbour road, through Chatd and Mahestald ; and this

embankment is said to extend to the interior of the Sundarbans.

A few old maps, also, have been laid under contribution, notably

the map of Southern Bengal in Barros' Da Asia, on which the sites

of what seem to be five large towns are marked, from which

people have drawn the conclusion that the Sundarbans must have

been cultivated land even in the 16th century.

But the ruins discovered up to the present time are very far

between, and are neither extensive enough nor sufficiently antique to

warrant such a conclusion. On the contrary, the detailed list of

the mahals in sarkdrs Sdtgaon and Khalifatabdd of Todar Mall's

rent-roll enables us positively to assert, that in 1582 the northern

outskirt of the Sundarbans, as far as it lies within the Presidency

Division, corresponded almost exactly to the northern boundary

of the jungle marked on modern Survey maps. The pargands

which now lie along the northern edge of the Sundarban in the

24 Parganas are Hdthidgarh, Mayda, Maiddnmal (close to Port

Canning), Pdighdti, Mdihdti, and Dhulidpur ; and as nearly all of

these 8 have been mentioned above in the rent-roll of Todar Mall,

it is clear that the northern boundary of the jungle has, on the

whole, remained stationary since 1582. If another proof were

required, we might cite the legend given in the Gangdbhakti

Tarangini, a Bengali poem, according to which Gangd comes from

the north to the south as far as Hdthidgarh, the land adjacent to

the northern point of Sdgar Island, where the holy stream divided

into a hundred branches and entered the territory of hermits, i.e.

the jungle. Regarding Khalifatdbdd, or South Jessor, Abulfazl

1 Called Al, a name still very common even in Assam. Abulfazl looks upon

those highways as a peculiarity of Bengal, and says that the country was from

them called Bang-al.

* With the exception of Mayda and Paigh&ti ; Khdri is doubtful.
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says in the Ain that it is full of jungle and wild elephants; and

there can be little doubt that he meant the Sundarbans. For this

District, our information goes even farther back, namely, to 1459

a.d., when Khan Jahan died, whose mosques at Bagherhdt, or

Khalifatdbdd, and at Masjidkur near the Kabadak, have lately been

described.1 Numerous traditions point to him as the digger of

almost every large tank, and the builder of every road in the

jungly portions of Southern Jessor. His clearings at Bagherhat,

where his tomb is, have been permanent; and I am inclined to think

that the old name of the place, Khalifatdbdcl, or the ' Khal1fah's

Clearing,' is connected with this now canonized Khan, whilst the

syllable dbdd clearly refers to land reclaimed. Up to the present

time, every plot reclaimed is called a ' Sundarbandbddf,' or merely

an ' clbcld.' His clearings at the Kabadak near Armadi * must

have been temporary ; at least the comparatively recent discovery

of Khan Jahan's mosque there gave rise to the name of Masjidkur.3

South of Armadi, also, due east of Iswaripur in the 24 Pargands,

the maps mark the sites of ruins and attempts at colonization ; and,

on the whole, in Jessor District, the jungle extends much more to

the north than in the 24 Pargands.

The ever-shifting course of the rivers, the existence and forma

tion of extensive bils, the inroads of cyclones, and the continual

invasions of the piratical Ardkdnese, besides the ddkdit1s of Indian

privateers, whose home was the Sundarbans, must have rendered

permanent settlements almost impossible. The Mughuls kept up

a numerous fleet for the protection of the coast, and even in

modern times river ddkditts are not unfrequent. Though hostile

invasions are now no longer threatened, settlements in the Sundar

bans are of a temporary nature, and consist almost exclusively in

the laying out of rice-fields, which are only visited by men at the

periods of sowing and reaping. The invasions, however, of the

Ardkdnese in and before the 16th century may have induced

colonists to retire northward. The fruits of the conquest of Ardkan

by Nusrat Shdh, king of Bengal, about 1530, were not permanent;

and in the troublous times of the latter half of the 16th century

the Ardkdnese regained what they had lost, and, partly assisted by

Portuguese freebooters, continued their aggressions upon the Indian

coast. On Rennel's map a good portion of the Bakarganj District

1 Vide Westland's Report. 1 Spelt by Rennel ' Amadi.'

3 Vide Westland's Report.
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is marked, 'depopulated by the Mugs' (Arakdnese) ; the emigration

of Kulin Brdhmans from South-eastern Jessor is ascribed to the

Maghs.1 In the beginning of Jahangir"s reign, the capital was

transferred to Dacca on account of the disturbed state of the

eastern provinces; and the Governor of Bengal exhibited, as

Jahdngir tells us in his Memoirs, at the Agra court, a live Magh

as a specimen of the wild race of invaders. Even at the present

time, Ardkdnese fishermen land annually on the Hijili coast for

fishing, and then retire.3

The deltaic changes, and the consequent insecurity of settle

ments, have been prominently brought to notice by Dr. T. Oldham.*

Of the ravages of cyclones, too, we have an early example given in

the Ain i Akbari, which relates that in the 28th year of Akbar's

reign, or 1582 a.d., a terrible cyclone overran the whole of sarkdr

Bakld* (Bakarganj), causing the loss of two hundred thousand

lives. As these natural agencies have always been at work, it is

clear that at no time extensive settlements could have been formed.

The testimony of old maps remains to be discussed. De Barros'

map places five towns in the Sundarbans, viz. Pacakuli, Cuipitavaz,

Noldij, Dapara, and Tipuria. As the last three belong to Bakar-

ganj and the Districts east of it, we may omit them for the present.

Pacaculi is placed opposite to the mouth of the river which we

have identified with the Rtfpndrayan, i.e. at a place not far from

Hugli Point. The other, Cuipitavaz, is nearer to the sea, west of

the branch of the HugM river which I have identified with the

Jamund, and south-west of Noldij ; and Van den Broucke, who

marks it south-east of Jessor, enables us to place Cuipitavaz near

the frontier of Southern Jessor and Western Bdkarganj. On Van

den Broucke's map, the distance of Cuipitavaz from the sea is

much greater than in that of De Barros, whose islands (which

represent the broken coast of the Sundarbans) are comparatively

smaller. Now the ending avaz is clearly the same as dbdd; and

Cuipit, from the geographical position, I take to stand for Khalifat,

of which it has all letters but the /. One of the two ' flourishing

towns,' therefore, is Khalifatdbdd, the headquarters of sarkdr Khali-

fatabdd in Todar Mall's rent-roll, the scene of Khan Jahan's clear-

1 Vide Westland's Report.

1 Valentyn, in his Dutch work, ascribes the decay of Pippli to continued

predatory invasions of Maghs and Portuguese.

3 President's address. 4 The Baccala of old maps.
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ings ; but otherwise, in all probability, as small a place on the

northern outskirt of the jungle as Bagherhat, its modern repre

sentative, now is.

Pacuculij has hitherto defied all attempts at identification. In

fact, the same may be said of the places Pisaculy and Pisolta,

marked by De Barros as lying in HijilL Van den Broucke throws

a doubt on the correctness of these three names, inasmuch as he

leaves out Pisaculy and Pisolta, and only gives Pacuculi, ' on the

authority of Portuguese maps.' In position, but only faintly re

sembling in sound, Pisaculy corresponds to Mahishaclal, the form

given in the Atn; and Pacuculi corresponds in sound, and almost

in position, with the old pargand Penchakulf, or Penchakoly, which

lies just opposite to the present mouth of the Damodar, and

opposite to the 'James and Mary Sands.' But we rather expect a

place a little farther down. I am, however, not satisfied with this

identification, because Penchalculi is after all the name of apargand,

and not of a place, at least at present ; and I am rather inclined

to avail myself of a conjecture proposed by Colonel Gastrell, and

take the word to be a misprint for Pacucuti, with a / instead of an /,

—which would clearly be a corruption of pakkd kiithi, or ' brick-

house,' and may refer to a pucca house, or 'logie,' built by the

Portuguese at the entrance of the Hugli. Such houses, belonging

to various European nations, are, or were, quite common on

the banks of the H1igli ; they served as depots or retreats, and,

when surrounded by a ditch, were even dignified with the name

of ' forts.'

Valentyn's memoir to Van den Broucke's map (p. 159) has the

following passages regarding the Sundarbans :—' The coast from

Sjangernaat (Jaganndth, or Puri), or say from Punta das Palmeiras

(Point Palmyras, or Maipur) as far as to Sdgar and the Ilha da Galinha

(i.e. the Hen's Isle), and the river up to Oeglf, has from time to time

been visited by ships, and the whole was surveyed and marked

down by pilots, and was further examined by one Cornelis Proot.

Since the discovery of the " nieuw diep " (new depth) near Sdgor,

the navigation of the river has extended upwards from Oegli past

Cassimbazaar and Soti to Ragiamahol, and a proper map has been

made, which was forwarded to Batavia.

' The coast from Sagoor, or Ilha da Galinha, eastward as far as

the western arm of Porta Grandi, or the Nabab's hoek,1 has never

1 Marked on the map opposite to Sandwip.
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been navigated or surveyed by Dutch ships, and consequently all

maps of that coast are only made by guess, and are taken from maps

made by the early Portuguese. In fact, we could prove that the

whole coast is 30 (Dutch) miles longer than marked on the map ;

and hence the coast of Aracan, Pegu, and possibly also the bay of

Tanasseri,1 are too far drawn to the west, just as the coast of Orissa

appears to have been placed too much to the east. For this reason,

the coast from Sagoor to the Barrenpoeter has not been properly

mapped, and has only been drawn with a single line.' On the map

itself, a note in Dutch states that the coast is unknown and full of

dangers, and that the 'Ter Shelling' came to grief here."

The testimony of these old maps, therefore, instead of supporting

the opinion that the Sundarbans contained prosperous settlements,

goes the other way, and agrees with Todar Mall's rent-roll, the

Khan Jahan legends of Southern Jessor, and the story of Rdja'

Pratdpdditya, according to which the northern limit of the Sundar

bans has for nearly four hundred years remained much the same as

what it now is.

Rennel's map of the survey made from 1764 to 1772 gives the

names of a few places on the left bank of the Kabadak south of

Amadi which are not found on modern maps, viz. Byracally and

Callendy. West of Amadi he has Kazera, spelt on modern maps

Khazrah. The fort which he marks south of the confluence of the

Galghasid and Kholpetud corresponds in position to the Garh

Kamdlpur of the present day. His Cogreehaut is KhagragMt, near

Iswaripur ; but I have not traced his Luckipore, on the left bank of

the Jamund. The great difference in the courses of his rivers and

those given by modern maps has often been remarked ; and in

several cases the correctness of his river courses has been proved by

historical notices of deltaic changes since his time. His Eastern

and Southern Jessor shows extensive bils in places that are now

reclaimed.

H1j1l1 is the name of the coast land extending from the mouth

of the Rupndrdyan along the right bank of the H1igli river to near

Jaleswar. The name has been variously spelt. Thus we find

Hidgelee, Hedjelee (Grant), Hingeli (Van den Broucke), Ingellee

(Rennel), Injelee (Stewart), and Angeli (Purchas and De Laet).

1 This form comes much nearer to Dhandsart, the Muhammadan name of

Tennasserim.

* Vide Journal ofthe Asiatic Society of Bengal, parti. 1872, p. 36.

VOL. II. 2 B
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De Laet says in his India Vera :—• At length [sailing down the

Bhagirathl from Panduah, near Gaur] we reach Chatigan, which is

a beautiful town.1 It is distant one league from|Ugeli (or, as the

Portuguese call it, Porto Piqueno). Not far from this port to the

south is another port, called Angeli, in the province of Orissa.'

According to the custom of geographers of olden times, Hijili is

called an ' island.' Grant includes it in the Sundarbans.

The name 'Hijili' does not occur in the Ain, but it is certain that

a great portion of it became at least nominally tributary to Dehli

with the annexation of Orissa, and that the mahal of Mdljhatd, in

cluded by Todar Mall in sarkdr Jaleswar, corresponded to the greater

part of what we now call Hijili. The revenue at which he assessed

the mahal (exclusive of Tamluk, Mahishadal, and Balishdhi)

amounted to the large sum of Rs. 232,957^, or one-fifth of the

whole sarkdr. In Prince Shujd's 'improved rent-roll,' Hijili was

separated from Orissa, and attached under the name of sarkdr

Mdljhatd to Bengal; but its revenue is only put down at Rs. 189,432.

Legendary accounts inform us that about 1505 a.d.—at the time

when Husain Shdh, king of Bengal, had brought the rebellious

Rajas to obedience, 'even as far as the frontier of Orissa'—one

Taj Khan Masnad i Ali, accompanied by his younger brother

Sikandar Pahlawdn (i.e. the wrestler), conquered Hijili, and founded

a Muhammadan settlement at the mouth of the Ras1ilpur river.

Taj Khan's tomb still exists there ; but the inscriptions attached to

the vault have not yet been published. ' Masnad Ali ' (which means

' a man of elevated cushion or gadV) was a common Afghan title, and

occurs often in Bengal inscriptions of the time. It is noticeable that

the maps give a village named Masnad Alipur due south of Contai ;

and the religious zeal of the conquering missionaries lives, no doubt,

in the names of several villages in the neighbourhood, as Ras1ilpur

(prophet's town), Allahdiapur (God has given it), Burhanpur (the

town of the proof), Ghauspur (the town of the help), etc. Accord

ing to the legend, the conquest was chiefly effected by Sikandar,

after whose death Taj Khan governed the country alone till 1555

A.d., when, on the approach of an imperial (?) army, he either buried

himself alive or drowned himself. His son Bahddur Khan made

his peace with the invaders, and was in 1557 confirmed in the

1 De Laet never was in Bengal, hence he calls Satgaon 'a beautiful town.' It

was at his time (1630) an insignificant village. The P&dishdhndmah also says that

in 1632 Satgaon was decayed.
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possession of Hijili. But a son-in-law of Masnad Alf, Zail Khain,

preferred complaints against Bahddur, got him put into prison, and

reigned from 1564 till 1574, when Bahddur Khan regained his

liberty and authority. On Bahddur's death in 1584, two Hindus,

who had been his Diwdn and Sarkdr, took possession of the rdj,

which now comprised two extensive zaminddris, called Jaldmutd

and Majndmutd. Bahadur Khan's name explains the existence of

Bahadurpur pargand in Jaldmutd.

It is likely that the reading of the Rasulpur inscriptions may

furnish correcter details of chronology. At present, it is difficult

to say whether the following remarkable passage from Valentyn's

memoir, p. 158, to Van den Broucke's map refers to Bahadur Khan

or to his Hindu successors : — ' The Governor of Orissa used to

hold his court in the great and famous capital Cattek, and the king

dom of Orissa was enlarged by the country or island of Hingeli,

which had been for many years under its own chief, but which was

conquered by the great Mogol in 1630.1 In 1660, however, the

lawful chief of Hingeli, who since his childhood had been kept a

prisoner, found means to escape, and, with the help of his own men,

to reconquer the country. But he did not enjoy it for a long time ;

for in 1 66 1 he was again brought in the power of Eurang Zeeb, with

the help of the (Dutch) Company, and was again put in prison,

chained, and was a little better looked after than before. The

Governor of Oegli, who had assisted in this war as ' Zeevoogd '

(Admiral), governed the newly annexed country, though not per

sonally, but represented by a lesser chief. And Prince Shujd

(Sjah Sousa) had during his time8 separated Hijili from Orissa,

and had appointed a separate governor to it; and it is for this

reason alone that Hingeli, which by position belongs to Orissa, is

now attached to Bengal.

'This was the same case with the Governors of Bellasoor and

Pipeli, whom the great Mogol ordered once to be under the

Governor of Bengal,8 because the two places are near the sea. . . .

' Hingeli4 was formerly one of our great stations, and the Portu

guese also had here their quarters and a church. Rice and other

1 The P&dishdhnimah incidentally mentions Hijili (in 1631). When prepara

tions were made to attack the Portuguese at Htigli, Shah Jahan's officers spread

the rumour that the object of the armament was the devastation of Hijili.

* i.e. before 1658 a.d. * This is confirmed by Grant (p. 263).

* Loc. cit. p. 159.
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articles were chiefly sold here, as also at Kindua, Kenka, and

Badrek ; but we afterwards abandoned all these places.

' Tamboli and Banzia are two villages where the Portuguese have

their church and their southern trade. There is much dealing in

wax here.'

Grant estimates the areal extent of Hijili at 1098 British square

miles,1 and says that the country ' is of great importance as an

accessible frontier, rich in its produce of grain, but still more

valuable as productive of more than one-third of the necessary

quantity of salt manufactured and consumed annually within the

whole British dominions dependent on Fort William.' He con

firms the remark made by Valentyn, that Hijili was attached to

Bengal during the reign of Shah Jahan. In 1707, the year in

which Aurangzeb died, the jamd of the 28 pargands constituting

Hijili amounted to Rs. 341,384, inclusive of Rs. 43,565 salt duties.

In Jafar Khan's rent-roll, Hijili and Tamluk are annexed to chaklah

H1igM, and formed one ihthndm or trust, given to a Brahman of the

name of Sukh Deb. The whole was divided into 38 pargands,

with a rental of Rs. 477,947, which included the same amount as

above for salt duties. The land was divided into madhur or arable,

and namakin or salt land. The former lands were protected by

embankments called bahribandi, running parallel to, and at some

distance from, the rivers and numerous inlets intersecting the terri

tory. The salt lands are those portions which are exposed to the

overflowing of the tides, where mounds of earth strongly impreg

nated with salt are formed, and classed into khdldris or working

places. Each khdldri was estimated to yield annually 233 maunds

of salt, and required the labour of seven Malangfs. The salt was

obtained by filtration, and by boiling afterwards the brine with

firewood collected from the neighbouring jungle ; but the operations

were only carried on from November' till the beginning of June,

when the Malangis retired to the madhur lands for cultivation.

Their wages depended on their diligence, and were paid 'at the

rate of 22 rupees for every hundred maunds extraordinary weight of

salt produced.' They held their madhur lands free or on easy

terms, under the denomination of chdkrdn, as a subsistence for the

rest of the year, or, together with the amount of probable balances

incurred on former advances, to serve as a retaining fee and security

for future services. The number of khdldris was about 4000, and

1 The Survey maps of 1849 give 1013-95 square miles.
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the crown rent, at the rate of Rs. 1 1 for each, yielded the above

sum of Rs. 43,565. But the nominal selling price of the salt at

H1igli was Rs. 60 for every hundred maunds, and the difference

between the selling price and the prime cost (Rs. 22) fell into the

hands of ministers, favourite servants, or merchants, who transported

the salt on their own account to distant places, and acquired a vast

profit through an authorized oppressive monopoly. After the events

of 1757, the greater share of this lucrative commerce was transferred

to the English, or natives partaking of their influence.

The quantity of salt annually manufactured in Hijili is estimated

by Grant at 8^ ldkhs of maunds.

Under the Muhammadan regime, the principal monopolist had

the title of Fakhr-ul-tujjar (pride of merchants) or Malik-ul-tujjar

(king of merchants), and the salt was sold to the people at an

average price of about Rs. 2 per maund of 82 lbs. avoirdupois.

This at least was the price in the 18th century. In the Atn, the

price of salt is given at two-fifths of a rupee per maund (Akbar's

maund of 35 lbs.). Upper Hindustan1 and Behar were chiefly pro

vided with salt from the Sdmbhar Lake and from the salt range

(Namaksdr) in the Panjdb. Of the then salt revenue of Sdmbhar

we have no definite information, although there is little doubt that

the rental of Sdmbhar in Todar Mall's rent-roll (Rs. 241,248) in

cludes the Dehli royalty, just as it is possible that the high rental of

mahal Mdljhdtd (Hijili) in the same rent-roll includes the royalty on

Hijili salt.1

The duties paid to the State by the salt works in the Sundarbans

amounted in 1582 to Rs. 25,382, of which sarkdr Fathidbdd (to

both sides of the Meghnd) paid Rs. 6444, and the rest was charged

to sarkdr Chittagong. Grant fixes the number of Malangis in the

Sundarbans and Hijili at 45,000, and the outturn of salt at 20 ldkhs

of maunds ; but in 1781, when the Company resumed its right to

the entire profit accruing from the manufacture, he estimates their

number at 60,000, the manufacture at 28 ldkhs of maunds, and the

gross sales at Rs. 5,450,000, with a clear profit of Rs. 3,500,000.

1 We have a few particulars regarding the working in the salt range. Abulfazl

says in the Akbarndmah :—' People break off pieces from the salt-rocks, and

carry them to the banks of the river, where the prize is divided between the

miners and the carriers, the former taking j and the latter J of the amount

realized. Merchants buy the salt at a price varying from half a dim to two

dims (40 dams = I rupee) per maund (Akbar's maund), and export it. The

State takes I rupee for every 1 7 maunds.
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24 PARGANAS AND SUNDARBANS.

A

Abddkdri, reclamation tenure in Sundarbans,

332. 34°. 382-

Aboriginal population, 24 Parganas, 50, 51.

Sundarbans, 318, 319.

Absentee landholders, 24 Parganas, 163.

Sundarbans, 344.

Abwdbs or taxes, 358.

Achipur police circle, 40, 42, 171 ; incidence

of income tax in, 177, 178.

Achipur village and telegraph station, 228 ;

24 Parganas, iox.

Acquisition of 24 Parganas by the E. I.

Company, 18-21.

Adisur, king of Bengal, 53.

Administration, 183-241.

Administrative Subdivisions, 22, 222-225.

Administrative headquarters, 17, 18.

Administrative history ofthe 24 Parganas, 183.

AdwaitAnand, disciple of Chaitanya, 65, 73.

AgardArl, large village and market, 229.

AgarparA municipality, 77, 79, 107. Church

and orphan refuge school, 206, 374.

Agarwala, up-country trading caste, 63.

Age, Population according to, 44, 45.

Aguri, high cultivating caste, 64.

Agriculture, 24 Parganas, 134-158. Sundar

bans, 324-342. Implements of, 150, 151,

337. 338.—Also see Tillage.

Agriculturists, Number of, 121, 122, 220.

Aimd, rent-free grant of land to Muhamma-

dan charity, 24 Parganas, 279, 280.

Akbarnagar chaklah, 358.

Akbarpur, one of the original 24 Parganas,

20, 363.

Akbarshahl fargand, 370.

Akhratala khdl, 31, 32.

Alampur pargand, 367.

Alampur village and market, 228.

Allgarh fort, near Garden Reach, taken by

Lord Clive, 101.

Allpur Division, 22 ; Subdivision, 22, 222.

AUpur town, 18 ; headquarters of District,

residence of Lieutenant - Governor of

Bengal, cantonments for native regi

ments, 100 ; dispensary, 250.

Alipur Jail.—See Jail statistics.

Alipur village and market, 229.

Alluvion and diluvion, 29, 30.

Altamghd, imperial rent-free grant of land,

24 Parganas, 279.

Aman.—See Rice crop.

Amboa mahal, 362.

Amgachhia, market village, 236, 374.

Amu-pur, one of the original 24 Parganas,

20, 225.

Amtala market village, 236.

Amur, a timber tree in Sundarbans, 304, 305.

Andharmanik market village, 236.

Andharmanik river, 299.

Anhati or Alhati pargand, 368.

Anulia pargand, 365.

Anuttampur pargand, 372.

Anwarpur pargand, 226, 363.

Arakanese, Depredations of, 382, 383 ; im

migration of, 319, 320.

Ardabak village, seat of iron and brass work,

170.

Area of 24 Parganas, 17 ; under cultivation,

etc., 148. Sundarbans, 285 ; under cul

tivation, etc., 335, 336.

Ariadaha police circle, incidence of income

tax in, 179.

Ariadaha village, 107, 230.

Armadi, Sundarban clearing at, 382.

Arms of the sea, 28, 293-299.

Arpangasl river, 18.

Arsa pargand, 363.

Asasunl village and police station, seat of

local trade, etc., 118, 228.

Aspect, General, of the District of 24 Par

ganas, 22-24. Sundarbans, 286-293.

Assam, Emigration to, 52 ; western portion

of, included with Bengal, 356.
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Arwamedh, ajajna or horse sacrifice of King

SAgar, 28.

Asylums, Lunatic, 256-259.

AfharabankA river, 25, 26, 32,

Aturia market village, 229.

Audumbar sarkdr, 359, 360, 373.

Aul Chand, founder of the KartAbhajA sect,

74-
A us. —See Rice crop.

AzimabAd, one of the original 24 Parganas,

20, 226.

Azmatshahi or Azmatpur pargand, 370.

B

BddshdM, imperial rent-free grant of land,

24 Parganas, 278, 279.

Badu Bazar market village and school, 206,

226.

Baduria, trading town on the Jamuna, 34,

227.

Bagdi caste, with its subdivisions, 70, 317.

Bagha pargand, 370.

Bagher khdl, 18, 24.

BAghjAlA municipality, 82.

Baghmara pargand, 226, 373.

Bagutia pargand, 37a.

Bagri, a Hindu division of Bengal, 359,

foot-note,

Bagri mahal, 371.

Bagwan pargand, 363.

Bahadur river, 299.

Bahmarbhum mahal, 371.

Baid v a caste, their origin, sects, and number,

58-

BaikArf market village, 229.

Bain, timber tree in Sundarbans, 37, 305.

Bajra, budgerow.—See Boats.

lSab.H<<Vai5hn-

Bakla market village, 229.

Bakra market village, 236.

Bakrachandra, bdor or lake, 240.

BakuyA pargand, 364.

Balai, timber tree in Sundarbans, 305.

Balance sheets of revenue and expenditure

of 24 Parganas, 185-187.

Balanda or Balinda pargand, 227, 363.

Balasor Bandar chaklah, 358.

Balcharf island, 294.

Baleswar or HaringhatA river, 287, 297, 298.

Balghari pargand, 368.

Balia, one of the original 24 Parganas, north

and south, 20, 227, 228, 363.

BAliAghatA canal, 31.

BAliAghatA. seat of trade on the Circular

Road Canal, 34.

BAlidAngA pargand, 366.

Baliganj, suburb oi Calcutta and railway

station, IO1, 170.

RAlikothi pargand, 371.

BAllsahl or BAlishahi pargand, 371.

BallAl Sen, king of Bengal, 53, 59.

Balll HI, 30.

BalrAmpur market village, 226.

BAman kilA pargand, 372.

BAna, the king of the Purdnas, who inter

fered with castes, 52.

Banga, a prehistoric immigrant to Eastern

India, whence tradition derives the name

Bengal, 53.

Banga, a Hindu division of Bengal, 359,

foot-note,

Bangadunl river and island, 294.

BAngarA river, 297.

BanglA market village, 228.

BanhugU market village, 236.

Banks of rivers, 29, 30, 299.

Banmalipur village, 228.

Bansaj, a class of RArhi BrAhmans, 54.

BAnsdiha /ar^ami, 371.

BAnsra, seat of trade on the MAdAri river,

33-
BAnstalA khdl, 24, 27, 32, 233.

BanstalA market village, 233.

Bara KalAgAchhiA river, 32.

BarakuliA river, 31, 32.

Baranagar (Varahanagar), formerly a Dutch

factory, 106, 205. English school, 230,

374-
BarapAnga river, 27, 295.

BArAsat, Division and Joint Magistracy Sub

division, 22, 143, 222.

BArAsat town, 81 ; schools, 206, 226 ; dis

pensary, 251.

BarAsl market village, 232.

Barasimla market village, 227.

BarbakAbAd sarkdr, 359.

Harbakpur pargand, 364.

BArbak Sinn pargand, 369.

BardwAn chaklah, 358.

Bardwan pargand, 369.

BArendra BrAhmans, 53.

Baridhati, one of the original 24 ParganAs,

20, 228, 363.

Bariti bil, 30.

Barrackpur Subdivision, 224, 225.

Barrackpur, native name Chanak, munici

pality, cantonment for European and

native troops, scene of two mutinies, 82-

87 ; railway station, 166 ; education in,

213-220, 230.

Bartli bil, 30.

Baru village, with English school, 204.

BArui caste, 62.

BAruipur Subdivision, 224.

BAruipur town, 98, 09 ; seat of cultiva

tion of betel-leaf, 204 ; mission station,

237-

Basanta, cattle small-pox, 245.

Basantpur, at confluence of KAlindl and

Jamuna rivers, seat of paddy trade, 32,

34, 115, 116, 231, 300.

Basket weaving, Sundarbans, 3t4.

BAsrA river mart, depot of timber trade,

local legend, railway station, 170, 34, 1 19,

237, 300.

BasundharA (BasandArf), one of the original

24 Parganas, 28, 365.

Basurhat Subdivision, 223.
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Basurhat municipality, 8i, 227 ; dispensary,

254.

Bdsiu, or homestead land, Rent of, 155.

RAuli Dunga khdl, 232.

BayrA bil, 27, 30, 230.

BayrA grain depot and rice mart, 229.

Bazar IbrAhimpur pargand, 370.

Bazuha sarkdr, 359.

Bazur market village, 227.

Bediya tribe, 71, 192, 193, 318.

BehAlA mission school, 205.

Belgachhl pargand, 372.

Belgaon pargand, 363.

Belgharia railway station, 166 ; school, 206,

230.

BclpukhariA village, 233.

BelwArf pargand, 372.

Bengdaha or Sobnali river, 24, 27.

Bepdris, retail dealers, 145, 325.

Betna or Budhata river. 27, 230.

BcutA village near Calcutta, 230.

Bhadra river, 299.

Bhagirath, Prince of the Purdnas, connected

with tradition of Ganges, 28.

Bhdgrd, a land tenure, 155, 274.

BhiSpargand, 373.

Bhaila, timber tree of Sundarbans, 305.

Bhaluka pargand, 228, 363, 373.

Bhangar KAiA khdl, 31, 33.

Bhdmjalkar, lease of fishery over submerged

land, 276.

Bhangarhat, 34 ; trade in paddy and iron

ware, 111 ; fair, 239.

Bhara, timber tree of Sundarbans, 305.

Bhdsd, 'came floating,' name of Midnapur

immigrants in Sundarbans, 51.

Bhdti, the tidal country of the Sundarbans,

380.

Bhdtottar, rent-free giants of land for sup

port of genealogists, 24 Parganas, 280.

Bhat caste, genealogists, 59.

Bhatpara, market village in Buran pargand,

229 ; village in Havilishahr pargand, 232.

BhawAnipur KAtA khdl, 31, 32.

Bhawanlpur, trade in firewood on Tolly's

Canal, 34 ; school, 205 ; dispensary, 250 ;

lunatic asylum ior Europeans and Anglo-

Indians, 256.

BhogrAi pargand, 371.

BholA river, 299.

BhowAlbhum pargand, 368.

Bhumij tribe, 51.

Bhursut pargand, 365.

Bhushna chaktah, 358.

BidyAdhari river, 25, 32, 33.

Bits, 30.

Blrbhum pargand, 368.

Birds of the Sundarbans, 315, 316.

BiripadA pargand, 371.

Blshkhali river, 299.

Bishnupur, village in Baridhati pargand,

228 ; dispensary, 252.

Bishnupur, village in Calcutta pargand, 230.

Bithari market village, 229,

Blights, 158, 349.

Blind, Number of, 44.

Boats, Description oi, 33.

Boat-routes between Calcutta and Eastern

Districts, 32, 33, 300.

Bojanhari market village, 228,

Bonjam, timber tree oi Sundarbans, 303.

BorAdah pargand, 372.

BorAl village, with English school, 204.

Bore on the HugU, 30, 299 ; on the Meghna,

298, 299.

Bora.—See Rice crop.

Boundaries of the 24 Parganas, 17, 18 ; of

the Sundarbans, 285.

Brahman caste, with its subdivisions, 53-

58.

Brahma SamAj followers, 76.

Brahmottar, rent-free grant of land for sup

port of Brahmans, 279, 280.

Britti, maintenance land rent-free, 24 Par-

ganas, 280.

Buddhist population, 72, 76, 317, 319,

Budhata, seat of fairs, 118, 228.

Buna tribe, 71, 318, 319,

BurA Mantreswar, mouth of the Hugli, 28.

Buran pargand, 229, 363.

Buriswar river, 299.

Budge-Budge, or Baj-Baj, fishing town, 35 ;

site of fort captured by Lord Clive, 101,

228.

c

Calamities, Natural, 158-163, 342-344.

Calcutta, area, population, etc., 17, 44, 77,

78 ; acquisition of, by the Company, 18,

20 ; pargand of, 230 ; earliest mention of

name, 364.

Calcutta and South-Eastern Railway, 170.

Canals, 30-33 ; traffic of Calcutta canals,

171-174.

Canes, 304.

Cane, Sugar, 145, 146, 325.

Canning, port, town, and railway station,

25, 32; its history, 91-98, 170, 294,

320.

Cantonments.—See Barrackpur, Dum-Dum,

and AUpur.

Capital and interest, 173, 345.

Castes, List of, with numbers, pursuits, and

relative rank, 52-71, 317.

Cattle, 149, 337.

Cattle disease, 244-247.

Census of 1872, its agencies and results, 39-

77-
Cereal crops, 139.

Chaital, mart for paddy, 34, 227.

Chaitanya, founder of the Vaishnav sect,

his doctrines and followers, 65-68, 72, 73.

Chakddri, a land-tenure for reclamation of

land, 275.

Chaktah, a Muhammadan territorial division

of the Mughul period, 355, 358.

ChaluAri market village, 236.

ChamAr, leather-dealing caste, 70.

Champahati railway station, 170.
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Champdnagarf pargand, 368.

Chanak.—See Barrackpur.

ChandAl caste, and its subdivisions, 69, 317.

Chandabhandas, a salt-making tribe in Sun-

darbans in ancient days, 379.

ChandkhaK khdl, 27.

ChandkhaU market, description, 300, 301 ;

principal seat of wood trade, 310 ; founda

tion of, 327, 330.

Chandpur village in North HAthiAgarh par

gand, 232 ; in MurAgachha, 238 ; in BAl-

anda, 227 ; in Bhaluka, inhabited chiefly

by Musalmans, and of some importance,

118, 228.

Chanduria, seat of sugar trade, municipality,

35. 99-
Changes in jurisdiction, 21, 22, 286.

Changes in the course of the Hugli river

since ancient times, 29, 299.

Chara SultAnganj market village, 226.

Chariel khdl, 31.

Charitable dispensaries, 249-255.

ChasA Dhopa, cultivating caste, 68.

ChatAbanghf village, 236.

Chauklddrs.—See Police statistics.

Chaumaha pargand, 366.

Chaurasi pargand, 230.

ChetlA village, with English school, 205, 236.

Chhdild, timber tree in Sundarbans, 305.

Chhariddrs, deputies of spiritual teachers of

the Vaishnavs, 73.

ChhotA JAguliA English school, 206. '

ChhotA NAgpur, Hill immigrants from, 51.

Chhutipur pargand, 366.

Child marriages among Vaidik BrAhmans,56.

Children under 12, Number of, 44, 45.

ChingrihatA fishing village, 35.

Chinese population, 50, 76.

Chirulia pargand, 373.

Chittagong, Sarkdr of, 359.

ChitwA pargand, 368.

Chopli village, 289, 290.

Chord Ddkdtid sandbank, 32.

Christian population, 44, 71, 72, 75, 76.

Christian missions and schools, 99, 107, 119,

204-206.

Chunari caste, manufacturers of lime from

shells, 69.

Circular Road Canal, 30.

Climate of 24 Parganas, 241, 242.

Clive, Lord, Jdgir and titles granted to, 19,

20.

Communication, Means of. — See Roads,

Canals, and Railways.

Commerce and trade, 171-173, 344, 345.

Compensating influences in cases of floods

and droughts, 159, 342, 343.

Condition of people. Material, 127, 134, 321-

324 ; of cultivators, 148, 149, 336, 337.

Conservancy arrangements in 24 Parganas,

259-

Conservancy of Sundarban forests, 304, 311,

312.

Conveyances used by the people, 133, 134.

Cossipur English school, 205.

Courts, Number of, 189.

Crime statistics, 191-193.

Criminal classes, 192, 193.

Crops.—See Agriculture, and Tillage.

Cultivators, Condition of, 148, 149, 336, 337.

Cultivators, Rights of.—See Tenures of land.

Cyclones, 259-261, 289, 335, 341 ; of 1582,

383-

D

Dabur, timber tree in Sundarbans, 306.

Ddkditi, or gang robbery, 191-193.

Daklat Jalalpur pargand, 372.

Dakhfneswar town, 34 ; powder magazine,

107, 206 ; Siva temples, 230 ; schools, 374.

Dalkaramcha, timber tree in Sundarbans,

306.

Dalthithd market village, 227.

DAndiA KAtA khdl, 31.

DAntbhanga bil, 30.

DAntiA pargand, 231, 373.

Date sugar, Manufacture of, and trade in.

141, 143, 172, 344.

Date tree, 23, 140.

DattApukur market village, 226.

Ddwdls, or daulids, immigrant reapers in

Sundarbans, 154, 333.

DawarpAra pargand, 371.

Day-labourers, 154, 338.

Deaf and dumb, Number of, 44.

DeArA. village of cowkeepers, 37.

DebhatA. river town with trade in lime,

municipality, 34, 99, 237.

Debipur market village, 236.

Debottar, rent-free grants for idol worship.

24 Parganas, 279, 280.

Degraded BrAhmans, 57, 58.

Demerara, Emigrants to, 52.

Density of population, 39, 41, 44.

Deokot, ancient residence of Northern Go

vernor oi Bengal, 361, foot-note.

DhalandA lunatic asylum, its statistics, 257-

2S9-
Dhamnagar village, with Hindu traditions,

120.

Dhagnar aboriginal tribe, 51.

Dhansara, or HusainabAd khdl, 31, 32.

Dhap, floating patch of weed, used for fish

ing purposes, 302.

DhapA.—See Salt-water Lake.

Dharsha pargand, 366.

DhawA pargand, 373.

Dheya, Dheyia, or Dharykan pargand, 370.

Dhoba caste, and traditional origin, 69, 317.

DholkerA bil, 30.

DhuliApur pargand, 231, 364.

Dhulfhar, principal village in DantiApargand,

231.

Dhulua, coarse native sugar, 142.

DhuluA market village, 235.

Diamond Harbour Subdivision, 160, 161 ;

famine oi 1866 in, 223, 224 ; effect of

cyclone of 1864 in, 260.

Diamond Harbour Canal, 31.
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Diamond Harbour village, telegraph station,

and old anchorage of Company's ships,

102, 237.

Diga khil, 31.

Diluvion.—See Alluvion.

Dimal, timber tree in Sundarbans, 306.

Diseases prevalent in 24 Parganas, 244, 247.

Dispensaries, 249-255.

Division of Bengal under the Muhammadan

kings and emperors, 355, 356.

Dlwanf grant to the Company, 18, 19, 358.

Dot Jdtrd, 75, 119, 229.

Dornanick Islands, 298.

Domestic animals, 149, 337.

Drainage, Lines of, 36, 304.

Dress of the people, 128, 129, 322.

Drowning, Deaths by, 33, 34.

Droughts, 159, 342.

Drugs, Indigenous, 247-249.

Dum-Dum, or Dam-dama Subdivision, 225 ;

former headquarters of Bengal Artillery,

and cantonment town, 90, 91 ; railway

station, 166 ; English school, 206, 214,

220 ; education in, 214, 230.

Dumb. —See Deaf and dumb.

Dwarijangal road traditionally constructed

by a widow Dwarf, 381.

Dwellings of the people, 129, 130, 322, 323.

E

East India Company, Acquisition of 24 Par

ganas by, 18.

Eastern Bengal Railway, 166-170.

Educational statistics, 109-221.

Ekshora market village, 234.

Embankments, 23, 36, 159, 161, 288, 334,

342.

Emigration or immigration, 51, 52, 318, 320.

Endemics.—See Diseases.

Enhancement of rent, 157.

Entalli suburban village, with English school,

Epidemics.—See Diseases.

Estates, Landed, held by Government, 266,

267.

Estates, Landed, paying rent direct to

Government, 154, 262-268.

Estates, Landed, rent-free, 278-281.

Estates. —See also Tenures of land, and

Subdivision of estates.

Estates held in fee-simple, 281.

Ethnical division of the people, 50, 316-320.

Excise revenue, 185, 186, 187.

Expenditure.—See Revenue and expenditure.

Exports.—See Commerce and trade.

F

Factories, 102, 107, 115, 147.

Fairs or religious gatherings, 102-105. 11o,

i11, 118, 119, 229, 235, 247.

Fakirs in Sundarbans, 119, 120, 311, 312.

Fakir market village, 227.

Fallow land, none, 158.

FaltA, site of old Dutch factory, 102, 239.

Famines, 159-162.

Famine warnings, 162-163, 343-344.

Faraizl, sect of Muhammadans, 75, 113, 115,

Farasatghar pargand, 362.

Fathiabad sarkdr, 359.

Fathipur pargand, 364.

Fathipur market village, 227.

Faujddrs, deputies of spiritual teachers of

Vaishnav sects, 73.

Females, Occupation of, 44, 45 ; propor

tion of, in population, 49, 50.

Fera Nature, 37, 38, 315, 316, 331.

Fever.—See Diseases.

Fibre cultivation, 143-145.

Firewood.—See Forest products.

Fiscal divisions or pargands, 20, 225-241.

Fish, fisheries, and fishing towns, 35, 37, 38,

301-303, 316.

Floods, 158, 342.

Food of the people, 128, 131, 322-324.

Foreign landholders, 163, 164. 344.

Forests or jungles, 24, 289 ; products of, 36,

172, 304, 314.

Forts, 101, 11o, 115, 118.

Fruit trees, 140-143.

Furniture of the people, 130, 322, 323.

G

Gagndpur or Gdgneswar pargand, 371.

Gajnabhipur or Ghaznipur pargand, 372.

Galghasia river, 24, 26, 27, 32.

Game, small, 37, 315, 316.

Gamesand amusementsofthe people, 131-133.

Gandhabhadoll market village, 236.

Gandhabanik caste, its traditions, branches,

and number, 62, 63.

Ganga khdl, 34.

Gangddharpur market village, 233.

Ganges river, legend about the origin of,

28, 29. Old channel of, 29.

GanrAr caste, traditional origin and number,

64.

GdntM, a landed tenure, 155, 272, 339.

Garai bridge protective works, 168.

Gardn, timber tree in Sundarbans, 306.

Garden Reach, suburb of Calcutta, descrip

tion of, and neighbourhood, 100, 236 ; dis

pensary, 251 ; Church Mission schools, 205.

Garerf, up-country pastoral caste, 63.

Garh, one of the original 24 Parganas, 20,

232.

Garia, mart for country produce on Tolly's

Canal, 34 ; iron suspension bridge, 102 ;

and railway station, 167, 235.

General aspect of the 24 Parganas, 22-24 '*

of the Sundarbans, 286-293.

Geoa, timber tree in Sundarbans, 306.

Ghdtwdls, 59.
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GhazalmAri bil, 30. '

Ghipukur Kdta khdl, 31, 32.

Ghoraghat chaklah and sarkdr, 358, 359.

Girl schools.—See Educational statistics.

Goala caste of cowkeepers, w1th subdivi

sions, 63.

Goalanda, terminus of Eastern Bengal Rail

way and protective works, 166-168.

Goalpota canal, 32.

GobardangA town, with river traffic, munici

pality, traditions of Krishna, 34, 89, 115 ;

English school, 207 ; dispensary, 254.

Golund or Wazirpur Kata khdl, 31, 32.

Gobra village, old ruins in Sundarbans near,

3*7-
Gobra Gang, 31, 32.

Gokulpur market village, 24a

Government estates, 266, 267.

Cur, crude sugar. — See Sugar, Date,

etc.

Gopal Bhatta, a follower of Chaitanya, and

one of six original gurus, 73.

Gorachand Pit, Muhammadan saint at

HaruA, 112, 113.

Gosainpur market village, 227.

Gosains or Goswamis, religious preceptors

of the Vaishnavs, 65, 67, 107, 108.

Govindpur, part of original town of Calcutta,

20, 181.

Green crops, 139, 331.

Guasuba river, 295.

Gujjar, up-country caste, 63.

CulaJdmd, a cultivating tenure, rent paid in

kind, 155, 274.

Gunjarpur village market. 232.

Guntia Khali river, 27, 32.

II

Hadfpur market village, 227.

Hajipur mahal, 364.

Haldaha pargand, 372,

Hangara river, 31.

HAriA ChangA river, 295.

Hari caste, swineherds and sweepers, 71.

Haricharanpur market village, 232.

Haringhata river.—See Baleswar.

Haripur market village, 227.

Haniagang.—See Bidyahari river.

HaruA village, 11 1 ; fair in honour of Gora

Chand, 227.

Hasim Kati market village, 231.

Hathiagarh, one of the original 24 Parganas,

20, 21, 29 ; north and south pargands,

232.

Hathikanda pargand, 364.

HausnAcha market village, 228.

Havilishahr or Halishahr pargand, 20, 233,

363-

Hdwald, a land tenure, 340.

HAzaribagh, Hill tribes from, 51.

Hemp, 145.

Henckellganj market village, large bazar,

34, 233 ; English school, 206.

Henckell, Mr., attempts to reclaim the Sun

darbans, 327-331.

Mental, timber tree in Sundarbans, 306.

Hijili chaklah included with Bengal, 356,

358 ; historical account of, 385-389.

Hilki pargand, 233, 364.

Hill tribes, 50, 51, 318, 319.

Hindu population, 44,71, 72.—Seealso Castes.

Hinsl or Helencha river, 31, 32.

Holdings, Size of, 148, 149, 336, 337.

Houses in 24 Parganas, 42, 43.

Houses of the people. 129, 130, 322, 323.

Htigll or Bura Mantreswar estuary, 28.

Htigll river, 18, 24, 25 ; changes in course

of, 29, 293.

H1ikumi, rent-free grants of land made by

zaminddrs, 279.

HusainAbad khdl, 33.

HusainAbad river mart. with paddy trade, 34.

Husainpur/a>ya«1t, 366.

Husbandmen.—See Cultivators, Tillage, etc.

I

Iarpur market village, 226.

Ichhamatl river, (1) tributary ofJamunA, 25,

26 ; (2) offshoot ofJamunA, 35, 287, 299.

Ichhapur khdl, 32.

Ichhapur village, English school, 206, 233 ;

powder factory and railway station, 11o,

166.

Idiots, Number of, 44.

Ijdrd, a land tenure or lease, 155, 271, 272.

Ijdrd, farm of Government, 267.

Ikhtiarpur, one of the original 24 Parganas,

20.

Im&dpMT pargand, 373.

Immigration.—See Emigration and immigra

tion.

Implements, Agricultural, 150, 151, 337, 338.

Imports.—See Trade, and Commerce.

Income and income tax, 173-182.

Indigenous drugs.—See Drugs.

Indigo, Cultivation of, 147.

Indranl pargand, 365.

Insane population, 44.

Interest. Rates of, 173, 345.

Irrigation, 35, 158, 301.

IslamAbad chaklah, 358.

IsmAilpur pargand, 365.

Istimrdrl, a land tenure, 270, 271.

Iswaripur village, old nameJasohara (Jessor),

traditional seat of RAjA PratapAditya, 116-

118, 238, 364.

IswarpAl, the present hereditary kartd of the

KartAbhajas, 74.

J

Jafar KhAn Murshid Kuli KhAn, his assess

ment under Aurangzib, Dfwan and Nizam

of Bengal, 357 ; abvxibs under, 358.
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?Tafarpur market village, 227.

Jagdtddl village, ruins of old fort, 115.

Jagdfspur market village, 232.

dgir of Lord Clive, 19, 20.

dgir, rent-free grant of land for life, 279.

Jahangfrnagar chaklah, 358.

] aidia pargand, 372.

] ail statistics, 193-199.

' ainigar, trade in table rice, 34 ; munici

pality, Hindu temple, 88 ; English school,

204, 228.

Jaleswar sarkdr, 359, 370, 371.

Jaleswar pargand, 355, 371,

Jalia, fishing caste, 69, 317.

Jalkarjamd, a fishing lease, 276.

jamd, orjet, a cultivating tenure, 155. 273-

275-

amaica, Emigrants to, 52.

dmira estuary, 28.

amunA river, 25, 26, 32, 34, 287, 295, 360,

374-
JanArddanpur market village, 227.

jfangalburi Tdluk, a land tenure for clear

ing forest, 267, 268.

Tat, up-country caste, 63.

' annatabad sarkdr, 359.

I essor chaklah, 358.

' essor or Rasulpur pargand, 373.

' essor, Raja of, formerly great proprietor in

24 Parganas, 22.

Jeradkhanah, name of portion of the Sun-

darbans on rent-roll of Shah Suja, 380.

Jhapjhapid river, 32.

Jhau, timber tree in Sundarbans, 306.

, haudangd village with river traffic, 35, 229.

] haudia pargand, 372.

] idrakh pargand, 372.

" fb, a follower of Chaitanya, one of the six

original gurus, 73.

Jin, timber tree in Sundarbans, 307.

Jithud market village, 235.

Job Charnock, established bazar at Barrack-

pur, 82.

Jogf, weaving caste, 69, 323.

] ohibpur market village, 227.

' ungle.—See Forest.

' ungle products, 36, 37, 304-315.

' urisdiction of district. and charges in, 21,

22 ; of the Sundarbans, 286.

Jute cultivation, 143-145, 325, 326.

K

Kabadak river, 18 ; boundary of 24 Par

ganas and Jessor, 27, 287, 299.

Kachar, Emtgrants to, 52.

Kachud trading village, 320 ; station of Mr.

Henckell, 327.

Kadamgachf market village for local pro

duce, 226.

KadamtaU river, name of Khamati lower

down, 26.

Kddihati, municipality, 89 ; English school,

206.

Kdgramuri market village, 136.

Kaibartta caste, their origin, history, and

subdivisions, 63, 64, 317.

Kaibartta Brahmans, 57.

Kalarod municipality, 89 ; seat of river trade,

35. 23°-

Kalaroa Husainpur pargand, 234, 364.

Kdllcharanpur market village, 233.

Kaligachhi river, 26.

Kdliganj, municipal union of villages with

large bdzdr, 34, 99, 227 ; seat of manufac

ture of hornsticks, 170.

Kablghat. site of great temple of Ka1i, 101.

Kalindi river, 26, 32, 287.

Kalinga municipality, 80, 81.

Kalpl village with bdzdr, and rice market.

226.

Kalu caste, oil-pressers, 69.

Kalyan lh.il, 26.

Kamar caste and subdivisions, 6r.

Kdmdebpur market for local produce, 226.

Kanauj Brahmans, immigrants, 51, 56.

Kanchrapdra railway station, 166.

Kandalia mahal, 364.

Kdnkrd, timber tree in Sundarbans, 307.

Kanksiali river (Coxeali), 26, 32.

Kansari, brazier caste, branchofGandhbanik,

63.

Kantatala Kdtd khdl, 31, 33.

Kanthalpdra village, noted for Sanskrit

learning, fair, 1n, 233.

Kdorapukur khdl, 31.

Kdora, swine-herd caste, 317.

Kapali, cultivating caste, 69, 317.

Kapilmunf, Hindu sage. connected with

mythical origin of the Ganges, 28.

Karai mahal, 371.

Kardi, timber tree in Sundarbans, 307.

Karaibarl chaklah, 358.

Karamba village, near Calcutta, 230.

Karanga, cultivating caste, 70.

Karatoya river, 25.

Kargaon pargand, 370,

Karohi mahal, 371.

KartabhajAs, Hindu sect, history of, etc.,

73-75-
Kasba village, near Calcutta, 230.

Kasbd mahal, 373.

Kdsiddangd market village, 235.

Kasijora pargand, 371.

Kasimari market village, 227.

Kasinagar market village, 232.

Kdsinath tdluk, 373.

Kaslswarpur market village, 231.

Katkina, a land tenure, 155.

Katsal mahal, 364.

Kdyasth, writer caste, their origin and sub

divisions, 59, 60.

Kdzlpdra village and fair, 110, 1n.

Kedarkhand mahal, 371.

Kenkti, timber tree in Sundarbans, 307.

Keord, timber tree in Sundarbans, 307.

Khallfatabdd sarkdr, 359, 373.

Khaliskhall bil. 30.

Khalispur pargand, 372, 373.

JChalsi, timber tree in Sundarbans, 307.
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Khan Jahan, early reclaimer of Sundarbans,

382.

Kiulndbdri, a land tenure or building lease,

275, 280.

Khand ghosh mahal, 370.

Khandait, a Uriya military caste, 59.

KhandAr mahal, 371.

Khandikar, horn-cutting caste, 70.

Kharagpur mahal, 371.

Kharar mahal, 364.

Khardah, seat of traditions of Vaishnav sect,

place of pilgrimage, fair, 107, 108 ; rail

way station, 166 ; manufactory of brushes,

170 ; school, 206, 23a

Kharf, mission station of Society for Pro

pagation of the Gospel, 106, 235.

Kharia, aboriginal hill tribe, 51.

Kharijuri, one of the original 24 Parganas,

20.

Khds mahals, estates under direct manage

ment of Government, 266, 267.

Khaspur, one of the original 24 Parganas, 2a

Khatanga mahal, 370.

KliatrA market village, 227.

Khazra market village, 234.

Khidmat over the 24 Parganas conferred on

the Company, 18, 19.

KholA Khali creek, 25, 31.

KholpetuA river, 26, 27, 32, 299.

Khulna, Sundarbans market village, 27, 300 ;

lime-burning, 314.

Khurd market village, 227.

Kidderpur, large market town on Tolly's

Canal, near Calcutta, called after Mr.

Kyd, site of Government and other docks,

31, 100, 236.

KirAts, original legendary inhabitants of

Ilengal, 53.

Kirpd, timber tree in the Sundarbans. 307.

Kismat Sarsana, large market village, 236.

Kit mahal, 369.

Koeri, cultivating caste, branch of the

Kaibarttas, 68.

Kol, aboriginal hill tribe, 51.

Kora caste, diggers and labourers, 69.

A'orfa, land tenure, sub-lease under cultiva

tor, 155, 278.

Kotwali mahal, 362.

Kshattriya, warrior caste, claimants to the

rank, 58.

Kubazpur pargand, 367.

Kuch Bchar, Portions of, added to Bengal,

356. .

Kulgachi bil, 30 ; partly drained, 227.

Kulin Brdhmans, their origin, subdivisions,

and customs, 53-55.

Kulins oi other castes, 60, 62.

Kultf Biharf fishing village on the Kulti

Gang, 35.

Kulti GAng, 33.

KumAr, potter caste, with its two divisions,

61.

KumAr PartAp pargand, 373.

KundriA.—See Sobnall river.

Kurgachi market village, 240.

Kurml up-country cultivating caste, 64.

KusAl market village, 227.

Kusdziha pargand, 236. 367.

Kutabpur mahal, or Mahakanghat, in sar-

kdr J aleswar, 371.

Kutabpur mahal, in sarkdr Mahmudabad.

372.

L

labourers, Day, 154, 338.

Lahona, a land tenure, 275.

Lakes, marshes, etc., 30, 299.

l-dherf or Nurf caste, makers of lac orna

ments, 70.

Ldkhirdj, rent-free land tenure, 278-281.

Lakhnauti, former residence of Muhamma-

dan Governor of Lower Bengal, towards

the north-west, 361, foot-note,

LakshmldAri market village, 229.

Lakshimikantpur village, with church and

Christian schools, 232.

Land Law of 1859, 149, 157, 189, 337.

Land Measures, 153.

Land Reclamation, 36, 331-335.

Land Revenue, 183, 188, 346.

Land Revenue under Muhammadan rule

of Lower Bengal, 356-358.

I -and Revenue of 24 Parganas in 1758, 18.

I^and Revenue of Calcutta in 1717, 20.

I^and Settlement, 266, 258.

Land, Spare, 154, 338, 339*

Land Tenures.—See Tenures of land.

I-epers, Number of, 44.

Life, Town and rural. 121, 122, 320.

Loha kaera, timber tree of Sundarbans, 307,

308.

Loss of life by drowning, 33, 34, 209.

Loss of life by wild beasts and snake-bites,

38, 315.

Lunatic asylums, 256-259.

M

Madak or Mayra, confectioner caste, 64.

MadAran sarkdr, 359, 360, 367-369.

MadAran Haveli mahal, 368.

MAdAri river, 34.

MAdhabkAtf market village, 229.

MAdhava Sena, Hindu king of Bengal, 379.

Maghs, immigrants from the Ardkan coast,

24 Parganas, 50 ; Sundarbans, 319, 320 ;

depredations of, 382, 383.

MagrA or NArAyantalA khdl, 31.

MagrdhAt produce mart and station of the

Society for the Propagation of the Gospel,

119, 228.

MAgurA pargand, one of the original 24

Parganas, 20, 236, 364.

Mahadebnagar market village, 229.

Mahals, revenue divisions of Bengal under

the Muhammadans, 365.

Mahishadal mahal, 369.

MahmudAbdd sarkdr, 359, 360, 372.
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Mahmudshdhi pargand, corrupted into

Muhammad Shahi, 372.

Mahotsab, initiatory feast of the Vaishnavs,

67.

Maidanmal pargand, one of the original 24

Parganas, 20, 236, 237 ; or Mednimali, 364.

Maihaiti pargand, 237 ; or Maihati, 364.

MAl caste, snake-charmers, 70.

Mald caste, boatmen, branch of the Kaibart-

tas, 69.

Malanchd estuary, mouth of the Kabadak,

27, 28, 29$.

Malanchd village, with trade in firewood on

the Bidyddhari, 34.

Malangis, salt manufacturers, 289, 388.

Males, Proportion of, in population, 44, 45.

Mall caste, gardeners and wreathmakers, 62.

Malikpur pargand, 373.

Malik-ul-tujjar, title of salt monopolist un

der the Muhammadans, 389.

MaljhdtA mahal, 371 ; corresponding nearly

with Hijili, 386.

Malo caste, labourers, 70.

Mandals, or village heads, 124-127.

Mandalghat mahal, 369.

Maniktala market village, 235.

Manirdmpur fishing village on the Hiigli,

school, 35, 206.

MAnjhi caste, or rather class, of boatmen, 70.

Mansharshdhl mahal, 370.

Manpur, one of the original 24 Parganas,

20, 21.

Manufactures, 170, 171 ; sugar, 140-143,

145, 146.

Manure, 157, 158.

Maps, Old Portuguese and Dutch, and

Rennel's, 373-379, 383"385-

Marichchdp GAng, 27, 32.

MarjAtd or Kdgd river, 297.

Marshes.—See Lakes, etc.

Marsh reclamation, 24 Parganas, 36 ; Sun-

darbans, 303, 304.

MArwdri, up-country trading caste. 63.

Masat, fair in honour of Manik Pir, 102.

Material condition of the people, 24 Par

ganas, 127-131 ; Sundarbans, 321-324.

MathurApur village with large market, called

Diwan's hAt, 232.

Matiari mahal, 364.

Matld river and estuary, 25, 28, 32 ; or

Raimatla, 294.

Matld town.—See Canning.

Maukhali market village, 226.

Mauritius, Emigrants to, 52.

Maunisl or maurasl, a land tenure, 155,

270, 271.

Maydpur, site of powder magazine for ship

ping, 101, 228.

Mayda, one of the original 24 Parganas, 20,

2t, 237.

Maydd market village, 232.

Maziranti market village, 227.

Mazkurin mahal, 367.

Means of communication.—See Roads, etc.

Measures.—See Weights and measures.

Medical aspects of District, 241-255.

Meghnd estuary, 298.

Meteorological aspects of District, 242-245,

259-261.

Midnapur mahal, 371.

Mihtar, sweeper caste, 71.

Minabag mahal, 369.

Minakhdn, seat of river trade in table rice,

34-
Mir Jafar, Nawdb Ndzim of Bengal, 18, 19.

Missionary schools, 204-206, 208, 209.

Mithila, a Province of Bengal towards the

north-west, under the Hindu kings, 359,

foot-note.

Mobrah Ghazl, afakir of mythical influence

in the Sundarbans, 119, 120.

Morrellganj port and market, 297, 300, 320,

344-
Mortgage.—See Tenures of land.

Muchl, leather-dealing caste, 70.

Muhammadan population, 24 Parganas, 71,

72, 75 ; Sundarbans, 317, 318.

Muhammadpur pargand, 367.

Mukarrari, a land tenure, 270, 271.

Mukundpur market village, 231.

Mulghar pargand, 237, 367.

Munrdgdchha, one of the original 24 Par

ganas, 20, 21.

Munrdgdchhd mahal, in sarkdr KalifAtdbdd,

373; in sarkdr SAtgaon, 364; or Mura-

gdchha, 237, 238.

Municipalities, List and description of, 77-

99 ; statistics of, 123.

Municipal Police.—See Police statistics.

Miirad Khanah, name of portion of the Sun

darbans on the rent-roll ofShdh Shujd, 381.

MurdAfarash class, or caste, oi corpse-

bearers, 71.

Murshidabdd, made capital of Bengal by

Jafar Khan, from whose title of Murshid

Kull KhAn its name was derived, 357.

Musical instruments, 133.

Mutinies of sepoys at Barrackpur, 83, 87.

Muzaffarpur mahal, 364.

Muzaffarshdhl mahal, 370.

N

Nabasdks, the 9 most respected Siidra castes,

60-63.

Nabya (?) pargand, 367,

Nadiya, Rdjd of. proprietor in 24 Parganas,

22.

Nadiyd mahal, 364.

Nagar mahal, 369.

Nagarbankd pargand, 372.

NagarghAtd HI, 30.

Nagin pargand, 367.

NaihAtl, municipality, 80 ; railway station,

166 ; English school, 206, 233.

Naik, military low caste, 69.

Naird pargand, 367.

Nalkura, English school, 206 ; market

village, 227.

NaltA, large village, 227.
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NaluA market village, 232.

Namgad Samudra, a name of the Kabadak

river, 27.

Nangla, populous village, 227.

NaopAra, populous village, with large fair,

118, 119, 227.

Ndpit. or barber caste, with subdivisions,

etc., 60, 61, 317.

NArikelbariA, scene of the overthrow of Titu

Miyan. the FarAizf leader, 113-115.

Narikcldanga village, with aided English

school, 205.

Nasang pargand, 367.

Nats, aboriginal tribe, 51.

NAtagarh, seat of brass and iron work, 170 ;

school, 206, 230.

Native Christians, 24 ParganAs, 75. 76, 232 ;

Sundarbans, 318.

Natural calamities, 24 Parganas, 158-163,

250-261 ; Sundarbans, 342-344.

Nauhazari market village, 228.

NawAbganj municipality, 8or

Nayabad market village, 227.

Naya KAta khdl. 31.

Newspapers, 173.

Nibodhay English school, 206.

Nijgarh market village, 228.

Nimak-o-mom mahal, or salt and wax farms,

21.
Nimta village near Calcutta, 23a

Nitkhall market village, 227.

Nityanand, one of the two prabhus, or

principal disciples of Chaitanya, settled at

Khardah, 65. 73, 107, 108.

Nona khdl. affluent of the BidyAdhari, 25.

North Suburban Town municipality, 79 ;

education, 214-221 ; hospital, 249, 250, 255.

0

Occupancy rights of cultivators, 24 Parganas,

149 ; Sundarbans, 337.—See also Tenures

of land.

Occupations of the people, 45-50.

Oil-seeds, Cultivation of, 131.

Out-turn of crops, etc., 24 Parganas, 148,

149 ; Sundarbans, 335, 336.

P

Padm&rivcr, small offshoot of thejamuna,

25-

Paikan, one of the original 24 Parganas, 20,

21.
Palta, village on the Hugli, with a powder

magazine and the water-works for the

supply of Calcutta, 108, 109 ; school, 206.

Palta bdor, 240.

Pan, labouring caste, 71.

Pan or betel-leaf, Cultivation of, 146, 325.

PAnchannagaon pargand, the fifty-five vil

lages which compose the suburbs of Cal

cutta, 239.

Pancheoli, a timber tree of the Sundarbans,

308.

PAnchnaur pargand, 239 ; or PAchnor, 366.

Panduah pargand and town, 365, 366.

Pangasf, another name for the Kabadak

river, 27, 297.

PAnihati, place of manufacture of horn hair-

combs, 170 ; school, 206 ; river traffic in

miscellaneous goods, 34.

Panjra sarkdr, 359.

Panwan mahal, or Pownan, 363.

Paranpur pargand, 372.

Paras, a ttmber tree of the Sundarbans, 308.

ParbhangA islands, 297.

Parganas, the 24, D1str1ct op—

Geographical Situation, Area, and Head

quarters, 17 ; Boundaries, 18 ; Acquisition

by the Company, 18-21 ; jurisdictions and

Changes, 21, 22 ; General Aspect, 22-24 '"

Rivers, 24-30; Lakes, Marshes, etc., 30;

Canals, Boat-routes, Boats, River Traffic,

etc. , 30-35 ; Irrigation, Marsh Cultivation,

Lines of Drainage, etc. , 35, 36 ; Forest and

lungle Products, 36, 37 ; Pastures, 37 ;

Fera Naturaj, Fisheries, etc., 35, 37, 38 ;

Population, Early Estimates ofT 38 ; Cen

sus of 1872, its agencies and results, 39-

72 ; Comparative Density of Population.

40 ; Population according to Sex and Age1

44, 45 ; According to Occupation, 45-50 ;

Ethnical Division of the People, 50 ; Emi

gration and Immigration, 51, 52 ; Castes,

52-71 ; Religious Division of the People,

71-76 ; Towns and Important Places, 76-

124 ; Village Institutions. 124-127 ; Ma

terial Condition of the People, etc., 127-

134 ; Agriculture, 134-158 ; Rice, 134-138 ;

Vegetables, etc., 139 ; Fruit trees, Sugar,

etc., 140-143 ; Jute, 143-145; Area, Out

turn of Crops, etc., 148 ; Condition of the

Cultivators, 149 ; Domestic Animals, 149 ;

Agricultural Implements. 150, 151 ; Wages

and Prices, 152, 153 ; Weights and Mea

sures, 152-154 ; Day-labourers and Spare

Land, 154; Intermediate Land Tenures,

154, 155; Rates of Rent, 155-157; Manure,

Irrigation, and Fallows, 157, 158 ; Natural

Calamities, 158, 163 ; Blights and Floods,

158 ; Droughts and Compensating Influ

ences, 159; Famine of 1866, 159-162;

Famine Warnings, 163 ; Foreign and Ab

sentee Landholders, 163, 164 ; Roads and

. Means of Communication, 164, 165 ; Rail

ways, 166-170 ; Manufactures, 170, 171 ;

Commerce, 171-173; Capital and Interest.

and Newspapers, 173 ; Incomes and In

come Tax, 173-182 ; Administration, 183-

241; Administrative History, 183; Revenue

and Expenditure, 183-188; Land Revenue,

188 ; Courts and Land Law, 189 ; Police

Statistics, 189-191 ; ^Criminal Cases, 191,

192 ; Criminal Classes, 192, 193 ; Jail Sta

tistics, 193-199 ; Educational Statistics,

199-221 ; Postal Statistics, 221 ; Subdivi-

sional Administration, 322-325 ; Fiscal

Divisions, 225-241 ; Medical Aspects, 241-

>
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255 ; Climate, Rainfall, etc., 241-244 ;

Diseases, 244; Cattle Disease, 244-247 ; In

digenous drugs, 247-249 ; Charitable Dis

pensaries, 240-255 ; Lunatic Asylums, 256-

258 ; Conservancy Arrangements, 259 ;

Cyclone of 1864, 259-261 ; Land Tenures,

261-281.

Parganas, List of the original 24, 20.

ParganAs or Fiscal Divisions—alphabetical

list of present pargands in the District.

with the area, number of estates, and

amount of land revenue, 225-241.

Pargand, original use of the word for a

revenue division, 355.

Parsls, Number of, 50.

Pas(, caste of toddymakers, 71.

Passar river in Sundarbans, 299.

Pasur, a timber tree of the Sundarbans, 308.

PatarghatA village, near Calcutta, 230.

Patltdbddt, a land tenure, 268.

PatkAbari mahal, 363.

PatkAbAriA pargand, 372.

PAtni caste, boatmen and ferrymen, branch

of the Jalias, 70.

Patni island in Sundarbans, 295.

Patnl tdluk, a land tenure, 155, 269, 270;

almost unknown in the Sundarbans, 339.

Patnlkhanpur mnrket village, 234.

Patua, weaving caste, 69.

Pasture grounds, 37.

Peasantry. —See Cultivators, Tillage, etc.

PechAkull. one of the original 24 Parganas,

20, 21 ; or Penchakuli, 239.

People, Material condition of, 127-134.

PiAli river, 25.

Pilgrimage to Sagar Island, 102-105.

PipA market village, 227.

Pipalbaria pargand, 372.

PippU or PipK Shahbandar mahal, 371.

Pir Ekdil Sahib, MusalmAn saint, in whose

honour a fair is held at KazlpAra, 11o, i11.

Places of interest or importance, 100-121.

Pod caste, with its subdivisions of cultivators

and fishermen, 69, 136, 317.

Police circles, or Ihdnds, 42, 43. 189.

Police circles, Population according to,

42, 43-

Police statistics, 189-192.

Polygamy among the Kulin Brdhmans, 54.

Population, 24 Parganas : estimates previous

to 1872, 38 ; results of Census of 1872,

40-50 ; comparative density of, 39, 40 ;

according to age and sex, 44, 55 ; accord

ing to occupation, 45-50 ; ethnical division

of, 50 ; religious division of, 71-76 ; of

towns classified according to education,

214-221 ; of Sundarbans, 316-320.

Port-Canning.—See Canning.

Portuguese maps, 373, 374.

Portuguese, Depredations by, 382. 383 ;

present numbers of, in total population, 50.

Postal statistics, 221, 222.

Prankrishnapur village, with large annual

fair, 235.

PratApdditya RAja, Fort of, 1 15 ; legends

concerning, 116-118.

VOl. II.

PratApnagar village, with trade in firewood

and paddy, also boat-building, 34, 118,

234.

Prices.—See Wages and Prices.

Prithiba. small village, with fair, i11.

Prithu, the king who formed the first classifi

cation of castes, 52.

PujAK market village, 228.

Pulses, Cultivation of, 139, 325.

Pundra, according to the Purdnas, one of

the three original immigrants into Eastern

India, 53.

Pura, caste of vegetable-growers, 68.

PurA market village, with school, 207, 2;o.

Purah mahal, 363.

IHimiah sarkdr, 359.

PushpakAti market village, 229.

R

Rabnabad channel, 298 ; island, 289.

Ragunath Bhatta, \ disciples of Chaitanya,

Ragunath DAs, j and two of the original

gurus of the Vaishnav sect, 73.

Ragunathpur. populous village, 227.

Raikjuani village, near Calcutta, 230.

Railways, 24 Parganas, 165-170, 172, 174 ;

Sundarbans, 344.

RAimangal estuary, 26, 28, 32, 295.

RAimatlA.—See MatlA river.

Rain mahal, 371.

RAipur, scene of encounter between Dutch

and English, 102, 232.

RAipur market village in North Balia par-,

gand, 228.

Raisah pargand, 366.

RajAhat, large market village, with river

traffic in table rice, 34, 226.

RAjApur market village, 226.

RAjbansI, fishing caste, their legendary origin

in 24 Parganas, 70.

RAjer.drapur market village, 227.

RAjpur village, with English school, 204.

RAjput, up-country warrior caste, 58.

RAm Smaran Pal, 1 successive heads of the

RAm DulAl, J KartAbhajA sect, 74.

RAmbhadrapur market village, 235.

RAmnagar market village, 227.

RampAl market village, north of Sundar

bans, 325.

RAmpur khal, 32.

RangdiA pargand, 373.

RAnihat mahal, 364.

RarA village, with school, near Barrackpur,

206.

RArha, province of Bengal under Hindu

kings, to the south-west, 359, foot-note.

RArhi Brdhmans, their history, subdivisions,

gotras, families, etc., 53-55.

Raspungi market village, 228.

Rassa, residence of the descendants of the

Mysor princes, 235.

RavvAni KAhar, up-country low caste, palan- »

quin bearers, 70.

2 C
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Reclamation of the Sundarbans. 327-335.

Remna mahal, 371.

Relief in famines and cyclones, 160-163,

260, 261, 342.

Religious division of the people, 24 Parganas,

71-76 ; Sundarbans, 317, 318.

Rent of land, 24 Parganas, 155-157 ; Sun

darbans, 341, 342.

Rent cases, 189,

Rent-free tenures.—See Tenures of land.

Rent-rolls of Bengal under Muhammadans,

356-3S8-
Resumption of rent-free tenures, 265.

Revenue and Expenditure of 24 Parganis,

183-188; of Sundarbans, 346.

Revenue of Bengal under the Muhammadans

and under the Company, 356-358.

Rice crop, 24 Parganas, 36, 134-138 ; Sun

darbans, 303, 324-326.

Long-stemmed rice, 36, 303.

Area under rice, 148, 326.

Preparations made from rice, 137, 138.

Rice-fields in the Sundarbans, 335.

Rights of cultivators. —See Tenures of land,

and Occupancy rights.

Rivers of 24 Parganas, 24-30 ; of Sundar

bans, 293-299.

River traffic, 32-35, 299, 300.

Roads and means of communication, 24

Parganas, 164-170 ; Sundarbans, 344.

Rotation of crops, or rather substitution,

158.

Ruins in the Sundarbans, 320, 321, 380, 381.

Riip, disciple of Chaitanya, and one of the

six original gurus of the Vaishnavs, 73.

Rural as compared with urban popula

tion, 121, 122, 320.

s

Sabang mahal, 371.

Sadghati mahal, 364.

Sadgop, Siidra caste of cultivators, their

subdivisions and families, 62.

Sagar island, Eponym, Sagar, mythical king

of Oudh, and legend of the origin of

Ganges, 28, 29 ; seat of fair and pilgrim

age, and attempts at cultivation, 102-106 ;

telegraph station and observatory of

Meteorological Department, 242 - 244 ;

effects of cyclone, 259-261.

Snghat mahal, 364.

Sahas mahal, 373.

Sahaspur pargand, 366.

Sahaspur mahal, 373.

Sahib Khali khdl, 31, 32.

Sailing directions for entering the Sundar

bans rivers, 298, 299.

Sakoia mahal, 364.

SalimAbad.—See Sulaimanabad.

Szhmpur pargand, 372.

Salt-smuggling cases, 192.

Salt manufacture in Hijili and the Sundar

bans, 388, 389.

Salt-water lake, or Dhapa, 23, 30, 33, 36.

Samaj.—See Brahma Samaj.

Samarsanas mahal, or Samarshahl, 369.

Samnagar village and railway station, near

site of a ruined fort, no, 166 ; English

school, 206.

Sanatan, disciple of Chaitanya, one of the

six original gurus of the Vaishnavs, 73.

Sandhills along sea-coast of Eastern Sun

darbans, 289, 290.

Sanitation.—See Conservancy.

Sankarkatf market village, and large fair,

118, 119, 227.

Sankhari caste, shell-cutters, branch of the

Gandhbaniks, 63.

Sanskrit learning, Seat of, at Khantalpara,

i11.

Santals, aboriginal hill tribe, 51.

Santipur mahal, 364.

Santosbati market village, 228.

Santospur, large village, 227.

Sarkdr, territorial division of Bengal under

the Muhammadans, 355.

Satal, one of the original 24 Parganas, 20.

SAtgaon chaklah, 358 ; sarkdr, 359-365 ;

town or SaptagrAm, 360-362.

Satlchira, municipality, trade in rice and

sugar, 35, 87, 88 ; English school sup

ported by Zamlndar, 207 ; many Hindu

temples, 229 ; dispensary, 252, 253, 255 ;

subdivision, 223.

Satkhira Kata khdl, 31.

Satsaikka pargand, or Satsikka, 366.

Sayyidpur or Sodepur, railway station and

English school, 166, 206.

Schools.—See Educational statistics.

Sekera or Swarnakar caste, goldsmiths and

jewellers, 68.

Semi-Hinduized aborigines, Number of, 50.

Senbhum mahal, 369.

Senganj market village, 240.

Sex. Population according to, 44, 45.

Settlements of Bengal under Muhammadans,

356-358.

Sepoy mutinies at Barrackpur, 83-87.

Shah Ujial pargand, 372.

Shahnagar, ) two of the original 24 Par-

Shahpur, j" ganas, 20, 21, 240.

Shahpur mahal, 369.

Shahzadpur, formerly a place of some con

sequence, 121, 237.

Shdmildt, or conjoint tdluks, land tenures,

268, 269.

Sharifabad sarkdr, 359, 360, 369, 370.

Sharifnagar market village, 240.

Shergarh mahal, or Sikharbhum, 369.

Sherpur pargand, 373.

Sherpur Beria pargand, 372.

Sherpur Tahslli pargand, 372.

Shikari, hunter caste, 71.

Sialdah, terminus of Eastern Bengal, and

Calcutta, and South-Eastcrn Railways.

166, 170.

Sialdah Gang, 31, 32.

SibhAtl market village, 240.

I Sibsa river, 299.
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SikarbdK market village, 236.

Silhet, Emigrants to, 52 ; chaklah, 358 ; sar-

kdr, 359.

Simulia market village, 227.

Singholi pargand, 366.

s'infra j timhcr trees in the Sundarbans, 308-

Sital'khAli khdl, 33.

Size of holdings, 149, 336, 337.

Sobna tappd, 373.

Sobnali river, also called Kundria or Beng-

daha, 27, 32.

SoladAna market village, 227.

Sonai river, 27.

SonArgdon sarkdr, 359 ; town, 361, foot-note.

South Suburban Town, municipality, 79 ;

education, 214-221.

Spare land, 154, 338, 339.

SrimantkAti market village, 235.

Sripur market village, with branch dispen

sary, 229, 253, 255.

Srirajpur mahal, 364.

SrirAnpur market village, 288.

St. Vincent, Emigrants to, 52.

Sutah, a territorial division of the Mughul

period, 355.

Subarnabanik or Sonarbanid caste, bankers

and goldsmiths, their origin and degrada

tion, 68.

Subdivision of estates, 188.

Subdivisional administration, 22, 222-225.

Subsidence of the country, 290, 293.

Sudra castes, 60-71.

Sugar-cane, Cultivation of, 145, 325.

Sulaimanabad sarkdr, corrupted to Salama-

bad or Salimabad, 359, 360, 365-367.

Sulaimanabad mahal, 373.

Sulaimanabad Haveli pargand, 366.

Sulaimanshahi mahal, 370.

Sulkuni KAtd khdl, 31, 32.

Sultanpur pargand, 366.

SUNDARBANS, THE—

Geographical Situation, Area, and Bound

aries, 285 ; Jurisdiction, 286 ; General As

pect of the Country, 286-290 ; Subsidence

of the Country, 290-293 ; River System,

293-299 ; River traffic, Markets, etc., 300 ;

Irrigation, 301 ; Fisheries and Fish, 302,

303 ; Jungle Products and Forest Trees,

304-315 ; Fera Natures, etc., 315, 316 ;

Population, 316 ; Religious Division of the

People, 317, 318; Immigration, 318-320;

Traces of Ancient Inhabitants, 321 ; Ma

terial Condition of the People, 321, 323 ;

Agriculture, 324-341 ; Early Attempts and

Difficulties oiSundarban Reclamation, 327-

335 ; Area, Out-turn of Crops, etc. , 335,

363 ; Condition of the Cultivators, and

DomcsticAnimals, 337; Wages and Prices.

Day-labourers, and Spare Land, 338; Land

Tenures, 339-341; Rates of Rent, 34; Natu

ral Calamities, 342; FamineWarnings, 343;

Foreign and Absentee Proprietors, and

Means of Communication, 344; Commerce

and Capital, 345 ; Administration and

Land Revenue, 346.

Sundri, the most common timber tree in

the Sundarbans, 308.

Sunma, according to the Purdnas, one of

the three original immigrants into Eastern

India, 53.

Sunri or Suri caste, spirit-sellers, 69, 317.

Surjyapur village on the Siirjyapur khdl,

with river traffic in paddy, 34.

Surkhall market village, north of the Sun

darbans, 325.

Sutradhar or Chhutah caste, carpenters, 68.

Swanip Sinh pargand, 373.

Swatch of No Ground, great natural depres

sion in the Bay of Bengal, south of the

Sundarbans, 295-297.

T

Taj Khan Masnad i Alf, first Muhammadan

conqueror of Hijili, 386.

Tdkl, municipality, 89, 90 ; English school,

207 ; trade in paddy, 34, 225 ; branch

dispensary, 2S4, 255.

Tala pargand, 241, 373.

Tdluk, a land tenure, 154, 155, 264, 265.

Tdlukddrs of the Sundarbans, 328-330, 339-

34»-
Tamil or Tdmbuli caste, originally betel-

sellers, their subdivisions and chief

families, 6i, 62.

Tamluk mahal, 371.

Tanna, Fort of, taken by Lord Clive, 1ot.

Tantf caste, weavers, their subdivisions, 68.

Tarali market village, 227.

TArdaha fishing village, 35 ; near Calcutta,

230, 294.

Tarkua mahal, 371.

Tanfir, name for lands originally unassesscd,

265, 266.

Telckhall jungle, waste land, 24.

Tell or Till caste, oil-pressers and traders,

their origin, subdivisions, and status, 61.

TelinlpArd village, near Calcutta, 230.

Tenures of land, 24 Parganas, list of inter

mediate tenures, 154, 155 ; zaminddri.

*262-264 ; tdluk, 264 ; resumed Idkhirdj

lands, taufir, and khds mahals, 266 ; ijdrd,

or iarms, and jangalburi tdluk, 267 ;

shdmildt, 268 ; patni, 269, 270 ; istam-

rdri, etc., 270; ijdrd, 271 ; gdnthl and

thikd, 272 ; jot or jamd, 273, 274 ; zar i

peshgi, khdndbdri, and chakddri, 275 ;

jalkar jamd, and peculiar tenures, 276 ;

sub-tenures created by middlemen, 277,

278 ; Idkhirdj tenures with subdivisions,

278-281 ; fee-simple, 281. Sundarbans—

gdnthl, thikd, hdwald, charchd, and dbdd-

kdrd rwalta, 339-341.

Tetra market village, 227.

Tetulia market village, 227.

Thakuran river, 299.

Thakurpukur mission chapel and school oi

the Church Missionary Society, 31, 206.

236.
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Thdnd, a division of the country under the

Muhammadans, for military purposes,

356.—Also see Police circle.

Tkikd, a land tenure, 152, 272, 339.

Thatching-grasses, 147 ; thatching-leaf, 314,

344-
Tidal rivers, 30, 299, 335.

Tillage, 24 Parganas—Rice crops, 36, 134-

137 ; other cereals, green crops, and veget

ables, 139 ; fruit trees and date palm,

140-143 ; fibres and jute, 143-145 ; sugar

cane, 145 ; pdn, 146 ; tobacco, thatching-

grasses, indigo, etc., 147 ; area, out-turn

of crops, etc., 148, 149; implements of

tillage, 150, 151 ; manure, irrigation, etc.,

157, 158. Sundarbans—Rice crops, 303,

324-326 ; other crops, 325, 326 ; area,

out-turn of crops, etc., 335-337 ; imple

ments of tillage, 337.

Timber trees found in the Sundarbans, List

of, 304-309.

Tior caste, fishermen and boatmen, 69, 136,

317-
TiorpArA fishing village, 35.

TitAgarh railway station, formerly a dock

yard, 108, 166.

Titu Miyan, ringleader of a FarAizf outbreak,

113-115.

Tobacco, Cultivation of, 146, 147, 325 ; ex

port of, 171.

Todar Mall, his rent-roll according to sar-

kdrs and mahals, 356-373.

Tolly's Canal, 25, 29, 31-33.

Tollyganj village, with river traffic in rice,

34 ; English school, 205.

Towns, 76-99 ; education in five chief towns,

214-221.

Trade.—See Commerce and trade.

Troops at Barrackpur, 83 ; at Dum-Dum,

91 : at Alip r, 100.

Trinidad, Emigration to, 52.

Turmeric, Cultivation of, 148.

Turtaria mahal, 363.

U

UjiAlpur pargand, 372.

UMvT&. pargand. or Okra, 241, 362.

UId pargand, 365.

UltadAnga, or New Canal, 31, 33.

Umarpur pargand, 367.

Unions, aboriginal hill tribe, 51.

Urban as compared with rural population,

i2i, 122, 320.

Uri dhdn, indigenous marsh-rice, 136, 137.

Uriya-am, a timber tree of the Sundarbans,

309.

Uriyas, Immigration of, 51, 318, 310.

UriyApArA PaltA fishing village, 35, 230.

Ustir Pranshaht market village, 229.

Utbandi, a cultivating tenure, 154, 274.

Uttar or northern pargand, one of the

original 24 Parganas, 20.

V

Vaidik Brahmans,their subdivisions, villages,

and customs, 55, 56.

Vaishnavs, or Baishnabs, or Bairigis, fol

lowers of Chaitanya, 65-68, 72, 73, 108.

Valentyn, Dutch memoir by, accompanying

Van den Broucke's map, 377-379, 384,

385, 387, 388.

VArendra, a province of Bengal under the

Hindu kings, 359, foot-note.

Villages, Number of, 42, 43 ; classified

according to sire, 76, 77.

Villages, Principal, ioo-i21, 320, 325.

Villages, Character of, in Sundarbans, 286.

Village institutions, 124-127.

Village watch.—See Police statistics.

w

Wages and Prices, 151, 152, 338.

Wahabl sect, 75, 113-115.

Waste land, 24, 287.—See also Spare land.

Water-works for supply of Calcutta, 108-1 10.

Water supply in the villages, 259.

Weights and Measures, 152-154.

Wild beasts.—See Fera Naturae.

Wood trade of the Sundarbans, 172. 304-

3*3-

z

Zamlnddri tenure, its rights, incidents, etc.

262-264.

7.aminddrs, Claims of neighbouring, to

newly reclaimed lands in the Sundarbans,

328-330.

Zar i peshgi, or lahona, a land tenure, 275.
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